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The Voice of Doom was a journal of postal Diplomacy published every now and then
by Bruce Linsey, 73 Ashuelot St., Apt. 3, Dalton, MA 01226. Phone (W3) 684-0567.
Standbys are still wanted. There aire no game openings. Subscriptions aren't accepted*

Diplomacy is a registered trademark for a game invented by Allan B. Calhamer and
copyrighted by Avalon Hill.

The deadline for all games contained herein is October 26, 1984. From now on,

the deadline date will appear with the game reports like it does in normal zines.

This sine was dedicated to my dog Trouble, who licked dirty feet.
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My thanks to John Pack's computer, which provided me Kith the artwork on page 1<>

And now* »

o

The End of tte Road

In the unlikely event that you couldn't tell it from the front cover? or In most
cases the attached sub refund check* this is the grand finale issib of The Voice of
Doonu

My decision to fold was made about two and a half years ago* when the sine was
numbeiBd in the early sixties* I decided that I would wind it down to issue #100 P and
then call it quits* My reason for this decision was simple* Many of you know me as
Bruce-the~publlsher 6 Bruce-the ~<$l, Bruce -the-hobbyist * or whatever* You know that
part of me 0 However* there is another part of me toos Bruce~the~person<> Bruce-the
person needs more time for himself , because being Bruce-the pubilater was a huge drain
on my time 9 money P and roost importantly* my social life e I realized well over two
years ago thai publishing this Bine was seriously impinging on many of imy real-life
needs,, and tha< X ought to start thinking about the day I would end it and pursue a
more "normal" life* Thus I planned out a timetable which I have followed carefully*
so that my 100 ih issue would coincide with my fifth annlsh, and that would be my last
issue.

Does the above sound at all negative? It isnH meant to* I have always e&joyel
publishing this little ol* rags and still do* Just glance through my Issues of,) say*

the past year 9 and I think it will be obvious that my enthusiasm never died* I ju&t
have to get on with otter things e some of them within the hobby 9 but the most important
ones in my own life*

There were a few unavoidable signals that TO was foldings but nobody seemed to
pick up on tbeau If I were going to continue this project* I would have opened another
round of games at least six months ago, Ths last round of openings here was announced
in #5?* and since then I opened only the RIGEL game* for two reasons g (l) I predicted
(incorrectly) that all of the other games would be over before issue #100 s and I

didnH want to be left with no games goings and (2) tbexe happened to be several
enthusiastic newcomers to YD in early 1983? they sounded eager to play* and I wanted
to accomodate them* But s I would under normal cireinstances have announced general
openings some time ago ,

A second hint* one that I feared might really give it away e was my decision to

run an early 1984 Ihcmie of the Year contest* It was either that* or skip the contest
this year entirely* which of oourao I didxiH want to do*

^
I decided early on that I would keep my upcoming fold a secret. I hope that nobody

ieels let down by this, Since I figured that some people might just be waiting to
join my next game, I made it a point on several occasions to mention that there wowon't
be any openings in the foreseeable future, and that people should subscribe for tlie
reading material only* Most publishers either fade out without warning p leaving
players and subbers stranded, or announce their decision to fold and then wind down
to a warehouse seine, I wanted to go out with a b% bang instead of a whimper*

Nonetheless, I shared this secret with a tiny i
; number of close friends, Alex

Lord has known of my decision to fold for over two years, almost since the time she
started writing her column* I told Joan Extrom about it very early this year, in
February or March, I think, I told Steve Knight in June, and very recently, I told a
handful of others, for various reasons* All were sworn to secrecy, and I thank them
lor keeping my secret*

I suppose I should mention that the current round of feuds played no role in VD*s
fold* It 6 s unfortunate that so many nasty things are occurring in the hobby right
nowf some people are bound to think that this is the reason I'm calling it quits. If
anyone out there wants to believe that, I suppose it doesn't make much difference o But
if it does matter to anyone, feel free to check with Joan and/or Steve. The ugliness
hadn*t started at all at the time I told Joan, and was barely on the horizon when I
told Steve o Both axe of course free to discuss it with anyone now.
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For the many of you who axe my friends and who have enjoyed the zine, please don*t

feel sad that I*m folding* I don't want you to be sad about it. Rather, please
share with me my joy that (1) I fulfilled my goal of publishing a successful Bine 3 a
vehicle that provided many of us with much enjoyment* and (2) now that it's over, I

will have the time to get on with other things that I want to do, I have no regrets
about ay Initial decision to start publishing e and equally no regrets about my decision
to stop publishing* Both of these decisions were of a positive nature 0

In addition to the "usual" stuff, I have reprinted quite heavily in this issue from
Bandolph Smyth* s old issues of Fol Si Fie 3 Over four years ago, I asked Randolph to

send me copies of his old articles* He was kind enough to do this s and told me I was
welcome to use them. I trust that I em not treading too deeply into Mark Berch*a
territory by doing this, but I've decided to run several of them for you readers*
For one thing, I doubt that more than a dozen of you were readers of Fol Si Fie when
these articles were first published, so the overwhelming majority of you won't have
seen them? More importantly, though* I truly feel that Randolphs articles on the

game of Diplomacy need to be preserved* and I wanted you, my friends, to have them*

They arenH everyone's cup of teai I know, for instance t that Joan has little or no
interest in strategy articles* For those of you in the same boat, well* there 8 s plenty
of other stuff here* But for those of you who share my opinion that these articles
are a valuable part of tfaa hobby*s literature, here they axe* In my opinion, there is
nobody in the hobby who shares Randolph's skills at writing about the game* I hope
that many of you will enjoy these articles as much as I have*

Also in this issue s of course* will be my "winding down" stuffs an account of
what I owe everyone, a look at my future in the hobby, a list of sines I recommend so

that the handful of you who receive only W will have the opportunity to stay active
in the hobby9 and so on* I think 1 511 get on with some of that stuff right away, and
gat it out of the way* Be that as it may s I wanted to give all of you something to
remember me by* and I hope that this farewell issua will fill the bill. So, one last
time* onward we go*

So, down to business. Where do we go from here?

To my paying subscribers % your sub refund is enclosed. A schedule of what I owe

each of you will follow* If you're in the U 8 S* or Canada, your refund is by checko

My paying subbers In Europe (Ivo Bouwman and Steve Howe) axe getting cashe since

I think this will make it easier for them, If you cre one of the few whose sub credit
expired with this issue p then of course there is no refund enclosed*

To my traders* Obviously, all trades are jfiereby cut* I wiU subscribe to

some of your aines through the International Subscription Exchange in the near future •

To my players a Xou know I would never orj$*an your games! All games still running
will be carried to conclusion in a subline thai I will be running in §H2£B& Bxpsesso
The game results will go out oq flyers to the |&ayersf and then reprinted in the
subzine<> That way, the press $pd endgame statements will still reach a wide audience 0

I have already worked out the arrangements with Gary Coughlan. The subline will be

pretty much games only, with maybe a smattering of Hobbytalk or an occasional letter*
or whatevero I do not plan to^pontinue It aft^r all the games have finished and the

endgame statements have been published* Oh, the subline 9 s nam**? The Echo of Boom, of
course o Thanks to Mark Berch for thata

To the publishers of the North American aines with which I had a mutual. sub« I
wish to keep receiving your zlnes. Please continue to send them until my sub credit

rims out, and 1*11 be renewing my subs to most (maybe all) of them at the appropriate

time*
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To the people on the W standby lists 1 will assume that it 9 s still OE for me to

call you as a standby as my games wind dotffu If there Is anyone on the list who wants
off 9 please let me know* If there Is anyone out there who wants to be adcecl to the
list* pleads let me know* I ifill keep extra copies of all the game reports on file
for those of you who might waat them if called* There is no shortage of players
willing to stand by in my games^ so I &on*t foresee any problems*

The YD standby list right non consists of g Peter Ansoff f Kour&e: E&umetster*
Doug Ba^SrXeln* Ml Birsaa

? Don Burd, Dave Garter* Jim Ghatfi&ld, Fat Conlcn, Cathy
Gunning, John Davie

s

s Michael Site, Mark Bu&rte, Ghardo Edison* Mike Ehii* Greg Bills,
Mark Frueh* Dan Gorham, Ty Hare $ Bob Howerton 9 Edmund Jedxy f Mark Johnson, John Xador*
Chuck Kaplan, Matt Ka&ur 0 Mike Xettman ff

Steve Knight, George Lerltte, Jerry Lucas*
Jim Makuc, Conrad Minsh&U* Pat Pakel* John Pack* "Jane Pzoskin", Jeff Punches,
Kichael Quirk* Paul Bauterherg, Bob Sweeney 9 Don (M&ssachusatts) Williams, Rob
VlttmandLj G 0Eo Blender, Jamas Early e Dan Xoungs Bob Fcete, and Nelson Heint&msn*

Thai should answer all questions of where do we go from hem* If anyone has any
further questions* I'll be glad to answer ihesu Nov* where do X_ go from here f in
terms of my hobby involvement? I plan to remain active is. the following mys,

As noted above, I will be publishing a subline for the purpose of finishing out
my game So

Also as noted above, 1 will bs subscribing to many asines still* although I won't
be active in many of tbenu

After the HIGEL game ends 5 I plan to join the KIGEL II game t since that is still
being planned* haven 5 1 discussed the question yat of who is going to GM IU There
is also a chance that I'll Join one more game * but that 9 © doubtful* One is plenty*

I plan to continue distributing Supernova » and urge all publishers to give It an
occasional plugo

Depending on how much energy I have for it* I may be contributing to other zines
from time to time* Paul Rautsrt^rg has already told m that he e d like me to write for
Midlife Crisis 9 and I s d be proud to make an occasional appearance in that forum

•

I may stay active in a few other sines as well*
1 will still attend a few cons per year* schedule and money permitting. It'll

be good to Bee some of you on these occasions 0 3RUXG0N is still on, of course 9 and.

I'm still shooting for KabinKon next smnier. Sore on these elsewhere P I hope

*

Oh 9 all right* More on these now g since I have the space here* BBUXCQK is going
to run from the evening of Friday* December 28* through to Tuasday* New Year's Day*

All Doomies (yes, you're still Doomies!) are invited and welcome to attend for all or
part of this tiae 0 Please let me know in advance if you plan to come * We will
concentrate on four days of good* old-fashioned game-playing and fun s Mark Paul is

local to me now and will be attending* He owns hundreds of games and will bring
some of them* Others who have expressed an interest already 9 or who I would expect
may attend s Ty Hare,, Nelson K&intaman, Mike B&roo* Eric Kane s Jim Makuc, perhaps
Steve Mutton p Brian Lorber and maybe some of the other Great Neck people, Kevin, Stone f

maybe Brad Wilson* maybe Alex Lord* 1*11 have to ask Don Williams since he lives
nearby „ and maybe some others* Q'mon and whoop it up with us! Thera is only one
houserule at a BRlDCGONs no sacking. Please let me hear from you*

KafainKon* Steve Knight , Kik$ Baxno* and Paul Rautarberg have all e.Tcpressed

potential interest in going to Lake George next summer* Is there anyone else who
might be interested? Again p non-smokers only* please 0 I would like to make definite
plans about this as early as possible

.

Two additions to the above dlacussion of my hobby activities* I plan to remain
active on the Don Miller Memorial Award and International Diplomacy Mil of Faate

coma&tteee* and ~ FLASHU — Randolph Smyth has chosen m(£zon among all of the
one applicants) to take over the running of the Runestone Poll next year, I'm highly
enthusiastic about ihiSg and certain I can do a good job& More on this elaewhsrs*
in the Issue*
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Hon for the sub refunds* The number by your name ii:cleans the iasue #ith vVach

your sub would have explradp including credit for sutaiB&lo&s to this issue* Your
refund should equal that amount, times 500 o If you feel that I h&ve made aji exror in

your refund, please let me hear it* ELe&sc ea&h your checks promptly * (Kr e subtract 100
from the number of issues* of course..*)

Robett 4 ch*iaon 1.05 no 106

Chuff Afflerbach 118 Jtl JL *»•Wit. 4 V<*1 .» ^tiC^A-j HO
Jeff' Albrecht 107 100 1ri?

Steve Angle 104 Bob Kan** T*tfV"i 108
Stave Hfutton 110

Miicc Bamo lot J& COb#3 T 1 lit

Konrad Bavs&ex& Utr 100 113 J. JEW* v^iJtiSWjiiW.

Mark Bereh 133 Mark JoVinson 102 m
I

Doug Beyerlein 104 John Kadi?* 105
1.13F# te 3irk© Eric Kan& 1 >ii

ISdi Blxmn Matt Xassur 105 1 1

A

JL JQ
Ivo Boussaan 1.1.3 johu Kelley 134
K&n Brc'i-m .< 14 M tlvf? K&ttffilft 110 W A

Ronald Brown •.13 Jlav© Kls ij&an 114 jRfvw w 40 jr

Don Buret 109 130 iaiaiyi: i

Save Garter 108 Richard iCovalcik 100 fli t t^^it *!*K/\mw

Geoff Gh&lliftffe?* T 108 1 AO
Fat Gonlon 123 106 in^lUr
Gary Goughlan 103
Brian Crs^SB T Mark Latf 11?
Cathy Cuaxd-ng 100 D&wj Lliiool 15«r13r *V M 11 V r r r

112
John Davids 115 107
Fred Davis 108 A 1ft It TjATK? 103
Bon Dal brands 110 .To v Y.I t/*» lo? -liftHO
Michael Dite 103 Tjiaadi 100 Joms Woodson 103
Mark Duarte 112 Jbfli LiHia 107***** Visa iin

Chardo Edison 14? John HacFarlaii? no Brad Wilson 101
Mike Hhll 1,15 Jim Hakuc 107 John MiraBsan 101
Greg Ellis 126 John Max«<ter! v Simoa Billearies^ T
Joan Sxv,rom 100 Mike Ma^or 106 Goinxad Miashall 103
Kick Pelella 10? John MichElafc4

. 10? Hob ?diBslou 104
John Ferguson 105

'
Ralph Morton 1.22, Stave How© 118

Bob Foote 100 Jeff Hoto 113 James Early 108
Mark Frueh 102 Bob Osuch Bob Hobinaou 103
Ruth Glaapsy io4 John Pack 122 Dorok Ca^re T
Dan Gorh&K loo Bat Pakel 103 Ron Galioia 108
Jaka Kalverat&dt 119 Hark Baul 102 Stephen Dye 109
Garry Hamlin 104 Larry fteery 104

Tfctal number of iaswe. remaining Xn people's sub© » 10^3

Total aiaount of mh mfm&& ~ ?5H«50

One aoxo note to my playaras you do not haw to sub to Jv^^a Exgcgss to e^ttaoa
playing (though I dou c t Mow why yoti wou3,dn e t «ant to anywrayj T ^sloce thi"ga^^a cili
go ^ fly^r, you will not need to see the results in EB, Alao, you will receive yourmm fees beck, or yostr >iasue credit far standing byT^at the appropriate time, in
equivalent cash rimoimta*



Let no one be left high and dry by YD * s folds Sow© other sines you might want to

check out if you 8 re thlril*±3g of expanding in the hobby are as follows h

Glvj Me a Weaggn» Koax&d Baxaaeisterf 11416 Parlr/lew Lane* Hale3 Corners,, WI 53130

M^omac^ Ijiggst* Mark Berch* 492 Naylor Place, Alexandria, VA 2230k

Murd y r3jag Ministers, Hon Brora P 1528 31 Sereno Elace* Bakersfield, GA 93304

Sleepless Knights, Dave Cartar, 118 Horsham Ave** Villowdale, Ontario, CANADA M2H 129

Europe Express, Gary Cough!an* 4614 Martha Cole Lane* Memphis, Ut 38118

Bushwaeker* Fred Davis, 1427 Clairidge Hd« $ Baltimore, KD 2120?

FegUBigs Hof B Bob Howerton* 4510 Treeline Drive * Pensacola, PL 32504

M££9J£* stcve Hut-oni, ?04 Brant Si,, London, Ontario, CANADA fi'5Y 3»l

Anduin ? Eric Kane, Box £028 e Alumni Memorial Besidences, The Johns Hopkins University*
Charles and 34th Streets, Baltimore, KD 21213

S2L Uii^2H§±f Dave Ivlei-aan? 65! F&nster* XMi&napoXis, I!? 46234

Tte Concert of Europe Michael Lee B 3480 Banna Cto, Eugene, OH 97405

^some-Lose some Judy Winsome 9 3902 Lafcemead Way* Hsdncod City* GA S4062

TMxt£ Miles of Bad Road, Mark Luedi* PC Box 2424, Bloomington, XH 4?402

So I Lied, Marc? and Debi latere, 29 E* Wilson #202, Madison* WI 53703

JSobggs, Jeff Richmond, 331-3 Piatt Rd* s Aim Arbor, MI 48104

Midlife Crisis , P*,ui Hauterbexg, 4922 \t, Wisconsin Ave« e Milwaukee, WI 53208

Cathy9 s Siblings, Cathy Clawing, I526 N* Lazier Ave e , Chicago, It. 6065!

22i 21 Randolph Smyth, 212 Aberdeen Sto SB, Medicine Eat, Altexta* CARADA TiA 0R1

Exehwn and Diplomacy Worl& & Hod tfalkor* 1273 Great Drive? SSacinitas, OA 92024

Baging Main. James Woodson, B0 Box 18645, Corjnis Christi, TX 78418

For variety* &vd* to a British sins or three through the International Subscription
Exchange* run by Steve Knight, 11905 Wii?.tarthur Lane, Reston, VA 22091c Specify
exactly what your money 8 s for* Some good British sines area Denver Glont 3 by Glover
Rogereonf Home of the Brave 3 by Geoff Challing»r$ InflaMkatory Material g by Slaon
Billennessg Greatest Hits , 'by Pete Birksg RMBl , by Brian Creese 1 Ode, by John Marsderw
Screw those British addresses j they 6 d talis up the whole page* Just write to Knightc

All of the above are personal recommendationso For best reading material* try

ffBo For beat articles about Diplomacy t go for DD, DW 9 and FSP if you enjoy Randolph s
stuff in this issue a For good letter colursns (|55 style 9 not mashed up) go for
todijjta (if it hasn't folded) and Ho Fixed Address,, For variants „ Bushwackgr c, For
great ~GMing, get EE, The Diplomat, or (T'^mMxP[f Frobogz,

I personally recommend you avoids Retaliation ? North Seelth West George , Folitesae
or Feudease or whatever Wrobel calls his smear sheet. Whitestonia? and Graustarkg
Or, if you canH avoid them* take *em with a grain of salt*""
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Hobbytalk

Many of the items herein will date back two or three months* as the last two

Hobbytalk columns were curtailed for lack of room* In a Voice of Doom armish, however,
the phrase "lack of room" has no meaning* So we 8 re back in full bloom this time

And here 9 s what's going on in the hobby 9 s zines these past two or three months 0

Command is a revival of Dennis Agosta s s old sine of the same name, Dennis left
the hobby shortly after I started publishing VD, so he's been away for quite a while

«

Send a sine for a sample to Dennis at 57 Meadow Road g Edison, HJ Q8Sl?o He has
openings in five sections of regular Diplomacy* It 6 a good to see an old sine maH*
its comeback*

Diplomacy World #38 contains a letter from Bill Becker on the topic of whether
Allan Calhanier would have allowed the support order whra a unit is also ordered to

hold* He is referring to Origins '83 in Detroit* when Galhamer spoke on this and
several otter topics* and I 6ve heard conflicting versions of what was saido (Alas s

X didn't arrive in the gaming room till he had finished speaking*)
Becker says that "I believe Byrne and Barch are recalling 2 separate questions*,

Allan affirmed mutual support* not double order of hold & supporto As with their
recollections, that is my recollection of the answers to the questions proposed to

Mr a Calh&mer. n Alas* then, the true opinion of Allan Calhamar on the subject would
appear to be buried in obscurity until the next time he makes one of his rare con
appearance So

That issue of DW also addresses the question of whether it is wrong for Rod Walker
io print full-page reviews of sines having major anniversaries or revivals* I don't
see what the big hoopla isu To me this is a positive way of spotlighting zines that
deserve it, and I support the policy, I think that the howls of protest arose mainly
because Rod's first review happened to be of his own zine & Brehwon, then newly revlvedc
But then again* maybe I'm biased,, DW #39 plans to feature Voice of Doom p (vjj

Andula #3** contain© another letter from Steve Hutton, debating Ken Jialpem over
nothing whatsoever That's not a putdown* it can be very entertaining to read about
no tiiing s and the Hutton-Halpern debate provides an inexhaustible source for thiSo

Ultimately Cool is a fake that popped into my mailbox a few weeks ago 8 purportedly
published by Tro Sherwoodo This has got to be the best-done fake I fve seen in many
moons* the writing is entertaining, if somewhat demented* and the postmark was even
righto I hear that Keith is getting sub checks from it* 0 0

The July/August issue of Diplomat (the newsletter of the Postal Diplomacy SIG of
American Mensa) contains a n announcement that Fred Davis has replaced Keith Sesler
as Junior Committeeman of the SIG* Diglomag is sent to me courtesy of Bruce Foppe P

the Chairman, and I appreciate ito The Mensa SIG now has a policy that all new
players will receive a free copy of Supernova P and business is boominM

In the August issue of Ifelitesse, I am accused of being one of "a tiny minority"
who "lack common sense*', because I was under tne impression that Ed might be folding
the zlxie* The reason I had this impression was Ed's announcement in an earlier issue
that "This is indeed the end of Bolltesse as we know it. the final issue , as it were*
We have finally run out of justifications^ our existence is too tenuous ™~ it must
endo Get your refunds fasta" I agree with Ed$ "common sanse should have told me
that this prattling was not a fold announcement e but rather just another instance of
quasl-meanIngless Wrobsltalko Well, excuuuuuuuuuuse meeeeeeeeel

Com Off the Cobb is John Schuler : s subline to Xenogogic 9 and in the July issue
there is a discussion regarding who wrote the a?Shep Replies" article in Diplomacy
World #3^o Well 0 modesty forbids a * « Anyway? this issue of Xeno is priced at ?5o00,
and I'm sure my sub credit must hpva long ago nan out* but Larry keeps sending them
a»yway $ and I appreciate it« I might as well take this opportunity to mention that
perhaps I°ve been a bit harsh on Xeaogoffic in the past hezeo It is overpriced and it
is greatly in need of more editing, but there 8 s still a fair bit of interesting
reading in its pages* Aside from which. Larry Peery has proved to be a very likeable

person in my dealings with Mj»u
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That issue of Xenog^lc also contains a letter from Joan Exfrmm w$^ccn6tex& to

?eery*s offhand remark in a recent TO that he didn't think Joan existed. 4om
writes, "Dear Mr* Peery« Res Voice of goom #95« P» 39s 3rd paragraph* Well* I ion * t

believe you exist, either! Sincerely* Joan Sxtxcm.'' Fell. , all I can say Is '.hut that
must have been a ver£ nice figment of ».y imagination that cam© and spent thx^e deye
with me a couple* of months ago? And that must be a yerj eue^etdc figmen*: of my
invagination that pxrts out those iOCr page issue of XenoJ ^O v aon< you twc, \»m/s nr«c

feud like this* now!
Last issue "/ imploded Conrad Minshail to write an article for YD on ih^ topic

of ccajmters and Diplomacy* Th& Acolyte 59 has a very good reviei* ox' a 'b.^A on a
closely related topic* Allen Lane's Machines llmt Thinks .Actually, tte boc»: is

jy^WWHW* *» w*iaa*#iti•» «w nana.-***

apparently an anthology of SP stories about robots,, which gets one to thLakSag* .Vf

a Dip*ai£acj= game contained robots as its players, would the BNC then assign, a uuBiber

to the game? Sort of like the E-aail controversy of the future* Paaawb?./; i9p7 That
you read about it first in VB» I s

ia old-fashioned^ I suppose, but I'm net eo sure

that pxx. gramme <5 ability to mate decisions could ever be termed tha equivalent of
"thoughts no matter how advanced or complex the robot (computer) becomes, Then
again* if a computer can be progressed to do the same things that hcaaca lo, ao.d t<r

make decisions as complex as these humans .maisB? i*> that not thought? Whfctelr, lie*
the distinction? IV s food for* well*, thought* The issue (of Aco^ta) dev<:t?d

almost entirely to non-Diplomacy topics, "but as always is fasciiiatiGD^re adisig hod* tlv: lest

Midlife Crisis #14 serves to illustrate just how far "behind I'd gotten Ui ray

Hobbytalk column, since the issue was published at the begfaiing of July In his
playlist for the issue « Paul mentions that "In Search of the Lost Chord" la t\& bs&t
of the Noddy Blues* old albums, and as a rabid fan of the Moody Blues I agxs* that
the albufc is very well done* the high point perhaps being the "House of Four Boors/
legend of a Kind" sequence <> not so sure I'd rate the album ahead of *!>&ys of
Future Past" or *

'Every #ood Boy Deserves Favour'* (Emilys Son^ is perhaps the most
beautiful of all their tuiBs/j nor would I put it substantially ahaad of two or tlirae

of their other early efforts 0 In any event, I think that all of the Moody i-maa*

old stuff Is truly classic* Starting with "Octave w
« they really began 'to go

downhill, uzxd "Long rdstance Voyager" is a mockery of their early a fforts, &o 1

haven't ".even gone out and bought their latest albm yet —- Pra quite certain 1*31

ba disappointed when I do a so I*m waiting for the day when I hava $8*00 to blow
on getting disappointed*. OK, so I have no talent for reviewing music* something l'

3 'm

pre tt;/ mmn tried to do only once in the past* when I wrote about Joheri jQonvar^a

"Seasons of tae Heart" album. That review didn't go over m mil* either-

Tehran #94 Has a wak lat# due to m apparently serious matter in St?*v^'
: a Ufa -

Tne reason *that this is news is that it's a unique occurrences Ter^rgn hid never coen

late till then,, mud now here 4 s Steve KeinowsJcl very hu&bly apologising to his readers
for this one incident in over eight years of publlshingo Let he who t*&& pu^liahfid for
eight years and never been late be the first to cast stonss at Steve 0 o*your xecoiA
is admirable , Stave, and a oue^week delay imnH change that in anyone

r

a mind As I

mentioned last ish* Ter-ran has openings in OTgular Diplomacy e and you couldrv t r<sk

for a more reliable GM> Steve Heinowski ? 12034 Pyle, Ob^rlin e OH 4**074*

Issue #40 of Give Me a Weagwi has this retrospectfully classic remark by Kcarad
Bamaeisteri "Fortunately! Bruce folding WD is not something I mvlc. prt$4iet to

happen in the next several years* 1
* Yowo

Snafu! #44 see a editor Ronald #rown "quiikij^g ir terror*' boicasue " Steve H^tioru^
has threatened me with bodily harm if I did not tum o^r (two gnafuf garnet to

hiia &
>l Relax * Bonald^ it could be much worse,, He could decide to include yov in <*3J

his satirical plays*
Magus 37 oensis^ts largely of Don (Duck) Wiilia&s* subline ^j'^ .fi§t B^Hum

which is sort of to Hague as K£ is to Whl^ston^ — a large part of the whole :;5r:.e

Steve Langley also publishes ,,Coni.mdruasf% a montl&y puz-sle col^u Ah th

Steve Huttan's cryptic

s

& I*d 'been generally too bust to really work or> these*, Few

New that a Fkq Man, thar** may . be time for tte hobby's little nice tlcE lik-s- t'd^.



No Fixed Address #20 (boy, these are getting ancient? ) 9 announces that Bob
Albrecht's Battle Stations appears to have folded, and indeed*, since this issue of
NFA came outu BS (how appropriate!) has indeed folded for the second time* messiiy
again<> I would advise my .traders to stay away from Bob Albxecht's publication^ in

the event that it should reappearo Twice burned is way too much*
Anduin #33 informs m that Tfcxas is Eric Kane's least favorite state, except

for California o Boy» does this guy have lousy taste in states! Now I realise » Erie,
that the crowded*, ugly 9 air™polluted regions of0 oh, say f Lassen Park and vicinity
in northern California or Guadalupe Mountains in the western Texas panhandle can't
hold a candle to the wide open* majestic, uncrowded expanses of virgin wilderness one
finds in t say, Delaware or New Jersey; but surely you must admit the fact that the
two former states have gome redeeming features* For example 9 and I'm sorry to have to

overwhelm you with such a persuasive arguement, John Tower is from Tfexas and Ronald
Baagan from G&liforaiao So there 0

MRjj 52 is the first printed notice I°d seen of Acolyte 9s foldo Apparently things
are okay with Pete and Kathryn Tamlyn e for those of you who may have been concerned*
since it says in KMRj. that Pate will be running some of his games to conclusion* I
also read here of" the PJjsiley Award* the British equivalent of our Don Miller Award*
given for service to the hobby« I'm glad to see this. The British and American
hobbles being as far apart as they still are* the EMMA as It stands now coulda*t
possibly go to someone in BritAin* even though there are many people over there who
are just as hard-working and deserving of recognition as their American counterparts*
Someday I hope to see this gap between the hobbies completely filled ins at present,
very few people have bridged ito

Inflammatory Material 5 contains a very interesting series of sines reviews by
Simon Blllenneseo The sines are mostly grouped by Simon's rating of them in the
British Zina Poll* and why he assigned each the rating that he did. It's all very
original o c 0 1 haven't ever seen sine reviews done this way before « Simon 9 s only
"lCT vote went to a sine called Masters of the Prime, which nobody has ever heard of
anyway o He gave a "9" to The Acolyte , precisely what I would have done had I not
been too lazy to vote in the British Zine Poll this year0

Ode 56 has come out* At first I didn't recognise it as this issue is in digest
format (bleccchl ) and center stapled (yukkkk!), I'm always surprised to see the
high circulation figures of British sines* Odte's is 152* The British hobby is much
more close-knit than we ares a good sine over there will attract a very high percentage
of the entire hobby! This issue of Ode also contains an insert of Fred Davis 3 variant
(what else?) Davis Diplomacy, in which the standard map has been revised in several
ways 1 to extend farther east, to separate the bordering home supply centers of Italy
and Austria as found in the regular game, and to add the province of Archangel in
northern Russian Fred is in my opinion the hobby * s leading variant designers his
ideas generally are sound and not just silly as with many variants*,

Winsome Losesome #25 was put put in a hurry after Judy returned home from a camping
and soccer vacation* Judy remarks that after all this activity* MI feel like a yo-yo*"
Perhaps so & Judy* but to some of us you 9re not a yo-yo but rather a very good friendo (w)
I enjoyed reading your soccer writeup fl

and was surprised to learn that in that sport

»

the score is no indicator of excitement n It's not that way in footballs e*g. 5 where
I and many fans would rather watch a game thaVs going to end with a score of 42-37
than a 10-7 contest* Fve never zeally had the opportunity to sit down and appreciate
soccer* Perhaps I should do this one day<>

On a related note, Judy* you may remember your exchange with Alex Lord about
socoer a couple of years ago 0 You'll fce pleased to know that again this school year f

Alex is going out for her soccer teanu

Greatest Hits 117 arrived at my mother's house In Albany, making Bate Briks the

only remaining hobbyist who hasn 9 t gotten wind of my new (now not-so-new) address*

The issue features a letter from Pete Doubleday saying* "It has just occurred to me

that I, and doubtless many others 0 oogo to great pains to ensure that any letter we



send you Is a coherent and flowing (in my case* ooaing) whole 0 Not only do /ou
totally ruin this effect by merciless hacking about* you than gc on to complain wat
your letter column lacks shape. Graceless lettle get, aren't you?" Chalk up
another vote for the non-cut-and-pasting fans!

Thirty Miles of Bad Road #26 quotes Greg Kills as Baying that "I? you really want
to hurt Bruoe^hinmy 9

' you don't cancel your Voice of Boom sub - that s ttoing iw; a

favor » You find him 50 more sub^ers*" Ifeal^y* Especially now, since* 1 d have to

send back all those sub checks*
The July issue of Festuaga Hof announces that the zlm will expand frosi ?.2 pa,see

to 16 with tiia addition of two new games 0 The sine, comments Bob Howeri^n wistfrlly.,

seams to he growings Fine by me r. Bob, FH is good stuff,
Diplomacv Digest #83 offers a discussion of the exact definition of the term

?,midgasis'% Several possible definiitions of the terms are discusaed* &a& thoir
weaknesses spotlighted* Mark Berch then offers this definition for aidgavne* "The
time between opening and endga&e*" He's serious* too 0 Sext thing you kno^t* ths

Lexicon of Diplomacy is going to contain cgnto&l jgK^rgs the powers la bs tween t>-s

outside powers* 3teally P Marko
Denver Gloat 29 finally got here over a month after Steve Knight allied m up to

read part of it to me over the phone 0 It seems that my critici&m of Khn Dent 's

houserules* as published in VP #95* has had a profound effect on XSju "Okay, I

give in," he wrlteso "When magaaines thousands of miles away start criticising your
houserules you know you must have annoyed people o Look, BRUX 6 Voice of Doom is having
an effect!'* And he goes on to say that he will no 3.onger just pemit^^y~old achauok
passing by to aubsait orders for a country in. anarchy (civil disorder) , end in ao doing
take over the country* I am pleased to see thiso Kot only because it brings JCte 's

games up to a higher level —• players will now at least know who they &ight hf to
negotiate with before he sends in moves — but also because it 's very gratifyxn^ to

realise that in its lifetime Voice of Boom did indeed affect someone* Thinks, K*au
I needed that to happen before foTding7~~

aigfui^ #^5 was Ronald Brown 6 s final issua* and W heartily congratulates* him on
a successful stint a© a publlshsro Ronald has an article elsewhere in ti La lesv- (of

YD) containing much good advice to would-be publishers^ and the 2^ is no mors
qualified to give It* Ronald comments in his last issue that j&afui^ was "not much of
a press sine** .That was partly my influence* as I am not impressed by pages of nenmum
and prefer the concise bon mot 9 The i&fluenc© a pubber has on what kind of proas he
receives is subtle, but it's enough," Well said, Ronald* and I would expand that
observation to include toe entire contents of a ssine as >?ell. The puKLiafaar who
expresses an interest in play~of~the-game articles is likely to receive those ? the

publisher whose letter column consists of uaohopped letter© is likely to get acre
letters of that type suitable for print 1 the publisher who likes lots of suteine& is

going to attract theme and so orie It was Larry Peery (speaking in reference my
letter column) who said that publishers train their readers to aula*it the typ?, of
material they want, and the press (or lack thereof) in Snafut was just afcothar example
of this fact* Snafu? will be missed here greatly, and I might add in Canada &g well*
Canada really needs another good sine or two right about nowj N?A g SK and F3F ax® the

only major ones left and three spines hardly constitutes a broad selection? 'even
though these three are all quite distinct in style from one another* Bernaid Brown is

one of the kindest and most clearheaded individuals I have met in thia hobby n arA I

Irish him and Ann and their two children all the luck in the future c

John Michalski writes of his first meeting with Mark Frueh in Surcpa Bixyreaa #36 1

"He and Gaugjxan and some of these others strike me as part of the new look in this

hobby g all relatively handsome types* not good old grubby sleasteballs lil's Jo.bc?

Caruso « Mark Berch? Steve "woody** Amawoodiaa» Bruce Linsey 8 fijl» lots of others- At

this rate it will be hard to tell a hobbyist from a normal person in a fei* years, *

Fd been sort of worried about just this very phenominon* Some of these young upstart

who are joining the hobby in droves these days are disgustingly nor^i, Lfct's drive a

campaign to keep the hobby cra»y« Bring back Curtis Gibson, etc.



II

Euroga Exyx&as #3? checked la at a whopping 48 pages, and contained several

articles on the pros and cons of a nuclear freeze * Me, I don't see anything wrong
with nuclear viar* Having one would be a fine deterrent to any further wars, either
conventional or nuclear f and anything that deters wars is OK in my book*

Pestuags Hof #24 is out, and I was flattered to see an article of mine reprinted
troaTW^U The article is called "Love at First Sight" and describes my first
meeting wi th the game of Diplomacy, and briefly relates tha ©vents leading \vp to my
becoming a publisher. Plus, there was the usual cartoon about my ho userules, printed
somewhere in this issue

»

The Diplomat *s James T« Kirk game ended up in a four-way draw including front-
runner Nelson Heintssmanp who forgot to vote against it. But his reaction is in
glaring contrast to that of Steve Arnawoodian,, who once helped let a W game end by
forgetting to veto a concession. Kelson is a true sports "Not to spare myself p of
course^ much of the blame for this absurd travesty (approved by only 3 players) zests
«spon my shoulders* I freely confess that I was one of the two players who made the
colossal blunder of forgetting about the draw proposal and failing to register a
veto %?ote. M It's good to hear it when someone can take responsibility for his own
actions (or lack thereof)*

Give Me & Weapon #41 has a long exchange between Koarad and Terry Tallman on the

subject oT^c^Spyright violations, etc, Taliban brings up again the fact that he has
an appointment with a copyright lawyer* Fun guy*

Midlife Crisis #16 contains an excellent writeup by Paul Rauterberg of the
method bookies use to make point spreads in college football games, and Paul's
secrets for making money batting on games that are supposed to be 5$~5G propositions
with the spread* , 1 tend to take a very skeptical view of such systems, thinking
that any bookie worth his salt has already taken into account such factors as who
has the hex over who, what the teams* schedules ware like, and so on. Then again?
there Is another way of viewing iti perhaps bookies tey to fix the game not so that
iVs an even proposition, but so thai one team 9 s chances look good to the public, but
the other team still has an edge (always versus the spreads of course), In that
circumstance Paul 9 & system would make more sense — but lots of people would be
applying his system and driving the bookies bankrupt if it's that good* Would 1
then be insulting you, Paul, If I were to opin that you*ve been the beneficiary of
a favorable random fluctuation in the. game scores over the past eighteen months?

Murdering Ministers contains the news that the bast sine for Leos to play in
is M^^rinft KinistersT Now I'm not one of those people who believes in all that
dumb crap called astrology, but I must confess that I was bom on August 16 and that
my only postal win came in MM

I

Acolyte 60* the final issue, is in and explains Pete Tamlyn's reasons for folding*
By and large, It seems that some people in the British hobby were giving Pate a hard
time (such as spreading false rumors about his handling of a GM-player dispute long
after it was settled), and Pet® simply no longer wishes to deal with this sort of
thing* And you thought that onij; Africans feuded! I for one am sorry to see
Acolyte go under as it was always very Enjoyable to receive and read*

According to the latest Bushwacker , SipCon 198.5 will be held in Seattle? Washington,
on the weekend of August 23~2jju jl still don't know whether I *m goingo

Cathy*s Ramblinds #9 sets a good example on how to handle a feud .in which you
aren°t involved* "I just want it to be known to everyone that OR is neutral in this
issue*, I don't want the matter broqght into ay sine*" Perhaps if everyone felt that
way, more potential feuds would be nipped in the bud.

The Concert of Europe #4 has Michael Lee making a sort of Hobbytalkifch column
out of his "Letter from the Editor" column* I hereby designate Concert as

America °s Premier Hobbytalk Journal now that YD is dead and gone * Now if only
be u d adopt my houseruleso * o By the way* Michael^ seemd to think that my 40-page #9?

grehwon #125 is in 8 with some very oven-handed editorials on the various problems

in his zino and elsewhere in the hobby*, The issue was a good one at 28 pages..



II

In responds to certain of the older letters in this issues yes, Kathy Byrne has
resigned as BSC, citing harrassmant by me as her reason* The new BNO is Bill ^ulum*

301 Conroe Dr«, Conroa f TX ??30l»
Harrassment? Ratter than just make a knee-jerk denial, I think I*d be* more

accurate to state that the truth of that assertion all depend6 on the meaning of the

term. If responding to threats and lies is "harrassment", then I plead guilty* In
any events Bill has rny full supports and I think he is an excellent choice for the

job,

A word a"bout my owa feelings toward Kathy 8 as BHC she did an outstanding Jq'%
To say otherwise would be only to invite howls of derision* In her role as BNO, she

did nothing that I considered unethical* The closest she came was in threatening
but it 9 s a throat uhe made In the heat of anger and never carried outo On the other
hand, as a juaister Kathy is grossly dishonest and unethical, and I don" t have a
shred of trust left "for her* Her Big Lie about the "nasty letter to Francins** has
been believed by quite a few people who should know better* or who at least should
check it out by asking for proof (which Kathy bus offered, and doesn't have)* I ft&ve

'been attacked by severs,! people on the basis of that, and her equally false claim
that I carry feuds into people's personal lives*

I have a letter from Ken Corbin which is strongly critical of me regarding my
feud with Kathy and ray handling of the Highfield Affair* and an article/letter
from another subbar attacking Kathy* Reithar of these are bsing printed, for reasons
I won f t go into* though the parties involved are aware of my reasons*

On to happier stuff••eoops, almost* First let me dispose of the Publishers
Statement on Foot in Mouth* I have decided to handle this simply by sending the

petition to John Caruso himself* He can act on it or ignore it as he chooses* To
clear up some of tl*e rumors going around , this is not a recommended boycott of FXri #

It's a protest against the editorial policies of using a roving subline to attack*
other hobbyists* Originally eight people signed it| recently two more added the is

signatures. But enough — John will get the statement privately from me*
Now better stuff. Many of you have enjoyed Mark Paul's work in YD over the past

two years* He has some cartoons in this issua, which I think you'll enjoy as well.

Now Mark is planning to statt up a gaming zim of his own* sometime later this year*
and he is offering a free year's subscription to any Doomie S (Xes, I warned him
that my publicizing this might get him a flood of response** ,) Mark, the list of
Doomies is on page 5* Doomie

s

t Mark's address is Tm Pitta* poO* Box ?i?,
Pittsfleld, HA 01202* The ^ine & will be called The Pitts and hopefully will tm~\xz®
Diplomacy, AO00 A*£*, Stocks and Bonds, Origins of WWIlT^** Stock Market*, Borderlands
and Bstecutlve Deci&iono Additional suggestions art* welcome. You just might find me

in one of his Stocks and Bonds games* I recently met Mark when hs soved into town*
and he is a very likeable, friendly parson. He'll be at BRUXCOS this year* Mark's
cartoons have bean a great asset to YD*

A little more room for talk about a few recent sines* eh? The latest Sleepless
Knights contains still more letters about the nasty issue of Foot in Mouth that
appeared there two months ago, with Dave Carter concluding that it^s just not worth
the hassle to print any more P3Kfr«

*

No Fixed Address is published by Steve Hutten, whos^ fired address is 70^ Brant
St., Londoh, Ontario, CANADA N5* 3Nlf aqd it's rapidly becoming (and perhaps is) my
second-favorite North American sine (after EE)* The letter column is superb i unchoppe
the way you like *em in YD, and Steve*11 print just about anything ~ imt trying to

slip a nonsequitur by him is like trying to sneak the sun past a rosster! For
US subbers, it's $8,00 for 10 Issues, and I cannot recommend it highly enough* I* H
him the ol* BRUXer sent you 0 And no, my opinion of HFA has nothing to do with tl

fact that W is (was) his favorite elnso
Civs a Weapon #**2 has Konrad Baumeister putting Tallman in his place $ good

stuff* Hi£e~to see that someone else sees the Seattle Slug for the troublemaker fchat

he is*
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Raglrta Main is back, very late but very welcome, Vm glad to read that James

Woodson iaa*t folding — and speaking of James, it seems that I had two thank yous
for him in this issue (you'll understand. That's OK ~ he worth two of *e»;

I hope hope that doesn't mean I left someone else out entirely!
So I Lied #3 contained a marvelous editorial about feuding by Marc peters, and

I for one appreciated it* SIL overall looks as though it will be a sure fire winner
of a sine, and I'm looking forward to many more.

Winsome Losesome is just so lighthearted and so nice to get* Judy's my bosom
buddy

*

Outta rom already? OK, but first let me confess that the ditto machine went
haywire again this month* I know all about the ghostly upper right corner of page 79 #

so don't hassle me about it, OK? Oh yeah, and I forgot to mention that YD #100 is
out, the final issue and the largest Diplomacy sine ever at 270 pages.

Thanks to Gary Coughlan and Chuff Afflerbach for sending in cricket stuff. You
guys never tire of taasing the poor ol* BRUXer, do ya«.*?

Bedroom bugged
at White House
Washington

President and Mrs. Reagan
have a cricket in their bed-

room that will not stop clipp-

ing, an aide disclosed yester-

day.

Sheila Tate, the first lady's

press secretary, said the Reagans

retired Sunday night and ...were

awakened at 4 a.m. Monday by the

chirping of a cricket in their bed-

room.

She said that Mrs. Reagan
'wasn't able to go back to sleep and

kept reminding herself that it is

supposed to be good luck' to' have

crickets in your house, and that

eased the pain oi being kept

awake."

On Monday morning, the first

lady conferred with the White

House usher's office, and the atten-

dants said they were swre the crick-

etwas in- one of the plants they had
put in the bedroom, Tate said. The
plants were removed from the bed-

room

At 4 a.m. yesterday! Mrs. Reag-
an heard the chirping again. This
time, the maintenance crew took all

the air vents apart and sprayed

' We re waiting to see what hap-

pens tonight," said Tate.

Vttitpft Pre**

Cricket Destroyed—
Nancy Still Awake

Washington

After three nights of

lost sleep, Nancy Reagan
announced to a waiting

world yesterday that the

cricket in the presidential

bedroom is no more.

Nonetheless, Sheila Tate (

Mrs. Reagan's press secretary*

quoted her as saying, "An-

ticipation being what it is, 1

stayed awake most of the night,

expecting to hear it."

The Reagans first heard the

cricket at 4 a.m. Monday. It kept

Mrs. Reagan awake most of the

remainder of the night.

Monday morning, the

White House usher's office, in

charge of housekeeping, sent a

squad to remove all the potted

plants from the bedroom on the

theory that the foliage was pro-

viding the cricket with a home.

Wrong. At 4 a.m. Tuesday,

Mrs. Reagan awakened to the

same chirping sound. ^

On Tuesday morning, Presi-

dent Reagan ordered mainte-

nance crews to open the air

vents in the room and spray

them with insecticide.

Mrs. Regan told her staff,

'The president kept saying it

must be in the vents." Tate said

that when she remarked later

that the president "must have

been right/* the first lady re-

plied, "The president is always

right/'

No sooner had the case been

solved than the press secretary

became deluged with telephone

calls from citizens offering anti-

cricket remedies and reporters

wanting to interview Mrs. Reag-

an about the cricket.

By midday yesterday, Tate

said, she had received telephone

calls from British and French

broadcasting agencies, as well as

U.S. television networks clamor-

ing to interview Mrs, Reagan.

"It's an issue that the entire

world is dealing with " Tate said

wryly.

V.I'. &A.V.
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Runestone Poll, 1985

BHUX Speaks /4

As was announced earlier in this issue, Handolph Smyth has handed to me the task
of naming the Runestone Poll*, I am hereby soliciting ideas from the hobby on how
the Poll might best be run* and will provide a form for discussion in Echo of Doom ,

By and large , I donU want to alter the format of the Poll much from the way it°s
been run Ita the past. Those chaages that axe made, I hope to make transparent to the
voters 3 that is, the balloting procedure should remain Identical* or nearly so* to
the way it 9 e always been. Within that framework* then, I offer the following
preliminary suggostions/comments/q^stlons. Nothing is yet carved in stone j all
hobby members are welcome to join this discussion*

1* All ballots must be signed* d&ted e state the voter* s social security number

,

be notarised***

Uta» let*s not get off on the wrong foot, 1*11 try again*

le I think, the Poll would be improved by including non-North American zines
and GMs» It would be interesting to see how the Denver Giants and HMRls of Britain
stack up against the Europa Ejggresaes and Diplomacy Digests of North America*
Additionally* this would give further publicity to the hobby outside of North America,
an excellent side benefit, in my opinion. And I have enough European contacts to
get the Poll publicized in Europe*

The only negative I can think of is that obviously some North American zines
will score lower than they would have,, due to the inclusion of extra zines* This
may lead to some bruised egos if a sine that would have finished eighth ends up
twelfth, say* But I think the good w«&uld outweigh tba bad.

2* Should I keep the subline poll* or scrap it? My own feeling is fairly neutral
on this j I tend to think of subzines as just a part of their host zines, and therefore
a factor in that rating. To rate them separately has always seemed just a bit
redundant to me P but 1 811 probably let the people who care to speak up help me make
a final decision on thia point*

% Shall I allow people to vote for zines they don't receive? GMs they haven • t
played under? Their own zines? My tendency? for reasons already discussed in VD,
is to aay "yes" to all of these*

kc Unless there is an unexpected number of objections, I will keep Randolph's
provision for lopping off the top-and-fcottom 8$ of the votes e rounded down* This is
a good procedure for weeding out grudge votes.

Even better from a statistical standpoint would be to count only votes within a
standard deviation of the mean for each zlne* However, this procedure would not be

as easy for some hobbyists to follow* . Thoughts?

5» I will try to do a preference matrix, and th$n adjust the results to range
from 0 to 10* If I am successful at this, my Inclination would be to generate one
final list by combining the "averaging" scores with the "preference matrix" scores^

6, as you can see, I'm enthusiastic about this project, and I ask that publishers
gi*» it further publicity* I promlsq results both thorough and prompt*

Now, let's hear your thoughts on the above* I am open to any suggestions from the

hobby* Copies of this page will be sent to as many publishers as possible so that

we can get a maximum amount of publicity*



And now the meet important part of the sslne.,.THE GAMES! 1

1

is

ORION 1982Y

ITALIANS SLIP INTO GASGONY!

Fall 1915
ENGLAND (Ansoff)i F IRI-Mld ( NAT S), F L¥P~Irl » F NWY 3 RUSSIAN A StP
FRANCE (Williams) i

"

J BRE S AG&a, A Gas S GERMAN A Bur (d> r Par, OTB)
GERMANY (wittmond)i ~a" BER H (f"bAL 3, A JOB sTTl BUR S FRENCH A Gas, A BUK S A Bur,

F ENG S ENGLISH F Iri-Mld
ITALY (Howerton)* F MIB^Bxe, F WES^id <F K)R S>, A Mar-GAS, A Pie-MAR , A MlH~Bur a

A TYO~Mun (TTWH s'3H

RUSSIA (Beyerlela)* A STP H
TURKEY lLeritte)j F SPA(no) S ITALIAN A Mar-Gas, F NAF 3 ITALIAN F Ifes-Hld,

A SIL S ITALIAN A Tyo-Nun, F LYQ 3 ITALIAN A Pla-M&r, A PRU?Ber
A MOS~StP (A LVN S), A Rum~3EV 4 A WAR-Gal, A GAL-War, F Bli H,
A UKR G A War-Gal (imp)

Supply Center Chart

i

ENGLAND i Lvp, Lon, Nwy, Sire 4, even
FRANCS i Bre, Par 2, even
GERMANY! Ber, Kie, Den, Hol f Bel, Edi 6 e e^en
ITALY s Home* Got a Tri, Mar, For, Vie, Mun 9, build 1

RUSSIA a StP 1 9 even
TURKJSYi Home^ Bui, Ser, Bud, Rum„ Tun, Sev, War, Spa f Mca 12, even

Game Notes* No, George, just because I said that two units may not exchange places
without a convoy doesn't mean that you're gonna dupe me into allowing that! Nice
try* c . The F Mid is a beleaguered garrison and is therefore not dislodged* (See the

article on "indirect support" elsewhere in this issue.,)

The s/f/g/I/R/T draw and the l/T draw both failed* Gersiany wants it publicised
that he voted yes to B/f/g/i/r/T and no to l/T* Proposed for next season is an
s/f/g/i/r/t draw. Please vote by next deadline.

Proses

GERMANY to TURKEY* If that's what you want, it's OK by me.

KAISER to GMi How long before X.G comes into effect?
BRUK* An "enforced draw" can only occur once the game has been stalemated for three

game years — and this one ain't there yet!

Edmund Jedry is VD's resident *iologist* He has written articles relating to
biology In each of my last two anniversary issues. In addition to this he has been
a faithful standby in YD for well avar a year, THANKS,,* to Doomie Edmund Jedry.

Jeff Noto has long teen a strong contributor to VD*s Gossip Column, and has
written several articles for the zlne< He (and his wife Lisa and daughter Jennifer)
are among my very best hobby friends, and I hope someday to meet them, THANKS*.* to
Doomie Jeff Koto*

Kerry and Karen Blant recently let their sub to VTD run out. since they *ve lost
most of their Interest in Diplomacy* But they are still very close friends* and are

receiving this final issiae gratia. Kerry was a player in the famed JUPITEE game*
^.M^vs . tn ;<v^i0 tf^rrv TT^nt



QUASAR 1982AE

HOWERTON THINKS THAT ENGLAND *S GREW SOME!

Autumn 1912
GEBMANY* NRE! A War r OTB
Winter 1912
AUSTRIA (Lucas) 1 Build P TRI
ENGLAND (Glaspey)* Build V EDI, F LVP, A LON
FRANCE (Burd) s Build A PAR, P MAR
GBHKANY (Howerton)* NBRi GM removes A Boh (out)
TURKEY (Sweeney) 1 Remove P Ion

Game Notes* The seasons in this game were separated by player request, All pxess
below is printed only with the specific permission of the players to run it in the

event of a season separation The GM hereby formally expresses his distaste to the
players at the numerous separations of seasons, wondering whether this is really
necessary s and reminding them that there Is such a thing as conditional orders*,*

The following are all proposed for next season* a concession to England* a
"concession" to E/T (actually an B/T draw), a "concession" to E/f/T (an E/p/t draw),
and an a/s/f draw. Please vote by next deadline 0 Also proposed is that Austrian
colors tutu from red to black, to signify their treacherous hearts* I wonder who
proposed that??

Pare ass

CONSTANTINOPLE s The Sultan has today announced the following changes in policy

s

"oaola so much as the Austrian government refuses to accede to the raaaonable destasids

of this govexxi&ent* and that they have aligned themselves with the Franch/Engi ikh
forces -« it is my said duty to make the following declarations a

1) The Ion Med fleet has been disbanded* lour Sultan expects that the French
will soon demand Italy and after seizing it will assuredly spring into Albania and/or
the Adriatic The Turkish navy will ONLY defend Turkish colonise/soil*

2) All Imperial Turkish armies will fight to return to our homeland ~ leaving
the French/English forces to crush Austria at their leisure 9 Turkish armies will
not support theia nor aid them in thair survival* Austrian colonies will be attacked
as needed to establish a stable fronte

3) Austria and all Austrian tradesmen* technicians and citlasens will ba deported*
ONLY a skeleton crew with a diplomat shall remain in Constantinople D

4) All arats shipments to Austria shall cease. Food and medicinal supplies shall
be continued unabated* Austria will need many bandages*

5) Allah has willed that all men over 1** and women over 16 report to the Induction
centers for training as suicide troops* To die for Allah is alls and n guaranteed
place in heaven,

My people , things mtxe well for the "Force** until the recent illness of the
Emperor of Austria and his subsequent death* With the change in lea&srship of that
noble country and their Anglo-French preferences ~ I have no choice JIHADS'*

00N to BUD* Write some truly nasty press* will ya? The rest of these guys must la
deadl

((QUASAR continues xiext page)}
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CON to BUD 8 It isn't too late yet watch them come* See preas in VD #99 o

CONSTANTINOHiE i The capital today mourns the loss of Gen. Adm, ExLax. " While resting
in Med Fleet HQ, it (the HQ and the Gen. Actou) was overrun by French Naval Forces
supported by the treacherous Austrians. The "Force" has been severely crippled*
THIS IS AN EXCERPT FROM THE FSNSACOLA NEWS JOURNAL* Police and rescue workers
succeeded today in retrieving a Mazda automobile from the waters of Fensacola Bay 0

The vehicle had plunged off the end of the fishing pier to what was at first thought
an accident* However a police have identified the body as that of Bob Hewerton, and
upon investigation have ruled the incident a suicide* Inside the car, investigators
found a strange-looking map of Europe with the word 11betrayed11 scrawled across it*

They were mystified by dozens of little wooden blocks of different colors found
throughout the car*

A spokesman for the family stated that Bob had been in a state of deep depression
after receiving the last issue of what they referred to as a cult magazine called
Voice of Doom 9 Authorities mentioned that they may pursue their investigations in
Michigan and Colorado*
LONDON $ 0h p dear* Queen Victoria deeply regrets the computer error which resulted
in Engliah f3.ee ts remaining In Kiel and Berlin* She begs to inform der (former) K&i&^r
that such a faux pas will never^ ever happen again* (France and Austria please take
note*)

Dave Llneol is the reason that VD Headquaters has overcome its cricket plague
Ke and his lovely family were my hosts for a day this summer* and I*ve nevar met a
nicer bunch of people « I rode down with him to KaryCon and back* "iHANKSe** to Doomie
Dave Lincoln

o

Randolph Smyth is the hobby *s best writer on the play of the game. Many of his
articles appear in this issue so that you readers can have them* This was done with
his permission* He is a long-time pillar of the hobby and was a very nice victim

in Swedish Roundabout (hyorkl)o THANKS* • • to Doomie Randolph Smytho

James Woodson is a good friend and has shared some great times with me at Origins

and ByrneCon, What's more, he didn't —even complain when I altered one of his

letters to read, "My leg comes off next Monday, I can*t wait*" THANKS. ..to Doomie

James Woodson.

Gary Coughlan Is a close friend and strong supporter of VD* Two of the very

best plays he has written have appeared in these pages, and I have shared many great

times with him at various cons* He publishes the hobby's finest sine* THANKS* » to

Doomie Gary Coughlan*

Mike Barno has been a friend who was always there when I needed him. He has

contributed plenty of entertaining reading to VD*s pages over the years. I will be

riding with him to Indianapolis t|iis month* THANKS* » . to Doomie Mike Barno

.

Ruth Glaspey has basn a loyal player and reader here for a#es. Her occasional

letters are among the most entertaining I've ever printed, and what s more* she

shares my love for little furry puppy doggie

s

0 She has aim been very kind to Alex,

TOANKS. « to Doomie Ruth Glaapey*
.
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EIGEL 1983K

EUROPE IS BLACK AND BLUB AFTER ALL THIS FIGHTING 2

The RIGEL game has ended in a draw between Prance and Germany* Ihe proposal for

this* made last month, passed unanimously* The game~end charts cast of players*

and final press all follow* Congratulations to Ty and Nelson for sharing the draw,

and to the others for a generally well-played game, and to all for the press* Please

subciit endgame statements by next month*

Game-end Chart

i

1901 02 04 06
AUSTRIA 5 H -5

3 3
EHGLAND 3 i 0

FRANCE 5 5 6 6 7 9
GERMANY 5 ? 7 9 9 11

ITALY 3 3 2 3 2 0
RUSSIA 6 6 ? 7 8 6
TURKEY k 5 5 «; 5 5

0?^ Game 5 I983K
Zines The Voice of Boom

9 draw GHj Bruce Linsey
12 draw

k
5

Cast of Players

a

AUSTRIA* Steve Knight
ENGLAND 2 Bob Sweeney (out 19(A)

FRANCE s Ty Hare (drew 1908)

GERMANY a Nelson Heint&man (drew

ITALY* Michael f rick (dropped F

RUSSIA s Dave Kleiman
TURKEXi Rich Reilly

Game Notes§ Congratulations again to Nelson and Ty, and let's have some rip-roarin'
endgame statements from all of you* (lep, Greg and Bob, that includes you too!)

I erred last season In disallowing the French build of A Pari it was legal* All
players ware notified* Thanks to Jeff Punches, who submitted standby orders which
wouldnH have been needed, and no thanks to Jim Chatfleld, who failed to submit
standby orders and is hereby removed from the VD standby list* By the way, each of
you gets one vote for the winner of the Press War. a „ and so do I! Send *em in*

1908)
*Q2) , Dudley Kldd (^signed S '03), Greg Ellis (out 1906)

Finall Preas

t

VIENNA to WORLD i How 9 s about it, guys? We through now?
AUSTRIA i But***but**. I thought **e were all supposed to NMR last turn! All the

excitement must be too much for fl|e<>.«

PORTUGAL to TOMMY THE W0ND2RTRGUY« And so we wait with baited bcreath to hear jora story...
REILLY to RIGEL a It was late in the afternoon of September 2k* mi your humble narrator
only had a few mote hours in whlc^ to type up hi# orders and press and send th&m off for
the 100th issua of The Voice of Boom. Diligent writer that he is, he typed and iy^ed and
typed, and managed "to^iiagSSSe a wonderful pi»se release.. «a release thai would put
all the other RIGEL press writers to shame. But by the time fas imagined it, it was too
late* Only a few minutes remained before the U»S. Postal Service would be picking up the
mail, and your humble narrator dared not miss that, else he might NMR & as did certain other
disgraceful RIGEL players the previous season* who shall go nameless* Therefore your most
reliable player typed up a short and insignificant little piece in place of that ixuly
awesome release , and sent it off with the promise that he'll try a little harder next time.
TURKEY to FRANCE • Have you ever heard the term "backstab"? Have you ever considered
applying it to your play? Or are you one of those silly goody-goody typeB who feels
guilty about stabbing somebody?

((RIGEL continues next page*))
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ENGLAND 4 Prij&e Minister Sweeney was a defeated man* Hounded from shore te shore for

his great Px^se Abil^x ^ every country on every shore, he at long last

axxives in Italy*,
* The Pci&s Minister walks to the shore and locks out at the buildings

of Venice* Sventually a gondola heads in his direction* After paying 5*000 lira

C$0 0 75) he is taJton to the administrative building in the heart of the city,

Stopping momentarily at a newsstand, he buys a paper* qulcKLy glancing at the "news"
thereSug and deduces the following?

1) Franc® and Germany have regained their trust, each having a series of units
on the other's borders to ensure mutual trust*

2) Kitten XIelman is at last feeling the combined might of his enemies (obviously,
because I no longer write Ma press releases) *

3) Italy* at long last, has capitulated to the combined onslaught of his enemies,
The time is right for an enterprising Individual of strength and wisdome to

Intervene in international affairs., Mel Hurriedly e I enter the administrative
building* with Gesraan flags waving in the gentle breeze* I knew now that it is time*

time to ueet von Helntemano
The guards am agape as I boldly walk up to the Lt in charge and ask to be taken

Immediately to the consul general. * In a state of shook the Lt escorts me to the

presence of Bail von Hei&t&auia, third cousin to the august (and senile) Nelson von
H#inteman c "How would you like to rule the German Empire from coast to bloody coasts
from Berlin to my lovrely London? Munich to Paris and of course, the mou~ to«be-had
Russian centers to the north and east?*' I ask* nHow would you like to rid yourself
of your bloodthirsty cousin, to rule instead of serving* to dictate instead of cbey 9

to possess instead of hold?" I smile before I continue* "All X ask Is two things

j

first 6 that I rule as Viceroy in England* You can appoint a minister or ministers to
watch me i all I crave is to be in England again and be amongst my own kind* Second*
I ask you to forgive my removing a witness to this meetlngo* I turn quickly , raise
my pistols and firs , using my last bullet and killing the stunned Lt* I drop the
pistol^ turn and hold out my hand to finish the deals In surprise I see a nickel-
plated *38 storing at my etest*

Von Heinteaan stands 9 looks at me rf paces 9 and says to j*8, "lour suppositions are
based on several faulty point** of logic o I will elucidated First8 I tm related by
blood to our noble leader,? my beloved cousin* Seconds any family in Bavaria is
hostag© ofr my actions* which in my case is not needed as I am a loyal subjects

Thirds you are a defeated man. Our revolt is led my a dmrf-hating German winner

»

and why should I listen to you* a man who lost a country? Finally g you have shot and
killed a member of my personal guard and I shall have vengeance

«

w He walks to his
desk and presses a concealed button,, The guards who enter* once over the initial
shock of seeing the dead officer* quickly and efficiently hustle me from the room*,

take me down to the cell area* strip search me and shackle xs 0 In the morning? 1 will
be in Germany to face von Heintsmaa*

THE BLACK FttB&ST {(via GfflRKANX)) s As the sun slowly set* the Kaiser reclxnad on a
halconey couch and watched the western hori&on melt into ribbons of fiery bronze* A
warm summer breeze caused some discomfort^ but the pitcher of ice water on the table
by his side afforded hZm frequent relief,, As his mind and body gradually relaradt the
Kaiser allowed his thoughts to ro&& and he began once again to remember and contemplate.,

He was alone now &u he had btpen in the beginnings His first servant, tha dwarf
savant s Basputmann 0 had long since vanished* Dramatically vanquished by the Nubian
sorceress. Tiara P he had eventually escaped from his psychic confinement and fled
eastward* Rumors persisted that he ted found refuge with the Russians* the Tuxks,

((RIGEL continues next page))



RIGEL (continued) 20
or the Transylvania folk. Some even whispered that through mysterious and arcane
methodsa Basputeann had solved the riddle of time and had entered into other erosa-
dimensional worlds a Whatever, mused tha Kaiser© tha wizard dv&rf no longer remained
in Germany and even appeared gone from RIGEL World itself*

Fondly , the Kaiser now thought of beautiful and vivacious Tiara* whose occult
knowledge and skill had rid the Beich of the parasitic dwarf wizard* For tha longest
ti»e s the charming and quick-witted ebony pries teas had lingered by his side^ helping
guide the ftaplre toward the success it currently enjoyed* However , she, too, was now
gone* Her mission accomplished in this foreign place , her heart yearning more and
more for her own homeland, she had tearfully annoraiced one night her decision to leave •

He had not taken it well at first* the Kaiser knew* butP as umual, time the greatest
curtail ~ had soothed his tortured soul, and now his reflections held bat a twinge
of occasional sadness* Besides^ once in a while , on a moonlit night with a soft breeds
gently blowing, she sometimes heard the musical notes of her voice riding with tha

wind* and ha knew she spoke to him*
As his mind wandered thusly, he sensed a darkening of the sky* Abeorbad in his

ruminations* be thought only that nightfall was now rapidly approaching* However* an
unusual gust of wind broke into his reverie « Buffeted by a second great gust of air*

he glanced about only to peer upwards into the stern reptilian gase of a
monstaous winged liaard, which was hovering above the high towers of the fortress.

Uhpertsrbed. the Kaiser calmly regarded this apparitions recognising it as that
creature of myth and legend — a dragon* For its party the dragon ponderously
fluttered in midair* the grey length of its body slowly twisting about ass the scaly
wings flapped* Its green-gold gasa burning steadily into the Kaiser's eyas, Wyyyx &

tha High One , carefully appraised this human leader. Wyyyx approved of what he saw
and sibiXanily whispered a greeting*

"Hail, Most Valiant, High-torn Prince of the Human-Folk. We ax's well met!"
For a moment the Kaiser said nothing, allowing the formal flattery to dangle

between theme
Then* smiled and banteringly replied, "Not all high-born princes are valiant*

nor are those who are valiant necessarily high-bom. But, indeed, we are well met.,

and I salute and welcome thee, Lord of the Sky."
Amused by the human's mild reparted, Wyyyx allowed a faint glow of humor to

shimmer about his long jaws. He glided closer and hovered near tha Kaiser*
In a soft hiss, he spoke again. "Perhaps you wonder why I approach you? I am

Vyyyx, the High One, and I do not believe in consorting with the hvmm worlds"
He paused, staring down at the Kaiser. "But, I know of you and your dealings with

the Other-World — your relationship with Rasputsjaon and Tiara, ,for instance
Resentment glimmered within tfee Kaiser's eye4* HIs it your intent to profana

Tiara?"
"No, no, not at all," hissed Wyyyx* "I merely mention this to acqmint you with

my awareness and knowledge of your» 0 «other~worldliness«"
Hie Kaiser pierced the graen-gold gaze with his own crystal-blue starve "Why do

you approach me at all? You admit you haw no high regard for hunans."
Wyyyx did not respond for a mpment* Silently, he gased down at the German leader

«

then he spoke

»

"Many of the Young Ones of My Polk no longer respect all the Old Ways* Some have
even disputed my authority and seek to involve themselves in the affairs of you hmans©
They wish to intertwine our world with yours two worlds of very distinct and
different creation. They wish to achieve a oneness which they believe will allow

them the opportunity to develop and gain power, prestige and gloryo"

Imperceptibly, the Kaiser shrugged his shoulders* "You think that to be wrong?

I may not agree with you* and, besides, what is any of this to me?"
Wyyyx wagged his snout from side to side* "The situation may not be a matter of

((RIGEL continues next page))
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right or wrongs but certainly it is unwise c
*

"That is a matter for delate,** remarked the Kaiser*
"Perhaps/' replied Wyyyx f ??hc then fell silent.
looking hard at the dragon, the Kaiser prodded him,, "Again* Lord Wyyy** mhj have

you approached Me? X care naught for your concerns in your own domains 1 fc/vm my
own lOTolvements**1

Wyyyx slowly replied* *I have approached you* hivum'-tooxa* treatise 0 nxxfortmatsly Jt

my concerns ags your concerns*
"tor is that?* ire Kaiser broke in 9

Wyyyx ignored tin? ^terxupidon* "My Young Ones have chosen not to confront me
in this realm < Instead® they are departing this seorld in increasing amk<rs«> They are
able to do so thxoagh the mystical machinations of your former court wizard^
i^putaian&a"

The Kaiser framed slightly « but„ for the first time* he began to ear*.^ wbexa the
conversation was leading.

wUndoubtedly 9 you^ too* have heard runors that Rasputma&n has found, a sr&y to enter
parallel univer&ese In point of fact* there appear to be many paths which link
together an infinity of parallel oriels*" His wings fluttered aa tfyyys; inhaled deeply

o

^Ra&putmann has opened those paths to my toothers and sisters Even as I spe&k* %order
of dragon folk pour into other fields of play**

"So?" the Kaiser asked* eyas narrow with thoughts
"So/* replied the dragon, stThe opening of the path© have caused the cre&tlem of

mortality for these myriad worlds* No longer is s&ch reality separate into ifeself

for ever more* Since creatures of the imagination -« such as ourselves — can no*r

enter other realities at wUl» eventually it must come to pass that each Individual
reality shall cease to b@» ct

The Kaiser aald nothing but merely watcbsd the shifting gase of the dragon* From
out of Wyyyx 3 a throat shot a short burst of flams e emphasising his emotional intensity c

"Look at the far hori&on c
w urged Wyyyx* "What do you see?"

The Kaiser studied the darkening sky^ Although tha sun had set p brilliant hues of
purple g toaae^ and fiery red- orange still flooded the heavens* But what especially
drew the attention of the Kaiser was a thin strip of sky at the very ed$e of the
horizon wherv* the heavens curved down to meet the earth* What he saw pulled him*
For not the familiar darkness of evenixtg creeping in w&b -to bs merit, but» instead^ a
band of strange * shining, Imlnosity glared forth bedasfsslingly and hurting the eyes,

"What is that?* the Kaiser cried out*
Wyyyx turned ancient and saddened eyes toward the far horissonc "THAT is the e&&

of RXOSL World," he said-
"Oh, no* M whispered the Kai©er« "It cannot be««*

Wyyyx locked at hiau "Come % fly with me toward yonder horizon* 1 will tak& ^u
to a place where you can see a darling wall of shining white light ^hich ^lo$?ly

grinds forward* obiiberating all In its path — a moving curtain of zrothingpeM wMch
would be our doom to even attempt to penetrate*/*

"Are we all lost? then?" muttered the Kaiser,
MNo, w replied ¥yyyxe "Come aboard me 9 and we shall gather together tte rest of my

folko We shall seek out Tiara and the human lorda of the other nations c Together we
shall find one of ttaa Open Paths of the IMiverse and enter into another world,:

w

The Kaiser stood up« "You are welcome to remain here and rest* Lord Wyyyx* I ahall
make preparationa to leave and should be 'm&<ly within a fortnights Is that, time enough?"

Wyyyx smiled,. B, }Tes
fi

I believe so 0 A few mom seasons should pass hefoxe HIG£L
ceases to ba 0 And by then we will have found an Open Bath 9 and

ff
who knows s perhaps

we shall find another RXGSL, too»fl«"

BKUX to RIGEL i Another RIGEL and another sine! It's the end of an era. Thanks,

folks* It's been loads of fun»ao
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S tendbye

by Randolph c^yf

hs I must occasionally inform novices to the postal hobby, '•standby.' 1 are
replacements who taka over positions left ieaderless by the disapwaxarice of a v.-^v"? '

^

player* Turnover is a fairly common event in the course- of & ga&e which t&kss ^r-

or three years- to play, on the average $ cause& and circimst&nces vary as vi-^ 1 y
the Uvea of tm players ircvolvedo Finding atandbys is usually a GH j^*bl#t^ whl^'i

is why I'm preaa&tly trying to put together a standby list (so ii" you*jre *lok of
bearing about it P jcin it!),.

Standby positions are often pretty poor« One of tb& most frequent causes* of
player dropouts is that the game is just not going us11 for fcfoesu Even con?Kslan ti .<*ue

players, finding the&selves with less 'time than they roe&d to properly fvl.tffo.1 iheLc
Mplcaiacy coiiraittsients* will naturally .resign from a poorer position aad \mi& onto a
bettor one if possible* A -good standby position, is ratter rare 0 but quite plun
since gains have been made and presented to you on a silver platter* t*t the ->v".s:Val

expense of someone elsgjjs imputation. One cam then renegotiate everythings sqiutttf&lnfs

more out of a dependent ally while checking out offers from your pr«deee&:rt>T b
fc

enemies give a you one of the most powerful diplomatic positions you 3 13 ew,: f in*-

yourself in*

On the other harid y there is also great satisfaction in teing handed xh® •

the -mill two-unit "loser" and keeping it alive by convincing the opposition,

(truthfully or otherwise) that you ere more able/friendly/dangerous than th« previous
player P and had test be left alone or actively helped* Khen ibis is Impo^&t&.e,
<teath is at least awift and merciful as a r&es rarely is a standby procipito/Urd i

a neutral situation© For novices , standby positions can provide experience ar.d a
quick reputation of reliability and/or competence (m&fox the reverse, of course/ ^
jsoae of the most extreme situations encountersd on the Bipioiaacy boards

My basic prsmlse to the selection of a suitable psychological- attituw V*» *i*-)*
r

.

the collapse of the previous player was rarely sudden and unexpected 'by tbs o Ih^rn
otter inters sia have gradually shimted the game aside over the par.»t «wo game yea-

The other players have gradually become used to an 3x*OTOasingly "absentee lanxilcr;?%

and .have already; begun the process of alliance re-negotiation and -alignment in ways
which will not favour: your new position* However* once the change has tafcar* pl&o~ and
you are in command $ your first and most important job is to break this tendency*

The point tc be nade is that most standby players are not sufficiently aggre^ve
in outlook* Offhand* I can't recall a single instance whera a standby in % $*<m I-

which I was playing i^^ltialljr projected an impression of great interest* Jri szm^iC d

they* re willing enough tdTsend in the moves to keep the position alive an "uesi 'v>^v

can in a diplomatic vacuums but the original player probably did no less u*>ti!

very end 9 and there is no reason for the other players to change their cxnn:^,,

A shuffling of silent* disiatereated heads of state means nothing to the dij>lomn;ti^

situation© Negotiation time must be invested to halt the process of oroaicn e vhic-
is usually well on its way, but not irreversible * The change is only a true

development if ^ou make it ao$ too many stardbys don°t* nhicli acoot o lB for mc-1. of
the lack of auccass of such positions* In my opinion*

The t-endtency to let tba original players mak** Vm first move 1b okay if you o/>.ly

want to discover the one who currently has the most time and energy* "Remember* t':: r>gh y

that aiost of the oldsters have bscome comfortable with a ailant opponent — the mly
ones to write will be those with a specific request^ which will coubUc^ b\ In r

benefit^ but inay not be to yours*

Obviously you. may be defeated by the game situation, A strong alliance oi/posi^g

you and holding ?.k centers is not amenable fexgainin^, md, if ^hin^^ axe re^Hy
hopeless* capitulate ^ith good grntr^ and look for another £'a^e^ ^.s vri^ ^

;k
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game* standby or otheswine « There is an "event" involved in gvery standby situation*
however 8 a change of player© 3mph&si#e this change to your opponents^ if you take

the game seriously*
Ohat doesn't m&an that you can writ© to say, "Hey, donH attack me* things are

different** in so many fiords* Working alliancea against you btb already past the
planning stage, bo you must be more indirect* Write immediately p with definite
questions and suggestions* establish yourself as a flexible, reliable "idea »&nw

if you donH know the otter players 0 basically y take the diplomatic initiative ,

The &ame can b$ said of poe$**Spring 1901 negotiations in a regular game* but it is, if

anything,? wen mow important in a standby slot where the cards are already stacked
against you*

I 8 d even go 00 far as to make ay requests somewhat outrageous (by normal standards
if noticing else» this will provoke «e reaction (even an unfavourable rejiys "Axe
yon crasyf mm?* will probably incite soma idea of what the guy is looking for) from
the x^cipient* -Just being noticed is half the battles retrenching to a more
reaaonanle position o:ace correspondence is established then gives you the apfpearance

of being an amiable fallow i

Finally » if all else faHa$ don' t go out with a whimper* The beat way to maintain
your awn interest In a d&ad position which was not evon of your making is to forget
aonaai considerations* as unpredictable as possible f consistent with your
imputation* doaH throw centers away, but donH try to weave a defensive cocoon
;*bich is touad to ba -fatally weak* Leave a mark* any mexk$ on the game that will
endure after your elimination* let *&m know you were thsx», fella!

One word should mm up the best attitude to adopt when taking over a small and
a#paTOntly loat standby position 1 first on the diplomatic* then (if unsuccessful) on
the military front* ATTACK!

((Eight on I All too often standbys com into a gams and play deado Bravo to

those who come in a&d jftjyr the ggg&} ))

Larry Peery is one of the most even-tempered individuals I know. He takes
plenty of criticism, and takes it well* He has been an active Doodle for close to

a year now, and I shall shortly be sending his all my old sines so that he can add to

his hobby lending library tt THANKS,* * to Doomla Larry Beery.

Fred Davis is the hobby's leading designer of variant games, and has been a rubber
here since the sine began* He is a good friend and a tremendous asset to the hobby,

though his quiet nork is often noticed less than that of people more flamboyant* He

was kind enough to send Alex a Mensa application* THANKS*.. to Doomie Fred Davis*

Nelson Hai^tzman is the author of the best-written press I've ever printed* or
for that matter ever seen in the hobby* He is a loyal player and a great asset to

YD, I look forward to meeting him at $f?tKQ0N» THANKS * , » to Doomie Nelson Heinteman*

Eat Coition has written a number of very intriguing articles and letters for YD*
His writing always has a lighthearted air that adds to the enjoyment of the sine7~ I
have shared good times with Pat at several cons* THANKS,** to Doomie i&i Conlon,

George Leritte has been a close personal friend ever since 1 began publishing*
We were planning to room together at Origins *80 till George was injured in a car
crash and had to cancel p so I still look forward to someday meeting him. He has
been a loyal and successful player In my games* THAHKS** *tc Doomie George Leritte

BRUX Liaeey has been around since the sine began, and has a record of nearly
always agreeing with my editorial policies* He has contributed fairly heavily to

these pages* THANKS. • a to Doomie BRUX Linsey 0



Some Subtle Arts of FTP Play

by Jeff Noto
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Host of my experience in Diplomacy has come from FTF play* mainly while I lived
in New York* It seems that we sometimes forest just how different the "live" -version

of our favorite game is from the postal form* Some of the methods mentioned will ha

familiar to you; others may give you ideas as to what to do when you run into trouble

at next year's MaryCon. In any event, just call this article a bit of nostalgia ~
it is not meant to be ail-inclusive* All name& are unchanged 3 none of you know these

people anyway*
Host of the tine when we played FTP, Bruce (not BBIK) would be the last to hand

in his written orders. He would always be pacing the room muttering to himself t "What
should I do now?" or some such gibberish* let he always seesaed to make the right
moves in a crucial situation* We eventually discovered that during his nervous
moments he would be reading the orders being written down by his current enemy 0

Sometimes you choice of a future profession can be of help 0 Tony's worst finish
in a Fr

£? game was being part of a k-way draw. He always looks at you right in the

eyes when he talks to you (I could write an entire article on the Importance oi eye

contact) ? and has the most charming smile you*ve ever seen* But as far as Pm
concerned 6 Tony does so wall because he makes sure that everyone knows he plane bo

become an Episcopalean "priest* I mean* who would ever believe that a guy who 91 s gonna
be a priest irould ever lie to you? But te does — agaln 8 and again, and again*

Barging into the room when your enemies are plotting strategy is a very poor
tactic Everyone will know what you're \ip to. In fact your allies will probably
turn on you because thsy*ve finally discovered what a dummy you are* Going into the

room next door by yourself isn't so smart* either c unless that room happens to be the

bathroom « You can spend an entire five minutes in there by yourself without
arousing suspicion* I once used this tactic when I had an army in Livonia » Russia's
Army Warsaw could either hold or move to Moscow (he had a fleet in StP) 0 {(amb? )}
He went into the conference room (really a bedroom) with his ally* I went into the

bathroom , shut the door* and listened* A War~Mos p A Lvn-War. Plus one for ma, minus
one for the Russian. I now make sure that ifhen I enter the conference room© it 9 3
not adjacent to the bathroom*

Spite is often one of the best ways for a small power to show the big felloes
that he 9 s not going to be pushed around* As Italy, I had all the necessary firepower
to take Tyrolia ~ armies in Trieste 9 Venice and Piedmont* But Germany had units in
Bohemia and Munich* and I needed Army Piedmont to support a move in M«r 0 So 1 took
the German player aside and kindly explained to him that if he moved to Tyrolla that
turn (it was a Spring move ) f the army would be blown away the following season *

Naturally » he moved to Tyrolia* When I asked him why g he said, "Because I wanted tc"
So much for reason and logic* True*, he had lost a unit, but he showed me that he

was going to make it difficult for me to move further north In spite of his lack of
numbers o i

I°m sure there are other events that we all can relate about PTF play* Unfortunately*
you'll all have to wait until next ysar^a anniversary issue

«

((This article brings to mind one of my early face-to-face games, in which my
brother SHRIV was also a player* He and I were enemies* At one point in ths game*
I took my ally into the kitchen to negotiate* Hearing a very faint hissing sound
coming from the desk* we opened tbs top drawer* and there was a tape recorder set

up! Naturally * instead of revealing that we knew about it* we simply fed it false

info e .«

Thanks, Jeff c and you've earned three free Issues of sub credit for a neat
article.))



p)a Gossip (fol^wn J i
From Ig Lew (8/1k/dk)t ;

~ T£tl I ^-^

oh. so i finally did mail all those letters, huh? 1 wondered where they went. • •

the "hey everyone this is hruce here*1 paragraph cracked me up* did 1 really write
that? ((no, 1 did.)) anyway, a few disclaimers (yes, ay opinions do change)t my
knowledge of foreign affairs and the doings of the nixon administration are far too
Halted to support an Intelligent opinion* 1 was impress Tpgr the roughly 10$ (moving
up) of nlxon's foreign policy with l&ich 1 an familiar* ay primary purpose In

calling nf s policy meritorious Is offending knee jerk literals,
"hyperbolic" and "ellipses" ended up in the same paragraph quite lay accident, but

1 was sure torus would notice and would make some awful puns, so 1 beat you to the

punch with circle and degenerate case* parabola was too tough, so 1 left it, hoping
you'd attempt a long shot and say something so corns that mine wouldn't look so bad
in comparison*

though simpler than yours, i think my seen-poll-vote adjusting system is too
confusing* to use the median is so obvious i passed it by figuring someone else must
fcave already thought of It, but 1 can't think of any problems with It,

1 guess welfare was a poor choice for my extortion~ain*t~so~had demonstration,
because yofc are undoubtedly opposed to welfare too*

have you noticed you're showing symptoms of michalskiism? bullshit in Hie front,
reader-submitted xeroxes in the back, lota of letters with terse responses* *. ((not
to mention folding the minute my zine hits triple digits*))

1 didn't like mr* berch's funzine•looking headlines and stuff either f maybe we
can talk him out of it*

as 1 told paul, i used to be offended when my writing was^accused of b&iag ^
"stream of consciousness", but now i consider it a leell-aieant inaccuracy* i don't
know what the word "art" memis, but it sounds to me like you're getting all goobered
up for no good reason*

your nerves seem odd to me, that a raw one could be rubbed by a semantic matter*
what the boc. says does go, in the world of bas* so if she says some game of yours is

a deviant (mn-zeceiver) or regular (bn-receiver), It 1st even if you decide to call
it r7 instead* if you think what 1 say makes no sense* you are correct* Issues which
are essentially semantic have a bad habit of dissolving under the slightest bit of
scrutiny*

mr* xogerson's request that his readers don't vote for his sine is one of the nest
sensible things I've haard in a long time, those of us who understand his reasons
are highly amused at your brilliant objection that his zeen would finish low in tha
poll* bravo, hruxi

the term "bashing" has been the rage in the ameriean academic community for quite
a while now (safire did a whole column on it once) so 1 doubt bsrch made it up*

1 never hear of joan outside of vd so 1 think she's too local for the awards —
not that I'm going to get excited about who wins the award* *•

hobbytalk was ok, but you got too goobery about your 99 million favorite seens,
and you sounded pretty horny* i don't think a bur s a pie-par is enhanced by a pair
of tits, what was that you said about all content and no form?

my opinoin of bb is not quite so high since my final rereading before sending them
away* partially because I'm embarrassed by my own contributions maybe*

I'd expect you to like terry t's stuff more than you do* after all, you did claim
to like the crap 1 sent to bb0 same sort of stuff*

1 can't imagine a blonde ruth* i think all ruths should have brown hair and be
very alpine looking*

i skipped the articles but the issue was still better than the last few fat ones,
probably dug to the letter-writers* why is it that i life all these young right-w&igers?
only faz was missing*
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we've moved to a new iglewi 132? w 2?th, #104, anchorage, ak 99503. that's why

we've teen remiss in writing letters (or in your case, mailing letters), i've been
informed that there is a fat envelope from bruce linsey awaiting me at w 79th but i

haven't gone to get it yet. is that the super-mammoth issue you warned us about?
(no need to answer that.) i think i like the medium-sized ones best (like olives,
vds come in sizes: small, medium, large, extra-large, giant, mammoth, super-mammoth).
1 don't really care for the super-mammoth ones, i suppose i should x that out (but
you know 1 won't) because it can be figured that i must not like the material from
the dregs which tends to appear in the bigger issues, and they might be offended,
sorry, guys.

i should apologize for that paragraph, that's what i get for trying to compose
at the typer. some older but better thought out letters are enclosed, if i can
find them.

ps. tighe and meinel laugh at me because I'm a brux-toady, not a doomie, they
got that right away.

((well, good luck in your new iglew. gooberiness aside, your letters have been
one of the high points of vd for the past four years, even if i can never find a decent
thing to say in reply, and i think that your writing style is stream-of-consciousness.
it's just that your thoughts wander so quickly that it's more like a mountain waterfall
than a stream, bye!))

From Larry Peery (8/13/84)

i

Hit ((he never uses my name. . .grumble. . .grumble. . .))
This is the third time today I've tried to start a letter to you. If it isn't

one thing it's another.
I've been musing over what to write for your 100th issue/fifth anniversary. I

was trying to think of something both informative and entertaining. Difficult in
these days of NcCarthyism in Dippy. What I've come up with should be timely so long
as you don't publish your 100th after the October Xeno goes out. Even so, you have
such a different readership than mine I don't think it would matter much. I thought
the east coast hobby might enjoy reading how we do things out here. I have enough
materials from the Olympics and PerriCon to fill the next issue without all the
regular junk. Perhaps. ..

I got #98. I almost get the feeling I'm watching some kind of hobby-wide soap
opera cm strip tease a la mass therapy session with EST overtones. I saw Rod
yesterday when we put DW together for the mail. He looked worse than I've ever seen
him look (and I've known him for 18 years). I wonder if all this fussing and feuding
is having the same effect elsewhere in the hobby. When I sit hack and look at the
mail I'm getting on all this it makes me ill. It would be easy for me to sit back
and simply pick out my friends and support them, or just join the fray against my own
critics, or sit back and wish a pox on the houses of all the protagonists, or bury
my head in the sand and hope it will all blow over. The mind boggles at the possibilities
for raising hell.

Bah...
I will not voice an opinion on any of this personal stuff or most of the feuding

nonsense pertaining to games involving GMs, players, BNC, etc. I don't know the
facts and I refuse to judge these issues on personalities.

I'm going to save all the RIGEL stuff for when I make my next visit to the Golden
Door. Ask Woody what the Golden Door is.

Regarding your comments on Rod's comments on the RWA. I think there was enough
time allowed for nominations and voting but there may not have been enough pre-voting
publicity. A Pew pubbers treated the RWA as a joke and didn't take it seriously. Too
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bado I tried to accomodate the key pubbers who I thought would print the ballot/info
(Dtf* W s EE 8 etc.) but no matter how you schedule it somebody will always screw your
schedule up with their own delay* I donH need to specifically mention anyone

fl do I?

There was plenty of time for votes to come in. Every election sees 90$ of the votes
come in during the first 1/4-4/3 of the given time period* and the rest trickle in as
close to the deadline as possible* And there are always 1-2$ that come in after the

deadline o ALWAYS! II No* you don't need months for voting in these things f especially
once people are familiar with the system* The biggest problem ianH the voters,, it's
the committees aid their members* I would guess In the first two years of the EMMA
and tiie first year of the HWA at least 85$ of my work and expense was caused by the
members of tho two committees (or three committees) involvedo That 0 © not necessarily
bade It is a facte

Overall, I m fairly pleasedo I would like to have an indepndent* hobby-wide
distribution of ballots and copies of the articles nominated for next year 3 s RWA
but something like that Is going to cost a lot of money » That would solve your second
objection o But I sm not sure having everyone read everything would change the results
much* If people would not regard the results of the Polls as Holy Write and look at
them merely a& pictures of a given situation at a given moment as seen from a given
point/perspective we would be better off*

Tell me » since you know hlm 3 is Sacks for real?
Betcha Duck Williams didn't mention his new award* the Don Williams Crying Towel,

did he? Probably not, I didn't tell him about It until after PIV*
Send me a foto of Pack and I'll tell you what "we'd11 thinko I'm an excellent

judge of horse flesh, lasagna 9 and masculine pulchritude

e

°nuff of this, I should be working on the PIV writeup but since it just ended* sort
ofo*«imagine if you gave a DlppyCon and 157*030 people showed up? Bead on***

{(And your excellent writeup of FerrlCon IV and the Olympics appears elsewhere in
this issue 6 thanks*

B& the Hod Walker Awards I think you'll find that running this project, and tba
Don Miller Award as mT0L § will become smoother and more enjoyable as you get more and
more used to it and the bugs are ironed out. I like the idea of publishing all the
articles nominated in one place for everyone to see* but what are you going to do
about people like Tallman who Insist that their work is copyrighted and may not
be reprinted? Exclude their stuff from the list of potential nominees?

Sacks is for realu He must be* He just told me that I've been kicked out of some
organisation I dldn B t even know I was In anyway*))

Prom Mask Luedi (8/10/84)

«

Dear Bruce,
Again* VD is sabotaging TKoBR e If tills persists* I may sue. Come on Bruce $

can't you delay your schedule a week? Ah, come on* pretty please? Good issue though
((#98))* the frosting fls kind of bitter* but otherwise, well-spiced throughout*
Rerunning the "Sid Wrobel's Favorite Zine" Poll would seem like an appropriate thing
to do In light of all the controversy surrounding it* Or* how about an "Ed Wrobel's
Favorite Vegetable" Ball? Walt, I may want that one for THoBR 0

So now not only am I supposed to write something for the anniversary issue , you
want me to write a Disamie of the Year essay too? And I should write an article "How I
almost met Joan Extrom 9 Saaantha and Deadwood (that is his name* isn't it?) Corbku"
25 fricking miles (let's make that 30* shall we? Sounds so much $$44$ badder)* Joan!

Enough ass~klssing for one evening*

((l 3d die if I came that close to meeting Joan and then dldnHo Too bad for you
(and her!)* But at least TO won't be sabotaging your schedule any more* Keep the

good Issues of Thirty Miles of Bad Read coming! ))



From Don Del Grande (8/13/84) g

BRIKt
I*v© alertad my local Post Office to gat out the heavy equipment so tta&y can

deliver Issue 100 with only their usual delay., (The trouble with large issues is that
I always get them via nth-class mail*)

The $5 per MMR deposit in Feuilletonist* a Forum i»n*t that strange when ;?ou

consider my first set of houserules ~~ If you wanted to get phone orders ir« 5 tlsera

was a $5 (that's right ~ and no collect calls $ either, so this was In addition to

what the caller paid the phone company) surcharge*, and each time the player passed e
deadline in debt, there was an additional $1 tacked on P in addition to an automatic
MR (note that the "first" MR brought a $i fine). As you can see<> I never did like
taking calls* I nev^r did u*se those rules* though, although the new HHs say that no
calls are accepted* mainly because players always complain that I get the orders -wrong*

and taping the calls didn*t work too well*
Of course the East Coast Clique wants to keep DIpGon ~~ they probably- feel that*

as toe "true masters of Diplomacy" t any DIpGon they can't attend sirouldn t >j& called
BipCon* since it should be attended by the Dippy true-blues ((oops — that m& supposed
to read "true Bippy blue-bloods")) (not by the peasants of the Southwest and W©«t) f

which, of course p all live in the East, (is this beginning to sound like one of those
"Great Big United States of America" things you read in a certain ove,r-20-year-aine ?

)

I don*t understand why the name * !DipCon" is such a big thing ~- MaryCon was the big
east coast con* even though it wasn't a SipOon* although whoever wint> the east coast
con, wherever it is, Is always considered the newest "true Dippy master" When
DipGon returns to the east in 1986, I predict a big turnout at the society meeting
which will result in something like proxy voting or a redrawing of the regions m that
the ECO will have a stronghold on the con's future* Vm surprised that there isn' t

a rule like "any bids for locations more than 750 (by air) from New York ar-d Washington
must be approved by a 2/3 majority of all 'EGG publishers*' 1

I do agree that the main problem was not that the EGGere " took thair marbles hcr-s

and stayed away", but that the distance was just too greato My flight from New York
to San Francisco went through Dallas — the total flight was about $200* so I

wouldn't think the NY-Dallas leg would have been vary expensive , The lc§/ cost was
probably as a result of flying Branlff, whose routes tend to center at Dallas f a
flight from San Francisco to Houston costs $200 each way*

Melinda Holley is right the Soviets are hiding something by boycotting* « (.mainly

the fact that the USA beat both the USSR and the GDR (also known as East Germany) in

gold and total metals at the IAAP (Track and Field) Championships in Helsinki I also
believe it 911 be a no-show for the USSR at Seoul In 1988, unless the People's
Bepublic of Korea (North Korea y that is) manages to invade 9 in which ease thi

USA wan * t show up 0 I still say that the Olympics should have its events I»ld in
different locations at the same time — e.g« track in Moscow?, swimming in Men ;real s

basketball in Los Angeles*
I heard that the Olympic Street Signs are being sold by secret blds f beginning at

ybQ (some signs are bringing more than $1000)* Bon 8 1 be surprised If a significant
number of these things happen to "disappear" before they* re taken down, si though no
one will mention tills so that the prices remain high.

I did mention Victory in the Pacific ~ as well as Hemagen and GEV — twice ,

didn't I?
I noticed something in Rod ¥alter's letters "I wotad say that If a game starts

out regular and becomes a variant (this has never happened), the BN would be withdrawn
and a MK assigned* , »

H Actually© this HAS happened, and I should know becausa X was
the (Mo It wasn't a question of "bad (Ming" ~ it was "lack of standbys"* „ ) 19&tAS
began as a regular game — but Brad Wilson NMIted in Spring 1901s, immediately after
which Born to Dip folded (w© had a trade going) and he dldn* t resub (not that he ever
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entered moves anyway*.* he atill doesn't remember entering the game, probably because

of the long break caused by the Canadian postal strike preventing Dave Carter from

getting/sending orders) • As a result, a regular game became a 6-pleyer madman ~
a definite variant — yet Don Ditter, BNC at the time, dicta 1 1 suhait it (as far as I

know) to the MKC, although it was • declared irregular*

Baok to the Olympics for a moment.., the British have been complaining about the

TV coverage — when Daley Thompson won the decathlon, his shirt said something like

"Thanks America for a Great (James and a Great Time"; on the bade it said "But What

About the TV Coverage?" — yet it was the "all-angles" coverage of the track events

that enabled people to see that Zola Budd didn't just step in front of Mary Decker in

the 3000, as the front view made it appear. It looked like Decker was In a no-win

situation ~- either take a fall or push Budd and get headlines like "Decker shoves

Zola"*
Last, but definitely not least, about your comments on the 1983AY game in MM* *

*

if Kathy feels that having Bon assign a standby even though he's in the game is irregular

,

then what about i960IB, better known as "Maniacal", which ran in Retaliation, where

the GM asked Dick Martin to assign a standby even though Dick was in the game? (Dick

was Germany ~+ the standby was for Austria.) When the game began, Lee Kendter was the

BNC j when it ended (with Kathy winning as Italy), Don Ditter was BNC 9 although nobody
declared that game irregular. The situation may be slightly different from 83AY,

but the precedent seems clear.
PSo Thought I forgot something, didn't you? If you're looking for the 500 games,

they're located on Microdot as one of the periods (or perhaps one of the dots over an
"i" or in a "?")...

((Ho way you're going to slip another list of 500 games by me ever again, ol c

buddy! I found the dot in question and edited it right out of your letter!
I hadn't heard about the Maniacal situation before this. I do know that the very

first game Dick ran in Retaliation included his brother Save, who lived with Dick at
the time. I'm pretty sure that game was not declared Irregular, either.

Your discussion of the regular game that turned into a Madman variant is very
interesting* I would think that, as Bod suggests, the Boardman Number should be
withdrawn and a Miller Nmber assigned. However, I personally would go searching for
a standby rather than turning the game into a Madman.

Your discussion about the East Coast Clique wanting to keep DipCon is right on.

I«m thinking specifically of the way a number of prominent East Coast hobbyists
banded together in Detroit in 1983, and nearly managed to defeat the Dallas bid for
DipCon* And this despite the fact that the East was not one of the regions eligible
to hold the event this year* A sizable chunk of hobbyists from this part of the

comtry Just wanted it for themselves anyway* I wouldn't be surprised to see more
amendments proposed whose ultimate goal is to keep the con in the East, and I will
oppose any such proposals.

Sheesh* You charged players $5 to phone in a set of orders, with automatic NKHs
when a player passed a deadline in debt? Sounds awfully strict 0 Sounds awfully
sadistlCo Sounds awfully. -.wonderful!))

From Tom Swidert

BRUX,
Be ECCt I should state that the efforts to make DipCon an East Coast phenominon

are mainly Fred Davis* and Julie Martin's doings. Being an ECCer, I don't like having
broad, sweeping statements about anything ! Am I selfish? Please refer to specific
people instead*

~

((Fred Davis covers your statement regarding his motives elsewhere. And my
broad, sweeping statement referred to the above-mentioned East Coast hobbyists who
stuck together in Detroit.)

)



From Nelson Heintaaan (8/16/84) t

Dear Bruce j

First of all* Happy Birthday! Especially since m shara joint birthdays* •!»

1

8ve been
deadwood for a while, I realise* no press, no letters, not at all suxe whether 7.

will haw the time or energy to do an article on friendship and Diplomacy play which
I discussed with you one time* But, I'm in the mood now to write a short note* Most
of the reason for &y relative inactivity involves things happening in my personal life.
I rather suspect that one's degree of participation in the hobby is directly pjroportional
to what is happening in one's private affairs* i.e* the mora involved in personal,
matters* the less in the hobby* I rather think a fulfilling and challenging personal
life serves to keep the hobby in perspective*

In any event* thanks for Smyth* 8 stalemate lines* I think one of Berch*s Bps
also had an extensive review of such* Maybe one day it will come in handy i that is*
if I can remember to veto unwanted 4-way draws when Pm supposed to*. *

I noticed your 'tongue-in-cheek slams on Buffalo a few issues ago (looking for a
rise out of m* eh?), Well* too bad, but I don't really react to things like that
any more ~ a.t least not much* Home is where the heart is, etc. If a person is
reasonably happy and satisfied with him/herself , has loved ones and friends 9

fulfilling activities, etc,, mil, location doesn't make that much difference*
Buffalo is better than some places i not as good as others, I suppose. 1 may not reside
here forever (although I am a native Western New Yorker), but it suits ma for no*-?.

When and if the time comes to move on in my life, then matters will Changs frois that
poitft* One correction* though a although Buffalo is definitely a Tfl.u©-coilar town,
the steel mill stereotype 1© pretty much outdated* Many of the plants haw shut down
permanently and only in Lackawanna end south Buffalo do factories form part of jtlae

skyline ~~ metal ghosts looming large over memory lane* Ihe future of this area seems
to lie in the high tech fields, Increasingly, such modern and advanced companies are
entering Buffalo and, more especially, its surrounding suburbs. However, Rochester
remains way ahaad of us on that score , Also, by the way, don*t forget that onlly 20
minutes away ia Niagara Falls, still ono of the greatest natural wonders to experience*,
Not with crowds, though* on a hot summer dayi although seeing the cascading waters
tumbling down with that beautiful rainbow arched across the cha.sn is indeed a wonderful
sight. She winter fails can also be uniquely beautiful, though. Strolling to the
water 9 s edge on a mild winter day, with clean, fresh snow and clear, glistening icicles
sparkling all around you, peering into the gorge and watching the immense waterfall
tumbling onto the huge, mountainous ice jam that has forated at its foot* can ba| just
as rewarding an experience as the sxmuaer sight. Or, yet another face of the falls*
go there during th& wee hours of a mornings when all is dark and deserted and night
cloaks onab eyes, With just your ears, than, listen to the dull roar of thundairing

waters and begin to feel, to sense the power and antiquity of elemental natures-

Only once before, back in the sixties, when I and a few compsuaions were roaming the

land, have I felt somathing similar* It was at Shiprock, Hew Mexico? on the Navajo
reservation wherein is located a sacred butts * Walking out into the desert towards that
ancient rock formation, there was not a sound to be heard, no oars, no birds, no
insects, nothing! Never before had I heard the sound of silence so loudly® Well, in

a different way* Niagara Falls when approached pn its own terms away from all the

hoopla, can arouse the primal senses as well* if oxm is willing to be receptive* And*
as I .said, it is only 20 minutes away***

Which reminds me, Bruce old boy, what the hell you got against crickets? The
Chinese keep them for pets (so 1 hear) as good luckj as a boy, along with the

proverbial ant farm, I myself used to keep crickets in a jar* Loved to go to sleep
listening to the lullaby of their cheerful chirping* Unfortunately ; they always used
to die, but that was before I learned to punch air holes in the lid top** *

What else? Steve Knight was in the area and visited me for a few hours Sunday

evening* A very personable young man, I thought? with an excellent head on his
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shoulders. Well, I hope to see you at B.RUKOON this Decembers if you still are having

it i I may also make it to Swieter*s in October and hopefully, the Kleiman/Luedi bash
the same month • Have to see* though* since I don 9 t travel as much or as mil as I

used to in my more careless and reckless younger days,*,

((Well, oil lip those old joints and I*m sure the body will make at least a
feeble attempt, hey? And yes 5 BRUXOON is still on.

You've almost sold me on coming out to Buffalo to see Niagara Falls one of these
winters* The only thing I question about your description is the use of the phrase
"a mild winter day" regarding Buffalo, Is there really such a beatie?

Thanks for the "Happy Birthday* » It was a very happy one thanks to my friends at
work and in the hobby, and my family*

Your description of the Hew Mexico desert brings back terrific memories from my
1976 sojourn out West with two of my buddies e One of these years I'm going to head
back out there and see it cull agalni the desert, the canyons 0 the mountains and
glaciers, I didn't get to Shiprock or northern New Mexico at all for that matte r,
but there's a lot of nice country out there*

I'm looking forward to meeting you this winter*})

From Jim Burgess (8/i0/8^)i

Dear Bruce &

Thank you very much for your phone call a I really appreciate it* Thank you in
advance for your copy of the next YD* ((Jim received pp* 1-8 of TO #98.))

I have let your comments over the phone sink in and have a couple of thoughts* I
personally don't think paople who overreact, blow up childishly, etc*, arc fit to
be officers In out armed forces, I seml-sacretly (without yet seeing your whole
printed story) applaud your actions, I'm not exactly clear on your letter quotes
from sources that you read over the phone, but my objection is to the lack of an
unbiased* psychologically trained consultants You wore the object of a death threat
(another consideration that I may have the facts confused about are the circumstances
of the threat* Did he threaten you with bodily harm if you Jeopardised his career?
Then it 0 a a little like saying to someone % step over this line and you're deado If
he steps over the line, who is at fault? In my opinion probably both, but we must
investigate the reasons for "crossing the line", end of interlude) and that makes
you biased* As I said over the phone your main consideration should be your safety
(ergo* my comments over calling the police) « I still think the whole affair was
very sad, breaking down good friendships (maybe not so good* * *)* You obviously agonized
over your decision greatly and consulted other people * I would say that your only
failing was In not consulting - -j an unbiased psychological professional
first (much better than going to the police), 1 think that their advice would have
been very helpful* After all, you had letter written by BUI even thought the observer
would probably not be able to speak with BUI directly* I'm not sure what the result
of that would have been (it's like going to sn ombudsman) but it would place you on
much firmer ground.

In sum, I suspect you would have taken my suggestion if you had thought of it,

but the affair is over and I think we should ^stahli&h lessons 6 not blame and so on*
Knowing the hobby, that's not what will happen* fa sorry I couldn 9 t (didn't) offer
my help before* I am always profoundly saddened by these affairs o I wish I had
emphasized that part further . See my letter column in HSWG for more on thls0 X°il
drop you a copy in a few days* Good luck and don't be afraid to admit fallibility.
My advice would be to stand behind what you did and sadly regret that you hadn't thought
to consult a Mpsycholombudperson°, Take it or leave it*

((My main regret is that there's no room left on this ditto master * No* seriously

,
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I deeply regret the whole situation as much as (or Siors than) you <k>* Vm
sorry that Bill saw fit to threaten people * & lives*, X*m sorry that I hai to taka
action E©garding those threats* and I*a sorry that certain of my hobby enemies feel
that this matter needed to be discussed in the hobby press*

l 9m afraid that I pretty much don*t agree with your suggestion that 1 should
hava hired a psychologically trained consultant to analyse Bill 5 a letters first. Where
would that have gotten me? IM be spending $50 an hour of my om monoy for an
opinion regarding Bill's mental state rendered, by so&oone who a) didn't know BDi $

and h) had no authority to act to restrain him anynay* And* tha problem with Bill
himself would hava remainad* So I would have accomplished little Please don't
thin** that I regard myself as infallible* I just feel that 1 acted in the best
possible manner under these particular cireu&stanoe® m

I agree nlth you that we should get on with tha hobby , rather than establish blaise

and so forth* The incident is over* It's too bad It happened* Hob It should te

considered over* Thanks for writing.))

From Hark Berch (6/20/8*0»

Sear Bruce*
I want to mk& soma comments on John Pack 9 b remarks about lesbians and g&yfcc

John says that"no othsr animal on the face of the earth ha# this preference a lection
difficulty" * It's hard to know what animals find difficulty but homosexual activity
has been observed in a wide variety of animals 5 and normally takes the torn of males
attempting to mount males* Examples include stickleback fish* iguana limurds,
roosters, cows? dogs, cats* horses* rabbits and lions,

John also says that homosexuality breaks up the family unit and e^dss tsocial

structures* This is probably true, to some degree o After all* when 17* year-old
Johnny says that he la tired of dating girls, dossnH lifco them* and plans to take
his boyfriend to the next school prom? or when Mom decides that the only ssxual
satisfaction that she has ever gotten is from another woman, and so she's not going to

bed with tor husband any more* this puts tremendous stress on the family* The
greater acceptance of homosexuality mak»s it much easier for Johnny &&d Kca to do

thiSe In an earlier age 9 they would be much mors inclined to pretend to hetew-
sexual, or even to deny it to themselves* Nowadays, if they feel completely dls-
satisfied with a heterosexual lifestyle, the alternative has some ml&iaaia level of
respectability, and visibility which helps as well*

The mm is true for social structures* Take for example, the equation family «

marriaga, or more precisely, family requires marriage* The increasing acceptance of
premarital sex and homosexuality has greatly increased the number of steoia "l^usebolda11

which are based on either an unmarried heterosexual relationship, or a hoaoaerval
xelationshipo This breaks down the connection bewteen the two, and thus lessens the
importance of marriage

.

However, one must say to thase two points* so what? Humans am also the o&ly
animals to have a preference selection difficulty when it comas to choice of religion
or choice of a dipasine to play in too ((so that * s why some people keep saying that YD
is for the birds!}}, yet we would not use that aa a criterion for condemning variety
in religion or dlpsdne. As for the latter, if you asked sociologists what in the 20th
century is most responsible for the breaking up of the family unit, they would
probably respond "the car". Tba car allows both the parent and the teenager an
enormous amount of autonomy, and thus lessens the control over his or her from other
family members* It makes it far easier to get out of the neighborhood and thm reduces

the power of neighborhood social structures, etc,

John says, "No one is bom with a sexual preference toward his/her om sex." But

no one really knows why some people become homosexuals and so it's impossible to make



such a flat negative 0 la fact, recent research tends to show that there may well be
several mechanisms involved, several different paths* There is moreover increasing
evidence that many people are in fact bom with a genetic predisposition toward
homosexuality• This parallels recent research that is making a stronger and stronger
case that there Is a genetic predisposition toward alcoholism* This doesn't quite
mean that a person is horn an alcoholic or a homosexual* but that these people are
biologically different*

This isn 9 t to say that there are no social factors* Of course there* Some
governments — a good example would be Cuba ~ are very oppressive toward homosexuals,
but there 5s no way of knowing trhether this reduces the Incidence of homosexuality*
or just their visibility (one must wonder about a society whose approach is to throw
homosexuals in Jail* a well-known "breeding ground* for homosexual activity), Cfct the
other hand, some societies provide, in effect, a social "nicha" for homosexuals* A
good example of that is In urban homestoading* especially where it involves moving
into a very blighted neighborhood. This is a good setup for gays (homosexual males)
and some blcoks in DC slums have featured exactly that. There are several reasons
for this* One of the factors which makes it very hard for families to move into such
areas is that the schools tend to be either very poor, or non-existent (because of low
population density* there's not enough kids to support a school right in the area)*
But gay families rarely have children, so this tremendous obstacle doesn't exist*
These areas are often viewed as too unsafe by women, but again, with two males* that's
not a problem* These houses often require major amounts of "sweat equity" ~ major
fixups, and .males tend to be much more interested in that — and a gay family will
provide two of tbesu Once a few such families move in? otters follow? as they are
less likely to face hostil neighbors* By providing such opportunities, a society
(quite unwittingly, of course) facilitates a homosexual lifestyle and community*

Finally, I want to respond briefly to his "A belief in the Christian God or the

Jewish God prohibits personal toleration of homosexuality" » I would not dream of
commenting on the former* but as for the latter (Jews), John simply doesn't know what
he la talking about. He la probably unaware that several American cities have Jewlah
synagogues oriented toward gays and lesbians, where most of the congregants are
homosexual* Theletic Jews are Just not as rigid and intolerant as John thinks* and 1

suspect that he is largely unaware of much of what has occurred in the last, say*

150 years of Jewish thinking*, I know you're not interested, Bruce, In biblical
citations, etc*, nor am I, but I'd challenge John to find an£ mention of lesbianism
in the Old Testament*

In a sense, Brad is right when be ©ays of you "If Mark Berch were pubbing HoL»

you»d never have said anything about elltiaa," If I were putting out HoL 9 the whole

notion of elitism would never have come up in the first place

»

I was a bit surprised to see Kelley's ",,.half a dosen loudmouths just aren't going
to do more then provide (me with) a little amusements " What a change from the last
few issues of The Beholder t People do grow 0

((I presume you*re referring to the last few issues of the sins , not the more

recent aubmine of the same namso In the last few issues of the eine The Beholder,
several years ago nowp John took a lot of heat and

;
reacted poorly<> He has since

grown and hopes someday to revive the sins — and looking forward to being part
of it when he does.

Be your elitism comments s Bight on! I just can't picture you making the

artificial restrictions Dick Martin set up for House of LordSo

tfeU, I°ve certainly had a veritable mountain of reply to John Packs 9 diatrite

against gays* I tend to take a dim view of people who attempt to dictate what

other people's preferences and lifestyles should be like., The Bible is only a

handy excuse for arch people. Of course I make an exception: when it comes to people

who choose to hurt other people or animals through their lifestyle, but prejudice

against gays la just plain ignorant hatred* Your essay on the matter from a social

standpoint was quite informative to me«))



Prom Fred Davis (8/iV^*» excerpts) %

]DCar ]3rUCe $

I am glad to see your side of the story on the Higfcfield Affair. I very

upaet at the etcry being told by Sacks and one or two oth&xs at ih* Atlaa-JLCon meting.*.
I «rlll not* tell you that anothar party present at the aeettag (end I bosaatly at- not

know who he was* as AilautiOon did not furnish bad^s with nas*3& on 11m) stated "This

is not tba first time that Liasey has alleged receiving death threata*" The Indication
was that you 100x0 one of thoae people who saw ghosts undat the bed., and

exaggerating the whole business* 0

»

Publishing this letter was the only thing you could do to counteract the cb-rgaK

by Sacks and Caruso* (J haven't seen Tall&arfe charges*) Sven I ma <£uit# dietiurbecl

at the thought thai someone in the hobby had contacted Highfield'a Gommi&ing Of *icor»
How that I've seen 'the "saoking gun", I quite agree with you* that you really had
r?c choice*, other than dropping out of the postal hobby* I hope you've mnt exte,
copies to other pul&iahers e ^$po#ially to ttiom Kast Ooa&t reaidents heard Sacke'

inflammatory ehargea at Atl&aiiCton*

I had thought that Hlghfiel&'s attitude m& only due to the fact timt hix father
is self -employed^ as many wall bmim&mm$ especially if they've ever been hald up

or robbed* have ai&ilar fax right King attitudes HowP I aee that there "a mox^ to it
thas* that. This ma not just youthful anthussi&m? or a kid copying hi© father'

a

saail'-towa small businessman* a Republicaniaaw Tha kid is sick*

Be* DipCon^ Appreciated Schilling '& reports However 0 while it is uov a dead
issue, I do not see the attempt to reduce the numbs r of DipCon region* fro*, four to

thr&e as an attempt to corner the market on DlpQons* Oatil 19&3» there h@2» wry
few Postal Dip players in the central region (Region III), Any **gexxy&andering" of
ths regions was tha regions as set tip in the original charter, as amended in Chester.?

PA is 197% In 1979* the charter provided for three viable region^ and o&e that
hardly had any membership, and not a chance of getting a DipCon anywhere * with the

possible exception of St* Louis* on its periphery* I muai admit that 1 mat along
with that, and helped get the carter amended in 1979 iato its current farnato in IS>S2„

Mark Berch and 1 realized* after seeing the oenaua figures* that there v&a no life in
Region Ul 9 and tried to merge it with adjacent region©* At no ttoa there &ny
attempt to Interfere with the orderly rotation of the BlpOons* I've always been a
strong advocate of rotation* But, I've favored rotation among tha places where fee
postal hobby people live*, nae&lys The BoaWaah corridor* tha Chicago-Dotro 1t~
Milwaukee trian&le 9 and California. I did not favor sending DipCon to place whezs
we had fen participant** as I've always thought of DipCon m a place where the jgoaial
people would get together*

"~

What has saved the situation la the unexpected rise of a w&rgsjaiag grovtp or
groups in Texaat If you checks you may find that many of thean people have
immigrated from the Midwest, Iou 3ve heard ths joke that every fourth person 3n
Michigan baa moved to Texas eince 19?lh looldjig for a new job, ttat a not really a
joke — it* a alsioat true^ Kows there is a viable group in Beglon III, m DipCon
be held in that region every Itourth year« So s I 9ll oonsicter the imv& closed. But,
this puw luck — it was not eosiething that waa foreasaen. evec rec^tl^^ ae I982 0

Incidentally, I never thoi^t of the proposal to switch from toxr regions* to
three as something that would ba to the advantage of only the "Saei Coast Clique v

'* It
would have Ixsen juat aa advpxtageoue to people living in the Midwat and Oallfoxaia*

very glad to see tlia charter amended to permit DipCon to ba beld by itself
(thia was passed in Detroit to 1983) . I think m'll do better alone, He'll oerta^iy
do better away from the t*zfeeling ministrations of tlm Origfcia people! I had tried to

get thia change?d back In i<?79* but at that %lm moat of the people px^seint pi^ferred
to have DipGon connected with a wargassing con, ^ow» their thi&kiag hm around to

tto idea of either being separate (like MaryCon) or having a relationship with a

small con (like the 1$63 DipCon in Seattle). 1 mye people will &px*&a the word of
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how pleasant it was at MaryGon* where we were not interrupted by thousands of £ & D
players*

How do you feel about the idea of allowing absentee voting on the issue* of tte>

DipCon alte selection? I feel that chargin $2 for an absentee ballot would eliminate
casual voters* Everyone who paid the $2 would be accepted as an ^associate member"*
in ite same way tha t Science Fiction cons handle the matter* Ifcey*d all receive a
souvenir booklet, similar to the one that Berch put out In 1982,

I don't sea why such an important matter as DipCcm site selection should be left
to the casual hands of the people who happen to show up at "toe meeting* This
is especially unfair when the con is held in a location li£» Dallas or Seattle f far
from cur "centers of gravity"* I may go to Seattle next year to try to push this
suggestion, if there's any chance of it being passed. However, I'll be in Europe
till July 20th, so I could only go if the con is told aoMttae after that date*

((I'm not so I like the idea of proxy voters on the subject of selecting a
DipCon sitso In theory it sounds reasonable, In practice it could well turn out to
be just another device to capture DipCon for the East Coast each year* Let's be
realistic* There have been two attempts in recent years by the East Coast Clique to
fix the Runestone Poll results* (I'm referring to the successful attempt to put
"DlpiMaster" on top of the poll in 1962, and the thwarted attempt to do the same for

*Stabber»s^Journal" this year^ The sad fact Is that there is a group of East Coast
hobbyists who have proven themselves capable of banding together and undermining the
legitimacy of hobby ballots* I very much doubt that the $2,00 charge per ballot
would deter them* If this amendment? which I'm sure is wsll-Inentioned on your parts
Fred* ever became a tool In the hands of these people* California and the Midwest
could kiss DipCon goodbya forever.

On the other hand, I like the now-effective provision for allowing DipCon to be

held other than in conjunction tilth a major con. MaryCon would be a good site < My
only negative though on this matter* and lt 8 s a minor one 9 would be that we must be
very careful to select a site that will be adequate* As callous as some of the Origins
directors were* at least we were assured of reasonable facilities, etc» We just have
to watch mm step a bit more carefully when choosing a "small con" or "no con" site
to host DipCon*

l*m glad that the four-region rotational system is still firmly in place, I*v$
always felt this was fair ~ even without a huge number of postal players in Region
III* There may not be many* but there are enough people there to deserve their chance

at hosting DipCon too« The rights of the majority cannot eclipse those of the

minority* Now, maybe I'd start wondering if DipCon were to be located in Bismarck*
North Dakota, e»g«, but Dallas didn't seem so horrible to me Q

As this is being typed, there*s an outside (very outside) chance that I'll make
Seattle next summer* Hops to see you there, if 1 go*))

From Bob Sacks (8/10/8*0*

Dear BRl&C,

Effective immediately, MFH&SF'A Inco and its New York Game Board will not accept
donations for your Novice Packet, and you may not accept donations on our behalf for
your project* (To date we have not received any donations for you, and you have not
reported to us that you have received any donations 8 so this change of status would
seem to have no effect,) You are of course free to accept donations on your own s but
you may not represent yourself as acting on behalf or as part of MFW&SF* or the New
York Game Board*

By Qmm% op m B0ARD 0F TRUSTEES
Bobby Sacks

((Where would we be without New Yorkers?))



Sqxse negotiation Tgohnl^uaas free, Admissious

by Randolph SByth

a lie

adept a^Uttl*? uhite lies In spoken conversation* However, dra written record of a

lie is h&rfer "to talk around than the memory of a spelean one. (2) Honel people ase.*w

you ara telling the kutt unless specific suspicions arise that you^ no &$ ma^y Pip'^usoy

players assme'ttei opposite, (3) The vol tine of correspondence otian dso&ads toi-.t
^

fiction© be maintained ovar some time* Players that weavs tar?.glee nebs nee A the

agility cx a spicter*,

Kevartbaless it can an error in Diplomacy to keep the lis so simple that It a e;r:;>

to kmv> track of* aura of bslievability is best obtained by dressing she ii* wUh
**o much other garbage that it's mdetect&bXa* The technique of "free vi*weoeft*M?y)

admissions" Is a useful one for lolling suspicions, ixi aiplomacy and elsewhite,

An spisoii© zem To© Sky?er 33.1nstratas th* maneuver, To» once confessed tc a

"criae" he didn't co^it" to save his girl Becky from a thrashing* Marft Twain doe anH
describe the result in painful detail but one gats the impression that Tom didn't

sit down for a v?aak, Tta teacher had no reason to doubt tte truth of Tom's gratuitous

confession and pursued tfcs matter no farther, the ugh lis was on the verge of discovering

the tmtho
Any hidden-aotiw situation can be similarly exploited. Tate your5 lumps in snal)

doses, deserved or not, parUcuIarly if your admissions oould never have been proves

against you! The rest of your letter is txm>sfomad to the gospel for the daeed

rscipiento
For ir.3tauce s what's your opinion of the following letter xro& Austria to England

(entirely hypothetical, of course) in the negotiation period priofc to Spring 1901?
M I Kill attack Russia with the help of Turkey. If you help us, Scandinavia and

StP are ycurso At the moment, I m also friendly trith Italy and Gerraany 0 Piea?*e

describe the i&ll&aces in your area* n

Much too telegraphic, of course* but a surprising rubber of players "negotiate 1 '-' I1

just this way- There are several itams of informations too ugh ~ are they believable ?

It's #a£e to infer that Austria wouLd welcome an English attack on Rucsla e but little

elae Is certain,, including the reason for the Austria** desixes.* Ths basic outline lsn
;, t

bad g really? giving, irdfamatlon in the first ssnience, offering alliance and regards
in thv secoadg suggesting a position of diplomatic strength in the third, and looking
for further contact at th& end. But none of the data stands being trustworthy
without confirms f:ion from the other players g ?md if they contj^lct it f thla forft&t

will probably look sa^pioious* *2ompa» with this?
* f Hla I ?m afraid I gve got myself in a bit cf an ambarr.assi^;g jame In my Inlti&l

letters? I°va offered an alliance te lx-th Italy and Turkey # and both egreecti

thfi?zefore trying to .pt/xsuade Italy to uwm mst rather tha^i dra\f m Into m X/T
couflict 0 »«I tope yotv'is act counting do, an alliance \tlih -a. strong Frar.\^? I cun 1 i

cooperate with Kt^ssla aa I know hia to be untrue,twortoy from a previous game., The
Txirks have a©fc-od to I^lp

{,
but since Italy could ba dis-tracting him, ; y^sr^ o^c f.v-:53^inca

would be much appreciated* You should be able to pick up Scandinavia and b - ^ •.

minted reward, for your atteck on Husaia*
"I've negloctai to write France bo far aiid ha tesn't contacted me either-

Germany and I have hit it off on our first exchange of letters — ha steams Hike a rv^ce

guy and I donH erpeot any occupation of I*yo and Boh for soveral game years at 1

^rits to let me know how the northern alliance ^Atuation nh^ping up 1 -
i.

particularly iuteres-u?d in your intentions in Scandir^via^ tf

Now how can you he s^ispiclous of a latter like that? Yet it say$ xto moi^ -r,an the

first* It ;'& longer and has a more friendly torn * which halps a Ic-

1

1: but lis
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believablliiy aterns largely from its admissions of error and uncertainty* "I*m
afraido * * embarrassing jam*** trying to persuade «« <,can* t cooperate*

»

a could beo*»ueglected
to write. 0 .don't expecto*.'\ As England* if you hadn*t made up your mind beforehand
and didn't really have a clear idea of the southeastern situations wouldn* t you snap
at an e/G alliance and proceed against Scandinavia (and perhaps France)? It would
work well enough if Austria was playing it straight*,.but aha* his position and prospects
could just as easily be as follows?

His major alliance is with Italyi relations with Russia have actually been
satisfactory? but with Tinrkay they've been cool* Be *s written vague letters to Germany
and France,, promoting F/I neutrality so Italy will have a free hand to blits Turkey*
Russia is being induced to help as rail*

England has been chosen as his patsy in the north* If the E/G alliance eoir.es about,,

it will oppose F/r p neutralizing the north and keeping Russia from creating a formidable

alliance with Turkey or seriously challenging for a slice of the Turkish centers himself

«

If the E/A border (Gal) is kept neutral in Spring '01, Austria simply writes again to

advise England thai the l/T wax forced a temporary change of plans, but "Russia is

under close observation and will be attacked next year* Since my relationship with
Turkey has really cooled off, your spoils in Russia should include Moscow/* An over-

enthusiastic England is already committed to the desired course P and now Austria is

offering him still more. Austria then picks his own time to stab Russia (hopefully
after the Turkish position is irreparable and just in time to make England very grateful,

that he came through}^ Meanwhile, F/G* e/R and l/T are all at war with each other,

leaving Austria as the stalemate-breaker on all fronts* An E/F alliance* for instance $

wouldn't have suited Austria (/Italy) at alio
Idealistic of course o Sut write five or six letters similar to the second example

above and it's not unduly optimistic to expect such progress to a dominating position*

((The above article prompted a thoughtful exchange between Hark Berch and Randolph
in FSF #126, In the discussion following, passages not in parentheses are part of

Mark's letter* and Randolph's comments are in triple parentheses**))

colour negotiations articles are great — the best being written in the hobby today,

(((I didn't really have to include that sentence, did I? Howevero *<,))} However , your

"Free Admissions'* article was not up to the usual standards, and there is a lot there

that I don't agree with* You present a "telegraphic" letter and then a "full" letter,

then say that the latter says "no more than the first/' This is simply not true* For

example, the full letter says that you know Russia to be "untrustworthy 1
' from another

game. This will promp* an alert England to write, "Gee, if Russia is the untrustworthy

sort* I'd want to know that* Gould you send me the number and sine for that game so

I could confirm it???" If there is no such game, you might be in trouble trying to smooth

this one over* If there is such a game* that fact could have gone into the telegraphic

letters "Russia, whom I know to be untrustworthy from another game, with, to" Such an

inclusion would not have added any "Free Admission" character to the telegraphic letter f

and made them more similar* In a second case, the full letter says, "You should be

able to pick up Scandinavia and StP" this is much less forthcoming than the telegraphic

letter* which has a specific commitment on that score I On a side point, I personally

consider Scandinavia to include StP, as the term is used on the Dippy board* as it is

much more linked to who-owns^wy-Swe^Fin-Den than who owns central Russia* In the same

way* Iberia includes Mar*

(((I think your criticisms of the article are based on the totally erroneous
assumption that everyone involved is as good a player as you are ~ you picked one of
mine apart last year on the same basis, I fully agree that Austria would be very foolish
to write subh a letter to a top-level player in the English position* if it was heavily
laced with tiny lies* But remember that I also said, "Austria lias chosen England as his
patsy in the north* " Choosing Mark Berch as a patsy could be expected to have rafortunaie
consequences* whatever the method* The implication is that England has been identified
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as being no better than, average — and he would have to be much "better than average to

even think of ths- questions you propose in a real game situation*

What I meant In saying that "the second letter says no mox*> than \b® first" is

that the sasse pitch is "being made, and once a good players screens out all the verifiable

crudU the Information in each is also about the same. I do regard the statement that

Russia is untrustworthy as a "free admission" — if accurate, the information would he

(luite valuable to the English player, and there's no compiling season for Austria to

reveal its few players even justify an attack to a third party •

?,Sc If we were allied In a game? and agreed to regard "Iberia" as yours and "the

French centers" as mine, things might get quite hairy if you tried to take Mar* I

suspect that the reaction would be the same if our roles were reversed* Definitions

should be kept specific except in the rare cases when vagueness may produce a diplomatic

advantage* I think*)))
,

Another odd spot is the "I've neglected to write France m far*. a"* This is going

to depend on who you are* If I as England get such a letter from Robert Paquin (the

last Austria I entered a game with) then I can "believe it* If I get such a letter

from you? for emaple 9 I am going to have a loud guffaw D And I am going to say, "I

wonder what othsr crap is in this letter*" Further 9 it appears that* in your real

atematlve scenario^ it IsnH true e as you say that a "vague" letter has gone out to

France

c

{({$o« the alternative scenario isn't necessarily the v,real" one, just one of many
possibilities that England should keep in mind pending further evidence* Of ccvrae

every letter depends on the parson&litias involved* an Austrian player with a good

amputation gains nothing by admitting such weaknesses,* while a good English player wouldn't

be selected to receive such a letter if easily verifiable lies siere includedo ¥hat I've

tried to io is writs from the perspective of one average player to another — letters

from me to you steply don 9 t applyc)})

((Bruce here double parentheses and all that ja&s* Randolph* your point is well
taken,, but metftSjoks you should have made this a bit more obvious in the original article,

I did a double-take myself upon reading the bit about "I*ve neglected to write Prance
so farn , which would in itself mark you aa incompetent to begin withf and then when you
added in the "xsal" scenario that the guy has written to France* I almost freaked out
I see no point to telling such an easily-refutable lie* and indeed It's probable
that England has already heard just the opposite from France and will check it out*

oven if he's only an average player. Your letter would have to be altered on that
matter unless it was going to a totally incompetent England —- and even so* why do this?))

The next latter to England could portend more troubles as the vague reference to "my
relationship with Turkey has really cooled off" is bound to draw British attention ™
after all? it is being cited as the reason for the Austrian change of plans* From
England then comes to Austria the letter, "Actually a Turkey tells me now that relations
with you (Austria) never were all that greato Who am I to believe? I do need an ally
in the east* and I guess this disagreement is a good chanco to find out who is telling
England lies and who i3 not. So if you will please send me the letter in whichoo."

My point here is that the "full" letter has a amber of loose threads p and you
are risking a good English player tugging at some of them to see whether tba whole thing
will unravel.

Personally g I think the average player relies mjch too heavily on the lie, and not
enough on such techniques as trying to shape tb© other guy's expectations in your favor 0

The lie does definitely have a place in Diplomacy 9 but I view this practice of tossing
little lies into a letter, even if they are relatively harmlasB and may soften your
appearance to the other player by giving the appearance of error and uncertainty p as
very risky* Whan I catch letter writers to me at that, I assume that If they are going
to lie to me about the small things, they are certainly going to lie to me about
the more consequential things*. The small lie, assuming it is caught, causes far more
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damage than it can be expected, to reap rewards* and so I think that in laosi eases th&y
are a bad bet* This of course does not cover lies at which you cannot be caught* or
lie a which* if the victim relies on them* will place hiss In a position where he cannot
retaliate*

(((Mmmisu**if I Has going to refrain from something consciously for fear of a bad
reputation? it wouldn't be the occasional little lies it would be the pre^eaiptory s

pointed* slightly insulting questions that you propose as English replies* X*m in the
habit of writing long letters to everyone » particularly as Urn game begins* If the
guy c & raply asked for ironclad proof of everything I°d mentioned, it would thoroughly
turn B»e off to future correspondence with the fellow 0 fs^clally if I was telling the
truth to start with,. I would think either 41This guy must be a novice* and a paranoid one
to boots if bs won 3 1 trust anyone , lie won*t last long", or if X Knew h&n to have some
experience ,

1?Thie guy is overreacting to reputation* » » if he won 1 1 take anything
I say on trusts, he isn't worth the trouble of working with,," Jesuits will" be poor for
the insistent prober in any ca&e„

I thinks therefore f that a point is reached where you muni stifle your requirements
for accurgja* information in little matters in order to get along well with the guy who*&
energetic enough to provide the (questionable) information in the first place* otherwise
it dries up entirely* I profer to nod blandly while taking everything with, a grain of
salto Most players,, I am convinced* arc* more inclined to nod enthusiastically at any
friendly letter and take everything as gospel. For this reason, I think the little
lie hm its purpose* if indead the writer has a definite purpose 5ji mind, and is
unlikely to be found out if it's kept under control* Few opponents adopt your bold
approach in practice * Mark, for the simple reason that it hafc dangers of its own*)))

((I'm still with Mark on that point* too* To me the expacted returns from telling
these little lies are far too small to justify their risk* However, I agree with
Randolph that ons can go too far in demanding to have verification of every little
statement triads by one 's correspondents There then remains the question of whether
Mark's example* of England wanting to know who is telling the truth about the past
relationship of Austria and Turkey? is indeed such a minor point* If I were England**

I might base my choice of an eastern ally on just something life® thisQdft ar I might
try to appear allied s&th both of them for as long as possible*

This debate was perhaps the most interesting exchange about the play of the game that

I ever read in Pol Si Fie* and I certainly feel it was worth the space to present it
to VD*s readers" )T

~

Save iQeli&aa has brought laughter to more then a few with his classic wJeopardy*
press releases in the RIGEL game* In a few short weeks he will host IndyCon 0 and
the ol c BBUXer is going! THANKS* •* to Doomie Dave KLeiman 0

Don Del Grande has written several articles for TO about various eons* and has
provided us with information on the gaming hobby outside of Diplomacy by sending in
lists of 500 wargames and sneaking them into the Gossip Column 0 ife shared dinner
with BRUX at MaryCon 1984* THANK3 0 c*to Doomie Don Del Grande

*

Debbie Lord has treated me as ter own son and given me an immense amount of

support over -fee past three years* She encouraged Alex to write for the «ine 3 and is

still an avid reader today* ^wrc^to Doomie Debbie Lordo

Bob Sweeney is the only TO player ever to participate in the press of a game

after his elimination** He once retaliated to my inclusion of sand in an envelope by
sending me a piece of dung from his visit to the stables* THANKS c « a to Doomie Bob
Sweeney*
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Official People's Diplomacy Organization Internal Memo

To: Mr, Bruce Xinsey of Dalton, Massachusetts

Prom: The Grand Kommissar

;
,re: Remarks about PDO in "Voice of Doom," page 2, #97.

^:*.^V ;

- .

.

'
- -

v i Tour ignorant drivel in which you cast mud on
^ the PDO and its international membership cannot go

unpunished for it is people like you, crawling on
1 their bellies, lapping up the slime of their own self-
* importance, andr

ccasually belching their opinions, that
: " has plagued all right-thinking folk since time immemorial*

Your self-proclaimed position as fortune teller
and insipid wit further deny you the right to any real

:
and honest answer to your questions

•

It is the position of the Grand Kommissar that
you shall forever be banished to the muck and darkness
from which you came in the fervent hope that your kind
will not multiply and further foul the green earth
upon which we live.

This order is irrevocable. There is nothing to
save your pimply ass now, you jerk. If in the future,
however, you prostrate yourselve before the Grand
Kouncil and beg for restitution of your forsaken
status as a human being, you may be reinstated, though
you would have to wear the letter "A" on your chest.
It is not the letter of Hester Prynne; it is more
closely related to Scott's Tissue. .

Signed this day, August Eighth, The Year of Our Lord
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Pour, by the
Provisional Grand Kommissar of the People's Diplomacy
Organization, Michael Mills.

((Oops, looks like I really stepped
in it this time, Doomies. First -the

NYGB, now the HX). If this keeps up I'll
be a man without an organization. . .and
that'll suit me just fine!))
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Alliance 'formation

by Randolph Sm> Va

My experiences In recast games have suggested that many novices are unaware of
the factors determining a mora experienced player's choice of allies,. In fact*
competent newcomers probably use the same selection criteria unconsciously Is their
choice ,> ftreai»ably # awareness of "these Mrules*' would result in less fx^quant baceakaj^

of them in the novice 3 s own attempts to attract support* That is, it isn * t hard, to
select the proper ally among ona*s neighbors ? but much, more difficult far the newcomer
to make bfeaelf attractive , without analysing what he finds attractive in others* It
takea Wo" ally*

Almost every nation on the hoard must interact Initially with three &«ighbcra»
Surpr.lsJ.ngly often in the average game, one can be rejected on the grounds of outright
incompsteiioe, By the end of 190l» it s s clear to all actiw players that at least one
nation can be effectively eliminated except as a pawn or an obstacle « The player
involved either (1) hasn't read ttoe Bt&ebook and shows no inclination to do so (2) makes
gross tactical arrors for other reasons* most of which boil down to inattention ~~ HMRs
would fall into this category (3) falls to write to anyone * or is far inferior to the
pack in both quantity and quality of negotiations., Hoover* incompetence is a cleaivcui
problem and will not be considered further! a truly interested novice will not be
failing into this sort of trap*

A subtler falling will often result in an effect which may be disguised for
several game years* 0varaxubaranee (e,g* th# unshakable belief that as Italy , one
should try for Mun in 1901 at all costs) may be tolerated by the other players (except
Germany!) and result in friendly letters and encouragement if a weaker Germany and
diverted Italy advance their own prospects* But these players will chuckle amongst
themselves if the attack has no solid bases none will seriously consider the Italian
as a godd long-range ally, unless he martens up before it's in their interest to
actually attack him,,

Paranoia can also be the kiss of death* and particularly afflicts those who have
been first Introduced to the hobby by a scare story. Fox* i&stance, a game analysis
which dwells on tho dcublecross possibilities of an average position* from consideration

of the tactical potentials alone ? is interesting to read but raduly pessimistic*

Maxtem returns are rarely secured by grabbing every loose center within range — the

maintenance of a favorable ratio of allies to enemies will normally take you further,

A German who doesn't racognise this as he looks at the Spring \%x moves, and is

completely Jaitolerant of an Italian or Austrian move to Tyo 3 a French move to Bur,

Hussion Assigns ca S*;e, or English hopes for Bel will be stab-proof ~~ but with no

trust at all 5 he's also likely to have more than his share of real enemies P immediately

or later.,

The other side of the coin is doglike trust in the letters one receives. Using the

above example* an opening Hussian movg to Sil, an Austrian one to Boh, or an English
announcement that lie intends to try convoying an army to Hoi is hard to justify to

the German 9 but some players will try* Tactical warning signals should never be

ignored whan they are unambiguous (and of course, any foreign movement toward one 8 a

holdings should be recognised as a potential problem)* The fine line between the two

extremes is the place to be* a stab pr attack is then due to other factors (where

you 011 have to use your judgement), ]tt*s no disgrace to you^ though, if your level of
trust has been appropriate*

Players can be interested in the game* strategically realistic, with the right

mixture of trust and teal.thy suspicion* and still not hit it off . As often as not,

this is due to a personality clash which may begin with a tactless remark in the more

conversational part of the letter* If the guy's first letter takes two weeks to

arrive g don't start your reply with an expression of total disgust directed at
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CUB? (Oan&diar* union of Ffeatal Vadcars). Tour prospective ally say be a shop stewax£ c

Your most imp-ortarit letter is usually your first, and the moat important section to

an i&j&nom fallow yl&y&x doesn't concern the g&me at ali$ It 9 s a personal. In traduction 0

In my c&se$ my neighbor aay think that all scientists are a bunch of laay paxasites.5

or that anyone interested in fencing or the theatre Iss a faggot. That 6 a his business

0

I ?m not interested in changing his opinion, but X*ll give bin a chance to keep it to

himself a (Of course p mtmone with odd notions may attack you for no apparent reason*
and you* II go up the wall trying to figure out why* Ufcusual distortion of viewpoint
often 00m in ' clusters, thought and the fallow probably wonH a-ato a good ally anyhow*
Fmda^^tal clashes of personality just have to he lived with*}

Another acurcp of possible friction in the early stages is a difference of opinion
on what each ally deseiares in the way of spoils from a pac&pcaed campaign* Suppose
R/a/I negotiate the difanemberment of four Itakl&h centers (Homa^ Bui)* Austria can
devote eve:rything to the cause f Bus&la and Italy will invest one fleet each,, Mownally
the centers will split 2a 1*1 — but is this entirely fair? Does Austria's greater
Investment entitle her to "future consideratlciia" elsewhere? Or does the alaple fact
of B/l friendship through that period (the neiitrallty of units which oould otherwise
have well been used against Austria) justify the "leverage" i:a the investment/^Hr&rd
ratio? Suppose it tos out that Russia can (or must) sj&re two unit® rather than one
for the campaigns how cast the investment of the extra isait be reward&d? Basi&iB in
Turkey nay affect the choice of play and division of spoils in a concurrent attack on
Germany — or it may note If terms are conclude

d

& the conqueet of Turkey gc-efl halfway*
end Italy has to back out due to attack by Frances is he entitled to anything &t all?
There ara m "right1

' answers, "but the alliance will eventuality break down if a
mutually acceptable solution cannot to found* Such possible problems should at leant
he hinted at in the early stages if it's desirable to promote strength In the long
tera e Mee ting the expectations of each rocmbar of an alliance can "be attributed to tlvs

virtug of ^diplomatic sensitivity*9

*

A new alliance may also founder on the xocks of tactical m yell as diploma tic
Insensltivity, England may suggest that only way for him to help France againat
Xt&ly is to swing fleets past Gibraltar, which may he quite truai but if he presents
it gespal and acts on the assumption that this is fine with his French rJLly 9 he may
be in for a shack*

I have deliberately slapped these problems down with no deliberate organisation

0

as they are meant to "be examples rather than a complete list of diplomatic weatoesseu*
Every aspiring rui^r should pick apart the letters of those fellow players who seea
to collect allies like a honeypot draws flies* Draw your own conclusions therefrom
and do ye likewise.

((Another Important point to take into accost in your attempts at alliance format!
ie$ what exactly is the other guy looking for in an ally? If he's a rank novice 4 he

may want someone who can help hlB decide on the best tactics to use each season until

he gats the hang of things* You approach will then b$ different than to the old hand
who may he viewing jjrou as a paper cup, to be used as needed and then discaroedc To

the former*, you might write that you'll be glad to go against Germany* and here 's the

tactics that might get us started faster. To the latter P you might suggest that

you*d certainly be glad to help him take down the German, and what tactic© ought m
to try this season? Let the win-only player think you'll bs his crutch 1 let the

novice think you 911 be his protector* 1>3t the guy who goes for two-way draws think

that you'll do the same, and in all of these case a, regardless of your real intentions,

you improve your chances at securing an alliance to break or keep at your conve ."--tence*

Of course* this technique can be carried to extremes* "I'd juat loge to share :< draw

with you" isn't going to work if the guy knows you've just notched up three wins by

stabbing your ally each time. Still, it can't hurt to try to mate yourself as attract*

as possible not only in a general sense, but also to each particular player who;*e allia

you wish to court, ,^yen their own quirks, styles arid needs,))
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The Typochondrlac

by John, Kador

Five years; That's a long time to be writing a journal of Diplomacy* Of course 9

from the reader's point of view* the time often seems more prolonged* As a charter
subscriber to VD, l°va seen the whole spectrum of literacy zepresented in its pages 0

From good writing to indifferent writing to rarely-wre tcheC offerings, I've seen it

alio Nearly every postal player of the past five years has had occasion to contribute
to its p&$es c 1 consider YD, than* a microcosm of the Diplomacy pxess 0 All the
excesses in syntax and diction that I have spotlighted over the years may be found by
looking no further than my back issues of VD*

You* 13. all agree that the above is tightly reasoned* Unfortunately (or maybe
fortunately) , it* 3 wrong* I had to go back to VPs more than two years old to find an
appreciable number of blunders and goofs c ¥Ds ? of late*, have been better written and
better edited** In fact e almost every sine I get is better written and better edited
than when I started reviewing the Diplomacy press for this colu&n.,

I tak» this to be a positive ^ig&r'' Wte1&er w© &^ as writers and
editors or whether this column can take a small measure of credit^ I won 9 1 venture to

fruesso It remain® that I had an inordinately challenging t.hie of locating tb& few
miserable faffs that folioWo

So r. before tha :joers P I*d like to offor a few chairs for some individual writers
arid editors that I 9 ve had occasion to admire 0

I nominate Eric Kane as most improved writer and editor0 Barely literate when it
began publishing, Anduin lias evolved into an immaculately well-written seine

o

Paul Rauterberg^s Midlife Crisis is another well-crafted sine*, I play in it* and
I can offer first-hand" evidencs that Paul's GMlng skill is exceeded only by his talent
for editing*

For the most consistent editorial voice f I believe Bruce Linsey takes the points
His "Kobbytalk11 and "BRUX Speaks" columns display a consistent point of view,
consistently well -argued*

In terms of writers, based on my limited reading* I admire the following most of
alls Hod Walker * Mark Luedi

ff Bob Olsen, and Randolph Smyth* My apologies in advance
to otter worthy scribes I have omitted*

And now p before everyone considers aae a hopeless softy # this month* s review of
blunders, gaffs e and trespasses on standard usage.

To celebrate YB 9 s fifth anniversary , let's start with a letter from James Wall
(YD #91 9 Poll) e Wall recount© a piece of hobby gossip that recognises Linsey as "the
fount of all that°s bad in the hobby. »»a lightning rod*," Nice metaphors^ those t and
probably arguable » But mixed metaphors are a pain in the necke They should be
weeded out!

In the same way we admire the Special Olympics 9 we have to give credit to Cathy
Gunning for publishing Cathy g s itobiings. All too often# her prose la reminiscent of
ramblings translated from the Serbo-Croatian Q For example* she asks players to vote
on a variety of deadlines (OR #5, p« $}% "I ask all players in this game to vote on
this listing your choices in order of l

ff 2, and 3«
M If we all "took a vote on what

we think she means, I think there * d be a run-off • In the same paragraph* Cathy uses
an indefinite pronoun? "The results will be published in CR #hen they are available a

•*

The results or OR? Who knows, but I look forward to my GRs* Ho one puts more of
himself or herself into a publication than Cathy*

Of the editorial We school of writing, Sd Wrote1 is particularly enamored* It°s

difficult* then s to determine if he is guilty of misusing a subordinating conjunction*

"As a fiercely independent journal*. we would be above reproof £b1cJ should we

refuse to print Mr* Linsey *s missive*" Confusing the editor with the publication is
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easy when vsing the editorial tfe* It "a affected} denies individual responsibility*, v

don ' t life it*, Moreover, a better word than "reproof* is "reproach*" The diffat^nci
is subtle but if you use words of that caliber , you shouldn* t misfire *

Writing in Give Kg a Weapon (#33* p* 2), Wrobel titles a thoroughly decent artic:
ttA Side Bets True Love"*or"False Slander?" If slander is, a& jay dictionary says*
"a false report aeant to do haxm," what is 4tfaiae slander'1

? In this case* false
slander would be to affixm that Wrobel *s style is pedantic* even if his heart is in
the right place,

A sites -fire way for me to detect items for this column is to look for strikeouts
and corrections* Where there's ambivalence < there's opportunity* So my eye was
quickly drawn to the following passage in Irksome (#38, p w l\)t •'Every other public
college in Minnesota jL£ are in small toms," Scott Hanson* you Tiere light the first
time. The subject of the sentence is singular dsspite the proximity of the plural
"small toim®" to th& verb* In cases of strikeouts and corrections like this* apply
Kador 8 s Rules Live Kith it| trust your instincts 0

((Thanks* aad four issues of sub credit? to John for this conclusion to a series
which began, back in VD #18? It's been greatly appreciated? John* your articles have
been a valuable addition to the «ine*

I have several coments on the above*
I agree fully that TO is better written and edited than it was several ysars

ago, and to an extent I feel that many of the hobby's ainea have Im-provod in this
regard as Kali* In &y oaae ? ths improvement came from practice and experience, arid

extensive reading of the material created by the hobby's 'top writers* I would ai?^o

suspect that John's columns had their influence on the hobby prcessc

I admire the folicwing writers atost of all? Chuff Afflerbach* Garry HainXiu,

Gary Ctoughlan* Ruth Glaspey, Pai.il Bauterhsrg* Joan Extaoa f Bsndolph Smyth, aad
Jake Halverstedto Ail have a flawless coja&and of the English language, and to m
that 9 s a HS£?SirifMf. s&UJ- of good writing, not an added luxury* I agree entirely
that Andu&r s waiting has Improved Immensely since the sine was founded

«

Too bad that* by sheer coincidence, the joke about mixed metaphors appears
elsewhere in this issue also, as does another reference to the editorial fe

Te* But
you'll have to find 'em on your own* I too despise the editorial tfe 0 It appears
most noticeably in Bu^hyacker^

1 9 like John , look forward to each issue of Oatfayjs Kamblinps* I do ml acres
Kith his criticism of the sentence % "The results will be published in GB whan tha?
axe available*" lb me s tliat sentence is 100% clear and grammatical » But then* It
not the expert* )T

Alex Lord wrote a coiuem for for over a year and a half v and Drought laughter
to mnyc Her writing was truly arTaaset to the stem, and she is a «meei person whom
friendship I shall always cherish* Hey? it 0 a my last issue and I don't cars what the

hobby*s batemongers think — I love her and I 6
ro ffiffffft of it! MASKS* •* to Doomie Alex

Garry Hamlin handles the written word better than ha handles old dishwashers < and
VD has been richer as a result* He must* be a good friend because 3RUX want trucking
halfway up the state of Michigan to spend a night at his house « And golly* what 1,

great ally he was in Swedish Roundabouts THANKS to Deaiaie Garry Bamli&o

Stave Angle has hosted many facs-to~faOB games in his home <, and l°vo er^oyed thesis

A friend through these encounters.* ha became a Sooale and got started in YD as a p sl;a

player by taking Italy to a two-way draw in MILKY WAY. THANKS* to Docmia Steve Aru£U

James Woodson has become a friend through cons and exchangee of letters, Ha a

one of the nicest psople I have met since joining this hobby — oven if his leg

come off next Monday! THANKS* to Doomlo James Woodson*
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Diplomatic Strategies in tiba Middle Game

by Randolph Smyth

A player with a clear advantage over tba rest of the hoard — closing in on a
win — often produces a rather boring finish* Tactically, the ,5right" moves axe

generally obvious (except, perhaps* to an "ally" about to feel the knife) % on the

diplomatic side* ha will go to some lengths to avoid rocking the boat* Likewise* it's

rare that a good player has to make a really tough decision In the opening* One or
two neighbours are? alas, a cut belo» the rest, and the proper way to make the first
g&lns is determined by the luck of the draw for countries* The game-long success or
failure of a power is established at a point where many players go astray t in the

middle game (190^-6) where a number of countries have 5 -8 centers*
list's assume you are England » with 7 centers and a solid 8-center German ally who

has restricted himself to a single fleeto (You get the Idea? as you will find p the

specific positions of units and centers held isn 3 t important,, ) France dafends Spa
and Mar against yoin Italy has lent him a couple of units* aid 5 but you suspect the

Italian is just setting up a stabo In the east* A/T have eliminated Russia but* with
6 centers apiece, are now quarreling over the spoils 0 Italy has taken Gxe in addition
to his 4 "natural* centers and appears to be favouring Austria, though his forces are
scattered across the Mediterranean and have most recently been shifting westwardo

Prance, aware of the strong possibility of an Italian stab* offew to join you in

the south as a puppet, and points out that you could stab Germany for a couple of sure
centers, eventually crushing him while containing Italy 0 The Frenchman is right, and
the option is tempting* Germany has minimal counterattack capability and would lose
to you eventually « . « If the status q.uo is maintained elsewhere for ^5 game years! If
you stick with Germany , thought progress will be even slower ~ he's prejaaring to attack
Austria^ but the Turk has told you that he'll patch up his quarrel and organize an
X/a/T defensive alliance If the S/G bloc grows any further without internal conflict

a

All the southeastern players seem competent enough to see the danger you and Germany
pose 8 and to make such an alliance work* What do you do?

The obvious, and simplistic, choices are "stab Germany" and "grind down the rest
of the board" o Either would (or could) be stupid If you made It without more
information* Certainly your relationship with Germany is of major significance, and
both options will have their own risks and rewards* some players will be philosophically
or stylistically committed to one answer or the other o For those of us that see the
game as a series of branch points rather than a highway where the "proper" decision
Is always obvious, more analysis is necessary0 You have a good idea of the relative
power of each interest group on the board right now* but what of the future? What will
maximise your own influence in the coming years, without allowing any other player
or alliance to make similar progress?

I°ve stacked the cards« With such a favourable position , you should first of all
set your goals higho Only Germany has more centers/unitsj but fleets are generally
more influential than armies, and the German choice of his unit mix (though you no
doubt worked hard to get him to make that choice) s^gg^sts a rather unimaginitlve guy 0

Furthermore^ you can afford to take chances for a comparable reward* you 0 re already
close to a defensive stalemate line, which would minimise the losses even If the
whole board turns against youo To the other players, you're of course as friendly as
ever i but to settle In your own mind on a lesser target would be selling yourself
short at this point* How best to achieve it?

If you 9re patient, and sure that your German ally is both 100$ loyal and a bit too
tactically trusting, you 9 re probably best to stick with him and stab ten game years
later when nobody else can influence the outcome* If he's gotten out of position

(to allow that two-center stab) only by accident and temporarily and you fear he*a at
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least as competent as you are in an endgame* best to take the opportunity while it'e

available 0 La meet cases, though* the characteristics of the Gorman player -ran 0
*,

hand you auswor on a silver platter*
Is France trustworthy? Anyone who is still defending vigorously and making ptTOpos&l

to his enomies with just two centers certainly qualifies as a fighters but if survival
is that important to him* he wcnH care how he achieves it* Ycu can only count on hie
help against Italy for as long aa it promote© him own security perhaps not awn for
that long, if he thinks a worthwhile advantage is possible by surprising yotio His
offer of aid may Indeed be worth accepting* hut o&H he tempted on the strength of
that offer to go out on a ll&b against (ksmmy 9 without ether sources of ineur&nceo

Hot? about the determination, of Turkey to block S/G? Since he brought the subject
up„ you have to iafes it seriously! and you'xa only fooling yourself to deliberately
ignore tha ability of I/a to join bim if your E/G threat is obvious enough* 3e

objective about the enemies capabilities? don't overestimate yourself and don t grab
shortsighted centers in the faint hope that a logical opposition wonH develop after
alio Bfemsmber? you're in a powerful positions you should be able to m&ke further
advances without playing that kind of long shot c

The key* them* is to search for a broader consensus and go with whatever you
find 0 Turkey and franca (total of 8 centers) want you to attack Germany but neither
can be counted on to help out before or afterwards* Germany (8 centers) shouldn't
have to to consulted* presumably he wouLd not want you to stab hlsuoobut your alliance
can only make minimal progress against detelSined opposition* None of these players
ca-n hurt you directly if you adopt an unfavourable option* but they could frust&tie
your*lar^r objective of reaching a winning position,, There's little to choose on the

basis of these guys* so^^go to the rest of the players!
After all* sou have no reason to get on the bad side of either Italy or Austria^

whan this dilejrma offers you a heaven-sent opportunity to get on their jgjod side 0

The task may be even easier since they seem to have toe beginnings of an alliance and
would probably think alike 9 though this can*t be counted on. lb each 9 the question
must be phrased* "Should I attack Germany now or later? 1

' If it p s to be now» Austria
can be invited to send a couple of units north™whlle Italy takes tip the slack against
Turkey, If later* A/l must take out Turkey soon since Germany will only get stronger
In the interim* and you may be "foroed" to stick with ths E/G alliance by the time A/l
are ready to turn elaewhezdo

This type of po&tulaiion has several objectives$ (1) it paints an eventual G/A
conflict as inevitable 9 either way* This is almost certain anyhow? unless you°x^
foolish enough to stab the German without laying this kind of groundworks, but this way
the German is established as an enemy in Austria's mind* This will ultimately benefit
youp whether or not you stab the German soon* (2) It encourages both po^rs to

intensify the battle with Turkey* The Turk seems to be the most capable of the

southeastern powers based on his letter to ycue and you f, d prefer to see him on the

losing end of a local battle s And if you do stick with Germany $ you've decreased the

likelihood of an. I/a/T alliance forming ~~ if your letters are passed to

Germany* that's how you explain their contents* (3) With Italy focused on Turkey, the

remaining French centers are drawn further into your own sphere of influence* This

doesn't mean you have to take them both right away* splitting them with Italy might
be a good investment to be more certain of his friendship* If you stick with Ger&&ny t

grab the other one a& Italy moves east, $n& nothing is lost in the end* (4) It

manages to get In a threat about the powerful E/G alliance* while still implying that
youM prefer a switch in. the predictable alliance system. Austria or Italy may not
necessarily think you're sincere about allying with them s but it°s hard to ignore

the proposals or voice suspicions without acting awfully negative, (That in itself

would tell the Englishman not to expect much from those players/) Psyctologi^aXi

you can kill enthusiasm for stopping an alliance by offering to hreak if up and

being turned down « ~ if you're opposed, you can "legitimately" protest, "Well 5 what

do you want me to do* anyhow?" Once A/l make a committment to you, lt°s easier for
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them to stick Kith It than to search for a way out* until you start to dominate the

game 0 Bon 8 1 push them into a specific decisions and the eventual result will he a
situation they got into by themselves*

Generally » it* a these "secondary" players — > not your Immediate neighbours* but
the powers on their opposite borders — who are the most useful indicators of which
way to go in such situations, It a s not entirely coincidental that the positional
weakness of the central powers shows up not so much in the opening as at this stage of
the game i they can J t refer to the "secondary" in their relationships with edge or
corner neighbours* The only other powers with influence are also their neighbours,,

adjacent along the edge of the board* and have their own axes to grind in the immediate
vicinity*

Have I t then, set up a straw man with my example — chosen one where the "right"
action of consulting the secondary* though perhaps not obvious to the player who's
just skimming this article, is unusually clear In hindsight? And where the "right"
action leads almost invariably to the "right" decision* depending on the responses
received? Perhaps 0 Let's change the dilemma around entirely, without confusing anyone
by changing our imaginary game* You are now Italy, having just received such a letter
from England© ¥hat do you do?

With only five units strung out across the Mediterranean, helping an underdog at
one end and beginning to test a strong opponent at the other* your situation is a good
deal different from England's* Winning the game is a faroff goal at best, and your
efforts must be bent instead to simply holding your own in a highly competitive game,

But, let* s not leave you totally reaourcelessi leVs say that England's impression
was correct and your alliance with Austria is feeling comfortable * You should defeat
the Turko * « if only the north doeen 8 1 interfere » Unfortunately P you and Austria are
the central powers g if e/G? hang together and you persist in fighting Turkey, tie may
actually survive you bothe

However* let's say you're also pretty sure that both Austria and Turkey are
"win only" players like yourself • Is the problem then as simple as encouraging E/G
to fight each otter while you and Austria chew up Turkey? That's one option 9 sure 0 «

c

but another is to allow the E/G alliance to proceed until A/T are scared into making
peace with you and each othere Get rid of Prance, and a quick 5~way draw may be the
best way out of this game* End it respectably* and you*11 have that much more time for
another whare things may go batter for you<> Or, if the I/a/T defense brings a
frustrated England to blows with Germany p you can grab whatever looks convenient,
without making any of the positional concessions and risks that England is suggesting
nowo

You have England's letter, and you have a good idea that Austria 0 s reaction will
be similar to your own (write him with your thoughts, and find out!)* Ihe French
situation is clear? he's focused even tighter on mere survival than you are, and
can"t really be trusted* Anyhow, the fat© of his centers/units is far less important
than the major positional/diplomatic events on the horizon | take what you can from
him and leave it at thato

Again, you can't make a sensible decision on the basis of the likely E/f/a
reactions alone i you have lived to regret your foolishness if you've allowed the
communications with Germany and Turkey to lapse 0 Only by including their likely
reactions in your equations can you make an informed judgment about you next action

DonH restrict yourself to the moat obvious options* You have at least five
distinct strategies from here it (1) Recline England 0 s offer, continue your westward
movement, and try to maintain the positional status quo* This is the "draw hope*%
angling for a successful defensive alliance from I/a/To (2) Accept the English offer
with all its conditions o moving units to attack Turkey in earnest and splitting the

French centers, You're gambling that England is sincere and won't just maintain his

German alliance and keep coming into the Med. If you guess rights though, and E/G

stalemate would leave you and Austria with a dominating alliance ~- quite a boost in

your fortunes* though a three-way draw is still the most likely result in the end*



(3) Encourage the attack on Germany but demur where your own forces are conceraedr
This lisaits the risk* but also the reward* England la likely to stab Germany
at all If you exe lukewar& c or If he does go ahead c you'll be behind schedide in

beating Turkey. The Englishman could then take it all ~ unless you're atQ.0 to
distract him in I beria* In this scenario s the French player could be coma pivotal
after all* (k) Inform Germany of the English plans (pass his letter if neceesaxy)
Warning tha German is snore likely to lead tc an S/G s-fcalemate if they go to war
but a clever England would have written you in such a way as to explain away the

incriminating letter if it fell into Gasman hands* The maintenance of the e/g
alliance 9 perhaps stronger than ever with England wary of a betrayal* i& possible $ ;-\nd

which way will you move while you find out? (5) Go along with the* Snglish plans to

the point where you appear almost committed against Turkey*? than tfiab Austria* Thi«
nets you & couple of centers* offers a nearby target for more s and takes the Austrian
pressure off Germany to iacreaoe the likelihood of a northern stalemates This assumes
you can work with Toarkey' and that he°il go along with the idea* Still* ha say wind ux

dominating an I/T alliance depending on Austria's reaction to you stabbing him*

England hob q t be as pleased at tha collapse of the Austria diversion and possible
German- gratit-odB isn 1 Likely to count for much* Other risks are as In #2 above 9

but if all goes well tha l/T alliance should be bettor positioned than an l/A one
grinding into the corner*.

For all. options that don't involve complete accomodation with England a s wishes,
you must make a separate decision about France t maintain tha defensive alliance*? stab
him 9 or go along with an English plan to split them peacefully* And this tlae, I have
no pat answer ft

either for the decision or for as action that would facilitate it« It
all depends on youx analysis of the players,, which in turn hinges on the quality of
your groundwork in coiamunioating with all of them beforehand.

The same example can be used al&ost Indefinitely* how would you play each of tha

other powers? So far 5 it offers a umber of clues to steering your way tfcrough the

middle game* and coming out in better shapa than you went 3Lu

(1) Set performance targets that are a good balance batmen optimise and realists

If you have tha best position on the boards t%k isn't too early to start thinking ate at

converting that advantage into a win* though there es doubtless a long road ahead 0 ?.

lesser power will have to work his way up the ladder a step at a time, while putting
priority on preventing the leader from running off with the gaiae in the &eantlneo
Analyse your potential as objectively as you can to set appropriate short-ter® and
long-term goals,,

(2) Keep writing to allies and eneaies alike, right ^rosa pre -1901 on* Svery
player talks about this, so I shouldn 9 1 need to beat tha drum too hard, 3 » but perhaps
the dilemma of En Italy who's Ignorant of the playing preferences of the German and
Turkish players in the above example may bring its importance into more concrete
terms*

(3) Be pragmatic about the likely influence of each opponent on the game and your
own chances in it* You can't trust §11 players equally in making decisions (they way
have been 'created" that way

ff
but things change fast) ~ nobody does, but it sometimes

help© to articulate the principle* The poor Pronchman in the above example did the

initial spadework in prodding an English stab P but i&tiia&teXy P England and Italy both
made decisions about his fate based m other considerationso

(k) DonH restrict yourself to the most obvious options* or the ones which other
players are good enough to point out to youo These iazsl£ have the best offset* sine*?

all the upwardly-mobile players have considered them when forming their own strategies
Especially as an underdogs the risk of being surprised yourself is sometime «*;rth it

if you catch the other players off-balance at the same ttae»

(5) Despite #3 and if two or more options look equally good to you after £\ul
consideration* don* t be too hesitant to leave the decision to someone elae e s ;prefe«rce

(even a potential enemy's! ) & so long as you're not "blowing yam" cover"* That way,,
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a "good" decision will have most of the board on your sid& on the Issues of greatest

importance to you (though incompatible goals may remain in other areas) — and your

decision than iakos a giant step towards being the "right" one* If tha balance of

po*cer on tha board ®&ems to approve of your strategies 8 then only a secret conspiracy

can get you into really hot water*

(6) Finally, dcnH be afraid to rock the boat* unless your lead is ao great that

you cm afford to coast to a win on sheer momentum. Success rarely towards a passive

diplomat*, and the strongest power la generally in beet shape to take advantage of
diplomatic shakeups {hence England*s willingness to consider the abandonment of a

superficially profitable alliance with Gexsaany)* Besides, you should enjoy the game

more with a dash of the unexpected* •« at least, are any of us involved in this with the

object of boring ourselves? Go for it?

((Thirteen issues of sub credit for another great strategy article , Randolph!
Unlike the others in this issue , this article is original *

Randolph has requested that he be consulted first for his permission if anyone ever
wishes to reprint this elsewhere. Don't ask me *my« but please do him that courtesy
since he asked.

Surprisingly? Randolph included a cover letter indicating that he felt this article
Has subparo It s&s&s to be a ratter common trait among the hobby's really great
writers that they uad??:©valuate their own work* Steve K&ight» Jake Halverstadt* and
Chuff Afflerback all do the same things I truLy felt that this article was a great
effort? tha care taken in setting up a believable example « the insightful analysis of
the choices facing two of the players* and so on,. Strategically* the middle game is

the moat complex phase of a game* At the start of a game, no one is allied (usually!)*
all cf tbs countries are pretty much equal, all the standard options for opening are
discussed, and m on* Toward the end of a game, the* best path for each country is
often very well defined — told that stalemate line s stop the loader* etc* None of
this Is tru© in uhe middle game c which is probably the reason why it is the most difficul
phasa of the g&ms not only to play* but also to write about* Alliances are formed
and may cover a broad spectrust of fluidity, countries are of different strengths,
positions become tangle d» and so on* Randolph says the article was a bit long*
personally, I was dying at the end to see what h»*d now may about the Turkish options*
or the German P or even French* I loved it!

The basic thrust of the article is right ons you must base your strategies on
the global situation and not just the probable reactions of your immediate neighbors 0

I do have a slight problem with the business about getting a consensus of opinion in
order to make these decisions* one can go too far in being democratic about tha matter^
and must sometimes account for the fact that one's own interests are served by actions
which donH please most of the board* Optical decisions are &ade by integrating all of
these factors together, weighted appropriately c And with that sentence, Pm getting
uncomfortably deep into the quicksand of theory* » .so 1*11 end it hsxe 0 ))

mark lew* better known as "ig% has **ritten some of the most entertaining letters
in the vd gossip column* his qulx&y mind concocts icteas that only he could think
of, and his style provided lots of laughs and variety fzoa the usual bill of fare*
thanks* * « to docmie mark lew*

Trouble Linsey was the hobby's only canine pu&Lfesher before she passed away in

1982c Her subline to VD S IS** Baric of Doom, kept BRUX in his place and she eventually
went on to become the Keel Mascot of Postal Diplomacy* THAMS* 8s to Doomie IKoubie
Linaey«
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((Tha following was written by a high school student In Pennsylvania and sent bo

me "by ghod kaovm who • » * )

)

In the Eud

In the endf, th^ia was Earth, and It ms with form and 'beauty s

And. man dwelt 'upon the lands of the Earth, the meadows and the trees, and he said*

"Let n& build our dwellings in this place of ho&nly**'

And he built cities ma covered tha Earth with concrete and steol«

And the meadows mm go:&

«

And aac said. "It is good*''

On the second d&£ • aian looked upon the waters of the Earth*.

And said? fiLot us put our wastes to tha wuters that dirt will be washed a^&;/ ~.

"

And man dido
And the waters t» casus polluted and foul in their small**

And man said. "It is good.*"

On the ttxjxd daj> man looked upon the forests of tha Earth* and saw they ware beautiful,-

And stan said, '"Let us cut th© timber for our homes and grind tha wood for our usa*"
And man. dido
And the lands became 'barren and their trees mx® gone*
And ®sin Baid g Mt is good**'

Qu ^he fourth dag, man saw that animals ware in abundance and ran in the fields a&d
played in the sun*

And raan said^ ''Let us cage thsse animals for our amusement and kill them for our sport?,

And man did.

And there were no -acre animals on the faes of the Earths
And man nai&» ?fIt is good. v

On the fifth dag* man "breathed the air of the Earth,

And^mxT'sa.ld § "Le '. us dispose, of our wastes into the air* for the winds shall blow
them away«

"

And man did*

And the air "be cams heavy with dust and choked and burned*
And man said* "It is goo do"*

On the sixth daj> man saw himself and seeing the many languages and tongues* he feared
and~hated»

And man said, "Let us build great machines'^ and the Earth was fired with tha rage of
great wars,

And man said* "It is good**9

On the seventh da£,< aaa rested from his labors
And 'the Earth was stills
For man no longer dwel t upon the Earths
And it was goodc

You may be wondering how I plan to celebrate the end of VP* Well, two of tha
people at work (Tony and Sharon, both of whoa are good friends and avid readers)
plan to take me out for pizaa and beer* Debbie Lord has invited me down to the
house for dinner and an evening to celebrate >. and my cousin Hob and I will be: going
out for pissa (to which I'll be treating* thanks to Rob's help in collating ihl^
sucker and the use of his foot stapler! ) , And who knows — etaybe those weirdos out
iu Indiana will buy me a milkshake when I'm the re 0 In any event, VI)

: s fold is going
to be widely celebrated here (as I cm sure it will be elsewhere in the hobby**,). (*J)
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A Visit with Ruth

by Joan Extrom

This siawr, during an extensive, exhaustive ^ one-month vacation* I had the pleasure

of meeting Ruth Glaspey for the first time* She conveniently lives in the same town

as my grandfather^ so I had written to her and asked if we could get together,

It Has a humid Sunday afternoon when I arrived at Ruth 9 s home p a small house set
hack from the road with lots of shade trees in the front yard* We sat on the porch
(Ruth's little dog chose a central position on Ruth°s lap), drank ice water* and
chatted about Diplomacy hobby membsrs (I showed her pictures of Tallman, Goughlan*
and Caruso and Byrne) 9 life e the universe p and everything*

IVs always fun to meet other hobby members, but I especially enjoy getting to

know the other women in the hobby 0 Ruth used to teach music in schools but now works
in the purcha&ing department at Interlochen Academy for the Arts* She plays the
baas viol e which Kiohaal Lee (of The Concert of Europe) plays also, I play violin*
Anyone sis©- want to join in a string ensemble? Ruth is also moving right up through
the ranks in the 'Array Reaerv&o

Our visit lasted about an hour 0 since I was sick with a cough and fever* but we

agreed to ga t together again the next time I "as in Traverse City and play face-to -face

Dip (or some other game) which Ruth rarely gets a chance to do*

If you're ever in northern Michigan ? let Ruth know she 7 d probably be glad to

iseet you*. Mark Lusdi guts up there occasionally „ In fact he was in the area while I

was visiting^ but didn't got to see mo and Samantha* But P I've promised not to

rub it in fl ^

{(Joan then left the beautiful Midwest for Flushing, where she stayed a few days*
and then«oc})

A visit 2£Sl BBS
by Joan Extrom

In TO #98 BRUX reported his version of ay visit* This is gyr version and is to be

read in con junction with A Visit from Joan on pages ^3 45 of that issue Q

BRUX picked us up in Flushing* What be failed to report is that his car overheats,
Samantha was delighted at the sight of his radiator spewing water all over, Then we
got to wait 10 minutes while he searched for the radiator cap*

After the car was loaded with our luggage, we headed upstate , with Samantha in
her car seat in front between BRUX and m t and Deadwood stuffed in the lack seat along
with the other excess baggage. We drove and drove and drove., I finally asked, "Are
we almost there?" only to be informed that m weren't even out of the Bronx yetc I'n

just not used to big cities!
1 took several naps on the ^ hour trip* This is not to imply that BRUX is not a

brilliant conversationalist* but I had been very sick for if weeks (while crossing
1*000 miles of the Ui>S 0 ) with what we 5 11 call paeutftonla for lack of a better diagnosis*

A doctor in Flushing prescribed 3 kinds of medication and by the time of the visit with
BRUX I was feeling much better p but was still quite tired,,

We stopped for a snack* I had hardly eaten for a week and still wasn't very
hungry but managed to nibble at a grilled cheese sandwich and some melon P all the

while watching BRUX down an entire chicken dinner — obviously to keep up his strength

for the rest of the drive*
I had fallen in love with upstate New York several years ago when we lived in

Ithaca « and fell in love all over again with the countryside on the drive to Alex'So

There are lota of old houses that have been beautifully restored* The Lords live in

one, which is filled with antiques that Mrs, Lord (who runs an antique shop) collects.



Alex arid her parents a:<e just about the nicest, friendliest people you would ever waz* t

to meat., He sat and talked for a while » then tied a folding ted ("borrowed from the

Lords) into the already-overloaded trunk and headed for Albany s leaving behind two
poopy diap&rs for Alex's father to dispose of*

At ?Ma Quarry Drive (does "that address sound familiar?) m mat Mrs* Linsey and
BRUX's sistar* Judy* His brother Brian never showed up* but we became good friends
with Brian's dog Kebel^ a large,, rambunctious very affectionate pooch who J.ove h to

eat ica cubes e Judy showed me an article that she had written that was printed in

the Albany newspaper. Good writers must run in that family* That was the only chance
we got to see Judy* I would like to have talked to her more« BRUX borrowed some

blankets, sheets* and pillows which succeeded In completely filling up the back seat*

all the iray to tte ceilings Poor' £sm«

Than* finally to BHIIK's &;^rteaent f the upper floor of &n older house. It may not
be baby-proofed or have much furniture and it needs gurtalns, but it w&s clean * I

could even sit on the toilet without fear of being attacked by any unidentified flora
ox" fauna. I?ot bad for a bachsloro And ha even has a nicer set cf measuring cups than
I dOo

BRUX had asfed nnat to have on tend for Samantha"s peeler, and he certainly was
pioep&red «— £1*3 r&frlgar&tor tfa® absolutely packed with apple juice , yogurts babels,,

milk, and cheese Ha 5 a already reported th® Cheerios spilla« 'Be glad all you had to

do was fjwoep tham up„ BRUX, Try v&cuiHBing Cbeerios out of shag carpet some time,

As for the Kentucky Frlod Chicten incident* BRUX blew it all out of proportion*
Yes* I did ask to go to XFQ» but not for the reason he would have you believe o I was
just beginning to feel like eating for the first time in over a week* mashed .potatoes

and gravy funded very tempting* and XFC is a reliable place to get them-, OK, I II
admit that I ate ow am,al3L piece of chicken* but I was mainly interested in trie

potatoes and gravy* And" we managed to finish the aieal despite BRUX c a entertaining
stories about when he used to work at a XFC\ ((Soomies inters ated in that story
should go back to TO ?f€? for the details, )}

Since my appetite was coming back and I love food* m ate out often and highlights
included lobster bisque and coconut cream pie (which I'd bs^n craving ever since being
prenant with Sawxantha) But the nicest meal of all was at the Polynesian restaurants
After the meal 9 w© cpt-aed our fortune cookies* S&&a&ih& ? s fortune read, "Sto'p searching
forever ? happiness is just next to you<>

n I a&eug&e that°£ because I was sitting '.reside

her. BRUX 9 a fortune im.& 9 "You will attract cultured and artistic people to ycaic

hoiae*" fell? obviously he already had* My fortune contains d the good edvlce, "If
you contiriually give yov will continually have

*

w Doe a that mean 1 9 11 win the Socrates
Award??

We spent two evenings with BRUX ? s cousins Rob and $i)v/ Jill Proskin and their: two

aonso David a who is S&mantha*s age ? is known as the "Sump lustier 5

' because his
stocky build* It was nice to talk to Jill and compare notes and frustrations on
mothering an, IB-month -old*

The last day was our visit Kith the famous Simon Billeaness (famous for bt»lr£ the

one to introduce Cathy Gunning to Diplomacy) and his fiancee , Barbara Pa&soff r Y'&y
sat entwined in each otters 0 axs£S p making goo goo eyes at each others and exchanging
little kisses at the. end of each sentence • After 6| years of marriage 5 I'd forge ttea

what IVs like to ha young and in love* (Deadwood and: I haven't acted like that for
years* ) I thoroughly enjoyed Simon 8 & British accent (and the comments about the

"crockery and cutlery" he encounters on fAs job as a dishwasher) ? arid he even gave
me an autographed copy of Flame g which is the first British zine I'd had a chance to

see (except for the copy of D&nver Glont that Cathy Cunning let me hold for a fen
seconds)

o

Back to Quarry Drive to enjoy the air conditioning and '^o try keeping both Fobal
and Samantha entertained, She tried climbing the stairs but fell an/got a huge luap
on her forehead, which promptly turned a lovely shade of tel&ck and blue. Mrs, TAnmv
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cooked a wonderful turkey dinner (my absolute favorite aealS) for got "last suppsr"*

We ate and talked and then left hstr with a sink full of dirty dishes bo BRUX could
deliver Samantha and ise to tise motel where we were meeting Ken's parents, (And their
first question was ? *<What happened to Samantha*B forehead?")

All in all, the visit was lots of fun* though I was still recuperating, BKUX was
a w&nderfuL host and deserves a medal for putting up with us* He also gets lots of
thanks for providing transportation , arranging the lunch with JiM Makuc and the phone
calls with Mike Bar&o and Melinda Holley, taking us to meet Simon arid Barbara, and
entertaining S&mantha. But no thanks for teaching her to cackle as she drops playing
cards over her head* Anyway, I hope we have a chance to he your hosts sometime, B£UX«

By the way, folks, the punchline is, "Do you have anything to stop this coffin?*%

for anyone who cares.

((That punchline was also hidden in the quotes at the end of g£ article , so there!
Joan agreed to let me run all her article© for free in exchange for my treating her
to dinner* I tfcaok her for these two articles^

And I Imow right about the Kentucky Fried Chicken* It's true that Joan only
ate one little piece, but I looked out of the corner of my eye and saw her smile while
ate did it!}} ~

^

Thanks to Gary Co^ghlan for sending in the following list of definitions of
German words pertaining to motoring. These were originally printed in Gary Piper's
British sdne, The Road Goes Ever Onward #13

„

Die Blinkenleltsn Tickentocken
Pullnob und Knucklechopper
Die pWLatt ait Bludyfucken
Die Twatten mit Elplata
Der Bagaerroomfurschagginkinauto
Der Flippenflapparmuckenschpre dc2s

r

Der Edbangerenvindschreen Stoppenquick
Biggsnsticken fur Xangaroochoppan
Die Puffitin tern fur Piatenarsen
Der Klunkenklikker FrauLeintrapper
Das DippendontdaMelubaetad
Der Koffundschpittpoluter
Der wlpan fur arson
Die Puttenlegdownen und Fukkitt
Die Bluddifukkink Dammundblast
Der Schpri4gentester
Flattfahrt4
Der Lowden*bangenniekkenjurapen
Der Fukkengrett Trukken
Der Bledinioess
Der Fukken (fear Schittenselfen
Der Heiway Bobberung
Der Padallpushlnk Plllokfcen

Der Banannan Waltaen
Overtaken und Krunchen
Spltaenpoppenbangentuben

Indicators?
Auto Hoods
Puncture %

Laaroera
Estate Car*
Windshield Wipers
Foot Brakes
Gear Levers
Breathalysers
Seat Belt*
Headlights*
Exhaust Fumes?
Highway Codes
Fog Warning

i

Traffic Jam*
Bear Seats
Tiresi
Backfires
Juggernaut!
Accidents
Near Accidents
Garages
Cyclist?
Skids
Double White Lines

s

Exhausts
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by Randolph Smyth

Tte question which confronts any bette:^th^~avarage player in the com;^ of a game
lis who to attacks I ?e not x^ferring to a tactical decision based on a stab opportunity
nor a strategical one t?hsxe a given nation is sure to gat in your nay* nor yet a
s

*friendship' ' caee where a choice between potential long-term allies must be made

*

No* this la a point of Diplomacy at its most naked* If" six opponents include one
Kith an excellent reputation — one whom you fear may ha your superior ~ aM five
tmknowns too area 9

x. difxtiuigulshing themselves in their letters » should you ally with
the good player arid, attempt to crush the seat (giving you eecond place even If ha cbe&
chocoe to oivfcmsnawer you in the last phase) or attempt to put together .an alliance
againai Mia (^hich* if suceeasfid* leaves you the moat competet player .remaining with
a good shot at a win of your own)?

Obyionaly Ms depends to eoma extent on the real as well as too relative ability
of the cthar jslzyoz&c We 6 II aag&se -feat the good player does hi»ve the reputation of
stabbing for win P and that the otriers are capable enough to undsrsta#d a logical
argument and carry through with a strategy once a decision is *oade (boy* is that
ideal! ) ., This is the only 'my that the second option &afee m&m ~ nlxi^a your only
iru&p zazd (if your rival is as good a negotiator as you fear) i# imprsssing the sheep
vltb tha danger of letting the ogre get too stxoage lour decision ^111 rarely bs

baced on your actual ability, as guaged by an outsider* but on your aelf-image » whioh
is after quite a &i££em?>.i thing*

Hot always s of course« A parson who really bsdievoe himself to be no good at the
game rs&D j is no goad* since a certain minimm amount of confidence is necaesary
in ail ph&aesT On the other hands someone t*ho believes himself God 6 a gift to the

hobby IsnH usually all thai hot s either —* and obnoxious in ih& bargain*
Hc¥ovex:

> I don't think either type stays on the scene for vary long* A more
allelic outlook is th$m£®x& ths rule rather than 'the exception^ Moat people hava

a fairly good lime, of ufere their strengths and %m&km&&®B lis f even when they
wouldn't dara zevaal their self-analyses to a acul! Are you good at maintaining two-

way deale* or do you prefer to orchestrate multi-player alliances? (if you oanH do
either^ g&i out of Diplomacy*) If you have tactical or strategical planning weaknesses,
can you plug tha dike with one of the lesser players who seems to have a knack in

this one area*** If not you'd better be Bizm of five alliance rae&bers vs 0 two ratter
than four vs. three Again » do you consider yourself perceptive — can you ferret
out a half-truth in tla© to halt a successful a tab? Em much time can you devote to

the game t and what effect will Ibis have on your relationship©? Itofortvnat^ly^ an
accurate judgement on all of these factors is something that the good player will try

to prevent, to his own ultimate benefit*
Personally s I 9 d still advise sticking with the good player at the outsets A3

long as you're aide to convince him not; to hit you 5j&mediat3ly, your opening should
be carefree • As you get to know him» ©^ybs you*ll not« a few wealmasaes of his
that you can make use of at the right t%m* If worst corns to worst and he get© the

upper hand* at least you 511 have learned something from your alliance with him* to be

used in future gases*
One of the problems with the all-or-nothing approach is that it depends on getting

three others solidly behind you* in the face of a detemined effort by a presumably
stronger player to make alliances of hia omi* Only if Ms reputation is truly infasaoufc

can you hope to convince a .majority of indifferent players to go after him — and if

you succeeds he -pvol^olj ^aan^t worth all your " worry and Nork in the first plae^

((The problsiu 1b that's iVs rarely tiiia clear-cut,, Generally in a game yow
likely to encounter a fitore varied mix of players than one? sharpie and five igno.ttmi?

excluding yourself, So this article is a bit mcv& "hypothetic^d; 9 timxi most of /landedph " e

others« P obut it was fun to read anywayo))

from FoX Si Fi£ #68 . ., e

Nakad Diplomacy



((Editorial note hare, Boomies. This story was hand~delivered late one night
last Keek bj a pleasant-looking lady of about 35* waring a seventeenth-century
"ball gown.

*Sorry to disturb you at this hour* Mr. Lineey," ate said when I opened the door,
"but my employer mated ma to deliver this Immediately, and it*s only midnight back
home*" She handed me a packet. "You'll find it's one very nice article for the
hundredth issue of The Voice of Doom. I hope you enjoy it 0

M

Be 5jig somewhat confused by the fact that she had awaken me at 2 A.M., not to mention
t\m fancy drsss, I was only able to rotable a Sleepy thanks as she turned away from
ay aprtmeni*

I closed the door and was stumbling towards my bed when from out on the street I

hoard the words , "Hiyo, Frederick and away." Hushing to ay window , I am outside a
winged wdcoxn leaping into the air with the woman on its back<* Circling twice, they
turned westward and were gone*

It then that X realised the authorship of the following article, for as anyone
who reads Tm Diplomat knows, only one Doomie has a fairy godmother who writes his
tmc&b for hteo )

)

The Very Last Eooale In the Whole Wide World

4 Tale of How BRUX Caused the Apocalypse

by Bob Schmunk

Part the First

The river slid slowly by the small dock on which the horseman etoodo His goal lay
on tha otter aids, but there was no conveyance by which he might reach the opposite
shore o His eyes alighted then on the small bell hanging from a post at the end of the
dock, and ba stepped forward and swung the clapper next to it.

Shortly after the high-pitched peals had finished echoing across the water, he saw
a small boat nose out from among the bushes just across from where he stood* As he
waited* an old man haltingly pushed the boat into the river and began to row acrosso

The oarsman was apparently having difficulty making way against the strong currents,
nut ten minutes later he reached the dock. Iiooklng upward at the horseman standing at
the end of the plasking, he fell into a coughing fit. "God, I can't do this mu0 * «

(hack) «• .such longer. The old bo<>..(hnhh, hnhh)*..body can't take fighting the river
like it used to. Been doing. *• (gasp)... for nigh on fifty years now. What do ye want,
sonny?*

"X would like you to carry me to the other side, old man," the horseman said,
somewhat impatiently.

The old man grimaced. "No respect for aged and infirm, is that the way. . .(cough). •*

of the world these days? Course when 1 was younger they used to hi..«, hi..., hide
the old people away and forget about them."

The younger man replied, "Excuse me, ancient one, I meant no disrespect,, but I
have traveled many days and now I sense that my goal is near."

The old man appeared somewhat mollified. "Oh? Where you headed, sonny?*
"I seek the ancient sage across the river, he who lived in the days of man*

s

greatness and who lived through the jflrestorsu I desire to ask him of how man fell."
"Well, hell* kid. Go no further, that's me/* the old man said, standing a bit

straightsr as he was reminded of his awesome reputation* "How that you know who 1 am,

how about making it mutual?*1

"I am called Talvin, groat sage," the horseman said as he bowed before the ancient.



Fart the Second

They had crossed the river and corns to a small cabin where the old man resided*

After sharing a small meal of potato £alad and smoked fcaef jsrky carried by the

younger man, the sage was ready to tell hi© tale. He settled hack against, a leg near

the small fixe thay had mad© before the cabin's entrance arid began to reminl&ce*

"Itea, yes, let's me b©re« The apocalypse happened^ gosh* oh it must be sixty
years ago nov? 9

?Tw&s 1995 and this la, ummm, 2G5&s I think, Iep t I guess Bixky ye&ra
is about right* AX! kinds of sordid nastinsss t&at was a crap falling out of the sky,

people going bu^house^ animals coming out of the hills « I can tell you almost anythin
which part do you rant to tear about?"

Talvln thought for a moment* and decided P "What ieas the Firestorm? All the olar
cMafs xems&b*:? nov ±& that people died in the hundreds*"

"0h s usuch maze than hundreds* more like hundreds of hundreds of hundreds of
hundreds*" the aaciant replied* "Walls first X suppose I should tell you about what
we used to c&Xl nuclear weapons £ those wars the items that started the destruction of
men« to be foliowad later 8y diseasos and siclmesses thr.t made your ski??. suzic"

He thought for a moment, and then, asked, "How 0 a your imagination?"
Tha young man 5 still shaJsan hy the concept of hmdreds to the fourth power,

mv^bled something? ^rJLch ths eage took as an affirmative *

"That'll probably do 9 then? Well* imagines a pillar of ifLm f so tall it reached
from tha ground higher than the clouds and that caused the earth to shake beyci-d ths
horison 3 that was what a nuclear aeapon could do 9

t? the old a&n descrihed e swooping his

asms up into th3 air to emphasise the si&e of the pillar and then shaking like a leaf a

The younger aian was suitably impressed*
''Sounds ugly, don 0 1 it? Well, imagine a hmdrsd hundred of thorn going off, all

over the world. That was the Firestorm* Tbay threw so much crap into the air thai
it 9 e only summer ono month a year thase days* Toll js© 6 yov. came dom from the north,
is there ice in tha hills now?**

The young man nodded* "Oh yss* even in this land of stinking waters and ateamy
pools the ice covers the valleys all year*

"

"Oh 9 dmai* ths Yellowstone ice cap ia forming* that 311 piss off the grisaiies
more than a Texas tourist/' tha old man said cryptically* "Wall, anyway the reason
it's so cold is that these nuclear devices would tear away soli from ths ground and
throw it so high that it basnet fallen in sixty years and blocks tha rays of the &un
from warming what s s below.

"Tb give you another idea of what these nuclear devices could do* you've teard of
the great glass crater that's about two days ride west of hers? haven 0 1 you? 1

' the old
man queried.

"I have even seen it* 3 Tis fifty man-heights deep and very far across* " Talvin
replied*

"Beat's iibere a bomb Trent off*" tha old man explainedo "The enemy decided tk&zn
was something out there in the desert that they didn* t like, and in one flash it was
all gone* What % 3 worse is what happened to everything north of there when some of toe

dirt fell out of the sky as the Kinds blew it that way* All the people and all the

animals sickened because the dirt was poisoned e and they die* in great agcayc Thie
place here was lucky* for if the wind had been coming from tha west s the dust would
have fallen here*"

The younger mail looked pensive* "I have wondered why they call those marches tha

Dead Zone© I have seen ths skeletons of man and beast alike and wondered what felled
them together*"

"Wellp nukes weren't very discriminatory. So prejudice to race* color, cjrrod,

age, gender, or speolee 0
"
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Talvin thought about nuclear weapons for a while* and then aakedc "Sage, why were

these weapons used?*''

The old man looted at him for a momast, and than replied* "Just a moment, kid,
I want to show you so&ethlng*" He stood v$ and entered the cabin. Talvin could bear
shuffling around Inside , moving things and Buttering, "It's around here somewhere.
The damn thing 9 s too big to lose » * Shortly later* he reappeared holding something
very heavy in his arms.

"What is that* revered one?**
*

The sags dropped the object at the younger man's feet, and then Talvin realised
that it was a stack of rare paper, as thick as his hand was long* He peered at the

top sheet and, dredging up knowledge that his clan's elders had so patiently imparted
to him, read the faded words » "What's this thing blocking ay front door?
Omigawd* It's the hundredth issue of The Voice of Cocao*1

Bart the Third

Once again l^alvin asked the old man, "What Is that?"
"IV s what we used to call a Diplomacy magazine, though I think it was eventually

assigned an interoatlortal standard book maber," the sage replied.
"Diplomacy?"
"Oops, forgot that nobody plays it any more," the old man appeared shocked,

but went ouo "Back In the old days, there was a game called Diplomacy, in which seven
playars would fight for control of a place called Europe* They all started the game
roughly equal and it was only by negotiating with each other that they could grow*
This bundle of paper is a collection of treatises written about the game some seventy
years ago*"

"It mist say everything there was to know about the game/1 Talvin replied*
staring at the very thick bundle

*

"0he no j not by a long shot, though this one collection was five times thicker
then any that had come out before* Why it was 1100 pages thick, " the old man said*
"though I think I've lost a few over the years* Mice kept trying to nest in ito"

"It must have been a great effort, on© man writing so many pages*"
The old man smiled* "Oh, it's true that it was a great effort, but it waisnH

merely one man. There were about 100 who wrote the material contained in that issue
of The Voice of Doom, though It was up to one to do the work of collecting and
assembling it all."

"0ns hundred," Talvin echoed*
"Oh, yes* Here, let me show you*" The old man sat down next to the bundle of

papers and began to leaf through it* "Here 8 s a good ona f maybe one of ths bast that
was in here, The Press dub Strifes Back, by Cupcake Knight* That one was truly a
great effort* Why, you can see it took seventeen pages all by itself s all of it a
great spoof on one of the popular entertainments of the day* And right after It, the

incomparable $*11 Take Unbreakable Alliances for ffip , by Dave Klelman* Mot so long,
true, but just as funny as Press Club * 1 have to admit Dave had quite a sense of
hu&or In those days. And here's another from the same game, perhaps one of the most
Intimate tales In the collection. 'Twas Whiskers Gets Even, or The Gat that Plays
Fetch May Gome Back with a Nuclear Bomb, a story by Richard Beilly. Bit of explanation
behind that one, you know? turns cut that Whiskers was a cat that belonged to
KLeiman, who had been feuding with B?Uly off and on for a year when this issuo of
The Voice of Doom came out."

The younger man was beginning to appear a bit mystified? his brow was knitted
together as be asked, "You speak as if these tales were humorous* Weren't these people
serious about this game of Diplomacy?"

M0b, yes, quite," the old man replied* "I guess I need to explain a little more
here* You see, getting the edge over another player In Diplomacy often extended to
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trying to prove that you were more clover than tee The easiest Kay to do that >:>

write humorous stories about tha game you were playing* stories that ware mora clover
than the stories he would write. You scored a double coup if you could insult the

other players at the same time * but only if the Insult was sieant In good fun and
you didnH really mean it« Beilly was good at that because he would insinuate that he
wrote everybody else's stuffy and they pretended it was theirs."

Trivia was really In the dark aftsr that bit of infestation* "ifcey Insulted each
othor wltboirt meaning what they said?" He sounded shocked.

"Of course « It >r&e considered bad sportsmanship, or g&mesmanshipe or whatever, to

start calling each other names because you didn 8 t like aaeh other. Most everybody
felt that if you rented to do that, you shouldn't involve ifa& hundred and some people
who road Kg* Voicg of Dogg* BHUX was pretty e^licit about that s a© I remember*,"

"Oh/ 1

Tha old corroluuod leafing through tha volume o '"Course there was a lot moi»
in hexe to just that one single ga&e* Thsre were of course tha usual letters* known
as Thg G'2ESiS S2iHS:^ about 250 pages of them** Axxd there rare lots of nifty articles,
more theuTyou eotdT~exp3ct to read in a week* Just listen to some of these titles,

"

He proceeded to rattle off word& and names that meant nothing to Taivin f <*ho

soon found himself staring into tha fire* thinking about what nuclear bombs could do*

In the backgrounds he could just barely hear the sags sayings 1% ao budssian 3 by Ed
Wrobel v followed by Booties of the Years The RIG^ HajerB,> That one Has pretty
but it was probably the most important"single article p too* Those guys &eserved th~

honor, though* Let 3 s see 9 after that came Th® Diplomacy Black Itolgj An Sj^lanatiori

of the Mjeos^ of Letter ~Antlle ttar Annihilation^ by Robeart^Scbmunk^ That onaTwas
pretty stuffy sounding, but it was an excellent satire of an article from a physics
journal * if you covld make it to th© end* Of course 0 Mark Berch came up witli Ths

tfestern jC^ple g A Previously ttximaginod Han of Attacks Seems like he always had
another article in progress about how to play the gasesT Ch» yes, forgot about thee*,

cartoons i some were good* but BHUX had a habit of including some really vtlgar stuff
Tbm A £SB^^2££2L % No 5^^jption s Greater Good, an analysis by (who else?) Ma ">

Berch^ again « Big" stink about the PJGSL ga&a *3ust then because of some semi-fate
orders Rolling a 0ns 0 by Brie Kane* that was a good one e Ee and BHIK ^ere always
arguing with each other f just for the sake of arguing* It made for some good times m
the middle of the bitter fights that were going on elsewhez© around than* Here's
another seriously written one* How to Play as a Substitute with Honor, by Edmund
Jedryc Good guy r Ed was. Too "bad bs lived* la Chicago when things got nasty in "95

Oh! This one was a delight* Alex s s Columns An Albany Diplomat in King Juan Carle

r

Court s by Alex Lord* 5Twas the first item she'd done In a year* and a lot of us for-

been looking for***"
He was interrupted suddenly , wbsn Tallin came out of his reverie*

Part the Fourth

"Revered one e though you have shown me something rare and precious* a collection

of writings from before the Firestorm i what does it have to do with the Firestorm?"
The old man smiled, "Yes* perhaps I have been remiss* Talvln, and I suppose that

I must stop here and explain something else to you0 I have told you that Ifog Voice of

Doom did play a significant role in. the history of man s that its faithful did bring

about disaster in dimensions unimaglned* but I have not told you the secret nme hy

which these people were known."
Talvin looked even more pulled* wondering what the anciont was speaking of this

time 0 "By what name were they called?"
"Just one small word were they known, the word *Doo»l0sV' the old man stated

as if revealing ifairty-eight great secrets with one breath.
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"Poosaites? Do you mean that they were devoted to doom, to works of evil and the

rsi&n of the Master of Sin? You mean that they caused all the horrors for the sate of
earning j&isery?"

"Ah, no* You mishear ma* I said 'DoomiesS which is a different word entirely,"

ths old man explained, "The difference of suffixes ~~ that's what you call the end

of a word — asfes a significant difference in the meaning of the word* By using -ites*

we would moan 3 the followers of% and though ~les tends to imply a relationship, it is

not so strfcet in its sense,"
The old man paused to gather breath* "Whether the use be affectionate or derogatory,

it makes no difference* but the word *Boomie c said that the person named was greatly
affected by whatever occurred within the pages of this significant manuscript The
Voice of Doom a For those whose lives centered around it, forsaking the rest of the
world, there"was the name *Screaming Docmie', but Doomie sufficed to identify the

rest of the faithful*"
•'lour meaning is till hidden from m by clouds of fog* revered ons," Talvin said*
The old man snorted as if from impatience , but continued, "What X have just said

is that there ware psople devoted to the appearance of this collection of writings."
He th^ped the graat tome with his knuckle to emphasize the point*

"You see, this issue here was so big that BRUX was never able to afford to publish
another* He was totally bankrupt and had to file what they used to call Chapter 11c

BRUX disappeared after that* I suppose the shasae was so much that he couldn't bear
to hang around for people to point at him and say, 'See, I told you so. * You'd hear
rumors, but only a couple of people ever heard from him again.

"And so, you see* this was the very last issue of The Voice of Doom that ever came
out. When it died, never to appear again, these Boomies were desolate,, Iheir lives
were made empty* as stark as the glass crater to the west of us* And like any people
whose lives have been holed by something precious which is lost or destroyed* they
had to find something to replace it." He stopped again, his weak lungs betraying his
advanced age*

Talvin reached for his canteen, but the ancient raised his hand* "No* no, I 111
be fine in a second* iT

With a great wbeese, he continued, "Yes, that 8s what happened* When The Voice of
Poom failed to appear again, these people turned to Something different i ?our committed
suicide by assorted means, eleven were committed to mental institutions for depression
and/or alcoholiefe* seven turned to various forms of crime, three began authoring tal.es

of intrigue and/or fantasy, but the largest contingent, seventy-one people strong,
entered politics and statecraft, thinking to apply their experience to the management
of the land*

"In a mere eight years, most of this latter group became important men in
the affairs of America* the name by which this land was once called* They became
responsible for deciding how their country was to conduct itself with the rest of the
nations on earth* They decited who the friends of their coisttry were, who the enemies
were, who to exploit, and who to support*" The old man sat back and looked smug*

nDo you mean to tell me that tbe$e men were the ones responsible for causing the
Firestorm? 11 Talvin asked*

"Ah, at long last you understand m without my telling you everything,** the
ancient one chortled* "These seventy-one war© indeed the destructors of the earth*
After their years of playing Diplomacy in Tte Voice of Doom, they were all convinced
that they could do almost anything and get away with it*"

The old man's attitude shifted alxruptly as hs said sadly, "They were, of course,
quite wrong* After a few years of their management, America found Itself without
friends anywhere else in the world, and soon after that, the bombs started falling*"

Both men stared at the fire, pondering the results of such overconfidence » After
a while s Talvin looked up and asked, "Revered one, how is it that you know all about
these depressed Boomies and how they ended the world?"

The old man raised his head, but his eyes remained unfocused, perhaps looking
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back over the decades* Softly* he said, "Oh* it $ s vary simple* I was one of them*
not one of the big seventy, "but still otm of them*

"But now* I %m just the very last Boomie in the whole wide worlds*

((GulpI .perhaps I shojg.dnH fold*, after all? I do hope that this story doesn't
tuna out to be prophetic*

Thanks, Hob, and sixteen free of aub credit — go buy yourself a pisssaJ

)

From Fol SI Pie #133

The Heli

by Randolph Smyth

Yes^ enemies can sometimes turn out to be your best friends* Take this e *taapl3 •

you 8 accumulated 16 centers with a win within easy reach, but your loyal ally has;i
c t

done so well* You've promised him second plaos for Ms efforts, but he's only got 5
centera, and at the other end of t&e board site a corner power with 10 • Your opticas
are to play it out, taking 5 years or more to grind down the 10-center fellow
without reaching 18 yourself* or to stab your friend* I normally play it out* if only
because word will otherwise get around about hoi? you treat your unfortunate allies? >u;.

in the proce^ one can hardly avoid thinklug f
«

}Gea y how much easier this would be ;,r

that ^friend* of mine would only attack me! 5 *

That c s aa exrfcreme case g but there are others whsxe a caiwsrtlent neutral or em^
can do far &ors for your game than the &ost mll~m£a£iiiig friend in the same poaltioru
If th& origivz?! roason you tecama enemies was because the other gtjy is an incompetent
S*0aB* , then the decision to fight the tra&By may in itself win support elsewhere o;a

the. bcerd* This is true even if you have centers and your enemy has Zi soiiiatl&eB

it pays to let hi?, iivo on for a while s if his ridiculous entice and personal offeraslveness
is calling attes.tioa away from how close you are to taking it all* * *

A more capable -enamy can be used to draw tte heat off you* If he's bigger than
you &se, the proper pitch can sometimes forge alliances with several other powers,
aimed at stopping the big threat* lt&3 alliance builder in stop-the-leader situations
can often take most of tha profit (since he has a larger inpt^t into the movement of
the total alliance) wMle incurring tte least fear that he's ultimately out to win
himself (after all* hasn't he put all that effort into preserving the balance to
provent a win? ~ ha must be a nice guy». 0 ) 0 Strange but true t the guy responsive for
stopping the leader will often be in the driver 3 s seat for tjbe rest of the game ,

asstming the leader can be driven back at all*
Even if the enemy is somewhat weaker* you can thereby minimise the observed po^vr

of your own dominating position. Subtract his 6 raits from your 14» and suggest to

the other players that you therefore have only 0 "effective*1 units. Do not point
out that if you can wipe the anemy out with your 2-1 advantage , you'll have a clear
win — a competent enemy will be trotting this argisaent out himself ~- but your own
statements may at least muddy ths water for another critical game year*

This is not to suggest that you should proceed to act like an S*0 oB yourself in

order to increase the maaber of your eatealesl Friends can occasionally bs nulsanc&s,
but if anything ev^r goes wrong your allies are your most valuable asset* But when
you do find yourself confronting an enemy, of whatever relative else* don 3 t despair?
us© him* » 0 before he uses youc

((The tactic of using one "a enemies (or one 's own allies) is one of the most
disgusting, low-down, slimy, and effectives* ••things a Diplomacy player can dot))



, , The Gossip Column
From Mark Berch (8/2lM)i ~p£rt II

Dear Bruce,
I want to respond to your comments on the *83AY affair, tecause the account you

have given of it was in some respects Incomplete and inaccurate 0

Kathy did indeed ask for my analysis and evaluation of the situation, and I

commended that the game he called irregular, an opinion that I still hold* I must
emphasise that there were two? and only two, factors in my decision, and so far as
I know they were the same two that Kathy actually relied upons

1. Drawing of the countries was not done by the GM, or under his supexvislon, hut
rather was turned over to one of the players, ((Ron)) Brown* He himself did not do
it f hut rather had Kussynski do it, under his supervision* This is completely improper

.

This is a Oiing function, and cannot he transferred to a player* I have never heard
of a GH doing any such things The player did not draw the countries, but it was done
under the player's supervision* at the player *s house, etc. You are missing the point
here about *delegation" o Of course, the CM can delegate this, to some degree

.

He can have his kid draw the countries from a box* Although the GM is not doing the
actual drawing, it's done under his supervision, under his eye* Similarly, yes,
there is nothing wrong with Woody turning his games over to Olsen for a season or
two, What these two have in common with each other, but not with 583AY, was that
there was no player involved. (B«go Olsen was not a player, ) There is a barrier
between the GM and player roles, and it must not be breached. When it is, there is
plenty of precedent for the game being called irregular* The simplest case is when
a player's role is the QTs as well, i.e. the Of is a player. That happens, and the
game is then irregular. The same goes for GM related to player, or living with player.
Bach situation is different, agreed. But there is a barrier between their rolds, and
that must be kept up.

2 C The GH told a sensitive piece of information, gi»en to him in confidence by
Stafford, to Brown. It is absolutely essential that if a player tells the Of some-
thing sensitive about the game, about his plans, that the GM keep his mouth shut. You
say, "the GM let it slip." It wasn't quite that way at all. The GM first approached
Brown (the player and pubber) and said that he needed a standby. Brown asked him
wi\y. The CM then, as I understand it, secured an agreement that Brown would not be
changing his orders. Onoe ha had that, he told Brown what Stafford had told him in
confidence.

You argue that since Stafford didn't actually resign* it couldn't have affected
the game, but you have it backwards. It was his staying in the game which put him in
a position where he could be harmed by the Cat's acta. The fact that Stafford later
changed his mind doeen * t mean it couldn't affect the game. Look, if the CM told (prior)
to the deadline) your orders to another player, that would be wrong, and you'd be
harmed, regardless of whether you changed them or not. The 9!*s actions meant that
prior to the deadline* another player had this direct line to your thinking at a
certain point. The players then knew that Stafford's commitment to the game was
pretty slight, and who would want to ally with someone like that?

It might be argued that Brown's promise not to change his orders prevented any
problems. Not so. Brown was under no obligation to keep his mouth shut about this
juicy piece of information, and he didn°t* He told at least one other player, who
told another* etc* And others in the game could change their orders. Even if they
didnH actually change those orders, it 9 s quite possible that someone was going to
change his orders, then heard the info and decided to leave the orders as they were.

As for this talk about eollusipn and cheating, you just had to throw that in,

didn't you? Neither I nor Kathy nor Rod came to any such conclusion. I don't see

any evidence for cheating or any dishonest acts* A holding of irregularity does not

require a finding of dishonesty. If the GM, for example, is a plyer in the game, it 9 s

irregular, even if there's no evidence of cheating. Your speech about Ron's integrity

is fine, and I wouldn't hesitate to recommend him as a GM, but you are missing the



poiata The labeling of ixx^#ular Is becaitae of a OTs conduct, not a plsynr's

conducts I don't see that Hon as a player did anything wrong*

On a point, not directly related to the actual events of 9
B3Alt: , I don't

agree with your mndoa^is-random reasonings Look* suppose drawing cou^tri^a for
ay gauae s and I draw the one comtry I don*t want* Well* now* I'll .just 'toss the

dram pieces back and ©tart ail over again! ffesn ths GM asked. I 32I ©p.y*
str d£*w thes

pieces mindly from a hat v
fv or some such* 1 could arguably ev#a say ihnv, it raaa a

random draw, so long as I d.on
? t say that there was only one random dray, Th£r& ^ro

even waya of pulling this off when tbers ax* witnesses s but I don't want to repeal
any techniques I might need in a FIT or toux?uuaent game eoxm day*

((That's all right, m*ll be on the lookout for them now whenever ws play y;u F?F,

Your last paragraph is ridiculous* Mark* I prisma you Know a little about
statistics. ¥ben ^e talk about a random draw, we are referring to a tax In which
'the a ££lo3& probability of drawing any gimn country is i out of ?» ;fo^ are row
toying to tvxn that around by offering an example in tfhieh iha player , having drawn
a country he doem 5 t wa&t« puts back the pieces and draws atggin* It la tn» xfiKl this

second draw is also random, and that the ch&ac&s mx& again one out of *<*von trafc the

player would draw any given country - on this particular dx^r, bat
if this is the technique to be used then in feet the chances are sgro cut of st/v^n

that the player will draw the country he doesn't want*, and one cut of six that
will dravr any other given country c And while mich a draw (sere chance Tor Italy,
says one out of six for the otter cowtrles) is random ? technically*, It does not
assign an equal probability to each of the countries and is therefew no I Khat m
m&XL by the term "random draw** in Diplomacy* By this token f you could flip a coin
till you gat heads, and then say that you got heads with a random flip of the coin*
And you^rs right to say that this doesn't pertain to *S3AX at all, unless someone has
shown that this sort of thing took place*

I concede one point of your argument regarding '83AY& fee dlvulgenos of the fact
that a player v®j& resig&Jiig could have affected the game* Still » unless it earn be

shown conclusively that it dM affect the game* I don't think that* a grounds enough for
irregularity, though I do see that people could differ on this pointo

On the country selection , I can. only repeat my original argument teat the drawi/.^*

of countries by random lot is random* and the probabilities aren't changed wgardl^im
of Kho does the drafting* Pe not iOC^ comfortable wife the fact that tho Qi d^lagat^d
tha job to a player* t&less evidence arises indicating that the draw not rar^do:! —
and by that yon know now that I mean miformly raandoa for all players m€ co^jntrieo ~

then I hold to say opinion that this too is not grounds for irregularity*

The talk about collusion and cheating came up because this sma appeLwntly the

sort of terminology used by Stafford^ I will admit that it' a a particularly m^slilm
point wltli m 9 since I was falsely accused of mm during the BLACK BDLE Affair

,

I don't like to see this sort of accusation made gromdlessty. I don't fsel th&t

Stafford should have uaed this type of language at aU» and mm I the EJIG I F d be
tempted to throw out his complaint immediately wless he could back up the ch&Jtgao

Once again I will admit that it*© not my decision to make — I ea just discussing
it because it was brought up to me by a player and because it is a x^lsmt topic c ) /

From John Mlchalski (8/13/8^)$

Hi Bruce f

I*m to see you took my advice (and others) in going public on IMe H\g-.:Cleld

thingo On principle * as Tallman*s support confirms, such extracux^ricolar act-V/itiae

a.zs hadf in tlie sltiation at liand — a serious one, 1 believe pririting 'tm avidenxe

shows that the priaciple does not apply here*
The whole episode lends credence to ay underlying suspicion that Bwszh and Peery

concocted Highfleld just to give the Right w3x*g a black eye f ^ c
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Was It Rauterberg who t$rote about Kathy* saying better to wait until she does

something cut of line before launching this tirade against her? I have to agree

o

Hie remarks you acknowledged were given in the heat of battle would "be mors properly
answered with a private letter* Were she to rule all your games irregular because
©he doesn e t like you*; she would he removed in short order* But attacking ths power of
the office over your current clash of personalities makea you look worse than her?
RemS&ber a year or two hack* when a prominent pubber m know was und&r attack? He
overreacted to what was nothing hut uams*calling, and I think we each wrote him as a
friend to say "cool it, it 8 s not that big a thtago" I say the same thing now to you*

Stick instead to what Berch called the High Road in the days before he turned
Iiidicrouso Right now* ifetfcy holds it by default,

I suspect will have a new MC in fairly short order in any case« I am not
one to tell people not to feud if they are so inclined,, but let's leave it as a perirenal

dispute rather thsr; decrying the "power" of the BKCship for exercising its legitimate
function© (in© a the designation of irregular gasaea) 0 If there is any legitimate
criticism due that office* it is that recent BHGs have been too wishy-washy in
calling a spade a spade s and an irregular game an irragular game 0 as far as I 'it,

conceded*
While Pm on negative notes P there's one more criticism I have of an otherwise^

good, issue. Both you land Kelley write about how nice it would be if~and-whsn nobody
cares who is queer or aotc That makes about as much sense as the buftper sticker
asking "Have You Kissed a Leper Today?" LeVs stop repression of flashers alsog
they do less harm than the fags 0 I'm afraid that the defense of perverts "honor" is
not what I see as any highminded causa & not by a long shot*

One of the brighter spots was ilia letter from that Geiman fellow, who criticised
all the ballyhoo of the *JOth D-Bay celebrations* I laughed out loud at that on3o He
had the perfect retort with that line about "if we Germans held such victory celebrations^
we°d be having a holiday every aeekf ,} Tferrifico So many Germans, especially under
the socialist regimes they've had for 30+ years* are so afraid to even admit to
being German^ let alone acknowledge that their country was Involved in a war once*
that I'm surprised West Germany isn't renamed East Luxembourg0 If our national slogan
is In God Me Trust* then Germany 9 s would be I Hasn't Involved., or We Just Obeyed
Orders* It was good to see there's still at least an underlying sense of hisnor and
history there in a country that feels wargames axe subversive Nazi plots*

((Are you referring to a letter from TO? I donH have any apecollection of what
it is you're talking about* Maybe I'm getting old0 eh?

Ah B but you missed the point in the discussion of homosexuals » We were talking
about homosexuals & not perverts* Obviously the relatively few "perverts" out fear© -~

those who would hazxa other people ~ need to be restrainedo But John and I (and
others) werenH discussing this tiny minority e We were talking about the vast
majority of homosexuals who axe completely normal and wouldn't consider an act of
perversion any more than would you or L

You call my dispute wfct^ Kathy a "personal dispute" and refer to the MC "exercising
its legitimate functions" 0 I cannot agree. Has the BNG gone beyond a "personal
dispute" when she calls a, Gtt and threatens to jjtse the power of her office against
him? Is this within the category of "legitimate functions" of her office? I don°t
think soo Can you imagine Bfeyferlein having done such a thing? Kendter? Bitter?
Walker? The reason I have been speaking out about the power g€ ttae office is that
Kathy*s threat drove Jiome to me the fact that she does indeed hold this power and is
willing to at least threaten to use it* I made a similar and equally ill-advised —
threat once to Caruso regarding the Novice Packet^ and was called down right away

>

The only difference is that I was dumb enough to put it in writing 0

I will admit that my case would be stronger in the hobby 8 s eyes were Kathy to try

to act on her threat0 But if it makes me look bad to protest the threat anyway * so

be ito Fd rather look bad and be right than wimp out and say nothing about
these events,))
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From Mt.rk Luedi (8/6/84)i

Dear BKUX 9

I guess I should take a break from typing address masters and a&fiwer se^e oi tble

mountain of aalX that* a lying around here* Thank goodness for file folders. A iek

in the butt for not having more to shovel all the stuff I have around r-^m into-,. •..

I»6«have her© your petition regarding Foot in Mouth and John. Caruso-. I aetu.- : i\

sent back an FPt, oh f I guess it's been about a month now* Nothing redil.'.y isrr;?ble»

juBt ridiculously (some adjective) blah, and, && per usual* typed with a wcm-out
ribbon ao that it Kould have looked pretty bad* (Now thia ribbon here? Thtm ribbon
would never be used for a IMoBR unless I was on my last page or so and r(i<in

!

t have
anything better* Hey, do mo a favor* will ya BRUX* pleas© , pretty please? You know
how I've got ail these ribbons that I want to get rid of* and YD 'a large roadsrship* , <>

ah, just kidding* ) It was also not too long after Rod Walker's latataaaat in §S2£H2R:>
but X had pretty much promised myself that I wouldn't be printing any FIKs anyway

™

quite Boiae time ago (mid-May?) unless the quality was worthy* It does-Pi &o:&id as
though publishers will be seeing any unless they want them (per the latest Whî ^tonia)
(And frankly , do you know of any who dc/tfouLd?) , In essence,, it seams that the * issue"
tas bsen s at least somewhat* resolved. Koving sub&toss are* in general* a hassardi to
the publisher « anyways* One always gets one whan one least expects It (ecae times t.hat

a plu» y ^om-3tisies not) 5 I must confess that I solicited (In a mariner of spea^iag)
tte Mos fil^le^s that appeared in TOpBHa 5 and 7*> and John Michalski has most definitely
ruffled more than a few feathers* 'Ifafortunately, John Caruso, In his efforts -o

emulate Hichoiskl, falls abort in the caustic wit department* Plenty of caustic! am,

just not enough wit* Anyways, you catch the general drift? Just goes tc &nou ycu that
you shouldn't try to be somebody in this hobiby who you're not e

tfell* I imagine that you 9 2* getting plenty enough of these letters to react*

respond to P whatever* Hey* all this feuding isn't too good for the hobby Sure^ a
lot of us have been around for long enough to have* thick enough skins not to le •<: it
bother us drastically 9 but I remember what it was like before I had the thick sking

there's going to be an awful lot of disillusionment lu the hobby 8 a younger/leaa
experienced ranks* And sosie dlsgruntlemsnt on tin part of the rest of ua who waat out
to get involved* stick our necks back in the sand* and wish that everybody ^Xse
would do the same instead of squawking among one another*

Anyways, regarding your petition* I agree with uost/&uch of *rhat it said, but I

will not sign lt» So, you can put me in the "General Agreement but Hefting to Sign"
category* Excuse m 9 it's a publisher's statement* not a petition* Hoof's tals for
^ishy~ washynese? „ •

«

Actually, ncvr that I think g.hout it 9 xefuslijg to sign it is more nonproductive
than not doing anything* Or signing J. to li 3 s /Just thai I have a lot of reservation
concerning something like this* and I do think that eoiae of the vsor&ing is not
accurate/agreeable • But tbsn9 perhaps the beet thing is to ba ^nonproductive 5

' -

agreeing 9 but riot signing* Aaaaarght And the bloody thing only cuts out, what, maybe
%Q% at most (?) of the mud being flung around these days* How about a bolder, mom
encompassing* petition?

Anyways* it seems that the situation has (somewhat) resolved it&sdf niihoixt the
|)etition on John 5 s own initiative (or rather^ his prompted initiative}*

The last four paragraphs have taken about 45 minutes to type (with consult* tlcna
via reading), and Pa not even suiq that I care mnch for tois letter > Sigh,

PS, Ydu austf certainly^ xealise that I irt no waj^ condone what it 1b fuix axe

attempting to eradicate* And, I think you ''deserve credit" for your offoris- Go

ahead* figure- it out for me a Loony tunes*, loony tunes, « *Mayhe I am di^^Il^ion^u?

((This letter gives me an opportunity to Mfi/¥ $4$4i 444Ut cl&rt£;v
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some remarks I made a couple of issue back about the Publisher' a Statement on Foot
In Mouth o This was a petition protesting the attacks on various people , and sending
them out in the form of a roving subline 9 as Jolin Caruso was doing at the time*

Eight highly regarded publishers, past and present* signed it.

The original intent was to publish the statement in VD and elsewhere, 1 have
since changed my mind* however* and I trust that the others who signed It will
concur with my opinion that there is now no need to publish the statements The
reason for this is that Foot in Mouth hasn't appeared much at all of late v and those

issues that have appeared have been relatively unobjectionable 0 (To answer a point
Steve Langley brought up in a letter to me p no, the petition did not necessarily have
anything to do with this change 0 Maybe Caruso decided of his own accord that he

was going too far* I don u t know 0 )

This paragraph is being typed on September 2o Perhaps the situation will change
again in the four weeks before this issue Is published* in wMch case I will say so

elsewhere in the issue , But as things stand now* I see no real reason to publish the

statement*
Ho e Mark, "all this feuding31 Ien°t so good for the hobby a IV s very bad for the

hobby o And I love the hobbyo That 9 s why I am trying my hardest to eliminate those
sorts of things that give the hobby a black eye p by speaking out against them when
necessaryo The editorial policies in Foot In Mouth (most especially the one that
appeared in Sleepless Knights) were exactly the sort of thing that could drive people
away from the bobbyg make them think twice about getting involved in something like
this to begin with* Thanks for responding* ))

From Larry Peery (8/\Q/8k)%

HI a

Sorry to be so slow in getting back to you but PeerlCon was a busy time for me*
We had 6 games over the two days* One lasted over Ik hours. My main game lasted 10
hourso There was only one outright win, Me<> What can I say?

Went up Tuesday night for the final games of the Baseball demonstration at the
Olympics o Saw Taiwan beat Korea and Japan beat the U5A 0 Interesting and fun* Getting
home at QUQQ wasn't. Tomorrow night I go up to the Rose Bowl to see Franca play
Brazil for the gold medal in soccer c That should be a 90,000+ crowd 0 We played Dippy
at Dodger Stadium (55>OQO*5 and we will play at the Rose Bowlo So I guess you can
say that PIV had 145,030 people in attendance for our Dippy demo*

I*ro about 60 letters behind*, I've almost quite writing people and I*m not
reading half the sine© I get at the memento

Late July/August Is a laay time for Leos 0 All we think about Is eating*
sleeping? and sex* Actually* that's all I ever think about* But this kind of weather
makes you want to practice your mental exerclseso

I really Mid all I have to say in the HoL lettertorial and in the last Xgno &

I am in no position to judge any of the specific cases involved, even if I wanted to*
I lack the information to do so and I'm sure most people in the hobby are in the same
boato All of this Is like a bad tooth* the pain of the headache is not yet quite
enough to justify pulling the toother but almost* It is obvious to me that there is
a tremendous amount of venom out there • In the short run it may be a dangerous
course but in the long run I would prefer to get It out of our system and let It vent
itself j than let it fester Inside • So* let the muck and mire fly» In the long run
I believe the right and the good will survive Naive 9 aren't I? The important thing
is that everyone be as truthful and honest about It all as they can be a I am
convinced the liar will perish In their own traps so what Sacks 8 Boardman* eto al*

say doesn't bother me much* The truth will prevail P I think* In the meantime I am

going to keep quiet* make notes, do my research and, If need be, write an update

of VERITAS VINCXT*
I just finished reading a book on the changing balance of power in Europe from



1938-1939* Except for tte namea e dates, etc** it was exactly what we icw going *te^ugh y

Germany had its Hitler and Goebbels* We have our Boardman and Sacks. Had you fought
all this "back in the beginning perhiapo it would not have come to this* Now we all
stand Hatching DEH GCnSKDAffiRlWG as played out in Hew York and SoatOe...

At this point I am disgusted. I am not yet mad* Pm sura* before* it is all
finished, I will be,

In the meantime, let ma enjoy Ms last bit of summer in PeerHot,: i*m awaiting
your sines with interest* The BBB is done and Hike did a avasterful Job on it„ I*&
proud of it and hira* I hope we can do the same with the Archives*

Surprisingly* I have not yet decided how to respond to your letter cm FIX
Fortunately,. I have until October to think about it* By then the tides of war may
have passed me "by*

Every tlae I sprite a letter deeline with all this when I am done 1 liave a
feeling that I need to go take a shomr* I wonder if Sacks feels like ba needs to

wash his hands? Boardman should, I suppose ^ wash out bis mouth with tucpen bine <>

Perhaps I s li mn$ hist a case of Listeria for Christmas Wonder if he would get
the snesaage^

((I doubt it* I think you're wrong to compare Boardman and Sacks to Hitler ani
Goebbels* Nobody ever listens seriously to the fcxso&r pair«

I appareci&ts your writing* tut you seem to bo covering the same topics here- that
you did in your other letter and your article elsewhere in this i&Bv& , Overkill,,

Faybe th&Vs why you're 60 letters behind.,

Be $ the sines I promised you for the Archives* I will mn& tne&, but it 3 ^o lng

to be a couple of months yet« Fair enough? 'Vm going to let the people who avteod
BRUXCOK pick tarough them too,, and then send off what's left (which, I assure? jou*

will be most of it) 0

~~

I'm a Leo too 0 Too bad VD is folding, cussss my next sentence woxild have started a

controversy of monumental proportions for the Gossip Column here* Simply* I don't
believe in astrology or any of that crap* Thanks for writing,})

From John Pack (8/13/84) s

Dear 3RUX,,

Please take note of my GQA ((to Brigham Young University)) as listed above* I'll
be there starting the 28th of August*

I enjoyed VD #98 , despite all the nasty notes* Anyone can GK nxth or without
the BHCo The BNC may (or m&y not) influence which games axe rated

ff
but who caxe*

about their rating anyway?
I think both sides of the Kighfield Affair could ?ve been better, I have a security

clearance and I'd sure be worried if someone were to seriously stain my character*
Everyone knows that the KGB haB broken security or could if it wanted to r but they still
try as hard as they can to keep communist sympathisers out.

I
r

've nevsr met a postal Diplomacy player outsfede of Los Alamos (whaxe there have
been a few)* Someday though*

I think the Olympic committee was smart to let business pay for it alio The
Olympic team benefitted from 4IX the money floating around too* lu fa^t^ Xn that
regard* we*re getting closer to the Soviet method of raising a team of "&a&teura"»
Pretty soon we won't even notice the Russian boycott - ne e il notice, an the occasion
they decide to show up (and everyone else boycotts)

,

Rod Walker sent m the complete version of his letter a tfhlie back when I requested

the game openings list* Since then w r,w had several exchange

s

0 I'm sure w& £ & both

agree that neither of us has such a strong position as previously thought* however,,

we cx© still discussing* We knew that you'd cut out the religious stuff, of course =»

You're just too predictable n While it is clear tliai love for thomos^tuals Is required*

love of homosexuality itself is impossible, Rod 8 s psychological ar^onis stress
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what he'd Ilka to believe a I have found several psychologists and sociologists who
believe that homosexuality a terns from homosexual assault* neurosis* the reversal of
sexual roles in society, dominating mothers? molesting fathers s etCc A couple of
letters I have read from homosexuals (letters to the editor) indicate that a physical
assault started them down a path they dldnH want to takes One claimed to have later
escaped it* the other didn't* None of these explanations would seem like a 4

'normal >?

development to me. It is as ludicrous to claim that homosexuality is hereditary as
It is to say that celebacy runs in the family <* While many homosexuals are not at
fault for their condition* it is a responsilibity of society to try to help children
avoid the psychological conditions that boring about mental disorders (which include
homosexuality) s These same conditions could also cause rape, fun with a machine gun
at KcDonaldland 8 and multitudes of otter berserk crimes.. It might also be pointed
out that yet other psychologists believe that the gay percentage of the population is

proportional to the population density (which might explain why the East and California
are generally more acceptant of it), Certain neuroses are caused by overcrowdingo
(Witness the excessive crime in large cities*

)

No* Steve e I won 0 1 be assaultedo Besides the fact that victims tend to be helpless
individuals, there Is no crime in Los Alamos* The crime-breaking here consists of
speeding and vandalism (on occasion)? and shoplifting* There's never been a major
crime here* My new apartment in Prove* Utah, also finds itself in peaceful conditions,
Albuquerque, on the other hand. Is lucky to escape a day without a robbery and a murdero
While it may be that homosexuality will gain acceptance* those who remain sane will
still oppose it (not violently, of course)* No faar* John (kelley), I°m all for
campaigning against rape and any other crime, however© the issue at hand is homosexuality*
I 911 take one problem at a time (though of course* all sexual crimes are related) „ Sure*
rape is much more common, but homosexual rape is just as tragic and* now 9 more common G

Let 0 s do what we can to help solve the problem v not encourage it*

I've enclosed an article and a nomination for Doomio of the Year? both for the
annisho Hope you enjoy thesu I can't find the photo I intended to send* sigh, 1*11
get a copy made, I spo&e* Have a great montho

((Sure* It's a wonderful (type, type ? type) month*
Slgh 9 Your views on homosexuality still come across to me as groundless hate* and

ignorance • I agree that life in a big city can lead to various neuroses, and I agree
that some cases (a tiny minority, I would suppose) of homosexuality might be due to
nexerosis o or to an ugly experience In childhood, poor living conditions s etc* But
these axe exceptions,, not the rule* I know people who are homosexuals just because
that turned out to be their preference as they grew upc There was no traumatic events
nor any subpar living conditions, that led to this 0 It just was, and I don * t see it
as anything the least bit negative, What matters is that they are at peace with
themselves and with their society (that part of it which accepts them) 0 and that 9 s

all that counts*
There is a flaw In your reasoning that, since gays are present in larger proportions

in highly populated anas, the condition must have therefore been caused by
a neurosis brought on by the population density, I would reason more like this?
populous areas contain a lot of poople (how* a that for a start?) p and have to therefore
cater to the lifestyles of a broader spectrin of people « For example, there axe lots
of Jews in certain big cities too, so the kosher dells and so on spring into existence t

which in turn perpetuates the desire of Jews to stay there, and more Jew© to immigrate
in 0 Ditto Italians — their special interests are by and large served by facilities
often found in big cities© Same for all minority groups^ homosexuals Include do The
population in, say, Los Alamos, is just too mall to support the interests of a large
Jewish community, black community, gay communitya Italian community* and so on G I don't
know beans about sociology*, but I think that reasoning Is still more valid than yours.

On the Iilghfleld Affairs granted that no one wants his reputation smeared* But
does that leave no room for a humorous article such as Sesler'a? And is the correct
response to threaten to kill the other guy?))



From J&eses Wall (8/11/8*0?

BRUX,
A comment about the Highfield Affair 0 Those who attack you are dofirJLtely iu

the wrong on tl.iis one* I can personally attest tiiat you told me of your actions in a

phone call approximately 6 months ago* and that the story you presentee la U Bt Issue

(C#98)) in no way contradicted what you told me at the ti&e* 'liven the tact that yc-u

could in no way know that Ms xms going to Income a hobby issxse &!x acrifes In the
future

ff
I find it very herd to understand where the others ar© coming from, i^ail^n

is understandable though as he always assumes that those he does not car* for ara
always in the wrong $ I know I $m in the sam category in his book? He fleets to cmjoy
attacking otters so hi© latest attack comes as no surprise * ouly the topic of the
attack* I suspect that the others are allowing personal opinions to cloud their
subjective judgement but they may not have all the facts as well*

I hope you are telling the truth about tha Praacine Byrne letter* If true there
xould be no excuse <> ((If there is any doubt in. your &lnd that I HouLd wr * --a a nasty
letter to Francine Byrne , then yon should ask Xathy to shot* you the letter,- I

absolutely guarantee you that the^j won't be a letter to showe ))
Sine© when is Jems Woodson allowed to vote for &e in polla* Mr*. Linsey? Shar-

on youo I have the right to change my &ind» IF 1 did indeed tell James that W w. *

my vote?

All the McDonalds comments last issue were tasteless* kinda like a Big h&c.
Thanks for the ,fbablas* ? coment* Last time I back you up ? o most ficfcle of

hobby members o

Baut&rberg is off quite a little bit over his comments on patriotism. I bm a
patriot* I also have tba ability to question actions taken by our government* I am
a bitter opponent of communist subjugation on this planet and I applaud actions taken
to contain ite There is nothing wrong with the govermnent attempting to get Americans
fired up to support the action it takes* We are a democracy and ultimately tha people
Hill decide foreign policy o ({Oope, „ « that Has jjuMic policy » sorry 0 Thoxe exists
though a fine line between opposition to policy and patriotism*, 1 stay not like actions
taken by the goverroanat «— Lebanon is a good example ~~ but my opposition is expressed
Jju such a manner as to see to it that the policy fails due to tha perception that
the United States is raffling without support and that m can be outlasted due to

our own internal opposition,* That is the lynch pin upon which patriotism is based*
I won * 1 deny that some thing we can do no wrong but it Is what the educated think that
matters most as they will ultimately vote, write their Congressmen, £ be, Paul dislikes
Reagan because he is not an idealist* But then again* Paul never had it as tough as
the President bo he can afford the luxury of idsaliasw

PS* Shamir or Richardson?

((I agree that it is a legitimate function of the goxfernaent to rally the people
for support to its causes* But that does not imply that I think people should
blindly support everything the government does, either* Internal opposition is

not a weakness i it is a strength** • It tells the rasi of the world, "Look* th*se people
are free to say whatever they want — even if it disagrees with their owfc governments

"

An alarming nunibsr of people in the world do not have that freedom* However? this
expression of dissent must be kept within bounds* too* Tha disruption caused by
protestors against the Vietnam War was counterproductive arid divisive* I was in favor
of fighting to win in Vietnam, but even had I been opposed to the war ? the "peace

demonstrations'* would have turned m right off

«

Sure b you*d have been allowed to change your vote in the Bd Wrolxil 5 s Favorite

Zine Poll, But your change didn't get here in time ( that* a all*

By md large the people who are attacking me over the Kighfield affair aw those

who'd be attacking me anyway* It has been said by some of my enemies tlmn I m a slime

for not going to the police instead of the Navy, Han you just picture what these sam*

people would be saying had I gone to the police? "BRUX. did the rl^vt thin-/'* Sure, )}
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((The following oo'ments were deleted last Issue from a letter sent in by John

Packp at his request* He has since given me permission to run them,))

From John Pack (7/17/84* excerpts) i

Bear Bruce,
, o 1 1 must ccnfiess that when I write something opinionated, it is usually designed

to provoke thought and response rather than alter the opinion of the reader* I also*

usually » assume many things, since I am unable to write everything* for lack of time
tl

interest* etco However „ since it appears that I made several assumptions in my letter
on page 24 ((TO #973) on homosexuality which are not commonly shared and which are
perhaps wrong, I will elaborate* (OX? Who said* "Oh noooo* • *

,t
?)

I know a few persons (not of my faith, I might say) who seem to delight in heating
the snot out of any homosexual they might find* I might gupss this is not uncommon
among youth, but I might be wrong* I don't agree or sympathise with any such thing*
No one should suffer a physical attack just because I (or many others) don 7 1 life©

his moral standards/practices^ I might add that this doesn't solve the problem (though
Hitler did have remarkable success) « Though I might say so for marked effect, a
physical attack is quite beyond the scope of any intolerance I might desire. In
fact* I wrote my second letter last month to "make up" for seme of my rasher
remarks in the firsto

Well then 8 what do I mean when I say that society should not tolerate homosexuality?
I don°t believe, for instance , that homosexual displays of affection should be allowed
publicly (nor heterosexual ones either a for that matter) o I don°t think it should be
praised in schools, literature, movie

s

a etc0 I also think that those of us who believe
strongly enough should try to help correct these individuals* with complete respect
for their personal rights*, of course (i»e* if someone doesn°t want help, you can't
give it).

Of course, gays have their rights as people * as I saidg however, no special
rights should be given* any more than you or I deserve special rights for being
Diplomacy players* "Gay rights' would be just as unfair as affirmative action of
"Diplomatic rights" 0 Just as teachers(in public schools) don't teach their religious
opinions, gays should» 9 t be allowed to teach their gay opinions, either, ( (BRUX here,
Doomies* Please accept my apologies if the typing from here on in is kind of jerky,
but Pm cracking up as I type this**, sorry 5bout that, John***))

I trast that it is therefore clear that I do not support repression of any persons
howevare I don't tolerate homosexuality P and I don*t think society should tolerate it
either©

((At this point w© come to a section I'd much prefer to delete* but I have John 8 s
permission to print any of this letter only if I print all of it* Sigh***))

Now? as far as the arguments I made in my last letter* I made the assumption
that all Christian or Jewish religions accepted the Bible or the Old Testament or the

New Testament* I am apparently wrong. However, I do question the claims to being
Christian without accepting the only source of Christ's teachings. For those churches*
and I now understand they are many, who claim to believe in the Bible and who
*'accept/tolerate** homosexuality (imid various other sexual sins) I have only this to
say*, God is unchangeable (Heb* VjtS, Mai* 3g6* iaa* 24*5) «> As far as I know* no
Christian church opposes this doctrine* Twenty yaars ago, no Christian church
accepted* tolerated, or allowed homosexuality& Han change sg God does note. Homosexuality
is not a new thing* It lias come in and died out (appaxaatly) many times* The truth
(assuming the existence of one p for you atheists) ean°t change, by definiton* If a
church had it, neither could it change its doctrines without a direct command from
Godo I donH recall any such claim on this issue by anyone* Howver* for those of you
who heliave that homosexuality depends on your own personal interpretation f please read
Lev* 18s22, Lev 0 20s 13? Gen, 19*5 with context, Rom* li26~2? R i Coro 6a9* 1 Tim islO,
Jude Is?* I have a much longer list if you desire* Read it for yourself* I've never
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heard another intarprdation* Christ himself said It was a sin to look moK a worn*-a

with lust in your hearts The scriptures treat homosexuality and sodomy a- :r.uch ^c^Sd
sins than adultery* If one thinks the people who wrote the Bible mre "i£>%orant ;nd

prejudiced" and one listens to the preacher say the same., isn't, it a bit costcad 1
,v tory

to claim "belief in the Bible and that Its writers were inspired? God Is r.srcifu 1

and kind, but te is also just,,

Of course 5 a® I pointed out* all of that makes i\o points if you don- bel ie vt.
-

God or in the Bible,. I malatain mj original point* All eight versions of tJte BVo
I own concur without much variation at al3. on thorn scriptures listed*

While the Bible may not hold much else for you, Bruce p I will assume i>at yen
accept it as a historical volume , as do all paopie who study history^ In all verifiable
ca.se

s

9 the Bible relates an accurate history • In fact» the astronomic computer** h«re
at Los Alamos National Labs all include a 3-hoicr some ^dd-mlnute ii?ae stop to mate
everything come out right* The only explanation for this ever found is that of Joahua
stopping the sun for three hours (and its being slowed at another period in another
biblical story) * The Bible claims that Sodom and Gosamorah were destroyed because?

of homosexuality in particular* and sexual sins in generals The Roman state fell
due to a variety of factors (many of which we share today)*

You said nothing about my first paragraph, so I maintain ay position tkt homosexuality
is caused by society and is a form of social surrender,, The current popularity of
°gay rights'* mates it more likely that some man will choose to be gay 9 just as popular
trends make his choice of clothes more likely to be the ones with the little alligatora
crx ihem0 This is caused by advertising and subconscious media (such as song lyrics
played over and over* pictures designed to ©licit sexual responses and movies deBlm.ee
to make things look good)*

In ray opinions homosexuality is in part responsible for increasing divorce rates*
juvenile delinquency? child abuse * and sexual crimes* though it clearly is not the

only contributing factor. The other things X mentioned last issue also aid this
increase o Several other factors may contribute as well* aim probably do,, Hcvev«
I will point out &hat seems to me to be the major common factor b*c.ween all
of the things aantioned (homosexuality * pre- and extra-marital sax

ff
masturbation,

pornography P and all connected things, such as sodomy 9 prostitution t etc*). This
common factor would seem to be the desire for instant gratification regardless of
the consequences* This is also the idea behind the Democratic "spend a lot now*
policies which have caused so cmch economic trouble » None of the things mentioned
above contributes to a strong marriage f in fact* each contribute*, to its destruction.
All of the listed* excluding masturbation, cause or contribute to jealousy between
spouses* I* re witnessed this and I expect many of you would realise th*s same*
Masturbation and . pornography contribute to the subconscious and conscious decision
of many to commit the others § that is, to particpate in the others. The destruction
of the horns , caused by the low morals of our society 0 in turn is the major cause of
all of the items listed at the opening of this paragraph* In addition* the *'lf it
feels good e do it*' theory leads people to purchase everything by credit, which in turr
leads to financial ruin* Kow many people do you know who asre up to their eyeballs in
debt? In fact, I'd warrent that many of you axe in that boat? just by sheer odds,

A little self-control and a little less self-gratification now would do wonders for
turning our society around and rectifying its problem

s

0 In fact* gread® power, and
seIf-aatisfactIon * which play such a largo role in all the things mentioned, is also
a large part of the reason why men fight wars*

Wells enough on that issisa* 1 can always elaborate more if there is any irore

problem with jiisinterpreatation of what I c ve said*

((Please a dmt*t anyone misinterprett Mm! I decided to run the above despite the

biblical quotes, because the rest of it is juicy enough to rebut at some length*, Besides*

at i:Ms stage of the game 1 have no fears of starting such a discussion in W anyhow, M
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I had to stop typing for nearly five minutes* so convulsed with laughter was I,

at your statement that gays shouldn't "be allowed to teach their gay opinions in the

public schools. What's a "gay opinion"? If a homosexual teacher think© that the

angles of a triangle add up to 180 ? is that a tfgay opinion"? If a gay physical
education teacher believes that swimming is healthy? is that a "gay opinion"? More
to the points if a gay social studies teacher thinks that society should tolerate
gays, is that a "gay opinion"? I happen to believe that too, and I'm not gays and
what 0 © raore,~I 9 d advocate all of the above being taught in public schools a It may
be argues that the last example* especially* is only my opinion. Very well* It's

only my opinion that society should tolerate blacks, too, and I think that should be

taught in the public schools (in the context of discussions of U»S. history and
social studies), and it's not a "gay opln.ion"o

Or perhaps you're thinking of something more sinister. Iterhaps you're referring
to a teacher who gets up in front of a classroom, and says to the kids, "I think you
should all try a homosexual experience just once, to see whether you like it**1 Maybe
that's what you mean by a "gay opinion*" In that case, I would agree with you, and I

think most people wouldo But the problem with this argument is that that sort of
thing just doesn't happen very often — you're knocking down a straw man* How many
of tto thousands of gay teachers in this country try to Impart their sexual preferences
to their students? Few if any 0 Those that do will rightfully be dismissed — as
should any heterosexual teacher who does the same* So consider either this paragraph
or the previous one to rebut your argument, depending exactly what you meant by "gay
opinions'* o

On the other hancu I enti-xely agree with your thoughts on instant gratification
not that I never pursue this myself, of course 0 (I'm in debt now, thanks to a student
loan I took out when I went back to school to get my masters degree *) The problem is
that you regard all of these "sexual sins" as arising from the need for this Instant
gratification. Oh really? I have a cousin who's gay, and his life is very stable 0

and he didn't get into his present position by seeking instant gratification* lie

is a maturo adult who isn 8 t hurting anybody other than those outsiders who choose to
be hurt by the way he lives his life* Who am I to judge? Or, for that matter, who
are you to judge such people? And how is my cousinfe lifestyle contributing to chUd
abuse » juvenile delinquency, or the divorce rate? But more on this in your later
letter,)

)

Prom Robert Ache sons

Bruce %

Question time again*

1) What is the official function of the BNC? I was under the impression that all
the BNC Is responsible for la to give out the game numbers*

2) If you (anyone) had a game declared Irregular by the BNC, wouldn°t the final
appeal be decided by the hobby ombudsman?

3) Sounds like there's a war going on down there} makes me feel safe up here in
the Northwest Territories*

k) Given the slog* of your sins, how much do you lose per issue?

((Not much on the smaller oneSf, since I switched to dittos On a *K)~pager, for
instance, I expect to lose perhaps $40 or $50* On big issues like this, substantially
more — well in excess of $100 « It was that way all the time when I was getting VP
printed by offset.

The functions of the BNC are to assign numbers to games? and record the results 0

S/he also lias the responsibility of declaring a game Irregular if these was some
condition that justifies the tag* Problems might arise when the BNC 6 s opinion differs
with that of the GM (or one of the players) o Sadly, there is no means of appeal for a
player or GM who thinks he's been scxvwed by the BNC c s decision. That's a situation
I for one would like to see changed*))
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BRUXian Birthday Wishes! '

Several of my hobby friends were kind enough to send me birthday cards
for my birthday this past August, ThanksJto Joan Extrom and Samantha Corbin (u?per

• irv 1 Condle leM), Gary Coughlan (upper right, and A lf

CoHe-^P Lofcd (bottom)

«

y £T 2s

*— — / I \
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Can a line be Drawn Between Postal and Electronic Mail Diplomacy?

by Hark Lo Berch

There axe a significant number of peeple in the hobby* perhaps a majority, who
feel that is something different, a thing apart, from ordinary postal Diplomacy
PBEM games, they feel, should not be rated* or perhaps not even get BWs* But an
earlier question must be answered firsts how do you decide what is or is not a PBEM
ga*9? That teak may bo arbitrary, or impossible* Consider two seenariosi

The first is, say, tfta following, which*appears in a dipsine a
f,0K„ the new game

is organi^edc Now, as it happens, all ? of you have a computer and a modem, either
at home or at work* So you all can communicate with each other by electronic mail,
if you like* Knowing you all as I do, I suspect that you will use a variety of
methods. Fox ordinary communications, of no great urgency, you'll probably lean
toward the V3V"SK 9 since it*s a lot cheapen When speed is of the essence* you°ll
probably resort to your modems*. When some back and forth and back and forth is
called for, there will always be the phone call, which has been used in "postal" games
for over 20 years*, Plus, X know at least three of you all frequent BipCons, so I
figure some face-to-face negotiations will be tossed in as well a As a CM, of course,
I don 3 t care how you communicate with each other0 lou can use private messenger for
all I car** ITse same goes for me — 1*11 accept any form of communication for getting
in your orders* As for the sine itself, as you know, I prep&aee the whole thing on
my computer* Host people get their copy the "old-fashioned way", but if you*d like to
get it on-line, be my guest! For that matter, you can pick up your copies in person*"

What is being described here is a hybrid game* Players have the capability of
FBEM but are no more required to use it than a player in an ordinary postal game is
required to stick to the mails*

A second scenario looks at a hybrid form of communication itself0 In this form,
you take the message to the office, or send it electronically* From them it is
aent across the country via electronic mail* At the other end, the message is converted
back into words, printed on paper, put in an envelope and mailed, where it will be
delivered by post office to that (or a nearby) city the next day e The USF*SM is used
for the final step because they can do the actual delivery fox just 200, which is far
cheaper than the company delivering it themselves individually* The advantage over
just straight USF*SW is that it provides next-day service pretty much guarantee da As
the technology becomes more sophisticated, these kinds of hybrid son* ices will become
more common. A player with a modem will be able to dial dit&ctly Into the "net",
send hi© message electronically without ever having to leave 'home* Alternatively,
you carry your typed letter to the office, and a facsimile (in effect, a photocopy) is
aent electronically * These messages are, in terms of distance, over 99# EK, but the
final delivery is via USF'S'V For hobby purposes, what is it? And what does it matter?
Does such a distinction have any meaning at all? I think not»

((Why do you always have to destroy my arguments with logic? There really isnH
any way to rebut this, so far as I can see* Except., * what if the mine said this?
"OK, the new game is organised. How, as it happens, all 7 of you are going to be at
my houee next weekend, and face-to-faco negotiating being cheaper than mail, and
faster to boot, I figure there will be some FTP t6ssed ln» And I know you're all
going to DlpGon two months from now, so therein be some FTFing there too G Then
five of you are going to be at*o* n

The conclusion I reach is that the GM sets th£ "official" mode of the games
postal, e-mail c phone, etc* It* s not his business how the players actually negotiate

•

If iVs set up as a postal gam and no letters get written, it's still postal* If it|s
set up as e-mail and a hundred letters get written via tte 1SF*S% ii*« still #~mailo
If it 6 s set up as a local phone game and all communication Is through the mail, it

still doesn't get a BN$ 31 *s still a phone game* These distinctions must be amde at
the gamestart as an attempt by the GK to declare what kind of game he's rus&ngo What

the players do is their business* I don't think e-mail « real mallo 3 f^« issues* *.))
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And, more on the topic,..

Electronic Mail Diplomacy and Change

by Doug Beyerlein

In the past year electronic mail Diplomacy (also kncnm as email Diplomacy, FBEM
Diplomacy, and computer Diplomacy) has been introduced to the postal hobby. This
new communication mode has produced a wide-ranging debate in the Diplomacy hobby on
the subject of whether or not electronic mail Diplomacy games are "regular." This
is* should th&y be rated? A number of influential Diplomacy gameamastere and publishers
say no? I say yes. One opponent of this idea has even stated publicly that electronic
mail Diplomacy is more like the computer arcade game of Fxogger than postal Diplomacy.
A statement like that is obviously the result of ignorance p but it servea to point
out an interesting feet a none of these people opposed to the Inclusion of electronic
mail Diplomacy games into the ranks of "regular** postal Diplomacy games has ever
played in or ga&ssmastaxed an electronic raail Diplomacy game. It looks to me like a
case of the blind trying to lead the blind.

But how am I different from these other "experts" on the subject of electronic
mail Diplomacy? What experience do I have with this new hobby genro? Well, I may
not have a lot of experience with electronic mall Diplomacy 8 but I still have mora
than all of these other "experts" combined. I am currently gamesmastaring two
electronic mail games on CompuServe (a public computer network) and am playing in a
third (all in Russell Sipe*s zine. The Armchair Diplomat) . I also particpate in the
side of the hobby that relies upon the U.S 0 PostSsirvIce . I currently gamesmaster
two Diplomacy games in my zine^ EFGIAHT» and play in four games in an equal number of
sines.

So what makes electronic mail Diplomacy games different from postal Diplomacy
games? After playing electronically for a year and postally for 18 my answer is»

NOTHING, otter than the communications mediae Player© send letters via electronic
mail carrier (equivalent to the USPS, only faster) to the other players and the

gamesmaster* And* of course, other forms of communication are allowed (USPS»
telephone, etc.) just like in a postal game. The gamesmaster runs the game in an
identical manner as a postal game* The tosuits are printed in a sine every two to

three weeks. The zine is then published and placed in an electronic library
(accessable to all) and can be physically printed if needed. All in all this is a
vast improvement over dealing with the USPS«

So why shouldn't electronic mail games be rated just like regular postal games?
I have yet to read a rational argument against this idaa* Opposition to the inclusion
of electronic mail games is based on the mistaken idea that all of these games are
somehow different from regular postal games. In two isolated cases electronic mail
Diplomacy games have been different. Allen Wells* Xerox network games involved two

or more players at the same locale. Jn Wes Ives* Wordworks games the players* true
identities are not known* Neither of these types of games would be considered
regular (and therefore rateable) even if they were played via the USPS. On the

other hand, all of the Armchair Diplomat games on CompuServe have players spread out
throughout the United States and the players* true Identities are known to alio These
games meet all of the requirements to ba designated regular games.

So why the fuss? Why are some of the hobby 8 s big name fans so opposed to
electronic mail Diplomacy? That is a good question and one that you need to ask
then. However, if I should hazard a guess ^ I would guess that it is because these
naysayere axe afraid of change. The advent of computers and electronic mail will

produce profound changes In both the Diplomacy hobby and society in general* Some

will adapt to this change j others will noto The question then becomes! will you?
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((Thanks, Doug, and three free Issues have wormed their way onto your subscription

in VD°s closing moments I think the reason that you haven't read a rational

argument against the idea of equating e-mail games with postal games is that such an
argument does not exist* I will very freely admit that my own reason (that the two

types of games have a different "flavor1
') is not logical at all} it is based upon my

own personal feelings and X cannot justify them to someone who does not share them*

I have, however # two major quarrels with points you have brought up. The
first of these pertains to your first paragraph, where you state that none of the

naysayers have experienced e-mail Diplomacy, and therefore are in no position to

judge it* While perhaps true, this is still unfair t you make it sound as though
no one holding the opposite position even knows what he's talking about* I have
strong reservations about rating e-mail games, and I assure you I'm no old-fashioned
country hick who fears the advent of computers* I have a pretty good idea of what
computers can do, and I'd venture to say I have a damn good idea of what it would be
like to play by e-mail, though I've never done it* Nothing In your article was
surprising to me in terms of how these games operate* for instance* I'm not ignorant
enough to compare e-mail Diplomacy to an arcade game* But I still hold to my view
that the "flavor" is fundamentally different that sending and receiving letters by
mail* (I do notice one slight error in what I've just said, thought I'm not opposed
to rating e-mail games? just to equating them with postal games* I think they
should be seated separately, that's all*)

My second disagreement is with your final paragraph, where you switch from
talking about people who are opposed to rating e-mail games as regular to people
who are "opposed to electronic mall Diplomacy" * That's a big jump* I'm certainly
not opposed to e-mail Diplomacy, and I don't know of anyone who is* (Maybe Robert
Sacks?) How can somebody oppose e-mail Diplomacy per se — it's simply a way of
playing the game. You then reinforce this by bringing up the Image of people who
are "afraid of change" — the old-fashioned country hick stereotype again* I'm not
afraid of change, I'm not opposed to e-mail Diplomacy, and I hope someday to try it
myself* I don°t think you can fairly equate my views on the matter with fear of
change or opposition to the whole Idea of playing by e-mail*

I am prepared for the far-reaching and vast changes that computers will have on
life in general and the hobby in particular* I also still feel that PBM and PBEK are

Steve Knight edited and organised the VD houserules, making them much easier to
use for both me and my players* He wrote the press release of the century in "Press
Wars" and has written several other very entertaining articles and letters for VP *

THANKS*.. to Doomie Steve Knight*

John Michalski has been a heavy contributor to the VD Gossip Column ever since
the mine began* He published one pt the greatest alms of all time — Brutus bulletin
has had a major effect on VP's sty|e. THANKS »..t9 Doomie John Michalak!*

Paul Bauterberg Is one of the lobby's top writers on the play of the game, and
has been a good friend for years* He and I have shared some good times in Detroit
and Albany* Baul is the only Doomie to sign up &\1 three times I announced general
game openings In VP* THANKS** •to poomie Paul Bauterberg*

Rod Walker has contributed a hpraongous amount of material to the letter column
and In the form of articles, often about the hobby's history* And* I don't care what
the critics say — he did the hobby an enormous favor by taking over Diplomacy World
when it needed an editor* THANKS*** to Doomie Rod Walker*

Ivo Bouwman is one of two Doomies in The Netherlands, He has written some
entertaining letters for VD* Since he travels in the States on occasion, I hope
someday to be his host* THANKS*. • to Doomie Ivo Bouwman*
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3illine as Factors

by Randolph Smyth

So you haw the* short end of the diplomatic ©tick* In an area to ba contested
with two other nations* you find that they 8ve allied solidly against you — at laest,
too solidly to pry apart fey tha usual means, Hok can you hold the balance r or at
worst* delay the inevitable? Particularly against novices, but surprisingly oft? f

against players of some experience, the silliness factors coma in handy
ttoless you have a treasonable hope of favourable intervention, diversion in

another sector, or oSher turnaround, there's little olnt in being passive about
it. She proper measure of aggression will succeed moat often when backed by some
intelligence , based on the possibility of outright tactical errors by the opponents

The crudest example Is an SHfi* If all other factors appear to' be equal, or
particularly after an enemy HMR, attack as many areas as possible 9 singly support*? d

if occupied by the cramp* In a closely-packed game* attack units without retreat
options, forcing annihilation if successful* On tha other hand, if you have just MRed
yourself, anticipate this same strategy by the opponents for next season and take
appropriate measures (single support for most vulnerable units, attacks wherever
feasible)

•

Most silliness factors are a bit more refined, and are of particular interest to

the diplomatic underdog* Some are listed 8 your precise reaction to them naturally
depends on the specific situation,,

(1) Direct tactical conflict between your enemies dra to lack of communication
This is usually a one-shot thing if the opposing alliance is sound, and is beat
exploited your diplomacy a&th the rest of the board*

(2) Lack of cooperation at the common frontier as each enemy concentrates on
his own front and his own potential centers. This is quite common even when the

basic alliance is super-strongs and if necessary I usually choose to defend a bit
more lightly at the interface between opponents,

(3) More efficient attacks by the abler enemy* who can usually be pinpointed
within a couple of seasons, if not from his letters* Normally, hold hia off and
take your chances with his less capable allyo If the disparity is large and their
communication does not extend to tactical planning, only one front may i^ulre defense!

(*0 Making use of predictable strategies on a seasonal basis t i.eT always
grabbing for centers f positional to the point of over~coneervatiemj or the "tick-took*'

attack (poettional in the Spring, center-hungry in the Fall), tttless an attack is
proceeding with mathematical certainty, I believe a force can hold off one of twice
its size indefinitely* if the smaller power is aVare of the precise plans of tha larger,,

Occasionally, it's not the players 9 mistakes that provide the breaks. 1 blush
to think of an incident in my young and hungry days* I 9d Just entered the game as a
standby for a half-decent position which was rapidly going downhill c Beallfcing that
the CM wasn't too hot, I made my orders so complicated (but legal) that he was bound
to foul them up. Stirs enou#x, by the time the mess was sorted out, I had a clear
picture of the strategical alms and tactical preferences of each player, and had
established (poor to middling) diplomatic relations, with only one unfavorable
season* s play under the bridge! It held up the game scandalously (end didn't do much
good, as it turned out), but I was very pleased with myself at the time*

Of course, should the enemies not fall peeone to silliness, your attempts to

take advantage of a nonexistent quality may well result in a quicker defeat* Regard
it as rewarding them for competences it's amassing how rarely such rewards have to >e

handed out* iry it and see!

((I don't see anything wrong with Randolphs "young and hungry days" stoat*,

though I don't see why someone who can't sort through a complicated set of conditional

order* would be GMing in the first place,))
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Bserlcon IVi A Bright Light in the "Drak" Ages of Diplomacy

by Larry Peery

Imagine if you hosted a DippyCon and 157*030 people shewed up? Well, this year's
Pearicon IV was sort of like that* I thought some of the east coast people in the

hobby might enjoy hearing about what a west coast Dippy event is like, so I'm giving
you a summary of what happened at this year's Peericon IV, which was held from 28-29
July u in San Diego > which deliberately put it in direct competition with the

Simmer Olympics in Los Angeles*
I consider the official beginning of this year ff s Peericon to have been the passing

of the Olympic Torch right near the PIV site, an event that two of us attended*
The actual games took place over a 2-day span and there were Dippy games going

for 30 out of the 36 hours of the event. Six games were played in all and they lasted
from around five hours to over 14 hours. There were several draws and ties and only
one outright win 0 Fifteen people participated in the tournament and they played from
one to five games each* Most people played three games. Another 15 or so people
drifted through the event during the two days* In between the Dippy games we drifted
off to the local pizza house, had a Chinese dinner, and consumed massive quantities
of beer* donuts, and junk food

a

The players attending were some of the best in. California and they are as good as
any in the hobby. Top three slots in the tournament went to Dave Vliladsen and Ed
Menders (of Santa Barbara) and Ken Hager (of Orange County) 0

By 2100 Sunday evening everyone was just about worn out playing Dippy* Surprisingly,
this year no other games were played except on the computer*

So much for the tournament part of PIV, The real fun started a week or so latero
On Tuesday, August ?th, Ron Lay and 1 went up to Dodger Stadium and joined a sellout
crowd of 55*000*- to watch the last two games of the baseball demonstration for the
Olympics, The first game went 14 innings and was between Taiwan (bronze metal winner)
and Korea, The second game was between Japan (gold metal winner) and the USA (silver
metal). Prior to the start of the baseball games Ron and I gave a Dippy demonstration
and played two years of Dippy, Got an interesting response, especially from the
Stadium security people.

Then on Friday, Roger McAulay went up for the finals in water polo and saw the USA
lose the gold to Yugoslavia after a tie game.

On Saturday, Dave VUladsen, PIV tournament winner, and his brother came down from
Santa Barbara to Pasadena's Rose Bowl for the gold metal game in soccer. Hike Hasten
and I went up from San Diego o So I know that there were at least 102,000 people there,
including three Dippy players* Hike managed to bump Into Dave in the concession area
although m weren't sitting together. The odds against that, 51»000«lo Prance won the
gold, beating Brasil, 2-0,

Sunday we watched the closing ceremonies and I particularly enjoyed seeing Lopes
win the marathon. It just proves life does begin at 37 and I ought to know, I'm 37«

But I also got to see that Sunday 8 a brawl between the San Diego Padres and the
Atlanta Braves, It was as disgusting a non-sporting event as I have ever seen. And
you know, as I watched it, I kept thinking of the Dippy hobby and the way some of our
members acta Ihey could teach those ballplayers plenty.

Still, overall, it was a great Peericon In my opinion* But, perhaps I'm biased.
After all, I was the poor fool that won that one game P even if it did take me until
0500 to do it. Oh yeah, I NKRd in Fall 1901 playing Russia and still won* I realize
this is pretty dull for those of you used to attending DippyGons on the east coast and
seeing lots of drunks make fools of themselves, hear people gossip and lie about -those

not present, etc., etc. Sorry, all we do is play Dippy and have a good time. Try it,

you might like it for a change,

((Thanks for the nice writeup fl and three issues of sub credit to yoiu I'd like
to attend an Olympics — and a Peericon ~- some day. Your generalisations about east
coast cons are not always correct, KaneKon and BRIKCON are always good clean fun, e,g,))
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A Little Spice , Anyone?

by John Pack

Have you ever encountered a feeling of apathy among other players (or s worse yet*
felt "bored yourself) as the game of Diplomacy (Kingmaker, Civilisation, Risk, etc?.)

drags into its ninth hour (or third hour)? Has the leader (you know, the "big threat")
ever suddenly turned into a puppet in the hands of Soever is still talcing toe game
seriously? I suppose we've all seen it happen* even to the most devoted fanatic

«

There comes a pairrt (generally late at night a few hours into a gams, a moat unexciting
game, in general) ^hare each player reaches, the "I don*t care any more* stage* Some
people get all gigglyi others stare forward in a half-awake trance* What can be done
to restore interest and fun?

Former Dooi-ile Mike Mitchell cornea to mind (uh 3 my mind) as a leader in the field*
When he reaches -chat apathetic state (soma 10 minutes into the game usually* maybe 5)

,

he adopt© the FRP style of play* You just reach into your little pouch of dice and
start rolling away* Let's see* "Whose ally shall I be this turn? John*** been my ally
the whole ga^a* so 1*11 give him a *2 modifier* Too bad, John, I rolled a one* Quesis

that means I*» with Turkey now* Now, 50$ change that I do what I said to Turkey I mvld
with each piece. Now* sihat do I do Kith the other two (that failed the alliance)?
How many provinces do I border with those? OK, (roll* roll) they'll act on that spot
Now, will it be support for a random mlt that borders that place, or shall I move
there myself? Boll, roll* 0K 9 my orders are ready* Uhen ar© you going to end all
that negotiation, come on, you've had five minutes already* So what if it's Spring
f Gl?** How, of course, you wouldn't have to do that to spice up a game, but if there 3

£v

say. only six players, you could decide the "madman's" moves in a similar fashion
(with appropriate modifiers) a Of course, Kik&'s demise (uh, rapid demise) could be
due to such strategies* You'll need l>-slded, ?-sided, and 3~sided dice* of course ,

Some players find variants helpful in 1ironing up matches* For example, in a recent
Bisk game, a bit late at night, we opted to make it a nuclear variant (an obvious
influence of being from Los Alamos, eh?)* Each game turn, a random card was chosen
from the deck and everything in that country was blown away and it became impassable
to further amies* If the card with all three symtftla showed up, two cards were picked
and those nations became vaporised. Also, at the beginning of each player 9 s turn* If

the player held any cards (dependent on previous rounds e as usual), he had the optica
of nuking that province shown or saving it up for a set (like you normally would) 0

This shortened the game incredibly and livened it up considerably. In fact, I wouXdrrt
be surprised if everyone opts to play it that same way next time* The same principle
could be applied to Diplomacy, Civilisation, Kingmaker, etc*, though it would require
more thought* Perhaps a conference map mounted on a darthoard?

Another variant might be one such as the "Santa daus" variant which can be employed
at any point during the game (perhaps allowing a defeated player to take the role of
Santa). What? You*vo never heard of the Santa Glaus variant? Ah* that's because it

was invetned here in LA* as a variant to vary any other variant* Simply, define the
center in the North Atlantic to be the North Pole. Also choose five random areas (aproad
out) as grain centers (be sure to include the North Pole as one of these) . These need not
be supply centers, but could be. Santa starts with &ne unit (guess where), Santa may only

move during the fall Seasons, but may give support during the spring. For each supply
center AflD grain crater Santa owns, he may construct a new unit in the Summer of each
year. Santa 9e ownership takes effect in the Spring, of course. Santa may not win, but
may participate in draws. Santa may move to ANY province on the board from ANY other
province, but only during the fall. Movement is resolved per the regular rule© (i.e.

if he fails, he stays where he was). Of course, new sled units may be constructed only
in the North Pole. Simple, eh? When everyone is bored, add Santa s and he'll brighten
everyone up (of course, you could add him at the start of the game). Wonderful at
breaking stalemate lines and as an ally, fearful as an enemy if he gets very 'big* Santa
may retreat in the Spring only to the North Pole (normal, otherwise) 0 And yes, he may
have more than one unit on the North Pole if it is brought about by such a retreat.

And* of course^ if that doesn't help, you might a) get new players, b) nuke
Santa, or c) be a lost case.



((I practically died laughing at your '"dartVja^..

variant of Diplomacy betog played somewhere called

gets nuked every turn* or something like thate I *

Risk, too ~ but what happens if the board becomes ^ /: ; i

or more isolated regions?
Ah, but the real challenge In playing with a guy like

to persuade someone who is sick and tired of the gare to aot ,

making random moves while in fact toadying to you* If all
loaded dice Into tile game*.*

Three free Issues of sub credit* John* and thanks!))

Who's Haying All the Fun?

This article is going to reflect a personal philosophy that I have developed
joining the postal Diplomacy hobby, and I fear that a few of you are going to

as snobbish and self-righteous*. Nonetheless* W(> X think that some folks are p aybc >

far too many games.
Before you jump on me for passing such judgement on other people's ©ntertaia^e

let me present my case* Take George, for instance (all names in this article ha a 1

changed) o George is a standby player in one of my games 8 He never whites* When ^
came into the game* his country and mine were at war* I wrote him letter after tte

pointing out the advantages of breaking off our CQ^flict^ trying to make deals* be^irg,,
threatening© Nothing workadc 'Ihe man continued to atiack^ a^d sent me nothing*, Finall
wondering whether there was a parson or a dead body out &ere, I wrote him a nasty
letter that began with the line* "frankly, George, you dori*t knot* how to play Diplomacy!
Well, it worked* at least to the extent of eliciting a response. He wot© back! His
letter was quite revealing, too. He had come into the game as a standby who just dicta* t

eare c so much so that mine was the only address he knew, of all the players* He had
never even bothered asking the GM for the others, and wouldn 1 1 have had mine, either,,

had I not written to him* His games, apparently, had lost their individual excitement
for him* Why didn't he give a damn? Because he is In too many games I He°s standing by
in games from hers to China, but where is the fun? So he moves the pieces aitMind in a
lot of games! But no 1©tier-writing , mind youj that takes too much effort*

Then there 3 s Bob* Bob and I are allied, I think, but ha*s In 25 games, so I doubt
whether he knows it* I sent him a longt detailed letter suggesting several ways we
could attack our opponent, some strange tricks we might try, some clever schemes
involving writing a couple of letters apiece to another player* His reply? A post card
six weeks latex saying, nXes, I will help you take down England in this game, w And
nothing since. Missing are the beautiful, subtle shades of deception, Gone are clever
plots to stab an unwitting opponent. Definitely out is any plan that would involve
asking Bob to write a letter to someone* Besides, he MRs half the time*

Now look at the other extreme — Rick, I am Rick*s encsmy in a current game, and as
this article Is being written, I am creaming him. Nonetheless, Rick and I write to
each other every three or four weeks* The letters are enjoyable, have a joking tone,
and sometimes speculate on what the game would have been like had I not attacked hiro,

tfe still exchange plots, lies, and tall tales* Rick is the type of guy I*d want to
ally with in the future.

Or then there is Steve , who is on my side. Steve and J are constantly writing or
calling, and often dreaming up the wildest and corniest plots, stabs, and wh&t-have you*
And boy, that game is downright enjoyable* I could go on* but I think you get the

message. George and Bob may be In sixty games between them* while Rick* Steve , and I
are only in four or five apiece. But I think I know who • s leaving all the fun.

( (The above article is over four years old, written when I was just a timid novice
myselfo Had I written this more recently, I wouldn't have changed names* nor would I

have used the expression "only four or five games apiece*' with a straight facee ))
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Passing the Buck
by Randolph Stayth

Ever since I've been in the hobby f and probably for several years beforehraid,.

there has bean sontreversjp over whether the replacement of dropouts with "Btgrwfbyfr
is a good practice in postal Diplomacy* Lately this debate seams to have intensified
in some quarters* paztly because of a geographic polarisation of opinion (ftcrih

American GKe almost universally appoint st&ndbys whenever available, while British
onea tend to leave the positions in civil disorder) and partly because moat other
major controversy b aeem to have faded — as the hobby matures, experience is leading
to unanimity in imny other areas. I&at you start off the ryoxt few paragraphs with xhe

idea that this is a "neutral** article* let m say that I*m a firm believer in the
system I was brought up under* that is* tki the use of standbys is a far superior
method of running a game* From that stari* I'll e'xajilr^ a few of the axgwents s pro
find ccn«

Tha Rulebook &&kes no mention of siandbys* and goes into some detail on hoN trie

GM should t a civil disorder position* This appears to be an argument against
stan&bys as being "against the ruLes'% but you must remember that the Rulebook was
written for face-to-face players, and drafted in its original form before the postal
hobby was thought of» Postal play necessarily forces several revisions on the

Hidebook j the most glaring example is the suggestion that deadline Intervals should
be about 15 minutes longi It ? s all that most people can manage to get seven original
players together for a face-io~face game, without calling in standbys should someone^
have to leaves the civil disorder rules are necessary in faes-to-faoe games* Only
the xx^atal hobby provides the opportunity for standby playars to get in on the fu&£
whether this is de&ixa&Le or not cannot be decided by reference to a manual written
for different playing conditions*

The most convincing argument I've seen advanced against standbys is that the game
is the presage of the seven original players ifhc coughed up tha gamdfee» If one of
the players can simply oiOXast the others, for whatever reason* he's entitled to
the rewards of persistence* Some writers have gone further? to say t&at an element
of skill is involved* if a player is clever enough to scare off or discourage* everyone
else, his efforts should not be frustrated by a fresh face plugged into an abandoned
position* I believe this is stretching the point ~~ many players leave due to dis5ni&-r&

or other ooifmitta3*mts* but I know of none who have been literally intimidated into

leaving by the actions of another player. Still* the basic "persistence* argument is

a reasonable on$o
Extra-game considerations also become harder to handle when the standby method la

used. Rating systems have always had trouble judging standbys, and in fact there is

no fair method of doing so* The latest system to come along ("Dragon's Tee th' } by
Bob Sergeant and Steve Mc&endon) separates the two groups of players entirelyP but
opponents of this idea have shown that this isn't fully satisfactory eitfasro The
complexity of endgame writeups is magnified when the contribution of standby players
must be noted* Perhaps most serious in terms of the games themselves » th&re ate

regrettably a few players who only seem to take poor standby positions in order to

"get" one of the original players who wounded them elsewhere* Cross-game threats and
deals are acre likely when a player has access to many gases ~ at no charge —
through standby positions*

The other side of the debate has only one major point to matos that in an
"average" seven-player game, only perhaps three will be able to play their positions
to completion* A novice may drop out of the hobby in short ordsrg a second
player may be transferred to Ethiopia and be unable to keet; upi a third may gradually
lose interest, develop too many other committments* and ultimately WR twice in a row*
and* with a 2-3 year time ffcame for a game* a fourth player may be daad before the end!
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One may hope thai the players will be more reliable, but 3?eaza of experience indicates

that over 50$ attrition is the norm in the gaverage game*, Postal Diplomacy
without stsudbys is therefore not a seven-man game at all? but an endurance test which

only two or three players will survive • Furthermore 9 skill is de-eiapha©i!5ed since

the ability to profit from a dropout is dependent on being lucky enough to find oneself
next to a lot of civil-disorder units (and centers) • The basic argument^ then* la
that the ga&e becomes a farce 9 and not "Diplomacy" at alii when 20 or more centers
are "controlled" by powers in civil disorder* which has actually happened *n nam
British games c

This Is 9 to me 9 a telling point for general practice,, As long as tha players are

informed of the groundruLes In advance and have paid their gamefees on that under-
standing, I can 5 1 see any grounds for complaint about the appearance of a standby* I

am also convinced of the need to accept the potential extra-game problems as a
necessary evil to preserve the play balance of a aev©n~maa game lasting three years.
(Since standbys have already insinuated themselves into most rating systems, it seems
impossible to erase their complications after the fact in any catseo) However , there
is room for both points of view^ and the mass of players may have a legitimate
grievance against the hobbyo It's a pity that No&th African players have considerable
difficulty finding "no-standby" games, and vice versa for the Europeans* Still,
the "mass of players" is the hobby s if they want change

s

P it's up to them to ask for
ito

~

((I'm in basic agreement with this article 0 I# too* prefer the American system
of using st&ndhys to the British of civil disorder, or "a&archy" * as they call ito
And I agree that there is room (and need) for both way& 9 so long as there are players
who prefer it both ways,})

Jeff Albxecht wrote the first lettex* to appear in Voice of Doom, suggesting that
the hobby Kovica Packet be turned over to reliable hands* His comments helped lead
to the publication of Supernova* THANKS »« . to Doomie Jeff Albrecfat.

Steve Hutton has assigned his own sine the role of "Hobby Proving Ground for VB c s

Great Ideas" & A staunch ally in my fight to awaken the world to the merits of strict
GMlng, he has been a frequent companion and roommate at various cons* THANKS* to

Doomie Steve Hutton.

Mark Luedl has been a strong contributor to the TO Gossip Column in rece&t years,

and a frequent respondent to the around-table discussions in this sine* His writing
always maintains a lightfaearted air that adds to the enjcy&blenesa of the £ine»

THANKS* «• to Doomie Mark Luedio

Cathy Cunning has always been a person I've felt I can talk to* and whom I
trust. She was a factor in my becoming interested in the Srltish hobby* I wish all
the luck in the world to her and Eric* THAHKS* 0 e to Doomie Cathy Cunning*

Konrad Baunelater is a true hobby pillar arid a long™time supporter of VEu Over
the years he has written several articles for this sine 9 and contributed heavily to
the Gossip Column*, A friend through thick and thin# 3 »THAHXS« * * to Doomie Kcnxad Baumaisterc

James Wall is a solid conservative, and with BRUX*s help will aid in President
Reagan* a re-election next month* He has been a heavy contributor to VD for over a
year* THANKS«..to Doomie James Wall*

—
Bob Osuch amazed many by confessing in a recent issue of the sine that BRUX was

not a dick after alio Coming from him, that's high praise indeed! THANKS * „ to
Doomie Bob 0suche
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Hey* Big Daddy* Please don't squash me* 1*11 be good* I know we*ve been fighting
our war for over four years now. And now I'm just a little tiny kingdom in the
mountains and you're a moneteroue empire about to overwhelm the entire continent of
Europe* You don't rm&& to step on me* I sll be good*

What can I do for you? Can I send my last army against your othar opponent**? Hay
I help support jotir armies against those cruel and evil madmen who still would deny
you your right to control the continent? May I just stay harmlessly out of your way
as you march toward your inevitaHe imperial glory? Tell me what to do and I'll do
it » 1*11 b& good*

I have priceless and rare treasures hidden within the crevices of my castle* Then-

ars yotors for tha asking. And I will treat lour Highness to a kingly dinner of eavla:..

and mountain oysisra* The gates of my little kingdom are open to your every dasirs >

Maybe you aouici like to take a nice vacation in the royal resort-home atop Kt- Kieviusv
It's at your ^rgoml 9 kind friend, and totally secluded tram the huddled rmsses,
There p Ixlgh above the clouds, you will have forty-and-ten servants at your ooiv^ano

day and night* And -he rc?yal vaoaticn-harem is yours as well. And you can look out
over all of Eiuropa on a clear day and see the Adriatic Sea to your right and the Baltic
far to your left and everything in between* For the asking. Just please do:Vt hurt
me, X 11 ho good*

Can I act as a go- bstween for negotiations involving you and the iSvils? I have
two scores of trained spies who will be quite enthusiastic over the prospect of
helping Your Highness to his nolie* ultimate victory* If you like I can even vacate
the Royal Castle and jov cm move in at your leisure • I will leave only with the
clothes on my back and my raisin-bread* You may even have the queen and the princes
And the keys to tSmix chastity belts* I will build a little cabin on the coast and
live there and never ever pester you again* You can even have the cabin* 1*11 leave
the raisin~beeaad behind too s if you want it* 1*11 do anything to suit Your Kighae&£,.

Pll bo good.
Oh* why won t you answer me? I will be the most trustworthy* hard»workiog servant

an Emp&ror could want* I will fall to my knees at the vary mention of your glorious
name* I will kiss your Royal Feet* My life will be totally devoted to the fulfillment
of your every desire , I will bequeath you my very soul* that yours may eternally rest
in peace, Night and day* hour by hours I shall live for you and you alone* I will
personally fight your wars if your soldiers wish it* I shall sutali inysalf to tlio

ecstasy of your Royal Whip throe times daily* Oh* Your Highness* won't you lit me
live? Have mercy on one who reveres you above all others* ELeaee* your Royal Highness
I'll be good*

0h £ woe; And yet you answer me not* What more can I offer thou? What axe your
worldly wishes? You &hail have eternal omxiisci&nce. You shall Imow all there ie to

know* You shall be Everywhere and Everything,, OH I OH! You shall be God* You are
the Almighty « Sis keys to the Ifalverse shall rest in your palm, your magnificent
palm* Please e please spare me I I Implore you not to step on me and extinguish tha
last remaining spark of life* Oh* Your Majestyf Your Hl&faness,* Your Q.orlousn6ssv

I'll be*,*
SHiAT*

The Question I was Kgvgr Abie to Answer j Kg Extreme Agony at this Inability of WJUwn:

- the ffilne was Kent Alive this Longs and the Ultibuate Hmiliation of Having* to I\ > r;

thTjls grobl&m Still Unsolved, Much to the Editor fr s Utter and Sternal Bga^jf

by BRIK Llnsey

I have always wanted to know why articles * titles bxb always longer than their

texts* I kept publishing in the hope that someday I'd discover the answer 9 but 1 see

now that's impossibles so I°m folding,.
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How Hon^tY

or

Handing Bom?? the Hexalogue

"by Randolph Smyth

Laying down guidelines on how much of your true state of mind *o expose; to youc
fallen players (independent of the game conditions and the player ? s om tenj^ramen

-
.j

is an l&posslble task* Bom will disagree with the items in tho following list,
which has teen slashed ruthlessly from what could have been said? others will ccasidsr
all of theiy> too obvious to mention* For aysSlf , I'd rather play with ths latter
variety, if 00!y 1bcause to think along ±t& aam line 8*

1) Saver lie outright in 190i e It establishes a first tapressioa o:r t*Hr;ist*

worthiness on all players which is almost impossible to shake f and any g&las made
from ©tabs Kill be limited* also provoking the formation of m "alliance of fear' 9

among your neighbors. The more successful you are militarily, the more trua 'this

will be* Beside

s

9 can you be sure* so early In the game?, that the power you axe' allied
with is toally on your side** a ?

2) Never lie to a puppet*, if you are lucky enough to possess one, Having once
accepted the rola t he usually responds better to the truths even if it Involves a
further erosion of his centers* Even when a stab puts the gam In yonr lap? yrirc

power 5.8 usually sufficient to wlxi by force while continuing with the alliance « The
bad feeling created in not worth saving one or two game years,

3) Resist the temptation to do more truth-banding to a player you consider sub-
competent.* Bven if he ls

fl
there is usually a more astute player Aa the wtogs to set

Mm straight if your fabrications get toe wildo

4) Never tell evexyjMag to anyone • Icu deserve to be sRanipuiated :
;i all your

cards are face up* Oii the otter han&f bewaso the ally who initiate swh relation*-}*

Reciprocate cautiously if at all* and maintain a healthy countarpunch capability
against a possible stab*

5) Generally
f .

try to males all details of yoirc moves on the beard agr^e with
the statements you've mads to all players p including enemies (the la^x wan't ja.Vievs

a lie anyhow), The most efficient stabs (if you s xe that way inclined) ars &ads by
those who have established credibility beforehand* while a game-long aULiantts (if ym*
pilfer) is naturally strongest when you can count on your ally coutiag through*
Neutrals and enemies may receive only the occasional ocrap with this policy but
why not maintain communication if divulging the information etiU hurt in any my { "T°m
gonna kill you in two gaiue-year© 0 man^'Jo

6) The converse does not always holds do not s&afee statements to agree wifch every
detail of your moves (see #4) „ That is e it is rarely necessary to list the: upcoming
season *s orders for all units,, giving your recipient a full idea of your potential*
His coramunicai-ions with other players may give him an exact idea of what will happen

c

Allow someone this perfect knowledge every season 0 and the obvious xs sui i inevitable

All this covers the most extreme cases ooXy
f , where I think I'll get me leu&t

argument* It ? s fortunate that the occasional, player will offer objections my of
the points listed, — as judgements on player reliability ara often the basis of
alliance formation in the first place % every gam would be stellar if a variaty
of views on the subject were not being put into practice with every e^ch^e of letters

The Golden Rule is (hold your breath) reveal everything you think i^ s&ft** and

hang onto what iaa'to Absurd in its obviousness? Perhaps*.* but hew ?-;&iy ylayars jyast

spew out whatever comas to mind without making any such judgerae&t? Trte Uv^bl© i*.

judgement depends on players and positions* Q o which, Btakss this article u^l--^
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({Hot really usele&s, Randolph, even if you hold the vie** that atraie/xy art-vs.a^s

have to "be useful rather than just latere stingo In this case B what 1b very obvious tu

you isn ; t clear at all to some players I*ve come across^ Aud they haven ?
t ell been

novice s 9 e 1.ther 0

For instant % "Never lie outright 3.n 1901" is a. wry gensittle j^ieielinc

provided we acknowledge the fact that there age axceptio&s .In some eases,. But I
have had giayere lis to me gratuitously in spring p 0l, without a whole lot to ':c

gained* This of course serves only to destroy their credibility too early* &&d th<: /
'

v/-e

probably lost a potential ally© The 1 sad thing :1s that this does happen* Q o which is

happy news for the articles assuming some players of this sort read ito

On the other &ukL, you are correct to point out that this list is ruthlessly Bights,
from what it sigh*, have "been* For instance e any good player will find, it pextfeotlj.

obvious that one should never send a Latter which 9 if passed P is likely to destroy
one's alliance with another player o iut this bit- at* "advice pezh&ps goes beyond the

-^extceme cases"- yoa Keze trying to cover* Nice article — and not as "obvious" to

all players as you sight think* What's that? Oh* I see you called it "uee'JLass* 1
in-

anether contact entizslyc** grirmle oot *r#Ll.
fl
yes, judgsaents cl&petid on the particular

gams situation and the players, but tiie points you raise still apply as guidalinaco })

Thanks to Mark Berch for sending in the following for me to print* I figgpr sow
of you will get a kick out of these**,,

Roaches Unseat

N.Y.C. Busriders

Heuier

NEW YORK, June 11 -

Passengers swarmed off a

New York City bus Mon-
day when a record heat

wave forced hundreds of

cockroaches out of their

hiding places and onto the

seats.

The passengers then

waited for another bus —
only to see riders on that

vehicle clamber off for
the same reason. Then a
third bus lumbered up
and its passengers came
tumbling out because ol

the uninvited guests.

"It was disgusting," said
one passenger.

Officials said Monday's
95 degree heat forced the
roaches out of hiding
places in the three buses*
motors.

1973 Washingtonian Award for

Non-Euphemistic Legal Oratory

"Your mind, sir, is a cesspool of filth,

venom, lies and prejudice. To call you

savage would cast aspersions on innocent

savages. If I believed vou had sufficient

understanding, 1 would call you a very,

very evil person."

—Washington communications lawyer

Benedict Cottone to an FCC examiner

during licensing hearings for Station

K AYE, Puvallup, Washington.

MAN SAYS CONTEMPT
WASN0TF0RX0URT'

STOCKTON-ON-TEES, Eng-

land (Reuters)—Bill Bangs went

to court charged with contempt

for flashing a rude finger sign

at a passing limousine.

The occupants turned out to

be two judges, who promptly

had him arrested and charged.

In court, the judge told him:

"This is a very serious,

matter. I have the authority to:

send you to prison, you know."

Mr. Bangs replied: -

'T humbly apologize. I did

not intend to show disrespect

to your lordships. I thought it

was the mayor's car
"

The judge accepted his ex

olanation and released him.

DOOR SLAMMED, HOUSE FALLS
Mrs. Mary Adams holds the keys to her douse in Stockport, Eng-

land, but she won't be needing them much now. When Mrs,. Adams

slammed her front door, the house slid into the River Mersey.

"The door was k little stiff so I gave it a good bang," she said. The

house is the last of a row of old buildings and adjoins a bridge

carrying heav traffic.



The Gossip Column

Prom Steve Langley (3/13/3*0?
Part 111

Dear Bruce ,

VP's big uproar issue arrived just as we were in the midst of moving* I read it

Sunday, la the hospital , while waiting for my CT scan.

A CT (Computerised Telemography) is a 3-D x-rayo Prom the patient 1
© point of

view it is being strapped with wide velcro binders to a moving table followed by two

hours of uninterrupted time for thought. Having just finished VD, naturally that is
what I thought about. Hot just the sine, but the people and the issues* I guess I

started with the issue 8, the business about Bill Highfield, the FIH petitions, the

irregular game in MM* the contention between YD and the BNC Two hours is a long time

to just think about a subject* I went through a few changes of mind in some of the

areas* I asked some questions that I couldn't answer* I found lots of contradictions
I couldn't resolve « So, I'm writing it all down and sending it to you0 I°ia going to

keep a copy for myself, for future study » The situation bothers me a great deal*
I guess 1 5 11 start with the simplest and farthest removed, the "Irregular" game

in MM* I get KM, I read Ron's account of the situation 0 I didn't understand that
ho ^as considering dropping out of the hobby over the situation, I agree with you
100$ about Ron's integrity* And I don* t understand your reaction on the face of it!

You re the BBUX! The rule stickler! What are you doing saying that having one of the

players in the game informing the GM of country assignments or having the GM ask the

Turkish player choose the standby for Austria (whether or not the moves were used,
the incident alone affects the game) is not irregular? Considering that you published
a long letter from Rod Walker on the very subject (i 0 a«> irregularity* not the MM game),
you must have been in a strong state of awareness as to what the term irregular really
means e and yet you seem to be making an issue of Ron 1 s integrity out of it 0 It was
an irregular situation,, Nothing more* The game should be flagged for raters 0 I'd
probably rate it* unless the situation gets so blown out of shape that it further
impinges on the game*

But what about you? All else being equal, I would have expected a different reaction
out of you, yet you got pretty emotional In Ron's defense 0 A defense that seemed to
be erected against no real attack. Itotil I saw you defending his integrity, I saw
no evidence that his integrity was in question, Of course, all else is not equal*
You are feuding with Kathy Byrne, the current BNC. Could it be that you are letting
your personal feelings influence your position on this question? After a lot of
thought* that is the conclusion I was forced to draw*

((Steve, I hope you won°t mind if I answer you after each topic instead of my
usual wait-till-the-end routine, but these are important issues and your letter is
long enough that I think it will be more readable if I do it this way.

Perhaps I did get a bit emotional in defending Ron Brown. You say that you saw
no evidence that his integrity was being questioned, but I saw the ugly words "GM~
player collusion" in reference to Stafford's letter. They leapt right out of the
page at me* And, when I spoke with Ron, he sounded quite upset that this charge might
hang over his head should the protest go through*, Having been a victim of the same
exact charge in the past, falsely made, I think I know how Ron felto That's why I
sprang so vigorously to his defense 0

But I will grant you that my personal feelings toward Ron have nothing to do with
the game's regularity* and perhaps X needed to make that distinction more clear 0 Why
don 9 t you go back and read what I wrote before that, about a "random draw" and the

fact that the standby selected by the Turkish player never made it into the game? Those
were my arguments as to why I don't feel the game should have been irregular* a position
I still hold* Am I biased by my dispute with Kathy? I don't believe so. I think I
arrived at my conclusion reasonably* That others disagree doesn't surprise or bother
me* That is their right,))
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The second issue is the one about the FIK petition* You sent me a copy of the

petition, less than a full month ago, la it, you had excerpts frotr X;. te

that mxe quite current, so X can conclude that I got it just about wnen e^xyon^ d ae

did. Of course* the3^ may have been various waves of the thing* Anyhow, you <? that
you got eight responsible publishers to sign and two who refused bae&ufte V:*y didn t
want to be on John Caruso's "shit list" . You also said that FIH \* seating to e;

up its act lately* so perhaps the petition wonH have to be wed*
How we both know I didn't sign the petition,, and $ construing the letter I serve

you about why I won 8 t sign such a docunent into **doesn*t want to get on John Gsxuso " s
* shit list 1 '- is doing me a disservice* So f either you are not .listing all the votes,
or you are interpreting some of the votes to mean what you see in them* Which is IVr

((Neither* You*ve overlooked the obvious* Your letter to me in xvr.powH to the

FM petition was written on August I* The game deadline for VP #98 was August 3r and
that's the day "'Hobbytalk" was typed, containing my remarks abem. FXM» YoJir letter
ha.da f t arrived by then, The "shit list" comment is a direct quote from the Uro publishers
who felt that way ( independently of each other $ I might add). You ware not cr*a ;>£

thorn <>

' While wa p re on the topic* let me elaborate farther on the final outcouf* of" tte

petition* firs of all 9 tfcssfe' wersa 21 copies sent out, including min***, Sight people
signed* Two didn't want to get onto G^ruao's shit list* Three or four wavered with
remarks life (, it"s a bit premature — let's see if Caruso keeps it up" or ,?

I a-^e

the r.roblea g but I don 5 1 think thia is necessarily the best way to handle lt<
u There

»3r9 a few outright refusals you» Lue&i 2 Hut ton* There ware a handfi-i not hear.i

fzom* I hope that clarifies for you how tho ••voting" went, if it's to br* viewed as
such» )

)

How can you* with a straight face* claiffi that F2K is being influan&ad*? La til I

wrote John Caruso about it* the nam letter I sent you* be hadn 9 1 even heard of
4
vour

responsible publishers to ban FXM project* How could you influence hits? It has only
baer a month! How could you knew whether you were influencing him or pot*? I just
£ w ggt in a European sine, Mfigfat da Spiel (and I take no cre<lit or responsibility
for the spelling) and John seemed just about as inhibited there as he does hr?re (not
at all),

Yets, read as you wrote about it,, your petition is made to sound nearly u&iver&ally
accepted and effective. Why? I& this another case of BRUX letting feuds color his
perceptions? Or? is it a case of stretching your case a bit because It la part of a
feud? Or did you really think that my refusal to sign a petition in favor of selctiva
censorship was out of fear of John Oaraso? Did you really think John waa xeactfctg to

such a device by temporising what ha has to say? Are m talking about tfc# sasee John

Garuso in these qt&stions?

.
((Yawn* Stave ^ I didn't say that John mellowed out in SIM beeauae of the petition

,

I'm sorry if you read it that way* I have noticed a lack of the sort of material that
I and seven others were protesting in recent weeks. Why* I don't know* I also got
a note from Dave Carter saying that John told hm to pass on his apologias to those

Kho were offencMtd by the Sleepless Knights issue of FIM* For all I know,, rcaybe John
himself just decided that h#d gone a bit far and ought "to cool it. I don't know
Maybe by the time this goes to press there will be a reason to print the petitionc X

hope not* I am satisfied with the current IJaeTof early September) pattam, and hop?*

it continues*))

The farther in we get, the harder It is to write * I just reread tr.a above &jp.<? 1

do not sound objective* I sound antagonistic to BRUX* I did not mean it to- I bought
I was being objective when I was thinking afcout the situation* So p I havu evidence
of myself appearing other than I thought I was acting* Is this «hat happened to you?

((Apparently so 9 perhaps* It is a rare person who can read his own writing the

way others will view it
fi

I knowo One can only strive for objectivity. \



Now j, we get into very troubled waters*. You ©ay that Kathy Byrne called you on
the phone and threatened to rule all of your games irregular* You said it a month
or so ago* judging by the letters to VD on the subject* She was described as being in

a rage* Your response is thai you want Kathy to disqualify herself from ruling on
any YD games* You argue a bit with Rod Walker about irregularity and what grounds
Kathy might have. On the surface, this looks like the basis for one whale of a feudo
Still • I had a lot of time for thought and I came up with a lot of unanswered
questions*

Why was Kathy in a rage? That was the first and most obvious* Did the phone call
actually occur? If not, why would Bruce invent it? If so* why would Kathy make it?
There was mention of a letter to one of Kathy* s kids. Were the two related? Did
Kathy think Bruce tod sent one of tor children a "filthy" letter? Would Bruce do
such a tiling? If not, why would Kathy think he had? Does this tie in in any way with
the FIM petition? The phone call cane firsts at least insofar as internal evidence
indicates* If there was a phone call. See what I mean about troubled waters? None
of it is really ©Kplained, it just seems to have occurred in a vacuum Boof, for
no reason at all 9 a feud* That just does not make sense!

People do things through various motivations* If Kathy called you in a rage
then something enraged her* What was it? A letter to one of her kids? Why would you
do that? To get to Kathy in about her only weak spot? Why would you want to get to

Kathy? There is too much missing* Far too many questions unanswered*

((You are asking some questions that have already been answered here in print*
To repeat myself* them yes p the phone call existed* No 0 there was no nasty letter
to one of Kathy *s kids* No, Bruce would never and has never done such a thing* No*
Bruce doesn't believe in exploiting people's weak spots*

You ask why Kathy called me in a rage s All I know axe the reasons she gave me
for being angry* There were several items in Voice of Doom #95 that strongly offended
hero One was the House of Lords editorial* Another had to do with the crossword
pussale, A third was the crack about Caruso's huaor not being funny* And, she was
upset over John Kelley's printed statement that Orruso had mentioned the possibility
of physical violence should the two ever meet. She thought that I had put Kelley up
to printing that. (I had no prior knowledge that the remark was going to see print*)
Oddly, Kathy didn't mention the one item in the issue that £ thought she might find
offensives the "ToadybashIng*1 article • Those , then, are the reasons she gave for
being upsets though tbey came out at various points in the conversation, not all
clearly and consecutively stated as I have done above*

Do I think that she was really mad about those things* or was she just looking
for a reason to be angry? I don't know* The logical question would then become , why
was she looking for a reason? I suppose, Steve* that if I had all of the answers to

your questions regarding Kathy °s behavior, then I'd understand her enough to deal with

Then there is Bill Highfield* Your little "confession" was jcetty good. I read
through it and came away thinking that Kighfield was a victim of his own stupidity

•

I disagreed with your conclusion* that he really is a dangerous person* but I felt that
he was, in a very strong way* responsible for what had occurred* Then, I started
thinklngo Terrible thing, thought. It spins around in one's head and won't let go*

Some of my first observations, dismissed by the time I'd read Sealer's letter,
recurred. What did the references to Caruso and Tallman have to do with it? They
set the stage fan? the acovelation of Bruce 8 s true motives* A coupSLe of straw men to
knock aside on the way to what was really going on. Then I started wondering,
"What was really going on?H Highfield is bugging Bruce with death threats* Bruce
warns him to cool it or be turned in* Bill persists* Bruce turns him in*

Is Bill dangerous? Bruce says he knows him pretty well and concludes that he is*



Why then did Bruce write to Bill "a commanding officer? That q>;e®%ion rose up cut of
all the rest and wouldn't let go*

Bruce could have a) endured and hoped Bill woaid go away* b) tried to reason
with Bill* c) told B111 ? b parents about ths problem and ask them to discipline thoir
chlldj d) gone to the police , e) told 3:111 * s 00* Of this list* the ato&t dangerous*
if Bill is dangerous, is the one Bruce did, Kay this contradiction? £c**s Bruce really
think that Bill is dangerous or just an annoyance? From what happened 1 find it very
hard to conclude that you really feared Bill*

Another nagger* Why was Bill sending you death threats? You mentioned Sxdc Kane

«

Does it follow that Brie knows what Bill Has threatening you about?
((At this point, Steve goes on 'to construct a possible scenario about why Bill

may have teen writing the death threats* It is all speculation, it isn't close to
the truth, and I have no reason to print it,))

. **Why didn 5 t you talk to his parents? You knew thsm f if only in passing -~ at
least his father, didn't you? Do you really think you acted responsibly in goins; directly
to Bill's 00?

((I wouldn't have done it had I not felt that I was acting responsibly Jtegarding

tfce other options you brought upa Bill 8 a parents are divorced* and Z*ve never aet
either of tbem 0 His mother and Bill don * t get along at all* Bill lives? with his
father* and works* in his meat marketo I have good reason to belisue 9 havi ig heard
Bill°e description of his? family life* that his father i) has little or no control
over Biil c s activities* and 2) is not at all the sort of person who would have sat
Bill down and tried to reason Kith hiai even If he did have control* X have a letter
from Bill's father* It reads almost like one of Bill 3 s letters 0 Not quite, but
almost o In ay judgment* this men wouldn * t have tried to discipline Bill v ax a
couldn't have had he wanted too

The police c I cohered tliat in my response to Ty Hare s letter in YD #99* I was
not out to clobber Bill's whole life*

^

Ignoring him G Risky 0 The threats mxe ongoings not am isolated occurrence
Please read Mark Bareh 1 3 letter of 8/27, somewhere in this isaia* One doe^ not
ignore repeated death threats*

Tried to reason with BUI* I did that. It didn't worko
You want to know why Bill was sending the death threats , My response trill take

the form of another questions can you conceive of an£ legitimate reason for these
threats? Any reason whatsoever? I am of the firm belief that ttore is no legitimate
reason for sending a death threats Thus, the reasons behind Bill's actior.s (which
are many and very complex) are not of consequence* If you can persuade m that there
is any reason why someone should threaten someone °s life f then I can recapitulate and
talk about Bill* s reasons.

Moreover* you forge

t

3 apparently, that I'm not the only person he threatened*
Let's just assume for the moment that I*®, some sort of horrible , diseased nonster who
does deserve to be killed* Then what about Keith Sesler? Did he deserve to be

threatened in this way? What about this "Christine" Bill wants to murder? Is she

equally deserving? Or can we asspie then that the txrobXea lies with Bill?
Sigh. I realise that the above is pretty evasive * 3c be it. There ^xe no

legitimate raasonB why B3J.1 was threatening psoplo's lives, end that's all that needs to

be said on the matter*
Caruso and Tallman were involved simply because they were the two publishers who

decided that thio needed to be bropght into the hobby press, and then avoided telling

their readers the relevant facts behind the situation*)}

So many questions., On the one hand you could be slime that walks* A cunning low

creature who manipulates people and situations out of pure malice* On the other hand,,

nice people like you* The Lords, Joan, Samantha, I like you, It betters

me that someone I like has so many unanswered questions hanging around hia actions,

((Well, I hope I've answered some of them to your satisfaction, Why don't you

write back and let me know, although without VD my responses will have to by and large
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be made privately from now on, as I don't see myself devoted considerable apace to

this discussion in my subasine*))

I also like Kathy* It is very difficult to see people I like feuding as hard as
this seems to be happening. Actually » I do think you stretch your case when you are
in a feud* If you did not, you would be otter than human, Bo you, in the same mode ,

thoughtlessly hurt people? I really don't want to think that but from what I've
just read it is difficult not to think it a

((Do I stretch my case in a feud? Maybe „ You can point to my emotional remarks
about Ron Brown to substantiate this if you wish* I do not think that you can
justifiably point to the Highfield Affair in this context. My answer then would be,

"sometimes". And I would also point out that there 5 s a big difference between
stretching one's case and telling outright lies* To say that Bon Brown's intregrity
has to do with the regularity of '83AY is to "stretch my case's To say that Bruce
wrote a nasty letter to Francine is to lie,))

You and John Xelley concluded that Terry Tallman just likes to tear people down to

make himself look better. Letting yourself accept such analysis is a fault you should
examine • It keeps you from having to look at yourself. Right now, you really look as
though you could profit from lots of self-examination*

((I'm sorry. Stave i that point I can' t let go by* I offer the following statements
about Terry Tallman* he likes to make himself look good by tearing down others, and
he gets his jollies by taking away from other people * s fun* I realise that I'm not
going to persuade you just by making the blanket statement, nor by telling you that
I know of others who agree, so let me back up my claims with examples and then you
judge whether my remarks are sincere » or just indicate a need for introspection*

1, There are Terry Tallman 3 s repeated attacks on the GKlng in Voice of Doom ,

I am referring to his comments both in his own zine and letter oolu&ns elsewhere in the
hobbyo He has for the past year: and a half constantly been telling people that he
would never recommend VI) as a place to play n YD, like it or not, is (er, was) always
on time. There were generally very few adjudication errors* Players played here
by the dozen, and were usually satisfied. But what of the games Terry Tallman is
(or was) running? Well, Terry will brush that off with a fleeting reference to his
own "lackadaisical'1 ©ling. It 9 s not just lacadaisicali it's horrid. Don't take my
word for it* Ask the players in the game he took over from Jack Fleming (Gary
Coughlan was in the game, among others) whether Terry's ©ling was so bad that they had
to take the game to Doug Beyerlein so that he could sort out all the errors for the
past several seasons* Look at his record of being consistently late p and then tell
me that Terry's constant harping about how terrible VB*s games are IsnH just a ploy
to draw attention away from his own pitiful CMing* 'I'm serious — ask Gary Coughlan
about it, and you'll get a well-desrved earful of a true GMing horror story*

2* Terry is fond of telling the hobby* both in America and Europe, just how
dreadful the VD letter column is* It's pages $f slim*?, he says* If that were true,
then why does it keep generating the response it does? I must be doing something
right* But what of the N3WG letter colmn? In fact, what of the reader contributions
to that sine to begin with? Ca|i anyone seriouiiy look at the content of the two
aines, and say with a straight face that Tallman isn 6 1 just jealous at the response
VP gets? And his target isnH j?jst VDjt lt 9s allies like Anduin and BE as wello

% He has consulted a copy|lght lawyer to look into the legality of Mark Berch's
reprinting articles In Diplomacy Digest , even though he himself has never been
reprinted* Over a hundred people enjoy reading DD (based on the -fact that they
shell out their cash for it) , but Terry would destroy the system for everyone if he

could because hepersonally doesn't like the concept of a zlne based on reprints 0 He's
not satisfied with the knowledge that he doesn't have tcj, no sir, he*s got to ruin
other people's fun as well* sub
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^'o Ask James Wall (if his opinion of Tallraan Isn't already odious :ox hit VI .v3.-«

in this issue) about T©rry 8 s attempts to weasel his scay into all of James* g&se^ hs

a standby, just ofr the purpose of getting hack at James for soma motion in an

earlier game* How would you like it if thexs* Has someone out to spoil ynur games
thin ifayr linking on every standby list for the games you were playing in? T&tlman
claims that it "a all "Wall baiting'* and in fun, Of courts it's fun for hxn, *ie

gets off on spoiling other people 1 s fun*

5* In carae you missed it* oilman himself has pretty much proven $y point wita
his own wordn* If he's not out to aggravate others for the sake of aggravating &hs&<.

then how do you explain . away his comments to genyer Glont which, he says f ware
intended to incite great agony in several American publishers? There i« no
sjqAanation for that very revealing remark** •except to accept the statemQ.pt ikvl
2*allman gets hie jollies by hurting other people* As evidenced mnt recently by» t »

6» His attacks on me over the Highfield Affair, eta. He has managed to drag my
personal life into it In a manner that can only he construed as purs a&disa* He
deliberately avoided anjr aontlon of th& death threats^ even though ha kne* about iheEi.

X aa boing savaged on a personal level in tha pages of hie «5jwu DonH tall me he

doean' t sit haok up there in Seattle and laugh his head off at others 1 agony? he's
proven it too many ti&esr.

I am far from alone in my views of Tall&an* They are shared- to scm extent at
leastp by Walker* Coughlan* Baumeist^r^ Xelley, Brad Wilson* Wall, and ua^ fcerberg

You are entitled to think that my opinion of him is off base and indie&ts s a nee 3

for introspection* I don't agree* But enough cf I'll let you finish, r . ))

Since I°ve read all of the ahove two or thres times now mi since all I could
do to make it more complete would "be to rewrite a couple of sentences and/or coxxeat
the spelling and since I canH really think of any other questions* I g il close,

I hope you take this better than it sounds* I don't mean it as an "atiack% so

mxxch as to let you know that the questions sccurred to me and so, could well havt?

occurred to others* I think tl^ey are questions you need to answer for yourself or
answer for the rest of us 9 depending on the question*

((Well, I've done my beat* I hope that I've satislfiad you on most points,. I'm
curious to know*

My first inclination was to he offended by this letter, especially the parts
wbera you ask quastions that I've already answered? It seamed as though you mx® just
questioning ray Integrity, So I let it sit for a few days*

Than I came hack and reread it, and the last paragraph sank In* You wee actually
doing me a favor by writing this letter* and I appreciate it. Jon are right* if

the questions occurred to you8 then maybe they were occurring to others who didn 6
\

hotter to write in* 'Hals gave mb the opportunity to answer them.
But* uni* Steve* »* just don 8 1 go having too ©any s&oro of those operations, eh?)}

From Mark Berch ( 8/27/84)

«

Dear Bruce*
I believe that your action in the Highfield saatter was a reasonable one 9 and I

probably would have done amch the same thing*
Kona, as you know, has worked for some item as a nurse and as a counsellor* so she

had quite a bit of experience with people who have problems of one sort or smother, A

lot of what seople say you just ignore f it*s just talk, talk., talk* Bat, she has
emphasized, lha one thing that you must take seriously ax© threats to kill, i«e»
suicide or murder* Hiis cannot be Crushed off e especially whan it is a
phenominon, and not an isolated incident. It's not just the finality ofIb&tE,
Investigation of killings (murder or suicide) so frequently show th&x. tha psrpt? Orator
gave out signals to others that he was a danger* When these signals are acted on« a
tragedy can sometimes be avoided* If writing tc Bill directly did not work, you had
the right to torn elsewhere

«

((And sc I dido To my (untrained) mijado it seems perfectly clear tha* one cannot

ignore repeated death threats*))
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From John Kelley

$

Bruce-
A hearty welcome to Paul Rauterberg* I donH agree with the man, but I'm glad

he's one of my countrymen. Nevertheless,.,
"Ronnie Hedneck Raygun" Is an abiormally childish hit of name-callings and for my

part p Paul, I'm mystified that you stooped to it. Hate to say this, but it's the
kind of comment (political positions being reversed) Bill Highfield used to make<> If
President Heagan is so beloved in this country, how come everybody I talk to runs
him down, just like a broken record? And it's not Reagan* it°s the nation? he's not
a dictator, and I wasn't talking about him* Pact is, I don't hear good things about
America as often as I hear scathing curses of it. The Americans I hear axe against
Grenada

I.
for the most part* That's what leads me to call "anti-patriotism" and

"liberalism" prevailing sentiments*
Furthermore, "patriotism" is not a synonym for slavish support for US acts and

policies in my book. To me, "patriotism" is a way of looking at one's country,
taking into account its rights and wrongs, and wishing it to survive and prosper
on its own merit, holding views based on the firm belief that those views are what 8 s

good for the country * That makes many freeze supporters patriots, and I'm committed
to it. If they believe that this idea is in America's test interests, then I accept
it even If I disagree*

Unfortunately, most of our countrymen don't go that far, Paul* They simply
criticise without caring, figuring that the country has screwed them so horribly that
it can go manipulate itself. That's "anti-patriotism", commonly heard among well-off
youth and adults to whom the whole system has been generous. That's what I°m condemning*

North Sealth West George? I don't receive it* I don't desire it*

Backtracking, I just thought of a song that I consider to epitomised patriotism i

it*s "Suite Madame Blue" by Styx* It laments the present situation, but it's sung by
a man that shows love for his country} he wants the best for it and sings about it
in mournful but majestic clarity* It's one of my favorites*

((You roust travel in different circles than me* I don°t hear a whole lot of the
anti-patriotism you describe any more D I heard it during the Vietnam War and Watergate*
In recent years, however, I've detected a strong shift toward patriotism, as evidenced
(in my unahakeable opinion) by the popularity of Ronald Reagan*

I think you overreact to Paul's use of "Ronnie Redneck Raygun". Heck, I°m always
bantering about Frite *n ( Tits, so why shouldn't the other side have their little
nicknames as well? To compare that to Highchair's dribbling is to exaggerate the
point beyond reason*

I did like your definition of patriotism, though, with restrictions* I can't
quite bring myself to view someone who advocated communism (or Namlism) for this
country as a "patriot" e even if he's sincere* Add then a dash of common sense and
intelligence to your definition, and you have true patriotism*))

From Mark Berch (8/22/8*0

1

Dear Bruce,
On the matter of your dispute with the BNC, I believe you are entirely wrongo

Rauterberg'a advice (#98, p, 33) is entirely soundo There is no need for you to
complain about things she mlgfrt do* You can simply wait till the problem occurs and
deal with it then* Your response on p* skirts this point* You haven't shown that
you°d lose anything by waiting. The problems you refer to on page 3^ Hill be waiting
for you regardless of whether you complained about it In advance or not*

Turning now to Rod's letter on this topic, I'd like to echo his remark to the

effect that I, too, have seen no evidence that she'd use her BUG position as a weapon
against someone she didn't like personally* I also agree with Rod's prediction that



If such a (juration actually arose, she'd consult with otter esta*?i»ed hobby members

on the iasue £J

But you say you p d want the 81assurance*' she e d do that* adding ,
<0 I am entitled to

it**' Yes, and Fd want a million bucks, but so what? I'm no more "entiled" to

that than you are to what you want. I don't see why that phone call entitled you to

anything* I don*t see why you can't GM your gamea * and in. general live your entire
life exactly the sasae as you would If you hadn't received the call, Bines you can do
just tKatTl don't think you*va gained any entitlements at all,

As for delegating her decision, I see no reason for her to ma&e any such promise

,

and I don°t see why you should have to live your life any differently without
obtaining such a promise* The fact that jqu would "automatically disqualify myself"
does not mean a thing* She's under no obligation to parform tte BMC duties the way
you would*

And the rest of it is just rhetorical strawperson slashing* "OS ur ier Kathy s
thumb'5 is completely absurds You can G& exactly the way you want* and: you can GR in
the present situation ths game way you'd GK if there were no BNC institution* Afc

such, Kathy°s ability to label a game irregular creates no constraints on your GMing.
tfith no constraints there, you have no complaint*

One of these days you 8 re going to get the hang of what to pay attention to and
what t*> ignore . You haven't got there yet.

((Gr^bisV X ¥lik I've been over the same points enough times. Y*u don*

t

think I had any business protecting against Kathy's threat, and I do* i*t»a leave it

at that*))

From Eric Kanas

Bruce D

I'd like to respond to your comment that "Anyone who thinks that homosexuality
is somehow not normal is living in the Dark Ages" 0 I believe that this statement is
incorrect* Homosexuality* or sexual intercourse between two members of the same
gender g is not "normal". This is not to say that it is wrong or immoral, just that it
ia not what our sexual organs are there for. They are there * obviously t for the
purpose of reproductions which of course you know is impossible between, say, ti*x>

males* For one to become sexually aroused, it is not because be is "in love's but
more like one "in heat". One feels a desire to have intercourse —• to produce offspring.

Ms is often translated into a feeling of "love" which we display towards our partner.

In other words s to become sexually aroused because of another member of the same

gender is not nonal. I see know reason wbr a can't love another m:;, or two

girls lovi&g each other — this seems perfect!,/ normal given that htma*. H-d:*gs express

emotions different than other animals, but saras! relations between two ;.;uys or

two girls just isn't normal. Personally, I don't mind homosexuals, if they enjoy

it, what's wrong with it? It's not for me and as long as no one tries xo push it

on me 3 go right ahead*
So you think you won the GMing debate $ eh? I'm more inclined to bslieve that it

was pretty much a draw. I further believe that you are misconstruing your feeling

of "victory" for what I suspect is unabashed glee in getting someone to argue v/1 Xi

you on the subject and to open up a forum for the discussion of your houserules*

C°mon» admit it, Brucie baby, you love discussing and seeing your houserules discussed,

don't you?!
I've heard some rumors that Kathy Byrne has resigned as WO and that Bill Quinn

is the new custodian* this coming from the latest Graustark. If so you wasted about

20 pages last issue worrying about whether or not she would rule your games Irregular.

I know you have had some 4*»rrmls with her in; the past but personally I thought she

did a pretty good jobo As you yourself mentioned, she was ver& at the bookkeeping*
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I have every confidence , however , that Bill Quinn will do an equally good job,
especially with a computer to help himS

The entire Highflaid affair left a bad taste in my mouth when it happened those
many months ago a You may recall that I wrote to Bill back then and tried to get him
to look at the whole thing as one of his subscribers might D but Bill did not heed
my advice e Since then, many rumors and Innuandos about him and you and others involved
would keep surfacing* but without solid facts and details Q For better or worse, I°m
glad you told the whole story , or your side of it at least* Now people can decide for
themselves instead of just speculating or coming to some conclusion or other about
you without knowing the factsD

Kudos to Ruth Glaspey for including me on her list of people to invite to dinner!
I was really quite flatteredo How about these five diplomats* Machiavslllp Napoleon,,

Henry II, Alexander Hamilton „ and Churchill? Probably 9 the five people I am most
anxious to meet are Beethoven, Newton* Shakespeare® Merlin, and Sins* I ,

Hope you enjoyed KaneKon o These better be some sand in this 1st.

What little surprise (s) have you got in store for us for issue 100 e hmm?

((Nothing much* really* Just that I'm folding the ssineo

Hope your sand got there safe and sound 0

I'll inform my readers what I hear later this month (September) about who is the
BNCo The rumors are rampant as I type this, but I've heard nothing definite 0 I
absolutely agree with you that Kathy did a good job — my complaint was not with any
alleged lack of competence 0

The Highfleld Affair should leave a bad taste in all of our mouths 0 I know it
did in mine 0

Yes, I think I creamed you in the (Ming debate « reallyo While you were busy
just thinking up the most convenient derogatory adjective and blindly pasting it onto
my houserules, I was busying shoving that there are some people who like my strict
GHing style, amd that alone Is good enough reason for me to GM the way I do — I
don't have to please the majority nor conform to the standards you find most comfortable*
You were never able to refute that point (because it cannot be refuted) , so I won*
Gloat, gloat.

«

I don't understand why you think that it can be declared that homosexual relations
are not normal a I don*t really accept your premise that our sexual organs are "there
for" the purpose of reproduction f which you call obvious*, I am inclined to believe
that whatever a person finds best for him or herself is "normal" for that person,
within certain broad constraints such as not wanting to go around killing people for
the purpose of sexual fulfillment* To a gay, heterosexual intercourse would be just

as abnormal as would homosexual intercourse to you or me. The fact that gays can't

reproduce doesn't prove your pointo However, I will admit that my "Dark Ages" remark

exaggerated the case a bit ~~ as your letter illustrates.))

From Ed Wrobel (8/30/8**) $

Bruce

~

Your attempt to portray BUI Highfield as a raving homicidal lunatic who could only

be stopped by the destruction of ; his career would be amusing were it not so pathetic

and the zeal-life consequences so sad. To compare him to the ''McDonalds Murderer,* as

you have done, is a vile Injustice » Highfield may have been an intemperate fool but
he did not kill anyone. Nor did he intend to carry out any of these threats and you are

well aware of it. ((Whew! That*s quite a trick, Ed! You've managed to read both my
mind and Bill*s in one sentence* Please share with the rest of us your secrett how

do you know what Bill intended and what I was "well aware" of?))

One day I fully expect my son, Eric, to throw a temper tantrum (perhaps after being

advised again that it is his bedtime — or being denied a second ice cream cone) and

say something like "I hate you!" or "I wish you weie dead!" But I won*t call out the



national guard or the police or the navy a Children say things they don * t mean and
Highfield is still a child, although chronilogically he 1b just beyond adolescence*

You axe intelligent enough to realise these things, Bruce « You were a teacher for
several years and worked (and played) with children every day* I wonder if the^ was
some other reason for your drastic action.

Taking your explanation at face valcse, let's assume that you really believed
Highfield to to a lunatic capable of murder, What would then fee the best way to preserve
your life? The best method would be to have as little a£ necasa&ry to do Kith himo
It would he safest to ignore his threats and avoid antagonizing him further* After all*
you ware dealing with an unpredictable, violent hata~mongerer 5 right? Instead* $ou
threatened him and then proceeded to carry out your threat to cripple —~ or possibly
destroy — his naval career. As the letter to Sesler (and every issue of Tm Modern
Patoiot) showed s Highfield valued his career above all else** Noil what do you suppose
happens when you drive a violent lunatic to desperation? Probably violence* You took
the action most likely to induce Highfield to carry out his threats (assuming, of course 9

that he is as you portray him)* Sitter you did not believe Highfield would actually
ham you, even after you destroyed *rhat was dearest to him y or you are e.ju^mely stupid*

((The last sentence of your letter is blocked off above » because I want tha hobby
to note this ualque phenomenon* Yes, world, Ed Wrobel is indeed capable of saying
something nice about me 8 3J*noi that stupidi 0h 9 » *

Seriously, I s d like to know how you knew what was going through ay mind, How do

you know that I didn ? t figure that having his camm&nctor sit him dow& and talk to him
would put a stop to the death threats? You didn't ask outright, but I "11 answer the

question of how far I thought Bill might really gos I don't kaow* It was this very
uncertainty that permitted me to write to him first* that pexmltted no to go only to

his CO and not have him arrested and thrown in jail*

Your comparison of Billys threats to a child 5 s tantrum is laughable, I perceive a
slight difference twixt the two* On a couple of occasions I've heard kids in the school
say

;> *'I*11 kill him" or whatever. On one occasion, I took a gun and a knife away from
a kid, and then sent for the principal* (The kid was suspended for a we&Iu) None of
these situations is anywhere close to the equivalent of ongoing 9 rewater death threats
sent through the mail*

You conclude , then, that my assessment of Bill Highfield is wrong despite the fact
that I know him personally very well, and you've never so much as spoken with hi** Why
don ' t we get the opinion of another party , someone who knows Bill perhaps as well a© I

do? Someone who has lived near Bill* met him face to face many times, and spent a week
on vacation with him? Mike Barno fits that description*))

From Kike Barno (?/Z?/8kf excerpt)

i

oo*Wss Bruce irrational, or in the wrong? While I wouldn't have handled everything
as he did* I feel he acted reasonably under tha circumstances* I cannot see ruining a

man's earner over a grudge , if this wore his only motive in writing Bill c h commander.

But Highfield was and is both irrational and dangerous, Ke repeatedly committed offenses

worthy of expulsion and besmirched the Navy's good name* He is certainly not a person I

want defending siy country 0 Bruce committed a reasonable act that i© the right (and,,

arguably « the responsibility) of any private citizen*

((Agree

d

P although the "responsibility" end of it isn't the reason I acted as 1

dido Does the Havy (which is in the business of training people to kill) have the

right to know the attitudes of its members toward killing people other tha.- the "enemy"?

Does a private citizen who has unfavorable knowledge and proof of those attitudes in a

member of the Navy therefore have an obligation to report this t> the Navy? As Mike

sayso o c arguably « )

)
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Where Do All Those G^tojigjas Come From, An^ga^ ^
or

Open Up in the Name of the Hcusaruie Inspected:

'by Hod VbUt^t

The postal Diplomacy hohty being >foai it ls ? Gsd does not descend from en b

Kith or without & "covenant" in h&nd e to anoint a Custodian* CustodJ^nship^
because thore is a job which needs doing and which is of us© to a large or at lsaa'o

wall-defined segment of the hobty. The job then gets passed frcs hand to hand ar*

successive "door" decides he/she no longer wishes to accomplish that taak^ The

successive job-doers are called "Custodians"* This implies that he/ehs is doing

job for the hobby 0 © benefit (rather than his/hers) and that the hobby actually owns

the job and she/he acts m a caretaker rather than an owner*
The oldest Custodianship is also the most typical* John Eoardman si&ply yant*3d

to keep track of all postal games (there vyare about a half-do&en at the time
; (ftc

even fewer) so he devisad first a adhering system arid 3.ater a method for report.^
rasults -when the game was over* The supply center chart m use today was iiv^ v,co:i:

People liked his gaao reports so much that by the ti&e he got tired of dci'v; the ••••rk*

it was simply not poasible to let the reporting job lapse, so he got CharX^a WeXl^ to

do it,, and Charles turned it over to John Koning^ and so on and on dotm to lOathy

Byrne c This buaineS3 of naalng a successor soakes the next person's doing a j;b

"legitimate^ * « * end it generally keeps the job itself out of the bands of com! it

-

and boards and other organizations which turn, political the minute you take* your
eyes off ±h&m P

Of course this way of doing things does raise two real problems* What if 11

current job- doex is doing a lousy job? Or what if she/he suddenly di^&pooara ^it \r:

naming a'legiti&aidP successor? The truly famish answer to those questions w 3

be 8 you just got somebody else to start 3oing~^ifoe job instead* no big de;J. ; *>"V;

unfannish answer of course is to muck it all up with the aforementioned cofcuittefc*

and such, and/or hlgh-falutin 9 documents in all sorts of legalesa (witness all 1av

"covenant** crap not too long ago whan all we really needed was a new Millar K jra>e;<

Custodian) * There is also the question (which has not yet arisen in a practical
sense)** * what do you do with a Custodian who turns blatantly political and basins o

abuse his/her position? Actually* back in I976
fi

it was charged (with considers.M/a
justice* I should add) that Robert Sacks was using his position as MKC to rrlvte^j i to

run the entire variant subhobby* There was a hobby-wide referendum on whether
should be replaced* a truly fannlsh reaction* It had overwhelming support of variant
GHs and designers, but failed by one vote dm to "no* votes by regular GMs mo dV
really know what was going on* And a hobby-wide refersndw would be the way J wo*\ld

recommend handling auy problem which c&n* i be solved by some one person sii .pl/

stepping up and starting to do a job*

Other people P Including myself* have from time to time proposed organisational
solutions to these problems* Long and sad experience has, however* conviar;ed me >t

if you see an organisation aa&e attached to something, run as far and as £mt zmskj

from it as you can» Many organisations start out very nicely* but sooner tor lat^-.

they turn nasty. They get political. They try to run &nd/or strangle things* a y

seek to perpetuate themselves s not so they can h&lp the hobbye but ^ a ai.

in Itself, I kid you nets if you see something with an organisational nas»e (such as
"NADP" or "IDA' ; or "K1CGB^)» avoid it. If it tries to muscle in on a Custodianship,
stomp on it*

(Side note s I say this as ths founder of the now-defunct HHA2F"
;
. whieo Z

was a good idea at the time* It wasn't. 1 say this even though I think we ahsoV^l;:*
need the DipOon Society or some sudb thing c The DCS is* of course f not
organization but an annual meeting of fans which selects the site of the? aan a J.

DlpGon and appoints a mall committee to organise the cos. and coordinate with tba hos? • r



V
You need something like tfaatg we just need to watchdog it like the dickens to keep it
from turning political* I say this as a staunch supporter of Mike Mills 9 "HXT*. The
HX) is more a satire than an organisation* although in its fimdraiains role (the BX)M
Auction) , lt 3B a great practical success* So long as Kike retains total control o£ the

"H30% the satire will rule and we can hope for no politics* Bui there axa already
danger signs that some people are beginning to take the EDO seriovuiLy*..thafc is*

politicallyo One person seams to have proposed a rearrangement of Its "region**" «o«

presumably to have them make more sense* How awful! A fannish proposal would be to
have them make leas sense* «• put Florida &xi& Alaska in the same region* cut Delaware
doras the middle lengthwise , and so on* The minute people try to mil® the EX)
mate more senae ? tfaat*s when the hobby powermongers will move* I hope for better® but
nothing is forever*)

Custodianships often still begin by someone doing something* and people like it*

and it hae some unique qualities* and eventually it gets a nastSc Although Bruce
demurs, that '£ what the Hobby Reprint Service (as I call it) ia» insofar as Diplomacy
.Digest Is primarily a compendious and analytical ongoing hobby history* Certainly
nobody else is doing' much to preserve the hobby* s collect memory of itself

«

3rue^ now* proposes that we have somebody go over the HousaruLes to pick out
* 5 silly" HHs* Certainly there is nothing to ©top him from starting to collect HRs
from QSHs and £3 lag over them* Perhaps the objective ou^vt to be & however*, getting the

m io change a ^stllytf rule rather than getting the BSC to declare games using that
HH as "irregular" (although that is a step which could be taken in exjareals)* Better
to correct Hum punish* no?

Well, what constitutes a ,5silly rule* 5 ? Bruce 8s example ((of allowing English amies
in Axmenia io move directly to Munich)) is silly* yes. Why is it silly? Because it
is totally contrary to the RuLebook* A game using that rule is not merely 'irregular'* *

it is a variant. Buddy Tretick used to have a KR (and may? as "Bemie Oaklyn" * have
had the same) whereby a fleet and an army in adjacent coastal provinces could exchange
placeso A gaue with that sort of rule is a variant also* although none of his games
was ever so declared^ even when I was M€U Mistake on my part* A significant
departure fron the Elites has got to be a variant*

But o tiier HRs may be merely silly in the sens© that they deeply distort the play
of the game in some way. A recent new sine had a KB which required that a player
could not change his orders once submitted* Aside from unduly limiting ih# players *

the HE$ if enforced, would lead players waiting until the last possible moment and
therefore -often missing the deadline* To call the HR "silly* would probably get the

(31
a s back up* but simply to call his attention to the practical negative consequences

of the HK should be enough to get him to change it (which* in this case* is exactly
what happened) * There are probably other HRs of this scrt5 but you don't always see

a QM*a HRs unless you play in one of his games*
On the other hand there are HRs which, while admittedly off-beat ~- not in line

with majority practice ~ are in no way silly* Bruce has taken exception to one of
my HRs which (he's not said this) might come under his "silly" label* ({The rule
question is Rod* a allowance of non-unan^ous concession proposals to passo I den 3

think it°s silly I just disagree with it*)) Pa probably the only GK in the hoU>
with a rule like that, but I also have used that HR, in one form or another & for 13

years and this is the first time (no, the seconds Mark Berch doesn't like it either)
that anyone has expressed any objection to it« The example Bruce used to question the

HR is* in any events about as silly as the "Armenia-to-Munich" rule* The point I am
making here is that the reviewer of HRs must be able to distinguish cle^rl^ between a
preconceived prejudice ("all concession votes have to be unanimous" )~and a "genuine

perception of the negative impact of a particular (and peculiar) KR on the game

,

Within those limitations,, something like that Bruce suggested with him doirag it««*

could be very useful* If QMe will cooperate in giving/lending/selling hiss copies of
their ERs (those (34s* that is* that have HRs s since some benighted souls have***
effectively > * » none) „ This could be a stating player-advocate service and I 0 for one,,

would like to see it tried cute If» in certain well-defined cases 9 the MO would
accept a recommendation that all games under a given HR were irregular* or even
variants^ the position would have some teeth if and wnsn it needed them. And perhaps
another Custodianship would then be born..
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((Six free issues of sub credit* Rod* Your article® always reveal a lot ihovi

the history of the Diplomacy hobby* Me like xm*

I°ve already aaid it a couple of times, but I wasn't quite serious about urn idoa

of a Hobby Hoiaserule Inspector. I will say* though* that if anyone is gc iitg to take

such a suggestion seriously* then you*re the man to do it ;; Bod* In fact., X have
inspected and commented on the houserulea of perhaps a dozen GMb In my u&y* tm :>t

recent belnf? Mark Luedi* Vm always glad tc help out a new Ql (or a Qi who has
suddenly had a :revelation and sees the naed for comprehensive housarulos) 5a this way*,

Regarding Custodianships in general* I thought ymir description was very wall
done 0 and I hop-* the hobby continues to work on this basis* Vm goins to oe around
for a long time (YD 8 a fold notwithstanding) and will always work against thorn wV»
promote Bup^xO^^yuS hobby organisation* I fm glad tho EDO is satirical in Mature*.- Nov
if only they -da top raising money for "hobby services" „ everything would Y* Jaat
hunky-dory* No/ I*m only kidding ~ my attitude ian/i that hard-line « Bui I*d r^-Xl
prater it if the HX) was strictly satirical in nature?

^

Houserules cannot be judged as "silly" just because they are contrary to the

Ruiebooko Eased on that criterion? all postal, games are silly, wince none of them us*
ljH*inute deadlines* Also P most GK& ignore the BIAS provision in the Ruie^oTc-. In

my opinion v a M siily ,? houeerule is one which does something k> violate the spirit of
the game as it is supposed to "be played* Obviously^ any judgement of a houaasraLe as
"silly" under this definition world to purely subjective in mature*}) .

From Fol Si Pie #33, by Randolph Smyth
Negotiations? v!ho

" a ¥ho

Of
Bo you write everyone in U-c? s&ss© wajl*

_

* course* a Gemany-to-BnglaiicV letter requires
a different outlook from a Geraany-te •» France

_

one i but as Germany* are all your letters- to

English players tho same? To m iuiimifce >he

f

. . *s-*?'jjv ^ . influence of "the military situation consider
LVSN Yyf l / ^ \ toe ideal case prior to Spring ^901^ • -ver

I bU\ v }j^^\v
>

D \ ^ first ^e^8^ of letters has perm tied a

L / Y-> fr tentative appraisal of your fellow ple-ert

f V t p\ lY v^^&^yT^ \ The average game may wall contain a good
'

" mix of outlooks i you* 11 proba'i&y be a'xU to

recall the sewn characters at ieft from your
own games© To approach a reticent monkey
with the same arguments as a hvagry IS op
Bay not wise^

Equally Smj^rtant is judging yaura^lf
in relation fco your opponents^ .Ara ycu a
novice? — brace youreelf to be QzuMiizd

underfoot by more experienced players 9 but
the most effective way to minkiiz^ this
danger is to demonstrate some competence
and reliabilityo Similarly ? dc you harm a
reputation as a "lion** (worss

5 a lyin" liar^oo
ohhh, groanrm ee «)? Consider bringing a lex

profile into the gamec In generals players at the "extremes of competence ? (or xu ^.r ,

those with that reputation) are the first to disappear

((Kiis article may be shorty but I won c t monkey around with it* The bear fac k
j$

are all there & ))



Bum Qua Cats BTOgE
<?1

by Ed Jedry

I was talking to several fellow employees the other day during a work "breaks and
W3 discussed soiae of the weapons of conventional warfare* tfitl a few youthful
exceptions, most of these men ware r&fmxaxi& of the Vietnam War with several "old-timers"
from Korea« Suffice it to say* these people have eye-witnessed these tools in battle
action!

It mems that despite the different campaigns which these vets fought,, they all
shared a fear of being BURNED in combat — napalm* flamethrowers, etc. After all,
most war wounds can be sewn or patched up In some makeshift manner; however 3 burns are
a had business** . and I was amazed at how little my friends knew about bums in sp1 ^
of their experiences!

Burn severity is classified by i) SIZfi of the injury, and 2) DEPTH of the in jury

.

The SIS3B of a burn is expressed via the "rule of nines" as a percent of total body
area* The following table is used to show these values 2

ESTIMATION OP BURN SIZE
By "Rule of Nines"

Head.....*..*. %
Arms ...... *....»,*••..% + 5%
Legsa .... ........ i£^ + \%
Torso* .............. *.«•»,•».* *36#
Perineum (groin) * .*...«•.••*« 1%

Total. ..»••• ........ ........ 100$

In the old days, bum D3PTH was classified by First Degree % Second Degree 3 ai:d

Third Degree* A first degree bum was defined as a mild bum showing redness s a
second degree bum as a moderate burn showing blisters \ and a third degree bum
showing black cr^st and bleeding

«

However, these classifications have been replaced by defining bums as being
i) Partial Thickness, and 2) Full Thickness* A Partial Thickness bum is a burn
where only part of the skin has been damaged. If such burns are properly cared for*
they will heal on their own accord with little or no scarring*

A Full Bxickness burn, on the other hand, is a very severe bum* The entire -

skin is destroyed with the underlylog fat, muscle f bones and even organs being exposed
to the air! These bums do not heal unless properly cared for. Full Thickness bums
always require skin grafting.

The following chart relates the old classification system with the modern
terminology!

OLD BUM-DEPTH T~ MODERN BUli-IEFffl
CLASSIFICATION TERMINOSkOGY

First degree ! Partial Thickness

Second degree I Partial Thickness

Ihlrd degree j Full Thickness

The most common type of burns that we all experience are those due to exposure of
virgin skin to the sun*a rays in early summer, llie redness is called erythema, and
this condition is caused by capillary blood congestion due to dilation of the blood
vessels of the skin* This redness subsides after a few days when the skin peels*

Blisters result when the burn damages the blood vessels of the skin. Plasma-rich
blood fluid separates the upper protective layer of skin called EPIB&HM18 from the

lower supportive layer of skin called the 'DEMIS *
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Finally, aevere a-id extensive burns affect the WHOLE "body and not. juau

damaged area of &klc« These corjplicationa ax© infection* pulmonary ederaa, ^hoelu
end stress ulcers of the detract*

Infections are the most common serious complication of Intra victims* the
environment of burned skin is ideal for the growth of bacteria*

Pulmonary edema is a condition where plasma~rich blood fluid enters tha iung?>

a result of emoioi inhalation* The mechanism of this condition la poorly understood-
Pulmonary edema 'ragine "between one to three days post trauma* and it usually lae?.**

about 48 hours* The risk of pneumonia is extremely high during thia ti&e«

Shock is the result of severe reduction in "blood volume* Kidney failure is t\m

most serious complication of shock, killing about 20% of serious bum victtoft*

Stress ulcerr> axe ACUTE MULTIPLE ULCERS of the stomach and the Intestine* 'This

results in perforation of the GI tract, hemorrhage » and death in % of the hum victims
For sake of clarification f there are AGUES illnesses * and there are cn ::0MC iXrj^ssesa

A chronic illness Is a condition of long duration showing little or no cbzA?®» while
m acute illness has severe symptoms md a rapid onset* A CEEONIC MULTIPLE UT-O^i'

is a longstanding ulcer that the patients "body is able to continually hivCu A,.

ACtftE KUl'flRjE ULCER has symptoms which occur immediately*, and the "body has no r.i^:

to repair the damage* Basically* an acute stress ulcer "digests the digest iw o^^s*'"?

In conclusion survival for bum patients depends on the si&e and depth ox' th?

wound as well as the victim *s age,, She young and elderly have a poor pro^ooaie vlvan

compared to other age groups because bums affect the whole body and not jus!; th:»

area damaged* The main cams of death in burn victims in order of deexvasinft
frequency are 1) infection^ 2) pneumoniae nd 3) kidney failure r

((Dootitis who received fourth annlsh may remember that the author is a
biologists ihanks, Ed. and five free issues of sub credit,, for an Informative ease;;

c& what must csx ainly te regarded as m off-beat topic for a dipslne*))

Mark Berch has been the most prolific contributor to the Gossip Column* and has
written saany articles for Joig& of Boom, He has had me as a guest in his home t>?iC3 c

and has been a solid friend* for the entire time I've been publishingo 1HA#XS« * # to

Doomie Mark Bereh.

Chardo Edi&on holds the record for most photographs sent to BRUX, and would h*jm
won the subscription war were it not for Bater Anaoff* Most importantly *x? all* though^
he has helped to keep Ty Karens Terrible Face under control* 2RiU>XS*»«to Roomie
Chardo Edison*

Bob Howerton has flattered the ol* BRUXer time and time again by printing cartoons
about the VD Houserules in his sine* Like BEUS, he is very interested In the Scouting
movement* He recently took a one-center position in QtkSAR up to four — .&nd then
got wiped out entirely* THANKS., * » to Doomie Bob Howerton R

Mark Paul is the beet cartoonist in the hobby, bar none, and he plied his tra& fo*

years in the pages of VD* His spoofs on games were loved by Doomiea eve^^here and
provided a great deal of comic relief* THANKS* «* to Doomie Mark Paul*

John MacFarlane has been a loyal YD player and writer for yeaxae His one-cen ter

survival as Germany in the PEGASUS game was perhaps the most amazing "die -hard" feat
in the sine 3 s history* He is a fine friend* THANKS*. »tu Doomie John KacFarlatwt^

Ben Schilling has been around since the beginnings and has been a companion vx
several cons e He has contributed to VD f s letter column several times over the past
five years ? and submitted a report on Origins y 8fy to these pagea* THANKS.?* » to

Doomie Ben Schlllingo



by Randolph Smyth

Do the articles on good play which are a regular feature of many sines Stilly
'improve the general atan?3ard of play for the average Dippy fxesk? It may instead
axguad that the prevalent discussion of "How to Win" may actually be a negative
experiences particularly for beglimsrse A disclaimer may "be made (and noted by the

reader) that the strategies outlined ara only possibilities, dependent for suc^e&s on
the overall diplomatic situation*, However^ the "basic philosophy of angling for methods
of winning outright, beginning with Spring 1901 or before , may contribute to the
ovaragreasive attitude that many of us have noted as a common characteristic of most
novicea 8 They are told* "Read a few articles 3 they have good advice on how the game
should be pl&yedo" They are cautioned to take the general advice with a grain of
salt depending on the reputation of the authors but rarely is the seed of agression
nipped in the bud.

Of course & the Rulebook itself says a "Object of the Games To control eighteen
centers," etc ?et 5 perhaps this statement alone is enough to provide the necessary
competitive spirit* Is it realistic even to think about 18 before a minimum of , say*
10 have baen acquired? Two staunch allies beginning a gam© may expect to take 9™i0
centers between thorn ae a basic share of the total* and have more potential for
attacks on friendless neighbours* Even here, discussion of a two-way draw is perhaps
ptvamatuxe in 1901 * unless the players consider themselves sufficiently superior to

thalr opponents in experience and ability. There may* then* be a need for lowexvkey
articles, emphasising the merits of doing the best one can from season to season within
the existing system Ifcis doem°t mem losing sight of long-term goals, but to look
at every position Kith an eye to an eventual win is being optimistic*

Those with plenty of experience may not derive much benefit from articles not
suited to their personal - styles if they adapt themselves to the author's opinions*
they may be led astray, however *'right1' the author is< Consider the cae# of stanabys 0

The wariness felt by long-term allies* and the new hope of established enemies as one
enters the game is not entirely due to the unfamiliarity of the standby with his new
position/ or a difference in ability

fi
or a new bias due to interpersonal conflicts

(although all these may be major factors In given situations) 0 The new player will
often tafes his country off in a direction different from that envisaged by the
departed one* There will not always be general agreement on whether the change is
for ,?better" or "worse*' as far as the country* a outlook is concerned. Assuming the

players are of equal ability (an impossibility?) % it can only be described as
?
*different". One course will probably meet with more success* but this depends only
on the unpredictable details of the future moves of the other players 0 and no criticism
of either course can be levelled in advance*

To blindly follow the general
1

advice given In another player* s articles is a poor
policy, even with the diplomatic climate favourable p if the resulting position doesnH
feel "right" for you* The closest parallel that comes to mind is the case of a
chessplayer following a "book" opening which involves hair-raising t&ctic&l exchanges
in tee middle game. Unfortunately P the poor guy is far better at maneuvering
patiently and making positional calculations from locked structures* Ha obtains a

perfectly sound* if unclear P position after 1$ moves* leaves the "book" * and loses in

five moves becasue he doean 9 1 really feel comfortable proceeding on his own.

If you like Diplomacy* you'll probably affirm that each game has a character all

its own (otherwise* why play more than one? ever?). Som situations call for more

aggressive attitudes than others if the potential is to be fully exploited. We all

know the difference between "fast" and "slow" games? a functional difference is that

'"fast* 5 ones usually require separate winter seasons due to rapid shifts in the balance

of power* Aggressive players uaually excel tere — not aggressive in the sense of
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being obnoxious and uoxealisbic in the specific dam&nos made on their f '

- ., ,

but of appxoachdng the petition with the spirit of tha buccaneer ratht,r v ,

•

Pope, Of coivc^ie ti^s Pops will do better in cthex situations*
Hlven the bssst tacfclcal/&tratagic/diploaatic articles* then, or oniy a ..-:-Vi

rhotr to** guides? one© you've decided on your own that the goal outlined, .v . .

v
•• f:-r

yoxu tfhat facers should enter into the proii&inary all-important chcic*- .,rr, iba

most stucceasful players set out tte methods which they have found to 11 frr;

them? (Axe they wiping to?) Do ihay know ths&selves what influences? lu; ?: vV^, ..*.otts

in this sphere* ox"is it ju#t a vague "feeling" ? (Or, aaa I ail wet?)
It is this capability of approaching the individual game in its om t*:.> vi<at* may

make the "giants" of the hobby what thsy are* ?.*ha tber they realize it •:>.* ,<cU An

inilaxibie player may score several spectacular successes with his *<aetlu '[ ,,'oU/,';.;-

convincing him of its validity and making bin uoxs inflexible than over - ;<u v boxl. '•.

elsewhere for no apparent reason* Better players adjust their thinking ~x v^s &o^e
subtle than staple consideration of the nature of their opponent^ the r l v.-.rr.th o:'

their .present position* and other "surface" qualities* Perhaps the major ;,. Wan
of "philosophical flexibility* 1 is that articles tfith a wider range of via^.Toiuin
(more total articles/ideas) can be used to good effect by a player who car- atla^i to

the thinking of the writer*, leaving hia with the maxi&un possible benefI > in a/;.r

position* As outlined above , however* woe to the lees fl^xihle player w:v.»

ilss saste approach?
Many ({.wat'lons, exgx&Bma and implied^ few answers* To analyse the thsorJ .ab-

used by better players than onosalf is $cobab(Ly impossible » Due person A * iivr^^tar.
to oo&p&te the vary thought processes of different players* Om bit of solii aa fico3

if you 9 re not succeeding with a given philosophy » change it if you can. If you &r®
doing roll, stick with your approach (or* change it to see how flexible y*?u &lv, - -

b? preparcel for the poseit&e consequences! ) » And* lUra all articles* don't Wife \h 1

aruj as godpel — in common with moBtf this author is. alas, all too fcllklle.,

((I have n±x&<i feelings about the validity of tte joints raised above On Ua*

or*e handg soma articles address situations Imp^b&his that,, althoisgh ih^f icaiw

entertaining reading* they axe hardly of any practical value to a player looking to.c

advice » I'm thinking soi; especially of Randolph* a "Kafeed Diplomacy11 art! do %xmmm^.
in this issus ? pro^ibly because I just finished typing lt«

On the other handp an article desoribi&g a good opening for a country can hav-

an immediate be&aflcial effect in helping a novice get started ~ it u&gtit give a
sense of direction in his first g&saa* Consider "M'God, Tactics J V\ which coital
soiaa excellent advice for soseone getting started.

My own play has been most greatly influenced by Randolph* s ^Shelte^d Fohn r

article, which appeared in YD #16 and Supernova e I used the advice ttera^ v^U •

playing in Swedish Homdabout 0 and tried to avoid obtaining a common frontiex ^11;

John Kador^s Turkey for as long as possible* (The situation was not guiU^ tml -1^-i»-.:-rrbed

in the article # but close enough* ) I don't think I would have thought to play tXmt m\y
had I not read the article*

By and large many of SandolpVs articles see$ to assise that the player is ia h

very good position already (heseeas to adfcess questions such aa bjem to 're&i iono

you've stabbadi or how to put away a win* xatlaer than tte reverse) , but tbia pro')^i\.,y

is reflective* of his own successful career as a player • Articles by ©the?: Kk^>j

donH seem to be slanted in this way as much (but don't start thialdjxg that x'"a a

wimp dm to my rtLast Gasp" article either?

)

, and tharafore may he mo» val^Me to

a player who isnH In such a favorable position c As Bandolph notes, thoag-h, f^e-^rv: :

is always a great asset for any player* Abaorb the. advice in these ar^icj^ ?

go play your best game given that knowledge an£ given the game otrctmoux-:^3 ;
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by Randolph Smyth

I got some funny gllmpsss at TorontoCon where the tactical maneuvers of some

opponents seemed odd, but as a player myself I had other tilings on my mindo GMing
the recent GanOon* however, provided plenty of time to "become pulled at several
over- the board plays,,

These oddities are seen much less frequently in postal play — either because the

players take more time over their orders* or they get advice from experienced allies
in the course of written negotiations, or perhaps postal players are just more
competent on the average 0 In any case* novices could be saved a lot of trouble if a
few fundamental errors could be pointed out, I 5 m therefore going back to the basics —
and lest anyone at the cons recognize their own errors^ 1 9

aa not pointing th& fingers
I haven 9 1 mentioned things that 1 didn't see at least three separate times at the
two events*,

A Sev «Ukr ? A Uk3Er^p», The units are tripping over their own fee U If you Fat :,

to go to Bum from Sev f go with supports A Sev~Rum, A Ukr S A Sev-Rum P It's hard to
conceive of a diplomatic situation where inefficient strategies are preferable

s

since tactical efficiency is the key to success, such a predicament would lead me to

re-evaluate my diplomacy!
English F Iri-Eng, P Lon^Nth, A Ior-Lon s F Nwg 3 f Lon-Nth with Scandinavia secure

and facing a lone French F Eng 3 What can this offer England that F Lon Zng^ A Yoxv-Wal v

F Nwg-Hth, and either F Iri-Mid or F Iri S F Lon-Eng does not? (men F Nwg* HAT seems
preferable coupled with the other initial orders o ) The assurance of occupying Kth*
not critical in this case 9 is better served by P Lon S F Nwg-Nth» While It's often
necessary to close the back door? this should usually not be done at the expense of
efficiency at the front*

Turkish F Eal C A Arm-Hum f A Arm~Rum* A Ank~Arm % a variation on the first example c

If the final target is Sev P why risk the delay of a Russian F Sev-Axm? F Bal G A Ajnfc-rum

»

A Ank -Rum „ A Arm Sav keeps the pressure on«
German A Kie-J)en» F Hlg H vs 0 an English F Nth and Russian F $we* So you're sure

that England and Russia are both on your side? Fine? but why take the chance if
F Hlg is twiddling its thumbs anyhow? F lag S A Kie-Ben can hardly antagonise a true
ally; if one (or both) of your neighbours aren ? t f you may not live long to rue your
laxnesSo

English A Edi~Nwy p F Nwg C A Edi~Nwy 9 F Nth S A Edi-Nwy vs. Gentian F Den,
Russian F £ot and A Stp 0 Germany may say he's an ally, but these common Fall 1901
orders against a hostile Russia are still inexcusable 0 Always convoy with the fleet
that might be singly attacked, using the invulnerable i5 one to support
(F Nwg S A £di*-Nwy, F"N$h G A Edi~Nwy) B Otherwise, the German stab of F Dan-Nth
will cost you Nwy» the initiative, and probably the game.

Add a French F Eng to the above position , and get a threatening letter frm Germany
as wello You°re crasy to convoy in such a situation* but in similar situations your
priorities are reverse d« DonH convoy with a fleet that may well be dislodged* if
you won't support it with F Nwg S F Nth» then use the "good" fleet for the convoy
(F Nwg C A Edi-Nwy, F Nth S A Bdi-Nwyh Of course, if you're in a spot like this
by Summer 1901 „ it doasn* t much matter what you do e does it?

((Since there are a tealthy number of novices out there in the VD audience v I

figured that the above advice might be handy * TMs was not actually run as an "article*'

per se in F3F» but was just some filier/discussion

o

One comment on the above % A Sev-Ukr* A Ukr-Rum might be- desirable In the (not
unlikely) circumstance that ycu wanted Ukr left empty* maybe yon agreed to a

a bounce there with an ally* The other stuff is all pretty soundo In Randolph's

final scenario, England is in too much danger to go for Nwy at all s thougho.o))

Ifectical Oddities



Percat>-tiona Regarding our *' Hobby''

by John ¥:bVj^7

For the Last year or so I "to had the opportunity to lean 'back in my ch&Ar :iLd

observe what go** is on in the world of postal Diplomacy* I®ve done my ahar? of V'lU/vv
and Interjecting* but I*ve taksn time to give some thought to what 5 a happenl^ in our
little wcrld as wello Hwo are some conclusions, for the reader to take or lt;.?v-:- as

a/b? sees £vb ( ,

Usually n» use the abbreviated term "the hobby" to indicate and describe this an* 1 l

world » CkiM-®e press 9 orphan sexvi*eee 9 sublines* political letter-column debates alrut
foreign relatier- a ail fall under the aegis of "the hobby* * I donH perceive It 1 at

ways it 3©ema that there ara at least two divisions that should be mads * r.ad poss- 'tly

mor&o
Clearly gaming (that is* mailing Diplomacy moves and printing the res .ilts) is a

separate area in and of itself» There are a lot of hobbyists out there wh> have c

interest vhatso&ver in anything but playing games P They 8hun letter calimyis'and • i\n

Halted pcees3c We also have a great number of members who (for whatever xaatsri/o . lay

little or no Diplomacy f yet contribute by writing articles? letters for pColJ/saT&<.o.:

publish eutlvs sines* Of course* them distinctions axe very much hTxtT3d f.
h

a lot of people having one foot on each side of the line* What seems i-^rro^in^iy
txm is that these groups are polarising more and mora as time goes by0 Nowaday

have elite? games or reading material as a strong suit* not both* ,'• I the ~.utr&^
mn&a of the speetrua axe Cheej3gcafee (games only) and Bj^lomac^ Digest* f

ltie faeior;;-

best mi&ing x>th elements seen" to be press and jaay-of-tte-^ie^articiee e though the

former has fcergftaned recntly and the latter lias decllnado There seems to be a political
side to the hobby too* but it is by far the weakest leg of the tripod* At th.U-:

juncture it & logical for the reader to as& me why I'm na&ing this point* and what 1*j

the point iii the first place? Simple* The point is that our pasttlme hae di^Brsit:,r;d

to the point where it 9 © not exactly true to refer to many tilings in it a« f ^uy e

pillars of* disgr&oes to* or figures of P the Diplomacy hobby* While XjD rune
play- of- tha-gam^ articles* it ruas no games and is a major factor in the li^££a:c'/

Diplomacy hobby.-. Warehouse sines are factors only in the gating hobby* Zines Im

t

merely discuss issues relevant to hobby organisations are part of the peditio^
hobby* The DIPLOMACY BOBBY is no longer a monolith, and it°s time to weoiaAse" vi^

Be that as it may 0 many people persist in trying to organise the menagerie Into a

Hell-ordered *soo s complete with authority figures^ lesser animal a e service, mi
facilities for visitors (Novice Packets, though the metaphor is imperfect) „

rjvts /

organisation attempt in the history of the political Diplomacy hobby has on bov-K-itir.

It 3 s kind of like a South American country with a new government every fiftaei r;:ru^s,
In mimzv gove:mments» mayors still function and people aort of do what iwrj.f; \o

be done* There is usually no shortage of people to do these jobs? in fact, *±> e^at

ox the hobby runs more enoothly (lifce ri^ht now) when tha political arm Im'i ^t;:l«u:

up an IDA 9 MBi\ or some other fiasco e Why don*t m consciously decide thnt :^urh

oxganisationa simply donH work, and abandon ti^em in favor of letting m:foa* -rro varrLs

to relocate ga&es do so? The proof is the re* *

A lot of people in the literary arm of vhe hobby (with echoes evident in tl^ nther
two) u^Lnk tha v. controversy is soifie thing-* *re ahou3.d eliminate* especially voen i ?

deg^iteratea teto personal attacks > aspero,tions cast about other people*;* o ;^;'%ct^ > ;>r

lack the^ to,", and so forth* I grant that most of us (myzvlf included) really wo.^d
px^fer not to have scMaeone call us vile names and assert that our pr5^cipl^B .--re

similar to those of the weasels How^ver„ 1 submit that we cannot eradicat e i

and namecalling, and should not try toe Think; about it. How long can m ^:gm <^bn\xt

the merits of A Con-Bui? Hie literary hobby was bound to branch out^ and Ic 'c^md
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topics?, tactics* strategy^ politics, foreign affairs hu&or? ethics* fiction, accounts
of excursions, and occasionally entire issue© devoted to the birth, of a childe (1*11

get more specific about that last one in a minute*) As we discuss these issues* as
hau&us; some of us are going to get pissed offc That 0 © the way ve are 5 and it cannot*

he changed! why try? If people don't care for it 9 there are plenty of sines wi*h
excellent Gf4ing and no discussion for them to play in* If some of us continue to

argue/disscuss/etCo , it G s our business*
Pursuant to this plaintive cry

ff a lot of people worry about the image the literary
hobby presents to novices- First* to try to convince novices that the literary hobby
is anything but controversial is a lie« Ihe truth would be better served by sending
them a sample of a controversial sine and lotting them decide o Second*, Mark Eerch

,

Hod Walker* Kathy Byrne* Bruce Linsey^ and John Michalskl were once novices 0 It
doesn't seem to have turned them o£f 9 so they are among the test~kaown wxlters/piVLilshers
in the hobby* They thought for themselves and decided to join. So let 3 s just be

honest with novices and tell them that they're free to join the playing hobby, ibs

political hobby p the literary hobby* or any combination therecxe Don'J i screw them

up by trying to give them false impressions a

Another common wail is* "This is the hobby e not real life 2 " The logic of this
escapes m & Publishing materials are consumed5 postage and otter monies are spent e

people meet each other face -to-face » people get angry* and people are defamed on paper
tfhich is sent through the mall to many others* All of these people live, breathe e and
have their Uvea affected by various arms of the hobby*, Tolkien's Middle Earth is not
real life., Diplomacy is c A lawsuit threat* death threat© of vicious Insult affects
llvess and all of these things happen from time to time* People can really be sued or
jailed for themo You're telling me this isn J t zeal life?

Time to shift onto a topic particular to the literary hobby* It's common for
people who go on trips or attend gatherings to devote inordinate amounts of space to
them in their publications • Does this digust other people too? or am I just unique?
It's kind of like having to pay to watch home movies of Joe Peehoie 0 s trip to Casa da

Caca» Spain n or Fred Frassigowski*© weekend at &XX-GQN III in San Clemente 0 For people
who were there, it's a rehash of what they already know* or as Bob and Doug KacKensle
put its
DOUG s Bemeaber the time g like* when we went to the Provincial Park?
BOBs Uho»oyeah 3

DOUGs Ihen, there °s no need to talk about it, eh?
For those of us living in Flatdick f North Dakota or even Klickitat^ W&shlngto; ,

it c s worse, It 9 s frustrating because we werenH there* Do you understand now? It D &

like running circles around a person 5 a wheelchair or telling blind people how beautiful
the sunset is 0 Thanks a lot* buddy*, now I wish I was there s Of course 9 I can always
decline to receive sines that feature this crape To a large extent* I do* Also in
this category are Issues that deal exclusively with a newborn child* While I 9m sure
it's joyous for the parents g it 9 a boring to m$ and by the time I get the issue p it's
a little too late to decide not to get it c

Like any other grouping * our hobby has demigods in each wing* People everyone
worships and looks up to* A new idea can't get a fair shake in the hobby without at
least one big name behind it D Ndw it*d be inconsistent with what I said earlier to
try to eliminate or deny this 0 However » let, ? s not gang-rape anyone who refuses tc

worship at the shrine c If I don
r>

t think Garry Hamlin 9 s writing amounts to a Mil of
horseshit, I should be free to say ec 8 and only answerable if I happen to insult the

man in the process* For the record? I happen to like his writing as well as most
people e and that 3 s why I selected it as an example j disliking his writing would be a
minority vlewe So if someone comes out and says that all isine polls are a ludicrous
bunch of garbage c let tt s tear what he has to say with as much attention as we give to

one of the minor deities of Diplomacy (e*g« the Good Fairy y the Founding Father* the

Boardman Kumber Janitor and Proieetrlx of the Realm* or anyone whose zlm cosies out #1
in the NA Poll)* I think Terry Talliaan*s wrong most of the time f and he does me t%
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same courtesy P but I listen to him with as much, attentivsness as I heax out 3od uuXer
or Mark Berch. By and large r the literary hobby does not show this aort ot iapa};t;u;ait;v

If w get bored* tbough 5 we can always interpret the Hulebook* A lot of g* ne.ru-live

organs have been stepped on down through Diploiaaey history interpreting il>; and
spirit of the Rulebook* The idea is that whoever Ignoreth the Rulebook amj,l hava >

or her games declared irxeguLar» have his or fear toenails removed with a pi-^-a cul

sad be tarred and feathered* lMLe^s 9 of course* s/h# declares publicly that It s
H variant" » admitting to all that s/he has deviated from the RuLebook and is a caxl ^ iUd
rebels I think that if we're arguing about the rules of the game after twenty years
of placing it? then there is no set of universal rules, Instead of grmblin*: ar>
a guy who doesn't call for standbya for positions under ten centers , what If ve jt^i
don 't play there if we don f t like it? And if someone defcidas that fifteen pages of
houserules are a necessity* is it good to brand him or h$r a weirdo? If I wore ©sing
now Pd deliberately change some of the Rules that are worded clearly, and state m
in my hoiiserules m that no one would be getting into seme thing unknowingly, If I did
that* though e the ]$J might just declaim the games M irregular** « I think it's i% \o?>d

of crap for anyone to stand there and tell someone else that according to their
Imperial Will and the guidelines of the RuLebook (all hail!), what the (31 la doiiv Is

perverted, weirdy and is therefore Officially designated as such* Xt 5 s bad er-ough

tfhen a responsible person is EKJ e but when a vindictive hysteric gets in tLers it b

immeasurat&y worse 0 My solution here is that nobody's games should bs declare!
irregular unless the GK and players involved agree to it* rrailck was - locn
and a frauds but no one person had the right to Officially ban him. Now if tVre
happens to be a general consensus (which there was) maybe a good BNJ would a la ten a>

it and take xhe prevailing view into accouatc I guess I just don ? t like authority
figures &uch 5 eh?

If this article has to have an objective s I guess Its aim la to cut through some
of the crap in oiob hobby* all arms included* I feel that a lot of ideas arw ta'^n on
faith around here? and these axe the one© I don 8 t swallowo There 3 s a lot of "who
gives a shit" in it too, because I firmly believe that people give a shit about tilings

that aren't important* If you feel I'm in that category* let°s talk about it.

It* s kind of fun to be an iconoclast , and nice to have the freedom to ha om .

Xaybe thaVs wh&t 5 s wrong with cx&anissing the hobby©

((Eight fxee issms of sub credit to John for a bit of writing that tells it lifce

it is*

John 2 I think we can stop the references to the 2HJ nowit Bill Quinn tee taken

over the position* Part of the reason that Kathy had so much tswx&e in the position

was that she rattled people's cages* intentionally or not* and it caate back to bar.

I agree with you — mostly* anyway — -feat m should h3.de the ugly truths about

the hot*y from novices* Better that they bear It as it is before getting &tart#& nnd

then discovering some of the nastiness flying around* On the other hand it would as

folly to drive away someone who might become a reliable CM, toOo The botitm line

that I still think it^s a pity that there's so much ugliness* but there's no potet in

covering it up«

I don°t agree with you totally on your condemnation of con reviews, trip log.**

childbirth descriptions, and other *home movies". Soa©times I enjoy reading cm .review

just because they're interesting to read* not because they make ue wish 1*1 been

thsre* If someone prints too much of something you don- 1 like* then don't get his

sine 0 But in the Maritime remember that others do like lt$ or they wouldn't subbing

Incidentally* I do pretty much agree with yo^r division of the hobby into three

separate branches* but it is impossible to separate the/a because of the overlap you

describe* flayers misorder units* Players then write letters to sines explaining why

their orders should have been allowed* Bingo ~ a player-only Is suddenly a fix-
fledged somber of the "literary" hobby, and a fender to hoot* See what I mean?

Good article* though; you said a lot of things that needed to be said* )

)
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A Brief Look at Various Playing Styles

There are several philosophies of play in Diplomacy* Indeed, this Is one of the

most interesting facets of the hobby j the fact that each game is a unique blend of the

differing styles of the seven players. See how many of the categories bslow remind
you of a particular person you have encountered In postal or face- to face play*

First, there is the compulsive liar and stabbsr* He respects treaties and
alliances only when he must, and then very briefly. A "mad stabber85 lifts this will
irritate a few people and eventually acquire a bad reputation Games with a player
life© this are fun to watch, though, as the other players go into contortions te -ry

to handle the wild man* His only thought seems to be where-am~I^and -where-are--centers*

Not recommended as a winning strategy, it can nevertheless be fun to play this way
for a game or two, especially as Austria or Germany,

Then there is the other extreme — the player who will neither lie nor stab.

Such players are rare* The total absence of deceit is not a good policy in Diplomacy

,

and the player who always tells the truth will usually do poorly 0 Either he must sit
around and wait to be attacked, or he will have to let his opponent know what is
coming* And the others in the game will learn that he is thoroughly predictable and
act accordingly,

The two styles above are the extremes* There are several in-between ways of
playingo One of these is the game-long alliance player« When two folks like this
pair up, the game often becomes broing and inflexible * If the pair is not stopped
early, a two-way draw is a frequent result* Unbreakable alliances, then * lead to
good finishes more often than they lead to exciting games* A person who always plays
this way is to be pitied he is missing some of the fun of the game. Ke will 6

however, be likely to have a good record.
Much more lively is the "melee" game, in which the players form temporary alliances

but are not afraid to stir things up a bit. This is a style somewhat more moderate
that the "mad stabber*' described above t in fact, an alliance of this sort may turn
out to be game-long.. But in this type of play, a long-term alliance happens because
the players never reach a point where it is profitable to stab? NOT because the alliance
was molded in the beginning in cast iron and signed in blood* It is my belief that
this type of player is the most successful (all other factors, sisch as tactical
competence, being equal) AND that this tyle of play leads to the most exciting games,
in general o

Finally, there is the "who gives a damn*' player. This type of parson will try
weird, untested strategies just for the sake of doing something exciting and novel.
As Austria ho might go for Munich, Venice, and Sevastopol in 1901 . As Turkey , he
might (in a tournament game, yet!) open with A Gon-Ank. He is not necessarily a
stabberi that is not synonymous with wild play. He may even make long- term alliances,,

so long as his ally agrees to his unorthodox methods* Some day in the future, IM
like to play in a game where all seven players agreed beforehand to play this way.
Players of this sort axe not so likely to be worried about their ratings as much as
they are out to enjoy the game.

Well r I suppose I ought to say where I stand, but I can*t categorise myself* I

suppose that e s true of many players* My personal strategy varies from game to game;
I have played in games in which I stabbed no one, games in which I stabbed everyone,
games with a solid game-long ally, and other ways* Heck, now that I think of it ff

I
even open A Con Ank once (and in a tournament game, yet!). That* I feel, is how to
approach Diplomacy*, Try every style now and then* be unpredictable from game to games
From my descriptions above, it is obvious that I enjoy some styles more than others,
but the real way for me to enjoy the game is to try °em all fro© time to time*
Diplomacy at its finest occurs when one can never bs absolutely ^rteln of what i©
going to happen, either at the tactical or strategic level.



The Mad Cartoonist examines some new games..

by Mark Paul

Ambush! and its module Move Out! are
excellent solitaire diversions. They
are well thought-out and relatively
easy, but kind of expensive .

.

Despite its

black humor,
Nuclear

is a great
game. Get it!

With the release of Cold War, Victory
Games has established itself as the

most creative force in the hobby.

Hitlers War is a remake of a
Metagaming product of the same name.
It has the flavor of Third Reich with
much less complexity.

TURKEY HALL OF FAME

Despite the fact that it is
highly rated, I don't like
Up Front , nor its modules.

Ever wonder what happened to all those
leftover Leverage pieces? They are
using them for their new game,

High Hand

This is the same game found in Abbot's
rules on cards called Switch. It's not
bad, but it's not as good as the Games
review says it is.
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Randolph's specialty Is writing about the negotlational and psychological aspects

of postal. Diplomacy* But in Pol Si Fie #10

l

f he changed his tune jsst a bit, hrcto
down, and wrote. o«

M'God , Tactics!

i

by Randolph Smyth

To my recollection* I've never written an article on pure tactics before, for tiio

reasons* (1) the moves themselves are bo clearly allied to strategy and diplomacy that
my emphasis has always been on the reasons and results rather than the? mechanics^

(2) after about a year in the hobby , during which time I was fascinated by the tactical
end but paid no particular attention to it* all purely tactical developments in my
games simply ceased to surprise me* unless people were making obvious JMomders*
Since the "correct" possibilities were so easy to arrive at, I promptly forgot about
the earlier period whan I was still unsure about what was going an* However? since
a large percentage of my present readership has been in the hobby less than a year*
I'll take a shot at an article describing the tactical options in the opening.

Spring 1901 orders can generally be divided into high-, medium-, and low-profile
moveso Standard orders which can be accepted by all reasonable players as a legitimate
attempt to keep up with everyone else are low-profiles examples are P Loa~Kth,
A Mar-Spa, F Nap-Ion, A Con-Bui, A Ber-Kie

f F,StP(sc)~Bot f P Tri~Alb. Orders which
are common and perhaps necessary for basic Ceitinm* -.but which are likely to cause
standoffs or other conflict* and ©ay be £be opening gambits in a r^ar, are siediim

profile
j; e.g., A Par-Bur, F Edi-Nwg, P Kie-Den, F Sev-B^-rf Vie~Gal 9 A Ven-Tyo,

P Ank~Bla» High-profile openings are almost an iilv;ita^.oii io immediate battle j the

most extreme are well off the beaten track, snd arevoftaft taken as evidence of an
upcoming grudge fight by the other players o Examples are F Lcn-Eng, A Mar™ Pie,
A Mun-Sil, A Yen -Trig A Bud-Rum, A Mes-StP, A Smy-Arm*

Many players 9 including myself, try to stick with low-profile orders in 1901 *

with perhaps a couple of tentative mediums for variety, to show everyone that we're
not completely unimaglnltlve * If everyone did this, 1901 would be a rather boring
year s but for the average player « low-profile moves usually give tte beat end resuLto

The trouble with high-profile orders Is that most players seem to make rather poor
choice and use of them* Even in 1901, it's fairly safe to make one high move against
a neighbour you know you'll be fighting before long anyway. If you invest two units
in high moves against the same power? you'd better be pretty sure that all other
neighbours axe headed away from you. To make two high moves against separate
neighbours is like wearing a placard inscribed with "exuberant but incompetent
novice** . The French player whose Spring orders include F Bxe-Sng and A Mar-Pie won tf t

be around long even if Germany is his ally*
The more capable players easily recognise that an unprovoked two-front war on

powers of equal strength is not the way to win Diplomacy games* However, contradictory
middle-profile orders are an exteemely common sight in games with players of all
strengths. A Ven-Tyo, F Nap-Tyr is an extreme example which manages to make France

,

Austria, and perhaps Germany nervous while leaving units misplaced for a focused
attack on any one of them. A Muu-Bur* F Kle-Ben risks a standoffish attitude from
both France and Russia unless you've cleared it with them beforehand* A Vie-Tyo ?

A Bud-Gal again raises doubts about your intentions in the minds of three neighbours,
whatever you say in your letters*

When a game begins, my original set of orders is sent to the GM before any
negotiation is done * 90$ of the time these orders are modified later as pre- 1901

agreements are made, but the initial orders provide a look at some solid* low-profile
opening moves where the personalities of the other players is not r;

consideration*
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Frances A Par-Bur* A Mar S A Par-Bur 5 F Bxe*ftld» All orders nxmt succeed, &.

the possibility of taking thr*e neutral centers in the Fall* The occupation o\ hui

won-t make for au ecstatic German* but ha can lordly complins it 9 s a lot < °o

tapertarit to your security than it Is to his,

England* F L-on-^Ith, P Edi~Kwg» A Lvp-Yo;r e The fleets occupy 1he only reastaat
areas? Eng 1b a no-no unless tece is hostile

«

GexRaggs A ¥im-%vh f A Ber~Kie „ F Kle~Den» Russia may worry that the fleet is i^ad*cs

for Swo to deny hist a northern center* but with your amies moving vfeat* li-s not

that unreasonable to have that much levex&gs on him* Otherwise you have nc ch*T5c*> te

retaliate for an A War -SSI*
Russia? F 3tP(ac)«Bot, F Sev~Bla» A Mos-Ukx # A War««Gal, The last order Is i!> v&ly
one bordering on high-profile 9 but an Austrian move to Gal is m common that >^Vds is
not unreasonable in an initial set of orders,, The Russian ax*4ie*s ar& ths

j&eat variable unite going in Spring 1901 * with no great options but several gocl cn«y *?

aaciw
Austria? A Yie«Gal* A Bud~Sar» F Tfcl-Adb?* A Mt touchy unless you 0

x*e haarti frisudi.y
noises frost tha Italian, but these orders neutralise a Bus&lan attack ar& give tiv- l®%

jvsap on, the Balkan centerso ((I am very pu&zled by Randolph's suggestion of F Tri jidr

and strongly wonder whether he ©east to type ™Alb instead* )) Even if Italy ntabs a..d

steals a boa© center* you should get & build to hit him with next year*

2HlsgXs A Con-Bui, F Ank-Bla* A Say-Con* The standoff In Bla is cause for wonder
when it doesn't occur* and you* re even more justified in protecting this aroa thr,1

:

Russia is*

Italy i P Nap~Ion e A Ven~Ty^e A Rom-Yen* Austria may see the army sBove&sm *;» d-r

at hita, but if he's moving south then your northern influence may even help him out
if you aliy c The Ven/Tri border is a touchy one — if you haven't worked cut <x m^tm}
satisfactory arrangement (and changed your orders accordingly) before the Spring
deadline, it usually means war ~~ and the above method is as good a way as any t •

start*
VteH* if everyone went Kith those options (and in many games }.t

9 s pra-l-,ty vlose)
we*d have standoffs in Gal and Bla* relative q^uiat elsewtexea If no Kars starsed by
Falls, Russia would pick up 3we and Him (for 6 centers total)* Turkey would Con (*t)

Austria? Sax aud ace Italy* Tun )3ngiand* Hwy Gexmany* Den and Del (*)
r.

and Prance , Spa m& Bor (5)» Bel is a sore spot in tha west 0 with a standoff quite
likely if no oae is willing to support one neighbour against the other

^

These are the traditional divisions of spoils*
Suppose you ifant mor© than a prologue in 1901? Often more vigorous piny is forced

upon you by the enthusiasm of an ally or the hostile and uncooperative attitude ox a

neighbour d As mentioned above , it/s best to keep riigh-proflla orders to a minimis, sc.

IcVs look at some slight vareiations on tha basic themes*
Franca g Your basic orders are about as eiiti^Germsn as you can get in Spring 1901: If
It starts to look as though Germany is your beat bet as an ally 8 you can &1 Nr the
emphasis* If you 8re looking south, try A I4ar~3pa with the other orders alc^e * this
is actually more anti-Italian than if you leave Mar in place * This pexmite £ Spa-Por?
F Mid-Spa (sc) for the Fallg you can build F Mar and plunge into the MeditertaneaB
Hlth two fleets nsxt year* (A Mar-Pie is a bit rabid and goes nowhere as an aiiaeklrus
move, since Van Is normally inil.uenced by two Italian ar&ies,*) If Italy aBtieipJar
youx offensive and orders a Spring A Ven~?ie v A Btxc it? available te protect ^-x, "' t
the fleet build is important to you? a self-standoff la possible (A Bursar) A ^g^^i,
always assaaing that Germany didn 5 t try for Bur after all r

Headed north against England? A Par-Pic is a sho*f of go^d^ill towa^l
but no threat to England without the high profile F Bre-Engc Conveying the / to

Wal in the Pall nets you only ©no center* but if you 9 re sit^fc of your Ger&an .^1].^ he

can try for Bel arid possibly rise to six mlta e England of C")iirse is f \tx* shec ;nise^
Russia Is Ms ally — even tmn f, Germany way find it toi^g- .^olng^ but you h-dv^-

advantage in the local fight

,



England s I re commend A Lvp~Yor rather than A Lvp~Edi, since a French move of P Br©~Eng
can be aeutralissed by the army vhile leaving "both fleets free for centep~grabblag
and retaliation* If you 5 re saw of the French s though, the move to Edi gives more
flexibility s3r.ce either fleet can be used for a convoy* F Nth is usually the best
for convoy purposes anyway » though? that area is too important to &ove out of

•

Tt& only other option is high-profile g F Lon~Eng, F Edl-Nth s aimecTat attac>:iag

France* A Lvp usually goes -Wal in this case for an attempted convoy south g unless
you expect F Lon-Eng to be stood off. When convoying, Pic Is usually tha place to aim
&t» unless Germany Hill support you into Bel*
Gerganj* A lot of options here 0 If Russia is your mortal enemy? you of course oxcbx
F Kie-Ben-Swe, and send one or both armies east* However, I 8ve never seen Gemany
take War in 1901 if Russia has any inkling of your intentions 9 A Mos won B t
stray faro It 5 s wise. then, to send a maxi^ua of one army easts A Ber-Sil is beat,
A Mun-Ruh will aim for Hoi in the Falls you need builds if you 5 re to continue the
attack!

If France is the enemy* the old standby A Mua-Bur should keep the lid on his options,
but can easily be thwarted by the basic moves for France given above. If you have a
wax on your hands F though, A Mun has to stay at home anyhow* although A KuoHRuh,
A Ber-ftun may do better if you*vs given up hope of influencing Burn If the French
try anything else, though, A Mua-Bur stands him off or even invades successfully*
Usually this attack is coupled with F Kie-Hol, follwed by F Hoi-Bel to dany Bel to

ttoo French* A Ber ambles into Den in the Fall for two builds c

Suitable variations of the basic orders for an attack on England axe usually not
realized until the Fall* If France is an ally? one of you should take Bel with support
from the other* or if French units are to be tied up as described above, then A Kun-Ruh©
F Kia-Hol followed by F Hoi S A Rub- Bel 5 A Ruh-Bal is a good bet to gain three centers
in 1901.
Italy s Italian problems are ovar-emphasised s in the early stages this country has
more freedom and flexibility than any other. If France is the first target* A Ven-Pie
is indicated? probably backed up with F N&p-Tyr. There are several thoughts about
uhat to do with A Rom in this variation j no matter what the Austrian assurances* I

can 9t shake the idea that A Rom-Ven is probably best here* The army can ba kept oa
the west coast for convoying to Tun, however^ this gives the fleet a Spring 1902
option of F Tyr-Lyo*

An attack on Austria begins either with the basic movea e or with the cruder
(but sometimes more effective, if he doesn't suspect!) A Ven-Trl. If successful P

the latter move almost guarantees you a second 1901 bulldo Nor is it necessarily
directed against Austria! ~~ coupled with a Fall A Tri-Ser, it 3 s the best known case
of a Falm^&ttack, the Key Opening directed against Turkey*

Italian openings seem to have collected labels more readily than those of other
nations. Perhaps the most common Italian start these days is the Lepanto, again aimed
at Turkey — A Ven H, A Rom-Apu, F Nap-Ion* A Apu is convoyed -Tun in the Fall*, and
in Spring 1902 F Ion enters Turkish waters and gets the drop on tfaeau

Austrial Many of the Austrian variations on the basic orders seem to involve paranoid
unit-shuffling which is, however, some tiros justified* A Vie-Tri, A Bud-Gal is an
attempt to stave off both Russia and Italy but gives Turkey the option of moving on
Ser In the Fall. My immediate reaction to such antics is that the Austrian is in a
hole and trying to buy time* A Bid-Serf A Vie-Bud may te the prelude to a supported
attack on Rum in the Fall, though.

Austria does&H usually hit Italy immediately, since F TsriL-Ven has only a poor
chance of success and requires a backup amy to hold it in the Fell if auccessful *

A Vie-Tyo is not infrequent? in an attempt to stand off Italian or German units. If

Italy is to be attafckad seriously, F Tri-Adr with an army going to Tri is probably be* si,

but brace yourself for a maximum of one build in 1901.
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Qm amy may support the othsr into Gal* but this overkill Is hiph pr;;f ;X* #:id

Bussia has every right to "bo perturbed* If Russia is ibs enemy* A Bud-JUsa >,111 ; -it.

mora prejs&ure on in any case a but in any variation what© Ser ia left open, yov'rcs

depending heavily upon Turkish goodwill, Austria may not attack Bu&aia diw clly,
but prefer A Ser S TURKISH A Bul-Bisa in tha Fall, which Urits the Turkish aptex* to

ih& Black Sea csin^tXAne.?

Attacks c,n Turkey normally begin by picking up centers quietly in 1901 « Ihu b?^-\l.o

moves are followed by something such as A Ser S F Alb~Ger» ((0K ? than 0 my earlier
auppositiott ms comet. )) 1902 orders depend markedly on the position of allied u&iu
Turkey? A variation enjoying as much popularity as the basic orders above ia t!je

higfar-profile attack an Russia^ with A Smy-Axm« However* wileas Russia is baing
stabbed and you can mim Bla as mil? it rarely results in tkm 1902 capt?-?r* of 3ev

Tha pressure on Sev Hill often deny Hm to Russia f though,, particularly if MBtrk
cooperate s«

If tha Russian is exceptionally friendly you aaay get away with azrwigias the

cig^llitaxlsatdon of Bla and breaking out into the Mediterx&ne&a from tte mate, b-vl If
Suseia occupies BX& your outlook le poor*

M§£^S:\ °* yoXLC *Vjvar ^ito 9 your fleets have little scope in ISOlt the norther tar-

ih5Ta2 altfays 'be sitting in Sm after tee Pallc However* if the German or&srs F K?.o •?>

sEi you know him io be hostile* a Fall F BoWB&l can bear 'better fruit ir* 19CH ^

you're cot tailing Swe in any case if he 9 s competent* If you don 3 t get along mil wis-h

him from th» outset* a Spring A War-Sil is also suitable* especially if y:>u ow, arr*:^
a demilitarization of Sal with Austria.

A Hos~StP ia indicative of early friction with England over the parti :n of
Sean^'Llm*?^- however , ths army is almost always of ftose use ia tha south urjlos^ your
alliance with Austria is string* If fMs ia tba case * however* A War-Ukr Is pt. saltl**

in the Springs arid in ?all A St? can give StagLand tamedi&te problems with A ^fev,
or &ore positional!? A 5tP-~?in c With the other fleet ia Sm and a "build of F 3fc?(nc] .

England ia mslikaly to hold Buy through 1902c

However* it's almost pointless for A Koa~Sev unless there 0
** hop© of F 6--7

lt c © possible only if you 9 ve arranged demilitarisation of Blag tbsn F Sev can eit^ v

move -Bum or /stab by moving

I think that should cover all the common possibilities for Spring 1901 o.ov>«mx c

Other options exlat^ of course — a strong allianco is capable of some \mmvi\2 initial
ixiov^a* as is any player who puts mors ©tore "by ths interest a&d novelty of hie posSiicr
than in its payability* If interest is expressed, I 31 try to go beyond this .!»

catalog in the future to look at specific details and obscure caat*B» ^u/nicu/^-lj
keen to e>;plare the possibilities open to alliesg i B e* girsn that P/G (or
h'/l o F/Tf, T/a 0 '3tCo) fiave decided to get it together* what ax^ some of theix latt-vr

tactical options?
.Finally? I should issue a warning about overanaly^ikig your opponent' a o.rd&x&t

A nar-Spa ici a perfectly legitimate French order which an inexperienced &,? y*z st&y

regard as teing pro-Italian I As Italy 9 there is no need to truck out ai.i your
h&ta literature Ifa misguided France bmhles inte Spe ia Sprixig lyOJL 31m.Uari:f ar-.y

other oxdsx^s which axe not clearly high-profile are not cn'uea for iisii^dlat^ alam
(just woracy, • .

)

I really shouidn*i ignore tactics a Writing thia article has haen ateu^^-ily e^ayl

((And a good article it was* too* I wavered on priixti&g it* since RaMo.iph ; e

negotiations articles ara batter than thia om (there's Goly bo much om can do wiUi
tactics article after all) s but since there are quite ^ fen ixc/ice DooMioa I r^cid.c.

that imyba 'this wotld be useful to some of U>aai^ Qm cor/action $ F Edi-!r/^, ie uot a

»ediua profile* opening i it e s low* Xt ? s the only reasonable opening for urd*v if

VrhXioe is ao-f. uader attacks
I a3.se decided to run this article becai^e a very sni^rtaisi^ disc^alon.

easi^sd^ m& yoi'A^a about to road it,* fe ))



({In this discussion * i tioiv ^urro jua^d i*y ^axeuthese are Made 5 **

T.^r^r\theses indicate Ran.doj.r:h
c

'a i^lB^Jec-Aonn = sad orR.nenia in doable pareuih^f^s .

sine,))

In FoXSl 5>ie #101, BaMoiph Sayth : » '«>God» Tactics!

!

M set forth the notice
'

oj^iPings" can biT divided into low* ^diusit« and high-prof.il© categories* Each was
defined* and in a departure from maay such theoretical articles* actual eicaaaplea v
given to the reader so he could see hew they worked* By and large,, the coaeepi 5 c

useful one, end mauy val t.&bie suggestions am made* However* the article so©e -U^. - -

slips into the all- -too- coarsen failing of becoming so theoretical* that the write *

really talking about hey he thinks the gms should be played* rather than how ,U *

•w3 th ludicrous resulteo In other eases,, I think that his advice is just plain.

or at least unrealistic* In order ic conoen crate on hon the game is really pla.?«: ;

stoat resort to the occasional use of statistics * In here* the Spring 1901 data •

from Hick Bullock's accumulation of 313 openings n The Fall 1*501 are from my ovm.

collection of 230 Fall moves ar.d do net count Fail all imits hold HMRs*
Middle-profile mo^es are defined as ^coacaon and necessary for basic defense, > l

which axis likely to cause standoffs* and may b& the opening gaiabits in a Har*"
*Contradictory'" means against two different ooimtrles s leading to the following
statements "However, contradictory middle -profile orders are an extremely corns*: 1

sight in gases with players of all strengths,, tf Randolph than provides three examples
to which I have appended the percentages for the iicaes they were actually usedc
Italy* A Yen-Tyo, F Kap»Tyr 2*6$
Ger&any* A Hun- Bur9 F Kle Osn 6 0 3S5

Austria? A Vie-Tya, A Bud-Gal Q*S£
A glance at these figures shows that Randolph's statement that ih&m openings axe

' extremely common" ie extremely dubious e anaming that Haadolph has made a reasonable
selection, They average 3*'}%> or one garae in thirty* for any given country* In
fact* such openings axe so mpomxm thai when they do occur, they will be a strlk^g
feature of the gastebo&rtU

(((But when I talked about contradictory middle -proflie order® hetog cotmon
s^hte, this is different from any given move being common* Thafc is* with sewn
payers submitting orders* many or laost games will have at least one such contradiction
somewhere on the boaxdU Sum all such types of order combinations and the phenomena
is indeed a common sighted I didn't mm. to imply that each player commonly go^s r ui

on such adventures 9 although it may read that way*)))

((It didn ,7 t read that way to me* Randolph is right on this one 3 Marfe is play

;

:.ng

fast and loose with some numbers* In the first place , the 6*9$ figure for A Sun iar
;

F KIe«Ben strikes me as very high for a two move combination « Secondly* his one out
of-thirty figure is derived from the assumption that there is only one set of such
contradictory moves for each country*? a false assumption <, For instance a German
could also do F Kie-l>3n„ A Mun-Ty^o Seme countries? Ru&ssa for instance, have still
mots such possible combinations of moves,, So Mark's 3*3%- is really a meaning]! es&
figure in his illustration? and the one-out*-of~ thirty might well he mora like ma-cut-
^f-eight-or-riiner, As Randolph says-* this then leads to such openings somewhat* on
ite board hi parf-iapB a majority of gameo, and mvuiixLiy at least a signifleant number.,, })

On to next page Randolph sets forth *?hai he calls'^ some solid ,? low profile c:pen:Urig



Italy* F Nap-Ion, A Yen~Tyo s A Ko»~Ven*
If this Is a low-profile opening* than I*m a snail darter ((I iMxjk t:-^ i *> v>a*

it eays!))o If I'm Austria and you 9 re Italy * W6°re at unU^;-. T
Tve

desperate as to accede to this* I'd rather risk the Key cpming •''

( i an I-^-, , -j. - Vt-t,

in agreement with Austria? Supposed to "be followed by A a &ur,
e
;rl^ & it-*

on Turkey* but Italy has another obvious option*^))}, Mot only 1b "this nrt l^w i :-

isn't even madivis.* It's high* This is defined as "almost $n invivation. t*v ImfavlW^e
battle**-. Ky sl& tistic© show 4<? ggiaes in which thia ope**Aij>g aas uaed sucu; ^fuu v.

in t>*ve. Pall, of the Italian players attacked either Via - T:lA.. or to tb rttf. V-

an extremely high figure » given the vagaries of the Diplomacy hoard By contr*^--

consider ? Loa-Rng» which is lifted as a high profile action,, Out of 35 &n&l i^a if*

who did this successfully y a mv& 3*J$ actually attacked Franca (?ic w -riv ' . jju*

ever aside frc* that* any opening which of to tine r&sults In an a ^:o^ on ?.t

least one of you? naigh'bours home centers must be considered "an invi tatic*i to

immediate battle and not orders "which cm toe accepted by everybody as &
attempt to keep rip with everyone else*"

'(Mark 1b right on the nose hezee Statistics or no statistics* '. Ver; < ;*yo

,

a fta&v-Ven is a high- proflie move against Austria* In fact, it's the most v.*yerful

jaws against Austria* since A Ven-Tri is more likely to be etto^d off. U
{((I believe 1 was even more emphatic than elsewhere that these wex^ in> Uj.aVa* /

move** onlyn If I/A don't come to agreement in -plenty of time for these or-k r-s t>> "Ui

change

d

f then they axe likely to fee the best, Probably, labelling it as pr^fi* *

is in erxcr* I agree, hut can you suggest a less committal move for Italy w.icb gcu*
something done 0 A Yen-Pie i& antl French, sursly* and A Ven H, A Ro^-Apu *-s a-
certainly a challenge to the Turks*

*c.Th3Be replies have h$$n submitted to Mark§ ar;.d he cam© lack with 1)4 c^rJ/jr-

point*)))

V& preface my answer by saying that (1)
<va less committal move for Kuly *h)oh

getE something doa# Is a bit of a contradiction, (2) X do not agree tha:- a. non-
coramittal opeaing is .appropriate goal for Italy In most saaea* Italy should
not just t^mg arc* raid and Kali for some tiling to happen.. Throat -clearing aiiide, if

Italy is dstetminftd be nan committal in the East-feat question, then A
'

J'&n U

.

A Hcx^i Naj.^
r

ly^<» Sae tfhafc happens when you carry net!' coj^mi itiil tax far9 If

you^re ^Uilttg 'k^ Ult a bit east* than A Rom-Apr^ A Van i% F .Hap-Ion ic t^rjs cmw."

Umn mo^t people thinks This is because I suspect tte opening Xa us*d to a ^ ac^
Austria in 1902 about as often as it is used to attack Turkey,. Further, It czc.

usad t-o swltcli agaiast France ratter easily. This switch happens ratlier h*%m-\\^ ...

bso&a&e if Italy is 'to attack France e '11 usually get ntar tad rlgh away.- Ua
'>U^r iiand, A V&A-Tyo* A Rom- Ven does get used against Austria the ov3r^h#3.^tn#
aajority of the time*

This business about "preliminary moves*' just won't >*uah* You oit^r use your
pi^liminary orders or you donH* If you do use them, the^n I stand on my iv-,:wn>*

you donH use them? then what's tbs point of discussi:ig them? Ar^ we uext K';.:--^ t^..

discuss letters chat aren't nailed? Games that axtm fl t eFtsred" Hobbier; :r a -

a

taken up?

(((Teh*, you* getting sarcastic again* ya hm.o Of mm:m preliminary !?.^e:>

in a different category* They ere concrete possibilities ^;hicn are for should m}
sent to the QH upon receipt of the sine* They may and jrofebly Kill m modified?
hut a£ p»limlnaxy orders* why not send seething intelligent (r^avGLUxig iir.^- %-in<;

ttought and discussion) rather than just a jumtsie to prevent a jxvsb1o\c VI*

fact, advioe ahout px^iiipinary orders is the only thing tb&i c$m >^ »t ou: uoii.

confidence e» Once you get into the diplomacy* the modiflea tiom< 3 a-,., .^herr



i/5"

of directions and requires a long article about each country*
Very well* I'll withdraw my recommendation for A Yen-Tyo, A Rom- Van

,

: substituting
A Van H, A Rom-Apu* if you prefer it* Or perhaps it was ay definition of a high-profile
move which was deficients perhaps it should include an element of ^mxisuai-ness99

and surprise If my Austrian neighbour hasn 8 1 talked me out of A Ven^Tyo * A Rom-Ven
before the Spring deadline

fl
then we are probably at war and Fm net too interest*

J

in his reaction* What I was really trying to imply with a *high-profile" move was a
level of agression as seen by the hoard as a whole • The Tyo-Ven position Is a fairly
common one for Italy after Spring (or will your statistics trip me up again?) so xt l B
not about to send Shockwaves through the whole boardo P Lon~Eng, on the other hand,
mlghto)))

Another place where Randolph's advice doesn't jibe with the way the game is
actually played is in the discussion of the Wales opening for England « F Lon-Eag (;

A Lvp-Walo He states* "When convoying P Pic is usually the place to aim at unle *

Germany will support you into Belgium*" From this, the naive observer would coiic.:.is&

that Pic is and should be preferred to Bre, and that the Pic/Bel decision, io<?o

whether you cm tako Belgium's is determined largely by German attidudesu In fact
;

nothing could ha further from tha truths I located 18 games in which the Wales
opening was used successfully* The Fall orders for A Wal wer© as follows? Bel - 1.2,

Bre 5. Hold * X, Pic a Oo
Thus* in. attacking France , Brest was the target of choice* Now I can bear your

rejoinder already % alright? so five dummies went for Bre* instead of the more
sensible Pic* In fact* all. five found their targets* There were no French NHBSo
The seizure of Brest by an English army is a very bad blow for France o Not only is

France deprived of a build, but he cannot build a fleet in the north. If he chooses,
England can than support a second amy into Pic* preparing for an assault on Par.,

Alternatively, ha can try to slip into Gas* threatening P&xd Spa, and Mar* If
instead, England settles for the safer convoy to Pic, he is in for a much harder
fight, and will be more reliant on Geman help0 Presumably Randolph prefers Pic as
it is safer* but he has underestimated the ability of tha English players to determine
when Bre will be left open for the killing strike * Moving to the attacks on Bel,
these were distributed as follows a

Fails » 4 (foiled three times by Prance, once b^ Germany)
Succeeds, no German help offered « k
Succeeds, help given but not needed 4
Succeeds, help needed - 0

Here the results are not quite so clear™cut0 However^ Randolph "a Implication
that Ge33aaa support is crucial is simply not borne out* In 2/3 of the cases,-

the German support, or lack thereto?, was irrelevant* In not one cane did actual
German support prove to be significant*

I thought I s d throw in a few tidbits on those convoys to Belglumo In 197?07;,

France moved to block the convoy, but was foiled when England properly supported It in
himself* The comedy of errors goes to I9?6FR e Germany ordered F Hbl-Bel, and this
was supported by French A Bur — only to have this support cut by A Mun-Burl

Finally e I did run across two games where Germany took Warsaw (((in l90l))}o« o

In both cases, Russia did A Mos-StP in the Spring and did A Gal-Vie successfully in
the Fall!

(((My initial answer to Mark ran as follows t My final comment is one of surprise
regarding the statistics you present on the Wales opening* I trust them as accurate

,

but can only explain them in terms of the diplomatic situation where France has been
duped into accepting the Spring orders and only gets properly stabbed (A Wal-Bxe,
F Eng C A Wal-Bre) in the Fall* Perhaps, from England 3 s viewpoint & T'Jm putting too
much confidence in the competence of the French player — ao you e11 have to let me
stand on the A Wal-FIe recommendation as a simple matter of personal taste r

Mark then replied wlthx}})



'~es* perhaps you've overestimated the French* but just as likel> , yov'v.- und..

-

estlnuited the English* {( (Sa&antics 9 all relative f, no? } ) } But ^ {\e l p
why is your preference A Wal-Fic* which risks Hwy ((Huh? Only 11 -to,*::* :

;

St?)), passes tip shots at Bra and Bel
(, for what??? It* 3 a decent jX.sS v.^,.* 1

?

doesn't balance the risk and opportunity cost,.

(((I think ymr've brought me axomd in this case % I can't arguso a^ti^ t>a

weight of those statistics* Nothing succeeds like success,, Perhaps ®Y *

that I find it difficult to lie in the opening* so I assn« the so lives -nt
v

ril ^A.i? v-

equally txaa&p&r^nio vfith a tactical, guessing^ ga&e the oada favour siicce<?<- to

Pic, but as you &ugge£ted« there*© more to it/)})

((Well 9 Mark may have brought Randolph around* but ween^t wirvlncc ne her*-

Against a French player of reasonable intelligence (which ptaofca the scenario *

slightly already- I confess), I say Pic is a "better risk* Five ~out~of

~

ft vo ^ueof. ~%nV
English moves ^ Brs is not enough of a sa&ple to drat: any conclusions froa , not
iiearly.'- Ths&a statistics are not indicative of anything without a larger fample j»i

So discounting tr^a 8 and Just considering the game ba&rd Itself e it makea wow to
that most French, players ara going to cover Brest whe& it is threatened J~ this ^a>.

£ probably «ould e and as Mark adstl ts, an English amy there is a terrible t >>ing xoj;

Franee r ao I thirA that quite a few breach players Kovid follow suit* Pie£*dy 01

ih& other hand *.m°t going to be ccv*»d, generally e tiniest (a} tfe Prsnot. axssy

opeaed there* or (b) France ha© some way of knowing that England is going a; cc>i. r
-

(

Uwre n Otherwise § it nould mzk& far more sense to cover iku and/cu? 3re e - - cause
ih&m are stronger positions for Esxgl&ncl to be in©))

(((Just a general comment* I fcan*t see a French player accepting the Coring
of the Wales opering m anything but an attack (

11high profile" ^ if you will) ?

ths uniform success of the convoy to Bxe is particularly surprising to me* Jl^ cel

the English placer possibly rationalise the dalles opening as being in r>.y

superior to the standard P £ion-Nth f A Lvp-Yor* Apart from the rather far-oct i<le%

that England urisfcas to attack both Bel and in the fall (Ignoring Nwy
ths only thing I can think of is to suggest a t! fafce" E/F K.ar to tho other playnr*r .

which to France's horror turaa in to a real om with the Fall results* Either
.rationalisation la a farfetched diplomatic dupe requiring art incredibly
credulous French player*. Such anlss&JU exists of course^ but the c-rJginai article
wasaH allied at taking advantage of outright errors of the opponent f wrheth^r fact leal

or diplomatic. How did m get onto this subject* anyhow?)))

((Welle 0K
;)
i& tha context of an English F Eng that F;r̂ .^ ajgteed to, .X car*

mderatand tlio miforsa success of the convoy to Bre in Hark "a sample.. But X i*oi;l.d

gmm very strongly ib^t most iilnglish openJiigs to the Charm^I t<m by ntealta ^ 7-5

aw^'t that many French players that stupid* nor that many Binglanda persuasive cx::-ugb

t-3 allow fisoet French players to pexait ito.

Hrapho Si^trt pages devoted i/0 a debate regarding siiapie tactics^ I Aid g>;^e ;t

that quite a largs percentage of th« readership didn't follow M6 om through £x«k
beg.inning to end* And yet, non I 3m glad I ran it*. *he£&uEs I enjoy ttose di)cus&1e
and if my final issue is to please anyone „ it ought to

The sad fact is that you really canH find this type of debate . about tha bare

tactics of Diplomacy^ anywl^TC in the hobby these daya^ otner parl^pe thai. foX §1
I truly tiiink that articles like ,fh 'God^ Tactical!** aad Berch's reply are v^rj
healthy for the hobby — It does payers of all experience levels a world of good
see these mattera brought up* picked apart ? diaoussed, ar*d debated* No v&Xo'^b

need to be reached^ necessarily ~ look at the indeciaiYa eolution to ibs *5x* v^, l
r

question in the above 9 e<*g e — in order for the debate to lr^:r^ valine aad '.n^er^^t,

I hope that at east someone (other than me) got something out of all this -

"



The Gossip Colugn
From Ronald Brown (8/23/8*0 i Part IV

Dear Brucey,
Yes, I felt quite ill when I read your account of Highfield and the excerpt from

his letter to Keith Sesler* but I am glad you published it to clear up the mysteries
surrouddlng Highfield e s exit from the hobby « I hope that shuts up those who were
giving you a hard time over it — and I hope Highfield is getting the medical attention
he needSo

I don't know what I would have done in your situation « Probably the same thing

•

We could pretend it's all just a joke like Caruso* or try to ignore it like most people

,

but* at some point , something has to be dona — and bringing it to the attention of
those in positions of responsibility is probably the best alternative <>

I don°t know what Kathy Byrne and John Caruso are so upset abouto For years they've
been saying nasty things about just about everyone in the hobby and then claiming it
was all just a joke and just good fun 0 Our criticisms of their actions are mild in
comparison to what they 8ve teen saying* so why can°t they treat it all as just mild
chuckles? Yes* I am fed up0 The nail in the coffin was the Foot in Mouth which appeared
in Sleepless Knights , There was absolutely nothing funny about it, no matter what Caruso
says* It was just ugly 9 nasty, and pointless* Who needs that kind of thingf My
disillusionment began about two years ago when Kathy said some nasty things about a
certain hobby member in Kathy °s Korner 6 The guy, let's keep him nameless 8 called me
almost in tears asking if I knew anything about why Kathy had singled him out like that*
All I could say was that she probably meant it as a joke, but he obviously couldn s t see
it that wayo (I didn° t either* but I was trying to guess at her motives for singling
out someone who had never done her any haarme ) Anyhow* John and Kathy said often enough
that they were going to end that sort of thing and stick to humouro I 3m still waiting*
but it just hasn°t happened* 03

In reply to Don Del Grande in WD 9&<> yes e Fothergill is Ann Brown 8 s maiden name,
Actually^ her married name is Ann Fothergill-Brown § not just Brown* Yes* the in-laws
aren't too crazy about our kids having both namea r Well*, mine hardly noticed* as w© don't
see them much and we*re not very close* But Ann's mother did mate a few comments when
Ann mentioned she was keeping her name and that our kids would carry ito If Ann's father
objects to having our kids keep his name s he e s kept quiet about ito But s Ann 9 s mother
did come around well in the endo

The problem isn't so much with in-laws as with governments 0 Christopher was born in
Quebec and the Quebec government never batted an eyelash when we registered him as
Fothergill-Brown* In fact* in Quebec such hyphenations are encourage

d

P and one can legally
name his kid any combination of parent and grandparent names 0 I don 0 1 believe that all
kids must have the same name eithero So you could have John Aster-Smyth being the brother
of Mary Williamson~Aster p or whatever*

Not so in Ontario where James was bom! We went ahead and registered him under the
same name as his brother and mother* despite the warning on the form that all children
must assume the father a s surname* Sure enough^ back came the form and we had
to fill out an enclosed form requesting permission of the Ontario government for James to
have a "non-standard" narae # and we had to swear on a stack of Bibles that in future*
if our request was granted* all our children would bear this same "nan -standard" name u

I guess they approved, as the copy of the registration arrived addressed to "R, J*

Fothergill-Brown" , We had a bit of trouble deciding who it was foi% as I'm the only one
around here bearing those initials 6 but that e s not m£ last name?

I guess you have to understand that Ontario is predominantly Anglo-Saxon (United
Empire Loyalist 9 Irish* and British) and so is deeply conservative 0 They * re just
uncomfortable with all these new-fangled ideas and aren't quite sure how to deal with
shifts in perceptions and priorities among the proletariate *

Okay i, news in the career field, Ky acting appointment has been extended until
mid-October (yea?)« and a major shift in job assignments has occurred so that I am free
every second day to concentrate on writing articles and documentation » I guess they

117



ns
want to get everything out of me they can while they can<> The powers thai be are
constantly amaeed that I can research a question and bang off a well-written article
before rooming coffee break. I always knew I could do that, but never have beef able to

convince a pereonnel officer. There seems to be a law that those who understand technical
matters cannot write in English, and those who can write, can ' t understand technical
material, so I rcust be talking through my hat if I claim to be ablfc to do both*

Meanwhile, the people in systems development are "fishing" for me„ but 1 '11 iiave

to do extremely well on an exaia in OOBOL, assuming the position clea rs personnel. And
yo?j know how I feel about COBOL, Never written a COBOL program yet where the compiler
hasn' t decided to invent junk for sne until I read a footnote of a footnote in an
Appendix,, Takes me about three days to writ© a COBOL program to do what I can write a
FORTRAN program to do in 10 minutes. Heck, I could probably gat BASIC to work better
than COBOL c Well, what can one do, eh? COBOL is here to stay,, just like cockroaches
and mo»iuiti»e8o One has to learn to live with it*

It will ba a relief when I finally get a "permanent" Job,, as opposed to these
acting tera. appointments,

((IDESTIPICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAK-ID. HEPLY--TO~BRDWN,
AUTHOR, BRUCE LINSEY.
DATE-WRITTEN. 9-J»-fi*.-

DATE-COMPILED „ 9~4~84,>

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE -COMPUTER, VD-TYPSR.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. VD-TYPER,
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

SELECT REBUT-FHE ASSIGN TO YD.

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD REBUTTAL

LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD
DATA RECORD IS I3SBUT~REC»

01 REBUf-REC,
02 FILLER PIC X(8?).

WORKING- -STORAGE SECTION.
01 EEBUT-KSG,

02 FILLER PIC X(^5) VALUE
"WHAT MAKES YOU THINK COBOL IS 30 OCKOULWm

02 FILLER PIC X(42) VALUR
"WHEN IT COMES 10 PERFORMING A SIMPLE TASK1

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
OPEN-FILE.

OH* OUTPUT REBUTTAL.
MOVE-DA'rA.

hove; bebumisg to hebut-rec.
write ee8ut-rec

CLOSE -FILE.
CLOSE REBUTTAL.
STOP RUN.

I also disagree with the practice of hyphenating names, though my objection stems

from practical considerations., Your kids have two components to their last name? if

they marry girls who also have two, their kids could have four., and so on, X can see it

now» by the seventh generation we have Brucie Fothergil3 -Brcwn Say th»?terch--Walker-

C0U$hlan-Davi3-»Caruso -Noto^ 1 -Walio
,

> ... J



m
From Ed Wrobel (8/30/84) t

Bruc$~
You take me to task for obeying the letter of Stave Knight 9 © not- for-print

instructions and for obeying the spirit of your anonymous critic 9 a instructions
What 1 a a pubber got to do to please you?

Your Janus-faced position on this is not surprising p though* In a previous issue
of VD 9 you criticised me for "tcadystashing^ i»e 0 stating that others supported my
sfcand but refusing to pull them into the dispute by publicly naming them? Now I see

that you have stashed a few toadies yourself in your attempt to destroy Foot in Mouth©
Well 9 go ahead and continue your "hobby service" of maligning me and everybody else

you don 0 1 like* I don e t care* I've escaped Voice of Doom* Byen

((But will you be able to escape its echo??
I am unaware of any attempts to destroy Foot In Mouth s I am aware only of a protest

against some of its recent editorial policies'* That 9 a not even close to the same thing*

Yeaho I aometl&es toadystash too 0 Glad you noticed* Those are really some very
mindless sycophants indeed who agree with my opinions on Fffl* Davis f VJalkor 3 Brown ?

a&utertorg* etc*
~~

May I remind you that you were the first to refer to your own attacks on people you
don't like as a "hobby service" See Yb #98, p* 22 6 Finally* you imply strongly that I

«ion ' t like you* Nothing could be further from the truth* I think you're a nice guy
and a good friend whose views have gone astrayo Keep in touch**))

From Kick Felella (9/29/#h

Hi,

As far as the five people I would invite to dinner , well 8 I just canH decide* I
came up with a list* then I keep wanting to make substitutionso It reminds me of a
similar questions "If you were a baseball manager, which nine people would you want in
the lineup?"

Well s I know one person I would want at the dinner party 0 I definitely would want
Ted Koppel* He would keep the conversation going by asking the tough questions* Of
course* too many tough questions might turn the dinner party into a food fight* But
I would be too scared to ask questions, or say anythingo I mean s Hitler would intimidate
me, Einstein would bewilder me, you get the pointo

I probably would invite Hitler or Einstein anyway o So much is known about Hitler
fi

and other people from modern times*. If I wanted to learn more about him* I wouldn't have
to invite him to dinner? I could read a book or two© Same with the five historical
events I'd like to witness* I'd like to witness five events not well documented*

It was nice seeing you at KaneKon e The first time I met you was at a ByrneCon
last year* You seemed pretty quiet then* I thought maybe you were tired or something*
But you also seemed pretty quiot at KaneKon too 0

I can hardly imagine anybody so quiet getting so many other people angry* At
least angry enough to feud witji you« You seem different than what I imagined you to

be, after reading Voice of Doom .

When I read the article "Playing to Win", I expected you to be more intense while
playing the games* And after you lost tte Rail Baron game 9 you didn't say anythingo, I

remember your reaction after the famous Monopoly game with Brad and Jane, I guess you
felt cheated then.,

I'm not quite as calm as you are* I guess* I've been playing a lot of Trivial
Pursuit lately* and that game always gets me uptight*

The last time I played I really got annoyed at the brother of the hostess of the

party. lie kept blurting out the answers, or what he thought were the correct answers<,

And I kept telling him to shut upQ I have to learn to relax. But I really felt he

was spoiling the game*



Also* the questions cause a lot of problems* I*a v.sed to multiple i whicfc 1b

black and wb-it£ a If the answer la a and you pick you*re wrongo Silica Trxvl^ * .Vursuit

has no choices^ but rather fill-to type questions^ many debater arise* Wren thv. augments
started* I would turn to ay friend and &ay e "Where BRUX ? where s e the ho useride «?"

I must have houserules on the brain. The firat game ended at 3 Art , &fte?; everyone els* 5

connected defeats I walked amy thinking the game should "be declare* tl a draw ^

adjourned© I &ean» the rules say nothing about concession voi&s. If only w? had all
this covered la the bouserules. I wouldn't have gone amy atad* Sleepy f yss$ &&d 7 »o„

I have to learn it* a only a gam©*
Key, I have a question for you* Who was the first pre&ideni to !m*m the

during hie term of office? This is not a Trivial Pursuit question* Woodrow Wilson is

the answers I couldn't believe it when I read it* I thought it would to sofueoxte fnm
the 19th century.

((Yeah, I would haw guessed that too*

I played a Trivial Pursuit ga&e recently where soaeone not in the gaiue started
blurting out answers* To combat this s every time she did it, I let cut a big fart*

Other than tfap.t* yeah* I $m a pretty quiet and reserved fellow in pere^.V)

From Steve Ar^awoodiam

Dear Quohog Brain,
It has a long tlae* too iong P after all who else can I vrita to and say ?

*Vjj is
trash published by a xiigger1** You know tha other day I was in the aupo marke 1 and 1

realised that Kellog named thair cereal Sugar S&acXs after youc

We missed you at Pudgecon o It was raining in Wichita and we needed a doorr . . bo

wipa our feet one $0 you s$e Bruce „ contrary to popular "belief, you >x>s- good v a
couple of things* For instance . when someone was stabbed in one of the dip gbjaes,

they could have carried out their frustration by using you as a "punching bag'* : I

think BcVs cat Qlga would have liked you too, their werenH enough insects in ttm

house for her to toy with and I "believe she would have enjoyed a ie&ch,

Mike Massaer expressed grief over your absence, as ha warnted to play "pin the

tail on the jackass'* but we had no suitable target*
I probably shouLdn**t mention this but the so-called Pudgecon fun got out of hand

when Tj Hare brought out a voodoo doll of you* Several people wanted to douse it with
gasoline * others cheered then, on* This behavior was totally uncalled for*

Dick Martin & I grabbed the doll & quickly tossed it in the harbeque machine,
which Olsen was readying to cook hot dogs* Bruce $ you owe Dick & 1, We'll ca.ll in

out marker shortly a

Nancy Ixwin^ who enjoys a good cigarette f every 10 rainuteri or xq
: k&b getting

disgusted over having to share Olsen's ash tray with Byrne * In a fit of rage sh>

wished you wora around so she could use your skull for an ashtray* pnuse , you <?uet

admit you would excel at being an ashtray* After all? there 9 s so much space In ycur
head no one would h&w* W m~#iy &i*

On to another note quite some ti&e ago you warned your subbers not tc have any
business dealings with Bob Ame tt* Well .Bruce I have bought some aoft

frt>m Amett & iiave been completely satisfied, Hease print a letter of apology
to Araett*,

And on yet another note? during dinner Mark Fruen made a toast thai "may nuns of
us ever be cursed with Linsey's sense of humor " Bee ya round trench raouth#

Looking forward to your funeral

*

((How can one possibly argue against such persuasive logic as this? fou shouldr 1"t

have destroyed Ty's doll though* I'd like to have seen it myself if he maras 5 t to

BHUXCOH this* winterc Itianks for a letter that says lots about ae, but. infinitely
more about you fl ))



in
From Rob Schmunk (9/2/S&) g

JDear BRUX,
In celebration of your fifth annish and the achievement ox 100 issue s» please

find enclosed a document which shows how the fate of the world rests upon the future
publication of The Voice of Doom , *

*

Congratulations
I°d lite to add my voice to those who axe decrying the lack of game openings

in The Voice of Doom, Though Pm in too many other games to join another*, I do like
to keep" track of those that are being run* Additionally 0 VD is enjoying fifty page
issues with only five pages of game material* To me that seems ridiculous* Besides.*

if you 8ve got the time to put out fifty-page issues, I don't think you're going to

miss the extra hour and a half it would take to adjudicate one game and type up a
normal amount of presso

One otter note along that same lines your circulation is down from 125 to 116

over the past year* Is that because of the lack of game openings?
I know that this is following in the footsteps of my fellow Idaho Doomie* the

oh-so-honorabie Richard Re illy (who I hope is feeling all the guilt he so richly
deserves) 5 but I"d like to comment on his group of lists, which were prompted by
somfebody else's group of lists* which were prompted by somebody else's group of
lists* Richard » how could you leave out The Complete Annotated Sherlock Holmes by
William S , Baring-Gould from your list of books? I suppose if you 8 re limited to
five s you could make a case, but really J

The movie list as compended by Rich shows the typical American movie-goer's
shallowness in that it doesn't reach back very far over the years, and really doesn't
even include any of the modern classics either* I'll have to grant Richard's point
of specifying that he was only taking video tapes to the desert island,
which precludes some of the best stuff ever made* Therefore to correct this horrible
injustice* I'm going to specify that on my desert island, there °s a decent 16-millimeter
projector so that I can include just about anything in my list, which iss

Diva e directed by Jean-Jacques Beiniex
Citizen Kane, directed by Orson Wells
Blade Runner, directed by Ridley Scott
Megall Az Ido (Time Stands Still), directed by Peter Gothar
2001s A Space 0dyssey 9 directed by Stanley Kubrick
I'd have to hope that the island wasn't completely deserted so that the other

people would have brought along movies from my list of honorable mentions, movies
like Star Wars, The Empire Strikes Back, doss Encounters, The Stuntman* King Kong
(the original), Birth of a Nation, most Hitchcock films, Brainstorm, a coople of
Hepburn/Grant comedies, most of Capra°s filmsoo •Actually t Pm sure that no matter how
many people were on that island, there would be a film that would turn up missing*

Forget all that, I'd be happy on that island if all I had was a copy of Abel
Ganoe's immortal 192? epio p Napolean, but I e d need an anamorphic lens so I
could watch the last reel*

Well s away from movies, a topic on which I could endlessly expound? and on to
musico It's obvious that Richard's musical tastes lie in a region far removed from
mine since my island would contain the following*

My Spanish Heart, by Chick Qorea
New Life, by the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Quartet
The Complete Beethoven Symphonies
Cannes, by Bizet
Woody Herman at the Monterey Ja»z Festival
A far, far different list from Rich 8 a and the one that was published earlier D

Music tends to be far more a matter of personal taste than the movies, though,
so 1 15

11 admit that Rich's list is perfectly valid*



Xt"d "be nice to see what some of the other Doomies could none up >. i'tii In the rfay

of listKo IV & one of the better ways -to see whet they're Bade of without, physically
visiting themo

r ooThe suraer wa& pretty unexciting, as it turned out 0 If I'd known hack In

Pebimry what X was going to end up doings I probably would have told you that I'd
make it to K&MnKon e The addition of my presence probably wouldn't have kept you
front cancelling It> though 5 since I gather that the amount of 3jRtej^£#fsis pretty

I'm low on further comments to make ? hut I hops to see the recent spat of feudins:
in VD die down quickly* It really doesn't make) good reading* which is about ell that's
keeping me with you now*

{(Maybe KabinXcn next summer, eh?
See all the ruckus Jake Halverstadt started with his lists? Who ever thought

that the initial discussion would load to tacvies on a desert island??
Hera are the five record albums I s d take with met
An Evening with John Denver
Gord's Gold t

hy Gordon Lightfoot
Tha Beat of Iloger Whit-baker
Abba's Greatest Kits, Volume II
Time in a Bo tile 9 by Jim Crocs©

Simon and Garfunfoel 2 s Greatest Hits
Blowing in the Wind P by Peter Paul, and Mary
Seasons of the Hearty by John Denver
That's only five* right? 0K V 0K 9 I'd narrow it down to #s t 0 2, 5* 6, and ? on the

list,, if you insist, I "in so wishy-washy 9

Movies? Ydwo All mine would be recent, since I*m not a connoisseur of tt& ;tiijas,.

Star Wars
Oh God!
Breaking Anay
Tootsie
Koonrafcer
I don*t know anything about movies* though*
Five Doomies I*d like to have with me on a desert islands
Forget It pals I couldn't narrow the list below a few dozen' But there *d better

be a few Diplomacy sets as well, (Shades of K&binKon?)
Thanks much for a nice letter!))

From Don Del Grande (9/?/84)j

BRUXg
How could you send an issue of Voice of Doom with 2?£ gosta^ dye'* It y s tiae for

the supreme punishment? Let°s see,,, oAfrika Korpa 5 After the Holocausts Agisccurt*
Air Assault on Crete (with Invasion of Malta a& a bonus game}* Air War (updated edition)

„

Alexander^ Alpha G&egaoo* ((No fi
no, llQQQQl Anything but the 500 waxga»es* I

! ) )

I just received Cathy's Eamblings g but Rag^^ Main is still a mystery^, but the

big question remains g where are"Envoy and Sine Register *£&? Roy Henricks has been
in a hole somewhere for 5 months? As for Erel^n, I got the story from Hod when I was
down in Saui Diego s it seems that Rod was suffering weekly bouts of (I think it ^as)
hypertension every weekend^ but now th&gs are supposedly 0K« and bath S^lomac^
World and Erehvon have been maHedo (I asstsne DW has teen mailed,, since I &&w a pile

of new DWs ia Rod's ear0 )

May I assxar;8 that somebody told you about :<ihat was in Graitstark #^97 concerning

why you haven't seen it lately? Personally 9 you put up the money,, and John admits

that you "ones subscribed to Graustark" , so if h$ doesn't send you some sort of

refund, there's some sort of "Implied "contract" that he has to aail yea

(You'll have to ask the hobby legal experts on 'this one, however what do we
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computer types know?)

Where was I?o**La Bataille de la Moskva* La Grande Armee g Legion, Lille

,

Luftwaffe 9 Machiavelllo *

*

As to the RIGEL Affair in number 99» you say that the GM should adjudicate what
ie there — no more* no less. The trouble is that what is there is a letter written
by Russia along with the Russian orders written in by France* Forget that the letter
text has been crossed out ~- it*s still there « But there *s another point i you told
Kleiman that you would invoke tba Greater Good rule if he pretested* Isn't that GK
interference?

What happened to %he Acolyte? The WGCers are always the last to know*
I knew the Dippy hobby was slowly working its way into vte General (I see

Supernova got a mention in the latest issue — you're lucky they got the address right

g

when Hoy Henricks got a mention once, they used his old Richmond* VA address) , but
changing the name of one of their games to Rail Barno? What 0 a next ~ Squad Leader?
Alexander the Lord? Bis~mark Berch? Rrrrrrrrrusnak's War?

My gisrss for the front photo of YD iOOu didn't Noto just have a daughter recently?
There wasn°t enough Hobbytalk in number 99 ~~ especially for those of us who don't

have you as a subber and so donH have to worry about actually appearing 1b tha column,
(However

fi I do need some publicity for a planned E8M game of "Diplomacy Pursuit",
with special hobby categories — for example, what was the color of the cover of the
last Brutus Bulletin? What were the colorful names of the two Voice of Doom fakes?
What "hobby holiday* 9 is celebrated every August 15?)

Sot much of an issua this time * * 0 1 guess people are saving it up for the big 100

o

I'm only about five months from number 50 roysekf. Then there 6 s Graustark °q number
500, but I don 9 1 expect much of an extra effort for that one* Then again 5 the 20th
anniversary issue was thicker than usual

*

By the way* oaths latest rumor is that the USPS will re-introduce Pony Express so
that issue 100 of YD can be delivered at an affordable cost*

FS„ The answers to the questions* I) White i II) Mellow Yellow and Kinky Pirikf

III) August 15 is Berchmas (better known as Joshua Berch* s birthday -~ but everybody
knows that the birth of the son of God himself (not to be confused with the son of
God Himself, which is in December sometime) is a holiday) «,

EPS* o 0 .Wooden Ships and Iron Men, World War 1 9 World War II, World War 3*
Yalu, Yeoman* (The three "World War** titles y§s, the third one is not "World
War XIX" , but "World War 3" — are all by SK.)

((You sadist you* Gouldn^t let me get out one last issue without your 500 wargames*
Waaaa o «0

Raging Main and Envoy are both . /ery late* I know that James Woodson planned to
skip publishing for a month, but it seems he's late beyond that. Henricks is months
behind schedule, Brehwon arrived shortly after VD #99 went out, just as I predicted
it wouLdo

The fate of The Acolyte should be mentioned in Hobbytalk elsewhere f if you still
havenH received your number 60*

Did you know that the last issue of BB was #110? I'll just bet you thought it was
#109e.»

~~

OK, I found out why I haven't been getting Graustark lately*, It°s widely known
that Boardman has, shall we say fi

some strange v^ws about certain highly-regarded
hobby members* Thus very few people pay any attention to his diatribes against Berch,
Coughlan, Walker, me, and so on* What lsn f t as widely known till now* that is
is that Boardman steals people *s subscription money • On November Zh 9 1983* I sent
Boardman a check for $10*00 to cover a subscription through Graustark #50U The
last issue I received was #ty?5» It turns out that Boardman has "suspended" my sub
because of my feud with Kathy Byrniel Well, then* maybe he can use my sub money to
put out a big #500 for the rest of his subscribers. But be forewarned? if you sub
to Graustark and happen to disagree with Kerr Doktcr Boardmann* ha may steal your
sub money too* Gary Coughlan once said that " thief" is such an ugly woxdoa*))
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From Chuff Afflerbach (9/5/8*0*

Dear Bruce — I mean BHUXf
Well. 9 it was indeed a pleasure to visit with you on Labor Day this week» Glad

you could take off a few precious minutes froia your busy schedule* Attached is my
version of what transpired that morning© if you dare to print it* I'm proud to take
my place among the select few -who have found tb&msel^es face - to--f&ae with BRIK and lived
to tell about it. Let 0 a do it s again sora^iisie ~ say & in another five years?

While l*m on the subject of survivors* I want to second all thoss nominations of
little Samaatha Corbln as Ooomette of the - Itaar* Yes* sh» bad you eating Cheerios
out of her hand* and at her feet* And sura, she definitely dumped on you — assuring
her place An the hearts of Boomies everywhere a But the clincher has to ba the fact
that you saved the diaper * Most folks are content with just carrying around baby
pictures in their wallet • But not our BRUXf

Itesting* * * testing* , * is this typewriter working"? * a * .Reagan is hereby outlawed and
I intend to bomb the White House in five minutes. « a Hey I Gar/7 t you FBI guys take
a joke !

,;>

. «You know s while KS^re on the subject of real, and imagined daaih tto?ate fi

I must sny you really put Mr* High-horse .in his place 0 But for the record* X feel,

that such offhand* flippant ' references to tbss San Ysldro M-fe^eaore are in

really poor taste* 90
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Wall! I sea that your little parody of my parody la VD #9? fooled some of the
best minds In the hobby, Yes, I even checked to see how many free issues I had
earnedc Mr* Luedi commented, "Chuff "Affierbach as per usual had me rolling arouad
holding my belly** I know just how he feels* I get a bit nauseous myself when I

write this drsckc So anyway , BRUX, Congrats on a piece well-done , and no hard feelings,
My lawyer will be in touch with you soon*

Melinda Holley makea the point that all those Official Olympic Sponsors keep me
from having to support the games with my tax dollars. No, I don 9 1 have to buy their
official products ~ but I do have to take up the slack caused by their Official
Olympic 'Sax Deductions & If there 9 s a point that was missed, it is this a it matters
not so much who is paying but rather what is being bought and soldo Didn't all that
rabid* flag-waving "patriotism" look entirely too much like Munich In 1936? ABC's
coverage was all too reminiscent of "Triumph of the Will", Hitler's epic propoganda
film extolling the natural superiority of the home tema. In such an atmosphere it is
indeed fortunate that no Russians showed up« Lynching Zola Budd could hardly be
expected to slake the thirst for "sportsmanship?* and "international good will" 0 So,

now may I zest my case for a while?
One last bit of bis 9 I fm enclosing a SASE or two, so I can keep up with all

that nasty stuff Kathy is saying about whomever* Say! Maybe there °11 be enough cash
from this year's Belief Auction to fund this valuable reprint service of yours!

So once and for all, it was sure nice chatting with you over breakfast this weekc
You'll be getting the dry-cleaning bill*

((A full account of my breakfast with Chuff appears elsewhere in the issue.
I didn't watch much of the Olympics* so can°t make a Judgement on what you axe

eaying* Maybe if we start clearing ground for concentration camps 1 011 start to
worry* though**

Re High-horses I was only pointing out that sometimes these signals have to be

taken seriously*, • «))

From Rob Schmunk (9/5/8*0*

I canH quite believe I'm doing tide, but here I am actually writing to you for the
second time in three days* 'Course if I got technical, I could explain that my last
effort took approximately a month of lunch hours on the word processor at work* The
problem is that I had such a good . ^Launch at being a successful Diplomatic black
hole (for those interested, the critical factor here is momentum, not mass) D Veil,
traditions come and go*

First off9 I'd just like to thank you for VD #99* After who knows how long* I
was able to actually sit down and read an issue of VD in less than an hour* It
seems to me that other recent Issues have taken two or three days*

Addenda to my lists in the last letter* Ifm glad to see that Steve Knight came
forward. Somehow, I get the feeling that the anniah will be full of *em» But
back to Knight 9 s list) aha, somebody with a hi% of taste in movies* He also mentioas
the author Orson Scott Card, who I believe is an English professor just a few hours
away from Idaho Falls0 I can't remember if he teaches at Utah State in Logan or the
Univ. of Utah in Salt Late Cityo

It appears that there are a high number of computer programmers in the Doomle fold,

as is evidenced by a couple of letters in #99«< Here, too, I must step out of the closet
and admit that that's how I've been making my money for the last four summers* And
no matter how ridiculous you may find this, I haven * t done anything in something other
than BASIC since March 1980c It's all been EEC's BASIC-PIus since then, with mostly
BASIC- flus«Two during a couple of months* I understand* though, that BPS has a lot of
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FORTRAN and COBOL elements In it p so maybe I 9m not a single-language parsoru J

suppose it would help if I took a xefre&her in FORTRAN « After all, 1 m a phynics
major and it might com In handy if I go into xbsearch* Ths point of all this Is thai
I've never really felt the need to study any other languages and so aj^ft&tbr&lled oy

discussions about the advantage b of one language over another*.

On to politics ( where I must admit my liberal, tendencies* Ifcorgh I refuse to

label myself & Democrats I know I em svsrs as hell not a Republican* I'll admit your
right to be whatever you want* but there are times when I°m xeadl&g ths Go&ftip Column*
that I am rendered speechless by what I consider your inflexibility » If you're
admitted dissatisfaction with anything that Beagarr s done* I mn^Vve hissed itG U.rry
if I Bve implied that you 9 re a stiff-necked natural child* but that's the imoressi-.-

I've teen getting*
A few points I suppose I ought to make about my own politics* Number cue * you

may or may not have heard of a jerk by the name of Gerge Hansen* To refresh your
memory 9 he^s the congressman fro& southern Idaho who went to Iran five years ago
because he thought he could conduct foreign policy without benefit of presidential
knowledge* Mora recently, he was convicted by a federal court for violation of the
financial disclosure act by o&itting loans to his wife and silver commodities dealings
by same. To put it bluntly* the clown insults tha intelligence of nearly everybody
but the southeastern ladho voter9 who is highly conservative and believes in such
things as the Wall Street banking conspiracy and that Tip 0 9Neill tells the House
of Bops what to do on anything that comes before ito I aa ashamed to admit that I
live in the county that provided Hansen 2 s margin of victory in 1982c

How lest you -think that my politics are a backlash to a clown in Csrgrsss, please
raalisse that four years ago I favored Reagan against Carter* I can still remember
several Democrats who were pissed off about something I wrote In my high school tb&
day after his inauguration,, What I wrote was to the effect that **a new day is dawning*
let* b make the best of it &

w I can appreciate now what they said for I 8m convinced
that Reagan has screwed us over well© The federal deficit has reached proportions that
cannot be considered ridiculous but must be labeled a criaeo A comment I heard la; t

spring on the topic still angers me when I think of it* An economist was m:ke& he

,

long he thought the current ecoaomic boom (i«e* low inflation » lowering unemployment)
would hold outc He replied* "Until after Reagan is re-elected*" You may :^act» "So

whatc" but it demonstrates to me the cavalier attitude of the administrails about
what's going on«

God* a page on politics and I could generate ten more if I had a tape recorder.
Suffice it to say that I may live in a right-wing neighborhood but I'm going to be

out there cancelling somebody's vote in November*
I would like to say* BRUX» that I do admire your restraint in , refraining from

commenting as do a couple friends of mine 0 They earnestly believe that the word
Democrat is synonymous with wimp* If they were any more reactionary » they 'd arofca'bly

be urging that we launch now* Maybe they 8re not as bad as Hlghfieid but there are
grounds for comparison*

And on the topic of Hlghfield P after my cursory glances at what 5 a appealed in
TO 98 and 99 9 I suppose that you have acted as best you could*

Vhile I*m thinking of lt t you may have been coy in this last issue about admitting
why you 0 re nailed BRUX but I cam sense the da sire within you seeking to break cut
and tell all* You were probably just holding it back so it would be two more pages for
the annishe (What? Did I say two? C'aon. BRUX* you can do better, Make it five* )

So let me join the chorus of those asking that you tail all* admit the truth* leaving
not one iota obscure*

About the new topic of homosexuality which threatens to generate letters fo^r

months to comes no comment* I've seen enough of this go through the school nsv'spisvper

up at Montana State that all I can ask is that we be spared the letters of ths

reactionaries aj\d those who would educate them on the fallacy of their vie*;** I'm

glad to see that you* re editing the heavily religious stuff* It got fe ths point

at school that half of the letters to the editor were all numbers and ^oiox^i.
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((Yeah, that sort of stuff turns mo off* too** No wg£ would I ever have let VP

turn into a forum for detailed discission of the Bible*
Oh* all rightf I can explain the origin of MBRUXH one last time, for the newer

members of the audience 0 A long time ago* in tha Scouts, my test friend was named
Franfc u I called him FHUX 0 for short (I was too lacy to say a five-letter name, so I

shortened it to four). He retaliated and called me BRUX ~ and it STUXo Happy now?
Your argument abot*t Beagan is a case of condem-him-4f-he-^es-and-condemn*him-U^

h&™&oat£i'U You say that you are angry that there is low inflation and lowering
unemployment now, because your source says that this will hold out till Reagan is
ra-eteted* Well, what does Beagan haw to do to please you? If you're not happy with
Ion inflation and lowering unemployment, would you rather have the opposite? As for
the argument that this is just going to last till after be 1 * re-elected* if he 9 s

proven he can do it for the first four years* then doesn't that indicate that he may
be successful for the next four? Or are you seriously going to argue that hs°e just
strengthened the economy as a temporary measure in order to get re-elected? What
evidence do you have to support this belief? Seems to me that the Democrats war©
telling us in 1980 just how dreadful the economy would be if Reagan was elected now«

Now 9 based on what you are saying • it appears that th© argument is that he's held back
on all this dzeadfuliess so that he could serve for another four years*

If you think I always agree with Beagan, thumb through some Issues of a few months
ago until you find the mini-discussion on prayer in schools*

As for my inflexibility, I don * t see it that way* Just because all of my opinions
are right and anyone who disagrees is wrong doesnH make me Inflexible* does it?}}

From John Michaleki (9/5/6^)$

Br?
Jfexe's an azmish submission to help out, and to help out my dying sub*

On the HIGEL Affair, you say it all tn the last linet why does this always happen
in ¥0? Bruce* your HRs force it to happen, ONLY in VD could it happen* Everyone
else ha& common sense 9 which your KRs outlaw* Therefore* everyone has fun playing
your HRs more than the game, although no one will beat Ig Lew and hie classic line*
"Army Munich does ROT hold*"

So it goes*

{(Thanks for the response p and the article. I'm still not sure I understand what
role common sense is supposed to play in the adjudication of games* To me, common
sense and GMiag are mutual exclusive a It°s sort of like the computer at worfci it
does just what you tell it to do* regardless of whether that is what you meant to
tell it* Garbage in, garbage out* That's how I GM» too.})

((I mentioned earlier in response to Langley that Tarry Tallman had been trying
to take xevsnss against James Wall for a stab by getting into all of his games as a
standby* I inquired directly to Jaaes regarding this, and here's what he has to
say about it*))

Prom James Wall (9/7/84)

1

BBUX*
Too bad your quick question defies a Quick answer* As succinctly as possible f I

found out from Paul Bauterberg that Mr* Tallman had requested to be a standby in my
game that includes James Wall.* In the two years that I've had contact with Tallman*
he has exhibited an almost pseudo-sexual thrill out of blasting me in articles,
bacteouthiag me to others* and in general making a real pain of himself* He has
admitted to others (Ossog* Gunning* Frueh* in print (Midlife Crisis), etc*) th&t he
thinks it is fun to harass others idiom he doeenH even knowo I suggest that you refer
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back to past issues of KG and Msoae, as mil as HSWG, to learn the axtsat ui.
; A\at

be has written about me. At the same time 5, of course e you vill s&e how litvie
(especially of lata) that I've said of him* and will notice also that >~mt I°ve said,

has almost exclusively "been of a rebuttal in nature*
The sad thing of this was that at the time I found out about ibe request (M-idCor IX),

things had seemingly quieted dora "between the two of us* I hadn't written pxythin^
about him in priJ&t for at least 8 months, at a guess* In fact I 8 d written an open
letter to the hobby very critical, of the hate aiongera in zhs hobby , so I guess In
xetrospact that I shouldn't be too surprised that he felt it was necessary to write
a personal rebuttal to me about my open letter* It just proves the point that whatever
conduct be chooses to follow is fine and dandy, but at the same time he feels that he
is in a position to pass moral judgements on others as sail*

For the record , and you may quote this* I feel that Terry TalLmn has been *?ay

out of line ixi his conduct regarding me, and that after being made aware of 115.;/ opinions
of hie conduct* he still continued to persist in it* He claims that m feels it is
all fun* but I 8 ve again let him know that I do not view it that way aid through
others have? asked hiia to stop* X 3 ve gotten no affirmative response £m& him. My
reaction to dates has been to live and let live, but I am certainly reappraising my
attitudes vu th frim as I'll arJLy be pushsd so far. He is an asshole who really
enjoys being an a see to others. He may just find out that all people do not apprwev-t*
his'feunor? Enough 1b enough.,

By the way do not put this la your zim in the letter column jgr ((1 ua\r
3

^

since called Ja&es* and ha has given ste psraission to run this as it appears hera^)'
Feel frae to use it in any manner when you do rebut the slug* but pleas* old/, us?, i t

in that contexts This is not aa editorial about him* but given the shit that's
flying 1 do feel that you need so&e backup*, I Imow whore TaUioan la concerr.^d I

could have used soma "though no one bothered to say a word until Is&m 15 of MC; v?hen

Paul ((Hautarberg)) finally malised that all may not be fun and gairas where* T&lljaan

is concerned* A2so f you stay be interested to find out that at the last two coas I've
attended public opinion is definitely against our fat little friend* People are
getting wise to ouc friend? the Seattle Slug 0

((Stop and 'think for a minute v readers e what it must ba Ilka to have so&a jerk
trying to get into all of your games a& a standby just for the purpose of rep&ySng a.

stab that occurred years ago* I think that James should isli his GMs in no i^ioertein
terms that lie doesn't want Tallman in his gasses* The GKfi should oblige this request
(I know I would).

Some people in this life get their kicks by hurting otfasrSo These people era
known as sadists, and Tallman is the hobby 1 a prime example of one* James in right on
the moneys Tallnan really en joys being an ass to others, and it shows* Jot«& Keil^y
met hiou aiid commented afterward that he was about the most .personally obnoxious
person he'd ever met* Coughlan s after reading of TtaJLiaian's attempts to

disemdit various others, has told me repeatedly that ha just considers Terry utterly
pathe tic o I fully agree s

But out of all thle we ought to give Terry credit for dug things ha te/csg&izes

his own talentSo He has no talent for GMing, for example f and bo arrears io have
given it up* (My understanding is that all the games in his sine rxb now guest GMedo)

He does have a talent for aggravating others,, and m 1b pursuing this course. wi':h

abandon o "Incite great agony'' in people* indeed* Not only is the guy a prick
f , but

he 3 s proud of its My advice to James and others in the s?me boat would just be to

Ignore hia 9 except* as mentioned above 9 make sure ha doesn't end up in one of your

games and spoil yourfun that way*
Uh oh ~ I just realised that I quoted from Tarry 9 s zine last parag;^ph^ Ncm^ 1

realise that you might consider this in violation of your copyright 1&vf, 9 Terr:/?

but please don*t si,ie me for it« Pretty please c Aftar all I just had to :cej;r±i\t some
of your Glowing Pros© to balance .all this sila© that's iii my letter' cvlu&np r5^ht?))



The following article needs an introduction* This is the first article I aver

wrote as a Diplomacy hobbyist* It was written "before I even began to think about

publishing * which means that it is over five years old. It was published in
Murdering Ministers #10, a sine I was delighted to receive back then and am still

delighted to receive now* Upon rereading it after all these years, I am thankful

that I developed a bit of writing ability before starting to publish* So here it is*

folks* BRUX*s vary first Diplomacy article.

Counting the Alliance Structures

One of the first questions a Diplomacy player must ask himself after joining a

game and after negotiating with the other players is, "What should be my first moves*
given the alliance structure as I know it?*1 Numerous articles have been devoted to

these first moves* such articles usually focusing on one country and one or maybe a
tew alliance structures* But what? indeed, is an alliance structure? How many
possibilities are there at the game's beginning?

Let us start off by making a crasy assumption* We will say that each of the seven
countries can feel one of three ways toward each of the other six* friendly » hostile s

or neutral o Now? this is not too realistic because in the case of neighboring powers,
such as Italy and Austria, there is almost no possibility of neutrality.. The odds
are that either the two have negotiated an alliance and are both friendly toward aach
other? or they have negotiated an alliance which one intends to violate* meaning that
ona is friendly and the other hostile} or they will go to war and are both hostile
toward each other* Between* say* France and Turkey^ though^ thexs may well be neutral
attitudes at the beginning*

Also, we must assume that (and this is true* mostly) feelings are not necessarily
mutual i for example* the alliance which one party intends to break is a fria&dly
relationship one way and hostile the other j or* as another example, England may not
even care about Turkey* but Turkey may be negotiating with someone else to attack
England* This would be a neutral/hostile relationship*

Now? we will define an alliance structure as one possible combination of these
relationships among the seven countries at the beginning of the game* Well* then* how
many possible alliance structures are there? The answer may surprise some readers,
but it is 3 to the sixth power*, raised to the seventh power, or roughly iOQ,O00*000 e

000 ,000*000? 000* This means that if everyone in the world were to play Diplomacy
after dividing up into groups of seven ^ and each game took one second to complete,
and after completion each group instantly started playiJQg again, that five thousand
years would elapse before a game with the same exact alliance structure as any previous
game Kould have to be pOUyed! This also assumes a constant world population of just
over four billion* but that is reasonable because t

1) How many people do you know that have died while playing? and
2) With everyone constantly playing, the birth rate would be mm for obvious

reasons.
One hundred quintilllon possible alliance structures! But remember the crasy

ass^ptlon we made in the second paragraph of this article? Suppose we eliminate the

neutral option*, then, and say that everyone is (potentially* at least) either friendly
or hostile toward everyone else* Would this reduce the number of possibilities
significantly? The answer is yes, but there would still be wall over four trillion
possible alliance structures* which would allow our world of people to play for just
a little over an hour and a half (still at one game per second) before getting
repetitious. Or, if you had a penny for each otm 9 you could still buy out forty
billionaires o

0K» you say$ but I know what mj; feelings toward everyone are at the beginning of
the game I That will further reduce the nisaber quite substantially* If you only
consider these possibilities which include the attitudes you (say you're playing Germany)
have already decided on 9 then (sorry about this) there are still over sixty-five
billion alliance structures which could be lurking deep wiiSin the minds of your opponents 0



In desperation* I hear you now cry* "All rifihi I Lat*s say all fWiinga ^ro now
mutual AUD I know flfao all of allies and enemia^ axel Nov how mmj a** there? M

fell ? now if you are Germany and you have an alliance with Aiuitri^ ::ou fc that
Austria alto feels friendly toward you. And, . that either Britain and P^rce
tooth friendly toward each other* ox both hostile, Among the other ssiae v>^mtria^
there aro now fifteen possible pairs (e«g* fiussia-Turfeey^ Russia-/,tsly* I-kdy'-a'^a^ev;.

etCr), each of which can either "be an alliance or a hostile raXatiox;^hip
;>
so *h«*«? are

now only two to the fifteenth power possible alliance structure (32.758) , Of thee*?*

many aaas ridiculous, such as having all of the other six countries allien with each
other 8 or all six "being* mutual enemies^ or even any flv© of them all telng # usually
allied.: Still* there at least 20»000 possibly reasonable allian^ str,: \vr>& at ihv
beginning of a game* even after you know jour friends and enemies

E®V] yon want to uiemoriae the correct opening move© for sach of h^es? Maybo you
ehould take irp tic^tac-toe?

Sext century* 1*11 present the results of calculations for Toungstowi viul^U,

( (X-i&e I bbj&s l 8m glad I learned to write before I started up TO. I ' u just
feoid about diplomacy for three or font months *ffaen the a&ove Hxlttea,- From
humble *Dg)gim3ngSo« 9 }}

Range War

A *fii£ mc *>;lly Variant Ccilr ;-/uee

lo The standard rules of Diplomacy (19?1 Rule'boclt) apply, except && asaen^o be!;;*

2c There are sight players,* representing seven powerful Ranches (LOSS 8?/Vl RMOHo
CRANES « BSD RIVER, LA2T S, SOUTH FORK* MULE £2J3GB f arid LQHIS30KE PISS) cm the 'toxw/
Kexioo terfer, plus the local band of Outlaw (THE DEVIL'S HOLE OMG),

3c Printed <m the game map are 15 supply centres (the seven raD.cn housss, plus tfca

Devil's Hole), 6 neutral centres (the Rio Grande Mine plus tho ^\ms of Vombetona,

Cripple Creeks Medecine Hat* Broken Jav* and Santa Elena) and one om*>& cento
(the town of High Koon)* The latter Is exactly the ease as a nevtrr^ except that,

when the g«uae begins it is already under the control of the Devil* s Hole Gang*

These 15 centres do not move*

Not printed on the game map are, at the start of the goae* a futthcr 2? contees —
8 o*med and 13 neutral* These centres are herds of cattle 9 aa<?. they ecu aovs«.

All the players start with one herd (abbreviated *'H
M
) except for v pa? fc* ar-"i

the DKG, The Laay 3 starts ^ith two herds, the DKG with none .

% The only otter unit used is the Gang (abbreviated MGM ) of ranch hands or

outlaKSo Trie Laay S starts with three gangs* the other seven players nave vm
apiece Gangs move as do Armies in regular Diplomacy,

6o Initial Placements***-

Devil q b Hole Gangs G(Devil*s Hole), G(High Noon)

Lassy &$ G(Lazy S) 9 G(Crasy Horse Mfca), G(Googan*s 31uffK
H(Grassy Horse Mfn) f E(Googan^s Bluif)

Lonesome Piims G(Loneeoise Pine), G(FirMtai)
ii
H(FirMto)

Lone Stars G(Lone St^r^ G(Culpepper Canyon) s K(G^.peppc^r Cruxyoni

Mule Ridge & G(Mule Hic^ge), v^(Sagle Peak), K(Eagle R?ak)

Bancho Grande s G(Bancho Grande) , G(Isla San Juaiiitc),

H(lsle San Juanito}

Red Rivers G(Red River) ^ G(Rattiesnafce Creek), E<>Attlesvi^'-^ Cvsek)

South Fork? G(South Fork) , G(Kansas Valley), K(Kansas Valley/
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HvCactus Creek Sth) f H(Commanche Ridge) 9 H(Nth Range) 9

HOiontana Valley) 9 H(Pine Crest), K(Cougar Ravine)

,

HiBox Canyon) 9 H(Cactus GuLch) f H(High Sierra),
HI Bod Dog Ridge), H(Plorida Valley), H(lndiana Valley),
H(Echo Canyon)

?n A "board space may only be occupied by a maximum of one gang and one herd at any
time* It may never fee occupied *by two gangs, nor "by two herds «* Herds may b^

left unattended^ t

8, Although each player includes any herds he controls in each set of orders f'e„g*

"G(Goo)-Lay g G(h¥R)-Fix 9 H(Val) M
) herds may never move on their own* nor m&y itoy

Ive support in any way0 The only way to move a herd is to move it with a gang
Qogo "GH(lSJ)~Bio")o Note that ,,GHM is not a permanent unit — it merely nhom
that the gang and the herd are moving together* Like gangs e herds may move only
one spacer

% When a gang is ordered to move to a space with its hard, including the case where
it enters the space against opposition (i*e* it is successfully supported into a
space) It may take its hard with it (the "GH" order is used) provided the space
entered does not already contain a herd* If it does s the attacking gaag*e herd
remains where it is and the gang moves on its own*
However* gangs forced to retreat from a space may never retreat their hards
with theiuo If a gang is removed through being forced to retreat but having no
retreat orders (or no available retreat spaces) its herd remains in place, intacto

tOo Any herd in an area occupied by a gang may be moved (as per 8 and 9) by the player
owning the gang* who includes tha herd on his carders for that turn*

tic There are two seasons per year. Summer and Winter 9 with Branding (i.e* Adjustments)
in the Springs Ownership of supply centres is determined at the end of the
Winter move c However » any herd in a space occupied by a rival gang during the

Summer move is returned to neutral status unless the owning player can recapture
the herd before the Spring Branding count* (Biis represents the nuisance value of
fence-cutting raids 9 and does not apply to non-movable supply centres 0 )

12o Builds may be of two types — new gangs or new herds (but see 13) • These mus! be

placed on the board on a player 6 s home centre if it is available e (Mote that a

gang occupying a space does not block the building of a herd and vice versa o A

gang and a herd may be built in the same space at the same time if it Is completely
emptyo) Failing this* a player may build in any other non-movable supply centres
he owns (including captured home centres) Q If none of these are free t he may
build in any space occupied by one of his herds* (Note that these builds must
therefore be gangs*)

13» Whenever a player captures a rival home centre for the first time e he may choose
to make one of his builds a herd (provided he has some builds coming to Mm)
during the following Springe Herds may not be built at any other time* Including
the subsequent recapture of that home centre by the same player*
Herds built in this way do not require a supply centre to maintain them «~ they
are counted, in fact» as supply centres in their own right when the next Spring
Branding count begins*

i^c It is perfectly possible for herds to occupy non-movable supply centres* Any
player having control of that space at the end of the Winter move thus controls
two centres,, and reaps the benefits^

15* There are two rivers on the map »- the Fed River and the Rio Grande 0 The :-ad River
in no way Impedes movement (e«g« "G(CQJ)-Iomfl and * JG(COS)-CON" are both l^:-xl) but
the Rio Grande g which divides the board into Texas and Mexico & forma three ooard
spaces of its own*, Any herd left unattended in one of these at the end of a move
is removed from play G

160 The Victory Criterion is the sole control of 19 supply centres. The game starts
in Summer 1870*

Unbranded Herds a
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Indirect and Schizophrenic Support

Indirect support and schisophrenic support axe two tactical devices which cap. be

utilized from time to time in Diplomacy, But laany players are unaware of these

options, so I shall attempt to explain them in this article *

Let c s start with indirect support* There are three rules which make this davice
neoees&ry and possible . First 3 a unit ordered to move cannot be supported in place if
its move falis j second, you may not dislodge your own unit$ and third, a "beleagured
garrison" (a unit subjected to two equally Kell- supported attacks) is not dislodged*
Sow, suppose you have a unit which you want to order to move (possibly only for the
purpose of cutting a support) „ yet at the same time you wish to protect the
space it is in from a possible supported attack* How might you do this? If you have
two unit of your own adjacent to that space behind the battle lines, you yourself can
support an attack on the space your ordered- to-move unit occupies c. If your unit there
does move* you will stand off the enemy's supported attack into that space v or (if
that attack is not forthcoming) you will move another unit into the space 0 But if
your unit in the disputed space fails to move* it will not be dislodged by the enemy
attack either* because with your own attack you have created a beleaguered garrison

o

And if no enemy attack is forthcoming* well* you still stay put because you can't
dislodge your own unit!

Time for an example* Let's assume that you axe Prance, with armies in Burgundy 5

Paris, and Marseilles! and Germany has armies in Belgium, Ruhr» and Kiel* You wish
to try & sneak move into Munich* But, because you will be ordering A Bur-Hun, you
cannot support your Army Burgundy in place if the move is stood off from Kielo And
you certainly cannot afford to allow a German army to enter Burgundy! So you also order
A Par-Bur (A Mar S) p giving your unit indirect support o If you seize Munich, you
still have stopped any possible supported attack on Burgundy*, And if you don fi t take
Munich, either the prohibition against self-Slslodgement or the beleaguered garrison
rule will allow your Army Burgundy to stay puto A handy tri«k* no?

Now, on to schizophrenic support* This tactic is used less often than schizophrenic
support* Suppose you have agreed to let another player move to a space with a
particular unit of hls 0 But then he decides to take control with a different unit,
in such a way as to gain a much more powerful position against youc If you have two
units adjacent to the space in question* you can ensure that he only may move the
agreed-upon unit in* How? Move one of your units to the space 9 and with your other
unit support his attack! For instance, you axe Russia with F Swe and A 3tF* You
have agreed to let England take Norway with his F Ntho But you want to make sure that
he doesn't convoy an army there instead* You would order P Swe~Nwy B A StP S ENGLISH
P Nth-Nwy* He will succeed only if he attempts to move in with the flee to

This techinque can also be used if your ally has a habit of missing his moves?
and you have agreed to support him into a vacant enemy centero You would give him
schisophrenic support f then if he( missed his moves —- you would take the center!

It must be noted that tricks like the above two cannot generally take the place
of goods solid negotiating and planning, but they do have their uses in special
situations. So it may well pay to know them.

John Kelley was around when TO startad* and except for a few months has baen a

Doomie for the past five years* A strong supporter and frequent contributor

to the sine, his ideas about the hobby and life are interesting often because they

are so unusual « THAMKS 0 *,to Boomie John Kelley 0
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In W #93 thsrs appeared an article on 'Gaining an Ally", But what if your ally

turns out to "be a pain in the ass? TO now proudly presents the following ar icl«

reprintod from Paeaehendaele #29* *#

Doping an Ally
lay Randolph Smyth

Of all the subjects on the play of Diplomacy* this is perhaps tha touchiest, fox

any novice irho is beyond the stage of quitting wben he fails to find an ally in tao

first place » lo^iug an ally is the cause of most dropouts* Being stabbed is far ao;^
traumatic than losing a well-fcught game to an enemy « Stabs are only Uk most
violent mea^a af breaking off an alliance, thcughg sometimes* goals change as the

game progresses and allies simply drift apart. How does one terminate earlier
commitments^ and nhich of these ways are "best"?

To avoid a*y stain on your reputation* the test way is to put a specific time
limit or other similar constraints (until one of us reaches ten centers, until Germany
is eliminated) on the duration of the agreement in the first place « The ally Kill then
be aware that your relationship is about to end* but if you* re the type of player that
progresses by di^locxacy rather than hacking away with the knife at every opportunity,
this omH bother you mucin

The fence-sitting route is for those who want the benefits of surprise without
being branded as an actual liar? word your alliance agreements with a loophole which
(you hope) the other guy wonH see until yoifc&ready to take advantage of it,, The
disadvantage here is that, while the ally may not be able to complain effectively be

other players* he may be just as angry at being "tricked" as though you'd actually
stabbed him«

The most renowned and immediately effective method is* of course t the ofcab*

Generally it 5 s over-used* players get impatient and stab too early
fi
ox realise tlia\

the best opportunity has passed them by and attack belatedly anyftowp or do it $ml for
fun* H&sults in any case are likely to be disappointing in terms of substantial
progress in board position, but are usually a roaring success in texias of erdiag the
alliance.-,

l 9ve heard some players advocate a "black-and-white" strategy? if a fellow player
is not an ally, make him as much of an enemy as possible with insulting press and
letters* until you are no longer on speaking teims« The idea is to aeJfce him
angry that he attacks you to the exclusion of all else ~ which makes him very
predictable and gives your new ally an easy target. The problem is that your defease/
counterattack is perforce equally predictable, and it 9 s rarely to your advantage to
go to so much trouble for the exclusive benefit of a third party « Also* even if your
enemy is not normally a cross~gamer, it's only naturla for personal hostility to affect
other games if you ever meet him elsewhere. So p however an alliance is broken off » 7

try to pour oil on the rough waters with explanatory letters*
Suppose you have an ironclad contract with another player which is obviously

working against you, but you*re not the stabbing type ~ is there any way otit^ Of
course* many such players seem to feel obliged to drift along under the terne of the

agreement* getting a lot less from their potential than they should* thers s gqm cauise

to b© extremely bitter tfhen your old ally then turns around and stabs you Xav*r (no:

infrequent) 0 One idea is to take the bull by the horns and simply your ally,

"Sorry* guy, this agreement isn't doing me any goods I'd be glad to renegotiate it,

if you're willing to give me a better deal, but on the original terms the treaty is
off e

M Even players who have little compunction about stabbing everyone in sight will
balk at washing their hands of outdated commitments in this way* Yet it's no I a stab P

and if you have a legitimate grievances breaking the contract is less unfair to the

other guy than continuing it would be to you . Most players have an exaggertr^d resp&ct
for their own agreements except in the absolute context of a stab*

However.; you may feel that even this breakoff of an existing treaty will viol a Us

your ethical standards, OK ~~ then you have to depend on diplomacy to get .you the
best alternative deal you can« Approach your ally and suggest changes which you tbi.uk

will give you a better dealt. The other fellow isn't likely to simply make y^u a gift
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of something that was given to him In the original treaty© so you 8 11 have to look
further down the road,. Point out the inequities in the current deal and demand &
larger compensatory share of whatever waen*t agreed oru Then you may offer him back
some of this pie~in~the~3ky for more immediate profit »<» otherwise ha may stab you
just when he *s at his strongest*. Or* he may hs very inflexible and demand his pevnd
of flesh in the agreement* while denying you anything further*** perhaps then you
will feel less justified in sticking to your original ethical standards* «

,

Actuallyb the postla hobby has "become more sophisticated in recent years 0 insofar
as there seems to he less reliance on written "treaties*1 with specific clauses P

signed by both parties with a copy to each* These arrangement can be best for a
novice , since he knows exactly when the agreement is being broken, except that a more
experienced player will often take advantage of the novice in the initial composition
of the treaty* Today* though, most agreements are more informal* season-by-season
cooperation as determined by immediately preceding correspondence* Even the word
"ally" seems out of fashion among the better players, in recognition of the constant
shift of fortunes and relationships* The fact of alliance becomes implicit after a
period of constant cooperation, without either side ever saying, "Let 3 s ha allies
Thus, players 9 successes or failures are dependent on continued performance as
negotiators each season, rather than on the terms of a contract signed five game-years
ago*

((This article is not quite up to the standards of Randolph's otter materia?, in
this issue o There are several points with which I cannot agree*

In the third paragraph, he recommends the "fence-sitting route 9* of wording your
agreements so that the other guy is duped into believing that you are going to remain
his ally without your actually having said so* I don 3 1 agree* Provided the guy is
above the level of a semi-moron, a trick like this is going to leap out of the page
at him and he'll be wondering* "Why isn 9 t he being more direct about this? Could It
be that he J s planning to stab me?** In order to avoid giving yourself away in this
manner p your wording will have to be extremely clever indeed* The deceit may not be
worth the potential benefits, which Randolph views as "the ally may not be able to
complain effectively to other players" • I think Randolph overestimates the impact of
such revelations to other players, generaily 0 To cite a concrete e3?ample a are you (as
Italy) going to feel any differently toward England if he lies to Prance and takes the

Channel in Spring *0l than if he sneaks in by making France think he wasn 0 t going there
without actually promising it? Doubtful ~ you^ve got your own interests^ and the

exact nature of England's duplicity isn't likely to influence your attitude toward hisu
unless

ft of course, the target is you. While you may want to watch for a pattern of such
behavior in a player, a single instance is hardly likely to make much difference B

An example of this occurred during face-to-face play once at a ByraeCono Pat
Conion was Russia to my England* and opened with F StF(sc)-Bot, A Mos-SiPo I bugged
him and bugged him before the fall season-, finally eliciting promises that he wouldn't
move to Norway or Finland. What did he do? Convoyed his army to Sweden, then built
F StP(nc), I assure you that I was just as angry with him as I would have been had he

lied outright, and furthermoreT th other players were too busy with their own concerns
to care whether Russia had lied* So there

»

I*m also not much of a fan of alliances which are timed to end once a given condition
is fulfilled*) I*ve participated in one or two of these, but basically it t^eems to me

that an agreement to terminate the treaty in Fall *06 is just an invitation for the guy
to stab you in Spring '06 — or for you to anticipate this and stab him first in Fall "05$

or for him to anticipate this and* * •

The "black-and-white" strategy described would only be used by a very poor player

,

who undoubtedly wouLdn't last long anyway* Good players realise that there ar» many
different types of allies, and many different types of enemies, and every conceivable
shade in between*))
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£hg Crand Bgrch European O&SSai of i£?^

"by Mark Berch

This ona had the biggest cast of characters yet? me (Marl:)* my wife Woxva ;'an

alcoholism nurse and counsellor)* my brother Paul (a public defender in Vermont), ;-v

Marxist Economist sister Bettlaa* who teaches at Barnarda and her husband fibula *

who is getting hU* PhD in Ba&ieal Economics* We all met In London* Kona and I

joining the otters who had been there for several daya 3 on December 30- Ifcst night
southern England was hit by its worst snowstorm in 14 years ? the beginnings >f bad
weather which dogged us for much of the trip* We drove to Dover* where « found ih*-.;.

the Hovercraft was out of service* the seas being too roughs So m took the r<u&ut:>

ferry* "fliis proved to te a wretched trip, very rough* People were sivtit.g around
white as a sheet * looking really grueao&eo 1 consider myself to have a rather strong
stomach, but T s?as pretty naseouso Adding to the rough seas Mere strikes and a power
failure on tha French aids, so that a 90-minute trip stretched to five hours of -.ais* r;/o

After that was a slow drive across northern France 9 Belgium northed; Heraa^y and
finally our destination, Vienna* Wte wens considerably delayed fcacauae of tiie snowsto*m P

but actually we:oe lucky.. Had m decided to fly
f>
we 3 d have been stuck in Loudon because

the airports ware shut down., and w& later found that some of tee roads tt^-t we traverse a

in northsra Europe uere later rendered impassable by . .the snow*, We also waragsd a
mall accident* a skid terminating in several impacts « Ho one was hurt* arid it cost
us no mora than the $300 deposit on the tented oar* Robbie did most of the driving,
with h®lj> from Paul, and it took us 36 hours to Vienna

o

Vienna is a grand city, and a littla sad, too« It is full of grand palaces and the

like* many of which, function as department stores or office buildings* It me built
to be lbs nerve center of an empire* which at one time erabraced what is row Austria
and Hungary 9 as mil as otter parts of Germany e Yugoslavia* Galicia* the BlakarjSp ot ; r

But they lost their wars, and now it 9 s a huge city in a mall country a hv t p^ aienJly
very beautiful o Ornamentation is considered a very important part of tte buildings
design,. So one constantly sees carvings, statuettes* columns (often with :,ar$e fibres
tfepicted as supporting the coltsans) s fancy scrollwork and the like a One bank had i

gilt- gold coins embla&ened on its sides* Another was topped by a metal structure
looking very much like an aviary e Ordinary shops would have some lovely tliework
around their windows, or would have some striking green glass as part of the window* ,

You might wander into a foyer of a nondescript buildings only to um acme
exotic light fixtures* And marble ! ! In the central vestibule of an art museum I
a stunning collection of coluEuns, b&llustrades, panels, marble-within marble ^ ?.eilln>:

floors -« everything^ And all different types as well* We also took a visit tc< tie
Schonhrun Castle, the second largest in Europe „ and an epitome of b&roque urehilec ivx&t
positively reeking with Austrian nobility* with enormous paintings of weddi&g feasts,.

Of the 1500 zooms, the ones ks liked best were the Chinese rooms, full of lacquer panels
and dozens of Chinese vases* The grounds are sumptious as well* but we had to

hallucinate the flowers f it being winter* While the palace is refined splendor, ©van
in the pedestrian parts of the city e you see reminders of it r or the care; that is put
into appearances.

The other striking thing about Vienna, and Paris as wells, is the food Inhabitants
of both countrie 3 apparently take food much more seriously than people do tereu (The
typical Frenchman spends more than twice the percentage of income than Americans do on
food},, and it really shows* both in the quality and the quantity of what is available*
1 am an aflotionsto of good rye bread, but I have never tasted as good as what's called
"dreikombrot'% which exceeds even the "Posin*s" rye I was raised on Pastries %xit

cakes come in dazzling variety* Perhaps ay favorite is a sort of cheese d&r inh celled
w topfengulatchen*\ which comes in several different styles* A type of chocolate cake

called Reirucken is baked in its own special pan. We had cakes stuffed with "muhn'S

a poppy seed preparation. Even the mass-produced material*} the equivalent of. Bay r .
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Hostess or Drakes here, was delicious* What apsses for ordinary pastry or "bread hare
in the U.S. I'm convinced would be unsaleable in Austria? it just couldnH compete

•

Backing this tap is very high quality raw materials* in almost endless variety* I saw
an ordinary fruit stand with FOUR different varieties of pears, which were hardly i&

season. There was another shop that sold nothing but dried fruits p in more different
choices than I've ever sean. And the spice shops! One had four different types of
paprika (hot, very hot, sweet, and hot & sweet). These shops, incidentally , wars not
at some fancy gourmet shopping center9 hut a big market of just outdoor stalls and vary
simple types of shops. The variety and quality of food and foodstuffs available in Paris
and Vienna was at le^st for me the most memor&l&e part of the trip*

One thing that contributed heavily to the success of our Vienna stay was the fact
that Bobbie 9s family lives in Vlenna c and he was raised there since the age of seven*
Thus we wen the recipients of very warm hospitality > superb home-cooked meals, and
very informed advice about what to see* how to get around and backgromd information
about how th& city operates* For example , much of the social life of the inhabitants
revolves around coffee houses® which are of all different types, and provide a
remarkable variety of "services" for the clients}, j we visited a couple e Have you ever
had hot chocolate with whipped cream? $srhaps$ but not like in a Vienna coffee house *

On a beautiful service, rich chocolate , and so much whipped cream that it has to be
served in a separate dish in an enormous dollop, Many coffee houses* however^ are
very crowded* which does appeal to people for some reason.

But it was OOLD, with the daytime temperatures often in the teens and single figures,
and damp to booto We were never grounded, but on the worst days we*d hit the museums*,

where we feasted our eyes on the likes of Klimpi, Brsugel, Schiele, and Hundertwasser
tapestries, and some, of the "Fantasitie Bealiats". But art is truly everywhere in
Vienna ~~ you see art deco in tie design of the subway entrance

e

0 One thing we didn't
do was shopping; due to the disreputable state of the American dollar* prices are,
or rather, seem to be, high* I bought spices* that's about alio

While we were there we took a short but intense sidetrip to Budapest. In this,
we were very dependent on Bobbie's mother Verao She was born and raised in Budapest,
and met her husband there in 19*&« But later that year* they had to leave o Hitler
had decimated the Jewish community there, and Stalin was trying to finish them offo
We had to get visas* Recently* the Hungarian government has reined restrictions on
Austrians visiting* but still, it is a soft currency country, so there are limits on
the amounts of Hungarian currency that you can bring in, there are different rates in
different cities, etc. We took a train (the Orient Express), passing right alongside
the Gmech border, and ate a superb meal that evening In a restaurant with a zither
player, and then walked a bit of the commerical district late at nighto The next day
was a rapid paced walking and bus and subway tour of the city* We saw the neighborhood
where Vera had been raised* some parks, the Fla&a of the Heros where Stalin's statue
used to be, a grand church where something like 700 years of Hungarian kings had been
coronated, a restaurant where I |md a scrumptuous fash paprikash, a glittering
coffeehouse with enormous chandeliers^ a market (where the food available was awfully
skimpy compared to Vienna), and some famous monwentso We saw both parts of the city
(Buda and Seat), and waited across a bridge that spanned the Danube, which bridge
was guarded by atone lions without tongues. It seems that one of the (many) Turkish
leaders who overran the city ha4 them ripped out to symbolize his capture » The city
has been sacked and torched any number of times* It's sometimes eerie to realise how
old some of these cities are* There 9 s a monwent in Vienna to the victims of the
plague* That's 14th century. Ma had a comic episode upon leaving. We were really
racing to make the train, and on leaving the subway (Europe 0 s oldest) we confronted
three esoalatorst one up& one down, one not running* Seeing the up one somewhat
crowded we decided (mwiselyi the escalators there are both fast-moving and stepp) to

scamper up the not running one. Bart way up we hear incomprehensible words blaring
forth from somewhere. We redouble our efforts, practically collapsing at the top.



m
People look at us oddly. It turned out that what she was saying to us over the P a A*

system was "Don't use those steps* It's very dangerous* Hease go off* (Pause)
What*© the matter? Why don*t they hear ml I know toy microphone ia working!

"

Soon It was time to leave Eastern Europe * as the car was finally roadwortby, in a
manner of speaking* We pack a variety of cheats and "oread* and oranges the &%m of
eggs 3 as Robbie KistfuIJLy emmierates all the different eweets that we never had the

chance to sample. ¥a drove to Paris*
Although it 1b a very different city, as western as Vienna Is eastern^ so many of

the things I liked are the same things that I liked is?. Vienna t the food and the

bsr&uty of the c&ty a Paris has truly awsome outdoor markets ~~ m saw one on the

northern edge of the city that extended on the sidewalks for miles* It's a little
startling* or*a day an ordinary sidewalk* and the next* a profusion of stalls* And
such food! I saw leeks (which are very cheap, considered peasant food* r*ct a specialty
item as in the U0 S,) of enormous sl$e* One fishmongers had at least 20 varieties of
fish in art avsrage-sised stand* And a whole p&ge could he devoted to tho cheese.

Although again, the prices are high for most items (80$ for a Cokef

)

? cheese is

another matter* In the U.S. 9 paying $2/lb will get you only the bottom of the line.
In France it will give you an enormous selection* We got Camaraberte at $U5t>/lb* a*?d

brought back qv±\® a few interesting; items* Hexm* Brie is a big occasion i there » it's
just one more? and available in all different brands from different r^gio^s« Bread ~
the famous bagette ~~ is ^cicse -controlled and super fresh* you .just canH sell it tte
next day u Nor can you get it in the Uo3« at all (ths flour is different), And you
ask about vim? Some is so inexpensive that it is sold in waxed cartons like milk.
And the stroet food is unbelievably tempting as well. Wa ate Tunisian sandwiches* an
enormous round roll stuffed with fish* picked vegetables and a sauce* and Tunisian
pastries* including semolina confections soaked in honey and Rosewatar. Se wandsrad
the city* sampling the best of a Jewish bakery here* a traditional French bakery there*
an unbelievable coconut concoction at a Haitian restaurant* a type of doughnut so
fresh ws saw it lifted from the ffcyer —• the list goes on and on 0 the only way that
you can deal xith all this is to get an enormous amount of e3©rclse* which is what m
&t&9 in enormous walks*, We often spent eight hours a day on our feiet* allowing us to

cover good chunks of the city. We ev#n saw the area where the hookers operated from 0

Compaqd to those in Washington B*CI* $ they were better drsssed and more attractive
less Inclined to cluster in groups* and exist in two types* licensed and illegal*
We saw hanky tonk and the poshest of neighborhoods and shops 0 We did not see any
conehe&dSe Tha city is beautiful* but not in the massive-impressive my that Vienna,

iss the scale is smaller* Again, we hit a good number of muse»s & including the Museum
of Modem Art* which is a very striking and controversial building* although *ss were
disappointed by the poster shop* which seemed to be out of Just what we wanted* We
also saw the now poster ttuseu& 8 with a large exhibit of artistic advertising posters
nearby all by the same artist* and we looked in on a fins collection of Kagrittes at
a private gallery. Also checked ot|t ware a number of churches* I am a stained glass
freak* and the two churches had pretty awesome displays* Paris is a fine place to
shop if you are very richi some s-|ores had displays of art objects and home furnishings
etCe* that would completely overshadow what Georgetown (a tiny shopping area in D*Co)
has to offer. So window shopping ijas a real treat. We also spent a day driving
around some mailer towns outside Paris, We sometimes saw* both in Faris and Vienna*
places where wartime destruction h^d taken its toll* although in most cases the work
had been restored* but there would Kb© photographic displays of what* for example* the
church looked like with its roof blown to bits* In the sa^e vein e we saw in the Jewish
quarter a memorial to some schoolchildren who were dragged out of their schoolhous©
and taken off to concentration camps, We had a meal in that ar$a at a Koahsr restaurant
in which the second language (after French) was Arabic* which might seem odd* Stores
usually closed down for* e.g., I2«30~2i00 s so everyone could go out and have a big
lunch. Apparently this doesn't harm bus3mss 9 since everyone else is doing the same

thing*
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Of course, there were a. few things that we were not to thrilled about In Earls.

At the movie theatre you tip an usher (about 250 1 ) » who does nothing but make sure you
have a ticket when you enter* Toilet facilities* the infamous Turkish toilet* are
often pretty primitive c And the natives are not especially friendly, if your French
is less than very* good* One undeserved reputation is that Paris is somehow horribly
expensive. Ttue, the lousy state of the UoS 0 dollar doesn*t help* But we stayed at
a hotel in downtown Paris, a big double room with lots of mirrors and lovely carved
plaster on the ceiling and lots of hot water and only paid $8f- per night o you do
pay extra if you want to use the tub/showering facilities, but since this was winter c

and you do get a sink and a bidat* iVs really no problem* Most of the museums do have
an entrance charge* But there 9 s plenty to do for free*, One afternoon, m explored ihs
collosal Pere~Lachise cemetery 9 which is famous because they never had any
restrictions on what type of sculpture or architecture wo\ild be allowed* We did not
see many of the famous ones ~~ we really could have used a map* We did see the one
for Jim Morrison

ff
festooned with grafitti of quotes of songs from the Doors # and we

saw many of its famous eats* Did I mention the erepas? We ate at one place where m
could see them being made by an old lady literally stationed at the end of our.? table*
so they were absolutely fresh when they got to us* and there are street ^vendors of
these B too«

We then drove to London s this time taking the Hovercraft* This is treated like
an airplane flight (the interior looks just like a flight cabin f and in fact* tte

hovercraft skims about two or three feet above the water, so it 8 s rather pleasant) and
only takes k$ minute

s

Q In London* Bettina and Bobbie had a number of errands, and
since we were all familiar with the city » we wandered around, and took care of various
tausks. London was our big shopping city fi

as we°d return directly to the States* and
because the prices aro best there. I saw the biggest Science Fiction bookshop ever
("Dark They Here and Gol&en-eyed*1

)* and picked up some splendid artbooks and postsrs —
and that wits only one of at least three SF bookshops*. My brother took advantage cf
the extremely good prices for woolens to get some suits 0 We made major cheese purchases
at a trusted shop* including a powerful blue stilton? and my favorite * a Cheddar heavily
laced with garlic* parsleye and beer« We got a special type of Indian pastry (called
Halavah, no relation to what is sold under that name in the U.S.) at a shop patronised
by the Pakistanian Embassy, and brought some back* We were much more elective about
where we ate in London,, sticking mainly to Indian foodo Traditional British fare is
rather heavy and insipid and uaiaagiattive. We did decide to hit a few of the traditional
tourist stops this time, including Westminster Abbey , I was very amused to see the
big display for Major Andre, celebrating him as a war hero a The picture shows him
entreating George Washington to be honorably shoto We view him differently? and
George Washington had him hung as a spy (he was involved with Benedict Arnold) o London
at that time was suffering from a "lorry-drivers" (teamsters) strike » and the
government was shrieking that without the trucks? civilisation would surely fall » but
we didn't $se much impact, and after we left, the strike slowly petered out (only to
be replaced by the ambulance drivers strike, jus£ getting readied as we were leaving)

a

We saw the tower of London, with a splendid collection of"coats of mail" used both
for Jousting and combat in the Middle Ages* Actually, my favorite was the getup for
an armored elephant. We sauntered down the Strand, and bought Twinings Tea (for less
than 1/3 than it would cost in the U.S..)- at the same place where it had been sold for
270 years* We took in three plays* all murder mysteries as it turned out* These
were all at the equivalent of Broadway theatres, and we paid only $*J-$6 a seat. One
we saw, ^Deathtaretp", by Ira Levin (of Rosemary's Baby and The Boys from Brasil)
was deliriously clever and one of the most enjoyable plays I have ever seen* I

prowled the bookshops of Charing Cross Road and Totencourt Road, while Nona located

a variety of fabrics. Compared to Paris, and especially Vienna, London was positively

warm by comparison*
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But finally It was time to go* For those of you who have considered such a. trip*

ba advised that it is probably cheaper than you think* The round trip be tws-en NYC
and London on Laker Airlines is only $255? with a meal about $3 extra* Other airlines
have special deals that axe not that much more expensive. Give it a thought I

( (But first I'll give you 13 issues of sub credit for a very nice articled I

was psxticularly interested in your description of the fcod you ate (and did uoi e^ A
)

in Europe* I'm a big fan of cheese, and vouLd. go nuts gorging myself on it., from
your description* I've never been to Europe, but 1 think I'd choose dift^r^&t countries
to visit than these you j&ention« I'd love to see Switzerland and Norway ? a»g« * and
perhaps Greece as mil* But Pa glad you had a good trip (otter than the weaib»r)»))

From |^1 Si Fi£ #108...
The CM'js Ads&ntage

by Randolph Smyth

For the Inst oouple of years I 3ve been noticing differences between the perception
shown by GMs of ssoiae e^perienca and that ehown by acn^fing players with the sase
affioiai of playing oxpsrieno9« GM© are no more tactically capable or strategically
imaginative, and aven their own diplomacy shows little difference from that of players-
only^ Yet, alsost to a man* ©Is seem relatively lamuna to any diplomatic ra££&*i~a&8fcle

stewed by another player for their benefit*
That is* CMs pay little attention to information (true or false) received in a

letter unlesc/uatil it 8 s bacla*d up with uuitable orders on the board* It Q & more
difficult to get coaraittnents out of them before Spring 1901* and thereafter unless
your plan is plausible la terms of the previous aoves* Furttoersnore # onoe a plan has
bean sat in action i pleas* threats, promises* the sun or the moon, hell or high water,
are all &b&s likely to alter a GK's intent* In fact* tflta as a class (and I include)

nyself) axe probably the most conservative (distinct from unimaginative) play&rs
in the hobby*

It does not appear that this "analytical attitude" predisposes certain playors io
bs &ln Q either* I *ve noted a couple of cases where the difference became more apparent
with increasing GSfing experience* in fact X believe I could Bake a pretty accurate
guess after a couple of letters exchange^ whether an opponent was a OS and how long
he*d been active as one«

The only explanation I have for ths developaent of this attribute is a result of
the GM c e natuieal curiosity* TsJsb a game & I$54* says the SJ4 is following the progress
in order to ec&posa his headlines and other comments, and to keep it distinct from
other gases hi his own mini* Perhaps only subconsciously* it is also natural for him
to be constantly predicting how the game will go? his remaining committed

t

e and the
timing of other game openings 9 will; depend on the accuracy of this info:m&tion c

Also 9 he is often the only "outsider" who is following the game season by ae&scn
in this much detail* The players usually think they have a pretty good idea of what
is going on from the exchange of letters (whether they* re right depends on the type of
game and caliber of negotiations) , but this source of information is denied to the CA a

as a rule* He gets a good deal of practice at analysing game trends from the orders
alone* These predictions ar& likely to be aven sharper than the players' without tha

diplomatic distractions t and if he's quite active* he can cheek his projections against
the actual outcome in a large number of gases simultaneously* It would be odd indaed
if he never made use of this ability in the gams ba was playing in*

The habit of increased reliance on the moves alone i© not always an advantage by

any means, but it*s a characteristic of the group that should be recognised by any

non-OS who is facing one* My own experience is that Sis are rather acre successful

as players than players-only g unless you argue that this is greater emparlance and

interest alone* GMs do something right in the long run that constitutes b distinct

advantage

«

((I do think that GMs' better records as players stems from greater interest and

hnbbv <v>mmi thrown** thniwrh-^
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PudgeCon in s A Brief gevAgg

by JohSi Michalski

Once again tha premier showinfe of the Midwest brought together 20* people to Bob
01sea 7 b house this su&mer, Labor Day *raekend this year* Gary Coughl&n missed* so we
did without the squirt gune for one* but we had a pretty dsoent tlaeo I got a later
start than I'd planned because of minor surgery ay wife had that Friday moiming* m&
had to leave early for the Ease reason^ but except for tb& usual Rusnack effect* a
gocd tine seems to have been had by all* Hike Master came In from tte West Coa&t*
Ty Base from Colorado** Kathy and John plus Bamo from New York, Woody from his cava,
Dick and the ever-sensmus Julie from Maryland, James Wall, Nancy Irwin, Mark Frush,
Mark Luedi, m 9 Bob himself, Ben Schillings Sauterberg, Rusnak, Brie and 0athy s and my
apologies to the others I've missed* We "Kissed" the Lan&Leye and Baters&ns this
year* plus Gary* all of whom I hope can make next year 8 a PudgeGon IV along Kith Csuch
and Bom Texane* Calls wore received from a few* but the only one I zeisember was
Ken Peel c So Someone said "It's Sen Peel" , to which one "Oh no" started a chorus- of
rapid-firs "Not Peel again J

81 "Heavens, Peel?" "No, not ffcel" "I can*t take any more
Feel" and on and on* Heally loving hobby we *re in, you Snow it? That was almost as
funny as the Trivial Pursuit entertainment q^u^stion about "Who refused to &tow up and
ran away to li*e with the fairies?" which brought the natural response "BOB WAL^JKU"*
Another funny (?) Midwest tradition was maintained by Rauterberg blowing up his car
on the way in* the second or third time h&'s done that. Not such T? video this time,
and the old title of *'Ho~John-Con" fell as Caruso put in an appearance for once e but
Kathy kept It lively, Julie kept the guys awake , and the range of games switched the
consumption of beer* which was prodigious. We played Acquire, Kingmaker $ blackjacks
poker , Land Grab, Civilisation 9 Third Raich, Trivial Pursuit, Junta, Titan, and a little
Dip thrown in« Eric got sick again, keeping his voice this year but almost losing his
supperg his Cathy (Cunning) is a cute redhead ffifik £ f$44 £44* *hil® Eric is looking
more rugged or outdoorsy or decrepld, om or the other. Ban Schilling filled Gary 9 s place
as a humorous drunk much of the time, and everyone kidded m about him in regard to my
Dallas Origins review, since it seems he's eitter much older or much younger than I
thought, I forget which* Kathy was herself$ Caruso is taller and huskier than I would
have guessed for someone called a wimp so much! Woody seemed more human than usual,
and even friendly as he cleaned our clock as the House In blackjackc I hardly
drink beer at all, but took $20 worth up there* plus pop after I arrived, and many
others did likewise, but it still ran short I think by Sunday night, with another day
or so to go. (I left Sunday evening, ) Not knowing good beer firom Old Milwaukee, I
bought Special Export (or is it Special Import?) which Scott Hanson had last year*
Must have been good since some of It was drunk up before we could cool It alio I

figured he'd have good taste in beer lite 3n women* If note Franks would teach him*
But anyhow...

Third Belch was fun. Dick Martin's Nasi Supaxmen were crushed like Insects in
our first gazae, and, crushed by Marshal Filsudaki's defenders of Warsaw no less,
24 to 12, he rolls 4, I roll 6* tkmn go 3 pauserkorps and 3 luftflottee and the first
game, as Poland wins WWII! I lovq the realise of Third Raich. Second game he did
better, taking most of Europe by f^i* hut lost Africa with England and Russia intact
and the U.S. oomftfeg. Later Caruso tried a test game, but was too unfamiliar with the
fourth edition to get very far. A winter 9 39 DoW on Russia and intervention In
Turkey sealsd his fate vs. Dick and !• Better luck next year, John*

Kathy and I played partners In a late night Trivial Pursuit game, which I had
never played, but accepted In order to cuddle up beside the ex-BNCL We got off to a
slow start (in the game, that is), but once I got Kathy to let me try Geography 9 which

she abhorred, we got into contention and eventually wono She was really ama&ed — I

think it's the first time she ever realized I might have a brain Instead of just being

an incredible sex object.



Discussions were fairly cool, even those of Walker , Higfcfield* PitUX,

the Cubs* and Mondale-Feraxro* Even Busnak stayed cool when Bamo d ?, Ivor ;x;

:>

his head? I guess he figured he was getting off lights I laugh off , or tin* to lawdi
off e a lot of sick stuffy around Fluff Shaffer, you have to* But Rusti&k stretch^
it* what with every woman being addressed as "Eey^you-fuc&ta-Mtch* B an<5 men littr -

better* Otter than that, things $ent smoothly* One key is probably nhat Sarao ssacu
at Hidmat Cons ?, toy insult the people who are NOT these* CqvjA m&k& difference,,

I gtt3£8«

Otfee.r than baing unacccastomed to sleeping on the floors celling the ECC'e
cigarette smoke 0 and envying Eric and Dick their cuddly cohorts, it was a great t:.i» 3.

In absolute t&xsas, it may not have Tbeen misch box® than a change of pace for once* aM
a ra#s episode of seal-adult companionship for a *ile^ but I look or, it ar tho high
point of the year* My strongest thanks to Boh Glmn for again boating m incredibly
motley c^w 9 &nd to all those wairdos who came so far* See you again nerrt yvvx*

((I tend to enjoy these semi-little cons (?) more than tha biggies l 4
,ke Qrifi^s

iayflel£9 More personal and all that* Aa I type this X*u considering heading to Inay
Con or whatever Luedl and ICXeiman wee calling it* this year*

Fom iBBma of sub credit to youg John, and thanks* } )

THE ONGOING SAGA OF ERUX'S HOUSERULES :

A few 'friends' calling on BRUX to discuss his houserules.

BRUX is, of course, Bruce Linsey who, of course, publishes Voice of Doom
from 73 Ashuelot St., Apt 3, Dalton, MA 01226, of course.

((And I am, of course, very grateful to Bob for all the free publicity, of
course. That's Bob Howerton , who ran this cartoon in his excellent zine, Festungs Hof . ))



The Duge

Oiis of the most frustrating problems a Diplomacy player can come across,

especially in face-to-face play, is an unbreakable alliance between a dupe and
another player. Dupes are easy to recognize* impossible to persuade, and hell to

have to play agalnato They are only there because six people wanted to play Diplomacy
and a seventh could not be found* They usually come in the form of next dorr neighbors*;

willing wivesc and ten-year-old girls. Rarely*, if ever* are they at all familiar
with the mechanics of the game, They do not write their own orders*

Let's get one thing straight* Dupes are unknown in hlgh-ciasa games, be they
postal or face-to-face. I am not referring to puppets ~ players who see that they
had better do what a stronger player says in order to survive. Puppeting 1© a
legitimate ploy and is consistent with the spirit of the game* which is that each
player should try to make whatever agreements and moves are in his own best interest*
given the current situation* A dupe is* so to speak, a total and complete puppet
from the beginnings a rag doll to be manipulated, tossed about, stabbed and screwed?

all "at the whim of the master (who, in tills article 9 shall henceforth be referred to

as "God")- The dupe ia totally and unchangeably controlled* Interest in self--

preservation is nil — it is replaced by an interest in playing God's game and
obeying his every whim* If the dupo is Frances then an English God may o\m Brest,
Paris, Marseille©, Belgium, and Spain by 1903 much to the distress of everyone else
on the board -~ except the dupe*

What causes such an unnatural relationship to develop at the outset? trail, as I

said above, it often results when a ncnlnterested party is asked to fill in. Relatives
are by far the most common dupes, followed closely by girlfriends* The dupe is either
too ycung or too ignorant to realize the purpose of the game, and consequently has as
much fun obeying a» he would playing* God*, of/j(^xx^^\iB/.^mxSly howling all this?

time with gleej he knows what he is doing! But he is not to >£Lame ~~ what good player
would turn down such an arrangements after all? W^o\44nH YOU like to own a duj© from
the beginning of every game? The point is this. ; neither God nor the dupa can be
rightfully criticised for their actions* God is looking out for his own interests^
and the dupe doesn't know any better*

What to do about such a pact is a very difficult q^stlon* It always seems that
the two people involved draw an adjacent pair of countries, itfiich gives them an
enormous advantage. Talking to them won* t help. It*s like trying to get Siamese
twins to separate* The dupe will just say, "Mommy can do whatever she wants and I
don't OAKS if she takes Paris and I 8m gonna attack SOU? I" You can trying prayings
but God will never listen* Why should he attack the country he is controlling rather
than you? The only other alternative is to plead with all of the other players* It
is this regard that my past endeavors in Diplomacy have been almost entirely fruitless*
It is surprising how many good players will avoid attacking an obviously unbreakable
alliance until it is too late* I have, on occasion, literally jumped up and down
while screaming, "Look, everybody, he's WRITING HER ORDERS! If we don't all band
together now we are DOOMED!*' And the other players ff including God* will all nod
gravely in agreement ~ and continue butting their heads against each other in their
petty battles* Most difficult of all is trying to convince a sheltered player who is

not immediately affected by this unnatural pairing to be patient while you "bring down
the inseparables. God, in his infinite wisdom, has often succeeded in sewing the
inexorably growing seeds of discontent and unrest in the faraway comers of the board c

just enough to allow the distant players to help him unwittingly to his win*
Nonetheless, the only recourse is to keep trying* The sheltered player may have to
be pacified tyr offering him a few extra centers with which to content himself* but
often as not this will just make him greedier and he will still attack the countries
who axe trying like hell to do in God and the dupe.

It seems, than, that one must just avoid playing at all when there is going to be
an obvious dupe Involved ~ unless, of course^ one can arrange to be God! So f be sure
to boring your own little infant to the next Diplomacy game you play* Amen*
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Boggy ys» Stxgi^Sl
by Randolph Smyth

Most rating systems consider relative positions at the end of the game as the

indication of player "success" 0 This is valid, and perhaps the only writable systems
however* it may he misleading to a player in the middle of a gawe - la the largest
military force always the most dangerous, the most successful „ the "one to stop", if
you're into that? Dictionary definitions of "strength" and "i^mx'* are similar? but
highlighting the difference in a Diplomatic context may demonstrat© say o\m opinion*

Relative to "strength" , "po^er" has vague connctatic&s of greater flexibility and
a motion component? hence* a powerful engine vs. a strong mil* Powr is not always
purely physicals a powerful man vs» a strong man* I may be strong (ssocially when
I slip off my shoes) but in today's civilised society (?) it 8 a much acre useful to
t» powerful*. So the difference is real, if elusive of definition*

Now consider a. concrete , if fictional 9 example of the difference in a games

As Owns Kom 0 Ser, Ru» f Ven 6 Mun ? War, Sev (9)j Has A s s Kun„ 8il ? Boh,? War, Lvn»
Bur, Gas, Ukr # F Trio

E% QnaB Homo, Den, Eol p Bra* Spa, Far, Bel p &ro P StP (11) % Has A 3 s Par* Pi<j„ F's Pal p

Eng ? Lvp p Ith f Ijen $ 3ot e StP(sc), Spa(sc)o
P3 Qims For, Mar {Z)% Has F*a Por, NAt s

Gs Own© Kie Has A Xieu
R? Owns Mos, Nwy e Bar (3/5 Has A Bar, F»s Nwy P iwgo
Ts Owns Roao 0 Bui 5 Qre, Tun 9 Map* Rob (8)} Has A 5 s Pie 0 Roa s Siay, F 8 s Bla, Afcg*

Ion, Tyr, ffos.
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List the coisntrlas in order of strength! EATRFGI* The game is very much alive e

however* who really has the "best chances, the greatest "power**? Obviously one of
the big three, hut la It

England, the "strongest" nation, whose German ally has sadly faded before south-

eastern pressure and his om greed in* the northwest? The remains of France and Russia
are committed against Mm after stabs,, and even in isolation these two could hang on
for several game years with a little bit of luck*

Austria^ a member of the dominating a/T alliance which presently controls half the
centers between the*;? Perhaps a classic example of "too many friends" s future
possibilities are b?.dly Halted without a credibility-destroying stab which will net
very little additional profit,

or Turkey* third in absolute strength at the moment* The one enemy responsible for
his military growth has disappeared entirely! he has one strong ally who tseems to
trust him completely (perhaps too much?). He can choose his enemy in the teest, having
had. no involvement with either England or Prance until now*

Tno military strength of either England or Austria can still do more to affect
the outcome than that of Turkey, but the result of exercising most of the theoretical
options is suicide o In the extreme case? each could give the power of his choice
all of his centers* In the real game* each has too much self-interest to be very
flexible at this stage j is there any doubt that all the options lie with the Turkish
player?

The situation of two i6~cenier nations racing for the win$ and a t*ro«center

pygmy deciding who the victor will he 9 is only somewhat analogous** The fate of the
small survivor Is fixsd ~ third place 0 His moment of glory can be used to gain
revenge for a stab or some other personal considerations but does not alter his own
result. In the above example* the decisionmaking capacity of the Turks enables him
to greatly improve his own chances for an excellent finish*

Keep in mind that Turkey can by no means stand alone 0 Strength is immaterial to
an astute player until he*s driving for a win, and the Turk presently wishes to
maintain and extend his power. Should be

1) Continue his alliance with Austria in good faith indefinitely?
2) Ally with England and stab Austria now?
3) Stab Austria without firm commitments elsewhere? trusting to the resulting

confusion to obtain maximum gains?
*0 Become a "nibbler'8

, negotiating vigorously for Sev, Rum, 8er, Van in return
for his continued support (or neutrality)?

5) Make no decision and drift along waiting for an Austrian commitment?
Well, what are the probable outcomes?
1) An A/T draw is almost certain* A good resuit 1 perhaps the best in terms of

security and reputation. To go to the trouble of breaking with his ally at this
stage is a brilliant signal that his goal is higher, l 0 e. an outright win-? However,
do the other options offer a good chance at succeeding at this?

2) As a rule, stabs of this Qature will reeollo England is no fool — he hasn't
reached eleven centers by being completely incompetent. Probably the worst of the
listed options, since the power now moves to England, who can choose to accept the
Turkish alliance or leak the newf to Austrlao Either way, foreknowledge of an A~T
war gives him a good shot at a victory of hie owuo

3) A bit premature with only eight units to his name, if he 3 s after an 18-center
win. It may be necessary if a two-way draw is simply unacceptable and Austria intends
to shore up the southern defenses* **but risky*

This is an excellent resource for staunch allies if one is blocked from further
expansion but is still "doing hie bit" In pinning down a third party* It*s only fair
that he is able to maintain a reasonable military balance by a controlled occupation

of his more fortunate ally's accessible centers. In this case, however, the near-

absolute potential of option #1, and the Turkish possibilities in Franco-Iberia, makes

it impossible to rationalize this course to Austria. The latter player didn't reach
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nine centers with ^aak knees* so he's unlikely to agree passively to second place
behind the Turk* The stab might a© wall "be a big one (option 3)«

3) Did some of you smile at this one? Is indecision always & s?m? Of course*
vigorous commitEient is often necessary s but bare the basis of the Tvxkijri power is
the ability to do almost anythings including notti^gc % Austria » on the ether band,
must act, A stab Kill involve the alienation of the smaller powers witb shota ho has
been cooperating* With England just a bit weaker and Austria friendless a^&rt izxm
the Turk 5 the time is rips for a rgal decision*

(The choice between #i and #5 depends on the relative competence of Turkey and
Austria. Can an unscrupulous Turk succeed in fooling Austria after a long period of
cooperation? Most players 9 including this author* would probably settle for #1 to
avoid the possibility of mistrust blowing; the game wide open.

The* history of the game will probably affect its future. The position is uolitaily
unless Turkey is the type of player who would choose #i without hesitation* In fact
the choice was made several game years ago* and the present Turkish options ax*
probably a temporary ph&ee in a smoothly-working tno-way alliances both allies may
not even be aware of their existence !

)

T«o pieces of advice, to conclude i (i) Don't be obsessed with counting centers
to determine potential EngXand* & basic weakness in tfce above example ia obrious*
Alliance systems are a batter indicator* but still changeable. Austria has good
reason to kaep his eyes opesu (Z) Whan the true se*at of power has been daisr&iredt,
act accordingly! particularly if you fiad» to your surprise, that it Xia# with you.
(Often power s like strengths is distributed mom various nations* but that's a future
topic* 0 e ) As Turkey you may never use #5* but Seep it in minds when lucky enough to
hold the initiatives you Slight as well appreciate it* Even if Austria is a great guy
and you don f t «igh to deviate from #1, you must still consider your powe* (perhaps
as a liability to the strongest possible alliance )| in this case? try tc reduce it«
Fewer has tremendous possibilities i with the right diplomatic diaate 9 om of ita
best um® is its own well-advertised neutralisation!

((1Mb article as it originally appeared in Pol Si Fie did not include the map
of the position described; that was my addition*~TNo 9 I can°t do that for ay g&s&ss

since I can*t always get to the copier at work on short notice or whenever I want,. }

Randolph makes some very good points in this article 5 The primary one is clear,

of course i the true power in a game is sometimes held by a player whose center comt
is lower than that of one or two other opponents 0 In general? power is than not only

a function of strength, but also of how "free" one is given the current diplomatic
situation. If a country has 12 centers but is bogged down in a war with an e^ual
opponent, than he is not "free" to pursue otter paths unless the differences are patched
up first* It might also be observed that this "freedom" is a function of the ralic
between one * a strength and one e s opponents* strength* Turkey in Randolph 6 s example
isn't at war with anyone, and so this ratio is latge ~ he has lots of uncommitted
units* England and Austria face each other 9 not necessarily at war yet* but
pre sumably about to reach that stage i therefore $ their freedon is much more limited —
neither has many units to spare*

Another peripheral point brought forth by the article emerges upon examination of
the list of five Turkish options 0 Notice that there are listed three different ways
for Turkey to attack Austria (options 2, 3s and 4) 0 A good player will real1m that
even the act of attacking another country can be perforated in several different ^ays

,

depending on the diplomatic climate. So^stimes "nibbling" is better when your "ally91

will tolerate it (or when he can't do anything about it short of coa&iting $11 his
force against you) j other times an outright stab is prefarable P thus en&uriog that

you do get the big jump on your vletisu But I*m drifting away from the topic of %ha

article f and ever closer to the bottom of the page, so that'll do for Oo*o Just
remembers power does not equal strength — so next time Pi in a game with you, ye u

should have no qualms about giving me a few of your centere q o )

)
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Fxx>m Rich Bellly (9/9/94) i

Dear BRUX,
I guess discussions of politics, morality and such belong in the pages of YD

just as much as "lists of five" do* I find the latter more enjoyable, however* as I
like to hear about people, and what they're like, and the things they do. The
political discussions that appear in VD generally bore me. Besides that, in my own
mind X distinguish between "discussions 1

* and "arguments"* The former are friendly

i

the latter hostile; the former can be worthwhile and enjoyable, but the latter should
be kept out of a gaming sine.

So, for that matter, should threats, insults, and other such hostilities.
although of course I don't blame you for printing the story about Bill Highfield. I
certainly didn't enjoy hearing about it, but X guess it needed to be toldo

Anyway, hexe°s another item to add to my lists. Instead of "The Music of Cosmos",
which I chose because of its variety of music, I°d like to have "The Sounds of Earth"
with me*** that is, fee record sent out into space on the Voyager crafts. Not only does
it have excellent music, but various sounds of Earth (of course), greetings in numerous
languages, and, I guess, photographs and Illustrations which I could perhaps watch on
the television I'd have with me on the island. All in all, I think it* d be a fascinating
recording* Uoo bad it wasn't released to the public.

Well, I've been sitting here reviewing the letters in VD #98 (#99 has yet to

arrive), looking for stuff to comment on, and I must admit I'm terribly tempted to
make some critical replies to certain letters, but I believe 1 911 abstain. I can tell
that my comments would have a good chance of making some enemies.

However, I must respond to Mark Luedl, who dares "any and all to come to Indiana
to show,

»

o just what is so bad about the place 0 " Having Just recently spent six days
in Indiana including a day in Indianapolis with Dave Kleiman — and being as
I fm a resident of Idaho — the state Indiana has been compared to in recent issues
of VD ~ and being as your himble narrator is also a very logical, objective type of
guy, I feel that I'm especially veil qualified to respond to Maik's challenge.

In the pages of VD, two points of comparison in particular have been mentionsdi
namely, the scenery and the people. Mark Luedi mentions some other factors, some of
which are worth considering, some which aren't. Great hobby editors? Well, I
don't know of any from Idaho, but I hardly think we can judge a stats on that basis.
Nor can we judge it on the basis of famous Hossiers.. .although, in any case, I
wouldn't count Michael Jackson as one of a state's strong points. Of course, part
of the reason I don't want to count famous personalities is that I don't know of
any from Idaho, but then it stands to reason that there would be more from Indiana,
simply because there are six or seven times as many people living there. In fact,
Indianapolis alone has as many people am there are in all of Idaho.

That, in fact, I count as one of Indiana's demerits s there's just too many people
there (or in any eastern state f for that matter). All the traffic, all the crowds. .

.

blargh! who needs it? I imagine Indianapolis isn't as bad as some places, but still,
it's much worse than Boise, Pocatello, or Idaho Falls. Give me a small city over
a large one any day, like Idaho Falls (35*000), Moscow (17,000), or my hometorn of
Hurori, Ohio (10,000 ?). Big cities are fun to visit, but I wouldn't want to be trapped
in one*

Of course, Indianapolis doesn't make up all of Indiana, although it does seem to
be the heart of the stats, and my complaints above axe largely indictments of cities
in general. Nevertheless, I do complain about the population distribution of Indiana
as a whole 9 There seemed to be people everywhere t towns, villages, farms...nowhere
could a person really get away from everyone else. Is it the same way throughout the

east, I wonder?
I might speculate, incidentally, that Indiana's higher population might be one

reason the people ttsere are less friendly than the people of Idaho. In my own mind,
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however* I still iobate this point* as I found vary little evidence on this vacation
to indicate whether Kosslsrs att* any more or less friendly than the people of Idaho.

A bit more paranoid, perhaps , about crime and such matters* I mean* I never saw a
gas station m Idaho where you had to pay through a drawer that extends from
inside to the outside, nor had I ever tae& to a station where you had tc pay for the

gas before yon puraped it in* But it was that way in Denveri tooi & common characteristic
I suppose 5 off big-city stations*. In any case, I certainly wou!dn 8 t bO-ame people for
being unfriendly if they have to face crowds and heavy traffic all the time* I knew
my patience was tested once when my friend and I got caught in a traffic jama on the
road back boj*e from Indiana, I passed the test, but my friend didn°t„ and thg.t made
me Bade because he was being a real asshole about the situation 5 and I told hi© soo

Anyway j the po.iut is that if the people of Idaho are friendlier, it's probably because
of the, conditions under tfhloh they live ~~ plenty of space and privacy ~ not because
the people themselves are somehow any better*

But while I might consider the living conditions in Idaho to be a point in its
favor o I know thera are many who would disagree with me„ In fact, there are Bom
who consider the email cities of Idaho to be insufferably boring* Ttie simple fact of
tte matter is that there's not as much to do in smaller towns s for example , there s
little in the way of maems, Indianapolis 500 freeways, major sporting events^ major
cultural even is „ « . you just don't find as many of these aorts of things in Idaho, and
Fve known, people who left her© for just that reason*, Of course, I myself am not so
much bothered by this* as most of my favorite activities don't require mobs of people*
I can understand p however $ a person who might feel othensisa*

Yet wtere Idaho lacks certain types of activities* it excels at others which
Indiana seems to totally lack* If you enjoy camping, fishing, skiing* or any other
such outdoor activity, Idaho Is hard to beat. A week before I found myself lost in

IndianapoliSf my father and I were several miles back into the Sawtooth Wilderness
Area ("WHdnemees* leaning NO Vehicles Allowed) at a high mountain lake called Alice
Lake* surrounded by eight jagged grey peaks, some of them still splotched with snow*
The air was fresh and cool* and th© clear icy waters of the lake felt wcnderful to my
tired feet. The hike had bsen a bit tiring, but definitely worth it*

Idaho is a dream for the person who loves the outdoors 0 Hark claims Indiana*

a

central location as one of its merits t I claim Idaho's as one of its* From Idaho Palls
it's only a few hours to Grand T&ton National Park (in fact* you can see th© Tetons
from Idaho Falls e 70 or so miles away), Yellowstone Park, Graters of the Moon
National Monument, Sawtooth National Reoration Area? the Whit® Clouds, several ski
areas, various national forests, and, of course, truly spectacular scenery*

Does Indiana have anything to compare to this?
Of courss 8 I should say that not just Idaho, but most of the northwestern states,

possess such scenic wonders and recreational opportunities. Thie is certainly not to

say, however, that I believe Indiana to be totally lacking in these qualities.
Indeed, while I still favor the rugged mountains of Idaho, I found the rolling, lightly
forested hills of Indiana to be quite pleasant* Indiana's scenery is of a different
nature than Idaho* as whereas the northwestern forests are primarily coniferous -*«

tall
ff
slender, "lodgepole" pines — and the climate is cooler and dry? Indiana possesses

a richer* greener vegetation consisting primarily of deciduous trees, and a hot* humid
climate (at least* that is, in tha simmer), Indiana

*

s scenery is not nearly so

spectacular as Idaho's, but somehow, I dare say, prettier* It's mors subtle that the

majestic peaks of the west, but in some ways more pleasant. (Especially more pleasant
than some of th$ really dry parts of Idaho, such as the Snake River Valley Desert*

hardly pleasant or spectacular*. .but well, I'm told that northern Indiana is also quite

flat and boring.)
Perhaps now I should come to some conclusions, concerning this matter which I*ve

prokahly given more than enough attention to. While I still prefer to live in Idaho,

and hope to live in the northwest for the rest of my life, I dou 8 t believe I can

fairly claim that my state is any better than Mark Luedi's state. Each has its
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advantages and disadvantages! in fact* the two are opposites in many Kays. And because
of this, the two will necessarily appeal to different kinds of people*

I therefore conclude that there is no way we can judge either Indiana or Idaho to
he the better state a£ a whole o He can judge them on a point-for-point basis 9 and we
can state our individual preferences* but otherwise we cannot really justify a claim
such as "Idaho is better than Indiana"* or vice versa*

Except, please note, in one respect.
One item in particular I noticed which Indiana had a lot of, and which Idaho has

very little* Whereas most of the other factors were conceivably a matter of preference,
I see no way that anyone can say this last factor is anything but a black mark upon
an otherwise fine state fi ».

It°s something that appears everywhsre where there are lots of cars, and lots of
industry* •*

I'm referring, of course, to Smog (*Choke**Gasp*)

•

I could see it in the air, a sickening, brownish-orange hmze 9 , • seeping into my
lungs, racing through my poor innocent blood vessels, throughout my unsuspecting
body* It was worse in the cities, but everywhere, and my mind reeled with the thought
that people actually breathed that stuff*

Oh sure, there * s smog in Idaho... if you can call it smog. the relatively minute
amount of pollution that infiltrates our air 0

And I'm reminded of one of the nasty things about my old home town of Huron, on
the coast of Lake Erie, which I used to swim in nearly every suarner day, as my home
was hardly half a mile from its shore.

Lake Brie, I'm told, because of all the filth that 9 s been dumped into it, is now
a dead lake.

I find such thoughts rather disturbing. »•and use them as justification for saying,
at least in one respect, that Idaho is better than Indiana* • oor, for that matter,
than many of the eastern states*

And of course » we could go into a comparison of crime rates, but well. 0 .let's
let it be*

My visit with Save Kleiman, incidentally, was immensely enjoyable — as was the
entire vacation, for that matter (except for a few bad moments, such as the traffic
jams mentioned above, and some car trouble m had, and a flat tire on a dark, lonely,
cold, windy, rainy road, all of which took place on the way back to Idaho) „ Save
hardly looked like I expected him to look* 0 .nor, for that matter, did Lori, or even
Whiskers, or even their house j but I was hardly disappointedo

Now, while I enjoyed hearing of your meeting with Joan Extrom, I won't go so far
as to assume that all the Doomles would want to hear about mine with Dave* However*
a few highlights

$

1. I got lost for an hour In Indianapolis trying to find where Dave works, then
lost again when I returned to Lafayette (where my friend and I were staying at one of
the fraternities).

2* Have and I spent several enjoyable hours just talking, about Diplomacy and
whatever else came to mind.

3* Whiekers does indeed play "fetch" (sort of).
4. I learned some nasty thlf^s about Dave and Lori which I can use against them

in the RIGEL parses*

5* I trounced Dave in a game of Midway, thus maintaining my perfect record with
that game*

6* I had one of the most delicious meals of my life there* hamburgers,
watermelon, and corn on the cob!? (Another advantage Indiana has over Idaho. You
really can f t get good corn on the cob in Idaho* I grew up in Ohio, loving fresh com,
and it°s one of the things I've missed since we moved west.)

Thanks again, Dave and Lori! I look forward to our next meeting, wherever and
whenever that might be.
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And*, of course, I look forward to ma©ting you someday, Bruce* Perhaps at xte& next
DipCon in Seattle, which, hopefully. Hob Sdbmuak and 1 might attend.

Anyway, this has gone on long enough. Congratulations on VD r s 100th Issue/ 5th
anniversary, I hope you and YD both stay around for a long time*

Oh, and incidentally, my interest in the hobby has revived*
lour droog,

Rich Beilly

((Make me fael even worse, will you? Well, 1*11 be around a long time* anyway*
And I might etill be at next year's DipCon j W3 9ll see.

I enjoyed reading your treatise shout tha relative advantages and disadvantages
of Indiana and Idaho. When is the movie coming out? My own comment is that each
parson is looking for something different than some other psoplo, and so each will
base his own preferences on purely subjective factors*. .with the exception that, as
you mention, Idaho has cleaner air*

My own preference is for Idaho because I look for beautiful scenery and lots of
tmcrowded wilderness. Crowds aren't my cup of tea*, either. I would go so far as to
say that Idaho ie my favorite state ~~ and I've traveled in practically all of *em.

In fact, to combine the two recent discussions (Idaho and lists), here are ay five
favorite state as

to Idaho (sigh) 6« Colorado (love the Rockies i hate Denver)
2* Montana ?« Oregon
% Arizona 8« Alaska

New Mexico % Utah
5o Wyoming 10* California
But go state from tha Hookies nest in far behind, with the possible exception

of Washington. I also love the Dakotas* Ton are just a bit too harsh when you
mention that tbnm are too many people in all the eastern states, though* The thrae
states of northern Heir England are extremely beautiful, very friendly, and reasonably
uncrowded (there are no large cities In any of themju Parts of West Yirgina and some
of the other Appalachian states are also quite nice, though perhaps not so much as
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine.

By the way, I'm going to be vacationing this month In, uh, Indiana. (I'm going
to Kl©iman c s and Luedl's con ~«* I just hope they 9 !! let me in the door after my
com&euts about their state • * . ) ))

from ig lew (siasuaer, 198*0

1

about illiterate high school students „ i told it like i saw it so if i under-
estimate the problem* i suppose I'm giving the teachers less credit than they deserve

1 think your reasons that the hobby needs to grow are Just plain silly, do you
really believe that anyone has to deal with anyone? ((No, but sometime© it's inconvenient
not to.)) in your idea i fchink the hobby would grow and then certain groups would
deal with each other exclusively and then the erAtwbile hobby would lose the cofa»siveness

which makes it a hobby and would in fact be many aubhobbies which would then be too

small because someone in a certain subhobby would then supposedly have to deal with
someone else, it makes just as much sense to pretend the current hobby la a aubhobby
of a bigger hobby (the real world? nah, too trite) and we're in this section so we

won't have to deal with someone else outside of this subbobby 0

i did dutifully delete (stewardess talk creeps in again) the redundant obsolete

and particularly boring from the mass of old letters and i found myself with a few

contextlesa one-liners remaining, oh well.

i suppose i do like to be clever with my aon-se^ultur© occasionally f but in fact,

my letters generally are in little chicks, i like letters whole because i think a

bunch of little chunks by ig lew have more in common than a bunch of little chunks

about e-mail or whatnot.
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here's a thought for the metaphor fansg dip organizations axe dams we try to

construct in the river of diplomacy, but thay never seem to hold for long 0 now
pardon ma while i go puke«

watching a bullfight doesn't sound like much fun, but 1 don't buy that bit about
senseless killing of innocent life because 1 know the bull would have got it in the

schlachthof anyway* in fact i suppose you could say it's even nicer because on the

off-chance he wins, they let him live and be a breeder (or so I've been told) but i

don't see a bullfight as a savage murder* just selling tickets to something which
goes on, condoned9 anyway*

i suppose brad 3 s actions ((VD #93* "Flaying to Win")) can be considered a valid
tactic for pcceventlng you and jane from doing that again, or is that considered
OTossgaming?

1 don't think there is a photo* color or otherwise , of me about that is not at
least three years old. the reason is that i have an irrational fear of cameras (no*

i*m serious) so you will not get my photo if 1 r*an help it and i'd appreciate it if
you don't send some sniper after me if 1 should happen to emerge from seclusion and go
to a con or something*)

i think francois (my stylistic prototype, I've been told) would be pleased to
know you are sending people away from him, as i understand it, he is back to clean
up his old fold and has few if any other plans in this hobby*

i think you're too hard on messy folders (thieves if you prefer) a you never seem
to mind losing money on the hobby so I'm not sure why you get so excited about it*

((Because I like to be able to choose where and how I lose lt f that's why a )) 1 think
of risking my money as just another part of the game, i simply don- 1 send money unless
i trust the recipient, and i don't send more than 1 would mind losing if something
goes wrong. (1 generally mail cash — puts things in the right perspective, i think.)

this xword pu&ssle is a vast improvement over the last which means it was okay.
i used to flinch at assklssing, but I've come to enjoy it now® (l am speaking

figuratively (for those of you who wondered) o)

1 too genuinely appreciated the lou gossett line but I'm getting very tired of
hearing about it so much, now It seems about as funny as "that's snot nice" (oops*
you think the mot ioke is still funny too) 0

"men of either species'*? i guess i can't bring myself to say* uh, you know, sex*
1 don't think 1 mate a very good point about language discrimination, because the goose
part of the statement is not particularly common among the feminists (perhaps because
some realise how preposterous it is).

it seems to me we could fight poveryy by making more money (1 mean goods and
services, not dollar bills — I'm not that stupid) rather than just tossing it around

,

but I've been told it's not that easy*
somebody told as that his family"goes way back" a correct me if i°m wrong, but 1

think everybody's family goes back about the same distance.
1 did try reading the rlgel press once, but it was late and 1 had trouble keeping

my eyes open, of course the people who don't like the rlgel press don't read it.
why would we want to read something we don't like? you 3 re being ridiculous. 1
suppose most people who think cyanide is poisonous haven't tried much of It.

i think you got unnecessarily bent out of shape about melnel's letter, it seemed
both accurate and good-natured to me a

sorry brux, we don't let pubbere into the Dregs dub. it's an elite group you
know, the only way you can be a Dreg is if you fold. ((Oh, all rigfrt...))

give us a good night klsso
Improving ths quality of mother russia is a very Important issue Indeed* with

such an Important and difficult problem, you'd think someone else would try to be
helpful, male appf uncle constantine won't be with us forever, then what are you
going to do? (that will make no sense to you. ask rod about it«)
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I think that anyone in the xmlted states who is not deaf has been listening to too

much campaign rhetoric, so there*
nope, i guess you s re still the same old brux after all. dick's letter was

definitely an *((0h* OK))" letter* t&ese aorta of discussions (feuds) have two paries
the original i&su&s, and the ohiaracter-assaasination-drag-tip-old-ii58\»a-try-to-be-

luore-sarcastio-^ part, your response to langley
covered *U>e fom&vi and in the latter, whoever puts out the most recent installment
ends up looking worse (a© mil he ahould) *

few year© ago it was english a arsa~pru. that was classier, your entire bobby
houserule inspector column was rid5.ci£Lous and 1 assume it Has not intended as a
serloua eiiggest&on. the obvious thing is to have anyone who mats to report a case
to the hue and she can decide* if* you really think litis custodianship is sensible, I'll
have to tell you that that's the most ludicrous idea you've had in years, and your
exposition of it ia completely illogical, c*mon hroo, i like to think of the brux
speaka fading as a signal for a serious discussion*

alas, page i of the #96 letter refuses to appear so i 9ll have to rewrite this long
paragraph with a nan start*

as i recall* you objected to dick martin 8 n acceptance of the order nt bla cuts
suppers, in Sevastopol" and were so hold that you flatly declared it wrong, now, it
ia on>3 thing to aay you°d rule differently* as there are many situations which allow
mors than one acceptable ruling? "but you^ve overextended yourself here» thsrafore, i

curtly told you that you were wrong* "but i yielded and forsook my usual nonoo&aitial
stance of subtle innuendo (foolish me threw out the vogue (yes* i read v) with the
interview of torn etoppard with some line like, "bis plays provide a aulti-faceted
mirrored sttrface which reflects back the Intellect of the audience") and i agreed to
provide a logical line of reasoning to show your errors

it turns out that the rulebook is not exact in specifying wb&t constitute* a
legally written move orders however* it ia exact when it specifies that a suggort
consists of "the* location of the supporting piece* the word * supports 1 or its equivalent,
and both the location and destination of the piece receiving support* the letter f s*

may "to used to man supports

«

w if so&sone ordered nf awe helps f pru to balw or
wf 3we assists f pru tc bol" that order anight be disallowed by a gm 1*0 emphasises the
standard way of doing things, but a gst ^ho emphasises the r^ebpok would consider
"helps'* or "assists" to be "the words 'supports* or its equivalent*1 and thus would
allow the order*

using the definition of a support order as a signal of the rulebook's intent, an
entirely reasonable definition of a move order would requires "the location of the
awing piece, the word 'moves' or its equivalent, and the destination of the piece*
the sign 8 -' aay be used to mean moves." a ga who reasons this way would not be
remiss in considering "cuts support in" to be wthe word "moves* or its equivalent**

because m know support is cut by moving (or trying to move) and accordingly allowing
the order, now i*m not saying that this is how you should reason nor that you should
accpet the order in vcL but dick was the gm at the tournament and has the liberty
of ruling as he Bees fit, provided his rulings are within reason, as i have demonstrated,
his ruling was Indeed within reason* therefore you are in error in saying that his
ruling is wrong* ({That*s a pretty airtight argument, so I don't Intend to struggle
against it* You sound just like me when I try to persuade Bd Wrobel that my "double
orders" ruling was not wrong because a) it was reasonable, and b) I was the Of* I

don't think he ever caught on, though*))
was that cogent enough for you, brux? (it's been so long), i feel like i em

writing a court opinion 1 ••3) shoddy gming is a crime of general intent, plaintiff
failed to show that...

in fact, answers for questions 5™9 were received, but you stuck them all under

#6. i think when it comes to gming decisions, you've trained your favorite doomles

to to real contortionists, how they go out of their way to write rules which dictate

what is ok amasses m* most of your situations are the same (i*m discussing the gm
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interference discussions by the way) a what non-game things do you sacrifice for the

benefit of your game? (e»g* the 1liberty to pull bullshit on the phone with someone

who turns out to "be a player)*, because there Is no easy algorithm* these become
directed £rej£ areas which rob you hoys of your gay abandon . silly you*
in my mind, something you do for the game is in a white area If it is entirely
benevolent, and in the black area if It is malevolent^ the grey areas are where It
would be nice to do something (e©g* stay off the phone and be home on deadline day)*
but If you'd rather not —* well, that 5 s fine toe gray areas axe where your 44fwfc
houserules stop telling you what to do and you get the freedom to rule as you see fit*

really, brux, Is that so scary?
more interesting is the phone-the-placer questions okay, i plead guilty* if i

wonder about a player's orders (say f lon~nth9 f edi-nth in spring 901 (the "Shaffer
opening") ) i'll call him up and ask did you really mean that* so is that gm inter-
ference? sure it Is* but iVs not evil* ((St sure is evil if I*m France and donH
have an English ally!)) dan&it f 1 lika my game? and 1 intend to take care of it
so it can grow up to be a fine upstanding citizen.

In case you hadn't heard* using digits 6*9 In the sslp is a waste of timeo they 9 re
ju&i for special bulk mailings where the computer reads the address*

i Ea not sure I'd call it backpatting or asakissing* but i cll agree with terry
that there Is a lot of slime to wsde through* fortunately about half that slime Is
well-contained in the press section e

that froboss resembles st* george probably has something to do with jeff being a
gv^st gm In st^ jgeorge for a long time and toward the end came to dominate the ffeenc

in a my i the operation was slowly shifted over, though i don't know if jeff actually
took any of bob's games*

i was amused to see which two doomies still read my letters 0 i remember
Oohn ((Pack)) and brad ((Wilson)) as militant right-wingers from the days when I was
a militant left-winger* John still Is 3 it seems$ because virtually every rich person
is somehow linked to one or more rich corporations* i think a more relevant question
is* Is it such a bad thing for a corporation to bs rich? but I know very little
about economics, s4 l f ll shut up now.

i don't pay much attention to the seen polls t 1 didnH reallee you can't vote for
a seen you don 0 1 sub to« i happen to think that that restriction is ridiculous,,

obvious people will sub to the zeens they like, so if you only get to vote for the

zeena you sub to, we may as well just count circulations rather than have a poll, of
course , l°m not convinced that the poll Is such a great thing anyway*

John macfarlane c s pure diplomacy idea reminds me of an idea i had back when
benzene was In irksome t which was based on something i read in dd which was no doubt
a reprint from somewhere* in this version each doomie sends the name of the person
who will not win the contest, any doomie who gets more than one vote is out, and the
doomies who are still in vote again for round two* this continues until only two
doomies remain in the running (actually * with so many starting, 10 or less would be
better), all the eliminated doomies come back and vote among the finalists* in this
final round, grudges are encouraged so the finalists 9 nefariouaness in early rounds
comes back to haunt them*

brad* s argument that computers can 2 1 play diplomacy is unconvincing., 1 *m convinced
that i could program a home computer to play a very lousy game of diplomacy,, then I
could keep adding refinements as the computer's stupidity in that area became apparent
and after a while it would be a£ good as woody or bob olsen* now you're going to tell
me if It doesn't negotiate* it lsn 8 t really playing dip* okay. If you're in a game
and one of the players doesnH write to you ever* do you say he isn't really playing?
((^technically, he's playing* He has the opportunity to write* plus he might still
be psrsuaded by letters he receives*)) what about If he sends letters but they don B

t

make any sense? a computer can do that easily enough* even if you're still not
convinced, 1 don't see that it 8 s too unreasonable to get a computer to come up with

things Ilka Mlet B & arrange to bounce in the black sea this burn" or, "if you support
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me to bel* Vll support you to hoV , Vm slightly confused aoout t&e coMae-.'U' &b
whether a computer thinks and whether it y a a till a computer « it sounds to m lite
vie* re bickering about what it means to *T think" or what a * : computer" is, X think a Jot
of people delude themselves by thinking that ihare is some bit of magical essence in

a person that differentiates it from attcomputer* granted* a brain a s circuitry is
a million times more complex,, but it 1 a not essentially different-, now you'll say
that computers are machines and people are living beir^su so what? a human life? la
considered to have some sort of inherent value* but doers this value* co&e from rslag
alive? of course not* otherwise this huge aphid on my wiadov would have that same
value* of course you can define thinking however yon want 9 but i think what is*

generally considered to be ''thinking9
' doss not require being alive*

i see bead hasn't changed his mill tant-winger stance either 0 one out of three isn't
too bad i suppose e

i suppose that if i were to find out which issue dick cut in half and so at a copy
to you In his behalf* that wouldn't be good enough* would it? just goes to show that
you don°t care about the actual issue* you just want to make a big stink-

judging by your gushing* you'd like alaskao south-central , anyway, and the brooks
range too- there 9 s quite a variety in the state o i don't care auch for any of
alaska except anchcraga* the value of the wilderness is* to me, as contract to tte
city* ((??)) you can*t appreciate life in a small city If you live hu say* new
5mven» ot 9 or zockford, 11«

i think that challenging the hac
'

s ri^ht to declare your game improperly run is
just silly, perhaps i°m missing soraetMng but i see somebody sayings 1 personally
think that brum's game is improperly run and i am also the bric B perhaps you have no
faith in a dreg's ability to spot a ncn sequituro

i dou t think jchn pack's arguments ars ICQSJ uapersuasivs, i think that
it is conceivable that homosexuality,* while victimless* encourages orlne or other bad
things in subtle and indirect ways* while i don't think this is the cases 1 don't
ais&iss it as quickly as you* i have long thought that tte same is true of
capitalism (though 1 never decided if the benefits outweighed theae subtle drawbacks)*
these sorts of arguments are nearly impossible to back up* and that's why i only rarely
bring up th# subjeetc i think ii 8 8 fairly easy to see that hard-core pornography
(as dell as ©ediun-core) has indirect bad effects on society* 1 generally agrse
wi th you on victimless sex acts* but i draw the line at pedophilia* obviously most
cases are rapes* but i know there are cases in which the child consents and even
requestso Vm opposed to this, though i can't come up with a logical reason* &aybe
it 8 a a vestige of huaan emotion in this cold mindo

1 find "any gay who puts Ms hands on me won't be standing** disturbing* certainly
John can defend himself against genuine assault a but I'm afraid te*ll be hasty » Vm
not gay s but if i good-naturedly put my arm around john and say "hi, ol* buddy" 9 will
1 be standing? i think strong anti-gay sentiaents are socially harmful & as demonstrated
by numerous heterosexuals who are psychologically messed up because they 0 re afraid to

touch a man in a friendly but non-sexual way*
also I should think with overpopulation being a genuine problem* god might be

inclined to do Bometh^g about it*

perhaps some joker sent tl>3 letter to kathy and signed your ne&e» tsk tsfc*

i think you overestimate people s s ability to read your mind, Vm referring to ^ cc

co&mona 65 he says this about ae but he knows it is falsa"* maybe he doesn't know*

when bill h lef t 1 got the Impression he wasn't real proud of his time in dipdom
and was anxious to leave it in the past* you handled your part in the matter admirably

»

my faith in brux is renewed*
indenting paragraphs isnH enough for dense doomies* huh? now you have- to ctunt

them for us* first of all* secondly* third* fourht* fifth 6 sixths

still waiting for an answer* huh? suzsnna plegbfttte was on the tonight show tonight

(no 0 yesterday^ fcftey mxe discussing how she* is not coistpetltlUtive ((whoope» extra
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pair of tits, there 9 guys 0 »*)) and she told Johnnys you wouldn't like competing
with me because when 1 get bored i say

fi
"i give up, you win*"

um, let's see ~ bertrand russell* harry a trutoan c John f feennedy* frledrich von
holetein* maurice ravel* fidel cast&o, richard nixon, gors vidal, torn atoppard*
henry fcisslnger*

1 think some of the more prominent persons might prove dull conversationalists*
&Xder folks wouldn't communicate well even ignoring the language barrier^, and jesus
didn't speak english so you'd have to know hebrew or maybe groek?

do i have a secret admirer keeping up my sub? since when 1& it 11?? i don't
recall sending any money. ((You sent a ten-spot a while backi I think*))

sure bruxo go ahead and rim the doomle of the year contest early« go ahead and
mess up my campaign plans*

your coffin joke doesnH make sense* did 1 miss some thing? ((Ye&i the punch line
is in the quotes at the end of the "Visit with Joan" articles))

i donH see how you have to gov under the bnc* i could declare all your games irregular
tooo so what* and you're the one who pointed out bns were unnecessary* *•

rod forgot to refute the claim that back-dorr banditry is physically unnatural*
It seems that some men still haven't discovered that one of the most erogenous parts
of the body is the prostate gland* it turns out that the p*g* is situated so that
the best way to stimulate it is through the asshole * and of course women don e t have
any handy toclA with which to do this* (incidentally* this explains the not- too-
uncommon scenarios experienced bisexual wants to bugger his woman and tells her
sincerely that it feels terrific* not having a p*g* she experiences no thrills and
assmes he was bullshitting her*)

#99 is here* so you can ignore my request that you get these letters into #99*
from the size of it? it looks like you would have leen unable to comply anyway* 1

did get the sand this timei last time it was lost in the mail* 1 thought you stopped
teaching school* so why are there girls In your office? yes* I'm picking at your
choice of words*

i think lt G s silly that everyone puts ms* ferraro on the cover of their magazine

.

how much did you hear about dole In c 76?
maybe as much as the gamer 3 s guide « huh? 1 advise anyone who gets the gamer's guide

to get a copy of berch°s dd #14/15 and read his critique of the gg 0 which 1 think
you p11 find increases the value of the gg at least double*

bringing up the topic of "artificial intelligence*1 serves only to cloud the issue
i think* in the 70s when computers were new, the hackers would be vague and use
computer argot when speaking to laymen* to preserve the computer mystique as something
to identify with, they hid the fact that although a computer's process is large $ it is
very simple* and thus they delayed the advent of "user~friendlyw computers and all
that*

don't display your ignorance* btruxg pre-cubescents masturbate too* your problem
with the rigel aff&lr is where you say the gm can't take player intent into account*
so why didn't you just invoke the greater good rule in the first place and thus save

the delay? also how do you reconcile your invocation of said rule with the silly
notion that you oughtn 9 t judge player intent?

1 think what is significant is not the disparity of discussion of politics in UK
and US, but spending money on It* 1 mean things like conventions and campaigning
and the like* seems like a drain on the economy*

1 think that the child prostitutes are victims of swathing other than prostitution $

but 1 guess that's just semantics i also think 50% prositutes are boy© is an
exaggeration*

i think it would be sensible to legalize prositutlon and require a special license
and that sort of thing* there are respectable houses which treat their employees
well and stay away from the scusssy stuff* the usual street slime would continue to
be just as illegal . but i think some of the in-between ones might be encouraged to
clean up* the u*s Q could get into the picture tax-wise *
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pornography is bad when it tellfc a partial ator/ and gives people the wrong icteae

pla&ae explain *ihy what happened to miss america (our dear little" ) was disgusting.

i thtok brad is "halag quite xeatsonahle in keeping hie fruit diet down to applet

oranges pears psyches and grapes* i dcn*t recall bad "knocking1
* any of the other

fruits $ i believe fa© ma just saying he is satisfied with his own, ibis "bit about

maybe shutting out an opporttmlty is silly* if one is aatiaifiecl. thera'B no need to

go out hunting for soma thing else©
1 irish youVl print addresses more often* i keep wanting to write to docsies, oat

1 can never find the addbcassea auywhare*
i was going to send you money to get 120 3~x*ing binders* until i figured out how

much that would te t how about a twenty? i know; i*m generous*
print this* or 1*11 declare your games irregular. 1 bet you're Bcaxade

((So what was that $20 you enclosed far* anyway? If it 7 s a gif t r I thank you vary
&®ch<> If it c s not, let me know what I*m supposed to do with it*

What happened to our dear little Miss Aifior*fe& was disgusting because she didn't do
any thing wrong*

I think Brad ought to try apricots? just for variety « He doesn 11 1 h&vs to stick
with them,? you know*

Your metaphor en diporganlsations was wonderful! We might also say that Houseru2.es
are the electric eels that light up this river and show the pieces of gravel the \my,

I thought that they killed the bull anyway if he to the bullfight*
Psi insulted, if you think that the Hobby Eouaerula Custodianship Is the most

ludicrous idea I°v© had in years* Hot because it ian°t luclicrous p but because this
option doesn't do justice to some of my otbar ideas* (w)

Perhaps a logical reason to oppose pedophilia is that moat children aren't cap. ^ .a

of making that sort of decision responsibly 9 X sm in favor of legalised prostitutit--

,

too „ though? 1 understand that some of the "houses" in Nevada axe tfary well managed,,

not in favor of child prostitution, and I have extre&ely mined feelings about
the street prostitution that is so common ln f . say* Kew York City.o

I don 5 i sea hoir calling a player 'to straighten out a faulty order helps the game-
Sure it helps the player* but for every position helped* one must necessarily suffer
at the ?same time. Might as well let the advantages go to the more careful
player6o «

*

I like your contest idea c but I doubt that it would draw much participation^
Yeah 9 I know I' d like Alaska? at least to visit. Someday I hope to take the

Alaaka Parrry p and dan go inland through the Yukon and see the whole placa* It e s not
a likely possibility soon*, though,

"Perhaps some joker sent ths letter to Kathy (Franeine?) and signed your name?"
Not lifeely. Caruso brags in llbl^gtenia about how he and Kathy have saved all my
lettexs P etc* lenH it odd then that the one letter which is supposed to be so
damaging is the one they car/ 1 produce? If there were & nasty letter to Frar^ine

„

it would have appeared by now*
Your paragraph on buggery is absolutely diLHgusting»

I agree with you that Berch's critique of the Cameras Guide is a valuable
supplement to sa$e« It*s always good to gat a different point of view on any face t of
playing Diplomacy*, since so little is clear-cut*

I don * t think I*m too hard on messy folders* Whan I pay my money for a &ine* ot

for a game, I expect that contract to be fulfilled* I don 11

1 agr@e that losing one r &
money is a risk that one should have to take* or that it can be viewed as part of
the ga&e e Nobody* s ever lost a dime unfairly in 'W $ and I aa not overly proud of it.

That 3 » the way it ought to te*

So how do you know that you won*i like cyanide if you never try A Personally 9

I think I prefer the BIGEL press to eyanida taut unlika you„ I am not going to make
that judgement fistal without having tried berth*))
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From Pol Si Fie #133

One Minute to Midnights Wrapping up that Diploaacy Game

by Randolph Smyth

There are hundreds of articles available on how to begin a game with the various
comtries s and a reasonable number on middlegame resources,, Once you've come thro ugh

all the snares of the other players and are the front-runner on the way to victory,
how do you put it away?

Many players who have won a game or two are in no position to give such advice

•

Their victories mxe achieved, really* by the time they reached a dosen centers* before
they'd even be considered a major threat in a well-played game* But«o«the other
players dropped out with position-destroying HMRs f decided to puppet* otherwise gave
up fightings or were of uniformly poor quality to start witho It isn°t always so*

howeveri many of us can recall several instances of coming into a game as a standby
with a "lost*1 position* and forcing some unexpected modifications on the aspirations
of the "winning" power* Wins are often not a product of the victor's tactical or
even diplomatic maneuvers* but of the negative attitude of the other players. This
article describes how to win when several of your opponents still have a positive
attitude 0

(
f
tfe will therefore be looking mainly at progressions to an 18-center win rather

than attempts to get a concession vote through? the implication being that at least
one opponent has the spirit to torpedo these proposals until an 18-center win is a
tactical certainty anyhow*)

Probably the best way to keep growing after 12 ( centers 9 not years old) is to

find yourself a good puppet* "Good" doesnH necessarily mean large a in fact, you
would have good reason to be suspicious of someone with 3 centers who offers to puppet
to your 12. An ill-considered agreement with such a power can be readily turned against
you if your "puppet" can gather and distribute evidence of your winning aspirations
prematurely o On the other hand* if the puppet is too weak* he won 2 1 be able to do
you much good* and may even become mere trouble than he's worth if you feel obliged
to help him out against furious attacks from his other neighbours,, Most players want
something as the price of their puppethood? and if you have any intention of repaying
that debt$ you must calculate whether the puppet*a topes are realistic within a
reasonable time* (A one-unit puppet with no home centers who demands your help to grow
to a tea-ceater second place had better be in an enormously valuable position!)

Personally $ I always repay my "puppet debts" unless it becomes physically impossible
to do so« Many players who will accept a ,fnoz*na!" stab from an all* as part of the

game will react with undying fury at being cheated out of the rewards of the puppet
relationship* This is perhaps because * to agree to be puppeted at all* a player must
give up a certain amount of self-respect* After taking abuse from his fellow players
and an inescapably lofty attitude from his"master" for several game years, the agreed-
upon goal becomes a particularly important facet of the game — to have it denied can
easily create personal ill-will. Even if you don 9 1 really care what Joe Puppet thinks
of you personally* remember that you may meet in another game where the guy fl s entire
tactical and diplomatic energy may be focused on your destructions and even if not*
the reputation of a puppet-stabber seems to get around the hobby before long* Someday 9

you may want to win again* * a

How to keep a puppet in line? The opposition will send him a barrsage of letters
in an effort to get him to switch side

a

t if he's really critical to the outcome* You
must demonstrate that progress is being made toward the mutual goal* and if you 0 re
neighbors* it*s most important to establish and maintain a position that will make it
suicidal for the puppet to renege and turn around* Self-interest prompted your
agreements in the first place — just make certain that his self-interest doesn* t make
a betrayal a good gamble,,
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In the later stages,, ones you have units to 'burn* you can even develop t?hes^e
centers'* % puppet-owned,, but entirely master »controlie el* If master + Lcs^.ge
centers total 18* you're no longer fighting for victory* the gmm is airs -Auy wc-ia e

and continues only out of consideration for the puppet. These extreme Iata--g3J^-

maneuver© (to reduce a third opponents for Instant) can be carried on in perfect
eonfidence , trusts arid goodwill on both sides* as tbsre ia nothing for a aa£*. player
to start a fight over* However, the principle can also bs applied earlier ia tie

game — explicit ttaeats to a reasonably competent puppet are entirely v*rmeoe-weary a»
'bhe hostage centers speak for themselves*

If tactical threats bxq inconvenient* puppets can sometimes be leapt aeggtug at

your feat by making well-timed inferences to other players ti&iting In 3 Ins to take the

poppet's place,, A player may hastily agree to second place and help tide you ever a
difficult period* if he believes that you're considering other offers of a similar
mature,, On the other hand* m expom<3 lie can disrupt some otherwise t^x^ilsing

negotiations, and an outdated one is unless. Therefore , a puppai reoi^sibad by
diplomacy alone should 'he forced into a mora dpendent sta cus e& soon possible

,

Hot? do you "get" a puppet r 'though? (Pm ^oing at this backwards,, aren't T.r

Actually ths most satisfactory endgame arranfl&aents I've ever made wh*m :

prospective puppet approached ges this type 1b hungrier for a deal* mid foele *:as*

put upon whan the manipulations begin* Whoever *aftas the first propc-£*l , tl
;**ovp;:^

success will normally depend on a previous period of friendl/ diplomatic ^.cchan^t, , a

few months ago I wrote from the otter side of the fence, examining the prouldns ->f a
dafending alliance 3ja involving a "sheltered power" propseeiive pupje-t, activ- or
passlva), {{IMs refers to the suparb ,8I 8m OK Charlie* article t .reprinted in YD #16
and §J^£3£^ ,j')) * ^pl*^^ that they had an uphill battle If their fx^ni--rv. v^ir^r*""

eaeay* had enough diplomatic amse to maintain close links with the waverteg p'.^ar, If
such a player is aot against you from the s tart on philosophical grounds (f. 3 n a

Qalhamerian player) s than as the winner you can make ao» attractive offers the?? your
opponents., I balieve many players will indicate an intellectual prefer^ncs- for a

multi-player draw over second place in a poll, but when the chips are down sr^d ttey
axe faced with the need to work for that draw fxoai a not* terribly-interesting position,,

and with the chance of losing anyhow* most will im:p at the chance of a TOlat\vely
easy second place 0 The matter of "getting*- him baa be&n left to laat tee&uae, in facte
it 5 a one of the easiest parts of the whole process if there am several rl^'r^ 13ft,

Suppose you g
xt? unlucky enough to bs> facing a unified " bunch of Calhameria»s 5

though? Well puppets aren't the only way to turn m advantage into ? ,ctory f If you
start j?ith 12 centers and no enemets committed ag&iast you already 9 it'& not unrealistic
to work oi\t a at&b for thr@e more »« .which ta&es you halfway th*sre<> If ycu haveVt
men too Impatient earlier, you x^ally sho^iLd have a trusting ally lai , u> pull this
off on at toe 12-center m&zk* Asavaaing he is triply &n agreeable eori, ^lia yci> are
secretly b blackhearted win-only player c you cm pi^k your tima and place* •> -but f of
course s he may he keeping a similar seo^t from ^ouS • ar isoi

9 t Diplomacy f^vi v

Depending on the position* you aay reap unexpected advantages by concentrator. 3 your
suhsequent efforts against the nlegh'bour who seems (1) mc&t or (2) !v&&t ^dicatad to
stopping you* If the former is a military weakling and accessible 3llt,ir^ting h\m :nay

lead to the collapse of organised resistance among the others, Unfortunately, your
greatest and most competent diplomatic enemy is often pretty strong h^r^if perhaps
running second to you (the causf$- and^-effe ct relationship may he difficult tc define 9

but it°s easy enough to see why this is so**.)* Knocking him down a bit nill only
improve Ms credibility with the other players. In this case*, go for thm fu^aiest
player you can finds bold attacks on him may produce diract tactical gains ^hich a
stronger opponent wouldnH have allowed* This my break up the opposition as ibiy

try to tak^ their own piece out of the kluts&f or if things really look *te,d he may

drop out altogether* This is a godsand if tho position ia at all subst^ti&I a*id the

fcine doesr^t use standbys? if it does* it may x^irard you to scan the -^;wdVy list and
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not© the average caliber of player there* before embarking on this strategy deliberately*,

A dropout might ba replaced with a real fireball*
(This is an example of weighing apparently "extra-game" considerations in your

strategic decisions. If the game's standby list has a lot of strong, experienced
players? you should recognize that the dropout of an indifferent player land that's
the only kind that will drop out as a result of your pressure) may well leave you
with a real heavywieght on your hands after a single WIR» For instance , as a player
in FS£ f) I wouldn e t welcome the dropout of any other player t if the fellow is thinking
of leaving at all* his play is almost certain to be weaker than that which my average
standby can dish out* However* while I personally don°t like to see positions change
hands under any conditions^ there are a few ziasa around with a high proportion of
inexperienced players on their standby lists* If I was attacking my neighbour in one
of those sines, the chances of a "favourable" change after a drop would be that much
higher* It's something to keep in mind even when you consider it somewhat unethical
to exploit the possibility per seg it can make a difference.)

Ifcitll now, we've been largely discussing tactical methods and decisions? but tfes

game is Diplomacy* after all* The way to progress which I find the most fun. lies
somewhere between recruiting a puppet and pounding away at selected enemies — it 3 s
called good old-fashioned dlssention-creating e and is a natural outgrowth of the
me thods you probably used to capture a dozen centers in the first place,,

^Techniques change a bit once you've been marked as the front-runner cut for a
win* though* You only insult the intelligence of a competent opponent of half your
sise whon you suggest undertaking a common project "as equals" , At this stage you are
obviously more equal than the others, and it p s foolish to deny it unless you have a
realistic hope of taking the other fellow in* I've seen a lot of people try* though*
it sesfjas almost impolite to admit that yes L you have the best chance of winning the

game* even when it*s perfectly obvious to every player on tha board*
The "yes~X°m™beggie^ now-but-you-can-catch-up--and»draw" approach is one angle

you can try with the guy in second place (even as you explore the puppet possibilities
*>!lth the smaller guys) * This is plausible if the second-runner has p aay» 8 centers to

your 12c You may even be in a position to let him partially catch up as you continue
to grow —- reaching a 14-12 split may even convince him that you 8 re serious before
you stab him for enough to win with* As I said earlier, though^ chances are the second-
place fellow knows what he*s doing, so you can't let the advantage slip away entirely

s

he* a more than likely going to stab 30U when he reckons the time is right* Tl>e pitch
is essentially to buy time while you gain those few centers that will make a later
stab completely successful.

The •
'there 5s-no~danger # ~le t * s~take~out~the ~111tie -guys" pitch is another good

one to several of the larger powers simultaneously,. If accepted, this may create
puppets for you if the smaller guys refused before. Players will often take incredible
risks to cut a small power out of a five-way draw, »» and even if your subsequent attack
fails© this sequence will , at least, reduce the number of draw participants*

The advantage of arguments like this is that there 9 s a very fine line ,} depending on
the extent of advantage of the leader and his willingness to attack for the win* which
separates an honest proposal from a devious trap* If you're close to that line* the

other guy won* t know it, because the second factor is in your head (don't let it out)*

He will certainly suspect* even if you* re on the "honest" side of the line,, but
without the fear bom of certainty he may well accept the offere Beat him if you can*

({Randolph neglected to mention one point which I believe often to be a major
factor in favor of a player gunning for the win* That is that you should try, while

still at ii or 12 centers, to get a "wandering unit" or two behind the enemy lineso

Once you do this, you can really play havoc with his centers, and he will have to

invest a significant number of his own units in hunting you down, while your "normal"

units take advantage of the resulting lightening of his front-line forces.

For further information on how to turn a good position into a winning one, please

see my article, "Winning Against a S top-the-leader Alliance", W #85? page Sec)}
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Ethics and ths Di^omac^ Flayers tte Evadors Keapottri

I*m tickled pink to report that 14 Doomis a responded to tte rou'i^-iabie qusaUon.*

on player ethic* , posed in VD #9?, Thus with my comments thrown in, :.>-*• .-re * 1 5 i 1 03

15 points of view presented on each (or most,, anyvi&y) of the questions* Additionally,
1*11 be interjecting a few of my own comments after acme of yows, just in order tc-

play devil's advoca ta 5 and perhaps open up some new Hues of thought.

Thanks very much to all \k of you*

(Late not©* make that Dan Young's just got here**.)

SITUATION Is Players may deceive each otter to their heart's content, 'hm, may ti^y

lie about the operation of the game itself? For example t,
suppose you" & In a

with a rank novice
ff
and it hscaass obvious 'that he thinks be can captor a center hj

parsing through it in the spring* Is it ethical then tot you to tnto RdYsoitagf*

hia ignorance and trick him this way into moving out of a supply center: I t the , XI

because fts thinks he*!! own it anyway? Qr f to take anc fchsr esssmpla regarding tK
opsration of the game, la it ethical for you to call another player and '>*11 hlsa v-a'

-

'the GM is in the hospital,, and asked you to spread the- word that the next saaaor yill

be delayed* thereby tricking him into an MR?

Mark Lewi 1 wouldn't hesitate to do thato

Jeff Koto a I think both situations are ethical, If the novice doesn't I new the xilo ^

well enough then* he will afterwards* On the second situation, if you car- get thu+*

guy to believe you, ten he probably won't last long in the game anyway.

Hark Luedi* ((No answer received))

Don Y*&1 Grande * Iblling the player to move out of the center ia fine — ail players
should knoK the ruls& 5 and if one doesn't,, tough luck* (Of course* the player that

tails the player to move has lost an ally* « « ) As to the nGM in the hospital bit*
1

,

that would bs unethical* since novices don t know any better-

BHUXs Yeah? but then you could argue that you can't lie to a novice about ^;tMng 9

since he might not know assy better*

Steve Langley* I have frequently explained this very situation to a nov • se (fxeqraLtly
is defined as "more than once" in this usage ) » Beating people %ho just cleo/t knor how
to play the game is no win* The second half of the q.ue&tion is tempting - tout ;?.#ain B

no I wouLdnHo Stilly anyone who is dumb enough to accept another pi&Y&r*s word on
when the deadline la p pretty much deserves what he gets a

Kevin Stones In both cases, there's no doubt in my mind they are OK, It a novice
doesn' t know the rules (and a ba&io one to hoot) lt°s his tough iuok> LV II learn men
enough** In the second case* you should always meet the latest deadline the Ctf sets*

John Packs Both of tiie items under consideration would be a case of going to an
extreme to win*, I*d hope that players would he helpful, to novices who are learning
the rules,. I hope that the players wouldn't let the possible sickness of trie CM stop
them from getting orders in* The GM# sick or well, is the only one who oin delay the
deadline o Just "because he°s in the hospital wouldn't necessarily mean that late orders
would be accepted*

Paul Rauterbergs If a novice were to ask me a specific question about che rules,, I'd
give his* a specific answer,* If he simply mentioned that hs Has le&vir»g a new center
in the fall, I would not feel honor-bound to correct hinu If he was &y ally, I d

correct him in my own self-Interest*. If he was my enemy* he wouldn't 'sit me whet
he intended to in the first r*lace ,

As for the "GM in the hospital*' ploy — if a player is dumb enough tc fall for
this* it might be fun to try it* However? residual bitte.i-n.esa stemming from the

incident might do one more harm than goode
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Randolph Smyth* Either situation you describe is ethical p though pretty stupid as a

rule j :Ue„ it's hard to imagine a situation where the missed center/ftMB is going to

compensate for the probably-permanent distrust of the player you've tricked » Only
towards the end of the game axe things life that critical, and by that time your
victim should have absorbed some sense* Still, the attempts are no more than extreme
cases of the trickery at the root of most negotiations,,

BRUXi I'm not sure I understand why the "probably- permanent distrust" you speak of
would be any more damaging than tha same in a player you°ve stabbed "normally*

«

Especially in the case where you trick a guy into an HMR, the profits could well be
worth the permanent loss of the guy*s trust*

Stove Knights Sure e both are ethical* although the latter seems slightly stupid —
any player worth his salt should always get a set of orders in regardless* so "inducing"
an HMR is a moot points As for the novice, it's not someone else % s responsibility to

teach hip the rules of the game*, Of course , being the soft touch I am* I°d probably
explain it anyway

«

Ty Hare % Of course a It°s not my responsibility to make sure the novice understands
the rules and eccentricities of the game,, My goal is to screw the geek as soon and
painfully as possible 0

Mark Berch* I see no problem at all with the first one* In fact? something similar
to that was described in an account of a game on board a submarine, which appeared a
little while back in 1« The guy posted the map for use during a negotiation period
which had been doctored (to remove Bohemia* as I recall)* The second would be
objectionable only if the GK forbids it« HLayers can lie to each other*

BKUKi If the GM forbids it? How can the GH forbid it? If he can forbid that kind of
lie, what other kinds of lies can he forbid? If the GM takes a role that active in
determining the nature of the players* negotiations* then it seems to me that we°re
talking about a variants

Hod Walkers Both things here aren Q t unethical*, but they aren't very sporting* etihero
I certainly would not want It said of me that the only way I could win a game was to
hoodwink a player so naive that he thought you captured a supply center in the springe
The game is supposed to be a challenge f not taking candy from babes* Unsporting § as
I saids The business about the GM in the hospital is perhaps less unsporting^ but
not significantly so* It's a cheap shot**. a player ought to have more pride than to
eng&ga in something so flimsy and crude*

BRUXs Why? Why is this any more crude than saying that you won't open to the Channels
and then doing it? Certainly the latter is more common, but they* re both out-and-out
lies designed to net you an edge that you wouldnH have had otherwise*

Duck Williams (that 9 s Don Williams of Califonaia.) i I think you have posed two
substantially different questions here* The first, referring to the rank novice,, is
easy enough to answer in my mind* Sure you can lie to the poor sap. Tell him he
can collect dots in the springe tell him he gets double credit for taking unnamed
islands * tool It e s each players own responsibility to know the rules ~ the term
"novice** shouldn*t be confused with the term "fool"! Besides, you're assuming this
novice really doeen 9 1 know what's going on. What if he does, and is just trying to
see how you 811 respond? In any case* you've lost him as a tool in any further schemes
you might have, unless he's a masochist to boot*

On the second question* you have moved away from the operation of the game proper,
and gone into its IBM formate As a general rule* 1 would consider your second example
a violation of ethics* It could be argued that the lied -to player could confirm the

lie or not
fi
with a letter or phone call e and therefore the deception Is not unethical.,

3till a that is not always possible for any number of reasons* A good CM would be able

to deter this anyway by keeping his players posted at all times* if not personally*



then through a neutral third party*
Finally,, though, any player who takes tfe? word of a fellow player ax, facc value

is asking for trouble -~ why not send the moves # id play It aafc? So, ftias^
; *

question #t»yes; question #2 5 no*

Dan Young a 1 don't see why not* Flayers lie about aLaost anything elae r froa why the

didn't write to vhy they*ve stabbed* Pm a postal novice,, but i teio^ how to© grams

#orke — if you sign up for a ga&e without fcuoKing how it works ?) you da serve to

fellah last? Tf3& p you can call another pl&yar and lia about the GM being sick* Any
simple-mindsd p&tey dumb enough to tafce these- >:ord« as truth, without checking up on
it dsaerves an WJXi The whole issue about the CM being sick is similar to, say* a
fake adjudications if one is ethical

ff
m i& iix* ot!aero My personal option fard I

fosliev© I*rd in the aa rjority) is that both are acceptable 0

BRUX? Considerations of hov experienced the guy is, or how the ruse &ight affect
your future relationship with him» are not relevant to the ^uesticafc* MX you'w
doing in elth&r is deceiving another player* Both a» entirely etivicals a»d
a player who succeeds at either has nothing to "be a&hamed of*

SITUATION Z% Is it ethical for a player *rho is angry at the GM to resists submitting
a set of orders clearly detrimental to his comtry 9 s position? What if these
orders are not only detrimental* but cause the collapse of what would hav& b&en .:

stalemate line* giving an optoslag l?~center pomr an imnedia'te

Hark Lew* that ssems childish,, but i*d hardly get on his case about ii,t

Jeff ti'ot»s Xes» it is ethical « Good aportma^ehip* no» but definitely ethical^

Karfc Luedi? No* it's not ethical t but there 6 3 nothing to stop him from dol^g «c

«

The only othaz /i&ble alternatives are CD or a delay 8 but he is the player of reo^rcU

Son Del Grande? It's not unethical unless ti& resigning player does it to allcw
another player to via immediately e or otherwise ruin the gasse be yond rep&iro

J3KlC£g But is it the GM*s place to decide what acves right ruin the beyond
repair?

Stave Langloy* It if* ethical to resign a position and submit final faoveflo Anger
with a GJi is e^en eufficient reason to do so. After sll s this la a for f -xtu and
if it Isn't fun them is no season to play* Sending in final orders #iat d&atrc y/>;ar;s

the position would .hardly hurt the GM* Hie question seams contrived* but I'd have t>>

say thai tunslug ixi "spiteful*' final moves is not athicalo

Kevin Stones X$s p it's ethical to re sign f although maybe not /ory bright „ as y.->i; c*oul'

get a reputation as a poor sport,

John Racks No, it isn*t ethical 9 but certainly something that is d&neo A pla^e does
have the right to play his nation any nay he llkes 0

Fteul Bauterbergs A player is his own country's master 9 If he wsnts U? "be an smth ^
ean 9 t stop h^a*

Handolph Saythg This Is ethical too? though i^robably even dmher than tm prwicn^
case » For one thing * what does the GM care? — the atigry player is probably dofj:.^

hisa a favor by bringing the game to a quiefcer end* If the guy H&nts to piss off most
of the other players (excluding the winner „ ox courte!) and loc ? like axi ass u>

everybody involve

d

6 that's his decision as a player* o >

Steve Knights I donH know about ethical ^ but it sure isnH sporta^aiu^eo ^hb tirdag

that ©sts me i& both seem to hurt the GM less than the other players 1?, Urn g^me P

particularly if the GM whole teartedly subscribea to impartiality to th-j point of
disinterest^
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BKUX 2 And well he should o Randolph's comment about doing the GM a favor doean°i

make sense to &e D GMs cannot "officially" care when their games end*

Ty Hare * A player can order his/her pieces any way he/she deslres 9 eh? The player's

personal relationship Kith the GM ie irrelevant to play. As a matter of fact, a player

did destroy his (I believe It was) own position "before resigning recently in Ron

Brown e Kurd^ing ti¥ MW iMti44t*

tan Youngs A player can do what he wants with his country -
xm paid his gamefee —

if he doesn't want to win and prefers suicide, it's his perogative. This is trua with

regards to a stalemate line as well* It 1b true that he may have trouble getting

into other game 3, bat he made his "bads, so he can sleep in it!

Mark Berchs What*s V:\e problem with the orders? Players axe not obligated to stop
someone e s win* The problem Is with resigning because you axe angry at the GM* That
Is improper* The GM Is obligated only to GM the game fairly* reasonably promptly*
and reasonably accurately« H© cannot be expected to keep players un~-mad at him 0

Players who quit gaices because they axe made at the GH or another player have their
t-alues wrong* This is a garae 9 not m expression of approval/disapproval of the GM 0

and such an attitude ruins games for others* So it's the resignation Itself that's
wrong f not the orders per se c

BR IDC s I suppose one could hold that view? but I don't share it* If I'm mad at the

GM to the point where playing the game would be menjoyable because of It f then I'd
feel perfectly justified in resigning* But I wouXdn 5 1 iestx\>y the position I would
be leaving behind* nor throw the game to another player.

Bod Walkers A player Is angry at the GM^ so he screws his ally(les) in the game???
Set very logical, is it? Sure* It's ethical p but it's downright stupid* Other players
would be very tight In refusing to ally with such a character again, Thia is totally
unsporting* and my attitude toward such a player in another game would be .well* let*s
get you out earlier this time* so you won fc t have to worry about resigning*

Duck tfilli&msi Slice , why not? The player in question is a cad, of course p but I canH
see where this Is a violation of ethics in the slightest* I think your question Is
a bit off the markt the player's anger at the GM is obviously misdirected when he
destroys the game for his fellow players/allies, This only indirectly — or not at
all ~ affects the GM.

I see little difference between this and* say* letting someone take my dots from
me to keep a former ally (who has since stabbed me) from getting them* and that's a
standard threat/ploy

o

BRi&i I vote with the majority on this question* It's sleazy and disgusting and
dreadful and horrible f but it's not unethical and there* a nothing that the GH can do
about iter As with one of the upcoming questions* this was taken from my own personal
experience as a GM, Kathy Byrne and Dave White resigned from one of my games with
orders of all units hold because thay were upset at my handling of an affair having
nothing to do with their game* The orders seriously damaged their Austrian and
Italian positions* and an opposing Bngland/Geraany alliance went on to a draw* I
felt than that th&y were being unsporting, and it would have been nice to the standbys
had they submitted "good" final orders? but there was nothing I did (or could have done)
to change that*

SITUATION 3* An Austrian player offers to edit his GM's houserules* which are 19 pages
long. The GM agrees, and publishes the updated rules with the note that they now
supercede toe old ones* But he hasn 8 t proofread carefully enough* On the bottom of
page 12* the player has inserted the sentence , "Austria may claim victory at any time 0

and in so doing wins the game*" The Austrian player waits until the rides are
published and in force v and then claims victory* Has he behaved ethically » and
does he win the game? Or has he deceived the GM by his actions? (If so* what If he
also slyly deleted the rule prohibiting deception of the ©t? „ • a )



Mark Lews this just goes to show tha .silliness of hou3©rule^worship.-, i ^shinFr >;ra

which have the purpose of describing the g& * s judgement axe benefIcial P but tte #a«p

is tetter run by the gm than by the hrs* a player can claim victory all hs wan to (a*

doug and i always do when we abort a game of 2- player titan) but so what '

Jeff Koto » If tl» doesn't have enough comnoii sense to rectify this-; kiXv&tlox: .

should be horsewhipped*

Mark Luedi* Shame an the CM! Now all of his games are irregular,

Don Del Grande * 3rd a ie fcoth unethical and clearly irregular,, Well e that's my
opinion «~ are the:,. :: any polls* rating systems o tc a that use onl;v game 3 not decia.:s:'i

irregular by the BNO without question? Clearly? what the BSC doClaris l<ragtQ.ar is
the BNC's opinion unless he/she (currently » :she'% of course) says tl»ai he/she is
using certain guidlines and/or other people's opinions,- Fix the ho userules before
printing!

Sieve Langleys The* GM is a dunce e The Austrian is a clo>:n who has, though hid
cleverness,, won a game that can only he defined as "Austria wins variant'^ arid whi-iM

would not foe accepted as a true win by anyone of &£nse* Fthical — no..

Kevin Stones If I were the GKj, I think I would get a chuckle out. of it and let the

game continue*, Then I'd reread the new houserules*

John Packs Sure* Austria wins his personal game versus the GM
;?
but not the Diplomacy

onm* He certainly Hasn't behaving ethically 9 thought I doubt whether many ©Is vaulu
change their reaction to this if there was a rule on deception of the CM or not ±u
the KRs,

Paul Eauterberg* If a game is restarted under a particular set of heussrules* :U

should be run to its coneiaaion under that same set* Revisions during a gaoia & vat
be suggested by the GM

F>
but the players should, have the right to vote on them,.

Randolph Smyths It's ethical as a player* but not as a houserule- & ciIt <?r
t
though X

Biippmse this consideration doesn't count hare,> In theory he wins the gaae P though
it l) s a meaningless victory since everyone will surely declare the game irregular
after concluding with those hou&3rules* IV® the (M who deserves the

"unethical" label, since it e s hard to conceive of anyone being that grossly incoapsrctej

The GM has not been deceived* the "Austrian" rule was in plain sight,

BRUXs Well c I dunno about equating "unethical" with "grcoaely inc-oai* fceaf H • <-

Steve Knights Sr tt *ahem*c o o cough* coughs (w) At iha very leasts this turns p. gaae
into a variants oo Inasmuch as the Hfis are pertinent to the mining of the game , said
player is making use of an unfair advantage

fl
acting unethically* and should be drawn

and quartered Of course * that person is probably a mosochist trying tc ensure his
hobby notoriety forever and would onjo^ it, but that's his problem

Ty Hares Considering the nature of the game, a player can take advantage of every
opportunity offered*, As the houserules are the Q\*a 9 the CM is solely responsM-le
for their accuracy* Deception of the GM wouldn't apply * I would think* but I'd kick

his ass with the Greater Good Hideo

BRUXs PhooeyS How would jeu like it if I used the Greater Good rule aga 4
r. ->t

you someday? What w s that? I have? Oho

Mark Berchs No f, the player hasn't acted unethically* although the GM would if h:

allowed the player to win 0 Such a game would bs automatically a v&rianic Tfcis
:

-ts

into the category of following a "typo* « If there ' s no question but that there #z& m
error and that the words do not actually reflect the GM e s intent* he is not obligated
to follow such a HR 0 The player gets applause at such a nifty prank, but if te wants
to win 9 he r 11 have to persuade the otter players that such a prank de^fVas a wiru



I-uck Williams* A Mt ridiculous 9 but rhetorically deserving of an answer o Ihe GM
is at fault here (he/she is always responsible for what sees print) „ and the player is
doing what is allowed by the game* r

fhs bottom line to tMis, though, ia that Austria's
win would be hollow and pyrrhic — the game would, lose regular status and become a
rather extraordinarily lopsided variant (maybe naiae#*0isen 9 s revenge"?) * The player
ia being ethics;!* wins* «« big deal. »o it aln*t regular* and no one will play th£ variant
more than once.

1

*

Hod Walkers As SM a Id have a good laugh at being hoodwinked so cleverly * and then
tell all and aun iry that the game continues as before and the Austrian player can play
Ji lie likes but cm hasn't won 0 This could only be a practical Jofce* anyway* Th& HE
is manifestly contrary to the Rulebook and hence invalid (and if valid, the game would
be a variant and the BNG should simply refer the gam to tJie MNC for a new nuabar
ard publication of tha results in Alpha and Omega) >

BF UX s Ye tic observation that the HR is in violation of -the Riftebook is correct but not

relevant, So are plenty of other HRss Non«-BIAS, ^week deadlines* standby

s

v etc

Dan Youngs I dor t really think that it c s ethics! to monkey" with the heuserule a like

that* It is deception of the GM* and if he deleted the houserule prohibiting deception
of the GM, tb&n the procedure is as follows? tell the BUG and have the game declared
a variant* with Austria the dinner* Amend the HRs, then open a new game* place the

players in their original countries,, start the game in the same season and with the
same position* Waive all new game fees (better yet, waive all save Austrian's) *

Serictisly 5 though, what CM would publish 19 pages of houserules? What simple-
ainds d antelope would let a player in on© of his games edit his houserules? fv)

SRUXs You'd best watch yer tongue there* buddy » Novioes lite you who incur say

wrath are swiftly ordered off the board and are never heard from again?

BRUXs Ty Hare hat it right on the nose 9 insofar as YD is concerned* I 'd apply "the

Grater Good rule and get ou with the game* If I didn't have a Greater Good rule*

then Austria wins his variant and the regular game proceeds anyway (altho^jgh a

technically* it shouldn't)*

SITUATION The rules say that players may threaten each other* But doe© aa^thing
go? Suppose that (to lift an example right out of Richard Sharp's book) Prance is
enjoying the clandestine favors of England's wife » and Germ&ny knows it* Can the
Gaxaan player tben threaten to tell all unless France supports him to the win? More
generally* car, such real-life threats be made tonpersuada" a player to do as one
wishes in the game?

A somewhat similar situation is that of a bribe * Is it ethical for one player to

tell another* "I'll pay you ten dollars to support me into Venice*'1 ?

Mark Laws i assume franee doesn't want england to know about the affair* i think a
player who would knowingly hurt someone for tha sake of a game is probably a creep*
i see no problem with monetary bribes*

BHUKs Ig* you always amaze me J Not till now* in my final issue, have I evor witnessed
such a display of ^compassion from you! I pm serious ~ you're answer really shocked
me 0

Jeff Noto? In the first part the German player is not acting ethically as ha is

letting personal relationships outside the game affect the play* Bribes &w ethical —
how do you know if the briber or bribee will keep his word?

BRUX* Mow* Indeed? Allow me to digress from the main discussion for a mirxute and
relate to you a relevant passage fxom Richard Sharp's book* The Game of §ij!ig5S£X^
He's talking about gaming debts, and then*** " * '

™"w
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"My favourita story u-vior this heading was one sent to me wbsn X true sol -.citing

tales of off-"board strafe^^e £or a jubilee article in Issue 50 of
participants wera Bob Chapman, a well fenown player from Devon who has dene " a lot to
promote the growth of posted ;<Vrmula I, and Buean Adaas e a Lancashire acl Icltor vhc
has since left the hobby

fi
finding that it was taking up too mv>ch of hie tiyie and was

bsearning an obsession it can happen! I 8m sorry I never played against him 0 an by
all accounts ha seems to bw« 'bean a superb player during hits brief and limited
involvemento

"Bob* who told me t*tory f was playing Austria to Duncan's Turkey, and w\>-<

asked by Duncan for a support.- Ifc demurred a Mi not liking the look of • t, an>l

Duncan sent hia a 10 pe ;md note as &n indemnity* A delightful cor^es
4
c«adx-r;r^ a?-

ito'b pointed out* reasonably enough* that there wasn't much la this for hi& — if
Dwacan moved as agreed m vo\XL& haw to return, the tan pounds* »'but the tr..oT6 vrao

.acre la 'Du^car/'B favour than hia own! Why not* he hintad 9 threaten to keep thD note
unless .Duncan supported M| in? This aaater stroke produced a classic re ply 3

Dear Bolv,

There is a general rule of Diplomacy that no holds are barred e and one is not bound
'by what one sayss the Courts ceroid clearly not Interfax in such affairs f and serious
offences such as forgery have no meaning in a Diplomacy context* However, this is
not a .Diplomacy contracts it is a separate contract depending on a specific
^}?&»mna in the forsa of an indemnity «. The indemnity is above the Diplomacy contract
which in itself is voidable ah ^litlor. Should you retain my ten pounds I should
certainly sue for -the xetuxn'lsnd expect to succeedo But far mors seriously, if you
did refuse ^ return it unless I supported j£ou this ?*ould constitute an m:mx^*\~teM#
demand with menaces? the old Blackmail offence now an offonce under Urn Theft Act 1 9680

If you mz3 to plan this with (Italy) you would be guilty of conspiracy*, and could
serve iifec In short you are the "bailee of the tan pounds and must act accordingly

0

I half wish you would keep its to joys of being the first Diplomacy litigant -.add
outweigh the other disadvantage So

"Bob 8 a letter to me finished sadly i9 °I supported him in and returned ths ten
pound note* - 1 am prepared to state categorically that thia is the only ©ecasi:-: on
which one Diplomacy player has threatened another with life impri&onisen fc*

"

BBUXg So, Jeff,, you ses that there might he means of enforcing the ter^B of a ^DSn
And it Is clear that Richard Sharp wrote his book before Billy Highfleld arrive on
the scenoo **

Now hack to the xx>undatable*

Mark Luadis Real life and tha g$me should not (but often do@ irregardlsss) interfere
with one another*

Bon Del Grander Just how ethical is the fact that France is enjoying the clandestine
favors of England* s wife? Cex'tainly death threats* extortion 9 and otter serious
threats are unethical (and illegal)? however* the situation given takes Diplomacy
from th3 mapboard into real life ~ will Germany tell? What if .Prance supports
Gexjaany* and Germany tells anyway? As for bribery e it - s only a game <• - It's not
unethical to offer money (howe^r* offering certain other things aay net bt> quits
legal© a *)e

Steve Langieys How you are finally getting into some real questions** How many of us

have played at work? With our hoss? Did you ever have second thoughts a "bo at stabbing
your boss? Say at .review time? Personal considerations should not come ? nto play.,

Ideally » ttey don 8 to But what if Austria is known to have a, quick temper and teii? just
been released on probation for his latest assault and battery? It is not ethical to

use personal toowledge or physical force or monetary advantage as a diplomatic ^ rdl*,

but it is hfc.rde c .very hard* 'Fhe bribe situation is much more easily i^mlvea 0
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would not offer a bribe • If soneone offered to pay me $10 to support him into Venice*

I*d ask for the zueney up front; and tV^©a e secure in the knowledge >of at least one
of his moves, I*d write moves that were best for me* and return his $10 after the
deadline.

Kevin Stones If France is close .enough to 1b poking England's wife* what the hell are

they doing in the same game anyway? And how did Germany find out? This am sounds
more like something for "Dear A oby* ?

*

John Pack?. Sure, it could happen* Neither such a threat nor a bribe would be

considered ethical, though (this is only a game g after all)*

Paul Hauterbergi Real life should have nothing to do with the play of a game a

Randolph Smyth a Generally, "real-life" examples are unethical for the same reason
that crcss-gaatog is generally considered to beg some players enjoy advantages that
others are unable to obtain* Now* if all the other players knew that England's wife
was excessively amorous* Including England^ then the throat would be e thlcal* though
a bluff siade England couldn't be told anything he didn't already know* Kinky!

Again* a bribe is unethical since some players have more financial resources thu,
others* conditions and advantages fro® beyond the same should not be allowed to
affect ito

Steve Knight? Forget It* Injecting non -game matters into negotiating is unethical

.

Ty Har^i Yes, in all cases* Anything goes, bribe or threat* The player can gauge
for herself, any "real life" ratifications^ of course*..

BRUXs Between some of these answers you're giving and the KEGEL Affair, I think
you 3 d run seme very interesting games if you were a

Mark Berch* Uo, I think real life threats or blackmail are improper* and are outside
the notion of "game"*

A bribe offer is entirely proper
ff

but I think actually paying it is wrong* A
player can accegt a bribe* so long as he does not actually do what be promised*

BRUXs Meaning* of course, that the paly time he couldn e t accept is if he plans to
do what's being proposed anyway? C'moa..,

Rod Walker* The first situation is /ery sGLi&y and very unsporting*** and in addition
I would say it*s wholly unethical * These real -world situations have no business in
the game* Bribery is another matter* Uhsporttug* yess but quite ethical**, .if you
really want to take a jggss, that seriously* Anybody who would do that isn' t quite
right upstairs* But, yes* it°s ethical** *or at least it's not unethical*

Duck Williams 5 Messy, messy9 messy c * enext question, please? Sigh*,* No, real-life
situations should not be dragged into the game; the player is baing unethical* I

hear you now, BRUX* "But what about*,,?" I think we have to assuse that Diplomacy
ethics and real-life ethics are two different things? they occasionally touch on
each others but are nevertheless different* What you are talking about here is
blackmail in a very real sense i ffhere real-life and Dip clash* Dip loses in my book*
(Which isnH to say* incidentally* that Germany sbouldnH spill his guts about France
(the swine) i but he should do it for some other reason f not for personal gain*)

As far as the bribe goes ~ I don* I see the similarity* If X bribe someone 9 what
au I raally getting? That is, if he's bought* how long will he stay bought? Hah* *

«

no longer than it takes to spend the $10* 00* bet* You pays your money and
takes your chances, ».

BRUXs That was a beautifully well thought-out answer to both questions*
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Dan Youngs Well, since there Is no Code of Ethics for the hobby, nothing prevents
anyone from doing this, I think it Is legal but unethical* This is a hobby,,

Yes, it is ethical to say you'll pay somebody ten dollars „ If you renege, it 8 s
fraud, but we'll assume you weren't stupid enough to sign anythingo

I personally wouldn't bribe anyone t nor would I move so as to accept a bribe
(unless I planned on making the moves anyway) « I would say that bribes are unethical. •

at least for ten dollars* (I may have a price s but it's damned higher than $10*

)

BRIBCi Boy, did you waffle all over the place on that one! I have no idea where
you stands having read ito

BRUXs I will (grudgingly) take the stance that bribes are ethical ~~ as is reneging
on the terms of one. I don* t agree with Randolph's argument that they're unethical
due to variations in the financial resources among the players* since real-life
variations arise all the time in games. (What if one guy can talk louder than the
others?)

There was a time when I might have agreed with Ty that real-life threats and
blackmail are OK too, but no more. Not since it happened to me. The only player I've
ever played who has tried to blackmail me in this way was Kathy Byrne, in a gunboat
game at a ByrneCon, when she took out a personal letter and threatened to show it
around because I had stabbed here I did not feel that that action had any place in
the game, and I promptly left* I don't know of any other active players who would
stoop to thiSo I wouldnHo

SITUATION 5% You are England at war with France, and in Pall *01 you notice that you
have succeeded in capturing Brest. However, the adjudication reveals that this was a
simple GMing errors France has in fact bounced you with P Mid-Bre, but the GM let
you take it by mistake* France or someone else will surely notice the error, but
what if by some miracle nobody else notices? Are you entitled to build a unit for
Brest, or are you obligated to report the error?

Hark Lews i'm not sure what entitled and obligated are supposed to mean* a
similar thing happened to me once when i ordered a "non-existent unit which i needed
to form a line* the gm didn't notice so 1 kept it for a turn until a draw passedo
a little while later the error was noticed and the game was revived because franoe
decided to veto the draw after alia 1 muttered a bit© but 1 saw no point in raising
a big stink like 1 know some people would*

BRUXg Interesting situation* I think I would protest* In TO and many other zines,
an error that is not noticed till after the following deadline must stand* and your
unit would have remained on the board*

Jeff Noto i No, you are not obligated to report the error, at least not according to
the rules of the gamso

Hark Luodis (No answer reoeivedo)

Don Del Grande s If you notice an error* you should report it, even if it's in your
favor* (Beside

s

9 it shows that you're trustworthy, at least for the momenta •)

Steve Langleyt I send the GM notice of any GMing error I catch* One of my rules is
that the adjudication should always be correct » I've cost myself credit for one or
two dots that I didn't really own*

Kevin Stones You are neither entitled to Brest, nor obligated to report the error*,

You may 9 however, try to build with the ill-gotten center* I'd probably report the

error*

BRUXs If you may try to build for it, then isn e t that equivalent to saying that you

are entitled to Brest 9 so long as no one else spots the error?



John Packs I'd think IV & be better to report the error* Your ICRs indicate an error

not imported within 3 weeks (right?) ((no, it's four weeks now)) stands, so building

the unit for Brest would be a legal act* I ratter think that a player would want to

win because of his own merit rather than a GM error*

Paul Rauterbergs You take the build,

Randolph Smythi Same response to these two ({#5 #6})$ you must raport the error,

Once you*ve made a decision* tactical or diplomatic* you gotta have the guts to

stick by the consequences* If you're hsre to play Diplomacy* play by the rules*

Steve Knights tlo, you aren't obligated to report the error •— although I

personally would* feeling that a fairly-run game is more enjoyable than playing with

an advantage I didn't earn*

Ty Hares Chances are good that no one else lias reported the error because the rest of
the players WANT YOU TO WIN , Thus it would be pointless and rude to tell on your
supporters.,

BRUXi Talk about your farfetched rational isatlexis, * *

Mark Berobs If the error is obvious to another player,, you are not obligated 'to

report it* This actually happened to me recently at MaryCon c8^ where the adjudication
waa wrong* I kept my mouth abut. Players must be expsetad to check the adjudication

Rod Walker? It would ba sporting to import the error* but not unethical e If France
is too dense to notice

t)
that's his problem

-

Duck WilliamBR If the error is obvious to all parties concerned* I would say that 1

am entitled to the build if no one else notices* The GM is only husaan and all of the

one a I know admit to an occasioanl screw- up* Players should always check on adjudications^
it doesn 3 1 make me guilty of anything if they don't,. (This assumes* of course , that
the GM does not have specific outlines for this (i*ec "If I mass up you have to tell
me a

M
) v but any such GM is overstepping hie authority,, Purttermor©, the GM should be

willing to admit mistakes end rectify them when caught in ti&e 8 say? before the next
move

,

Dan Youngs Build the unit* If the other players don 8 1 notice* that's their problem*
Caveat empor! And if a GM can't go through 1901 without making an error* to°s in
trouble •

BRUXs Ho hum c it's clear you*re still a novice! I've seen lots of CMs g including
some good ones* make errors in 6 0i e I

£im pretty sure I have!

BRUX i My response is that you take the build* If the other player 8 s don 9 t notice f

why should you worry about it?

SITUATION 6$ Suppose now that you are England at war with France » and 8 certain that
you will be kept out of Brest, yoy try instead for Flcardy » But lo, whan the adjudication
arrives you are astounded to see f,hai Prance has riot covered Brest, and what's more*
the GM has reported that jjou moved to Brest and captured it! Checking your copy of
your orders, you see that the GM has^coiamitte d"V"" cloaked error'* an error that
(unlike that in the previous example) no one caa possibly spot unless you bring it to
their attention e You did indeed #o to ?icardy s and th& sot&ehow misread your orders,.

Are you obligated to report this error* ov can you keep Brest in this scenario?

Mark Lews I'm not sure what obligated is supposed to mean* 1 don't see what 3 s to

stop you from keeping your mouth shut unless the gra notices later* a similar thing
happened to me cnce*o *oh„ i already told that story

e

Jeff Kotos Same as #5*

Mark Luedis (No answer received*

)
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Don Del Grande * See answer to situation. 5* * ' *
(i

Steve Lan&Ley* I would call the G?!
0 s attention to a cloaked error if I saw li\ i *

Bi&fces no dlff^^aoe. If I am going to do well In the g$jm it has to be throu/y: • \'

efforts or it doesn't count*

Kevin 3 tone a A^ain, you are not obligated, but I would probably say «3oiwi
A
iii3*$ to

John Packs This* Is basically the same as #5* A player that kept sucfc an ni-*ott^
canter would have *voa leas merit behind Ms eventual outcome than I;-. #5, wb^ra
at least the otter players are foolish enough to miss th& error

Paul Rauterberga You could take the build, but in this situation my con^^ca wov* i

bother me 0

Randolph Smyths (Same response as to #5.)

Steve Knights This one' 6 mors hasy» since there's no opportunity for to >

ito Again* I°d personally report it p but I really don't know whether or r-.ot; an
obligation exists,,

Ty Hare* It'rl be ®x$z®ml£ impolita to embarrass the %hi. s my> S^aPrv
righteousness and humbly accept the center*

BKUXs I dunao t it°d be awfully hard to clear my conscience „ (v*j

Mark Perch* This is & very difficult situation* I lean slightly toward ih*. vie** thrt-

a player should report these » since not to do so is unfair toward the other players*
Moreover £ it is verjr easj for unreported cloaked errors to start that way aud and up
&& GM player collusion* If a CM notices that a cloaked error was uacoixeo-Ud; he

may decide to cant5n.uo to rewrita the player's orders on .oee&tfio:;. and
ccllasion need never require that a word be saldo I suspect that cloaked errors arc*

one of the least remarked-upcn phenomena in GMing? in part because they are only
exposed if a player acts* against his self-interest .if need be^ As such they i&n&
to ba underreported* In one game I was in s there were these of Item (

3 ?oHi that I wr*>

aware? of a

BRUXs You're making a huge leap from unreported cloaked errors to collunto .v. I &y-;;.'
:

t

think there are many GMs who would knowingly alter someone 3 a orders.

Hod Walkers This is touchier* I would say that it .would be very unsporti net -:
•

report the error.; But not uneth&cs£L s no* IV a the GM*s problem* This woul.u re akrr

to reading a different order from the one you wrote in a FW game* If nchxty looks
at your writ ten orders to double -check you (as is required by the HuX^s) uwit's tlkvax

prot&anu

BHUXa But how can the players check your orders in Tspjatal play?

Duck Williams? I would say that iu the case of a "cloaked error" , I do nee*i ie pert-

it* as no otter party In the game can, Keeping in mind that the GM ±b hvmx>„- It would
be unfair (and therefold unethical) to gain an advantage over the other players b& cause
of an error they cannot see® The feey difference between #3 and #6 is the availability
of information to all concerned parties*

Dan Youngs Vielip maybe I'm not totally without a consclace, I'd report ite error*

However,, I can understand not reporting the error* indeed* 1 dcirt think it 1 $ unethical

not to report. After all? perhaps you Imve been the victim of a exacted * * ror!

BRUXs John Kador had some thoughts about cloaked errors a while buck ir, yh^

let ua take a brief boreak from the round- table for a detail look at this U:vXo., -
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The following article first appeared In Wh£ Me? #25* It is reprinted hore as it

makes a nice reprise to question #6 of this issue's round- table discussion*

Ethics in Diplomacy

The Cloaked Error
by John Radar

Let's talk about ethics in Diplomacy, For readers who believe I've just

committed a nonsequitur, please skip this article . The question for today concerns
whether a Diplomacy player has an obligation to report postal errors. To narrow the

problem down, let # s consider cloaked errors in general (a cloaksd error is apparent
only to one player) and cloaked to your advantage* Perhaps an example would help*

Let's say you are playing France in a postal Diplomacy game. You have a unit in
Ruhr and you have a shot at either Munich or Kiel* Germany, your enemy* has only one
unit to cover two supply centers* Finally* through whatever tactics you choose, you
decide to go for Munich and your orders state t Army Ruhr -Munich* When the gamesins
arrive

s

L you rip it open to your game to see what Germany did*
''The son of a bitch! w you murmur* "He covered Munich. M

But something doesn't add up., You've gained a supply center* But where? You
look at your orders as reflected in the gamesine and you see that your Army Ruhr moved
to Kiel rt not to Munich as you ordered. You confirm your records and realise that the
(M has somehow goofed. But it 6 s clearly a goof in your favor because you've gained a
center* And furthermore 9 it's a cloaked error because the error is apparent only to
you., what should you do?

Suddenly there's a ringing sound and a little 9 squeaky-voiced guy over your right
shoulder whispers that you should report the error to the GM*

''After all*" lie insists,, "you've gained a center through no skill or intelligence
of your own* You9 re not entitled to the center? it would demean the game if you
accepted it now*"

MDcn*i listen to the turkey," your alter-ago suggests to your sinister side r.

MIt 9 s all part of the game* If your orders get lost in the mail and your opjsonent

benefitted, would he insist on an extension for you? Hot on your life,. IVs all
the samss orders getting lost or getting garbled* You take your chances and suffer
or celebrate as the case may be 9

"

"Stick that pitchfork where the sun don't shine! How*d you like to be the German
player* losing a unit despite brilliant play? It reduces Diplomacy to the level of
Go Fish or even Risk*"

"Oh* yeah? What's wrong with Risk? He and the boss play it all the time. Beside& v

I figure Germany had a fifty-fifty shot at losing a center© That's even odds^ I don't
know what you 3re crying about,"

This dialogue continues for a while* but when you see how unproductive it Is you
filter it outo You have better tilings to do than to listen to buzzing in your ears0

You have the obligation now to apply great moral and ethical truths to resolve this
dilemmas do you have to report this GM-generatod error?

Let me reserve my answer to the dilemma until I describe a situation which led to
an examination of my ethics, 1*11 share the situation with you and then give you my
thinking which led to this article,, Then 1*11 wait for any reactions to my handling
of the affair*

I 9ve never heard of anything quite like what happened to me* The situation was
apparently unique because , while Indeed there was a GK error and only I could detect
its the cloaked error helped me and hurt me simultaneously. The situation follows D

(I am changing a few facts to protect the identity of the game* The specific game
itself is not important* There's no reason to involve my fellow players*

)

In the game in question, I was allied with another player In an immensely successful
alliance* By 1907* we had split the board between us* We both stood at 13 centars«
But, from my paranoid perspective, our agreement to go for a two-way draw looked
remote « His position seemed better than mine and I sinalied an ambush* But I couldn't
be sure * And I wasn B t prepared to launch a pre-emptory strifes So I compromisedo
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He asked ne to hit an enemy unit to cut ite support* I didn*i want that 5upper ; our;*

But I had to have dsniabUity* So I used the old deliberately miawrJ vpm ^rder
I intentionally usiswrote my order so as to make it illegal* f{y w.-der, .. *r.„

would not cut supports This way* if I was wrong and iay ally was aIw>;:o --,\\
'

reasonably offer my apologies for a momentary lapse. And if I was right t ana ?,y iy
did stab me s he would encounter an unbargained~for hole to his flamu

But what happened? You guessed it! The CM apparently deciphered my orders as
correct* Esther he made an honest misra&dlng of my order or took it upy\ l),vx&->}J: t.t>

correct my "obviously unintended goof*% I cmr't ba ©ure«
But whatever the reason* the illegal order was declared legal by mean* of

eostatic fixup*
And my game-long ally? You*11 'be pleased to learn that he was truat-nn-^y*

didn't stab me , Vte eventually shared a two-way victory*
But that didri*t change the thical implications of the situation, An J iiq&.l ox%r

succeeded and X benefitted* I was also hurt (at least potentially) fcscauF*- bad tbi

iUeg&l order Tailed* I would have "been in a good position for a aclitav;, victory.
(How you know why 1 don't want to identify the gamer) What wis my ethliasl ;a.^pon>>iMi} l;j 9

if any?
I did not report the error* Here is my logic.
I am conMatent* I have never called a OK to task for any alleged ^xzo:-:. in my

favor or not, in eix years of postal play* I had detected errors "before, t^t nave* had

a need to rejw;t them. Other players or the (Si himself always caught the inaccuracies.
I didn't see (and don*t see) why I should have started reporting that error*

On another level* how is this type of error different froit: "accept^lil errors ?;

for example* orders lost in the mails? If lost orders are analogous to las*, military
orders in real war, aran*t misread orders parallel to garbled diplomatic traffic?

Most GMs are generally scrupulous in their gameamastering e which allow* me to
retain my liberal philosophy. Errors are exceedingly rare and** when they do occur

•

they are generally fixed without my involvement* I intend to keop it that *?ay« if
anyone has cvfoer thoughts on this matter e I'd like to consider thorn

«

((l agree with John*s conclusion that a player does not naed to report a cloaked
error (or any error) » but I don 8 1 really feel that his reasoning is strong* 'The

fact that he never reported an error in six years of postal play 9 and never needei
to 0 is not relevant* It so happened that this tiiae* he was faced with a cloaked error
that only he could discover* which according to his description had never happened to

him hafore* &o that the situation was a "first" for him* Also, if all players masoned
this way, then no errors would ever get reported*

My stance depends heavily upon the fact that there is absolutely no way to

enforce any rule (or any moral standard) which dictates that a player must report a

cloaked error* Not only is it unenforceable * it*s undetectable when a placer doearr t

speak up« Given that ? it seems to me that the beat policy to adopt would l- to

report an error if you choose to report it*

Besides, what If the player didn*t save a copy of his orders end carrot co surr-

if there wag an error on the part of the GW? What if he did savo the orders and
thinks he sees such an error* but isn't sure and doesn't want to tafce the risk of
going back and checking because then he'd be "morally obligated" to report it? what
if he doesnH notice it till the day before the next deadline — is he then c/aiigatrtd

to call the (M and get the game delayed? And so on*
Asecondary point arises from the above article? players should always point out

to the (M that they are deliberately mlswriting an ordex% co that the (M won't gc and
fix it upo Of course , the player should make sure that the order is writ tar so t.iat

the GK really won 8 1 fix itf in VD S for instance , it doesn't malte any differ*;^ whether
you tell me that °F Dea~Nor" is deliberately miswrltten 9 as it will succeed stijxaj*

Consult the houserules or the GK himself to make sure, but do point out tba orrcr*
A final thought* I wonder if John Kador would really let by a tiling error which

would hurt his game position* provided that none of the other players could catch
it* What if the adjudication had shown him getting bounced out of Munich (in hlB first
example) when he knows he should have taken Kiel? John* if you wouldn't speak up
about that one* you 15 re a better man than I am!))
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tfe now return you to our ragularly-scheduled round-table discussion*

SITUATION 7* An envelope arrives in your mailbox from your ally, and stuck to the

back of the envelope by an obviously stray piece of chewing gum Is an uncancelled
postcard* The postcard, addressed to the GWU contains a set of orders from your "ally" ~

orders arhlch are* shall we say, not quite what you expected* Are you obligated to

send the postcard on to the GH? Is It fair for you to change your orders based on
what you have found out? And is it fair for you to change the orders on the postcard
and then send It in?

Mark Laws i cm not sure what fair and obligated are supposed to mean, but who would
know if you just dumped the card in the trash? If you changed the orders on the card
and sent it in, the gm might figure it out and get pissed*

Jeff Kotos All three situations are ethically allowable *

Nark Luedis Yea-h*» and what if it's all a ruse on the part of the other player?

Don Del Grande $ The only absolutely ethical thing to do Is call your ally and tell
him what 3 s happened, arid let him/her tell you what to do* If he/she isn 8 t bome ? or
can ? t be contacted, I would keep the card ~ I don p t know if it was meant for the GM
or not e (Maybe it was a trick to make me think he was moving to thdse places!)

Steve Langleyg Finally, a situation where I can be the bad guy* I would change the
orders*, write my own. orders to take advantage of the change, and wait In glee to
see the adjudication* It is clear that Berch wanted me to have the opportunity or he

wouldn 3 t have sent me the card with the moves on it*

Kevin S tones Of course you donH have to send the postcard! And why should you if
you are going to get stabbed? Heck, go ahead and change it too* I see no need to
protect someone from his own stupidity*

BRUX i In tills case , though* we *re not talking about someone q s stupidity, but rather
an accident in which ha mailed something to you and something to the GM at the same
time, and the two just happened to stick together and both go to you*

John Packs lou aren ft t obligated to send the card* and yes, you may change your orders $

however 6 changing the orders on the postcard Kight be a tiny bit unethical* It may
be that the stray piece of gum is a ploy being used by another player*

Paul Bauterbergi You shouldn 3 1 muck with the postcard yourself — either "lose" it
and let him NMR, or change your own orders to retaliate for the stab* I might both
lose his orders, and retaliate*

Randolph Smyths Anything you dp to/wlth/based on the postcard is fair ball. It
might be a ruse* though for the situation as described, the prupose is obscure*
Otherwise, you profit from your erstwhile ally * p sloppy chewing habits as decisively
as you can*

Steve Knights Sure* It 3 s fair/ethical for you to do any of the three « The other
player has the "responsibility*1 to stuff his envelopes properly, and if he inadvertently
tips his hand or gives you an advantage by letting something slip in, that's his problem*

Ty Hares I s d say no to the first and yes to the second* I suspect we'll hear something
relating to the third question in this issue of VD* I'll say, for the records yes*,

BRUX a What?! I°m aghast! You truly feel it*s okay to cross out a playsr 5 s orders
and write new ones and send them in without his knowledge?

Mark Berchs This is straight luck* and no & you 0 re not obligated to send It to the GM
nor are you obligated to Ignore it for order-writing purpose s Q Altering the postcard
would be deception of the GM ? since they would no longer be his irders^ you have
forged a new set*
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Rod Walkers lou have tha Q5 in a very embarrassing situation here* He should have

been more careful, {{What? I think you siisre&d the question*.*)) I would nay that
the piayar is perfectly entitled to charts the other orders if he can do so imdetecUbl
although you still have to mail them back to the GM in ^our envelope (the card

'

s

already cancelled, so you can't xemail it)* ((Yup» you mieresd it. c , «))
rrno rv.se v*il

sooner or later be found cut when the pih&r player protests* Best taac^Ion will
to alter your orders accordingly and send both sets to the CM with a not* calling h:U
attention to his carelesaneee and its consequences* But I have a tetter problem for
you » what if you p day after the deadline • call the other player and toll hm that
the GM read his orders to you on the phone and prove it by quoting tbea ^ar^&tii^
My ft what a loverly Shep Hose trick* Very ua&pcrting* and very unethical , '-T^vt

others think? What should the GM do???

BRUXjt This aasmes that the GM won*t give game result via phone ««- else u could
have found out the moves from him fair and aquare* It is perfectly legal v.r«.d sporting
to claJUe in your diplomacy that the GH did something like ihls<: But the player is
hound to check with tha GH and discover the truth enyvay and the GM is peraitte* to

tall a player whether or not tb^re is any truth to such a charge*

Hack Williams* In answer to your multiple questions? no, yes, yea,, One*.- again*
you are you know the mind of your ally* He may he setting you uj;- for any
number of reasons^ he may not he at all — lt 9 s not for &e to decide,. :< *

<>;• iaso--:"'^.:;.

aiiu&tlon happened to me* I donH know specifically what IM do, hut I wouldn't faex
guilty about using the "misplaced" (or i*as it?) card to my bast advantage* .igatr**

as with the 4frank novice" 0 you can f! t eave people from themselves «

?

Dan Xoungs You are not obligated to aend th*> postcard* though I would* I wouldn't
change tho orders, sitter-, However* 1 don't think it c s unfair to change 1 ;>o orcarr
(I can hear the screams of outrage now!) but it la deception of the Qi* and if yon
get caught* tough luck!

BRUXs In isoat ^insSp "deception of the is conaldersd cheating and t^r^sTO unfair

BRUXa You can do as you pleas© with the postcard and/or your own orders The
accident wasnH your fault 9 but there's no tiling to stop you from taking A.dasy;ta^ o.e

tha situation o My own inclination would depend on the houserules under which I v,v

^

playing, and the relationship between the player in question and tha GM, I f the G?-;

has a policy of collect calls* I'd assume that those moves are going to &**t used e Jen
if I keep the card as tha player will probably not SHH anyway* Ditto if tue player
add the CSM ars known to be friends ^ or local to each other* He*s probably going v;

get those moves used anyway * So In that event P I send the card on to the cm,

after altering tha orders on it or chaning my own* or both*
On the other hand* if the GM doesn't make collect calls, and the player and -7-.

aren't otherwise likely to bo in contact with each other, I keep tho ca^d and l&i.

him MIU 0rf if I suspect it 8 s all a ruse* I defend against a stab ~ h;.: not the

stab written on the card* I try to figure out what he is going to dc r whet he •«?

trying to sucker me into doing* an$ act accordlnglyo

SITUAT10H 3s lou are in a game r\m by a GSM who lives juet a few mile© away* One-

season* you notice a G^Iing error and call to tell him about lt» 'Thanks/ he £eys,

"I 911 send out a correction to the other players tomorrow morning'
The next mo:cning you anaak up to his mailbox and remove one of the cc rrec^d

adjudications 9 sJ^ce you don ' t want a certain otter player to know about it- Ignoring
the fact that you have just committed a B'cderal offense a ia your action ataic„u «:ixhm

the content of the garr^e?

Hark Lews we finally get to a term i understand (legal) , and you disoc^t ib$t par

of the q«ationo 1 ailnk I'd refrain from this particular stunt because ^ •pln^^H

who never got m* :r*es^ga would likely tail the gr* and the game might le ^lrnp«d vn?c
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Jeff N^toi I didn't know that anything connected Kith committing a Federal offense

was considered ethical* In short* NO!

Mark Luedij (No ansver received.)

Don Del Grander No — this is definitely an unfair advantage,, Even in a FTF game,

you can tell another player the wrong position, but he/she can always get the truth —
and know it 9 a correct «~ by looking at the board* Well* assming there aren't any
flying dutchmen — I know how that feels twice as much as usual • after MaryCon*

Steve Langley* The CM is a convenience for the play of the game* Interference in
his mail to players is not ethloalo

Kevin Stone t No, it's not ethical to steal the ©f £ s mall*

John rack? This is completely unethical, I think any GK would expel such a player
from his games,,

Paul Rauterbergg No*

Randolph Smyth? Hoi you're interfering with the GMing service that the other player
has paid for with his gamefee* All players are entitled to whatever game-related
information the (34 sends outo

Stave Knights I'm inclined to say it's unethical* but can 9 1 arrive at a hard and fast
reason arhy*

Ty Hares Since the adjudications are still in the possession of the GM (the mailbox) 9

I d descrotusiae or deovarate the player* Only after the adjudication has left the
QPs possession is it fair game to others* This included the receiving player-

s

saailbox, of course

«

Mark Bercb* You can 8 1 ignore the fact that this is a Federal offense $ for that reason,
it is Improper* The same goes for intercepting mail headed for the GH & breaking
into his house and swiping orders* shooting the Q$ and the like* This is only a
game* not a pretext to break the law*

Rod Walkers Absolutely unethical*

Duck Williams* No* it is not* (See, I can give short answers 0 )

Dan Youngj My first reaction 1© that anything illegal to the Feds is unethical for the

game* But libelous* scurrilous,, defamatory and threatening language on an envelope
is illegal — and what's unethical about writing on an envelope , "Look» you scumbunny*
give me Budapest back or I'll stomp you into fudge!"?

BRUX* I mellowed out a while ago and wrote a provision in my houserules thai a player
may not raid the QPs flies* However, before I had such a provisions I°d be inclined
to say that such an action is OK in the context of the gams* That doean c t stop me
from pressing real-life charges against the slime, however, and he'd be perfectly
welcome to continue playing (not having behaved unethically} from his prison cello
I 9m serious*,

As for the argument that any violation of the law is also unethical in a Diplomacy
context* I cannot agree at all* Someone (Berch, I think) once brought up the possibility
of a player exceeding the speed limit on his way to the post office so that his orders
would go out in time to arrive before the deadline * I don't see anything wrong with
that, gamewise 9 and as GM I wouldn't bother the player about it* Ditto for stealing
my mail — unless it violated my houaerules, which now it does®

It could be said accurately that mine is a vary "liberal" stance on this sort

of thing*, I also didn*t see anything wrong with the player in England who once

broke into his GK°s dorm and copied the other player's owders ~ except for the minor

fact that he had broken a real-life law, but no Diplomacy ruleso
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SITUATION 9% I'm sure we can all agree that a player has a right to ^oca *l a& .fishes

on a draw proposal*, But consider tte player who tells hie GH f "Look. I'm the only
player vetoing this draw each season e Your houserules give you the right to switch
this game from five week deadlines to two-week deadlines,* Do that* aad I M vote for
"the drawo DonHp and I'll keep vetoing — and the game will last at loasi another
year of soal time 0 " Is the player behaving ethically? How should the <5K' react? ;Keep
in mind that such a change in the game procedure can have a legitimate effect on Qie

strategies employed by the playars,, See "Variations" by Bandolph Sfoiythf YD ^85,
page 110,}

Kow about the player who threatens to keep vetoing unless the SI allies with
him in another game In which they are both playing Is this player cehaving ethically,

and how should the ©1 react?

Mark Lews i don 3 t think i"
? d talk to the gm like that because he night nss/fcicri it :u.d

i n d get a lot of 'ted flak, as ga i'd ignore the requests for the saaa xv»a,*.;ru

Jeff Noto 3 The player is tiox behaving ethically* I psrsonally would ra^ova this
player from tha game for unwarranted abusive conduct toward the GM PIDVIDS'O that I

could subait documental evidence of his actions

BRUXs I cannot agree with that last remark* If the offense ia serious enough to

warrant removal of the player $ then you should do so regardless of what evidence you
do or do not have 0 Otherwise you 9re saying that you cau remove him if be made the

threats in writing* but not if lie made them over the phone* I once kicked a player
out of a game for deception of the GM

I?
and at the tl&e presented no evidence whatsoever*-

because I had none * (I did come up with evidence later* but that only made my e&&3
more convincing to outsiders -~ it di&nH increase the seriousness of tire player 0 ©

actions*)

Mark Luedi* Go 5 the gane lasts another yearn I don't know that the player is teirorlnt

exceptionally unethically in this situation, but 1 would wonder about C who

submitted to those demands. The player, in a sense* is entitled to use whatever

methods are necessary to gain an advantage over the other players, but I thxrik besWi

I use that as a blanket for the other situations, I don't believe he has tU* sighs

to subvert the rules or methods by tshich the game is run. In this si tuation, sine*

the contingency far 2-week deadlines is covered in the hoiiserules, 1 dmi''t kaow that

the player has acted wrongly, possibly only ignorantly*

As for the second situation ? this player is probably in deep trouble, iis

attempted deal should to made public, and he should also probably bs allied frsia iia

game for violating a player~<M relationship, or at least be strongly reprimanded

(in private?),

Don Del Grande 1 It's the (M's game ~~ no player can tell the C3t how to run the

game 0 (However, if all the players agree to something, the GM should get the message^ J
Besides ~~ why woaid a player want to change to 2-week deadlines and than Sj&aedi&tely

vote for a draw to end the game?

Steve Langley % From the Q**s point of view, I'd put his proposal up to a vote* If

everyone wanted to go to a two-we^k deadline , I'd let them* As for his threat 9 1 don't

care if the game lasts forever. What kind of throat is that? Is it ethical? Ho?

As to the threat to keep on voting unless I agree to ally with him, I would probably

use his threat with some "ad hominem*' type diplomacy to get a different alliance goiag

to wipe him out, and I still wouldnH care if he voted no to the draw — forswr*

Kevin Stones This ia crazy. Why should the player care if the deadline U go ins to

be two weeks long if to is going to vote for a draw? Ouoe the game is over,

deadlines don«t matter. As for the other case, a GM should never compromise his

position as Qi for the sake of a game he is playing iru
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John Pack a A vote for a draw ends the game whether it has two or four-week deadlines*
Such a change in game format should only be effected with the approval of the players.
Every specific case outlined is a case of unethical play* The GM, of course, should
do nothing about it (as that would be interference) f except explain why he is doing
nothings

BRtK* Which* of course* changes the fact that he is "doing nothing", as he would then
have to reveal the existence of the player's threats.

Paul Hauterbergi I see nothing wrong Kith the request to have the deadlines change

d

d

as long as all the players get to vote on it*
As for the crossgaming, it is anathema*

Randolph Smyth i She player 9 s ultimatum is ethical enough, but I think tte GK would
to unethical to how to this kind of pressure* Firstly* most sines do not break down
voting results by player, and the (34 would be incorrect to affirm the contention in
the player 9 s first sentence,, Secondly s there's no good mechanise to ensure that the
threatening player will pass the draw once the deadline interval changes -~ after all,
he must be after something moro than the draw to put in the veios in the first place!
Finally, of course, once a OH allows a player to dictate a (Wing decision, he might
as well pack his bags*

As a GM„ I would publicize the ultimatum and let the players sort it out among
themselves* If it was "not for print" f I would explain that I couldn't take a Ratter
under consideration that related to the conduct of the game, without having the option
of discussing the change with the other players* Of course, if our hypothetical Qt
is in the habit of doing things arbitrarily, he can't really use that excuse and has
created a problem for himself* But then, If he's arbitrary, he can do anything he
likes without making excuses, . •

The "alliance" threat to a CM is the same type of problem as a standard
player to-player cross-game threats unethical, I think* The GK can just say "Not
interested" or take it farther in either game.

Steve Knight* The GK should not respond in any way to the "threat" ~ so the game goes
on longer, that's not the GM's business*

The cross-gamer in not acting ethically » and again f I don't see the compelling
power the threat of a veto is supposed to have over the CM*

Ty Hares The GK can do as you please, Big BHUXer« (I*m making this all up as I go*

you know*) Personally, I*d forget the player had said anything at all to me* period*

Mark Bercht Players can vote however they want for whatever reason they like * If
the word "no" is shorter than "yes",, and they can't be bothered with the extra letter*
that* fine too* The GM should simply ignore himg he cannot reveal this to the other
players as this type of communication la? I think, privileged*

The latter is a cross-game threat, though somewhat sleazier because it is attempting
to corrupt a Oh This will hinge mostly on your feelings toward crossgamiag* though
you §d have to be quite tolerant of it to accept this form (which l*m not},. Again $ the

GM should just ignore it*

Hod Walkers Both situations axe totally unethical* In the first instance » as <2! 9 I

would be sorely tempted to toss the player out of the game 0 In the second instance,
I would toss him out of the game,

Duck Williams* Bsal-life ethics 0 ^no s not reallyQ Game ethics, suref whatever turns
you on* The player is being a rotten person, but as we all know, a Dip-player/persona
and his real-life counterpart axe often very different people o As for blackmailing the

GM.» «why not? The GM should not let the fact that the jerk is going to string out the
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game for a few years influence aZi* * and should not give hi to this player vAfcr*s - -

what's to keop the asshole front staying veto-happy anyway? Fd rxm the ga&o ad
infinitums or pass it to anothur GM or go for the Guinness Book of World Heeor&B,**

Third part of tha qx&&llovj this Is crossgamings pure and simple « Ute player is

being unethical*, aad the GM should decline firsilyf even If ha risks losing an ally*

(Beside 3 j Vd never be able to tru&i the g\%r in another gaioe*»»I°d wonder whet ?fe.ils

he had going with the CK of OUR game*)

Dot. Youngs The ylayax is within l£& rights* He is also being a j^rk, Gnoe the gfjr.?

ends 9 I as GM woi&d expose this idiot once and for alio
In the second caae e I find crosB-ganing uBiethical* though m&vclda'Lad to &om

extents Naturally i? if cm finds info on another player's style (fc&y f ho stabs and
lies a lot) because they axe in a ga&e together ^ he can use tills izko iy* all of hia
gasaeso I also believe it is not unethical to say* "Look s we wore good allies in gasas

A* bo why can't we work together hero?" However, saying HI*11 give you Mmich li> this
game for Brsst in that one*" Is in my opinion highly unethical

r

BRUXs Firat of all,, it le none of the GM 5 s concern how long the games he Is running
las to

That eald* the player in the firat example is behaving entirely 6iuie&T!y a

GM should do nothing about ito The provisions (if any) for changing the deadline
interval should, ba In the hoiaserulesg and the GH ahould follow thea* In this e^ivpla-
it seems that the CM has the power to change to two-week deadlines without putting
it to a vote, bo ha should do this if he has other reasons to do iv* But the point
made is Baadolph Sjayth 9 s "Variations" article cannot be ignored — the exact ho usex alt*a

mdar which the ga&e la being run do affect the player's strategies and for all the

GH knows
ff the player* s "ihm&V* ±& siatply a statement that his optimal strategy

will charge if the houser^les do*

The second situation i& different* The player is trying to use leverage outaide
the game to dictate ho*? the gams will be run* l L

'd publicise Ma threat, and not gi'va

in to ito I 9d also consider throwing the player aire of the game

o

SITUATION tQ% Ton are awaxB of the fact that another player in your game has to go
on military duty a year from &ow P or is terminally ill* or whatnot* arid won ' t be able
'to centime playing after the time comes® He is presently growing and threatening to

win,, The houserules allow any placer to separate any season on request — <tven xetrnzzs*
Is it OK for you to threaten hlisi like this? ^Sitter ally with me and gat m Into h
two-way draw, or I Mill separate all the seasons and not only xcn 9 t you nim you'll
not gat anj£ part of the finish?"

Mark Lews i wouldn't do that because it'd spoil the fxm of the game for me *

Jeff Noto* You ara not acting ethically* Agaia? you 0
re bringing sc&s thing outside the

game into ito

Mark Lu&dis (No answer received*)

Don Del Grande s Legal* yes — allowable P yes — ethical 9 no*

Steve Langieyg X would probably try to talk the other players in the game into shorter
deadlines so that we £&n finish the g&&3 before tb& outside world disrupts the gaiaec

Kevin Stones If you can use something lika this against 0oaebody 9 go for It- If the

guy*s dying. Dip probaKLy takes on a little less importance

o

John P&cks This is pretty Iow-down e unethicalr, dirty play© I ^oitid advlm c<l&

threatened player to seek a HE change *

Fatal Eairterberg* IV s &irty e and I wouldn't do it unless that parson nad really dc;. e

something equally oaaty to me in that same garner But it is an option

o
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Randolph Smyth a A terminally silly houserule — • obviously they 3 re playing in a new
Ki&eo I donH know of any (21s that give every player the uailataral power to slow
their games down to a snail's pace this way* But 9 since the rule la there* it*s not
u&athical to make use of it with the threat* As the recipient , however* I would raise
royal hell with the GM 8 and probably succeed in getting the houserule changed if the
other player even partially carried out his threat* Nobody likes a slow game unless
they have an aa& to grind*

BRIKt With all due respect* Randolph,, you*re wrong about that* Thar© are some people
in the hobby who feel that it la desireable to allow players to separate on one
3?euqest* There Has a big debate on that topic in TO a little over a year ago, and
Mark Berch and Paul tf&uterb&rg felt that this was better than requiring two requests*
I& theory^ 1 agree with thorns souse tiraes the diplomatic situation is such that a player
most have a separation even if there * s only one retreat to be made* In practice « I
didn't wind up going this far in the TO houseruXes because too many players out there
ask for separations for reasons I don^t consider valid* But you cannot assisae that
they're playing in & aaw vine*

Stove lights A toughie** I honestly don't know how far you can "ethically*1

go in
using the game mechanics as a weapon*

Ty Haw ? XeSo

Hark Bexchs This situation is not as bisarre as it sounds and in fact occurs at
tournaments from time to time* Play is by the clock* and a player e by taking the full
measure of time available , may be able to stall long enough to prevent another year
from starting* and viai may be all he needs for survival • By and large* that
is permitted* and I don't think this tactic in a postal game Is all that unfair*

Rod Walkers Mot unethical u Marginally unsporting, The player should circulate copies
of your letter to tho other players and invite them to react accordingly* He wins?

you losso

Duck Williams $ Onoe again 9 not nice? but not unethical in the context of the game*
The r*al problem hers is allowing one player to have such power. * two requests should
be required* at least (and then only if the GM sees even a tiny reason for the

separation), or one person when the reason for it is obvious even to a noodle-noggin
like the GK A

BRUXs Well* you waxenH around in TO when we had this big debate* but all these points
were covered back then* I ended up not going along with the notion that the GM°s
judgement should play a role in the decision to separate seasons* Your description
of him as a "noodle-noggin may have been intended facetiously, but it's accurate
because the CM is not privy to the negotiations of the players f and really doesn't
know what is going on some times*

Dan Youngs Yes0 lt*s ethical to make the threat* I believe it is the other player's
fault for not be5*ng able to finish what he has started* I suppose that, if I were
the other player f and there was a way to attack the person making the threats bombs
away«

BHUX* Ty Hare* Mark Berch, Dan Young and Kevin Stone hit it right* as far as I'm
concerned* There is nothing whatsoever unethical in this sort of action % nor is there

anything unsporting about it* If the other guy*s dying, that's (presumably) very
sadg but it doesn't mean that his opponents can*t use that fact to try and win*. And
it Is perfectly legitimate to use the rules on season separations to try to win^ just
a& one can use the rules about supporting or convoying to try to win.

If the victim of the threat doe an* t like it, he can try to persuade the others to

gang up against the guy, or try to get the GM to change the houserules by whatever

mechanism is available in that's GM's games*
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GOGFBALL SITUATION* The Russian player P annoyed by Austria e s refusal to M.Uy„
concocts a devilish plan***

Austria visits Russia one weekend at the latter* s invitation « and during tho co ee

of the weekend Russia becomes pregnane (assme for the purposas of iihds ^ua^ilon thai
the Russian placer is female).

Over the course of the next fe*r months » Russia grows tremendously in -hz middle
;

.

capturing Barling* Kiel 9 Munich* Vienna, and several other nearby centers.- despite
repeated otabs by Austria* Kussia then threatens a paternity suit* The Austrian
player lives on a limited income f however- and if faced with such a suit t?Ili not "be

abile to afford to coating playing in ths gaiae* Is it ethical for Russia to force
Austria to leave the gaBc by having the baby? Or can Austria, validly octtjAai^ thai he c a

been screwed by Mother Russia?

Mark Lews (Ho answer received*

)

Jeff .No to j Austria is being screwed (or was screwed) by Mother Buseia e but I'm m ti-

•

abortion , so he " 5 stuck*

Mark Luedis I think, Bruce?, that yoi\ need a houserule to prevent this sort of thing
from happening. Conceivably^ ite Austrian player could bring mill against voir for
not having made such a hou^ruLe and that as a result* the ga%a has cauasd yndua
financial duress against him*? Frankly* an out~»£- court settlement is pro- ably the
best bat* alliance, huh? (Do you remember the Dixie Grey/Tim Kiigsic episode?)

BRUXs Nope,, this la ths first I mffte&bsr tearing of it** *

Don Dal Grande s Vfea it ethical for Au&tsia to g$i Russia pregnant Ii* tha first placet
So&»tines Russia can be a ?eai aaottor**.

Steve L&agiey* (Don't read this. Baf) I would wait until Hussia was tota33y comitt^d
and than let hex know that my vasectomy In effect prior to her unethical atteiapt

to screw m» $0 real problem^

Kevin Stone j Austria should tell Russia that the only Kay he'd pay for the kid is
'

l f
they were married? but then the game would liave to be declared irregular* Or else
hop a plane to Rio (but be sure to tell the GM of your change in address)

John Packs I ihSiik that th& prime concern here should be the effects of aa king habits
of hairy ping-pong balls on tha psycho structure of the US and Russian diploM&ts*
Once these effects are deters&nede m may know what induced the Russians to screw
the Austrian© as x?ell as everybody else* by the looks of things » The next concern
should be the adoption of a TO houserule that prohibits payment of monies by om party
to another as a tosuit of the said effectSc Of course 9 much more importantly , is the

further adoption of a VD houssrule that provides ^If&re for the nesdy playera
impoverished at the malicious hands of HK-violati^g pla^rs (see the above KR)«
This could be financed by the ever-popular dlptaxs which we all know and cherish*

Baul Rauterbergs There has been some debate on what type of materials game pieces
should be made out of o I*m sure the Austrian would say 9

MDoa*t use rubbers rubber
breakso"'

Randolph Smyths I think they should get married and move to Trinidad * where
— the living standard la lower and the Austrian's limited income will look like

a fortune
Russia will ba unable to break out of tha sexual stereotype 9 remaining barefoot,

pxegoantp in the kitchen*, and unable to play Diplomacy
— Austria must also find another hobby due to poor mail service

~~ the gaiae is put on hold as both a/R will their position© to their firstborn,,

Tha little goffer is likely to win because none of the other players is likely to m
around In twenty years

n



Ste-- e Knight x (No answer received*

)

Ty Hare s Would you repeal the question?

Mark Berchs Actually, IV s not Russia which is forcing Austria to leave the game,

but the baby* Austria can counter-threaten to marry Russia g thereby making the game

lrregular
fi
depriving Russia of tie ratability of her win.

Hod Walkers Goofball » ^yep* it's just that*

Duck Williams? Depends on who seduced wbo 6 *»y*know? Personally, Fd do a write-up

about how Russia took on everybody at the last MadCon cm OrgyCon*

.

3 no* no* no*** just

kidding* I 5 d marry Russia la a "community property" state* take half her dots in tfea

resuiting divorce* then stab for the rest while taking <Jr* to amusement parks on
Saturdays and summers* My real answer? Austria and Russia shouldn°t be screwing
around unless they're serious* and if they°re serious* who the hell cares about getting
18 dots?

Dan Youngs Yes s Austria & s been screwed by Mother Russia, how else did Russia get
pregnanA? Russia can and should go through with the paternity suits Can you say
"contraceptive"? 1 knew you could*

BRUSj (Whiliiine WBOtt ) How come you guys all acted like this question was a joke?

Several people had some miscellaneous comments

s

Rod Walkers I want to distinguish between "unethical" and "^sportsmanlike" (or
"unsporting" )„ There axe many things you talk about here that are very much In the
spirit of deceit and treachery that characterises the game c They may thus be "not
unethical"* ••but they may be very "unsporting" * . o in the sense that the deceit or
treachery here might be really petty

•

Randolph Smyth g I em a bit disappointed, Bruce* that you didn°t come up with mors
practical/relevant e;&&mples for most of these*, These questions are based on the
assumption of incredibly dumb playBrs e GMs e and houssrulesf international sexual
relationships, chewing gum* Federal offences* and terminal lllnesso I mean? really g o 0 1

Steve Langieys Generally I feel there is a "spirit" of the game clause that should
be understood by all of the players* Clearly* there is not or we would not have
Bemie/Buddy stories. Still, I feel that fiddling with the structure of the game (being
obnoxiously loud when people are trying to converse , blowing cigar smoke In a non-
smoker face, locking Austria in a closet, eto al«) are not ethical while telling
liess subverting allies^ et« ale are ethicalo It is a strange gamec

Mark Luedls Actually » all the situations seam to have a common threads hew much is
a player willing/unwilling to subvert the rules of fair play and/or to be a bastard in
order to gain an advantage? Th$ only difference appears to be the methods/situations
involved and a few add a slightly different situation.

Mark Lews 1 donH believe in ethics fcr the simple reason that nobody has ever explained
to me what ethics are „ and what shakes something ethical or unethical (though i often
hear people bickering about it sounds like a real precise term*»*} and 1 have never
seen any practical use in pretending ethics exist* except for laying guilt trips or
tricking people to not thinko neither of these activities are very fun for me* the
questions which didn't ask about ethicalness asked about things being fair* goode right*
obligated, etc* £ which are no better* you* 11 notice i generally answered what i thinl
i'd do in such a situation P you ask what the hypothetical person should doo telling
people what they should do strikes me as oppressive and counterproductive „ 1 generally
like your round-table discussions^ but it appears that you like them so much you tried
to make another when you don't really have much of an issue*

BRUX* Thanks to all who participated^ I agree with Ig and Randolph that this set of

questions was a bit contrived* though^ except for the "report the error" ones***



Ladies and gpntlenen* 1V& that 'time of the year again* Time to select from
astong our ranks the one DoomJjs vrho "beat eaaejaplifies the qualities that i& hi.n

infintte wisdom :. intended for all Doomie s to havs* Time to crown tiie Doomie ax the
Year for 1984, Tim to make one lucky mouther of Dipdom hide hi& or her ia ;e ia ahas-a

for a loooooonng year! And here we go*««

Doomie of the Ygar
by Bab Sweeuey

For Doomio of the Year, only one choice ia truly possible and to support my viawa*
I offer the following*

i* Who ae*ks the pertinent question, "Computers for $20"?
2* Who constantly works at creating the perfect computer program to Mifcos&fciJ cally

adjudicate hi© games — then spends even more time ©ending out correctiortH>
3c Who has suffered through the ordeal of having his kitten kidnapped? *>r»

catnapped and beaten — returned only upon his accomplishment of a certain mt of
moires?

k» Who h&a had to endure (not as an option) the HIGSL press and coHto&it? urdts In
that t'eaerable game?

Yea*, yea I ©ay > KLEIMAN for Doomie of the Year — aft&r all* fia&aona bas tc

the odious title I

(( "Famous at&bs for $40, Colore for $6o« JDooades for |80^f Well, for sag money,
Dave fCtai&an har* certainly provided a good deal of entertainment in tht se '^agesp ar>

.

5*e would "be a groat choice for Boomte of 'the YearS ¥hy then ail I not choosing this
essay as the winner? Because I still want to be welcome in his home next aox^tlhl

Aside from which, I thJjik all of the RIGEL players deserro credit* right Rob?))

Doomie of the Year
by Hob Schick

For Doolie of the Year, 198^ I do hexsby nominate Messieurs Stave ifclghi* Dava
laalaan, Richard Reilly p Ty Hare, Halson Helntssman* Greg Ellis, and Bob Sweeney*
Yes, I do nominate the entire membership of the RXGEL as it existed during thctir

heyday of literary efforts (though God knows what they 011 do for the annish) 0 Tho^h
some efforts stand out* all must be recognised for their willingness to enter into a
competition without rules* You may say "Press Wars*' Has without equal or that Re Ally
wrote it all for monetary reasons only or that Kleiman started it off with his
scurrilous accusation© or that Ty Karens face participated mor** than did Ty himself
or that the mad dwarf Hasputmann will destroy us all unless he gamers the sole honor
or that the mad Sultan should gain acclaim for catnapping while the rest of aa rem, d>&d
awake or that Winners for $100 sayfc Dave Kleisian or* ft9

No, for all these reasons, each and every one of the mren should **** the Ttomi® of
the Year but must be a Doomie of tto Year.-

((And indeed^ the KEGEL plays*r& have given the sine much of its flavor over the

last year* and any of theia would be a worthy winner of the award, But there Is one
Doomie who dominated even the noble RIQELians as they essayed in their ooaa-^sie of
Europe? one Doomie whose presence is felt in all VP games, and who made his.vsalf

particularly noticeable in RIGEL last season* And the next entxy 1© about hia 3 ))
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Doomie of the Year, 1934

by John Pack

I*d like to give my first nominee for this grand distinction a deaervlug Introduction s

but be needs no introduction to most of yoiu For indeed* since tb& very inception
of The Voice of Dgog, e he has heavily participated as the most active Doomie of alio
Indeed/ it"is most surprising that he hasn't received this honor in the paat —
perhaps he s s just waiting for the right moment to claim his proper place among the

common Doomie *

Quite openly » he*s been responsible for most of this BHUX creature 9 s fame In toe

vaunted Diplomacy society-. Alternately famous and infamous* he has played a vital role
in practically every major hobby feud within the last five years (and all of those
occurring within these hallowed pages)* No other can possibly claim to have done so

much iii the cause of Doom* In fact? Khan he speaks it is as the voice of doom ((youch!
It hurts to type those words without capitalising them!))* heard by so many hobbyists
and players as the ominous omen of their Impending doom., A tri» Doomie e if ever
there was one c After his efforts throughout the years In so many games (in fact* I
can 3 t remember a single game he h&snH participated in) he was finally awarded a
victory in a hard-fought game as Austria* the most difficult of all nation

s

c

Yes,* the Houserules (self-nicknamed HRs) have truly deserved this honor for many
yeare o It is with honor that I nominate this truly deserving hobby power for this
award e Hay you never hear that ominous Voice of Doom declare, "Xou ambigu&us sctm?

you forgot to mention the color of your eyes with your orders, and are therefore not
recognisedo Check Volume XCI? page rule #3« section D. Bruxhaha»*o

((l was all set to choose this as the winning essay» and had phoned John Pack to
congratulate him on submitting the victories entry, when I let slip a fatal fact
that caused John to faint dead away* He fl s in a coma from shock to this days and so
I fear I must withdraw this nomination from consideration*

Oh, the shocking fact? VfellUllo a *if you really must know* » o tha VD HouseruLes
are gay***))

((It seems to be becoming a tradition around here that the bast essay always gets
chosen as runner-up, and this year will extend that tradition* The essay which
follows was the best one submitted* by far* The reasons for its choice as runner-up
Instead of winner will become clear enough***))

Doomie of the Year
by Dan Young

v* »A£ AT KATHY BYRNE!
At this point the reader is probaoly wondering what the cause of this mother is 0

Perhaps I am a loyal* screaming poomie who has taken up the cudgel for BRU3C? Perhaps
she has stabbed me in one of her games? Berhaps I am a male chauvinist pig? Three
good guesses ~ all wrongo I'm mad because she nominated Berch for Doomie of the
Year last year — and, by doing puchj prevented me from doing the same this year! Why
do I want to dnap on Berch? Well* his typos can be funny* His first Diplomacy Digest
this year was dated "January i9?&\ and* in another issue , whilst discussing all-
women Dip games* noted, "There have been games where men have been barecU»» w (he had
to scrawl in an ttrM )« But mostly, I'd like to congratulate Mark on his prompt service e

In February I ordered some back issues of DD* Sure enough 0 I received them ~ 5 months
later.

Oh well, Berch is outo Pd nominate Ed Wrobel for letting other people decide

his favorite 5ine» but when Ski had his ellipses expungeds he never sent me his flyer *
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So what If he didnH even know 1 was a Doomie ~ he could have called Bruce so as V;

get the names and addresses of all the Doomie s» I hate Toeing left out!

Barhapa I should nominate Melinda Holiey and James Early« Both are In a game
with me* Neither has stabbed me, or for that ra&tter even lied to me, {Spring 1901

orders are due next season*)
What about Mark Paul? Row therms a good one e Talented and funny* but he can ^

spell nAc^xdre° I

I might have nominated Rob Schumk, but he used the excuse that he was too busy

writing something for VD to write me* What a lousy excuse t ycird think t^at claims
to have seen 113 movies and read books could find a batter excuse than that*

Pat Fak©l 1b also a sterling candidate for Doomie of the Year, He's England to my
France in !98^&P« His letter in issue 94 matches the number of letters hs ,7 e written

to me in this game *~
• one? His standby, Scott Mercer, has written more letters t r^x?

hs has! Besides being totally silent in the pxess^ he 3 s HKBed twice in less than
three years* He 1 s had the Pat Pakel Award named after hlan (for tha person who best
represents Simple Simon) 9 and for the ieirg on the cake, he Dan lounge
postal stab victimo Now # if that doasn°t qualify one for Doomie of the Year? what
does? ~*

*~

But what about Dave Kleiman? Mow, before anyone accuses me of trying to get hi*
the sympathy vote (feeling sorry for his& because of the press attacks on Lorl and
Whiskers) p I sight point out that Dave's nomination can stand on its own sprite, )k)

helped propoxate a wfeudw between Krobel and Linsey* He also wrote great press
releases ("Jeopardy")* He wrote them, that is„ until he started hearing what gr*a I

releases they ware,, Then he stopped! Talk about your unusual- raactions to positive
feedback* He paid Reilly a thousand dollars for a press release 9 but would haggle
the utilities for a $2 phone call* He lives in Indiana and likes mowing the lawn
(which not only qualifies him for Doomie of the Year! but also an institution).

Matt Fleming qualifies, too* Yes, indeed, Who else but a Doomie of the Year
would get himself Into 18 gaiaes^ be an Indiana basher* and call himself Lord
Lycanthropy0 if that isn't enough, his last istier to me included a *(y)" hels

stolen BHUX'o mannerisms! (And who else would do that except aBooirde of the Year')
Boy 9 it seems that a surplus of worthies exist* doesnH it? To pick om of these

over another wouldn't really be fair* And., anyway 9 looking back* it seems that past
Doomie of the Year winners are obvious BHUX toadies*, And none of the candidate x*v£
named qualifies In that ;ragard* (Arrghf

)

Therefore* I now nominate — yes ~ BRUX's ultimate toady! The person I refer to
spends his time wondering what will happen If each person in a vertex of & polygon
tries to shoot tha person on his right. This same person thanked Don Del Cmilfe fox
discussing wargames. yet» when Lei Grande continued his discussion In the text issue
of VD 9 he "yawnned 9 This same person was qmted an saying that tha Dodgers axe the
greatest team in baseball $ and is aarrontly watching them rssida in fourth place in
the second weakest division In baseball* God* it must be hard to walk with one's
foot in one g s mouth? ((Nwaht ownlwy thmt* bwut twaulwk, twoof)) This person wrote
the world's worst crossword pussssle and can* t spell "hamster" . Why* he"d probably
lose a spelling bee to Mark Baul! Who else would announce to the world that he entered
a Gunboat Dip game on the front .cover of his sine? Said action is somewhat akin to
setting up Stratego pieces backwards or yelling "Hew I am!* in hide and go m%k* I
told my friends what a great GK tfai* guy is, and he has to make his premier game*
RXGEL > a farce with the most absurd : GHing decision I've ever men* This person was
also physically and mentally unable to differentiate between a cricket and a mate
detector* Now theirs a Doomie!

Yes, BRUDt* admit ite You* ve* been yearning for this for a long time, no^ you've
finally found a fool to do it! Yes, somebody has finally nominated jrou, So g-> ahead*

declare yourself Doomie of the Year* That will be five free IsauBS, please

»

((And you do get five freebees for sutaitting the runner"«ip 9 and tfca earlier eo/xw.ts

get one apiece o This was the beat essay but there was a eui^r candidal thlz year*).)



Sagantha for Doomle of the Year?

by Joan Extrom

It is ay humble and totally unbiased opinion that Samantha Gorbin deserves to
be Doomie of the Year* for the following reasons!

1) She is the youngest and cutest Bowie (Alex is onto too* but in a different

2) The first time BRUX ever phoned our house, he asked to talk to Samantha* She
refunds so I had to talk to hlau Kiat conversation was the beginning of the
friendship between BRUX and me* for which we will be eternally indebted to hero

3) Samantha is trying to learn hem to say wttacle BRUX", but the closest she's
come so far is to say "Mendacious Excrescence" *

k) Vhile visiting BRUX this summer* Samantha had his grovelling at her feet*
(Actually ? he was sweeping up the bhaerios she had spilled on his kitchen floor* but
it svxQ looked like grovelling*) On that same visit she got him to carry her on his
back while we walked axomd downtown Albany for an hour. What other Doomle has so
successfully kept BRUX in his proper place?

Lasiw but certainly most important!

5} BRUX agreed to keep an eye on Samantha while I took a shower* Her first act
was calculated to strike fear in his heart* Have you ever seen a grown man pale*
break out in a cold sweat* and quiver in his boots at the sight (not to mention
smell) of a poopy diaper? Samantha had proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that she
has the upper hand when BRUX is around*

Therefore » ladies and gentlemen* I submit to you that Samantha Corbin is truly the
deserving candidate for Doomie of the Year* (And besides, I have to get back at her
for nominating me last yeara)

({Yes* Samantha is
indeed the most worthy
candidate for this great
honor, and YD Is proud to

award it to~hero Aside
from which* I don 0 1 have
to pay her mommy four
free Issues for winning
by virtue of the fact
that I took her out for
dinner when she was here*
(AinH I just so chlncy
about them freebees?!)

Voice of Doom extends
its heartfelt*^^^/
congratulations to
Samantha Corbin* toomia
of the Year* 1984! And
its thanks to her mommy
for being $444* nice
enough to nominate her!))

Samantha Gorbin* Doomle of the Year, 1984^ prepares
to wage Cheerio warfare against BRUX 8 s kitchen floor
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tlss goomig to Loge Grow?

?I*ASHg It has coma to the
attention of this publication
that Saffiantha CorVLu recently
crowned "Doomie of the Year" 9

eay be asfeed to relinquish her
grown* According to an
anonymous source P the high-level
brass on the Doomie of the Year
committee tiexe outraged to learn
that Ms© CorbSn had recently posed
auds with another woman, and that
her picture will appear in a
certain notorious journal this
a&onih During the photo session®
which occurred in the bathtub at
Ooomie Headquarters* of all
place

s

t Ms,, Corfain and the other
woman were alleged to be engaging
in various "unnatural" acts« Our
source reports that these included
throwing a pacifier, spilling
BRUX®s shampoo in the "bath watere

and jumping up and down while
shouting "VTHEEESSESEEE"

!

Upon being informed that she might ha asited to resign because her picture ma
going to "be printed* Ms 0 Gorbln was quoted as sayings "Uh oh!"

Bete Birks produces one of Great Britain's leading tslnes*, and has participated in
VB's Gossip Column more than any other European Doomie* He even called me all the

way from across the Atlantic onoeS THANKS* . * to Doomie pete Blrks 0

Dave Carter was a player in the JUPITER ga&e and made a fierce comeback two gain
part of a two-way draw* He publishes Sleeple ss Knigh^ 9 a very reliable Canadian
sine* THANKS a s . to Doomie Dave Carter*

Eric Kane is a close friend* a worthy opponent for houserule debate;., and the

host of my favorite con* He is one of the nicest people I know even if I did beat
him on the SaA*T«s! THANKS 6

e

« to Doolie Eric Kane,

Rob Schunk is a very creative waiter t and it showed in the NEPTUNE press and in
his letters and articles in this issue A He is a loyal VD player and currently the

only Doomie in Montana. lHANKSo**tcj Doomie Rob Schmunk.

Ronald Brown published one of the finest zines in the hobby P and lias been a
close friend and very strong contributor to VD for several years* So what if Yw

doesn't appreciate the merits of COBpL? THANKS

o

0

c

to Doomie Ronald Brora,

John Ferguson is a new friend thanks to our meetings at various cons, especially
KaneKon. He was my ally in the MaryCon *84 tournament until I ruthlessly stabbed
him* THANKS o * * to Doomie John Ferguson*

Jerry Lucas perpetrated one of the best hoaxes (Judy Winsome) that the hobby has
ever seen* A fine friend and one of Alex*s biggest fans, I 9m glad I got to knew him

and hope someday to meet him in person* THANKS , , * to Doomie Jerry Lucas*
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flayer Psychology 5 Distribution of Power

which tha x>sader Is called upon to participate, and be embarrassed/outeaged/
instructed in the privacy of his own home (or wherever)

»

by Randolph Smyth

Central to the science of modern psychology is the idea of the test. This install-
ment in the continuing story of fifpfk tf$$4 Player Psychology will therefore concern
itself with a aeries of questions, in an attempt to compare apples and oranges under
conditions of minimal experimental rigor and maximum scientific unaeoeptabllity e Be
that as it may© « *

Bead the following question carofully tefore answering* While the basic problem
is intended to be simple s the wording is not; no trickery is being attempted^ but
the ramifications of the question require a clear grasp of what I*n getting ate
Otherwise the evaluation lose© whatever meaning it may have had in the first place
(O0(te000e000x000o000)

.

Xou have been given a standby position of ten centers* The othar player® are
your equals in basic ability, but their outlook and philosophy vary e as one would
expect in a normal mix of opponents* If no solid allies or bitter enemies exist at
presents would you rather see the remaining 2k centers divided equally among

(1) two players 8 12 centers each

5

(2) three players, 8 centers eachi
13) four playsra* 6 centers saohf

or (k) six players 3 k centers each?
The Qiiag is excellent* Look at each possibility in terms of alliance structures P

ami once you*ve made up your mind» read on %

I suspect that very few players chose option #jU You people get full points for
discounting tha absolute nmber of supply centers and recognising that the balance of
poyer Is the important factor in such a geatoa Being last ia no disadvantage if you
are only last "on paper" s being the least dangerous player may make you "first among
equals".

However? such a game is almost over* and should end in a three-way draw within a
couple of game years* ? as Boon as you demonstrate your reliability to tha original
players 0 This ©ay suit you best if (1) you 0 re so committed elsewhere that the game
didn't interest you anyhow^ or (2) you5 re jmping at the chance for an *'easy"

three-way split because your previous record has been so poor* In either case, I don°t
feel you * re really playing tha game* just arranging the quietest way out of It*

#2 is my own choice v so perhaps you should discount scare of my comments regarding
ito A single ally among your three opponents will give you id centers and a good shot
at a two-way draw in timeo There is always the chance that your opponents will get
lucky handling their i6| that your ally will surpass you ia gains and win the game; or
that you will face a three-power coalition* However, as long as there is play left e

tha biggest power has the best shot at whatever he 3 s after 1 and for the present*, the
biggest power is you„

If you picked #3» you* re quite a gambler* Italess you*re willing to &lm up your
status as the front runner* your allies will have to assme a serai-puppet role c

Among four opponents e you may well bo able to find one who is willing to act as sucha

but to expect two is overoptimlstic (remember^ you can*t fool these guys ~ they 9re
as compa tent as you are), A single ally leaves you with To" centers 9 generally a losing
proposition when vigorously opposed by 18a You*re counting on miscuea and lack of
cooperation among your enemies 1 but if you do manage to break through, a win fairly
short order is quite lik&ljo
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My objection to is purely personal,, as I dislike to be too chvic^X^ ivi front.

Such a ga&e has barely begum to have reached ten centers implies that your pre ^-.cesser

has been treading on people * s toes,, While your own slate is clean* pctv.ivtal all

are likely to be tsxreceptiye aa long as you continue to occupy their tr«v-;^ fclonai

holdings — and to give them up risks that your "ally*' will come right oi cm^nf i\>r

mare* You can count on one opponent being at tha other end of th*> boar- *.nd ptic^itstf

his om course t but unless you can find two active allies*.;, a ?( stcp-tr^ v.? ador"
movement is likely to prevail*

Let*s change the original question a bit* If your new opponents wro ,uu£ yov.r

equals in ability , hut just an average hunch of joes &e found in &ay noma! game
(some goods ©omo no%) 9 would your feelings change?

I*d suggest that if you e ve changed your mind In favor of faj£3r pl&y^re* yc^ hava
a very poor opinion of yourself (justified or not). If the idea of an aswage group
of players sends you scuttling for a less complex game, you6 re not likely t*> be wrj
stimulating* Most players in my experience are egomaniacs* &y own choice
would switch "co #4 in hopsa of an easy win against a couple of novice* mo with
little ability e a fifth without the tiise to negotiate, and one who fcocwa what *e c a

doing — but with only four centers/units to work wi &u Everx if two competent (by t4y
standards) players happen to be presents their eight centers will^generally be no
&aton fox* my ten*,

Turning the problem end-ovarnsads &a one of the equal powers facing this ten-
center newctw. how many centers would $ou want, with the appropriate number of
fellow-pl&yors of average ability?

I 9d go for 12 and the likely three-way draw* To take 8 .marks yow as oortfi.ie.nT. of
your tactical and/or diplomatic expertise (to the point of recklessness,, miess your
record bears out your opinion) » Any less than 8 definitely excludes

hnn fmi the

"good ally" class* (You initially need at least two firm allies to pro -alt in than©

caseai you must be counting on whittling the big man down* and evnlu&lly Biabbix^ ore
or more allies in the confusion* to get a totter result than 'the throe-way draw
available with 12 csxrter&a)

While the cij^cuLatlon of this sine does not permit a proper surv&y, I'd life gome
unofficial ideas on what the choices of the readership were* Rebuttals* ate os will
be seised and printed Kith the greatest glee; so will the requite of the MpoIl'M i<\ a

month or two*

((Crummy aiming on my pari,, I*m afr&ide Had I thought of it f I d ha/e r^priniad
this article two or three months back so that I could take a "proper survey" uf Ti

1 9 s

readers^ for publication now* So eue me* ~ .

My own answers match Randolph 2 s # for reasons by and l&r&? the same h% his. 3eing
too obviously in frtmt whan the other players axs all competent (a rare situation

r
I

might add) is not an advantage,, but a clear liability* you*;ra going to bave tc get
rid of a few centers just in order to get anyone to tako you serioual^ ^ an eqi^l
partner in alliance and whoever you give them to may juat keep tc^.Ikl^s in for mors e

while at ths same time you may incite the wrath of tha ofcar playera far nok c-h^o&lng

tjjgm as your beneficiaries* On the other hand, your 10 canters to the otter players 5

eight aplaee does not necessarily mark you as a target* Giran tiiat there, w^re nc
cast«lron alliances to begin with* you aren't likely to be suddenly fe^ad witli a
solid thTOe-way coalition urlessiyou totally blo^ your dipici&acy«

On the other hand, irhsm the opposition consists of a random uilx of i.iay^ra# you
are better off facing as many of tham («* as few centers for each of ttom) &s possible ,.

While H&ndolph may be underestianating (very slightly) the ability/commiiae/it of

"average" player* it will still often "be possible to find an ally or two a^ong ihr

six ^-center powers.* .>and to Induce and exploit confusion among ik','« i^^lnlag,, )



The Last Gasp

The object of a Diplomacy game? aside from having funs is to do as well as you
can in any given situation* Ibis means going for the win or draw when possible* or
sometimes second place or third* depending on your personal philosophies* If your
position deteriorates to the point where none of these are possible » puppeting for
survival is a common strategy. But this article goes one step "beyond that sorry
state ¥ and attempts to examine the plight of a country tfhich is so weak or so vulnerable
that an offer to puppet would probably "be refused* For instance, suppose you have
one center* and your adversary can take it for his eighteenth and a win* 0rg almost
as had* your last unit has been annihilated in the spring, and all your enemy needs
to do is remain in your only center in the fall in order to take it* Your situation
appears hopeless — and* not to give you any false hopes, in all probability it is
hopelesso The vast majority of players will not even bother trying to save such a
lost cause , and will start thinking about the next game c But a good player will do his
best with what he has ~ even down to the last gasp*

It is a tribute to the game°s designer that even in a situation as described above

,

there are in fact a nunbar of diplomatic options available to the resourceful player*
Of course, if the position lends itself at all to puppeting* this is probably the best
way to go i but the assmption here is that you are already past that point and that
your enemy 9s interests are clearly best served by destroying you 0 What else can you
do to give yourself a ghost of a chance of survival?

The technique you use should depend to some extent on the personality and playing
style of the guy who*a clobbering you* If he is the kind who might lend a sympathetic
ear? then you may try whimpering and begging for survival* This* however* is likely
to be ignored and you°li have to come up with something more creative®

You could try to persuade him to let you live in exchange for your services as a
diplomatic puppetj that is, you can hardly help him out tactically* but you will write
letters to conform to his needss and syphon any valuable Information back to him*
I*ve never heard of this' being done* but it's certainly within the realm of
poasibility0 Realistically* not one player in a hundred would go to such lengths
for a negligible Increase in his chances of survivals but we*re assuming now that you
are such a player* Similar In some ways to a diplomatic puppet Is a player who will*
so long as he remains alive , offer tactical advice to his benefactor* Thus* if
you're a good tactician 1*0 just didnH happen to get the breaks in this one game (or
If your adversary thinks you axe)* offer your expertise in exchange for survival© A
variation on this would be to threaten to give such advice to the other side in the
event that you aren*t allowed to live, Questions of ethics aside — is an eliminated
player still allowed to negotiate? this can be a credible threat if your attacker
perceives you as tactically superior to all members of the apposing alliance*

Another possibility exists only in the situation where your last unit has been
annihilated* Simply ~ play dead* Most players in this situation do it anyway, but
In this case 9 the cessation of negotiation is intentional* The hope is that the

winning power will become careless and accidentally move out of your center In the

fall* (Well? it does happen — see Rick Ragsdale 9 s article in TO #21«».) If you
are lucky In this regard? you will even get to raise a new unit in the winter*
provided that your last center was a home center1 or if not, you still retain your
hold on a pseudoneutral center for another year* thereby getting a chance to hone your
survival skills for yet two more seasons. In this event your inability ever to have
a unit on the board again can seriously impair your future defensive capabilities?
however* and the error is somewhat unlikely to be repeated next fallo Well, maybe
the game will end In the meantime or something* Propose a draw and hope it slips
througho

Of course p If you're lazy you can also rationalise away your inactivity as "playing
dead" now that you've read this article* but in reality this option is your best
chance only if it seems likely from the board position and your attacker 3 s playing
style that such a careless blunder will be made*



On Infrequent occasions you might be able to make your foe baliave that he will
somehow hurt his chances of forming a stalemate line by wiping you out* Perhaps "by

remaining in your center fox that one crucial fall season* he will run the risk of
gatiing a unit to the battlefront too late. This is sometimes true* of course (and
if you're really in luck, then he doesn't have a trailing unit ready to slip into your
center behind the advancing one) f but if it isnH you'll have to have a glib tactical
tongue and a le es~than-competent opponent to make it work*

Still another option is to threaten the winning player* If it is ereditle to do
sof you cm tell him that you are going to inform the other countries that you
his puppet — and ask them if they really want to deal with a PUPPET-STA3BER, Surely
we all knew that there is no form of life lower than a puppet-stabber§ the difficulty
arises, how&ver* that most Diplomacy players don't care whether they are allied with
the most vile scum so long as it's to their advantage* So yoitr throat ^JH have
only a very limited effect even at the best of times* And of course, he might foil
this ploy by passing1 your letter around to reveal that you°re lying anyway* Xou
can eliminate this possibility by making the threat in a long-distance phone call,
You JSS billing to pay for such a call to improve your chances* aren*t you? Oh*

Another throat Khlch has just a bit mora of a sting is that of file~passiag e

Threaten to examine each of the letters he*s sent you and to send each of them oa to
the party in nhosa hands it would cause the most damage® He may yell and scream* but
it°s your right to pass letters* after all*

Finally, when all else seems bound to fall, try a little humor* 5fou might consider
offering to let him puppet for you, as an example* Use your imagination* A Utile
bit of witty press just MIGHT save your hide ~ so try it*

Despite all of the above advice 9 you are almost certainly a dead duck anyway,
xsgardless of what you do* But the good player at his best will do his dajandest t:

make the most of his position, and the tricks presented here might help av.ee in a
great while. Just don*t hold your breath.

0h 9 and there's one more option open to some of youe but since I :m an atheist it
would hardly be appropriate for sae to bring It up,* *

Rich Reilly has written some of the very best press in Voice of Boom over the

past yeare His "late In the evening5
" press release was so hilarious* that it inspired

several £ollow~up press items* Moreover, rxsaor has it that lae was actually nice to
Cave Kleiman^s cat Whiskers! 2HAHKS. * * to Doomie Rich Reilly*

Jim MakuCg alao known as "Grouch1
'

9 has been a frequent companion at cons and over
lunch** Being local to BRUX, he was able to arrive at BRUJCGON early in the morning
last year ~- and wake us all up! THANKS D ». to Doomie Jim Makue*

Saaantha Corbin has done ter part to feed BRUX's cricket by repeatedly spilling
her Cheerios on the apartment floor* The youngest Doomie of them all lias managed to

find a place in the hearts of ¥D readers everywhere and loves to chat on the phone
with her Uncle BRUX5 THABKS**oto Doomie Samantha Corbin *

Gerry Thompson* better known in VD as "Flumpher T* Quiddipoo 9 Jr*» has been a
strong contributor of llghthsarted* humorous items to these pages* Just when you
thought the strategy articles and Gossip Coluan mxe getting a bit heavy — tfacm was
another item sent in by ol* Flmphff

ready to make you laugh! TRAMS to Doomie
Gerry Thompson*

Brian Lorber has become a friend through several meetings at KaneKons? Bym*Q^z 9

and a BRIKCON Kell 8 anyone who would drive through downtown Pittsfield with me at
3 AoM* must be a true friend indeed. THANKS. •« to Doomie Brian Lorber*



The Gossip Column

From John Pack (9/13/84) s Bart VI

HI BRUX I
f

I'm surprised you'd show your VD to normal people «*- now they*ll know the "real"

you as you are* As it Is a current trend to ask you what BRUX means and whsre It came

from, I won 9 1 ask, since you'll "be explaining It anyway to the other 99 million loyal
screaming Doomles who'll all ask*

Shouldn't the "Greater Good" rule apply before you cause such situations as the

RIGEL Affair instead of after? Of course * I can see through your plot to create a lot
of controversy so that the annish will have a 100-page Gossip Colmn. {(Who* me?))

Though I am not one to follow trends in general* I enjoy starting them 0 I guess
1*11 return comments on the homosexual issue to the large number of people who
commented*

As I have commented before In my last couple of la tiers , much of my overstatement
which caused this discussion would probably have offended even me. Certainly, as
Christ taught* we should extend love to all people » inClMing homosexuals Love
being a word which is sd misused In this day* I will make it clear that this is a
heart-felt desire for the good of the other which motivates one to help another
Improve and accomplish great things „ not some physical relationship* As Rod pointed
out 9 this is agape or god- like love* However* love for homosexuals and love for
homosexuality are different topics« ((And a bit of omitted biblical reference***))
Christ, out of his great love* worked with the people of Ju&ea (including adulterers,
publicans, and probably homosexuals) for the purpose of helping them to change,
abandon their sins, and move up to a higher plane of obedience to God* The
book of Sphesianso « « tells us that one of the purposes of the church is the "perfecting
of the saints" o We each have our faults (for example $ my tendency to exaggerate)

.

The church therefore should help us correct these Weaknesses, rather than allowing
us to continue with these faults through life. The le#son Christ taught the people
depended on the improvements they needed to make* Those on a higher level were taught
to obey higher laws than those on lower levels. Where "much is given, much is required*

I have a slight objection to raise • It bothers me that some religious items are
edited out while others are printedo For example , "How do you reconcile this (the
intolerance of homosexuality) with denominations such as the United Church of Christ,
which ordain homosexual ministers?** Tfae answer to this question was dealt with in
the part "too religious for VD" in the unprinted section of my letter last issue*
What possible option do I have to answer such a question without being "too religious'*?
I therefore submit that such qeustions should not be published either* However, in a
simple answer 9 Steve, such religions misrepresent God* All doctrine in the named
denomination is based on the Bible and no claim is even made that guidance is received
from God* In view of the fact that this denomination has altered its doctrines on
the point in question in the last few years (with many others) and that their base
(the Bible) has not changed* can this denomination have been a true representation
of God both before and after the change? Can a live branch come from a dead one?
Even had God changed (which is against the doctrines of every church I*m familiar with),,

how would such a denomination have found out about it? Sorry* Steve , but GoM
doctrines are made by God, not councils of men.

I will note that I am in agreement with Jeff Koto for the most parte Certainly
each of us has both good and had; the weaknesses certainly do not destroy the strengths*
Therefore, while we may admire the strengths/qualities of many people, one must take

care not to laud the weaknesses as well* I have many friends who have different moral
standards than I, and while I don't condone their standards, they are my friends* The

love (agape) that I have for them makes me want to help them in any way I can understand

God a s will*



HI
For an example (on a baser plane

)

t I enjoy Diplomacy* Sine* I <:.&j,-y .lKp 9 1 'd

life© my friends to be able to enjoy it too* so I'd invite item to play* In the .-vme

way, since I believe that certain morals bring about bad conseq uence a, I would be

inclined to help ray friend® avoid said morals B thonigh they will still be my friends
regardless of whether or not they chooae to do ao 0

Ah* now we're down to Kevin and the problem of masturbatione Yes* Ka^ix^ ce3.iii.ig

some impressionable child that something is bad can cau&s guilt o I would suppose then
that it would be; bad ioot to kill, so that he ca« do so without the guilt that flight

warp hia? lour supposition that guilt is bad is not necessarily truei in. fact, 'in

ftany cases it is a factor for good* Now* anctter point you make is thai, you learned
your view from a psychology course » May I remind you that psychology is an art and
on© thai psychologists have not yet mastered? Almost everything in such classes is
an opinion of someone or another* an opinion which could be wrongs Jfov^ as a scion tlst,
let °e tafcs a measure of sexusl deviancy between the enlightened age vrhe»e modern
psychologists teach that masturbation, et a &!« * is OK and the past ag&s-i whara
Impressionable young children mm informed that masturbation, et* al« , m-hs bad* In
which age (time frame) are more sexual deviants found? Take a look at tre crime
indexes for rape and other sexual crimes to find out* This index is on fcfr? rise

.

Kevins So it appears that the modern fsychologists have a little relearning to a *

Modem religion and modem psychology (in general) seem to le the preachers •

wMt m Kant to hear* rather than what we need to tear* You can bet that if an e&
is popular* some psychologist will propose a theorem explaining the as par-
nature, Likewise , some religion will have a council and adopt new doctrines to
incorporate ite How do you think we got so many religions? How did we #ot so m&uy
philosophies? There are psychologists who propound theories which explain homosexuality
as a pert of nature and others which explain them as mental disorders* psychologically
caused "It would be foolish for any generation to believe the knowledge of one life-
time can replace the wisdom of ages,," (History of the World)

One thing I am free of? Steve , is racial prejudice* I have good friends who
belong to several races (Japanese*, Black* Hispanic » to name a few of them) , Gays of
any race are equally viewed? namely a® individuals who need to be helped a Oh? Steve ,

when I was young I had absolutely no friends of the opposite gender (up until just a
few years ago) , Wouldn't that have identified a?y sexual p^ceference for m b&foxB
puberty? Sure 0 Before puberty* I preferred other males as company* Eouevnr, nature
has done away with all that now*

Steve, you may conduct your beliefs as you wish* However? &nch belief*? do not
fall into the category of Christianity just because you desixo them to« Of courm, you
may choose to ignore the Old Testament and all of Paul 3 s teaching, but, of course 9 you
may choose to ignore anything you want* just don ' 1 class it as a biblical reaching
afterward* May I remind everyone that Sodom and Gemorrab were destroyed because of
their sexual sins and homosexuality in particular? Pretty stiff penalty for a "rvLual
prohibition1 '

P eh? But* after y<>u choose to ignore all the sections that preach against
homosexuality* thers are still NO scriptures that support it*

Now* Steve, what about pork? What if I accept Leviticus on that points but h?.ve

still eaten pork? Does that justify someone else in committing thav sin? Does t*«e

commission of one sin justify the commission of a greater &in$ such as homosexuality?
(I call it greater since there was a death penalty established for the latter and not
for the former* } Pork has nothing to do with the issue, it may thus hi aesn. If I

reject Peter*e revelation that allows such to be eaten s then I'm a sinner 1 if not,
Vm not« But, in either case* it does not justify any further sin* In another ©ettiwg^
just because I have one fault in no way makes it OK for another person to have the

same or another fault*
May I remind everyone that adultery was less of a crime thau homoaemualJtny In the

Old Ite stament and that adultery is defined as a very bad thing in the lv
Tew Teotamant

("whosoever looksth on a woman to lust after her hath committed a&.ulte;:yN . Notice
that the cosutand&eat waa upgraded and made even harder to keep*
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I guess I could bother to paraphrase the psychologists I've read who support my

point, but I wonH because the opinions of these arenH going to change the others*

opinions e Opinions are opinions* You can have your om opinion If you want* even if

it 9 s wrongs that*s your right*
I Hill elaborate further as other letters come to light (including the others I

wrote 6 since I donH remember them very weU)o You have my permission to print the

section of interest, if you print it alio Otherwise 9 it represents my formal protest
against the editing of certain sections* If you edit this one all up 6 well* I guess
that's the way it goes*

You know j, Bruce*, if there is a God, you°r« up the creek* If there isn't then
we'll all be just as well off as the rest* Why not play it safe? After all* there
are several things (such as nature , the order of things, etc,) which indicate the
presence of a supreme being.

Anyway* I hope the arinish turns out well* 1*11 await with eagerness the large
packet you°ll send this way* I'm sure*

PSo You can see that I won € t be convinced on this matter©
PFS a It has been noted that "as belief in God declines, the tendency for man to

play God IncrsseSo"

((I can see that you won* t be convinced on this matter# but likewise I doubt
you*re going to convince anybody* Pvb heard before the argument that I 9m in trouble
if God exists „ but no better off than believers if he doeen* to This is true, assuming
that god is such a petty creature as to damn those who don't believe in him to eternal
suffering* The problem is that such an argument might make me want to believe in
god just to play it safe© but it doesnH make it any more likely that he 9 s really
out there* I have* in fact, absolutely no control over the fact that I don 5 1 believe
in Godo If something beyond my control happens to make me change my belief # then 1*11
change it* There is nothing I can do to alter my beliefs as they stand now 9 though.

I thought your rebuttal to Kevin Stone was absurd* Since when is masturbation
comparable to murder?

I think you make a good point that I oughtn't to be printing questions if I*m
going to edit out the answers. However f such dilemmas axe standard bill of fare for
us editors. I°ve had the same problem in trying to keep feuds out of the sine in the
paatt what might provoke a response that I won't want to print 9 and what is standard
debate of a legitimate issue? All an editor can do is lay down the guidelines and try
to stick to them* and hope his readers will comply.

I don 11 agree with the quote from "History of the World" . The knowledge of one
lifetime 9 in this age of literacy , encompasses the knowledge of many lifetimes
preceding it. Therefore we are not just talking about knowledge gained in this generation,
but all the recorded knowledge of past generations as well. And that is the wisdom
of ageSo

I'm glad to hear that you 9re free from racial prejudice. I just wish that
you could be as free from sexual-preference prejudice as well* To be perfectly
blunt about it, If Indeed god is as you say (opposed to homosexuality) * then I donH
even know if I want any part of him. I find it hard to believe that an all-forglvlgg
being would allow some people to acquire traits that he is then going to damn them
for« I like to think that if there is a god, tie judges us on whether we hurt others
or help them rather than our sexual preferences or whether we believe in hi*© I
think there are some religions that teach this, too ~~ Judaism might be one of their. 0

but Pm not sure — and if so, then maybe I'm not up the creek after all® Depends
on which rell&ion turns out to be right after all* I suppose* My money's still on
atheism 8 though.

Yeah, I probably should have applied the "Greater Good" rule to be£in with and

not accepted Ty g e Russian orders in the RIGEL Affair e but (and donH ever repeat this)

then I would have missed out en one final *lt of healthy controversy in VD 9 . . )

)



m
From Joan Sxtvom. (9/i3/§&) s

Gear BKUX,
Here e & my account of thtt visit, aad also one about sea lug 5iuth

ft
which you can use

or not, whatever you v;s-.nt«, KadnH planed to write about ifc g tut when you a^ked if I

wae going to mention L^r and I answered "no" I had second thoughts*
Since you e rs folding, 'that means I "'11 haw zll ©oris of extra time now thai thexe*s

no mora V£ (end all that RIGEL press) to toad,, ore 2 6C0C famous quotes contest to

enter* So we've sc^rUd subs to rnlrt^; Milas of Bad Road and 3o I L5£d and will
probably get one to H^dlJ^ Grlsiai, tba«T~ Thorpe she ulcT help fill up^some of ths apare
time* ' " ^

~

I see In issue #K? that you played Rail Barao .• W&fc Mite Baron there* by any
chance?

BSajoy your life without TO 9 But if in the far futujra you aver decide to put again*
I'll be first to sign up

2

Love f

Joan

((3igha Thatil^- for the nice sendoffo You°ve teen a dear friend to me* and if
perchance I start up YD again someday^ you 3lI ba the first to know. Thank© for
writing, and enjoy all those sines youmaubbing to to fill ths gap left by VD*s
departure!))

from Simon BilLsm^sei

Dear BBUX,
I've ons day left before I leave for Britain , What else should 1 do but

write a letter to good old 3RUX?
I*m also wondering hew much mail will be waiting for m when I get home* When I

got beck from America over Easter (after three yeeks) there wex*e only a aeasley 50
letters waiting j however* when I came back from Switzerland last suamor (after six
weeks) there wera 120 la iters J Surely after ei^ht weeks, I should be able to ta^ak
the record*

Thanks for tha sand in the bottom of my envelope* Unfortunately I f ve i*ad

ay fill of Jones Beach sand* My bedroom carpet crunches with it and my shoes feel
permanently gritty* It is a good beach, though* Barb and I have been twice and
have had great fun building sand walls against the tide and leaping in the surf

«

Speaking of tha Interactional Subscription Exchange, Doug Rowling (the U.K. human
component) has recently changed address and is now living at* 228, Kinnell Avenue,
Cardonald, Glasgow ^ SOJjBtiAND G52 3RU A I'd certainly welcome a few mere American
subscribers* though I have to severely restrict OS trades* because I'm already
trading with too many fanzinea a Any people out there interested in a British fansine
with a large letter, column concentrating mainly on the subjects of music, sex* and
politics? Hie ssine is pretty hopeless where gaffes are concertsd Q thougho Like VD B

iVs best for its reading materials My address is 20, Winifred xioad* CouLsdon 8 Surrey*
ENGLAND CE3 3JA*

Gould you photocopy that Fol Si Fie Diplomacy article you w^xe praising highly?
1 911 see if I can give it some publicity in Britain*

Steve Howe is wrong if he thinks British politics axe so much duller than the

American version* I suspect the Americans as a whole are just as apathetic as the

British** If you take voter turnout as an indications US turnout in Presidential
elections is probably just as low as in British General i?lactionsc It may be even
lower in the USA because people have to actively register to vote* leaving many
apathetic non-votera unrecorded^ whereas in Britain voters are automatically registered*



(Having said all this, fteagan g s divisive "aaJce-the-abstirdly-xich-even-richar^ policies

have stimulated the worse~off 8 particularly the blacks, to promote voter registration
drive so voting may "be up in 1984* ) Besides, party conventions are fun the world
over0 Having attended several in Britain e I 3 ve found that they* re all full of
enthusiastic 0 turned- on people a Now what Steve misses is all the drinking^ Judging
by the? amounts Pve seen consumed at Literal Party gatherings in Britain e Pm
surprised that*

a) they have e^er been sotar enough to devise policy
b) no brewery company has ever considered sponsoring a new political party*

Speaking of prostitutions both Barbara and I would agree that it is emphatically
not a victimless crime n Trying to stamp it out c however 9 is a futile occupation e

Many have tried to do so troughout history » but none have Eueceededo The problem is

that prostitution is currently a fertile contributor to 4any social problems* Child
prostitution is a particularly nasty example, but I could add venerlal disease 9 violence
(particularly against prostitutes) 0 and vast opportunit5.es for organised crime
amongst others* Both Barbara and I feel that the legalisation of prostitution would
improve the situation mors than simply driving the~problem underground (and out of
sight), Think of the situation u In Britain*, government-run brothels could be set
up0 The advantages would be enormous* By cutting out the pimps, the exploitation of
the women could be stemmed* But that 9 s not all* Begular checks could dramatically
decrease YD (er P venereal disease * that 1b*,,) 9 runaway children could be rehabilitate do
If I had my way I°d even put a tax on it.

If you do reprint Bang© War (and I certainly hope you do) ? don°t neglect to send
a copy of VD to Colin Bruce ? the variant 0 s inventor* His address is? c/o The Library e

Elmwood Agricultural Technical College, Carslogie Road, Cupar , Fife, SCOTLAND a

Speaking of desert-island lists, off the cuff I can think of five foods I would like
to see growing from the trees

3

lo chili con came
2o tandoori chlcfceu (a marvelous Indian dish)
% tortilla chips with iiacho cheese (they don c t have thase in Britain — quelle

horreurS)
strawberry yogurt ice cream (with fruit)

5v Hungarian goulash with oodles of paprika

I find it quite easy to decide on five records* since Pve been narrowing down
my favourites so that I can present my top ten in Home of the Brave — a British mine
where readers list their top ten albisas every Issue* My top five ares

I* "Closer91 ~- Joy Division
2* "Colossal Youth" Young Marble Giants
3o "Truths $ Rights" Johnny Osborne

"The Gift" ~ The Jam
5o "Dark Side of the Moon" — Pink Floyd

Bar the Pink Floyd* I suspect those would be fairly obscure ia American A quick
competition ~ any American who can name me any other album* single, or EP by Joy
Division, Young Marble Glants

fi
or Johnny Osborne can have a free copy of Inflammatory

Material and may the Lord have mercy on your souLeo. (I didn't quote the Bible in
this religious part of the sentence so feel free to print it.)

Incidentally, Barbara has worked out the five people she *d most like to invite to
dinners Skakespeare 8 Coleridge 9 Wordsworth? Ghandi, and Jesus Christ * You 8 d never
guess she's a former English Literature student, would you?

Anyway , I must go and ©at now before I leave a Maybe 1 811 -write you again
sometime?

((Please do c Too much above to respond to in this space , so let s take it to

the next page * * o
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Boomles in America who can answer Simon's music contest are Invited to "write him

directly at the address given in his letter,. Pve sure never heard of those groups/
artists*

Anyone interacted in "Rang© War" should also write to Simon,, though I don r c knot*

if he c s accepting overseas players* I 911 at least sexid copies of the pefrtlrumt pages
to Colin Emaceo And 9 Simon* I "11 get that Pol Si Fie article on stalemate line a to

you as soon as possible ,
«~ — *~

I agree entirely with your comments on prostitution and your proposed 8olut.lo:\«

It c e a crime that I will concur has its victims* but the point Is it doesn B t hav^ to*

Joues Beach is nice t though awfully crowded* Thia 1b the moond year IwITbeen
able to share the sand nith my raaders?

Five foods? mu &bouto*»

Flank steaks rare
2c Cow s e tongue, welldone and tender
3* Stuffed dams

Boiled lobster
3- Artichokes

I donH worry much about nutrition — that" a my sister's department* I f ve naared

my albusa choices <Rs*wh3» e l>'eep in touch ~ I eU be subscribing to glajae through
the 1SS»))

From Hark Berch (9/lS/#0«

Dear Bruce ,

The origin of Memo games" t fcte texts has changed some over the yearse Originally
the g&m was one for well-known players (net necessarily good onea 2 but usually &o '

•

•

It was generally d.o»3 on an invitational basis* These games usually had co&menta: y t}

sometimes two people doing commentary 0 most ottm by the GM* nowadays^ the concept
has been broadened to include demo "press" games -~ players selected for their prs$a~
writing abilities f The practice of offering season -by-eeason commentaries has fallen
off & ao that a demo game label may mean very little otter than the fact that the CM
want* to call it a demo game a

I was amused by your mother's alarm at your skydiving* That is at least dangerous
enough to require training* Becantly* my father-in-law took Home of us up in a hot
air balloon* I was not invited* He told me* with a perfectly straight face* tkU
now that I had to support a family* I couldn't take the xlslu

I noticed your jibe about my stance in VD #29© I°m not waffling* I chafed
my position o I doubt I gave the matter much thought at that time* My former op' s ion

was for thB Byrds* Ah* but I was so much older then, I'm younger than that now*

3o electronic -nail games have a different *flavor"? So what? Kow does thai waft*

them variants? A 10~day deadline game has a vary different flavor than a 5~*w«ek

game* but mo what? 'Jfelephons games have a radically different .flavor* yet if they axe

reported in a dlpsslne
ff
no one call© thaja variants. PBSH games should be a lot clossr

to the flavor of a R$i game than a telephone game* The question should bes are they

playing Diplomacy or are they playing a dlffewftt* but related game?
On the RIGSL business* you might be Interested in knowing that a similar incident

occurxed in 1979E3t in the British mine Fall of Eagle

a

0 A player had signed what m
ms led to believe was a birthday cardc Orders mm affixed and sent to the CM*

without the player
1

s feowledge* The GM Imew the whole story (Richard Kuckn&ll) but
used the orders anyhow.

In your situation 1 &on*t think you. should have used the orders in the fir&r

place o If a signature is not intended to be part of a set of orders* it is not v^xid



for that purpose 3

Well* you°ve got several other le Iters from m $ so XV a time to wrap up* You
are getting^ and will probably continue to get* a lot of abuse in the next few months,.

You ought to consider how much of this you really need to m spond to*, if the accusation

&r© backed up with evidence and specific

s

s then you ought to responds, regardless of
who Is writing* But if these are just wild charges without any substantiation , without
any specifics, there comes a point where you can just let these dregs sink to the

bottom and disappear without responding to it*

((You make it sound so easy* though*, I°ll assume (safely , I think) that you 8re

refeeing to the letter Kathy Byrne has circulated about m 3 and the latest issue of
HSHGo IV b easy to say that these charges are so wild that no one will believe them e

"but seise poople do* HSWG has a letter from Glean* for example, in which he parrots
Kathy * s charge that I 3ve written a "smutty hate letter1

* to one of her kids R and says
that I've bean charglag phone calls to Ea% J s employer's phone,, These are both
absolute lies made up by Kathy 6 and spread to discredit me c She will never he able
to prove them/ because they aren't true.* (Both of these examples would be easily
proven if they were true * } TaUinan has attacked me on a gutter level, and there's no
way I'm going to sully ay pages "by responding to some of that stuff* But his main
point S3ems to be that 1 3

3.1 go to people 8 s employer to get back at them* The only
problem with this reasoning is the minor detail that I haven 9 1 ever done it* with
1*© sole exception of the Highfield Death Threats Incident* I have a letter from
fteter Gaughan* a subber to NSWG and KK. P who admits that he had been taking Kathy's
and Terry's statements at face value « So It*s not as if nobody listens s and that's
what bothers me most of all — that there are people who still feel that a shred of
credibility can be credited to Terry Tillman or Kathy Byrne*

Thanks for bursting my bubble on the RIGEL business , just when I thought I'd
finally made a GMlng ruling so far out that it would have to be a firsts But how is It
that the <M is supposed to know whether the player thovght he was signing a set of
orders?

On 8 -mall Diplomacy s I have no rebuttal save for my own personal faslings about the
subject^ which I've already made known*- I freely admit that there isn't a whole lot
of logic (if any) to support my position

I wasii-t aware that you wer® capable of changing your mind on a question of such
fundamental importance as the legality of a support for a unit ordered to move
illegallyo Beally* Msrkt you*re getting human in your old age!

0K ? 1% going to retroactively refer to HXGSL as a demo game for press 0 I'm sure
it would put to shame others that have carried the title*))

From Greg Ellis (excerpt) %

Dear Bruce 9

«o«As for the Highfield Affair $ I would have sent the letters to the police* In
any case you felt justified in your actionv, so why are you trying to justify it to
the rest of us? If all your subbers wrote and said you were wrong what would you do?
Should the same thing happen again, would you react the same way? To the people
crying, f,It*s only a hobbyI" — there is no such thingo This Is life, folks* Some
good* some fun, others not* Get used to it,,

((Ths only reason I felt I had to justify ay actions to the hobby was because
John Caruso and Terry Tallman tried to present a distorted vision of what had taken
place to the hobby 9 so I felt the need to straighten things out* As you can see there
are a number of people out there who feel I acted correctly, but what counts most is
that I know I did* As for "It's only a hobby*, the whole thing had nothing to do
with any hobby that Fj in«))



From Ronald Bxown (9/?/8^)x

Dear Bruce*
Bruce McXnlyre sent me the enclosed to pay for the issue of Sngi^y£ in which I

printed his Ieti^r c I had already mnt him a complimentary copy*7 soT"! figured \.x

aouldnH mind if I mni the money to you to start off a sub to YD. He c&ntiQnz; to

me that he had a&ked. for a sample but dl&nH havo enough American eiiarv$s to pa.v rx;c ;

,

postal

»

Otherwise* to aatch up on personal aaws* ity acting appointment was extended statin

Whew! I am in ti# running for a OGBOL programing position « a outlying lite madi *v<&

Ana goes back to sarorfc on Monday* so the boys will be off t& tfaa babysitters evezy dav

?hs big mm in the hobby* of course 9 is Kathy' s resignation as BSC. She bl-w^
it all on you- It seams* according to the latest Kathy 6 e Korner/flhi to stonia (as It

,!

s

no* called} # that you are responsll&e for forcing Mck Martin to fold om of his
(ttaey didn't ;*hieh ouo), trying to drive Kathy out of the hobby© attempting cc

&UB21& £031 in !foujft» roaking up everything you've said about Bill Highfiald in a
>,alous ri^'oVJFTie ;,; a prefe^aca for him* nearly costing Kathy har job, trying
to "hurt" Bob Arnott's income* ande**no* sorry th&y di&rrt say you had bad breath

My queatic?) is this? how on earth did you ever get 30 such power? forcing
Kathy to resing Dick to fold is amazing* Do you hold guns to their heads? Or
do you have some secret hypnotic ability that forces people to folio* your every Kb^
I* for ona 8 a® impressed*

See* Bruoe , you don * 1 have to answer anything they say f because they're jftakis^

you out to tes a hobby god* Ihe more terrible "things thay ascriba to you, tSio vie re

powerful you become* Hext thing you know they 011 be saying that you forced a zixie ! *;

have screwed up results, that you mnde the Boardman Numbers become scrambled, that
you harraseed Bob Caska into making sense* and that? honour of bonotore t Bed Waiter
ia secretly a BRUX lackey J Can the hobby stand the shock?

I think the beat course at this point ie aij&ply ban the names Byrne and Cax^*o
from Vgo No matter what they say about you* those who 4)ve rsad Whltectonla/Kathy " a

KomeF*and Voice of Doom for years, as I have* have made up our minds, The fact inn

many people voluntarily subscribe to Voice of Boom (unless you *ve somehow forced u; ?

against our wills) is sll the TOasatrcanceTyou need* Let it lie* Their accus&tfor^ a

getting sillier and sillier*
Sadly 9 I used to count Kathy and John among jay friends, but Foot in Kouth drove

me away froK thesa, and the last few issues of XK/w b&ve confir&ed Tta* I juVt oa^r c^t

bring mysolf to friends with people counumed v:ith so much rage that tl^ey'll a - t vc't

anyone and anything that crosses ihslr jsatiu I hope sonteday they'll see i*hat th-y'v^

done to tiiemsalvas,. /,r»d I'd lifce to go en. x^oord as e^JLng that Bruce Linsey
not force me to com>,! to that conclusion*

({Excuse me a iiuuru^ while I go pull a few vmm strings, OK I'm back, M
Seriously, to read to* ;iatast issue of tf, one taight ^t the impression that I Uva
BGme of magical potfer over (to name the four people Oartiso named) Hai?terbtUT>
Baumeister,, Berch, and Kelley* Tbis is what 1 once refold to as *'toadybaahlng*'
if you can § t discredit their argtasents, try to discredit them instead*

Alas*, not everyone is as perceptive as you* Bonald* which to my way of thlnkun
makes it necessary to re plye You seem to think, for instance* that no one is go 1:4'

to believe that I wrot* a nasty letter to Kathy s daughter* Ask Bob Oiseru thuugl:;
he believes it, and ha; severed tbs friendship I h^d with him because he believea Xt-
Have any of the people who think I wrote a aasty letter to fr&:acine actually moa
proof* in the form of a copy of the letter? Of course no to Ttey accept Kairy"s wr-::
for it,, Sadly, t^n, I feel that I must <feny such wild cha,rges for those who" th>ns
there is any truth tc them*

To any doubters* hsve you seen this nasty letter I'm nappe sed to have Krl.tC', ^
Kathy 9 s daughter? Have you asked for the proof Kathy Bays she has? I dare ya'".;

v



Prom Stave Knight (9/24/84) t

BRUX,
It°s awfully hard to know how to begin this letter* I must confess to a cert#ln

temptation to lapse into some end-of~the~zine pseudo-philosophical bullshit, but itm
end result would be p I*m sure, even more confusing than my last letter e

Actually* it is very much my seeing my last letter in print that makes me write
now, for I do feel that I owe John Sack an apology* When writing about controversial
subjects such as homosexuality , it seems, there is always an urge to make one's
argument so strongly that you forget to read your own words with a critical eye* In
the case of my last letter, this meant that I got too sarcastic in my raply to Joijn*

including the completely unwarranted use of pre teritio on p. 15 in VD #99« I think
John would have every right to be annoyed with me, and I hope* John, you'll accept
my apology for not limiting my comments to the substantial points of the discussion.
I certainly intended no overt offense when I wrote the letter* thinking instead that
I was simply being sarcastic* And 1*11 certainly be more aware in the future that
seemingly innocuous words can read very differently in print.

With my najor item of business out of the way, time for a quick stroll through #99^
As far as the PBEM question goes, BRUX, I think you'd have to come up with a

specific reason why they're different from "normal" PER games before I could agree
with you* I think Kathy handled the whole PBEM game very well — the average run-of-
the-mill EBEM game, such as those run by Russell Sipe, are regular? but ffea Ives*
games are variants because they're anonymous » not because they're HBEM* If memory
serves me correctly, Kathy publicly stated she'd give ffes* games Boardman Numbers
if he'd just provide her with a list of starting players so the stats
could be reported in Everything, Since Wes chose not to, she didn't give him the
BNs which is, despite my own PBEM backgrounds and sympathies, how I would have t

handled it, <-

lh

Nude picture of a female hobby member? Gotta be Samantha. Joan, keep your
daughter decent, will ya?

More on the ISE..* Stub* BRUX, it'd take one person out o" the chain if I sent
requests I received directly to the publisher rather than to Doug Rowling so he •

could forward it. Notice* though, that the idea is to send people to the bank to
change currency as infrequently as possible * If I were to mail sub funds directly
to British pubbers, I'd be forever running to purchase British currency to send them *~

or else sending them American currency and making them run to the bank to exchange
it. The way it is, the only time any money changes hands across the Atlantic is whan
the internal "balance" Doug and I keep with each other gets too heavy to one side or
the other and one of us has to send the other some cash to even things up* (By tft»

way, anyone horrified at the idea of our sending cash through the mail would do well
to check out the service charge cost on your average International Honey Order*) Trus,
we're not as quick as we might be because of thv separate steps, but, well, we can't
be everything we*d like to be, and we are here mainly for those who are leery of
trying to work out the currency exchange themselves*

The RIGEL Affair* . .yawn*
Well, although I know there's othgr stuff I could comment on, I don't have the

inclination right now, so it might as well become time to sun up and sign off* As I
intimated at the beginning of this letter, it is odd to think that this will be my last
letter to VD — in a long while, *t least* Odder still to think that it fs
because Vp"Ts folding and not because I decided to leave the hobby or something*
Right now, I definitely regret not having written an article or something for this
issue but, well, I have had a lot of other things in my schedule recently, as you
know* (See? I told you I'd lapse into pseudo-philosophical bullshit! This is
beginning to sound like I'm signing a yearbook or something*} Mind you, it's been
tough sometimes keeping the secret (telling Ty and Nelson that we might as well end
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the game in #100 so we'd "go out with a bang" and because "Bruce l\as always been
proud of HIGSL*.*' 1

)* but I definitely ags^e that you*w been subordinating your Ufa
to the zxriB long enough^ and it is probably beat to leave with a clean break* VI)

will be missed, of course, and I» for one, hops that someday it may pop up again*,

Until then, best of luck r BRUX, with whatever takes the sine *s place » Frater
fl
ava

atque vale*
Love§

Steve

((Thanks for ths nice comments* Who can say now whether VD #101 will ever pop
into your mailbox??

fh&nk you also for straightening me out regarding the way you are handling things
with the ISS« I wasr. * t aware (perhaps I didnH read carefully enough?) that you and
Doug were keeping a "balancew as you describe with each other 6 I think I agree now
that the way you are doing it is the best way possible 0

I agree 100$ with the way Kathy handled the question of Wss Ives 1 games* In »y
opinion, they are variants* However, the whole topic illustrated very vividly cm
of the prime objections I do have with Kathy* The problem wasnH her ruling? it
was the way she felt that everybody ought to accept her word as The Final Word and
shut up* Kathy didnH want anyone to question her even to the extent of debatlug tb.-

subject, and when people did she took it as a personal attack ox barrassment* Tte

SKG {as with all people who must mate decislam affecting others) must be able to

handle dissenting views and deal with them for what they are*

Contrast this, for instance, with the exchanges between you and me regarding the

t$£* I have twice criticized your system* I did this in the spirit of provoking
discussion and possibly making a good thing better —» and although I was "wrong" both
times, that's the way you took my remarks, and that's the way it should be* There
were no sarcastic remarks about if~you~thinfc~you~can-do~a-better~joVthen-why-
Jon°t~you~do~it or I *m going-to^uit-bscause-of~all-thls-harraasmeni* There was just

a friendly, productive exchange of ideas* With Kathy this Just wasn't possible a

Well, I didn't think you were that nasty to John Pack* I*m sure your apology
will be appreciated*})

From Judy Winsome (9/io/Bk)%

HI Bruce,
After a lot of thought, I have signed your petition ((the Publisher's Statement

on Foot in Mouth) My problem with it originally was that by itself c his writing was
fairly innocuous* and capable of multiple interpretations* If I didn't know what
he was writing about, without inside information, I wouldn't know what and sometSfses

who he was talking about. If you didn't know what was going on, the innuondc wasn't
enough to tell you* I finally decided that it was rumor mongering arid its lack of
specificity was something 1 dida*t want to encourage* I still feel that Caruso can
write whatever he wants to and if the ret>s an audience for it or not that's his
problem* I choose not to be a member of that audience or to give it print* He
probably wouldnH want me anyway* I can understand why* A Long time ago, John
Michalakl sent me an issue of Moa Elsley Sjg^egort* At the time I just thought be w&s
using It as a trade for Winsome Loseaoatit * Naive!

I see from Fired Davis that Kathy Byrne has resigned. Maybe that's for the

best* I never had a problem with Kathy, except Indirectly as she affected others*

Bill Quinn is an excellent choice for the BNO*
Good luck on your 100th issue!

Love,
Judy

((MKMmsurimmmml Two love letters on the sa^e page J Excuse m while I go bLush^
And thanks for writing. I think Bill Quinn is an -excellent choice for the BPC too.))



From Mark Berch (9/25/84)

i
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Bruce—

A few last tholights on the homosexuality discussion. The recent issue of Science
reported an Interesting study» which I thought I aigfet summarise In lay terms*

12 heterosexual women were given a dose of estrogen, the "female" hormone. The

researchers then measured the level of a very important hormone , called luteinizing
hormone f or LH. They all showed a consistent response, which Is what one expected!
LH levels initially decreased, then shot hack up. The same test was given to 17
heterosexual males. None of them showed this response

•

When the test was given to Ik homosexual males, there was great variability, with
9 of the Ik showing the female response, at least to acme degree. No tests were

^
done on homosexual women*

!

][

The test was also done with testosterone, the male hormone, and male homosexuals
and heterosexuals again showed some differences in their LH response* LH is a
hormone produced by a gland in the train and is very important for regulating sexual
functions.

Some things need to he saldi
1* This is an important study, but it is still just one study. It needs to be

replicated, and It will point to additional research which may give a more clear
picture.

2. The fact that only 9 of the 14 homosexual males had this response may
indicate that there is more than one mechnism for homosexuality, and that psychological
factors may account for those that hormonal factors do not.

3« This kind of research poses both risks and benefits for homosexuals.
Refinement may make it inot a diagnostic device, allowing a hemophobic institution
such as the army to ferret out homosexuals (even celebate homosexuals, non-practicing
ones) by means of a test* On the other hand, by demonstrating that this is something
that one Is bom with, like skin color, It may strengthen the move toward getting
civil rights, barring discrimination on the basis of homosexuality, just as other
things one Is born with, such as color or religion, cannot be so used for discrimination.

4. This type of research alone will not determine where the origin actually is.

It might be a genetic problem, or it might be a hormonal problem In utero that
oaases such an abnormal response to primary sex hormones. Much more research will
be needed to nail tftat point down.

((A relevant bit of research. But I'm personally not as concerned about the
causes of homosexuality so much as the stoppage of discrimination against gays. I
also find sense of your langugge to be a bit slanted* "genetic problem" and "abnormal
responses I still don* t see where anything Is "abnormal" or why this is a "problem",
although I realize you may have meant "abnormal" simply in terms of this being a
minority or unusual response.

Hark, I really don f t think you submitted enough letters for my Gossip Column
this issue. Therefore, you are forthwith receiving $ refund on your sub balance to
YD foe lack of participation.))

Prom Hufch Qlaspey (9/2fr/&*)%

Dear BRUJC,

Sorry, the computer absolutely refuses to print the H backwards. One of these
days, though, 1*11 surprise you toy — uh, how do you say it In computer? Oh, yeah *—

"downloading a font" (or bom such) that will Include a backward R, and maybe eome
other Cyrillic characters as well.

Which brings me to the point of this letters the origin of the term "droogV or
"dxoogle" as it Is sometimes spelled. A couple of Issues back, its etymology was
traced as far back as A Clockwork Orange , but the word actually goes back such farther
than that.

~
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When I was a mem slip of a girl, 1 spent the summers between rcy college year© in

and around Bridgeport* Connecticut. There is quite a large White Russian population
in that area* many having settled there in the years following the 1917 revolution.
The word "dorogoi", pronounced ^d'rogoi", was used extensively as a term of fond
feeling among these immigrants and their children* A more or lees exact translation
would "be "dear on©"* I'm plmased to see it coming into more general usej it's really"
a nice* warm-sounding expression*

You know, I'd forgotten all about that word until some other Doomies started
using it* (I never saw A Clockwork Orange , and what Is even more surprising, X never
even read the book! Must remedy that one of these days*)

This evening I went down to the local community college and registered for a
course in BASIC in order to be able to communicate a little better with this
expensive toy* Can't wait for classes to start — you don't realise how much fun
school can be until you're away from it for a while.

Well, take cane, BEUX — and rememberi Non illinitials carborundum.

Vcero choroshero, *

Ruth

* Well, that's really a yegy approximate pronunciation — in Russian, it really
looks more like "Bcero xopowero!"

, ((Whatever* My United background in foreign languages leaves me entirely in
the dark regarding that eimpression* Even the t!foreign phrases" section of my
dictionary didn't help on this one!

Thanks for tha explanation of the origins of the tern "droog*, I believe that
Rich Re illy was the first to use it in VD, probably in his "late in the evening"
press. Other players and outsiders then picked up on it* But you're all my little
droogiesi ))

Prom Jeff Punches (9/18/8*0

1

Dear Bruce,
Well, will wonders never cease!! I return from vacation... bagin to sort through

my mail* *• spot an issue of Voice of Doom* • .open it*. .and to my amazement I find that
I have become a standby in RIGEL. I must say thanks though because I have missed
playing in VB after PEGASUS finished*

Susan and I Just spent two weeks in Europe on a business/vacation trip*
Susan is a wine broker who carries a German wine for a company which awarded her a
trip to Germany to view their wine operation* ». I tagged along on her business trip*
Nice arrangement, I must say! ! Germany was a great deal of fun for I have never been
in the wine regions* We stayed in a little town called Bad Kruznach on the Nahe
River and toured all the castles and wineries along the Nahe, Rhine, and Mosel
Rivers. Fambrough was a great experience as I had nevgr been to an air show like
that before* I Just sat there with my cjputh opon watching the lamost continuous
flight demonstrations. After that was over we took the, train up to Edlnburg for
total relaxation* I loved the entire trip including the business portions a great
deal. ..although I am paying for it by trying to lose the ten pounds I gained* * .awfully
good beer, though*

Now unfortunately I am back at work in hot San Diego and enjoying it less* Seems
like everything fell apart while I was $one so I have to put it all back together
again! Just like Huapty Durapty.

On to the game!!

((Well, RIGEL** ended and Ty would have returned anyway, but thanks* Glad you

and Susan enjoyed yourselves, and keep in touch, hey?))



From Chuff Afflerbach (9/13/84) i

*~

Dear BRUX,
Yes, I*m back again* »°

The final disposition of the BIGSUi Affair will sat an important precedent, not
just in the vast Diplomacy world, but in the less significant realm of everyday life
as well*

A quick questions A Russian signs a blank check and sends it to France* Prance
fills in the amount and takes It to the >#3fc« Is this check valid?

If you said yes, there may he a career for you in high finance* The Russian
check is valid because the signature on it belongs to the Russian* Indeed, banks
have accepted such checks in the past with lt^ filers.

Now let's change the question just a bit, l?he Russian writes France a check,
signs It, and sends it. France crosses out the amount, leaving the signature untouched,
fills to a new amotart, and takes it to the tank* Is this check valid?

Before you call ths cops, keep in mind th&t %h£re is & Russian signature on the
check! So what the fuck is the difference betweeft this check and the -f&»t?? /A*
Russian's intent? Hyorkl V

*

Believe it or nbt, I tried this scam afteir reading about the R1GEL Affair in
TO #99* I told my hanker precisely khat I was dalng 6b fraud would not entef into
it* It took him several nanoseconds of deep thought to decide to accept it* He also
warned me that his decision In all probability would be overturned by on auditor if
anybody ever got wind of it*

A month later the statement came out with the bogus cfaecko The banker got an
irate phone call, ruefully blurted Aut the whole sordid story s and confessed to being
provoked by the "Greater Greed" Rule* A corrected statement was Issued and the
sucker finally got his money back*

Of course* I called the banker a "wimp* for backing dowa without even going before
a Judge* Th3 pigeon who wrote the check has accused me of "financial fornication",
but what the hell. After collecting a month's interest on his money, I am — forgive
me —• laughing all the way to the bank*

Ah, yes, the RIGEL Affair* It seems to me that Mr* Hare has collected a month'*
interest on Mr* Kleiman's account. How much of Russia's (and all the other players')
game plan was revealed by the wanton playing cut of a season which wa& already Doomed
to be repeated?

As a future precaution against stunts like this, a wise GM should do as wise

bankers do* require all corrections and deletions to be initialled by the signatory*

And wise Doomies will never, ever, sign their names to any diplomatic negotiations!

Dare I sign this?
Chuff

;

((Hyorking aside, the parallel you E ve drawn in yoia: second-to-last paragraph is
incorrect* Ty Here received none of Bave Kleiman's interest* as no season was replayed*
I simply readjudicated using the orders that had already been printed* and the Russian
orders that had already been sent in* No season replay will ever occur in a game
I 'm running, as such is damaging to game* Fair enough?

Other than that* I think you've convinced me* However, the problem remains
unsolved* how does a GK determine whether a player wanted certain orders used? I

realise that this case is clear-cut when I'm dealing with the blank sheet of paper,

signed and sent to an ally to fill in the moves, but what If it's sent in by the

guy 0 a enemy instead? An I as GK supposed to decide which players are allied and cart

therefore use this tactic? Am I supposed to tfad minds and decide whether a player
wanted a certain set of orders used? Ihere is no clear-cut colution to the questions

po*Bd to the JOSE* Affair. #j* #W # M14 Mt* t *W MM* Ml



From Bob Howerton (9/26/84)

t

Dear Bruce,
I have no* been a subscriber to your magasine for several years and have watched

your "dueling*1 with otters in the hobby ^iih interest* I have often wondered what
really lay at the bottom of your ftfeuden * How could any one individual generate so
much turmoil?

At last, I have learned the hard Kay* You must have a deeply embedded mean streak*
To lash out so viciously at an innocent bystander as you have at me can only mean that
you are obsessed Kith the idea of "getting" as many people as possible* Why you
turn on those who have never done you any harm is beyond me, I'll admit that I have
poked innocent fun at your houssrules in the past, but without any harmful intent*
However* this could hardly warrant such a low and underhanded trick. Our relationship,
which has been amiable in the past, must of necessity undergo a drastic change* You
hit me where it really hurt in a manner X would not have thought possible*

Imagine, if you will, a peculiar set of circumstances which combined an unusually
early mail delivery with an unusually late breakfast on my part (I had the day off)*

I pick up the mail and notice that the latest issue of your rag (Voice of Doom)
has arrived* I carry this latest issue, along with my breakfast of bacon and eggs t

on a tray out to the patio for a relaxing and enjoyable meal*
A really beautiful day — the sun is shining, the birds are singing, God is in

his Heaven and all is right with the world* "Ah, good," I mutter to myself, "I can
catch up with all the latest goings~on and see if Don Burd and Ruth Glaspey, my
faithful and trusty allies in QUASAR, and I have finally hrokwn through*"

SAP! I

Almost as if by some manner of remote control, you struck your dastardly blow*
You had somehow contrived to conceal in your envelope what I estimate at about 75
pomds of dirt which poured out over my eggs and bacon as I opened TO in amazement*
You claim this to be sand from some such place called Jones Beach which you wanted
to share with your subscribers* I doubt it could be called sand, but it was possibly
from some beach as there was what appeared to be part of an old lifesaving ring
sticking in one egg yolk*

Now I ask you, who but you would go to the trouble of shovelling sand all over
North America in an effort to ruin someone's day? I'm sure that you could only
guess at the results, but in my case, it was devastating — those were the last two
eggs in the place * It was enough to drive me to drink, except there was some flotsam
in both the orange juice and the coffee*

Well Bruce, you hit me where it really hurt. You can mess with my reputation,
you can laugh at my houserules, make light of my gamesmastaring and downgrade my
sine, but to mess with my breafast is nothing short of an act of WAR* You should
know better than to throw sand (read dirt) at someone who lives on the Gulf Coast
(Redneck Reviera, to some)* Somewhere, sometime when you least expect it, 1*11 be

behind you.

, This is no idle threat coming from someone who has survived some pretty dark
alleys from Berlin to Saigon, Of course, I have mellowed out a bit over the last few

years and am willing to overlook this $ean and vicious attack and downgrade it to a
prank If you admit that you really did do it with malice of forethought* I also
expect a printed apology and a promise of a breakfast should we ever meet*

Seeking justice,
Bob Howerton

IS* To cap the disaster, my trusty allies, Don and Ruth, took the last of my supply
centers and cast m out Ilka an old shoe*

((Ah, the sand worked, heh hsh! Just for kicks, I'm enclosing a bit more of It in
your copy of this issue, Bob* Just be sure not to open it over your food this time*

Mo, no, I'm kidding* I promise you a nice hearty breakfast if we ever get to
meet, sans sand!))
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Prom Jake Halverstadt*

Now, just a hot second, Mr* Linsey, What 9 a this shit you*re trying to get me,
like a jwik pitch on en 0-2 count?

I refer, of course, to the hokuft at the bottom of page 15 in issue 99

•

Yes, something like patriotism is on the upswing* It's something like chauvinism*
too, and xenophobia as mil.

Suddenly it's fashionable to ha an American again* And sometimes it stakes lie

want to puke* t

Sure, go ahead and lump m in with the Woodstock Hatlon, or r as you put it, * the
immature, destructive, unpatriotic, ••college generation of the Sixties*" The self-
styled revolutionaries. The guys with the Ions hair. The reason you're glad you
didn't grow up a few yeays earlier*

Immature? Because we stood for peace and love? Because we stood for eharinfe and
equality? ifow about the long hair aM low l^d^? -

Today it seems to he "I've-got-mia-Jack/1 business degrees, $15 atyled hair and
shirts with "Ocean Pacific" printed in 8^-point type on the sleeves;

Destructive? Because we torched the EQTG building at Kant State and trashed some
Selective Service files? We were fighting the greatest threat to humanity. You seem
to embrace it* :

tfapatriotic? For opposing the milltary-induatrliil complex? For making a stand
for equal civil, economic and political rights in a land that's known as freedom?

What a difference a tioaen-or-ao years makes*
He bought macrobiotic rice at the co-op, and played Earth Ball on the village

green*
You take limch at the salad bar and work out at Club Nautilus*
We scattered the files of Big Business, threw dead fish in the offices of

industrial polluters*
You wear their logos on your T-shirts
We brought down a president and marched against another one, because of an unjust

war*
You can°t wait to vote for Reagan* And you thought Grenada was pretty neat*
Well, it's all like a pendulum* We swing to the left, and we swing to the right*

It's like a baseball game* Your side is up*
We'll be up again, as long as the stadium doesn't get torn down* Or the grass

doesn't die.
Were Jefferson, Adams and Franklin immature? destructive and unpatriotic? You

bet your boots* Abraham Lincoln? Woodrow Wilson? Franklin Roosevelt? How about
Martin Luther King and Medgar Evers?

A little revolution from tiae to time is necessary* Better to shake things up,

to purge the system (or The System) than to stagnate in conservatism*
Well, I*m glad I didn't grow up a few years later* I'm afraid I fd really be an

outcast, because I wouldn't fit in with the self-centered, materialistic, addle-brained
college generation of the Eighties*

((Whew! Kit a raw nerve, did X? It 9a an interesting commentary on your point
of view that, in the pursuit of pe$ce and non-violence, you torch buildings and
destroy files* And it's thougfet^provoking still further to realise that your right
to say the tilings you are saying, to do the things; your people did (in most cases),
is exactly what m£ people would fight to defend* You're damn right I can't wait to
vote for Reagan* Because I don't wani the Russians or anyone else to even think they
can tear the stadium down*))

thus ends the longest letter column ever to appear in a diplomacy mine* The v
Gossip Column this Issue ran to 69pages and had to be separated into six sections*

Thanks to all contributors* Ironically ? John Boardman urged just over a month ago

that no one should write letters for publication to VD & Must be nice to have such

Influence I (m)
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Confessions of a Diplomacy Widow

by Lisa Not©

I shouldn't have answered the phone last August* But I did, and now I'm writing
this.

It was a Diplomacy call and it was meant for Jeff, but he Tram * t home* Bruce was
recruiting letters arid articles for his anniversary issue, and he wanted to know if
Jeff was interested, (Since when is Jeff not interested in the game Diplomacy?)

As I took the message* Bruce and I discussed Diplomacy* I told hist X couldnH
believe he had stayed involved with the game for over five years* After all* I'm not
a fan of Diplomacy* He then suggested I write a letter/article on why I hate it*

I don't really hate it* In fact* I've never even played the game 3 But I do know
people who axe Dip players i X even married one* And so, my gripes begint

I was introduced to Diplomacy by accident* Jeff plays Diplomacy by mall ~ which,,

I slight add* is an awful way to learn the game* It does. however p keep the Postal
Service in business!

But I'm inclined to believe that it also creates a haven for obsessed individuals*
I've skimmed through your sacred "sines" , and all I see is Diplomacy-related material*
(Even the comics reflect Dip humeri) And EVERYBODY — at one time or another — seems
to publish a sine or sub(?)sins, or at least a colran in either of these*

Jeff hasn't reached the publishing stage yet* but he is usually involved in half
a dozen games at the same time, (And some wives complain of being Monday Night
Football widows!)

Another of my grips a is that this game involves lying* outright lying* (I'm
just not that kind of girl!) And the game seems to promote the use of deceptions
players are encouraged to lie in order to win* I°ll bet a lot of you have hopes of
being politicians when you grow up! Jeff is a daddy and I'm not sure this is the

proper hobby fox hln a After all* what will the children think?
And now a more serious notes the "mine ficLd" in this war game is the UNdiplomatic

exchanges of words that I sometimes see in the letter colrane of jaines e This makes
the game REAL 0 too real for me*

But on the whole it must be a worthwhile game* When Jeff first showed me his
collection of postcards * sines, etc, , I was amazed to find out that he had never met
any of his fellow Dip~by*Mail players* (This year he met three Dlppies*) Yet he
has friends in this business*

Bxrough the letters and phone calls ha has established a friendship with
some players. (I guess "Birds of a Feather*** " pertains here!) One of these years
he'll make it to one of your 11cons** so he can put more faces on your names* so to
speak, but for the time being he'll continue to exchange letters*

And, oh, let's not forget the phone calls* I can't* Isn't that the reason for
me writing this?

You know, I just shouldn't have answered ths phone last August* But I did* • *

((•••and I'm glad I Lisa, your fir^t Diplomacy article was a very nice one* And
what 9 s more, we have now made you into a DIPLOMACY HOBBYIST! There is no escape!!

Seriously, I'm not sure why people object to the deception and lying In Diplomacy si

isn't it better to get this sort of stuff out of our systems in the context of a

game instead of real life?
The other comment I have is that not all sines stick to Diplomacy-related

material* Some do, e.g. Diplomacy Digest* But leaf through the Anduin letter colura

or White6tenia or any of a matber of other sines; and you'll find a good deal of
non-Diplomacy stuff aa well* It all depends on the editor's taste* and that of his

readers. Hey, Lisa, you've just added three more issues of credit to Jeff's sub!))



> From Fol SI Fie #?9»».

The Austrian Nayyt A Viable Alternative

lay Randolph Smyth

Aa a preamble v I should note ay own bias towards a balanoad strategy permitting
tactical flexibility^ which I feel is the major non-Diplomatic lesson to be learned by
most noviceso Certainly one of the best indicators of the possible future of a given
alliance $ as viewed by an outsider or incoming standby » is the distribution of fleets
and armies* Their position is of lesser importance (except where the two-front Russian
fleets are concerned) « since an atmosphere of good will usually suffices to rearrange
a batte line within one game year* Players often get hung up on giving units an
orientation (direction of action) based on relative positions which arose some time
ago under different conditions* 90$ of the time this is valid* but need I say that the
opportunity of the remaining 10$, if t&fcen , provides the most spectacular reversals of
the game and generates most of the interest?

France. Italy, Russia and Turkey are traditionally freer in the initial years}
that is, they build armies or fleets as the situation demands without being thought
unusual by observers* England is usually tied to fleets while Germany needs axaissj
the tendency is usually emphasised when the tao ally, and it may even be said that the
"wrong* build by either bodes trouble for the other, immediately or later, even if
there has teen prior agreement on the subject.

Austria is, in practice, the worst "offender" of all* tfaless sparks fly in 1901 on
the Yen/Tri border, an Austrian player commanding more than his one initial fleet at
any stage of the game is a rarity, even when doing well* ((That's Just a tad exaggerated,
but* * * ) ) If either Italy or Turkey is willing to deal, naval responsibilities are left
to the ally i while if neither is friendly, mose fleets will be badly outnumbered anyway,
and of little use for the defense of the homeland which will probably be necessary

o

It's my suggestion that an Austria who Is holding his own in the southern negotiating
and is self-confident enough to try for a really good finish by pre-winter 1901 does
mH to build fleets frem the beginningo This cannot be an explosive process with an
obvious maximum of one fleet per year, so unusual attention to diplomacy with i/T is
necessary* Your trump card is that each Is naturally eyeing the other over the supremacy
of the southeastern waters 0 For several game years (until your first enemy is on the
rua) your own naval interests can be represented to your ally as a support efforts
"two fleets are better than one".

Unless you are comfortable with a Turkey permanently deflected north in an attempt
at Russian expansion while you continue west after taking out Italy (which almost begs
for the stab) , you must ultimately resign yourself to (l) having your laboriously
engineered fleet committment languish, e»g0 after taking out Turkey while Italy has
squared off against France, or (2) lacing into the remaining sea power In the
Mediterranean, The first option Is clearly inferior unless forced, so the fleet-building
strategy is only useful if you are confident that either Turkey or Italy can be persuaded
*o leave you an opening for a middleg^me stabo Ally with him, crush the other, and
then... ? {

In the middle game, unless your northern neighbors are aggressive, the maritime
emphasis is indirect protection of your home centers as well in
tiie event of successful counterattack* That is, you will be at war with one of i/T
first, then the others then England or France in Iberia* If they can throw you back,
they are fleet-oriented themselves end your landlocked home centers are likely to
remain pretty secure no matter how badly you fare against them*

Where does Russia fit In? He must be neutral at least, since a Russo~Austrlan war
requires armies on your part* Given intial neutrality, a long-term alliance should be

developed over several game years ~ and is relatively easy to promote once he notes your

committment to the south and few worrisome armies on his border* The best course is to

urge him north to maintain the balance among E/f/g0 If he insist on southern action,
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look out i "but It's a rare Russian who will fl&xt Turkey and tftink of challenging rvtiy

in the face of Austrian discouragementl Such an announcement may be a sigral that he's
eyeing you as trails hotter re-evaluate your optimism*

The most critical stage of this strategy usually comes aftsr your southsxn ally
has the power to continue against his major enemy and still hold you off, while Russia
is still "being tempted by your lightly defended home centers* That's not to suggest that
you should hurry to get past this phase i you don't want the quick destruction of your
first southern enemy, since you need three game years to pile tap fleets and set Russia
some imperative problems up north. Thus Italy should move west to the extent that Runsia
moves south if the first enemy is Turkey % while you must keep things cool in Bis if you
ally with the Turks 5 or you'll be dragged into a premature war in that areao Actually,
if you concentrate on Maintaining the balance at the other end of the board by whatever
method, the situation in your area should unfold properly with you in the driver'1a seato

Ah« you'xfc saying "No wonder we never see this one, too many conditions*" Most of
them arise with only the gentlest nudges from a competent Austrian^ perhaps because the
emphasis is so unexpected by your neighbours* I fve had no trouble applying an Austrian
naval strategy in two games as superficially different as night and day* The unorthodox
game is a nice change and can give you more mastery of your fate* you can control a
pool of 8-12 centers with armies very nicely » but Austria is never a winning threat
without either a rather foolish puppet — or a strong navy* So if you want to finish
before 1915* get started early!

((That last bit is somewhat of an exaggeration, too 8 Austria can win without a
foolish puppet and with a force consisting almost entirely of armies* Nonetheless, I

second Randolph's philosophy that any power should strive to have some degree of
flexibility and that a good balance of units is desixeable<> An axmies-only strategy
for Austria severely limits her options in that she cannot play a strong game in the

southern waters — an area which, after all, is not that far from her homeland c Keep
those little red fleets a ? comin°i))

John Pack has written a whole trucKLoad of articles for VD» and has faked it at
least once* Even whila living abroad as a missionary, be remained a Doomie and
wrote an article for the sine while in the Dominican i&public* THANKS* • « to Doomie
John Pack.

Simon BUlenne&s is the only European hobbyist I*ve ever net, and he left a mrj
favoraiae impression of the breed* While living with his fiance^ in Albany, he and
I met several times and he even invite me over for a steak dinner? Best always to

him and Barbara* THAEK3*** to Doomie Si&on BUlennees*

Ralph Morton is as kindhearted a person as they come* A loyal Doomie since I started

publishing, be has called me but once in five years — but that call came right at the

time X most needed a friend to talk to, and Ralph was there* THANKS,. 0 to Doomie
Ralph Morton.

Nick Pelella has become a friend through various meetings at KaneKons and
ByrneCons, and with his occasional pleasant notes in response to VD. Who else would

lose sleep if be didn't pass up a free ; issue of VD? THANKS* to Doomie Hick MeUa.
Chuff Afflerbach has been kind enough to choose VD as his form for hobby writing —

and he's the best writer in the boWqr! T His "Broken Record" article will live on la

tbo baarts of many of us forever* Every time I saw an envelope with that familiar

Oakland postmark in my mailbox, I knew that the next issie was going to be above

average* THANKS* e .to Doomie Chuff Afflerbacho



Pipcrastinatlng

Procrastinating is not oftan a profitable activity in veal life. Reality* with
its multitude of complex day-to-day decisions, demands from most of us the ability to
promptly and firmly e&hark on a course of action* He who wavers is frequently left
behind*

But Diplomacy is different* In this game, it is frequently good to take one's
time in the decision-making process. Let us examine why this is so* Consider Italy
at the game's "beginning. How should he move? A quick stab into Austria, maybe?
Sometimes, yes ~ this attack can yield a powerful position and maybe even three
builds* Or maybe a Joint attack on France, with England and Germany? Again* this is

another good option at times* However, very often the best policy, especially with
some of the countries, is to go with non-aggressive f low-profile moves until your
neighbors are committed* While sometimes a quick strike will yield spectacular results*
you had better be sure you're striking the right country, or you will pay the price
later on*

Back to Italy, specifically* Suppose you make that quick attack on Austria — only
to find France and Turkey sending fleets into the Med in 1902„ You may have six
centers, but brother* they aren't going to be yours for very long! The reason is that
you committed yourself too soon, and in the wrong direction* Or maybe you opened with
an army to Piedmont, only to find that England backed dom on his half of the bargain ~
a fleet to the Channel* There you are with a glowering France to your west, a
chuckling England to the north, and conceivably a hungry Austria (is Austria-Hungary?)
to your easto The point is thisi it is very often to your advantage to MAKE YOUR
NEIGHBORS COMMIT THEMSELVES BEFORE YOU DO,

Suppose, then, that England approaches you withi "Let's take out France* 1*11

go to the Channel end you go to Piedmont? and we'll talk Germany into going to
Burgundy*" What should you do? You and Prance have already agreed to neutralize
Pledmontf should you break that deal right away? The answer is yes only if you are
reasonably certain of a few things. Is the southeast corner of the board going to

see a lot of action for a sufficient amount of time? Will Turkey in particular be
too busy with Russia to put fleets into the Med? Is England sincere? Can Germany
be persuaded? These are often hazy questions at tte game's outset. If you aren't
reasonably sure of what is going to go on yet* a good answer to England might be
along the lines of, "I'd like to help you out with France, but I'm not certain yet
whether I'll be free to do so* Tell ya what* You and Germany go ahead with the
offensive, and I'll probably be able to give you a band by 1902. unless I'm having
trouULe elsewhere. OK?" This leaves you several options* If all goes well, you may
carry out your end of the bargain soon enough *~ once France has been distracted to
the north* Or you may decide that the eastern situation merits your attention more,
and move that way* England may not like it. but what can he do about it? His
capacity for retaliation in this scenario is limited indeed* He is committed} you
are not! Or, as often happens, you may find that England was trying to "use** you
to keep France away from himself while he moved on, say. Russia! In this case,

believe me. you'll be glad you didn't commit yourself too soon*

What if England is adamant, though? He could still be trying to make sure that
France is Just too busy to bother him. or he could be sincere in his belief that
France must go* If he insists that you open to Piedmont, you might just give in and
agree to it. He may have bad breath or some such, and won't leave you alone till
you agree* Fine* Agree away* Just, when the time comes to move — DON'T DO IT!

You win either way* Either he was sincere and you still have your options, or he
failed In his attempt to use you for his benefit* Either way* onion-mouth will be
busy talking to his immediate neighbors instead of you for the time being*

So far this discussion has concerned itself with avoiding the pitfall of making a
decision too early* It follows, then, that if it's good for you to avoid this, it
also might be good to talk the other countries into it! So with a less-*experienced
England, you as Italy might try to talk him into an attack on France just to make sure
that France is kept away from you . As Austria, you might offer to open to Galicia if
Turkey will open to Armenia* You talk your opponents into the course of action that
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you want them to take before ultimately making the final decision about your owru If

you*re truly a good diplomat, you might even have them believing that they are
proposing the deal, not you. There is no feeling quite so satisfying in a Diplomacy
game — other than the sheer ecstasy of naked victory, that is <*~ than the mug
knowledge thai you've just talked an opponent into waltzing cheerfully down the road
to his oun destruction. Don't $mp up and down* Just pass the onions and smile your
assents put *ea safely at war before they cose to their senses and realise what a
disgusting slimebail you are* Then stay around to pick up any atray supply centers
that come flying out of the resulting fracas, or (alternatively) Join up with one
side or the other as you see fit*

In conclusion, then, two golden rules emerge from this discussion
1) Try to make sure that the other powers commit themselves to a course of action

before you do? and
2) DonH be bullied or tricked into a high-profile opening that may turn out to

be a poor risk*
You wiH generally live a lot longer and succeed more often if you keep thea®

in mind*

John Kador has been a Boomle ever since Doomies have been around* His article s on
grammar have livened up these pages considerably. is a sollfl friend who I have
enjoyad meeting several times at cons* THANKS* •* to Doomie John Kadoro

Greg Ellis provided the special envelope© in which several lasts?s of Voice of Doom
were mailed* A etsuach conservative Republican* he has backed VB*s nomination of
President Seagan iQQT&«

r
XHAillC3#**to Doomie Greg Ellis*

Mark Johnson Is another charter Doomie and loyal reader* He visited BRUX two
summers ago and even got himself tangled In a faoe-to-face gam© while in Albany!
Someday I hope to take him up on his invitation to come to Dallas for a barbequa*
THANKS*.* to Doomie Mark Johnson*

Ron Brown was the GH of the only game BRUX has ever won postally* He is one of
the publishers I hoped to emulate when I began — and he*s still going strong! He
has been a fins friend for over five years* THANES* *• to Doomie Ron Brora*

Doug Beyerlein has been kind enough to submit several thoughtful articles to VD,
including his "Diplomacy Vacation" proposal and the Judy Winsome story* He performs a
hobby service by running orphaned games, and is a model of levelheadedness for those
in need of advice, Including me on occasion* THANKS* to Doomie Doug Beyerlein*

Jeff Punches got defeated for City Council, but what the hell ~ if it were up to
U68 Doomies, he'd be elected mayor of Carlsbad! He is a Joy to GH for and he carried
a hopeless position to endgame against all odds* THANKS* «, to Doomie Jeff Punches*

Jim Williams became a friend when John Boardman questioned hie existence, and la
still a ftlend even though the hobby is questioning his existence* (y) He shared a
room with BRUX in Detroit and helped to throw the "Beerless Beer Blast-. THANKS*** to
Doomie Jim Williams*

Joan Extrom is a wonderful friend whose contributions to VD have not always been
visible to the readers* One of the zine°s loyalest supporters c sha has been very
active in the latter column for over a year and even dardd to spend three days with'
BRUX, without making him change a single diaper* THANKS, •« to Doomie Joan E&irom*

Ty Hare dragged his terrible face all the way across the country to come to BEUXCOP g

what more proof do we need that he's loyal, scraamin*, and kickin 9? He has written
some excellent press and caused one of the most delightful controversies in VD in a
long time. THANKS. «* to Doomie Ty Hare*
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((I don°t remambar who seat me the following; I've had it on file for a long time

Whoever it was, thanks. »«))

The Salesman and Mrs* Smith
xr*

The British government's policy of socialized medicine has recently teen broadened
to include a service called "Proxy Fathers". ttader the government plan, any marr^T
woman who is unable to become pregnant during the first five years of her marriage siay
request the service of a "Proxy Father" ~ a government employee who attempts to solve
the woman's; problem by getting her pregnant « ,r *

The Smiths , a young married couple ? have no children and the government man is due
to arrive. Mr* Smith is leaving, says* "I'm off, the governmnet man should he hem
soon." Instead, however, a door-to-door photograph a&LesBoan comes to the Smiths*
trying to sell "baby pictures* The conversation went as follows %

Mrso Smitht
Salesman*
Mrs. Smiths
Salesman

s

Mrs. Smiths
Salesman?
Mrs* Smiths
Salesman*
Mrs* Smiths
Salesman;

Mrs* Smith?
Salesman

s

Mrs. Smiths
Saleman t

Mrs 0 Smiths
Salesmans

Mrs. Smiths
Salesmans

Krso Smith

i

Salesmans

Mrs a Smith

i

Salesman

s

Mrs. Smiths
Salesmans

Mrs. Smiths
Salesmans

Mrs. Smiths

Good morning*
Good morning « You don't know me, but J c ve cose to...
Oh, you don't have to explain. My husband told me you were coming.
Oh? Well good« I°ve made a specialty of babies, especially twine.
That 8 b what my husband said* Please sit down.
Then your husband probaKLy told you that* * .

Oh* yes, tee both agree that this is the best thing to do*

Well, in that case, perhaps we should get right on with it.

(Blushing) Well a., just where do we start?
Just leave everything to me. I usually try two in the bathtub, one on
the couch, and perhaps a couple in bed. Sometimes the living room floor
works well.
Bathtub? Living room floor? No wonder it hasn't wroked for Harry and me!
Well, lady, none of us can guarantee a good one every time, but if we try
six or seven times, one of °em is bound to be a honey.
Pardon me, but lsn°t this a little informal? ^
No, indeed, in my line a man can't do his work in a hurry. "{

,

Well, have you had much success at this?
(Opening his briefcase and showing baby pictures) Just look at these
babies. They're all jobs I*ve handled in the past. IMs one took four
hours.
Yes, that is a lovely child.
But if you want to hear about a really tough assignment, look at this
picture. Believe it or not, it was done on top of a bus in downtown London.
Oh, my God! !

!

And here are pictures of the prettiest twins in town. They turned out
exceptionally well when you consider that their mother was hard to work with*

Oh, was she?
Yes, I°m afraid so. I finally had to take her down to Hyde Park to get the
job done rigiht* I've never worked under such difficult conditions. I^ople
were crowding around fou^r and five deep, pushing to get a good look.
Four or five deep?

;

Yes, and for more than %ree hours, too. But I finally got a couple of
buddies to keep them back. I could've shot again before dark, but by l"

that time the squirrels were beginning to nibble on my equipment, and t;"

had to give upc

You mean they actually chewed on your* •» ah...equipment...?
Yea, but it 5 s all in a day's work. I consider my work a pleasure* I°ve
spent three long years perfecting my technique. Now, take this baby. I

shot this one in the front window of a big department store*

I just can't believe it»
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w: Hi
Salesman! Veil* madam. If you're ready, 1*11 set up my tripod so that we can gei

to work,
Krs* Smiths Tripod*.,???
Salesman* Oh yes, I have to use a tripod to rest my equipment on* It*s iauch o>&

heavy for me to hold in my hand *;hile I 9m tr^iag to me it*

$3&V Smith* Oh! ! = i

wLemaaa Hrs c Mrs. Smith. * *Krs a Snith***??? Goodness, sbe ? s fainted?

= ((Sources clorr to VB Headquaters have released the work that BHUJC Linsey, after
typing the above » lafi hi© ham in a hurry io try to seek part-tisas eaployment
the government*))

Fxoa Bruatufl Bi^etin #*0*o*

The Flushing Style Manual of the English Language

1* Make sure each pronoun agrees with their antecedent*
2o Just "between you and I f the case of pronocns is important*
3o Jfatch out for irregular verbs which have crop© into English*

Verbs ha© to agrae in number with their subjects
5* Don°t use no double negatives*
6* Being bad gra&uwr« a writer should not use dangling modifiers 0

?> Join clauses good like a conjunction should*
8o A writer must not shift your point of viewo

9«> About sentence fragments.

10 » Don't use run-on sentehees you got to punctuate them,
*A* In letters essays sad reports use commas to separate items in series*

12* Don 0 1 use cciarcas, which aro not necessary*
\}* Parenthetical worda however should be enclosed in commas*
Xkn Its important to use apostrophes right in everybodys writings
15o Do»*t abbrav*
16. Check to see if yau any worde onto
i 7« In the ca©3 of a report, chsck to see that jargonwise 6 XV s A-OK 0

18, As far as incomplete constructions they are wrong

o

19- About repetition p the repetition of a word might be real effective repetition
take, for Instance the repetition of Abraham Lincoln*

20* In my opinion , I think that an author whan ho is writing should definitely not
get Into the habit of making use of too many unnecessary words that he Sees act

really need in order to put his message across*
21* Use parallel construction not only to be concise but also clarify*
22* It behoove th us all to avoid archaic expressions*

23* Mixed metaphors are a pain in the qeck and ought to be weeded out*

2*f. Consult the dictionary to avoid miepallings e

25* To igaorantly split an infinitive is a practice to religiously avoid*

26- When an English expression will convey your meaning* foreign phrases are da tg&g*

27* lour use of comparatives should not be different than accepted standards,

28* Make no mistake's in forming plural's*
29o Last but not laast. lay off clichofc

Beprints of the above are not available from Whitestonia* upon request*
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This article was written in 1979 and Has originally going to go into VD It

didn't fit, and I eventually decided to save it for a special occasion* It is not
recommended for those who think that articles ought to have a point or at least make
some sense...

The Mouse that Roared (?)

Hop! And there you are* smack in the middle of a Diplomacy game about which you
know nothing* You are that irrelevant and unwanted, yet ultimately essential entity
known as a standby. Study the hoard. How the hell did that German fleet get to

Armenia? Or that Austrian amy to Clyde? You'd hotter figure that one out quick,
because that's YOUR Austrian army. Buster, and It's the only red piece left. Shall
we say* yon aren't in control of this particular game at this particular time.

You write to She other players* None of them answers you. You are unimportant —
a little splinter of wood lost amidst the Scottish highlands. Do you hegin now to
get an idea as to why the original Austrian player dropped out? We have news for you*
He didn a t drop out* He died of a heart attack when his other five units were
annihilated, and France simultaneously walked into his supply centers. Or so you
are told when you call the CM to find out why he picked on you.

The game progresses* No one car^s that you own one English supply center, because
everyone else is off fighting elsewhere. In the Munich region, and up to St. Fete,
and down Into the Med* the cruel war is raging (Johnny has to fight*. •)• It's an
exciting matchup between France/Germany and Russia/ItalyP with the latter pair winning
outo Don't you wish you could he there? Then somebody might realise that you do,

indeed, exist. You watch in frustrated inactivity as (conveniently for the purposes
of this article) the aforementioned German fleet is destroyed.

Turkey Is gone, and so is England. So, as far as the others are concerned, are
you* You make multiple, but futile, pleas for a convoy back to, say, Denmark, or
even Gascony. Nobody listens. Nobody answers* Hobody, frankly, gives a shit about
youc You are Not There. Finally, Russia writes you a post card, explaining politely
that he feels he should at least talk to Austria "because It Is there.* Which is
making a mountain out of a molehill, which Is you. What does he say? Sure, he'll be
glad to convoy you to Denmark, IF he can ever get a fleet through those damn German
lines In Finland and the Baltic, which gives you an idea*..

The game progresses, again. You write an order to hold in Clyde each spring, and
you miss your moves each fall. But you never miss two in a row, so you're still
playing. But you hibernate. You stop writing. If you were just a speck of dust in
the eyes of the otters, you are now merely a meaningless molecule in their minds. The
game progresses...

It's now seventeen centers for the Husslan/ltallan alliance, and seventeen for
France and Germany. tfellU, not quite seventeen, since you own Edinburgh, but anyway
there are seventeen centers on each side of the board, and all of the other countries*
units are busy with the realization that 1? + 1 » 18. We now have,*.A STALEMATE LIKE!

At which point you now awaken from your slumber and realize that you don't know who
owns Liverpool or London. Is It France, or Is It Germany? Germany? Oh, boy! You
move Army Clyde to Liverpool.

Was that a mailbox? Once upon a time, yes It was, but it's now a cnmpled pile
of twisted metal junk. It couldn't bear the weight of all the letters you are receiving
from the other players all of a sudden.

Russia reaffirms his promise of a convoy.
Italy all of a sudden is your best friend, and has been all along.
Germany offers you a five-way draw.
France offers you his sister Bonnie, if only you'll return to Clyde. You don't.

Look at Germany make his removal. He needed every unit he had to hold that line.
He can't send a unit back toward you* The next year, you take London*

A representative of Planned Puppethood stops by your house, in an abortive attempt
to get you to give back the German craters* You call him a nincompoop. He calls you
a Pill. You cannot conceive why.

Germany writes again, trying to talk you Into a five-way draw. Bluntly, you tell
him it's pointlessc The Russians come sailing through* The German Empire goes the
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way of the dodo "bird* France is a baleful blue bLob in Portugal # much as an appendix
would appear If It were bLue and Spain were an intestine* which it isn't* being a
country* Of course, eventually Russia swallows you up and obtains a two-way draw
with his Italian ally* but that's beside the point* It f s not important* What IS
important la yoiu You ~ the splinter of wood* the molecule 9 the molehill, the
speck of dust* the pill; you decided the outcome of this game* And for that3 Russia
and Italy shall indeed be grateful* Austrian *

1*1! let you folks decide what state of mind I was in when I wrote that article,

((Such was my writing style back in those innocent days! }

)

From Fol Si Pi£ #52* * *

the Average Diplomacy Player
by Randolph Smyth

This hypothetical individual ia fairly incompetent by the standards cf anyone
who's been in the hobby for a while ((piece of gravel —* yeahS )

)

* since a good many
novices contribute to his level of ability* I m frequently aliased at ths number of
players, apparently meter the age of ten* who become interested enou^i in ths gw to

plunk down a garaefee and start negotiating* However* I know of none that have survived
for more than a year in a hobby dominated by members of at least twice their ag« 0

The probLeia seems particularly chronic south of the borders I have personal experience
with one American sine where there were no less than five dropouts by 1903* and a
couple of other cases aren't far behind*

Barhape it would he best to consider players that have been active in the hobby
for over one year when making up our "modular man"* Novice players are such a wixed
bag that the only criterion possible is a personal one based on letters received*
While players with a year's experience also appear to vary widely in outlook, some of
you may be surprised at how similar most of them really are* Think of the last time
you played a really elualess novices remember how odd he seemed? Relative to tbesg
types, ths rest of us are homogeneous s only in a game where slight differences are
the basis of the course of play could these differences loom so large* Baople with
Hthat much* experience almost invariably show a certain basic competence* It may* of
course $ also be present in a novice (hey, guys, I'm not down on novices jger m) >

but it may not*
A guy with a year in the postal hobby will know enough to send In moves on a

regular basis* This is modified only in a poor position (where he's lost interest in

the game) or with personal problems (vrhere te*s lost interest in the hobby 9 temporarily
or permanently) * If he has a good position with a chanca to improve it further* lie

knows that he "11 never make much headway on his own* be has to keep writings if only
to a single ally. He knows the mechanics of submitting orders and discussing them
with his fellow players. He has an idea of what he wants » even if no more specific
than "More centers* Faster*" (or "Lose less* Slower* ** if ho* a on the other end of
the stick)* He has a good grasp of the rule a i the more obscure ones quite natiirally

tend to escape the notice of all but the most astute begSjaners* If he came from the

face-to-face hobby, 3be
s e adapted to the special requirements of postal pOLayo

Having spewed generalities all oyer the page (but did you recognise them

beforehand? ~ of course it*s easy to say 151of course M from the experience

d

viewpoint) * I'll end the article *

„

0

((Randolph neglects to mention also that the average player wins 0*3? gamea and

publishes i/4?t& of a Diplomacy ssine. is 4i?6 married* and has 1,19 kids*))



High On a Mountain of Doom

Episode #? in the Continuing Saga of JANO's Journeys

"Ouch!" complained Rotunda* an enormous zed sow, "Will you stop jabbing me with
that umbrella?"

"Sorry," apologised JANO (Just Another Native Oregonian), tucking the large
multi-color bumbershoot under her arm* She stood up on Rotunda's back and peered out
frost under the brim of her moldy sou-meter* A bright yellow rain slicker and
olive-drab hlpwaders completed JANO • s outfit*

"I see a sign up ahead. Rotunda. Maybe it will tell us if there's a twon nearby
where we can spend the night. This QUEST is wearing me out." She sighed. "Maybe I
should go back to the lagoon and settle for the Deadwood there. If only he didn't
insist on having quiche for dinner every night*"

"How can you be worn out when you don't ever walk?" complained Rotunda.
"Now, Rotunda, I've explained this all before. I'm the one who does all the

mental work deciding where to go and scrutinizing any man we meet to see if he could
be a HEAL HAN. Mental exercise is much more fatiguing than physical exar. ..OOQF!"

Rotunda had sat down suddenly in froat of the sign post, depositing JANO on the
ground in a heap.

"Qoooh, my poor aching hooves. You're putting on weight, JANO. Better cut out
all that Kentucky Fried Chicken."

The two friends looked up at the sign. The arrow on the left read "Albany, 15
miles." The arrow on the right pointed to "Mount Doom, 2 miles."

"We might as well head for the Mountain," JANO decided. "I see a building on top.
Maybe we can stay there."

Some time later.

Once more Rotunda sat down suddenly and JANO slid to a heap on the ground in
front of a sign saying, "Welcome to the Mount Doom Observatory. Please observe the

Houserules. " Not far from them, on a bulletin board near the door, was an extensive
listing of some sort. "NO SMOKING" was printed in large letters at the top, but the
rest was too small to discern at that distance.

JANO glanced up at the darkening sky.
"It's getting late* Let's see if anyone's here." She walked up to the porch

and rang the bell, while Rotunda scanned the Houserules.
Heavy footsteps were heard inside. The door swung open to reveal a tall,

bespectacled man wearing a white lab coat. He had dark hair that stodd out from his
head in all directions. By his side a large old, shaggy dog gave a harsh "Woof" in
Rotunda's direction.

The sow took a step back and warned her partner, "Watch out, that dbg looks like
trouble!"

JANO had leaned over to pet the cjog, whose tail wagged merrily as JANO examined
the tag on its collar.

"Why, it is Trouble. Good dog. Trouble!"
The man cackled and explained, "Don't worry about her. She's my official mascot.

She loves to lick dirty feet. Now, $pod evening ladies, and welcome to the observatory.
My name is Dr. BRUXenstein, also knoifp as the "Voice of Doom." You may call me *V«D. €

for short." He cackled again.
JANO looked at the doctor curiously. "Ihank you* We're looking for a place to

spend tha night. Could we possibly stay here. Dr. V.O.D.?"
His eyes flamed with anger as he raged, "That's Y.D. i V.O.D, Is not an acceptable

abbreviation for JVoioe of Doom'. You must follow the Houserules or I'll have to tro

you out!"
As ha spoke, JANO had leaped, quivering, into Rotunda's arms and the sow backed

up until she stood flat against the closed front door*

"Th.. .that's right, JANO, I read it on the board outside. It's HouseruLe 5 in
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Section lk9 subparagraph 8. Now calm down." Rotunda tried to be reassuring, but
didn't succeed. "Lean on me for support until you collect yourself*"

"Unacceptable!" shouted V.D* » as his two visitors cowered in front of him* * Iou
cannot hold her and support her at the same time J It's forbidden in Houserule iO,

Section 23, subparagraph 2."

A phone rang* Abruptly the man's demeanor changed*
"Excuse me, ladies." he smiled calmly while making his way to the other side of

the room* Picking up the phone* he said, "Good evening, Mount Doom Observatory s Dr,

BRUXenstein speaking.

"

Curing the phone conversation, Rotunda whispered nervously in JANO's ear. "Ihis

guy la the original mad scientist! Let's get out of here quick!"
JANO whispered back* "Oh, maybe he's not so bad*" She giggled* "He is kind of

cute | maybe he's a REAL HAN after all! He's just strict, so be sure not to break
any more Houserules."

Rotunda gave JANO a worried look. "OK* if you say so* But I forget what the.

Houserule on "breathing is*"
Dr* BRUJCenstein slammed the receiver down and shouted* "Outrageous! My subscription

to Observatories Weekly is suspended until I offer an apology to***but you don c t want
to bear my problems. Oh, woe is me* woe is me," he whimpered*

JANO stepped forward eagerly* "Oh, I'd be glad to listen to your problems. Go
on, tell me," sbs urged.

"Oh, Lord," thought Rotunda with a sigh of resignation*
"I get no respect from the other scientists. No matter what I do, they criticize

me* For instance, one night when we were studying the heavenly bodies ---" he
paused to look JANO up and down — "one of my assistants lied to ma about a black hole.
Lying will not be tolerated! So I fixed him* Did I get any support from my peers??

None! And when I pointed out that Dr. Mac Ja&ters had clearly plagiarized an article
from a scientific Journal, would anyone back me up? No! Oh* woe, woe, woe!"

"Xou poor thing," said JANO sympathetically as she patted his back.
V*D* jumped 'up suddenly and exclaimed, "But enough of this* You ladies must be

tired* Allow me to give you a short tour before showing you to your rooms c " He put
his arm around JANO's shoulders and began to lead her down the hall to a room marked
"Copier."

"Now in this room, I'll show you my reproductive equipment© * •

"

"Oh no you won 5 1! 15 shouted Rotunda as she swooped JANO up in her arms mi crashed
through the front door in haste.

Dr* BRUXenstein poured himself a drink while Trouble licked his dirty feat*

He raised the <jlass in salute to the figures fleeing down the mountain* "Hare's
mud in your eye . *' he offered, then his cackling laughter filled the room*

((JANO's Journeys is brought to you cryptically by Just Another Native Oregonlan

„

the previous articles in the series have all appeared in White stents , but JANO
decided to make a guest appearance in Dalton to celebrate the final issue of VT
Let us all hope that her QUEST to find a Real Han ends in success!))

Brad Wilson is a new Doomie and a friendly acquaintance* He has written 'tyjXj

one letter for Voice of Doom , but it has the longest and one of the moat thoughts
provoking letters I*ve ever received* I have enjoyed Bead's company on those occasions
I've met him* THANKS... to Doomie Brad Wilson.

Dan Young is also a new Doomie* but it's clear froa his letters that fae*d grow
up to be a fine* upstanding, loyal screaming Doomie* He even nominated the o!4 BEUXer
for Doomie of the Year* and attends BRUX's favorite school* UCLA* I wish him all
the best as he pursues his new hobby. THANKS.*, to Doomie Dan Young,



Advice to the Novice Pubber

lay Ronald Brown

All too often a new ztae appears, burating with enthusiasm, unlimited game openings,

every possible variant offered, an "all letters printed as is" policy, and editorials

bravely attacking the hobby "establishment" (as viewed by the pubber). Ihen, six

months later players start wondering where their game reports are and ruaours start
circulating of a fold. Orphans Placement services step in and the games are rehoused,
often after long delays and dropouts.

Why does this have to happen? Can one not trust any sine to survive? Should one
wait for a year, two years, before making any commitments regarding subs or signing up
for game© in any new Bines? Hardly* All sines were once novice publications* Even
Bushwacker had a first issue, though it's been around so long that* a hard to believe.
And, if a sine does &ot get initial support through subscriptions and players, it
will, most definitely, fold*

One cannot mt any guidelines regarding which new ssines to trust and which not
to* Each ssine is as individual as its publisher* In Canada, in the past eighteen
months, we've had two such folds. One was by a newcomer to the hobby who burned out
after three issues. The other was by a hobby oldtimer, and this was the second time
he folded a sine without warning. You'd think he'd have learned the first time round. #»

In any caso, those considering the plunge into publishing could help avoid creating
problems for the hobby if they stopped and seriously considered what they were letting
themselves in for. X don't mean to discourage anyone, as the hobby Is always In need
of good reliable sines, but if you have doubts, best wait, as no one wants to be the
one who lets players and subscribers down again.

First, you must have a fairly definite idea of what you'll be doing in five years.
Sure the average game lasts about two years, but what about all the games you'll be
beginning in the meantime? And what If a game does last that long? Drastic lifestyle
changes add pressure to you, and having deadlines to meet doesft't help.

Don't set your sights too high. It is far better to CM one or two games well,
than to be continually botching ten game reports. And, while It Is flattering to have
a circulation of 150, the administrative workload increases geometrically with the
number of subscribers you have. You 911 have address changes to make with every deadline,
questions to answer* expired sub notices to send out, samples to mall, etc. At 100
subscribers I found I was putting In an average of 20 hours a week on publishing
related activities* Who has that much free time? When I was running two games with
about 30 subscribers, I could do the adjudications, put the sine together, address
envelopes, etc., in one evening* Take a look at the long-lasting sines, and note
how few games they carry? just two, three, four. Note also how short they are. With
a few notable exceptions, long-surviving sines are less than 10 pages (20 reduced)
per issue*

I think the most important consideration is your own honesty with yourself. If
you cannot get your sine together on the deadline, can you really get it together In a
few days, or in a week? Folding pubbers almost Invariably tell people who inquire that
the sine will be out in a few days•••how much fairer It would be if you made a few
phone calls to other publishers and asked them to spread the word that you were snowed
under, but will transfer the games to other GMs, or get it out in four weeks, or
whatever. And you'll have to honestly tell yourself why you are unable to cope now,
and look at what major changes will be occurring, or that you can cause to occur,
to change the situation you're In. If you're the type who tries to solve problems by
ignoring them, better forget publishing.

And, believe me, you do get snowed under* Pressures can be tremendous when
combined with job or family demands. How you handle It will determine what kind of
pubber you 911 bee a fly-by-night, or a solid contributing member of the hobby
community.

((Thanks, Ronald, for a gold mine of sollfi ind thoughtful advice to would-be
publishers. You've earned three Issues of sub credit. Ronald was the publisher of
the Canadian sine Snafu! , one of the most reliable and responsible publications the
hobby has had in the past five years*))
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It's 1984 and the game companies are again abusing language, such as.......

'N^il-biting decisions " "Realistic, yet easy to play,

Br.17

It really means one or two random
Choices, It rarely influences the

final outcome.

"Tournament Rule" , "Weaver Rule" t . .

.

: B^nte players may have to face the fact
that Keyro-Pente is the direction this

o

FENIE

game must head in order to nullify the
first move advantage. These other rules
are simply stop-gap measures.

"3 to 6 players

In this game
it means you
better have
six, otherwise
you'll never catch
Mr. X

SCOTLAND YARD

This is how they describe the combat
system in Gunslinger , where you arrange
a handful of cards to show your fighter's
actions. Just like the Old West ?

"Unparalleled realism.

CARD

UP FRONT

Oh sure, play the right card and your
enemy is in a swamp. Dumb game.

"A pre-set period of time

This means that those players who are

ahead will slow the action down. It
needs new rules.

CAMPAIGN TRAIL

— Mark Paul
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Ruminations on the Flay of 2ero*sum Games

by Randolph Smyth

Zero-siaa games are divided into two-claseasi those with tiro players and those
with more. The foxmer aro good for the ego of the better players, since natural
ability and experience go hand in hand* and guarantee good results ±Sm after time ~~

the ratings developed for such games are reasonable estimates of playing strength
and future prospects The outcome of multi-player &ero~sum games axe influenced by
previous results* a factor apart from the rules of the game and actual ability of
the players* Previous experience may help or hinder, depending on the estimates
opponents make of his reputation. Whether a player is"good" or "poor** Kill be to his
benefit or detriment in the scramble for allies, depending on the type of ally his
fellow players are looking fori *a Diplomacy at least, a better indicator of success
lies in the "trustworthiness" or its reverse which is ascribed to a player*

However, any player who places complete trust on the mortal frame of his chosen
ally* come what may, should be punished as his credulity deserves, I fve concluded
agreements on some wonderful terras if the conditions were right, because any agreement
will stand or fall on the answer to a single question. The question must be asked of
all parties to the agreement each season, and anything short of perpetual unanimous
assent will overcome the most noble original sentiments. Is my ally of greater
value to me as a friend than as an enemy? Obvious, but there are exceptions, you say -

not at all. The key word is "valu&"o
Value is measured in many ways* Extra-game considerations are one component of

an alliances value. How much do you value your ally*s friendship, if you fear it may
be seriously tested by a stab? Ihis may be construed as an argument for Immaturity!
allies may "lay off" if they worry about a childish reaction on your part. To be
stabbed then becomes a compliment to one's levelheadedness! It's true that when an
acquaintance is struck up solely on the basis of letters relating to a certain game*
the progress of that game may well affect the relationship. However* if the contract
hasn't progressed beyond the game in the course of previous correspondence , it will
vanish anyhow at game 9 s end. If that's all that holds you bade, stab with gusto.

Considerations within the game are easier to guage. What can your ally do for you?
What can he do to you if you pick up a few centers at his expense? (His personal
ability to retaliate tactically may be nothing compared to the future diplomatic
problems he can cause you* ) Here a good player will have an advantage in being able
to "get away" with more than a novice or Incompetent* Yet it is not his actual* but
his apparent strength which serves him hems It's his reputation which makes false
allies hesitate. A Big Name in the hobby may thus escapa a tight situation unscathed
while a low-key player who is actually "better" may suffer quite a mauling. To some
extent a high profile is necessary for success. Since enough successes normally beget
a high profile , players may benefit ftrom their experience through the back door*
without having actually become "better" since their first year in the hobby.

Personally* I try to base the decision on whether to stab or not on the game alone.
Every agreement I make as a player carries an unwritten caveati keep me happy with
the terms, or else. That sounds a bit hard on the pbor ally, but it's very basic —
it's the only business that firm allies have to conduct with each other* Write enough
(not necessarily about the gameS) to keep all parties interested} use strategies
successful enough that all parties value the alliance} be trustworthy enough that
all parties feel reasonably secure. Assuming that both allies were sincere at the
beginning* it's not usually a difficult feat to keep them that way.

Perhaps the toughest thing to learn is how to make a stab unattractive without
killing the potential of the alliance. Thus the most interesting part of the game
is the jockeying among allies to alter the value that each player places in the

alliance. How far can you go with your ally (if you're in a position to "push" him

at all) without letting him come to value another option more? If you irritate him
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enough* this option may ba no more than suicide for the satisfaction of knowing he*e

put sand in your gears* Since outsiders liave (or should have ) mad© their beet uffars

to your ally, thess is a point beyond vrhich you cannot go p even in the dominant
position*

However* nothing equals the joy of etching your ally working for yo.x

rather than for himself* Of course you*va got to keep him at least marginally
satisfied, or the only question your **alliance'* will ansrar is who will stab thB

other first and test* If your opposite number isn't incompetent* ha may well know
he's being screwed by the "equaln alliance — but all you have to Tiring heme to hhn
is that all his other options screw him worse. If he's not in a position to Bagotiafo*

with other players, there's little to fear* Scenarios you are France* rolling east
with no opposition Nice solid alliance with England, but he's been stopped short
in the north by &n Anglophobe Russia* You own Bel* Developments

Bs Hey, ol* teddy ol* pal* lend m Bel that I may*st better prevail against the

old Bear*
(Sorry* I've just been reading Shakespeare*)
And three French z*pl&&8 9 ei seq. t

io Fs Like hell* Bel is mine* If you got problems P tough luck* As soon as I

destroy Germany completely 1*11 attack Var*

J2* Why you* * * I Tsks it all yourself* eh? At that rate I won't do better than

fourth place — I Blight as well attack you* especially when it would giw me

such pleasur%t«.«
2. Fs Sure, friend* ialto Bel* I want it bac* some-tlma, but as long as you need it*

feel free*
Ej Gee, thanks* I hope Bel will be enough* lou know Russia is a tough nut*

and you seem io ha doing so wall in the south* «* If IV. still having problems,

maybe you could lend me Bre as well next year* . .

3* Ps Wall* what 9 e mine is yours, of course* But I've get own problems and lha
counting on all my centers to maintain my own attack* After all, I J

m. at war
with Germany and Italy now (even if both of tha& do have just two centers) » *d

and I hear that Austria and Turkey am thinking of getting together with
Russia to stop us* Gotta hit *em before they get the chance | you're not doing

that badly against Hussia with what you've got* It's alow* sure* but tto win
never comes easy, and redistribution won't help. * « the three builds 1 got last
year are all desperately needed* • *but tell you what, my F Mid is pretty far
from the Mediterranean action* I'll send it to JfAi taxs Fall and put it at
your disposal* so you won* t need a unit from Bel.

Ei Uhp but X°d just as soon not have your unit in NAt, to tell the trathc I
know we 9X3 allies and all that* but***

Fa Sure we're allies 5 Aren't we? I*m giving you what you want! You 9 d have to
lay off Russia to take Bel. and my aaaay that happens to be there would have to
move out ~~ all very inefficient maneuvers. I can always change my tentative orders
made with you in mind* if you don't want the extra -wait in the north after alio
Say. •«are you suspicious? Of me I?

fit Oh* no, no! Come ahead ln»*«er«*.yeah s move north* *•

Obviously two players who have already forged a reasonably successful alliance
are not going to send the above letterf to each other in quite these tones. Yet,
though the phrasing may be more refine^, the ideas behind a groat deal of Diplomacy
correspondence have no more behind theip than those in the Lassy Kan*s Diplomacy Kit
(see recent issues of Gum Grano Sails) ; Every active player gets perfect ItfDK
examples la his correspondence every month, and the above are along toe same lin^&

The French Beply #1, if reasonably diplomatic, will not result in an i»a»diate
Holy War in most cases i but the Englifch player, festering on the points mad© in his
"reaction" , will lose most of his interest in the French alliance « A competent third

party will have them at cross purposes in erne game year* and at each others* throats
in two. Yet the French still depend on the English for a rsally good game % tie
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has pushed too hard? and given the English player no reasonable options.

Reply #2 is a characteristic of players who believe that parties to an "equal"

alliance should have equal forces, equal potential* o. such a surfeit of equality that
the game becomes baring if both allies feel the same* The English comeback suggests
that such players are sometimes not well rewarded for credulity* Unless you know yovr
ally well from other games* or there *s a specific reason to mend fences* it usually
pay© to exploit his difficulties a little more*

Beply #3 is such an attempta England is a bit on the rope si unless France is
brutal about the refusal of Bel (as in #1), he can still hope for a good result* In
fact France may hare no intentions against his ally (either being content with a draw
or expecting to win in the southeast) t but since he has a good thing goings he should
consider carefully before throwing away the option. At the very least, if he does
threaten to win in the southeast, or allows the English to ultimately approach" 1?
(18???) centers f the northern fleet will discourage any last-minute ideas by toe
English* and induce him to accept second place or the draw gracefully* No muss, no
fuss*

Note that #3 took ten times the space of the other trot was it worth it? Iftat,

too, depends on the game*
The bast players, then, keep their allies satisfied that a better deal is

unavailable outside the alliance i but don 6 t permit them any exuberance over their own
over-readiness to please * They rarely permit situations where they must place too high
a value on their alliances themselves . Everyone must depend on others in the course
of the game ~ but if a specific ally is needed, something is wrong* The potential
for a profitable stab in that direction is lost, there is no minimal protection against
dropout, and the ally himself may abuse the situation (and should, if it profits him
enough) • It's my opinion that a true w Ull-deathKd0«us«partM alliance has been badly
played by one of the participants. At some point, one of the players could have done
better, either with an outright stab, or by demanding an ever~so-sllghtly larger
share of the pie in the hop© that further advantages would accrue within the alliance
framework. A two-way draw may still result between "jockeying* allies if both are
competent and the opposition evens itself out in the long run? but in the meantime,
constant shifts in the balance of power within the alliance should be the rule, not
the exception*

{(This is truly a brilliant article 0 I had to read the French Beply #3 ever as
it was so good! I also loved the line about "nothing equals the Joy of watching your
ally working for you rather than for himself 1*. Great stuff ~ and it takes a great
diplomat to pull it off* The only thing better is watching your enemy working for
youo,.))

Kevin Stone is, like BRUX, an avid fan of the National League in baseball* He

has become a friend and fellow KaneKon attendee, and has twice helped to bury BRUX
in the sand of Jones Beach* I'm looking forward to seeing him again this year, at
BRUXGCN. THANKS,. a to Doomie Kevin Stone,

Jake Halversatdt is one of the hobby's fitAst writers, and a genius at designing
games* He has offered to fill BRIK with Rocky Mountain Oysters if BRUX ever makes it
out to Colorado* (Undoubtedly, this would be an improvement* • . ) I hope he makes a
million dollars on his Presidential Politics game. THANKS... to Doomie Jake Halverstadt,

Beter Ansoff has proven to be a foxmidable opponent for BRIK in debating the merits
of strict CWing. A subscriber since YD began, be is a good friend who might someday
(hopefully?) introduce BRUX to the Joys of sailing. THANKS. ..to Doomie Peter Ansoff.
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Dippy "by Kgja Radio

by John Ma^arlane , KA5TIB

"The situation was critical, I had to gst Italy to help the coalition against,

France, or his victory would be inevitable. Reaching for my key, I called twice on
21 MHa, but as I thought, the band was out* I witched to Wife* and adjusted the

amplifier for maximum gain, then called once*** twice* nothing* Just a faint rasping
sound* But wait — it very faint code ~ with all my energy put into simply
hearing: his signals* I copied... W5&TK 3S X3TUU AH* Ha heard net I quickly seat my
message, knowing that the shifting ionosphere would not allow this contact for longi

K3TUU DE K5ABK HRO FSA ON ift — UH HIS NXT TBGT — PSE KLP COALITIOK — PROMISE U
IBERIA — BSC* He caw back, BK OK U CSfFK? A SUSPICK — WILL BO*,* The rest of his
signal faded Into the summer QJW, but what I°d heard was enough, I could rest easy
now. Tte fall of France waa asaured,"

-endgame strtMmt, 19BJBR

Possibility or pipe dream? I asked that question a year 1b VB, and now*,

having an Amateur Eadio Lioearxj of my own, 1 feel I'm in a gocxl position tc show

exactly how Amateur Radio could benefit postal Diplomacy* SIc«r mils Tiould be replace
by (or sispplemsnted with) lightspeed radio waveaj; woek-long Intervals "between question
and reply could l& changed to &sco&ds. Sto advantages obvious* How* -&jfin fl

you ask* could it happ&n?
Firsts a word about Amateur Radio* Basically? it°s a bobby just like Dippy,

with many facets including equipment buildings satellite comunications* "zagctotilag*
with fellow "hams \ DXing (trying to raise foreign, countries), etc« The FCC issues
Amateur Eadio licenses to those passing tests proving Morse Cods proficiency and
knowledge of radio theory* Different licenses confer different privel@@aa$ for
example » the Novice license* which I have, allows only Morse Code communication on the

high frequency (HF) bands* A higher calss license (which is of course harder to

gst) p such as General Class, allows voice e radioteletype* and other modes in
addition to Horse Code- and allows ocaamunication on the very high frequency (VHF)

and higher bands in addition to the HF bands*
Well* how can Amateur Radio te applied to Dippy? There ars tvio basic ways* the

radiogram method* which 1*11 discuss later, and tha direct contact method. The
direct contact method involves simply calling another player on the radio (at a »t
time and frequency) and negotiating,* This has sev&ral drawbacks* First, radio
communication at the power levels allowed amateurs (up to 1000 watts) is not completsl;;

reliable » Atmospheric noise and interference both limit ccmaunleations , as well as
poor ionospheric conditions (loEtg distance radio communication s rails a on bouncing
signals off the ionosphere)* With experience (knowing the right band to use. for
example) most of these* obstacles can be complexly overcome* however* Secondly,
getting a license requires acme time investment (although a novice license ca& be*

obtained with two wsoks of an hour's dbsjily study) , and getting & station se t up can ha

costly (depending on the quality of th^ equipment and your ability as a scrounger*
anywhere from $15 to $1500)* It might be easier to teach Haas Blppy than to teach
Dippy players radio* Thirdly e every communication you send will probably be heard
ty quite a few other amateurs* and possibly m FCC monitoring station as well* They
might wonder when you say wLet fs attack Russia t I can put a fleet into the Bmxe&ts
Sea by spring. *•

n
* Your opponents p also* might tear you, necessitating a system of

changing calling frequencies or some o^her method (codes over the air are illegal),

Nevertheless, the direct contact method would speed up a Blppy garo* considerably

and probably make it quite a bit more interesting*
The radiogram method is simpler and does not require a lice&ae or a rig. There

is a group of amateurs throughout the country which dedicates itself to handling
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messagt?e for the public* This service is free of charge. All you have to do Is find
a ham in your torn and ask If ha kno^s anyone who "handles traffic**. Than find that
parson and tell hfe you'd like to send a radiogram* He'll ask you for the text
(you should Seep it fairly short, like a telegram) and aend the message through a
network of relay stations to its destination. The receiving ham will deliver it
(probably "by phone) to the player you are negotiating with and give him a chance to
respond. A message takes anywhere from one to three days and Is not guaranteed
(however, 99$ of messages get through). So not only is this cheaper than a letterf it
is also faster. Additionally, it may convey a sense of importance to the message
that it might not have carried in mundane letter form. This method* too, could aid
postal Diplomacy, and I'm sure the more gsalous players will start using it immediately
to supplement their letters in normal games.

I*m interested in discussing this topic and would life anyone who mats further
details on anything covered above, including how to get a license # to write met

John MaeF&rlane f 630 Totavi, Los Alamos, MM 875W-.

Sex

For protection 9 my father "bought me a dog. He was a wonderful watch dog. One
night while I was being held up* he watched. Everybody who has a dog calls him
either Rover or Boy. I call mine Sex. Now Sex is a very embarrassing name. One.

day 1 took Sex for a walk and he ran away from me. I spent hours looking for the
dog. A cop came over to me and said* "What are you doing in the alley at 4a00 in the
morning?1

' I said, "I*m looking for Sex." My case comes up Friday.
One day I went to City Hall to get a dog license and told the clerk I would like

to have a license for Sex. He said* "I would like to have one too." Then X said,
"But this is a dog." He said he didn't care how she looked. Then I said, "You don't
understand, I had Sex since I was two years old." He said, "You must have been a
very strong baby."

I told him that when my wife and I separated, we went to court to fight for
custody of the dog. I said, "Your Honor, 1 had Sex before I was married," and the

Judge said, "Me too."
Then I told him that after I was married Sex left me, and he said, "Me too."

When I told him that I had Sex on TV, he said, "Show-off." I told him that it was a
contest and he told me I should have sold tickets. I also told the judge about the
time my wife and 1 were on .our honeymoon and we took the doge Sex. When I checked
into a motel, I told the clerk that J wanted a room for my wife and a special room
for Sex. The clerk saiit that every ioom in the mote(l wad for sex. Then I said, "You
don't understand, Sex keeps me awake at night." And the clerk said, "He too."

........I give up!!!!!!l!U

And a surprise personal from one of VD*s readers*..

,
"Happy birthday JB! November 16, 1984* All our love, Lisa and Jennifer"

((All mine, too, JB! Hope you have a happy one.))



I thought it might be an interesting pa:o>ct to tabulate all the preference Hats
I had on file for players signing up for VD gastes* Ifttfortunatly* tba first »un& of
games (whsn I began publishing) is not iac&uded as I didn't us© game entry sheets and
didn't save the preference lists* So the lists used in the tabulation were fitm tte

second round of gamea (GALAXY through KEPLBB)* the third round of games (Ll^H through
QUASAR) # and the RIGEL game, which was opened separately (but generates enough p.w*»*.

at times to have been a whole round of games! ), After getting all of the players"
lists for those games together, I went through and sorted cut the incomplete lists,

or those that dida't somehow make clear a preference of first choice through r-evevrthc

Then I went throv^ch and 3 for those playese who had more than one list on; file , took

,
^ut all but the most recent* I ended up with 66 valid lists* all from olffexant
people* And her© as© the results of my tabulations
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So, what inferences can we draw from these data? First of all* 66 preference lists

are a reasonably significant numbers the probability of any major flukes on the list
Is quite slim. (Remember, though, that these data cover only gams In VD — other
elnes may attract players with different preferences* Food for a study by somebody
sometime?)

The preference totals show England and France close together in first and second
place* Each of these countries was placed either first or second on a majority
(3^ out of 66) lists* Almost nobody put them sixth or seventh* England* s slight
win arose from the higher number of first place votes, and a slightly stronger profile
among the "middle" votes.

Far behind the leading pair are Russia and Turkey, close together in third and
fourth place. tfith the exception of the tiny number of voters who put Russia last
on their list, the preferences for these two countries are pretty much uniform across
the board® with but a alight tendency toward the "better* end of the list for both
of them (an "average" country would have amassed a preference total of 196, just
below what each of theae two got)*

Germany follows in fifth place, its ranking well behind Turkey and far ahead of
the remaining two* Its profHe shows that a huge majority (52 out of 66) players
ranked It from third to sixth on their lists, and within that rangB the distribution
is close to uniform, with a slight tendency toward the "worse" end of the chart.
Not many people put it last} indeed, Turkey received more last place requests than
did Germany, and only a handful of people chose it as first choice or second 0

That leaves Austria and Italy bringing up the rear, in sixth and seventh place
respectively. An overwhelming majority of players had Italy last or second-to-last
on their lists (^3 cut of 66), which was dismal enough to drop it below Austria in
the total standings despite the fact that Italy had six first place requests to
Austria's oneo The number of players who despise Austria is also very large (35
out of 66 placed it last or second-to-last on their lists) , but not nearly so large
as the nuftber of Italy-haters*

So, the composite Voice of Doom preference list reads as follows

i

lo England
2» France
3» Russia
4* Turkey
5* Germany
6* Austria
7* Italy

Looking back over the 66 lists 9 not one person exactly matched the composite
list* Ooomies Hark Duarte and Jim Vaughan were closest s Mark chose them all in
the "right** order except he reversed Austria and Italy; Jim had them all "right" but
for the fact that ha placed France first and England second.

At this point you are of course wondering whether any pairs of Boomiee submitted
the exact same preference lists. We|lo*.I seem already to have committed an act of
retroactive GUI interference in the above paragraph by revealing people's lists p so
I may as well compound my crimes* Dave Newell and Jake Halverstadt must be clones
of each others both had lists of SFTpGA* Similarly, if you ever get into a game
with both Eric Osog and Nelson Heinteman, watch out, they think alike! Both submitted
lists of FAGETRI*

There are 5040 possible preferenqe lists, and In the approximately three years
covered by this survey, I've received 6k different ones (because there were two pairs
of duplicates out of the 66 lists, as noted above). My handy-dandy mathematical
calculator (the one inside my head) therefore tells me that I'd have to GM for 237
years to get all of them, at this rate* Now you know why I*m giving up GMing!

Finally, as a humor item, the next page shows a VD game entry sheet as filled out

by Kathy Byrne, who was (as usual) feuding with me at the time* She sent this to

John Michalskl, who passed it on to me* "Ieapo Stabo" is her hobby alias*



THE VOICE OF DOOM GAME ENTRY 3IEET

*^JTho Voice of Doom now has game* openings for the first time since issue #1. If you
wish to play postal Diplomacy in VOQ , please fill out this sheet and return it to ne
kC^K the appropriate fees as soon a? possible*

J^eptpo sxftfco ^ ,

How many games do you wish to enter? KOLfJV^ OlC, M\<er*e a r€- b-M

Vould you like, to play in a game of Proxy Plojnacy (see page 15)? WA\ \S^*^>
(if your answer is "no", I will assume that you want into a game of regular Dip.)

Would you like to play in a game where the use of the phone is totally tanned? nfojS UoUw
(See pages 2? and 28 to find out what I'r,; talking about and why*) (LtL^*£-^ \ 1 '

(For regular Dip only) Would you like to play in a game with black press? />yA\i \*\'S^X^^
What is your country- prefrren:© list, if any? Fl^st oho5.ee ^vui^S^fliliv, Second (VvlaJUT"i,S>
«^*d\h&JL&AL^ wgi4fijO_ FifthJBrJLl^S_ Sixth^jaQC —
-Seven1^^5o£i

r0K \0l

If your preferences for Proxy Fiomacy differ from those for rsgvilar Dip, what is yc^
list for Proxx Lijoloiaacy? First cho3ce ^^Ilj^^
^^Jiw*^ .

"aTxthl^ S&wnth

I will try to as si.fa countries based rn your preferences*

Na^e arybedr cn the YCP1 cub list, wJ lh vhain yvu would rather not T>layT^/uu>M fT^^^^
'—

g^^^ Qk-^Mrn ~ l^UA^jlg/^^ir>>--> (Tno mors naaies you name, the lower your chancer
of placem&nt inv&. ga/ae#T (Answers to this will b> held in strict confidence^)

Which of the following do you r.ced (check all that apply)*

r*v XOD> housewle* Aircndnants 1-21JVOD #») Amendable 22-36 (YTO

Should^ b& inmileno place ycu in a gaite for any roasorir what do you v&nt done uxih your
gaise and NKE fee a? Return to you . Destroy your check . . Add to your sub^

IKFCRTAWTi F01 o?.oh jms u ^ri^h ^Jt^if, you must enclose a tr u.l of $C.OO,
Of this amount, the ga&o f>e As $3, CO, sjnd the HEH fee is $3*00. If you resign fram the

gsiae or finish out your country's petition, th* KM? fe? will be refunded if you ask for
it; otherwise I will add six issues to your sub* If you drop cut of too ga^e, your JC-1R

fee is forfeited* The gsi\e fee .is not refundable.
If you ars receiving this issue as a free s^nple, you must also subscribe in order to

play. Cub rates are on page i« Enclose all fees when you return this sheet. r\ h 1

If you are not on VOD's standby list, vould you lifco to

If you are on VOP's standby list, do you wish to remain there?
_

pf) ^ %

\c*y\

2iH XeSLCE £.1 iiSC'Il futures well-run postal Diplomacy games, with four*-week der-dlliMS.
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H£ Breakfast with BRUX

by Chuff Afflerbach

Through the course of tha years I have &ritoessed what I am compelled to describe

as nothing less than the birth of a legend, Ky initial amusement has given way to

genuine awe as my old pal Bruoe Linsey has evolved into the persona of BHIK, Dispenser

of The Voice of Doom* Steday his loyal followers journey across oceans and continents

for~tfae mere dteacTof a private audience with him. Intimate accounts of their visits

appear in prinfe, adding further to tba mystic aura surrounding him* Could this mighty

BRUX I had been reading about be the same old mild-mannered Bruce Linaey that Frankia

and I used to lock in Ms looker took in high school? It was time I found onto And

what better time to pay him a visit than the Labor Day steoksnd, when he would be

laboring away at his Fifth Anniversary Issue?

But was I ready to meat this new BRUX? As I headed toward Dalton for our

rendesvoms at ths Pancake House, I thought back to on© particular night in Maryland

mny years ago* It was over a case of tear that we had formulated our plans g the

creation of alter egos io better serve our individual neeos c My latest nose had worn

ibin and dull 2 time lor something fresh, unique , exotic, and (most important of all)
unpronounceable o Erwia

; too,, felt the need — to make a statement* and to go to
tha bathroojsu f,Eo' laoxe Mr* Rice Guyi" he had proclaimed in anguish* "Only ttm
wailing and gnashing of teeth!"

I remembered my friend on that fateful night, like fingernails on a new slate p

and could not repress an involuntary Shudder* Yes* I was finally ready for my
breakfast with BRUK a

I had just started on my coffee whan Bruce burst in, With the wave of an ink-
stained hand and the flash of a disarming grin hs put me immediately at ease* Then
he pounced* I leaped away from the table, too late to escape the scalding coffee
overturned in my lap*

"Hyork, hyork, byork! " There they were, the first words he had spoken to me in
five years* Followed by* "I you 2re still leaving your home centers unprotected!"

So this was BRUX* I quaked in my damp, steamy boot3 — out of pain, yesj fear,
perhaps^ but mostly out of abject shame.

"Thatf 8 aright, Doctor Frankenstein," he hyorbed, "behold your monster i For it
was you who gave me my first Diplomacy game!" Then he flashed that grin again and
slid unceremoniously Into the booth* "Come and see ^hat has happened to good old Bruce —
if you dare!**

I dared* That's what I had come for* But I would have to be cautiouso This time
I ordered tomato juice

a

"You and I go way back, so I'm going to let you in on a little secret of mine 0

Why not, since I know a secret or two of yours, beh-heh, eh, Ghuffle? Matter of fact.
It's actually a big secret, big enough to rock the hobby on its very foundation o Why*
it may very well be The Big Secret. It*s bigger than the both of us. Yes, it«s even
bigger than BRUX!"

(No kidding, that's actually how he said It* Exactly, word-for-word, verbatim.
I'm sure because I have a flawless memory? I never forget my tape recorder Every quote
reported here came straight ffcom the ~~ ahem — horde's moutho Well, okay, so I
expunged an ellipse or two* What can be do ~ feud about it?)

"Does it interest you to learn that there e s a stalemate line in existence that
has never, ever, been reported — not even in Diplomacy Digest?"

"Hey, pal," I chuckled, "If you think that's going to shake up a zillion yawning,

snoriagoo*"
"SILENCE!" he silenced me* "And listen carsfuUyo I am talking about a stalemate
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line that runs* not through the hoard as you axe so quick to assume* but through
Diplomacy Itself! The entire hobby is split right down the middle by this lte^ M

here his voice became a whisper through clenched teeih c his knuckles white around
the edges of ths table* «,,»and 1$ BHUX

fl
Dlsp©nser of The Voles of pem, put it there?"

I motioned to the waitress for more juice* and a fresh napkin*
*~

••Just imagine Bruce continued* It begins midway between here and flushing, and
follows the Alleghenias to tb* Adirondack^ — or vice versa, depending on where you
stand* ¥rom there it runs along tha Maeon-DJjDon line? with Dixie on one side
Macy on the other* Then it's down the mighty Kleslssip end hack up the Old
Chlsholm Trail* Frost then on, it attexnatsly bisects and parallels the Grand Omyav..,

the Continental divide « and the San Andreas FauLt f but not necessarily in that order*
Of course this is all just a general description* But it B s tha detail, the intricacy,
the subtlety that I'm the proudest of* If it simply followed the path of least
resistance it wo^ld &eaa nothing* But my line gerrymanckra towns and nsighborhrx ds^

subdivides city blocks, barges right in and edlits up individual households* It
even nms right down the middle of a few double and ^ueea-sisad beds* Why* hnh-tMu"
he chortled, "I even managed to steer it asaekr-dab between the two halves of «f* of
the hobby* s schizoid personalities!"

By God, he was really serious about thisS

"That's right* bitddy*** 91

I coughed*
"***er, Cfouff > Ky stalemate line has eo &&ny twists m& turns it makes th&

Olympic Torch look like it came on a laser team!*
His last staterasnt set of a fit of hyorking that didn't stop until tha food

arrived*
"And you, tm omnipotent BHtK," I ventured* "are responsible for this?
"Entirely through the pages of The Voice of Doom 0

w he nodded, and began collating
his stack of pamoates, A dab of syrup* m butter pat, the raspberry Jam biurrl&g with
his purple fingers as he fell Into that familiar rhytlm and pidksd up speed,, I

prayed he hadnH brought along his foot stapler* Then someone turned on the light,
wDo you mean to say***?*1 Gould I say it? WA11 the feuds**.*
"All the fsu&s* Ain't it beautiful?" He beamed with pride* Not just a static

stalemate line, but a etynaale one «— taking ita shape around the issues I have cheated?
I call it BRUX's First Law*o? Oppositions for every faction there* is an immedi&ia and
opposite overre^tlon* All of Diplomacy boiled down to or,e big, well-supported bounce

,

Such a delicate balance of opinions** *a little bashing hex®, a little stashing thare* ©«

and all of it revolving aromd BKUX himself* JSxcues me, but I just have to hyorki*'

Re did*
"But BRtK, not all of these feuds aase men real feud&* Doesn't that sake it all

nothing but a bo&x? Nobody believes you and Ed Wzobel ass really feuding, except
maybs you and Edo And Eric Kane has already publicly suffered you the olive branch*
Forgive my saying so* but your stalemate line seems just a mita stale

»

r

"Ah, but you miss the point* My frSjand who rolled a cne 9 Snake-Eye Kane* has
simply agreed to disagree* And I have! agreed to be disagreeable* That's all It tates*
It creates enough of a chain reaction to maintain the division long after the original
Issue has faded away* Likewise with the Wrobel Affair* Dick Martin chops up his
sine and sends it to me, so I chop up fid's letter, print it, and send It to him? My
concern Is not so much the isaua and whexo you stand* but how many of you are standing
on each side* I*m particularly proud of that line croaslng the Potomac* I*ve
harnessed the irreslstahle forcefulness of the entire WAKEiM horde to comterb&Lano©
the Immovable objectivity of cue Bipimaster*"*

"And Billy Rightfiald?"
**An outright case of civil disorder* Anyone can tell you that I am the first

person to defend to an undesignated death a player's right to threaten lives wUkta
the context of a Diplomacy game* But If be says that about ay mother again, 1*13.

kill him* But don't quote me**
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"I must confess," 1 confessed, "that It's all beginning to fit* The endless disputes

and controversies over GHing. houserulee, double orders and such**.*
"Double orders!?" Our waitress stopped dead in her tracks* "Honey, let me tell

you about double orders 0 ¥e got houserules that say we throw *em out -* and the

customer, too!'1

Bruce 8 s eyes gleamed a gleam I had never seen before and did not like*

"Can It be?" he purred* "Another diplomat? Your constants are always welcome here.
So tell me. how do you handle phoned-in orders? So you accept them after the deadline?"
She obviously seould not need much encouragement to answer.

"Why honey? there's nothing diplomatic about it* If they call up after q.ulttitt'

time* they^re plumb out of luck!*1

Bruce interrupted m before I could interrupt. He was going to enjoy this, much
to my own consternation

"Ah* we've got a strlck GM in our midst! But where do you stand on Pander***
Paradox? Does the supported attack on a convoy which is attacking the support for
another convoyed attack which is in turn attacking the support for the osrigiiiftl

attack still dislodge the convoy?" ' * *' *

Before I could warn him, poor Bruce was blindsided.
"I'd like to see you try to dislodge mj£ convoy!" It was Hack the Trucker,

swinging his bulk arowad from the next booth and rattling dishes as far away as the
kitchenc "You and how many armies?" But BRUX took it all in stride c

"How many amies, indeed! Just suppose you*re going through all the orders for
6m season, and one of them has a mislabeled unit. Whose responsibility is that
missing piece?"

"Well...*1 drawled Mack, "like my fictitious uncle down in Yoakum, Tbx&s, used to
say i when you miss a piece you're one behind?" He punctuated his remark with a broad
wink in the direction of our waitress* and somehow I got the idea his fictitious
uncle never saw a Diplo&acy game»

What then ensued was a rather enihuslastiCt if somewhat garbled* round-table
discussion touching on the ethics and etiquette of making a stab across the table*
And of course my friend Bruce (or was I actually watching the legendary BRUX?) was
right there in the thick of it* I'm proud to say I saw him at his best* tossing
convoluted contortion upon contrived concoction until everyone was seeing dots* The
broad implications of this discussion 9 I'm affcaid. go far beyond the meager Mope of
this little article about my breakfast with BRUX* You can look for a complete
transcript appearing soon in the pages of Xenosoffic or Diplomacy Worldo But for now
it will suffice to say that the debate wrapped up with the trucker invoking his uncle 5 8

advice to "wrong no man and write no woman" p while the waitress reserved her right to
serve refuse to anyone f namely hisu On his head*

I peeked out from wider the table to see if the coast was dear0 Brucie was
grinning that familiar, guileless grin*

"Guileless? Did you see how guilelessly I turned two total strangers into mortal
enemies? I tell you. Chufff I've got all of Diplomacy balanced on a raaor-edge of
finely-honed controversy,"

It was time for the sixty-four velum question*
"But why? Why do you want to do It. Bruce?"
"BRUX! It's BRUX* got it?" he boomed. "Don't you daxe call me that other nana.

I am BRUX, Dispenser of The Voice of BoomI" I was beginning to see where he was cooing
from.

"Right* BRUX, But for now I*d like to speak to Bruce..."
"There is no Bruce!" he thundered. "Only BRUX I BRUX the Law Giver. BRUX the Omni-

potent.*."
"Yes. BRUX. but I must speak to Bruce now. Bruce the Incompetent."
••Bruce isn't home!"
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wYes ha is, I only want to talk to him for a minute G Please* MrG BRIR* plaaas

let Brueie coase cut and £&ay! w Go ahead and laugh ~~ it marked* Mr« Hyde was ^>

as suddenly as b® had com, and I proceeded to bsc&X© Br* Ja&yll*

*Alrigfct s Bruce 3 now tell ma the truth* Why do you do it? Is it that important
to your twisted peyehe? It caa f t really ba icorth it — even to BRUX — if it ^.-jis

losing hundreds of dollars each month!*9

For the first tiae^ and only for an tast*mt 9 the Dispenser of Boos himself d

thunderstruck. Then be gave a little coughs next a M5 cough* followed by a ^ffswf
tfhlch became a darel&onorious asaount of hyorklng*

*Xou don°t mean* »*hyorke hyox*«

»

e that you
ff
hyork, of all people* hee hes« »

wiped the tears from his eye a* "I mean* after all^ you do lira in OaWLyn.** M

"Oakland^* I corrected*
*Yes* of course „ Oakland* a • that you of all people believe I 7

ss actually lo^iag
aoney on TO? Hyork! w

wY©u aaaa you c xe not?*'

"Km* I°a maM|y£: a hundred dollars an isaus!*'

It was my turn to be> stunned* Sot r&ally mating 2 &&k®d Mm howc

"Why a 3xi i^stage^ of course! You should see all the self~&a&r©saed» mstfraoad
envelopes I tha«£raway each day* Yes sir* thar

ifc& to lota of £x*m publicity fro n .0.1

xay hobby friends* I get requests for S^g^jwa catalog in by the trueKload* tod t;^xt
!

*

the secret of say auceaaas there is no Si^£|goVa? It 3 s BHUK E © Greater; EoarJ f>

"XnHiaposailftc S
49 X ste&raered? looking ab5S*for any straw to grasp* ,;Fm pri;:.tf

letters froa novices***"
"Poxrt be so &aiv*> ? Mr* -Afflerbach 3

* Does National L&sKpoon print seal let 1

- v'^
The fact is, I ateoliv^eXy aTbtjog; novices* IV £ li&e te&chteg junior high ag&l^o i'r

worse ~ it's like being iS* junior high agaitv Bo you know how much I hatad that?
Can you ~* yes0 you* of all people — guess how much I really hated being Mr* Nl-ts Giv
of Junior Hi^x?!*'

A eelf^coaacicua hush fell over the restaurant* Our coxiver&ation was tfia^ly
at an end* My friend stood up to leave

»

"Well* I*ve got to get back to my pubHshto$c Letters to odit ? orders to rr ,sct 0

He turned to go«
*Tfell me om mora $&ix=g f BRUJL" I braced taysself for ths cou|Kde~grace* HAtr

there really any tfames? Is there a sine at &X1§ and do thoee ^illioas of 1^/iX
screaming DooaieB exiet? Or are you Just setting me up for ©era e&oimoualy e: ^rat-

practical jolsst? Is it all, just some diabolical plot you concocted to extract
bizarre fom of v%wnge?"

He had ae 0 Ke ime^ te had m % and I knew he kneK he had na* 1 canH be avro

,

but I think h© wa^ trying Tery hard not to hyo:?k,
M¥ell now/' finally answered^ WI canH e^r,etly slip Ex-Lase ?Jito yovsc em^n** ..

or hide water balloon?.* in your aleepJiig hegw OT run yom: mdemoar up the fla^^t at

Camp Runna&uck, now ? can I? st

With tbat9 he turned and left* On his wa^ otrt^ tte door hit him in the af^

:

I watched ixte Itrnlx^r to his car 9 that old fmiliar black cloud hajr^ging ave;t

head and a bolt of 1'ghtning nipping at his h&^l©> Y%®„ he ma still fbe ^

Barucie we had alii kn^Bix and loved w What the tall, I eyen picted up tfca ta'bo B^.l .1

daan sure wasn't %b&:X bo stick atound for l:<m%h w.lth iiua-*;?*

((Glfcd you enjoyed yovr visit with sse» Haaaai sto ? by again* As soon as X ;-'-op

this hyorkings 1 8 11 add 1? issues of credit your sul3 D Jx^ 'the meantime ft than 6 ?

for an article that darciaonorioiaaly AiTarlorbachir'Oi in its entertainment ^ ^^})



Hall Brucifer (Part II) . *

.

0 ."Dear Pacifier Lips*

by Gary Lo Cougfclan

"Ms is not a novel to Toe io&sed asids lightly* It should be thrown Kith great
force «

M —Dorothy Parker

Proa TjDioe of Doom #85 (October i8 9 i-983)i "It is Halloween in the year 983 A eD* ,

a thousand, ysars ago and the sra of the Viking raids in Europe , the bleakest period of
the Bark Ages 0 In the araa wb now know as North America, petty warlords (a»k»&*
pubters) are constantly carving up flafdoms, a state of almost constant war prevails
and the jockeying for position seemingly never ends. In words familiar to our time,
it is "sine against sine" and "pubber against pubber**e e »tfar between the East Coast
Witches is never pleasant and multitudes of their armies have been besieging Castle
Doom for over 10 months now with no signs of lifting the siege scorn

*'

However in November peace again came to the land and lasted mtil the following
springs During the interval* Lord Linsey s master of Castle Doom* moved to the land of
Itelton and erected a new dastie Doom, His Chief Minister* Bob Osueh t. was jettisoned in
favor of Ronald Brown* when it was discovered that Osuch had been tlw brains behind
the fake Woodgec^r^ which mocked Lord Linsey„

In MayTlJW A.D, , war sad feud onee more hovered over tha land and Castle Doom
came under heavy assault from many quarters (and dimes and nickels) » The action in
this play talcs s place in mid-September, 984 A*D. , just a "month** ago*

If a statement has an * after it, it was said by that person or the person he is
mentioning* All tha Shakespeare quotes are from Hamlet a The following appear in
this play*

BRUCE LINSEY 9 a.k«ac? BFJJX ~ the liege lord of Castle Doom
SIEVE HUTTQN — a wandering minstrel of no fixed address who is Lord Idnsey^s jester
RONALD BROWN — not to be coaiused with Eon "California" Brown ~ Gsuch's replacement

as Lord Hussy's Chief Advisor and Minister* Ife pubs (the late) Snafut
PAUL BAUTSRBERG and KOKRAD BAlffBISTOR — knights in service to Lord Linsey
SIMON 3ILLENHHJS3 — Lord BiUenness is a visitor to Castle Doom fxx>m England* He speaks

English*
FRED DAVIS — a bushwacfcer from Maryland* the best Trivial Pursuit player on earth
DAVE LINCOLN ~ a Rhode Island repairman, he saved Castle Doom froa a cricket plague
JOBS PACK ~ an Irish priest who beHaves "when Irish eyes are smilin% all the world

seems bright and ££j>"
RUTH GLA3EBY ~ a woman warrior from Michigan, in the process of moving to Alexandria

,

Virginia
JAMES EARLY — from deep in the Heart of lfcxas 3 be writes letters of praise which

send Lord Linsey (and Terry Tallman) into frenzies
THE INHABITANTS QP BALTON ~ Tony, Karen, Joyce and Sharon are all co-workers of BROS
AND THS "RIG&L PLAYERS" — Greg Ellis, Ty Hare, Nelson Keintemau, Dave KLeiaan, Steve

Knight, Rich Reilly « and Bob Sweeney
AND A "MYSTERY GUEST1 ' who will appear within the play

(SCENE) t Dalton » Massachusetts, the home of the new Castle Doom, which overlooks the
city. (John Kadcr would love that sentence, don't tell him*) Coming down the road*
we see Steve Hutton & with his lyre in one hand, while he munches on some KLi& luncheon
meat swabbed with York peanut butter© Ife bears a remarkable resemblance to Martin
Short of SG~TV, I must say* Hutton is Lord Linsey *s jester and he also sings songs*
and loves printing Finnish press in games he Q$s* He is very proud of his Canadian
heritage & cued considers the Dalton inhabitants as country bumpkins o He is on his way
to Castle Doom*

Steve s Out of my way* peasant, I'm on business for Lord Linsey*

Tony s 0ha anything for Lord Linsey, sir! He made us what we are today!
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Karen i Yes* Laiton was nothing on the Diplomacy map until Lord Llnsey moved he?3^

Joyce? Please 6 air Jesters, give Lord Linsey some of tJiam, birthday cupcakes I ?ueda

him!

Sharon > Arid so&s of this Jif peanut butter* Lord Llnsey loves peanut butter?
Steve g If Lord Linsey had any teste at all, be would insist on York peanut butter with

the peanut on topo It-© from Canada, which has contributed so much to your
culture

*

Tony t Canada? Contribute to our culture? How?
Steves Do the names Barry Mason * Captain Kirk* Ben Cartwrlght and Oven Marshall mm

anything to you?
Karen t They are the pre-eminent American TV shows*
Stgvjet And all are psrrtrayed by Canadian actors* What about singers and rock beads''

.Do the name© Paul Anka$ Sfeil Young s Joni Mitchell, Anne Murray P Rush, Guess who*

Bachasan burner Overdrive, and Loverboy mean anything to you? All ase (Canadian!

American Koman? keep away from ma?
Joyces Sorry • sir Jester,
Stave i It is not America which dominates Ckn&dian culture but rather the ether way

around* #hen your New Year begins* it was also Guy Lombar&o who hagan it,

Canadian Jfour movie iaduatry received a great push forward from "America's
Sweetheart", Mary Pickfordo Canadian* The great musicals inspired by Buby
Kselor.-. Qaftadian. The great impressionist Rich Little • Canadian 3 The
screaming girl in the original King Kongj Fay Wray* Canadian Why even in

l^BS SiJfe JSBSL HS*^ the classic confrontation between Scarlett 0*Hara aid th*

Yankee ovei^exTwas not portrayed by Americans., Scarlett was British and th©
oversaer was Canada's Victor Jory? Your greatest Icons are all
Canadian?

Sharon a Why did they all come to America* then?
Steve % LUke me, to saek their fortune since the Canadian dollar is worth ?0?S of the

U,S* dollar* I've made* my living by being an Elvia impersonator and new my
gig is being a wandering minstrel to Lord Llnaeyo

Tony t Tell m about Lord Linsey* Bo the Hoi*s*rulea Soxigi

Karens Yes* yes- the Hous©rules Song

5

Steve i No, no e that one takes so long to do*

Joyee 8 You can do the short version then!

Karens la there a short version?
Steves Of course there is! (sings) '1$ pages of hcuserul.es* Sounds crazy « no* But

in cur little village of Dalton* every one of us has his own copy of the YD
bouserules* And how do we k®ep our balance? That I can answer you in 325.*

wordo « * houserulesi We have bouaerules for everything^*how to eat*,.* hew to

sleep*** how to work. even how to wear our clothes*** And because of the

houseruias* every one of us here knows who he is and what Lord Llnsey expects
hta to do.»«Of course* there was the time «hen someone held and s&id he

supported* but that's all forgotten and now we live in simple peace* and
harmony*,

Tbnjr & Karen s It was Hold! Joyce k Sharon? It was Support! Tony & tarem Hold?
Joyce h Sharon t Supports Tony & Kartell* Hoi Joyce & Sharon i Support1*

bteve and Alls The hou3erules***ihe bousexi&es* * •without tha housaruLes our VD games
-r» 1 m ln» in » iimnr-r w« «•

w
would be as without style and flavor &s«« *as 5 ««as an sxoexptod
letter column!"

Joyce i 0hf that was wondorfulS Please sing 11Section X, Paragraph 3? Section Cc\ ju^i

for me J

Steve i Sorry * I don't do "exclusives" for anyone* Take off ? eh? I must be on my
way vith Lord Llnsey 8 s nail* here in my pouch* He's waiting for it*
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((As tha wandering rax&strei wanders up to the castle e our view shifts to inside

where the throne reim Is awaiting the guests to celebrate Lord Linsey's fifth year
on tiia throne , The tables are laden with food and drftnk* A Harm fire biases In the
gigantic stone fireplace* Standing guard at the oaten doors are Knights Baumeister
and Rautarbergo They open the doors and stand at attention as Lord Linaey strides into
the room accompanied by his Chief Minister Ronald Brown? who pats Lord Linsey^s^.uhc co

fanny 0 ))

B3UK8 I wish you wouldn't do that, Ronald.
Rons But I told you that Fa a "tactile politician** • Don't you know that Canada 0a

Liberal candidate for Prime Minister, John Turner* gained world-wide fame by
patting the f&anles of his supporters? It was in all the newspapers!

BfnjX* Ronald , I don't read the newspaper* number? The only way if I know something
has happeried is if the flagpole is at half-mast, and then I ask*

Ron? Oh ye& £ I forgoto Please* thoi*£h* call me Ron* It was one of the conditions
you agreed to meet when I said I wot&d he your Chief Advisor* You can call that
California imposter "Ronald*

,

£KUX* OK* Ron. How cs our gm&t doing?
RonT I taocSed Lord BUlenn^as up at 6 AM because he said he wanted to spend a penny
~ then and change his vest and stalls,;

'mj&i WHAT?????ml
HonJ- I 5m snrry* 1 forgot you dorri uadsrstand English, British English that is* I

said I woke Lord Bilienness up at t AM because he wanted to go to the bathroom
and change bis undaar&hirt and underwear* We Canadians understand both the

British and the Ameri can worldso Here comes Lord Billenness now 0 Did you sleep
rail ^ Sir Simon? (Eats his fanny)

Sjjgoaa 3i*son says*, yes I dido Except someone took my plim soils!

BRUKs lour £hat?
Ron/ His sneakers* One of the servants took them to clean thenu Your special
~"

teakfast should be ready when the jester gets back from the vegetable market
with your eggplant**

Sigons What?!
Ron From the green grocer's with your aubergine 0

BRUX* And with today's mailo Where can that two-bit Elvis impersonator be? I want
~™

to read it before the celebrations begtoo
Simons Are there any feuds in the American hobby those days? Even the 100 Years Wax

had long periods of truce* The first hobby member I ever met from over here
was Cathy Cunning and she knew nothing about any feuds,

BRUXg Perhaps I should confide in you and get a new perspective o What say youP

Knights Baumeister and Hauterberg? Should I take this Briton into my confidence?
Baumelster i Too many cooks spoil the broth*
Rauierterg * Two heads are better than one*

BRlgCs Always with the contradictory advice* I°ll confide c Well* Simon* the latest
accusations have me writing Insulting letters to mere children! Next I shall
probably be accused of attacking babies with pacifiers and to diapers!

Simon s What?!
Ron* Babies with dummies and in nappies*
Simon % 0h 9 I see e That's incredible c And unbelievable* Hero comes your jester

now*
BRUXj Vfbera have you bean that 8 s taken you so long?! Give me that mail!
Steve i (sings) I took my troubles down to Madam Rue f the gypsy* B 0

:ton* Take off, hoser!
'BRUX» I wish Mark Berch were here to check out my mail* He's a bomb experto I

wonder if I should just risk it and open the mail*

Rauterberg g Look "before you leap!
Baumeister 8 He who hesitates is lost!
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BBUKt (rips open a zlne) I sve net seen this before* Ultimately Pool* lt*s by

Keith Sherwood a supposedly, and has zine reviews* Let's see, he says that if

VP was a rock group It would be "the Duran Duran of DipdOBu" * And "Diplomacy
DJ^gst resemblas the solo Ozsy OsbDurne* * Didn't Mark bite the head off the

last ani&al to disagree Kith hia?n * Hah&hahafcahahaha! Sherwood's in my
history of you imowc . *

Bon i Which chapter is that?
BRUXs "Troly Yours" , teo&uae he ordered "A Vie-TroM „ which is not an acceptable

abbreviation un the VD houaerules since it could be either Trieste or Tyrolis*
Simon i How many chapters are you writing?
BHUXs The hook starts off with "The Honeymoon", then "BLACK HOLS Mania* » "Leisure*!!!

Times" , "Troly Yours" » and on for 10 chapters*
Simon * "Brevity is the soul of wit**
Steve i Shakespeare is wasted on hiau He's an ignorant slut!

BHJJCs I heard that* And I°m a well-educated slut* * And here's l^eudease , dawtad to

covering fauds* Oh* the insults about me! I shall give this editor a suitably
brusque rnply* But not now* It's tS«s for the celebration to begin! J Guards,
open the doors and admit the 99 million loyal f aersaming BoomiesH

Ron a Admit the dregsJ

((li Doomlea flow into the room<» laden with gifted This is four times as ®cay a '

showed up last year! Fred Davis, Dave Lincoln, Ruth Glaspey? James Early and the

BBvem RIGEL players are introduced to everyone and Ron Brown. pats each one 3 e fa^mv
but only Huth is obviously delighted at this display of Canadian "tactile politics"

,

)

BRIKa Is this ail that came?
Steve $ (sings) And I said to myself, is teat all there is to a cirous 3 if that* a all

thfcTO O o o

BHUX* Silence I Is this all that ome?
Freds Ho, liege lord* there is one more* He is seeing that the horses are provided

for* Here he comes nowo

((John Pack enters the throne room and Ron Brown comes toward him to give Mm a
Canadian greeting*))

BRUXs Welcome to Castle Doom, John P loyal DoomieJ
Johns I don*t know about everyone dlse» but I enjoy being a dreg c *

Ron s And may I* as Lord Linsey^s Chief Advisor, extend the hands of friendship (pats
John 1 s fanny affectionately)

John s Aaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrg^ I !!Hf!!!!
Steves (sings) It's now or never, come hold me tight!
John s (punches Hon in the face) We don* t do that sort of thing in Utah!

Ron t (rubbing his swollen nose; Boy* you*ve got a lot to learn about foreign politics
Lord Liasey, perhaps you should begin the festivities*

BRUX s Friends e Canadians and RIGEL players 9 lend me your common sense! Just a little

BRUXian humor there* «•

Ruth i Very little * *

.

BRUX s . »»we have lots planned for the 100th issue of YD« We have games to play*
food to eat, a Round Table Conference in the Lancelot Room***

James s "That one may smile 9 and smile » and be a vUlianl'Se*
BRUX s *»»and excellent reading material submitted by Squire Kelley, Yeoman Chuff,

Squire Rob, Teoman Edmund* Yeomiux Mark, Squire Randolph, Lady Joan* Yeoman Rod®

Squire Larry, and our own John Pack and Ron Brown* AM music fay request from

our sir jester* Steve Button.
Simon s Do you know any Joy Division?
Steve a I don't think so, I must say*

Simon s Pity, "assuae a virtue if you have it note"
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BFJJXs Let the games begin!

l£?22. ? 1)063 anyone have any Finnish press releases you can give me for my sine? Anyone
want to play Hail Barrio?* It's a variant created by the Martins 5 See, we
tie Mike Bamo to a railroad track and*..

((The gathering breaks into smaller groups, some talking * some playing. Ron Brown
becomes engaged in conversation with Ruth Glaspey, John Back and James Early*))

i£S£S§ 1 think" it's awful how you were thinking of leaving the hobby over that Dip game
baing declared Irregular*

m wuLd certainly miss Mur& 3rlag Ministers*
Hen? Ily sine is Snafu?

,

.Sutfi.^ Oh, don't be too hard on youraself* All pubbers have problems getting their
aimss to come out like they want them to, Murdering Ministers is among the bestc

Hon j Qk 9 I agree s but that is Eon Brown's sine* not mine.

J§?££* Well, what are you* some kind of split personality?!
£cn» m Ib the California Brown j I'm the Canada Brown*
Joto* But I thought BHUX called you Ron, That's the California Brown, IsnU it? I

mean* he didn't say Ronald e

guthi Now I *w confused*

Hon? 0K 9 you three* listen closely because I'm going to repeat this only once* When
I became Lord Linsey's Chief Advisor, one of the conditions that he agreed to

abide by was to call me Ron , not Ronald and* «t

((A& this discussion continues, the RIGKL players are having a RIGEL playoff where
your orders are only acceptable if the handwriting of the orders and the handwriting
of ibs player's aignattu^ do not match, A game of Trivial Pursuit is also being played*
; i&on Billenness is the GM where Fred Davis is on one side and BRUX and Dave Lincoln
are teamed on the other side . In the center of the Throne Room* Steve Kutton
Is warbling out songs -on his lyre©))

Steves (sings) I knos? you want to leave me, but I refuse to lot you go* »e

gkaom OK, Fred, you won the toss, eo you go first* Now everyone understands that
you continue answering questions until you fall to get the correct answer,
right?

Daves But if Fred goes firsts, we 811 never get a chance* He s s known as a super Trivial
Pursuit player*

Simons Now, now, Mr* Lincoln, let°s not have a quarrel with Mr* Davis e That 9 s already
*~

been done? in 1861-1865 by your ancestors^ no doubts Abraham and Jefferson!
BHUX s Well, could Dave and I gat our questions from the Baby Boomer edition and you

&sk Fred his qwstions from the Genius edition? I played Trivial Pursuit with
Kevin Stone as a partner, and we didn't do all that great* »

*

Steve* (sings) Don't know much about history* »

a

Daves Kevin Stone?! Did you know that guy thelight I was Dave Carter until just
*~

before it was time for KaaeKon to break up?! I was totally humiliated when I

read that* I don't look Canadian to you do l s Sir Simon?
Simons Simon says, I don't think it's anything contagious,
Steve s Ever eat York Peanut Butter* with a peanut on the top, eh?
Dave s Huh?
Stave * Relax, you are definitely not Canadian* (sings) o * oDon* t know much about

geography a*«

Simon s Well* now that we ve se ttie a that* let's begin 0 Fred, roll the die** Okay,
your first question is a (1) The shark is the most efficient killer ever
spawned in the sea. What is the most efficient killer ever spawned on dry
land?

Dave a A wolverine!
Steves (sings) o**Don 6 t know much about biologyo*.
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Simon t It's Fred's turn* not yours. Fred?
Fred* Kan,*

Sinont Correct* Roll the die for your second question Okay* (2) Dinosaurs xlcaririied

in the Hesoaoic Era beginning in the Trlassie Period, Howver, after

dominating the earth for 140 million years they abruptly disappeared forever

from the sky 3 sea and land at the end of the Cretaceous Period* How lo;ig wa&
this "abrupt" period dicing which all the dinosaurs became extinct simultaneously

Freds 10 million to 20 million years* But, Interestingly enough, 3ome dinosaur forms
may survive in isolated regions like Loch Ness, in the? African jungles* and
"Champ" the monster in Lake Champlftin* De tyrranosaurua rex non est extiru-tm,,

Simon s Or Pete Birks in England: But right you are* Roll again* and your third
question is i (3) What do the Hungarians call Poland in thair language?

Prgdi Wegry«
Simon * No. I'm sorry f it says the correct answer is "Lengyelorsgago M

Fred j Oh, that's rights Wegry is Poli^S for Hungary, I always get those two
languages mixed upc

Steve? (sings) «, * Don 15 1 rememher much about the French I took a «*

Sigoni Well* the turn mm goes to BRtK and Dave Lincoln* Let's see, you're using the
"~

Baby Boomer Issue 9 right? OK* roll the die* and your first question iss On
April lLh 136

5

c after winning the American Civil War, this US President, whose
first name was Abraham, was shot by John Wilkes Booth at Ford's theatre in

Washington ? D,.C* .fhile watching a performance of "Our American Cousin**,

What was his last name?
3RUX* Are you sure that's the Baby Booster issue and not the Genius edition? Do you

know the answer* Dave? I wish I read the newspapers more often*
Steve % (sings) , ..Don't know nothing about nothing at all.
Dave ? Let lae think on it a while, I feel I should know this one*
Steve (sings) « Al'rahain, K&rtin and John* » * tte good, they die younge * o

Dave i That 5 a it! Martin.7 President Abraham Martin!
BRUK i Almost. It's Abraham Martin van Buren ., He was from New York, I believe

o

Simon i Gh, I am sorry* It says here the correct answer is 'Lincoln" 9 from Illinois*
Dave i Huh, I

e& from Hhode Islands

((At this point? Hon Brown comes up to the Trivial Pursuit group*))

Rom Lord Linsey, the other games are coming to an end and I know that several would
like to present some gifts to you*

ERUX i Well , after a tough-fought game c Fred has beaten Dave and me
fi

so we're
finished too*

Hong Everyone 9 it's time to give to Lord Llnsey c who has given so much to us!

((Everyone gathers around to give their presents to Lord Linaey, First to present
his gift is Dave Lincoln,))

Dave i My gift to you is a Rhode Island Bed for your Thanksgiving in November*. He

should be plump enough by then 0

Ron i What do you lasan* November? Everyone knows that Thanksgiving is October 8 this

year!
Stave i For once* sir minister, I agree with you,

Freds Actually, that is only true in Canada* Coincidentally this year* October 8 Is

also Columbus Day, the great man who discovered America*
Bon and Steve i Yuck! S

I

BRtK i I accept with pride* What do you feed such a creature

°

Davei Crickets! And I know you have plenty of those* ha ha?

BRUX t Good, I like practical gifts. Who's next? Ruth?

Ruth s My gift is a bound copy of "BRUT s Housesules Cartoons 11 from Festungs Hof

embroidered in gold*
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SjLgion g Indulge a Briton for a moment* I don't understand* Cartoons about the VP

houeerules?
Ruth* Yes P In each issue of his geatungs Hcf* Boh Kowerton of Florida does a satirical

cartoon about BRUX's ho userule©* There is no escape, ha ha»

3i^2£* loo bad Diana didn*t get to 'them first*,

l^ih* The princess"'

SteoH? Ho s the hurricane?
BBi$?- We are most pleased'
Preds We have never seen anything like this*

MUX? P:?3cla there is only one 51to* present* and it is we* And we are not amused*
:£red? Sorry- liege lord,, we will confine our we to our Bushwacker * Now may we* and I

&san John Pack and myself 5 present your next gift? We went halfies*

((Trad and John outside the big doors and momentarily return, struggling?
trying to keep from dropping a heavy slab-like form covered with a cloth*))

Jo^if?(gaBpi«ag) Lord Llaaay, this is our gift for your fifth anniversary* A leather-
bound parchment copy of all the VD houserules written in Old English script*

BR&Ij Oh, this is too much*
Rom Pve triod to tell you that for years 0 Stave Knight didn't edit them down

nearly enough*

EME* 1 mean I m overwhelmed* Who would have thought of this? Why don°t you
two p;-:op them against the wall? Row* when I throw the book at a player* it
will really have seme force behind it, ha hat!

((Just at that j&oment one of the RIGEL players, Boh Sweeney, comes and whispers
in the oar of Bon Brown, and then leases the room with the other six RlfJEL players*))

MUX* Where axe they going? Is the party over already?
Bona Inot yst 9 my liege 0 The HIGEL players are going to prepare their gift to youc

It is a play in your hener and it will be in the Guinevere Room- In the
j&eanti&a* you can receive your last gift before then from James Early* James?

BHUXs Oh yes 4 James who wrote that wonderful letter to me published in VD #99»
James s Yes, Lord Lio6ey« that was me? Now 9 before I present my gift to you* I must

asic that you close your eyes very tightly and don* t peek*
BHUXs Oh, I love surprises* 0&\ they*ro closed* (Closes his eyelids very tightly}

(( James Early begins peeling off his face and outer skin, He was an impostero Before
the entranced audience* all of whom have their eyes open except for BRUX e stand© the true
identity -which had been concealed in the form of James Early* It is none other than
Cathy Cuaning* publisher of Cathy's Ramblinds, from Chicago * Illinois! Simon Billenness
immediately re 00gni2.es Cathy, the first American hobby member he ever met*))

Simon g It's Cathy!!!
BMT (opening his eyes in terror) KATHYI 2 ! OH NO! 1 1 III HOT HEBE! HUSH
Steves (sings) 0h» 0,€U 9 Rider e oh t see what you have done!?
Bgn~~ No P liege * it is Cathy with a Q» Cathy Cunning*
Sl^on? How are you, Cathy? You were the first American hobby member I ever met but

~ you are still the most noisaal one I've seen yet!
fethyj 1 like to make an appearance » you know? I mean Cleopatra herself got smuggled

into the palace- to see Caesar inside a rug. It's b»en done , you know?
BRUX s So you have rambled east to see »ie, eh? I bid you welcome*
Cathys And I appeal to you. Lord Llneey* I am only a frail woman 9 not yet a mother^

but reading the rsoent hobby press, I can't help fearing that some day, when
I am a mother* that I wouldn* t want my little Glover or my little Philly to
receive a letter from > * » from* * ^BRUCIFER! ! I beg you to reconsider J

Stgye>. (sings) Marie is only six years old 5 information please!
Simon * Would they be in nappies and with iummys?
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BRUX s Duamys is right! Can anyone believe that I would write an abusive letter and

send it to the children of my worst eneny? i I nay not be the brightest guy in

the world but I'm not that stupid! What would X gain from such a tactic0

Baiapeiaters Nothing ventured, nothing gained a

Hauterbergg A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush*

BRl3Xg^"0h a shut V- you two
*

I X don fl t fcaow which ia worse,, you or theee damned crickets,
C&th^i Then ray mission has "been successful and the hobby * a children are safe ! New

if we cars get rid of tha hobby's childishness*
Steve i A tough job that, X must say* Eh?
Ron s Vfe ail need a diversion now., Trie SIG3L players should be about ready now- Lat's

((Ail the jE-.rtY*go*rs leave the Throne Room and go down a long hallway to the

Guinevere Rook, where the H.IGEL players are awaiting them.})

Siwoiu What 0 8 the hie deal with tha llIGSL players9

Huths Trr:i.y ^rite Ion* of press almost every l*?3u©, one time over j>0 pages'

cSth^5 And iXi. tho last issue e #99* there was nnother contxovereyo IV Hare, who
As France in J;XGKLc got ahold of a complete sign*tux** of Lave Kleiaan* who

plays Russia* wrote out orders for the Russian jsositlon and dated thus later
t :->an Dave possibly could* and mailed them in*

Simon* Did it fool BRIE? Isn't that GK deception?
John % No. Ty \et 3RUX know what he was doings And wa& Bave ever &adJ His real orders

wesenH uf^d ft

Daves Klaimaxu that is„ not Lincoln* And so was Nelson }fc intaman o He said BRUX vaa

engaging ia "mental masturbation*'* * Anyway* EHUK relented and redid the

season using Kl^iaaVs orders 0

Freds And then Ty called BRUX a "wimp" I

Simons Well fro^ what I*v«j seen of tills American hobby w poople have been called much
worse » 0h» lack, they'w ready » I think*

((Greg Ellis, RIGE:L
p e Italy, is the GK and he introduces each of tha players,

nho are Ty Haz*?* Steve Xhi£ht» 2>avs Xleiman, Bob Sweeney* Helton heintsstau* end itch

E«lllyo))

Greg? Good evening* Lo:?d Lineey* Ladio3 arid Sent'jeiaeru The BICEL players,, as th?lr
gift for liord M^aey's 3th anniversary* are pieced to present a eerie© of
skits about ovo: hobby. We hope you will eujoy lt„ Pirat e the RIGEL players
haw to decide the pari8 they will play- They will deoide this is the very
beat of BIGSL traditions as our W game has shew; >

{(a general scuffle occurs among the KIGSL players at this point.))

Daves I told you whsa we m^o mre that I was going to play tb$ part of BKUX, and
*»t 9 s final!

Nelsons Go ahead, then,* you look ISJie you indulge in "taenia! •aaeturbation" I
*

Dave 3 Thct°s two, tfr C^rnatty,. The fi?st war. when you stabbed my Ku&aia,
Right Why don * t ^ou t<;-y& forget that and go hack to playing ch&sa? Steve* Ty 0

!->U>p

fighting ov{ir ^hat .Liag^rie and J^oae«

Tys But I want to play tbr part of the hobby female ? JuB't give me a chance ? ,s0t^e
you and the othera see this set of legs, youMl h^va olioioe but. to rate thorn

the nest in t'm hobby., * The oni^r competition 1 3ja>eci is from r

" Cupoaka feight,,.

but he plucks his leg3 t
w *

Steve } That^s a I'^J I do not! I deserve to have the .fet&aie role in :>ur play, Afta.f

all 0 "I f vc been pro-positteed twice by ^t>mi: mn* * Yea^, tr^ first time wa^s a

shock? but it was nc haa^lec ^ In retrospect^ iVu vag^ly f

2

a tta r5ng ^Vmt

someone thought I was good-looking eno^;h to proposition,^ ^



Itoyei Shut up, ladies? Both of you can te feamle hobby meieberSo Ty, because you do
have the "best loga* you get the hose^ Steve, you take the lingerie*

Tyj Bitch! (slipping on the hose)
Steves Hussy % (pulling on ths 1liberie)
Bobs what about me, what part do I ^et?

&SS,& % Aad rasp what about me?
Dajrgs Xou two guys are dead already in RIGEL so you can be the chorus for our big

~*
singing n urater.% Hich e you play the part of Ron Brown* the Chief Advisor*
Nelson* you'll be Steve Hutton, the singing idiots And now ladies and gentlemen.
Scene 1$

((Ss^ns I
ff

the audience observe s^ is of a kitchen table where Dave* who plays ' BBUX*%
is dealing with his daily mail whrm In walks Rich? playing Eon Brown* )

)

Richi iiig Lord LXnmy (i Who are you writing to today?
.Dav£:< Halle » Ronald* I'm just waiting to Samantha Gofhtau How does this eound eo

far~' "Bear Pacifier Lips, I would* *
*

"

BXchj (litems the latter from BRUI) Not again* that's the 15th letter this week
you've tr'jsd to write to a hobby infant* you fiends Sir Jester » help mil

^alaoai Here X a&?o You have to dap him hard on the face to snap h&» out of it*

(alapa j}av& Kiei&an very hardi

)

gatre* Gut! That's it, Nelson c I will not take this abuse* You donH get to sing
~*

your big song "Sitting On the Dock of the Bay%

(( At this point Grsg Ellis and Bob Sweeney playing Knights Rauterberg and
Bau^e later*)}

S^eenejr {as Bai«*later) s Two wrongs don't make a right?
Klis \aa Rautarbsrgjs Turnabout is fair playJ
paves Have you ever heard Kelson sing "Sitting On the Dock of the Bay"? And anyway*

anybody that knoM me knows that I always follow the last advice I hear*
So#n<9 I is over, through » finished*. Strike the set and prepare for Scene II 0

({As the RXGEL players scurry around changing the set and their costume

s

e the
audience is heard to comment© }}

Ruths I really enjoyed that action* It's just lAJce a V2 game*
Stao&i It seems things gat really violent 9 though*
Steve t The motto is* rA controversy every two moniha or your game fee back/' I

~ must say*

Cath£? Shush* they* re baofco ArenH Stevens and Ty-s dresses gorgeous?

((The seven players line up with Steve and Ty in the fronto Thia is to

be a musical maaber that you will never sae on Broadway •

o

& ))

Give me a WYM
J

Staves Give m a r,D"5
Rich! Put 8e« together, what have you got?
Nelson s YD! VD! VDl

Dave* Not now s idiot! lou sklppad mar. Tate it after Kicho Give me 787 houserulesl
Rich* Put 7 am together s what have you got?
Nelsons VD HouserulesJ VD Houserules! VD &userales?
?£s OooooT I love 9m*
Steves Ooooo* I adors "em,

Picht Ooooop can't get enough of 9em*

Illi What? Not enough TO houserules?*
Bichs I can't help it* I°m a Boosale man., I raad en when ever I cane*

»
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llel^ms Be it early running**

,

Pave* Or late af"fceraoan** *

Tjr^g Or at mi&xi;£hi* o *

Steyos It's never too bocfa I

All % We v
1© your Poomie men, your Doomie men % ire read "em whenever vie cani

( (The audience appl&ucs the porfo.?&ancs ox the players, hoping against

hope that it 3 a ft last o\e:c» Mercifully ? It is„ and as Lord Linsey steps forwuxU
dl ia quiet csttfcpt for tiie parsistcus sounds of chirping crickets all over
Gastie Be ^ku)

'

BBOEst 1 -Sunk everyone a £oept for frb# dean crickets for the celebration.
akd gl:"tn &nd {^me^ And It's time for a big atmoitt'cedent* Only 2f$6 of all
*J.nea ;.rer i^ cc iheir 5,00th Ibbu^* and nor*.© have a tetter audiense than
^11 of you I3ocv.ias, 0

^red^ A>> thi*- vhazv he ',<>s bn-efei&t?

pjaves The e;.r./;fet8 I failad te- &et zsaking hits sushy 3

?-icte ur tfo* 100th isaue of TO that you are .reading and iiutt to page Z t and
ycu 1 see that 1 hava boSn preparing to fold for over tt?o yeai-So

Joh&5 \*h?A j-ju trying to tfeXl us9

33UK* TJ'-at JffeSee of Jteo*. the ssine P ir-; go:lng out Kith a bang* and a cbirp, it sserasf

but thst m7 ^ftSsTvJll ac^ be ri"i) 3n Echo of Doom in a sine in the Couth.-

Oathp But vjhy tihe bouth?
Ruth? Because tha Etni£h has sJ ready faaed every kind of disaster knovn to mankinds
BR?K« tfluk sty you fed^hts to that" Shall I* like trie geese, fly south?
Bat^igter-> v&fc early bird caioha^ the mm*
Bauterte

ffiy
H^aV* <sake3 >ia&te *

BB^r"*WelX» 3eV.s talk sc^e mora a'out it after our Roiind Table discussion t Ccme
~ one everybody* let p

s. go to the Lancelot Room,

((Ml leave except fo^ r:,,w<- and Steve Huttone))

Hons And ao o^ds,, LJJN C&^Ict* ii, won ? t be forgot,-, f,Good nighty sweet prince P~ and flif.-h'.* angel d sing tfw* to thy rest***"
Utgve^ (sittg; } Geo i night. &v&% t h^art^, ^11 it f s tiae to go- ^«

Bon:. :io£fcrr v off,, ah!

TbS EST

(Ga:cj' vjex^- % 1 have lever '^or. ir* this hobby without there "being a Voice of toom
to write- long Is tts*:& u>« v,o x*ewi gr^at articles ln„ and to seo just what is EapieSrj,
in thia tohby,. I will miss it so much-, It cannot be replaced, just like John
rUchalski 9 s Evy/toio BvO-etiu can r?.^ver le r^p^aoedo I feel as if I am losing a very
close fxiend^cf it hurts,. And I Imov I 9m not alone In this feeling. This play is
my tribute to e. g^reat and fri^.^cU.y h->I>hy mmmx whom It has Iseen my very great
pleasure to knoK\ v;"3 will all wise you in our mailhoxes,; BHUSj hut yoi! deserve a
long rseia Fafe aoma siiiea for huh'^* ^

((Sigho 1 vz.-m " t awa^a ho- t.ar-^ 1 ?- la to type with a lump in one e a throat* o

thanks for th# tribute > Gary- You^vo l^eesi a ^at friend too^ and a treraendotis

asset to YD mil 1lie hob'bjs fcho of Doog ^fill "ese 3a proud company Indeed whan i':

joins Europa ^a ^ r; c ^ c ~ ?jrtjB ^ get tlie ub34uitous 30 free issues of
sub cred5.tr

^ "
^

And before I' ^>ay goodlye & l€ l: ^ take one final look at the sine that was^*)**
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Prologue

In the early months of 1979 1 I went on a wargame-buying spree. As a teenager, I

had once played a wargame and enjoyed it immensely. Now as I perused the shelf of
games in the toy store, one in particular caught my eye due to the excellent write up
on the back of the box. The game was Diplomacy, and curious to examine it farther,
I purchased it. Reading the rules made me hungry to try playing the game, and an
enclosed flyer advertised Diplomacy World and a list of postal gamesmasters. I sent
away for these post haste. By the time I received the information, I was in the
process of moving out of my mother's house and down to Newburgh, New York, to begin
the job I had just accepted with I.B.M. As soon as I was personally settled, I
signed up for a game in Craig Reges 1 ill-fated Against the Odds . It turned out that
this zine was undergoing a rather messy fold at the time, however, and I ended up
withdrawing my name from the game and signing up for two others, in Claw and Fang
and Murd'ring Ministers . I subscribed to a handful of other zines as well. Thus it
was that I entered the hobby of postal Diplomacy.

That summer, I attended Origins in Chester, Pennsylvania, and visited Mark Berch
in his home. I told Mark about my eagerness to start publishing a zine of my own,

and he responded with much good advice. Paradoxically, the best bit of advice he gave
me is the one I ignored! he told me I should wait a few months, acquire a few more
hobby contacts, and learn some more about how the game and the hobby work before
taking the plunge. This advice was battered, scattered and lost amidst the raging
storms of my uncontainable desire to proceed, however, and in September I started
looking around for a duplicating machine. I bought a ditto machine and it gave me
nothing but trouble. I returned it, tried a mimeograph, and that was worse. My
choice was clear: pay an offset printer, or don't publish. The cost didn't seem
too bad — my early 12-page issues ran about $^0 each in printing fees — so I
decided to go ahead with the zine. Initially I didn't think that any issue would
ever rise above 12 pages. So much for good intentions!

Other pre-publishing chores were
attacked with abandon. I decided on the
name The Voice of Doom from an on-the-
job movie I had once seen as a computer
programmer. At one point in the movie, in
describing a common but serious programming
pitfall, the narrator boomed out "The Voice
of Doom!" as lightning flashed across the
screen. Somehow this stuck in my mind, and
thus the zine got its name. I made up a
list of almost 700 addresses taken from all
the zines I had received, and wrote them
all down on index cards. I wrote up several
articles, and spoke with several well-known
hobbyists, getting lots of sound advice. I

drafted a set of houserules which later
turned out to be disorganized, full of holes,
and much in need of amendment. Toward the
end of September, I took my masters of issue
#1 to the printer and had him run off 700

copies. Bringing them home to the apartment, I stapled together one copy of the issue,

put it into a frame I'd purchased for the occasion, and hung it on my living room wall.
Five years later, the very first copy of Voice of Doom #1 is still hanging on my living
room wall. Then, with the help of my fiancee-to-be Linda, I started the hard work of
collating and stapling together the other 699 copies. The next day, bone weary, I

drove up to the post office with several boxes full of VD #1, and gave them to the

postal clerk. Then, I went home to await the fruits of my labors.
I had become a publisher.
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1. The Honeymoon

The response to the mass-mailing of my first issue was overwhelming. Within four
weeks, I had 70 readers and enough players signed up to start five games. The

following month I was closing in on 100
subscribers and traders, and a sixth game

I
began. Voice of Doom was well-received

I throughout the hobby, far beyond my wildest
i expectations. Each day at the mailbox was
- an adventure as new subbers and traders

flooded in.

One of the publishers who plugged me

enthusiastically at the beginning was Randolph
Smyth, who ended a nice review of VD by
prophetically predicting in Fol Si Fie that
"While it's too early to say that Bruce will
be around for the next five years and putting

\
out a very good product all that time, I'm

I gonna say it anyhow. Now Bruce, don't prove

! me wrong. .
•
"

.

A In point of fact, I was extremely arrogant

I and cocky in print, a habit I took years to

mostly overcome, and which I have never
entirely overcome. When I read back through

some of these early issues, I am reduced to frequent laughter and an occasioanl blush
at the way I used to express myself. An editorial in VD #3* for example, written during
the hostage crisis, was entitled "How to Deal with Iranian Assholes". VD #4- contained
a remark that "I can only speculate that deep within OaKLyn/Tretick there is a cold,
bitter little man struggling vainly to get out." And in VD #5, I overreacted to a
mildly critical letter from Gary Coughlan, then a timid novice. Gary told me years
later that my response had him literally trembling in fear. All in all VD #5 was a
frightfully controversial issue, the first of several that were to appear throughout
VP's history.

But there were enough good points to keep the masses happy. An early writing
contest brought some very entertaining responses from Berch, Randolph Smyth, and others.
My carefree, free -swinging style was more often an asset than a liability since I had
very few critics. An early series of humorous articles by Jack Masters livened up the
zine considerably, and my practice of running B. Kliban's cartoons met with a fair
bit of positive response.

Still, there was controversy almost from day one. Early on, I gave Curtis Gibson
(who is clearly a nut) an angry piece of my mind for writing that Konrad Baumeister
was a "rabid Nazi from Wisconsin". Shortly thereafter, Curtis was booted out of VD
for interfering in my games. Dave White was another early antagonist — my comments
about Oaklyn and Gibson made VD unpalatable for him, and he didn't stay around long.

Additionallyi I had a tendency to overdo my involvement with hoaxes and general
leg-pulling. For example, I "confessed" in VD #5 to publishing a fake issue of
Volkerwanderung that in fact I had nothing to do with. It wasn't till much later,
when close friends John Kelley and Mark Berch informed me that I was damaging my own
credibility rather than coming across as funny any more, that I realized I had to
cool it, and did.

These early months also produced the greatest unsolved puzzle to date in the

history of the zine. A letter from David Angulo in #7 discussed a game at a DipCon



where one Dan Spielman, angry at having
teen eliminated, took out a gun and killed

V the other six players. Mark Berch later
asked me for more information; I wrote to

AnguLo with this request, "but never heard
back from him. To this day, I remain curious

about the matter — I've never heard of it

from any other source.
This same letter was also the first

in a number of letters with which I took

editorial liberties for the sake of levity:

David's statement that "I had to look
up (Kathy's) address to decide whether
or not she was the mayor of Chicago's
daughter" somehow made it into print minus
the first two letters in "address".

Another aspect of VD, or more
accurately of BRUX, that appeared early
on was an interest in and ability at

creating Diplomacy-based logic puzzles. VD #5 contained the first of these, asking
among other things, "During a game of regular Diplomacy, what is the minimum number of
units that may be on the board?" — to which some people answered "two", believe it
or not! (The correct answer is one .

)

One of the lessons that I didn't learn right away was that you can't please
everyone when you publish. Dave White 1 s dissatisfaction with the controversy in VD
led me to ask the general readership for their opinions, and the result was nearly a
50-50 split regarding whether I should leave feuds, etc., out of the zine. In an
unwieldy attempt to solve this problem, I decided to go to a "mid-monthly" format,
wherein letters and articles dealing with personality conflicts and the like would be
published in between game issues. Subbers would then be permitted to receive the game
issues only, if they wished. The experiment was a failure, as every publisher has a
comfortable style and I was no exception. The dichotomy rapidly disintegrated,
although mid-monthlies continued to appear periodically throughout the life of the
zine, primarily as a cost-saving measure. Their advent was the reason that I soon
cut all trades and went to a mutual-subs-only policy, until years later when I finally
began accepting European trades again. It was just too expensive to send my zine to

other publishers on a two-for-one or even three-for-one basis.
The very first letter ever printed in the zine was from Jeff Albrecht, a subber

to this day, and in it he suggested that somebody other than Craig Reges should
distribute the hobby's novice package, since Reges was giving people such a dreadful
introduction to the hobby. How ironic that the very first letter in VD was to be

one of the most consequential! I decided that I'd like to take on the Novice Project,
and thus the idea of Supernova was born. My initial plan was to publish a short
(6-12 pages) final product, written mostly by myself. Mark Berch changed my mind,
persuading me to expand the scope of the project and then helping to get several of
the hobby's top writers involved. In retrospect, I never did give Mark enough credit
for his role in this. I didn't really know enough about the hobby or the game to do

a decent job on my own, and I didn't have enough of the necessary contacts back then.

Had I not had Mark's assistance, Supernova might well have been just another typical
novice packet, distributed once and long since forgotten. As it is, I'm close to

exhausting my second print run (meaning that almost 600 of them have been sent out)

and the project is likely to continue for a long time, as no major change has ever
been needed.

Despite my early disagreements with Gibson and White, then, VD's first few months
were blissfully happy. Little did I perceive Big Trouble on the horizon.
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2. BLACK HOLE Mania

It all began with an innocuous little note from Matt McKibbin, the Austrian player
in my BLACK HOLE game. It grew and grew, feeding on the volatile personalities of the

several people involved, until it became perhaps the greatest deception^^the-GM
scandal the hobby has ever seen. "It" was the BLACK HOLE Affair, of course, a series

of events so horrifying that the matter is spoken of today only in hushed whispers in

the hobby's cloakroom zines. To summarize , Matt McKibbin claimed that the GM had
spread some information which biased the game against him and his ally, Dave Barker.
When investigation by the (31 discredited this information, McKibbin spread the story
further, changing it on at least two crucial points, and sought an irregular ruling

from the BNC, the only time a protest in VP
has ever progressed that far. Because of
the changes in his story, McKibbin was
thrown out of the game. Although the BNC
eventually decided that the game was not
irregular, the expulsion of McKibbin ignited
an explosion that rocked the hobby. Many
GMs flocked to my defense once the whole
story came public, including Pete Birks and
John Marsden from across the Atlantic. But
some people saw it the other way, too.

Kathy Byrne, who was good friends with
Barker, resigned from my DOG STAR game
in protest, as did Dave White, and John
Caruso published a full-scale surprise
attack on me in White stonia . I responded
in Voice of Doom #14, overreacting grossly,
and thus was born a feud that still rages
four and a half years later.

At the time, this seemed the end of
world to me. I had to have everybody on my side, an emotional state that inevitably
produced only misery as a by-product of its sheer futility. Voice of Doom sputtered,
faltered, and nearly buckled under the strain of the realization that the honeymoon
was over and the whole hobby just wasn't going to be fully supportive. My skin,

thin as an onion's, must have thickened by at least an inch in early 1980.

I was a dreadful feuder back then, too, having had no experience in the art. My
tactics included name-calling and abusive language. Not till much later did it dawn
on me that the cold, precise logic of Berch was far more persuasive than my own style
of overreacting. I also made the mistake of assuming that once on the Caruso/Byrne
shit list, it was possible to get off. Because of this, and even more so because
Kathy had scared the be jeebers out of me by threatening to sue me over an ill-advised
White stonla fake , I printed an apology that I didn't really owe them on the front
page of VD #17. This had the effect of cooling things off for a little while, but
by the fall Caruso had launched into another full-scale attack on me, this time in
**>B Brutus Bulle tin letter column. So it's gone ever since, the whole sad affair
having more ups and downs than a marathon roller coaster ride. -

To understand fully the nature of my feud with Caruso and Byrne, you need to have
read a science fiction story called "The Arena". I forget who wrote it. It's about
a race of aliens whose values and thought processes are so foreign to humans that, try
as they might, neither race could coexist with the other. The parallel is that,
regardless of how hard I have tried to get along with Caruso and Byrne for the past
half decade, our outlooks are so different, our styles so diametrically at odds, that
neither side seems able to live with the other. Their ethics, their values, their
approach to the hobby and to life are so different from mine that neither of us has
ever been able to comprehend the other. This would be fine — we could ignore each

other — except that the people involved are all so prominent in the hobby that the
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only way to dissociate would be for one of us to leave the hobby entirely. As it is

we are forever seeing each other at cons, reading each other's writings in the hobby's
zines, and so on. It is a problem with no easy solution.

Another low point during this period was my propensity for icky silliness, which
still hadn't died. Voice of Doom #13t the first of my two "Dr. Breuss" issues, was
extremely unfunny. It was based on a couple of in- jokes surrounding Jack Masters and
his fake Volkerwanderung , but in retrospect was embarrassingly incomprehensible to

most of the readers.
However dominant the BLACK HOLE Affair and the resulting feud were in those days,

there were some high points too. I solicited help from several of my hobby friends,
and produced the best fake zine I've ever published, the Bruxus Bulletin #69. This
outrageous bit of literature fooled quite a few people and enraged some others,
including Kathy Byrne and John Boardman. Still, it was great fun — Michalski loved
it — and I'd do it again.

Also, VD was starting to develop a hard-core nucleus of supporters and contributors.
Masters' articles continued, but now he was being joined by other talented writers.
Paul Rauterberg had a delightful travel article in VD #1^, an issue that was otherwise
very depressing since it contained a long article about the BLACK HOLE Affair. For #16,
Dave Perlmutter sent in a play, "Naked Came the Gamesmaster", satirizing some of the

hobby goings-on. The effort received a good deal of well-deserved praise. In #18,
John Kador wrote the first of what was to become a popular series called "The
Diplomatic Typochondriac" , in which he took people humorously to task for their
grammatical faux pas. The series lasted for years, and each of the articles created
a backlash of sorts from people who felt that Kador 's pickiness was an enemy of the

rest of the hobby's creativity. Writers in other zines began slipping interjections
like "(oops, sorry, John Kador)" into the middles of their more outlandishly constructed
sentences. It became popular sport to shoot down the occasional grammatical blooper
committed by Kador himself.

And there was more. Gary Coughlan made his debut as an article writer in VD
with his riotous "A Diplomat for All
Seasons" in issue #20. VD #21, although

_ only 12 pages long, contained five articles
and was one of the very best issues of this
period. Voice of Doom's readers had
acquired an identity of sorts, too; in #19
I started calling them "Doomies", and the

term was catchy enough to stick. Indeed,
months later, Mark Berch himself finally
recognized us as an important branch of the

hobby and, after a long struggle, was
persuaded to include the term in his
"Lexicon of Diplomacy". Voice of Doom
was beginning to carve out its little
nitch in other ways, too. Everyone knew
about the feuding, but gradually people
were beginning to remark on the fact that
the zine always came out on time. A variant
called "Frantic Paper Airplane Dippy" was
introduced in #17, wherein negotiations at a

face-to-faoe game must be conducted by throwing paper airplanes containing them. This
was actually played at one of Tom Swider's cons, (ironically, as the inventor, I've
still never gotten to play it.) The work on Supernova continued behind the scenes, and
I was glowing with delight at having finished 10th in my first Rune stone Zine Poll.

The next major crisis that VD would face was to come from events in my life

outside the hobby, however.
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Leisureville Times
147

I wasn't happy with my job at I.B.M., and in August I98O, I left that position to

go "back to school in Albany. My fiancee-to-be , Linda, was by then living with me and
helping out with some of the legwork of
publishing.

Voice of Doom #22 was the. real beginning
of what was to be a period of^financial
poverty for me, and it may well have been
produced under the most strenuous conditions
ever for a zine. It just so happened that
the VD deadline fell on moving day, and like

a fool, I had to stick to my iron-cast
schedule. (Nowadays, I'd delay the move, of
course.) I was typing up the zine right in

the middle of moving — everything was
strewn all over the apartment except for
my publishing materials — and Linda was
purple with rage trying to pry me away from
the typewriter so I could help her pack.
Then, to top it off, I came down with a
severe asthma attack and had to be rushed
to the hospital. A brief account of that
adventure appeared on the cover page of

VD #23 J it was one of the funniest things I've ever written. But it was truly a
miracle of sorts that my twenty-second issue did go out on time. And I moved from
a good job and a nice apartment overlooking the Hudson River in Newburgh, to no real
job and a dreadful apartment complex near Albany, called "Leisureville".

The immediate effects of this change in lifestyle were disasterous. I had had a
well-paying job and could afford the luxuries of life. That all changed when I went
back to school to get my masters degree in Math Education. No longer could I pay a
printer to copy the zine for me. I was fortunate enough to possess an outdated pass
to get into the State building I had once worked at, which had an unreliable copier,
and that is where most of the issues in the late 20*8 and early 30' s were run off,
usually late at night or on Sundays so that no one would catch me doing it. That
arrangement came to an abrupt end one night when one of the building guards caught
me sneaking into the copier room. I'm lucky I didn't end up getting arrested, but
from then on, I decided I'd have to pay a printer.

During this time I was a full-time student, working part-time at the local Pizza
Hut and later, the A&P. Money was extremely tight. The free xeroxing I was managing
for those few crucial months is the only reason VD stayed alive and on schedule. I

was still hooked on hoaxes, but at least more of my efforts now were beginning to
display a bit of class, unlike the slobbering-at-the-mouth speeches I had been
accustomed to giving in my first few months. In Voice of Doom #23 • I published an
article on how the whole zine had been one great big gigantic hoax since its very
inception, the whole purpose being to persuade a fellow player in 1979GF to hold back
on a stab. I announced that, since the zine's purpose had now been served and its
destiny fulfilled, I would be folding it. The article fooled no one (it wasn't
intended to), but it was good for a few chuckles. More of the era's hoaxes will be

described shortly.
My first anniversary issue, #26, was the biggest I'd yet published at 32 pages,

and in it I announced that Supernova was completed at long last. I remember Mark
Berch calling me up, oo-ing and ah-ing over the typed master pages. Mark had it
printed for me, and did the center stapling himself, then sent the finished copies
back to me for distribution. The hobby was awed. This was the first time that most
people had had any idea of the scope of the project, and rave reviews appeared in

several zines. It was described as well worth the long wait. I myself was awed by



the extremely positive responses I got. Indeed, Gary Coughlan and the Mensa Diplomacy
Special Interest Group "both now have policies that new players in their games will
receive Supernova automatically, and I've received dozens of complimentary letters
over the years thanking me for it. The project carried with it a side "benefit, in

that Supernova readers would often be attracted to Voice of Doom as well. My enemies
'worried at this, wondering whether VD was a good place for a novice to get started.
My own observation is that a vast majority of people drawn in this way
ended up satisfied. Indeed, many current Doomies cut their milk teeth on Supernova
and played one of their first games in VD .

Supernova had a less visible effect as well. Except for VI) #1, it did more than
anything else I've ever published to establish me in the hobby. Mark Berch and Rod
Walker had been strong supporters from day one, but other people like Fred Davis and
Doug Beyerlein, who were among the hardest-working and most influential people in the

hobby, now came to regard me as an equal and a friend. No more was VD just a zine
with a hotheaded editor and a handful of loyal contributors. Practically everyone
who was well-known in the North American hobby was a Doomie, answering my quizzes,
entering my contests, writing to the Gossip Column. VD had arrived.

Another pattern had clearly emerged by my first annishi VD was a good forum for
discussions about GMing procedure. That issue featured a round-table on Rulebook
ambiguities; and an article entitled "LIV and Let LIV", humorousLy highlighting various
possible misorders involving the two "Liv" spaces, was printed in #28. This pattern
of procedural discussions, either in a round-table format or the letter column, has
been a strong feature of the zine throughout its entire life. There is good reason
for this: although the topic is boring to many, it has always intrigued me. And
there have always been enough readers sharing my interest to keep the debates lively.

One of the articles in my first annish provoked further unpleasantness. Bob
Arnett had told me that Kathy had been urging him and others to vote me a low score
in the Rune stone Poll, and I remarked on this in print. Arnett then turned around
and denied his part in the matter, and devoted the entirety of Volkerwanderung #15 to

attacking me on this point and others. He followed this up with a nasty letter to
the Brutus Bulle tin , a sickening letter that cost him much of his hobby credibility
(part of it was later reprinted in VD #45). Meanwhile, true to form, Kathy threatened
to sue me over the incident.

In a sense, having Arnett come down on their side was a big plus for Caruso and
Byrne. He had a powerful weapon that they did notj he could write in good English.
What none of this group counted on, however, was just how firmly entrenched I had
become by now. With dozens of friends and the strong support of much of the hobby,
and with the gutter-level nature of their attacks turning people off, I weathered the

storm in good shape; and indeed, the best string of issues in my early publishing years
followed on the heel's of Arnett* s attack.

In retrospect, it is the height of hypocrisy that Kathy overreacted so strongly
to my revelations regarding what she had told Arnett. Although she seemed to feel
that I had accused her of some major crime in attempting to unduly influence the
Rune stone Poll, she was in later years to instigate just this sort of activity. I

refer, of course, to the "Dipimaster" and "Stabber's Journal" hoaxes, both of which
were attempts to place a fictitious zine in the #1 slot, gold consequently to lower
the scores of legitimate zines.

As for Arnett, it is illustrative of his nastiness in the whole affair that he

gave away the secret of "Jane Proskin", a harmless hoax I had invented for the purpose
of writing needling letters to certain friends, primarily Masters. I had told Arnett
about Jane in strict confidence, and he betrayed it. That was absolutely unnecessary
of him, and the joke was spoiled.

On a much lighter note, this was a time for classy fake zines. Despite my
financial difficulties, I managed to get together a "Fake Zine Theme Issue" of
Diplomacy Digest and send it out. Mark Berch was so outrageously delighted that he i



called me up (it was an obvious Linsey production) and told me that he'd include it
241

in the numbering as an issue of his zine,
Bulletin #69.

just as Michalski had done with Bruxus
Some people were fooled — John Leeder "believed the page 1 assertion

that the previous issue had been a fake

,

for instance — but as with the BB fake f

the intent was more to parodiz^ and poke

fun than to deceive,
Also around this time arrived a fake

of The Voice of Doom calling itself the

"Mellow Yellow" issue, sent by someone using
the name "Donovan". This person also sent
out a very well-done fake of Retaliation ,

and from his style of appending the words
"ha ha" to sentences, I correctly deduced
that "Donovan" was Gary Coughlan. He

confiiraed this when I called to accuse him.

I was flattered. There is something uniquely
stunning about having a well-produced fake
of your own zine pop into your mailbox. It
really floored me when I first got it.

Exceptional care was taken with the games,
the articles and the format, and so on. I

couldn't have asked for my zine to be faked
It was truly a very uplifting experience.

Meanwhile, I was continuing to enjoy myself as a player in the hobby, too. My
first (and to date, only) postal win was achieved at this time. This came as Germany
in 1979CF, a game in Murd'ring Ministers .

As for VD itself, the BLACK HOLE Affair had branded me as a GM who stuck to his
guns and enforced his rules, and the zine's reputation for controversy was already
legendary. But the true test of a CM' s standing with his players is how eager they
are to play in his gajaes. In my first annish, I announced game openings. I was eager
to run another batch of games, and curious to see how damaging the BLACK HOLE Affair
and the attacks by my enemies had been. Lo, within two months I opened five new games,
illustrating the old saw about actions speaking louder than words. One of these was a
game of Proxy Plomacy, wherein the players ordered each others' units in the Spring
seasons on a rotating basis. This game was called JUPITER, and in its early years it
produced some of the best press in the hobby. Another of the new games was called
GALAXY, and it was in this game that I made a GMing decision that was once again
destined to rock the hobby.

by a better prankster than Gary Coughlan

4. Troly Yours

Keith Sherwood is fairly well-known now, but he was a rank novice when he drew
Austria in the GALAXY game. His opening orders came in, one of them being "A Vie-Tro".
I was baffled. "Tro" is only one letter away from "Tyo" (VD's abbreviation for
Tyrol ia) , but also only one letter away from "Tri" (TriesteJ. While I thought it more
probable that Keith meant Tyrolia, since Trieste contains no "o", I had no way of
knowing for sure which abbreviation he was trying to write. Therefore, I ruled that
the order was ambiguous.

Keith hit the roof, and once again many members of the hobby took up arms and
crusaded in favor of their own favorite interpretation of the meaning of those three
fateful letterst T-R-O. The dispute boiled over into other zines. People were

having heart attacks right and left. "It's happened again!" came the inevitable cry
from various uifriendly quarters. "Bruce has screwed another novice!" An envelope
from Keith arrived addressed to "Mr. Mean", and this gave me an idea for another
contest. Thus was born the "Krazy Envelope Kontest", wherein Doomies had to send me



the most outlandish possible envelope, which had to get to me of its own accord (in

other words, it couldn't "be enclosed in another envelope, or whatever). These Krazy
Envelopes adorned the pages of VD for many issues and provided a welcome break from
the monotony of the typed page. The eventual winner was Mike Mitchell, for sending me

a letter in a tin can which was then sealed shut, hut there were many other very
clever entries as well. Ralph Morton sent an envelope addressed in hieroglyphics,
though the original never got to mej he later sent another with the address also
written in English. Flumpher T. Quiddipoo, Jr. (the pen name of Gerry Thompson, who
came on board about this time and was to be a long-time contributor of humor items)
sent one of his "U.S. Snail Mail" paper bags. And so it went.

On the back page of VD #30, Trouble, the

dog to whom the zine was dedicated, made her
pitch for the title of Hobby Mascot. It
seems that Jack Masters' dog Brux (no

relation) had challenged her for the title,

and Mike Conner of Lone Star Diplomat was
holding a hobby poll to determine who would
win the honor. Brux won, but since he was
fictitious Trouble still claimed the title
of Real Mascot of Postal Diplomacy. Her
baby picture in #30 set hearts aflutter
nationwide

.

Trouble also ran a subzine to VD ,

called The Bark of Doom , making her the

hobby's only canine publisher. BD appeared
every now and then until Trouble's death a
little over a year later.

Meanwhile, though, the Tro Affair had
become the rage and dominated the Gossip
Column. In fact, this era was probably the

"rulesiest" time in the history of the zine. The discussions abounded each issue and
the Rulebook freaks in the audience, especially Berch and Mark Larzelere, were having
a field day.

But there were other noteworthy events as well. Doug Beyerlein resurrected the
idea of a "Diplomacy vacation" — sin assigned month each year (probably August) during
which no Diplomacy activities would take place. The idea was destined to meet with
opposition from those who a) couldn't agree on which month to take, b) were too
enthusiastic to stop diploming for that long, or c) liked it, but didn't want to run
the risk that their game opponents would ignore the prescribed inactivity and thus
gain an edge in their negotiations. Without virtual unanimity of support, the proposal
never took root throughout the hobby.

It was also about this time that Jack Masters was showing the first signs of an
impending explosion. He replied to some totally innocuous comments in #29 with an
angry letter, and attacked Konrad Baumeister savagely in print. I responded by
defending Baumeister, an act I have absolutely never regretted, and the Linsey-Masters
relationship began to seriously deteriorate.

On a more positive note, this is also the time that Europa Express made its debut,
brimming with enthusiasm. Since my gameload was down to one and that was ending, I

signed up for Gary Coughlan's "Swedish Roundabout" game, and was never disappointed.
Indeed, the game was to serve eventually as the inspiration for several of VP's
strategy articles in later years. The quality of play was high — Randolph Smyth,
arguably the best active player in the hobby, was in the game, and hs got beaten (due

mostly to the dreadful postal service to and from Alberta, I should mention). Garry
Hamlin was in the game too, and my alliance with him proved to be the foundation of a
solid, enjoyable friendship that exists to this day. I gave Europa Express a glowing
review upon receiving the first issue, and over the years my confidence has been



borne out by that zine's astonishing success.
Voice of Doom #29 was a Christmas issue and went out free to all Doomies. It

contained the first Doomie of the Year contest, which drew but one entry, which
therefore naturally won. This was Mike Master's nomination of Bob Olsen. The issue

also contained an announcement of my engagement to Linda, an ill-fated match that was
to dissolve a few months later. ^^4?

Another aspect of my personal life at this time was that I began student teaching
as part of my masters program in math education. This led to an article called "Mr.

Linsey! Mr. Linsey!" in VD #32, describing my difficulties in handling some of the

more undisciplined kids. The article was enjoyed especially by Ronald Brown of
Canada, at the time a teacher himself, who had just joined Voice of Doom . Ronald was
to become another very strong contributor to the zine as it progressed, and #32 as a
whole received a rave review in the Brutus Bulletin . In fact, the issues from my first
annish (#26) to #32 were all oversized by my standards back then. But my financial
situation was steadily worsening, and VD was about to hit hard times for that reason.
The struggle to accomodate a huge and growing flood of reader input with only a tiny
and dwindling bank account was to result in a unique phenomenon in the zine 1 s history.

5- Diarrhea of the Press

Walt Buchanan once published over 60 consecutive weekly issues of Hoosier Archives ,

but those weren't "full-sized" issues. The record for 10-or-more-page issues on
consecutive weeks is held by VD with 19, and it was set during the spring and summer
of 1981. A normal response to the financial crunch I was facing might have been to
fold, at least temporarily. From a more dedicated publisher, the response might have
been to just publish 12-page issues on a monthly basis, taking away most of the strain
but cutting out much material. But me? I was crazy, and loath to discourage all the
reader feedback I was now getting. I decided to limit each issue to 12 pages, and
publish often enough to print everything I had. The theory was that I'd recoup my
losses as the renewal checks started to come in at an accelerated rate. The reality
of the matter was that the 19 consecutive weeklies resulting from this policy cost me
a good portion of my sub list.

In retrospect, this was the weakest period in the history of the zine. At 12
pages a shot, game issues contained little else and even the mid-monthlies were rather
skimpy. Each weekend when I published, it seemed that I had barely skimmed the top of
the pile of stuff I had, and the vast majority got held over for still another week.

I had found myself a relatively cheap
printer who operated his business right on
the Albany State campus, and I stayed with
him throughout this period. At least in
that department I had stability, though the

arrangement later turned out to be
unsatisfactory. Each issue was exactly
12 pages, so I could mail them without an
envelope at the one-ounce rate.

There were several highs and lows
scattered throughout this era of weekly
issues. VD #M was better than most of them,
and it featured an article describing a day
in the life of Dan Wilson, who was then
playing postal Diplomacy from a prison cell..

Also in the issue was "The Vatican Variant",
a humorous redrawing of the map of Italy

<T1 fP ^
designed to strengthen that country. (The
Vatican, a neutral supply center, was
surrounded entirely by Rome so that an

Italian army holed up there could never be destroyed.) VD #40 was unusual in another



way: it consisted entirely of full-page reviews of my ten favorite zines. I wasn't sure
how well the hobby would like this, but it did generate a good bit of favorable response.
VP #k6 featured a long article on GenCon East 'SI, and #52 was the Tonight Show theme
issue, with several "guest stars'* making appearances, and some atypically gross humor.
Garry Hamlin called me up after receiving that issue, and congratulated me for nearly
making him part company prematurely with his dinner. Issue #50 contained some reflections
about my first 50 issues, and a promise to deliver at least 50 more (hyork). The
ECLIPSE game ended in a win for Dave daman's France, thereby becoming the first won
game in VD.

There were quite a few negative points as well during this era. The low quality
of most of the issues was one of them. People's subs were naturally expiring right and
left, and all too many decided not to renew. Even some of my more enthusiastic readers
told me that the weekly VPs were getting rather monotonous. And, the size of the issues
being what it was, there were several instances of one topic dominating an entire issue.
For example, VD #kj consisted largely of houserule amendments and consequently made for
very dull reading. #^5 was the issue in which I finally decided to set forth my complaints
against Bob Arnett, who had treated me both cruelly and dishonestly in the past. #47
offered a controversy with a somewhat more comic twist* the Boardman versus Jim Williams
dispute. Williams had taken exception to Boardman 's action of tossing Gary Coughlan off
the Graustark sub list due to the latter' s admitted involvement in the production of
fake zines. Boardman responded nastily, insulting Williams and questioning his very
existence. For some reason, at one point, he sent one of Williams' letters to me. I

called Jim, got his go-ahead to run an article on the affair in VD, and went through
with it. The net results were to solidify Boardman's position as one of the hobby's
foremost laughingstocks, and the formation of a fast friendship between me and Jim
which exists to this day.

Another negative facet of this era in VD's history was that I still hadn't overcome
my propensity for making gratuitous, unnecessary cracks about people with whom I was
having difficulties. For instance, the cover page of #39 contained a backhanded crack
about Caruso which only served to make me look like a sourpuss. The back page of #^0
saw me take a wholly unnecessary potshot at Arnett 's ethics which, while true,
accomplished nothing. This sort of thing tended to turn some people off.

This was also an era of very strained relations between me and Jack Masters.
Jack had called me a ratings player in print, a charge which irritated me more than it
ought to have. I responded, and things got quite ugly. Then I received a letter from
another publisher (who has requested that his name be kept out of the controversy, but
I can tell you that he's still publishing), tipping me off to the fact that some of
Master's stories were plagiarized from James Thurber and other writers. I checked this
out at the local library, and found to my astonishment that Masters' stories were
practically identical to those he was copying, word for word * His technique was to
go through a story, change it enough to put it into a Diplomacy context, alter the
names of the characters and the setting, and publish it as his own. In one instance,
in his zine Black Frog , he explicitly noted that one such story had been copyrighted
by himself. My own involvement lay in the unfortunate fact that I had published
several of Jack's articles early on, and they were suspect, as of course was all of
Jack's writing at that point. So in VD #51 $ I went public with the above information,
concluding reasonably that "it is my opinion that he should credit the literature
he uses to the person who wrote it, rather than claiming that he himself is the
author", and a brief but very ugly feud ensued. It really wasn't an even fight.
Masters drove himself right off the deep end and practically out of the hobby. Black
Frog #5^ was sent out free, and was devoted in its entirety to "THE BIGGEST ASSHOLE
THE HOBBY HAS EVER SEEN!!!" — me. Subsequent issues carried this theme to even
further extremes, and saw Masters print a vile attack on Kathy Byrne's sex life.
Masters called me up during the wee hours one night, told me he had sent out a hit
man to kill me, and hung up. (I reported this to the police, but have never mentioned
it in VD till now. Since I couldn't prove it, the officer I spoke with told me there



was nothing more I could do, and I pursued it no farther.) Fred Davis was viciously *w
attacked in Black Frog. Publication of Peek was halued — Masters had begun this as a
spoof zine by "Jane Proskin" when the ruse came public — and sub monies were not
refunded. Games were abandoned. Al Pearson, a player there, wrote to inquire about
his game, and was told to "go to hell". The hobby reacted strongly. Masters was
roundly booed for his actions, and fell from his status as a highly-regarded publisher
to a hobby pariah almost overnight. These days, his name evokes about the same reaction
as that of "Bernie Oaklyn" Tretick or Bill Highfield — a sad footnote marring the
hobby's history.

With all of the other problems of the time, the Canadian postal service compounded
matters in VP as well as the rest of the

hobby by deciding to go on strike. All of
the games except one contained Canadian
players, and were therefore suspended for
the duration, which turned out to be about
a month and a half. Actually, this in a
way was a blessing for VD in that the space

that would have been devoted to printing
all those game reports was used instead to

clear up some of the backlog of material on
hand. But the strike finally ended, and
Ralph Morton provided a few laughs in VD #52
when he described his trip to the mailbox on
the first day following iti "I spied in awe
one lonely little envelope. I opened it
with trembling fingers. . .after all, it was
my first communication with the outside
world in days. . .and. . .aarrgh! .. .1 beheld
the eye-dilating issue (#40) of Tfe Voice
of Doom !"

A somewhat happier, if meteoric, event in this era of the hobby's past was the
brief career of Allen Wells. Allen was a brilliant chap with flaming red hair. I
met hlja at GenCon East '81 in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and spent much time talking to
him. We became friendly, and he spoke of various ideas he had for the hobby. His
zine, Dot Happy , was one of the very best so long as Allen had his enthusiasm. Voice
of Doom served as a forum for some of his articles, which were generally very well
thought-out and written. Sadly, Allen's interest faded out all too quickly, and Dot
Happy wound down into a warehouse zine, and then folded. But before it died, Allen
had left his mark on VD, and on the hobby. There is even an award named after him
today, given to publishers who fold cleanly.

During this period I moved back into my mother's house, then broke up with Linda.
Things had gone sour (Diplomacy had nothing to do with it) and the move was best for
all concerned. But again, moving didn't affect my publishing schedule in the least.
Indeed, the frantic pace of this schedule was unwittingly highlighted by another hoax.
Voice of Doom was faked for the second time in its history, this one originating from
Los Alamos and published by some combination of John Pack, Mike Mitchell and Tro
Sherwood. Exactly which of these three gentlement were involved and which weren't
is unclear to me, but the "Rinky Pink" fake, as it was called, was just about as good
as "Mellow Yellow". I was publishing at such an alarming rate back then that "Rinky
Pink", which was a fake of issue #37, didn't get mentioned in the real VD until
issue

This was also the time that a rather sick hoax came out; a circular letter telling
of the death of Marion Bates. I didn't receive a copy, but heard of it from several
other people. It was widely known that Marion had been very :sick. I joined with much
of the hobby in condemning the perpetrator, though it has since been whispered on
several occasions that Marion himself may have had a lot to do with it (he was

certainly crazy enough!).
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All in all, then, the spring and summer of 1981 was a time of very frequent, very

skimpy issues. In June alone, five issues were published. At the time, I was proud
of the quantity of issues I was putting out, but that was soon to change. In
Spetember, I finally went back to work, now as a teacher in the Greenville School
System, and my life went through a major change again. And so, for that matter, did
the zine. The early, lean years now came to an end. The golden years were about to
begin.

SECTION Hi THE GOLDEN YEARS

6" Dishwashers , Gravel , and Soggy Peas

Voice of Doom's second anniversary issue (#5*0 was ^6 pages long, longer than
amy previous issue had been. From that time on, the quality of each issue rather
than the quantity of the issues became the primary consideration in the zine's
production. Once again employed, I was able to go back to publishing respectable
issues, and the zine was rarely to fall below 22 pages again, and never below 16.

The letter column grew and grew, and became the hobby's largest and liveliest. But
even more importantly, this was the time that a number of people who have since been
mainstays of the zine came aboard. Part of the reason for this was that I announced
general game openings in #57, and once again it seemed that the whole hobby flocked in
to sign up. The third and final round of mass game starts in VD's history saw six new
games begin. VD games, strict GMing and all, were still popular with the masses.

Garry Hamlin and Jim Williams began taking an active role in the zine during this
time, as did new subbers Mike Barno, Ruth Glaspey, John MacFarlane, and a host of
others whose names are by now very familiar. Hajnlin's first VD article was in the

second annish, and while that was not a
great effort, his "Pity the Monsters* 1 story
in #60 , describing a maverick dishwasher
that refused to die, became a classic of
hobby humor. Indeed, Garry nearly caused
an auto wreck with the article when Mark
Berch read it to his wife Mona as she was
driving. Mona laughed so hard she almost
lost control of the car.

Chuff Afflerbach's VD debut was a well-
researched article on the history of the
Falklands Islands and the events leading up
to the war over them. This was printed in
VD #61. As with Hamlin, however, the effort
that ensured Chuff's position in the hearts
of Doomies everywhere was to come later.
#61 also contained a humorous account of my
initial visit to Mark Berch' s home years
before, and the sad news of Trouble's death.

Jake Halverstadt entered the zine with
a bang, submitting his article on Rocky Mountain Oysters (reprinted from Fort Collins
Magazine ) to VD #60, an issue about which he later wrote, "Damn! VD #60 was the

best literature to pass through these portals in a long time. It blew the doors off
the last couple Time magazines, as far as I'm concerned." Jeff No to agreed, calling
it "the best issue you've ever put out since I've been subscribing." Dick Martin
was not so generous, however, accusing me of praising the "dishwasher" article just

to curry favor with Hamlin in Swedish Roundabout.
Issue #56 contained a masterful humor article by my sister Judy, satirizing her

trials and tribulations as a waitress. The issue also contained a hilarious parody

of a phone call with Gary Coughlan, written by Pat Conlon. Mike Barno had a pair of
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articles in #59. Rod Walker, though he'd been with the zine since it "began, really-

started to "become more active now, beginning a series of essays dealing mostly with
the history of the hobby and providing certain insights as only an old-timer like
him can.

Voice of Doom #57 in particular was a gem. It contained Bob Olsen's riotous (and
Vinning) Doomie of the Year nomination for Garry Hamlin, and Hamlin's equally funny
nomination for Olsen. My own axticle, "Look at the Size of His Fleet!", was a
tribute to the passing of wooden blocks in Avalon Hill's Diplomacy sets. John Kador

checked in with still another essay on
people's grammar. But the highlight of the

issue was my Diplomacy logic puzzle, "Sherlock
Holmes and the Ultimate Diplomacy Mystery".
Despite a very minor flaw discovered by Dick
Astrom, this was easily the best Diplomacy
puzzle I've ever devised, far surpassing my
earlier Sherlock Holmes puzzle in #12.

Origins '82 in Baltimore was the site of
my oft-repeated "Diplomacy is a River11

speech, in which I declared that "your basic
average Diplomacy hobbyist may be thought of
as a piece of gravel." My writeup of this
event appeared in VD #64, along with the

text of the speech. The article was called
"Holy Smoke, Baltimore was a Blast!", and it
was far and away my best con review ever.
The same issue contained the results of a
"Who's the Best Diplomat" writing contest,
and some cartoons by Mark Paul. These had

begun a few issues earlier, and were fast becoming a regular and universally-liked
feature of the zine. Mark's cartoons, plus his occasional letters, served to give
Doomie s a look at the gaming hobby outside of Diplomacy, a topic which has generally
received only minimal coverage in VD. The cartoons were to continue for years.

VD #63 contained an article by Steve Button on the "Weak Third" philosophy of
play, an answer to those who wanted an alternative to "Win Only" or "Strong Second".
John Pack came right back In #64, satirical pen ablaze, and wrote an article called
"Dead Last ™ A TRULY Alternative Playing Philosophy".

As you can see, this was a* happy era for VD. In fact, these were the most
successful months in the zine's entire history. Not only did a whole slew of
talented, heavy contributors come on the scene at this time, but my own writing skills
had improved considerably as well with all the practice I was getting, and I wasn't
quite so dreadfully hotheaded any more. The Masters feud had died down, and the
Flushing Gang was in a period of relative calm. And yet, despite all of the above,
there was a more important reason still for VD's hugely successful third year. At
the school, I had become friendly with one of my ninth-grade students, Alex Lord, and
her family. They took a great deal of interest in me and in the zine, and I visited
them very often, and grew to regard them as a second fajnily.

The introduction of Alex's Column into Voice of Doom changed! the whole character
of the zine. From the beginning of my publishing career, I had always enjoyed
sharing tidbits about my personal life with my readers, many of whom had been close
friends. Alex was able to provide them with close-up glimpses from the point Df
view of a little sister. With writing skills above and beyond those of an average

14-year-old, and indeed superior to those of many adults in the hobby, she cheerfully
shared with Doomie s everywhere all the joy that she and I experienced as my friendship
with her and her family grew.

The column began as an article called "Soggy Peas" in VD #58, which Alex co-

authored with her friend Lisa Ventura. Responses flooded in to both of them, with a
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little extra prodding "by me. Both girls were thrilled, but Alex in particular was
extremely enthusiastic. After discussing the matter with her mother, she approached
me in school one day and asked whether she could write a monthly column for the zine.
I gladly assented, and the first issue of Alex's Column appeared in #60. The first
piece she submitted consisted of the "Frank DeLalla" letter, which was actually an
April Fool's joke played by me on Alex. I wrote up a humorous description of my
childhood, portraying myself as a poor, beset-upon little boy whose school "friends"
used to lock him in his locker, enclosed a photo of myself taken in the fourth grade,
and sent all this off to my friend Frank, who lives in Maryland. He then sent it on
to Alex. I didn't reveal the joke for several months.

The articles continued each month without interruption. The coliann was a boon to

the zine : regardless of what else did or
did not come in for print, I could always
rely on Alex's Column. As our friendship .

grew closer, she was able to choose from
many different advantures in deciding on a
topic each issue. She had a knack for
portraying situations very humorously.
VD #62 contained the article I will always
remember as her very best, a riotous saga
of a day at Riverside Amusement Park. The
following issue portrayed BRUX getting
drunk at a graduation party, the next issue
Alex changed her style entirely and wrote a
truly beautiful poem about the sea, and
so on. Judy Winsome enjoyed the poem so
much that he reprinted it in his zine, Ruth
Glaspey helped Alex enter a poetry contest,
Flumpher T. Quiddipoo sent along a book on
Valley Girls, Fred Davis sent a Mensa
application, and so on. Alex was a big hit

with the readers; a young voice of lighthearted warmth and humor in a hobby full of
stabbing, deceit, and treachery.

My new printer was by far the most reliable one I ever had, and he took an interest
in the zine himself. His name was Chuck Sigwarth, and I became friendly with him and
his wife, and eventually began tutoring their granddaughter in math. Since he

operated in his own home, he could run off the zine on weekends, so there was no
more nail-biting on Mondays-after-deadlines, hoping that the printer would get the

zine done on time and not mess it up. I slept easier knowing that my record of always
publishing on time was safer. My headaches about reproducing the zine were solved,
except for the cost. The size of the issues being what they were, I was paying well
over $100 to have many of them printed. But for the time being, this was suitable.

Does this era sound too good to be true? As I said above, these were the happiest
days ever for VD. There were no major negatives. And yet, it was around this time
that I came to the decision that I would start winding down toward #100. I determined,
though, that in the over two years I had remaining, I'd have as much fun as I could.

The era came to a close shortly after my third annish, #66. ' That issue was again
my biggest to date (a pattern that was to hold for all five of my anniversary issues)
at 5^ pages, and was the crowning touch to the year just past. It had articles from
a broad assortment of Doomies, Mark Paul's cartoons and several other humor items, an
article by Alex relating how I had taken her brother Howie to a strip show, and much
more. But the two most memorable items in my third annish were Bob Olsen's "Pilgrim
Meets the Dipimaster", which started a series, and my own probing questions about
treatment of off the record material, which was the prototype of what was to become a
very successful sequence of round-table discussions on hobby matters in VD. Finally,
in a surprise move at the end of the issue, I astonished the audience by annouicing a
cut in my sub rates. Truly, this was a delightful time all around!

Who would have known, reading my third annish, that some ugly controversy lurked
once again just around the corner?
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The lead-in to Voioe of Doom #68 read, "The Storm!", and it was an accurate portrayal
of not so much that issue as the whole series of issues to follow. Part of the reason
for the trouble was a pair of controversial GMing decisions.

In VD #64, I had ruled that a pair of units, each ordered both to hold and support
the other, were double-ordered and therefore unordered. In #66, the players in my
MILKY WAY game passed a concession to Peter Blitstein's one-center Turkey, mostly by
failing to vote. The former incident led to another huge rule debate, ultimately
perpetrating tons of letters, several articles, and even some poems and cartoons. The
player, Ed Wrobel, ended up resigning from that game and another he was playing in, and
my relationship with him has been shaky ever since. In the other incident, Steve
Arnawoodian protested vigorously that he had vetoed the concession over the phone,
admitting privately only much later that be had meant to do it, but forgot. I restarted
the game for the players, all of whom wanted to play on, but that wasn't enough for
Woody. He started writing me vile letters and spreading the word elsewhere that I

was a dishonest CM. One of his dumber missives was published in VD #68, causing Woody
to strenuously object that the letter had been marked "not for print". When I couldn't
locate the letter, Kathy Byrne rushed to his defense, proclaiming for the hobby to hear
that "Woody wrote that letter while at my house — I warned him not to get carried
away & I know for a fact he clearly marked it 'Not For Print 1

. I was very surprised
to see it in your zine!" And then... the letter turned up in my wastebasket, not

labeled "not for print" or any such thing.

Kathy and Woody had a dreadful time untangling
themselves from that embarrassing little
episode, eventually falling back to the

position that Woody must have labeled his
own copy "not for print", but neglected to
put it on mine, a story that didn't fool
many people. The MILKY WAY game continued,
but there's been bad blood between me said

Woody since that event. How could we not
feud when — horrors! — he had branded me
forever as a simple-minded antelope?!

There were still many high points, though.
The "Off the Record" article in #66 brought
forth enough response to generate 21 pages
in #69; Mark Berch and Judy Winsome both
called it a "classic". Issue #70 was a
46-pager with no games, just reading material.
It was in this issue that Chuff Afflerbach
wrote his fabulous "Broken Record" article,

endearing him to the hearts of Doomies everywhere. The article was a "wicked parody"
(as Berch put it) of the Off the Record discussion, and was indescribably delicious.

Still another classic was Alex's Column on hunting in #68. For a change, she

brought up a serious topic instead of the more frequent humorous pokes at BRUX, and
the article generated unprecedented levels of response. Jake Halverstadt, Konrad
Baumeister, Edmund Jedry, and Joan Extrom all eventually submitted follow-up articles
(even though Joan didn't enter the zine for several months after the original piece),

and the Gossip Column was absolutely deluged with letters on the topic, both pro and
con. Opinions ranged from Dudley Kidd's assertion that hunting is a proper and
wholesome sport to Jake's condemnation of it as "a pasttime for perverts", a position
with which I totally agree. If the article about Riverside was Alex's finest, then
the hunting article was her most provocative.

That winter, I held the first annual BRUXCON at my mother's house and it was very
successful. Attending were Bill Highfield, Mark Larzelere, Mike Barno, Eric Kane,

Alex Lord and her brother Howie, and me. Unis was the start of an annual happening
which will continue, hopefully, for years to come.



The 1982 Doomie of the Year contest was pretty much pre-de termined; I knew that
I'd "be looking for the best entry about Alex to choose as the winner. Voice of Doom
#71 featured a front-page picture of Alex and the contest results, including Highfield's
winning nomination of her, I still recall Alex's squeal of delight when I brought the

issue to her house, and Debbie regarded the front cover with pride in her eyes, and
•called it my best issue ever.

However, Alex's golden moment was soon to be tarnished by a fit of bitchy
nastiness on the part of an insufferable Kathy Byrne. At BRUXCON, one of the attendees
(probably Eric Kane) had jokingly commented that Kathy always had a cigarette in one
hand and a beer in the other. Alex cheerfully picked up on that and mentioned it in

her column, which happened to be a humorous write up of BRUXCON . And when Kathy got
that issue, all hell broke loose.

In a letter to me, she asked for a refund of her subscription, stating that she
thought it was "illegal" that I had chosen Alex as Doomie of the Year over John
MacFarlane, the subject of an outstanding essay by Jake Halverstadt. Then she went on
to make some extremely nasty cracks about my relationship with Alex, and about Alex's
parents (who are easily among the most successful parents I've ever met). Kathy
then proceeded to mail a copy of this letter to Alex.

Alex and her mother had had no previous letters like that from anyone in the hobby,
and they were both initially quite upset. After talking it over with me, we decided
that we'd keep the column going since Alex was still enjoying her involvement, but
the incident was an ugly example of Kathy's ruthless vindictiveness, which was to
become still more apparent later on.

Another bit of controversy erupted when a letter from Mike Barno containing a
personal remark about Julie Martin got printed due to an editorial lapse on my part.
The resulting furor was in retrospect greatly overblown, and Mike ended up suffering
more than anyone else for my mistake. But it remains a curious study on the subject
of selective morality that this comment evoked such an outcry; while Dick Martin's
later observation in Re taliation that I indulge in child molesting, an out-and-out
libel, scarcely caused a whimper.

Voice of Doom #73 saw the opening of the last game in VD, the RIGEL game. I was
worried that the games then in progress wouldn't last long enough to take me to #100,
and I wanted to keep GMing until I folded. Additionally, several novices had recently
come aboard, and they sounded like the intelligent, enthusiastic types that make for
successful VD players. So, I contacted enough of them to form a game. Little did I
know that this would turn out to be one of the greatest press games ever played.

#73 also served as an illustration that

rules discussions were alive and well in the

pages of VD. Even as the Wrobel Affair
raged on Mark Larzelere and I concocted an

exchange wherein I was able to demonstrate

how a single misordered unit could result

in the total elimination of a 17-center

power. Pat Conlon called it "a marvelous
piece of BS", and indeed, hunting through
these hazy mists of obscurity has long been

my province in the hobby.

In Vo3-ce of Doom #7^f two memorable

articles appeared. One of these was Alex's
First Anniversary Column. Amazingly, in

a year of writing for VD, she hadn't missed

a single issue, not even a mid-monthly. Her

Anniversary Column, written on the occasion

of my acquisition of a new car, consisted of

a hilarious write up of all the crazy times

we'd had in my old car, a beat-up green

Hornet that was ready for the junkyard.
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The other article of note in the issue was an editorial in which I decried all

the pointless feuding wherein people got hurt, and I resolved to keep VD above that

level in the future. (This resolution was, alas, not successful, though for over a

year following it the zine remained relatively serene.) The editorial was written for

two reasons i 1 felt I had erred grievously in printing the Barno letter in #72, and
1 saw just how nasty feuding could become with Kathy's vicious letter to -Alex. I

fervently hoped that circumstances would permit me to go all the way to issue #100

without feuding again, but it was not to be.

The last issue of this era was TO #75, the Zoo Issue. This was the second of my
two "Dr. Breuss" issues, and it was far superior to the first. The satire it contained

was easily understandable to any regular reader of VD, and the verses and drawings
(with help from Hark Paul on the latter) were quite well done. The issue offended a
few of the people satirized, but drew plenty of compliments as well.

The Zoo Issue was the end of an era, though, if only for financial reasons. I

was finding the printer's bills too large for my small income, and I sought about for
the best way to cut my costs. Thanks to Mike Barno, I found an excellent solution:
he was willing to sell me his old ditto machine for $225. On a snowy March morning,
I drove down to Tom Swifter' s house in Endwell, New York, and loaded the bulky piece
of equipment into my car. A new era was about to begin in VP's history.

8. Ditto for Me!

The switch to ditto fozmat had a number of drawbacks, but these were outweighed by
the advantages thus obtained. The drawbacks were that the zine was less readable and

didn't look as good; and additionally, the

ditto machine itself could be a pain in the

neck, and at times elected to be one. Paper
would feed through crookedly, or two sheets
would feed simultaneously, or the machine
would shred the paper as it fed. The masters
would crease, or the fluid would distribute
unevenly, causing part of the page to be

illegible. The first two dittoed issues,

#76 and 77, were disasters in that several
pages were very difficult to read; but
after that, I pretty much got the hang of it.

The advantages made it all worthwhile.
I now had a very inexpensive means of
production, and could once again fit the
zine into my budget. Not only that, but
since I didn't have to pay per page, I
could afford to prattle on at length if I
chose. Thus, #76 was a very chatty issue.
It was a great relief not to be restricted

in this manner. The final great advantage was that I now had total control over
my production schedule, barring equipment breakdown, and would never again have to
depend on others to get the zine out on time. No monetary value can be placed on having
this ability, when you're as fanatical about meeting deadlines as I am.

Issue #76, aside from the minor fact that it was by and large illegible, was one
of my better efforts. It contained the article that Mike Barno has called the best
piece of writing ever to appear in VD, a humorous story about a driving instructor,
a corpse, and a set of false teeth. Also in the issue was my "Ally with Me or You're
a Dead Duck", a look at some of the more macabre means of gaining an ally. John
Kador checked in with still another grammar article, Walker contributed an essay
about strict GMing a la Charles Reinsel, and Berch wrote a sequel to Olsen's "Pilgrim

and the Dipimaster" article. Flumpher T. Quiddipoo Jr. put it besti "VD #76 made up
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in quality and quantity what it lacked in legibility." This was also the issue with
which I reopened trades, though these were limited to non-North American zines only.
I was beginning to become very interested in the British hobby, and several of the

publishers in the Itoited Kingdom had letters printed in #79.
It was during this era that Alex's Column began to wind down. VD #77 contained a

humorous story about a girl I was dating at the time, but Alex missed issues #78 and
79 • She bounced back with good articles in the next two issues, one of them an
absolutely hilarious account of a trip to the emergency room, but after that, her
interest had by and large faded. There were a number of reasons for this. Kathy's
letter had burst her bubble of belief that the hobby was all one happy family. My
relationship with her family was going through a rocky period in the summer of '83»

and the initial thrill of writing had by then worn off anyway. All that, plus a busy
schedule and the shifting winds of a teenager's years, contributed to the demise of
Alex's Column. Still, there was to be one more precious moment. Before Alex's 16th
birthday, I made up a huge rectangle of post cards, six wide and ten high, and drew an
enormous birthday card on it. Then I disassembled the cards, addressed all 60 of them
to Alex, and sent them off to 60 Doomies with VD #80, requesting that they be signed
and sent back to Alex. 60 out of 60 was a lot to hope for, but eventually 56 of
the cards came back and I drew up replacements to fill the holes left by the remaining
four. This monstrous, multi-colored birthday card was a fitting tribute from Doomies
all over America to Alex and all she had done to entertain them.

The loss of Alex's Column was a blow to the zine, but not so severe as I thought
it might be. There were plenty of contributors still to fill the pages with good
articles, and issues of 40 or more pages were by now common. VD #77 contained "The
True Story of Creation", a remarkable parody of Genesis' that Flumpher had picked up
and sent to Alex. The issue following included a marvelous bit of prose by Aline
Thompson, Flumpher' s wife, concerning some of the vermin that haunted their home. In

#79 another round-table discussion was initiated thanks to some questions sent in by
Jim Meinel and supplemented by me. The topic this time was the use of the telephone
in GKing, and the responses to this one ran 13 pages in VD #82. The I983 Rune stone
Poll saw VD rise to its highest position ever, 8th place.

But the two biggest plusses for VD during this time were two newcomers to the
zine 1 Steve Knight and Joan Extrom. Actually, Steve had already been around for a
few months, but the two events that really established him as a leading contributor
were his article on Origins '83

f which coincidentally appeared in issue #83# and his
well-publicized offer to edit and organize the VD houserules. The houserules had
never, of course, lacked for comprehensiveness, but they had always been sadly dis-
organized and hard to use. Steve put them onto a computer (and you wondered why the

price of mass storage suddenly skyrocketed in the fall of '83...) and we corresponded
heavily, working to get them into their final form. The Origins article was
extremely well done, surpassing my own review of Origins '82.

Joan Extrom subscribed in response to a sample I had sent to her husband Ken.
She very quickly became a good friend, both in the zine and personally. Her letters
were sometimes thoughtful, sometimes funny; but always pleasant. I rapidly learned
that I could trust her and depend on her for good advice, or just for a pleasant
conversation.

It was at Origins '83 that I finally got to meet Allan Calhamer, a very pleasant
experience indeed. I had often promised myself that someday I'd thank Allan in

person, if I was ever fortunate enough to have the opportunity, for all the joy he'd
brought to me and many others. This con also featured the world's first beerless

beer blAst. Everybody had been told to bring their own, and everybody showed up

expecting to drink someone else's. Finally we took a late-night stroll to Detroit's
Greektown, satisfying our thirst and appetites there. But for the four of us staying

in the room (me, Garry Hamlin, Mark Luedi, and Jim Williams), the night was far from

over. Knight's article told that story wellt how the Madison Mob arrived (eight

strong and with beer, yet) and woke us out of our sound stupor. As Steve put it,
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"the arrival of actual beer in room 2307 was greeted with such delight that it was
immediately evident that THE ORIGINS BEER BALST, which was supposed to still be going
on at ^t00 a.m., had lost its fucking capital letters and degenerated instead into the

origins non-beer non-blast."
Beer, however, was not the primary substance of discussion in VD #83. That honor

belonged to sand. I had recently attended the first annual KaneKon, and during a visit
to Jones Beach, Kevin Stone came up with the

idea of putting a few grains of sand in

everyone's envelope next issue. KaneKon turned
out to be the most enjoyable con I'd ever
attended, all factors considered. In addition
to the day on the beach, we got to watch the

Mets lose to the Expos. What more could we

have asked for?
Shortly following KaneKon, I began

working for General Electric in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts. This meant a 70% increase in

pay, and no more of the butterflies I still
experienced when I had to go in each morning
to teach. The job has worked out very well
thus far, over a year later, and I consider
it one of the best moves I ever made. The
issues were getting longer and longer, and
kept generating more and more response, and
I could now easily afford them for a change.
Thus when Rich Reilly in the RIGEL game

asked me if I'd print some really long press releases, I eagerly gave him and the other
players my OK, I don't think that anyone involved knew at the time what that exchange
would lead to. RIGEL had heretofore been a reasonably normal game, after all.

As the summer drew to a close, I came to realize that I had enough material on
hand to put out a really large, high-quality, fourth anniversary issue. The cost of
postage would be high, but by now I was handling the ditto machine with proficiency,
so there would be no problem in that regard. I called for articles from my readers,
and in so doing inadvertently created a monster.

9. "That's no Novel - That's a Dipgine! "

The re cord-setting fourth anniversary issue of The Voice of Doom was far and away
the best I'd ever published. I just made up my mind that I was going to go all out,

and did. When I asked for help from the readers, many of them offered it generously
and freely. The result was 170 pages of VD, with 67 different people contributing
written material.

Steve Knight had finished his work on the houserules despite a late -summer
relocation from Minnesota to Virginia, and sent them to me in their final form.
Including a 3-page table of contents, these ran to 19 pages. The difference between
the old houserules and Steve's edited version was astonishing, even though actual
procedural changes were few. No more did players have to hunt through pages and
pages of rules to answer questions about my GMing procedure. No longer did they have
to worry that some obscure amendment might be lurking around, ready to override the

ruling once they found it. With the table of contents and the well-organized format,
the answers to any questions could be found quite readily. One of the most useful of
the new rules was the "Greater Good" Rule. Critics of the VD system have always
pointed out that my houserules attempt to override "common sense", whatever that is.

My response has always been that I devised the houserules to reflect the rulings that
I consider "common sense" anyway. But the "Greater Good" Rule permitted me the power
to overrule my own houserules in the event that the game was best served by doing so.

This then was the ultimate answer to the criticisms; the "out" I could use in the
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event that I was uncomfortable with a ruling dictated by my houserules.

Don Del Grande checked in with one of the several con write-ups he'd written for
VP, this one on Pacificon '83t The MILKY WAY game ended for the second tijne, thus
bringing to a close one of VD's most controversial games. The RIGEL press war was

,
just getting underway, what with long and entertaining pieces from several of the

players. Flumpher contributed an article on the Atathabascan Watermelon Festival,
and, per annish tradition, I printed my sub list. A BRUX Speaks editorial decried
the overabundance of fake zines, polls, and awards being generated in the hobby, and
we then arrive at Alex's final column, which was probably the most powerful statement
ever published in VD.

To understand fully where Alex was coming from in her last column, it is necessary
that you have a bit of background about the events which prompted it. I mentioned
earlier that I had gone through a difficult period with Alex's family over the summer.
Most of this was due just to a series of simple misunderstandings, events such as those
which happen between any long-term friends. These disagreements between me and Alex
were by and large of a personal nature, and did not belong in the hobby's zines,
which is why they have not been previously mentioned in VD .

Unfortunately, Alex made the mistake of confiding our problems to several
other hobby members. One of these was Mike Barno, who behaved as a real friend to
all concerned* and helped us smooth over our difficulties privately. However, two
of the other people Alex thought she could trust would not react so benevolently.
Bill Highfield, upon learning of the problems, tried to chisel Alex out of Voice of
Doom entirely, encouraging her to move her column to The Modern Patriot . Genuine
concern for Alex's welfare was misinterpreted by Bill as my being "infatuated" with
her, and some rather nasty stories were told by Bill to Alex's family, expanding the
problems.

Alex also wrote to Kathy Byrne, primarily because she had just received a letter
from Kathy apologizing for her nasty letter of seven months before. Writing to Kathy
just following an argument with me was an unfortunate choice indeed, although who
in the world has never said things in the heat of anger and later regretted them?
Alex made very clear the fact that she was quite upset with me, and that this was a
factor in her decision to stop writing her column. Kathy called me up and read me
the letter, and has been holding it over my head ever since. Indeedi she has threatened
to produce it several times. One of these was at Thanksgiving ByrneCon, when she
took out the letter and offered to show it around because I had stabbed her in a
Gunboat Diplomacy game . (I promptly picked up and left for Eric Kane's house, where
I had planned to spend the night anyway.) Later, she tried to blackmail me with this
letter in a phone call just prior to MaryCon *84, the same call in which she made
various other threats. Alex herself had requested in the letter that it not be
distributed widely, but that has never stopped Kathy from blackmailing me by threatening
to publish it in retaliation for every slight, real or imagined. And indeed, she has
sent the letter to quite a few hobbyists, since I finally decided after the pre -MaryCon
phone call that I wasn't going to submit to her blackmail any longer, letter or no
letter.

Highfield was much more crude than Kathy about the matter. His attempts to widen
the rift between me and Alex ultimately failed, leading eventually to a dispute in
which he began telling other hobby members that he was planning to murder me.

So how did all this fit in with Alex's final column? By October, thanks in large
part to Mike Barno and also in large part to the strength and quality of the friendship
that had always existed between me and the Lords, things were markedly better. Alex
was aware of Kathy 's and Bill's attempts to use our personal problems for their own
benefit, and decided to make her own statement on the subject. As she put it, "I

have observed many things, and they have disappointed and disillusioned me greatly.
I wanted to be part of this abstruse hobby and its fun and games. As you have

noticed I am now out of it. I am surprised at the immaturity, callousness and
approach of some of the players to others. Of course we all fight but there is a
word that isn't in use much any more, and it's called forgive. I hope you all



understand that I am embarrassed at the behavior of some of the players whom I

respected at one time. I'm not being partial to anyone except maybe Bruce and myself.

I didn't and don't want to be the gossip part of the hobby. I wrote because I wanted
to and VD needed some enlightening material. As my writing progressed toward the

last issues, I couldn't think of anything that would enlighten the dark pandemonium
raging through US post offices and into the homes of real, feeling homo sapiens."

Dick Martin was later to question Mike Barno regarding the true authorship of
this article, but I still have the handwritten version of it, as well as Alex's cover
letter requesting that I send it to the two people who needed to see its Bill
Highfield and Kathy Byrne. This, then, is the story behind Alex's last columns a
sad ending to a happy subeine. Alex and I both agree today that the experience was
still a positive one overall, despite those who would ruin it.

Following Alex's Column came an article by Ronald Brown, addressing the ages-old
question of cross-gaming. Ronald concludes by observing that "I guess cross-gaming
is unethical, but no more or less than any other negotiations. Why is it regreatable?
It certainly is unavoidable." The issue then started in with the first section of a
four-part Gossip Column, which wound up running a total of 46 pages, the longest
letter coition ever published in a dipzine (till now). One of the best letters in the

issue, and indeed one of the most intriguing I've ever printed, was Jim Williams'
account of an unpleasant meeting with an old man and a hefty motorcyclist with a
gun. The story had a surprise twist that really floored me.

The issue also served as an introduction of sorts to my own strategy articles.
While I had occasionally published some of these in the past, I was by now really
starting to become influenced by the Randolph Smyth technique or writing about negotia-
tions. Tactics articles are, to my way of thinking, drier and not as useful in a

general gaming context as negotiations
articles. Titles in the fourth annish
included "Winning Against a Stop-the-Leader
Alliance", which was partly a counterpoint
to Randolph's famous "Sheltered Power"
article; "The Ionian Intrusion" (oh, all
right, so I still indulged in tactics to
an extent); "The Stab-Stab i Milk It for
All It's Worth, Baby!", an essay advocating
the act of squeezing the maximum possible
benefit out of a stab; and "How Not to Get a
Puppet", a detailed look a several attempts
on my part to gain a puppet in the Swedish
Roundabout game, and why each failed, and
what I might have done differently.

Another type of item which abounded in
the issue was humor. Mark Berch contributed
an anonymous, satirical look at certain
prominent hobbyists, and a pair of essays
advising editors how to accept or reject

articles without giving the writer a swelled head or a bruised e^o respectively.
There were several cartoons, including a pair of full-pagers by Mark Paul. My own
"Diplomacy Euphemisms" article was to be expanded at length in a later issue. Greg
Ellis, Flumpher, and others sent in fistfuls of high-quality, humorous page-fillers.

I reprinted a man-on-the-street newspaper interview that had included me. The
question being asked was, "What was the most Important event in your life?" Most of
the respondents mentioned such mundane things as being born, finding God, or getting
married; my response was typically BRUXian in nature i "The most important event in
my life is this interview, because as an ex-teacher, it feels good to have somebody-
finally listen to me." Joan Extrom sent in a long, satirical reprint of an essay
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entitled "Real Programmers Don't Use PASCAL", and Ed Wrobel wrote up a clever "bit

of prose implying that perhaps his controversial double orders in the NEPTUNE game

were intentionally so. Several of Bob
Howerton's and Ruth Glaspey's cartoons
about the VD houserules were ijejprinted from
Festungs Hof , and a lunch-hour brainstorm

developed into a "Cyclic Article", which
handily filled the bottoms of several pages.

The article , of course , had no beginning
nor end; as the name implied, it just kept
going in circles.

Hobby history reared its head in the
issue as I xeroxed a xerox of an old xeroxed
copy of Graustark #1 that Mark Berch had
sent me, and reprinted it. Olsen later
called this "very depressing", and added
that it was "not because of the text, but
because on the back, it carried postage."
Indeed, the cost of postal Diplomacy was
but one of many changes since its beginnings
twenty years before, as the reprint of
Graustark so vividly illustrated.

A reader poll had drawn 69 responses to questions about the zine, and it took 12
pages to print everyone's comments. The most surprising result was that my decision
in the Wrobel Affair was also the choice of Doomies by a vote of 35-26, although
among GMs the ruling was more evenly split. John Michalski contributed an issue of
his roving subzine, Mos Eisley Spaceport ; the only time this has ever appeared in VD.

One of the relatively few reprinted articles in the issue was Smyth's "Variations",
an essay about the wrinkles that arise whenever a player plays under more than one
set of houserules. I used this as a springboard for my own discussion entitled
"Variations and the Great Powers", in which I introduced the idea that different
houserules might — and in fact, must affect the fortunes of the various great
powers differently. The article was primarily theoretical in nature, since the effects
described would be far too tiny to noticeably affect any given game. Edmund Jedry,
VP's resident biologist, chipped in with an article describing the biological effects
of hunting, and with Doug Beyerlein's permission I reprinted his article on Judy
Winsome, revealing for a wide audience the true story behind one of the hobby's most
mysterious — yet nicest — members.

One of my more unusual proposals was a tongue-in-cheek article suggesting that
perhaps we all ought to stop playing Diplomacy, an extrapolation of the thought that
the fewer games one plays in, the more effective will be his negotiating in each of
those games. The flaw in this "logic" was later pointed out by Chuff Afflerbachi
"Well, I'm no math major and I certainly don't have a masters in education. But
believe you me, when Sister Gertrude pounds something into you in the third grade, it
stays pounded. 'Division by zero is meaningless.' Write that 1,000 times, Brucie,
so you don't forget it. Negotiation without Diplomacy is meaningless."

Following this "Inverse Function" piece there appeared a first in Voice of Doom s

a short story by me, self-referentially titled "The Voice of Doom", The plot
combined science fiction and Diplomacy, and was somewhat reminiscent of Isaac Asimov's
"The Nine Billion Names of God", especially the ending. Gary Coughlan, the hobby's
leading playwright, contributed his popular "Hail Brucifer!" , portraying me as the

liege lord of a castle under constant siege by the East Coast Witches — an appropriate
way of viewing things, indeed. The play was to lead to a sequel by Gary a year later
in my fifth annish, and Ed Wrobel complimented it by writing, "Gary's play was
hilarious. Quite flattering to be portrayed as the representative of sophistry."
(excerpt, ellipses expunged).



I then reprinted some material from two British zines about a game called

"Finchley Central", in which the players take turns naming British rail stations
until one of them names Finchley Central* thereby winning the game. This led to

Glover Rogerson's variant "Diplomacy
Central", wherein the first player to

successfully order a unit to Albania wins.

I concluded the discussion by offering a
section of the game in VD, which eventually
led to one of my best hoaxes ever.

Garry Hamlin and Chuff Afflerbach each
contributed riotous articles. Carry's was

a true story of his unenviable experiences
with a pickup truck overfilled with oil,

and Chuff described some humorous
hypothetical horrors that might befall
someone who misuses the mails. The issue

then closed with an ode to itself, written
by me in an inspired couple of hours- late
one evening.

The fourth annish of VD embodied all the

things that made VD what it was, and therefore
was'my most complete issue ever. Yet the

circumstances of its production were by and
large invisible to most of the readers. Very few people knew that at the time, I was
struggling with so many personal problems! my troubles with Alex, Highfield's death
threats, Kathy's gleeful possession of an embarrassing letter, and so on. That I got
the issue out at all was a minor miracle j it wasn't easy. Two or three people asked
how deep I had had to dig into my files for all those articles. I didn't dig at all.
Every single article that I wrote for the issue was written in the six weeks preceding
its publication. The VD fourth annish, therefore, reflected the climactic period of
my creativity. Its sheer bulk prompted Chuff Afflerbach to write that I ought to have
sent it "book rate", but as Steve Knight was later to write, "That's no novel —
that's a dipzine!". Indeed, Steve and his fellow RIGEL players were to write a lot
in the next few months.

10. Press Wars

When Rich Reilly had asked me whether I'd print some really long press releases
from the RIGEL players, he wasn't kidding. All of the players ended up getting into
the act, even Bob Sweeney, whose England was on the ropes at the time but whose press
efforts continued long after his elimination from the "real" war. The most noteworthy
press releases initially came from Rich Reilly (Turkey), Dave Kleiman (Russia), and
Nelson Heintzman (Germany). He in-toman 1 s "Black Forest" press releases were the best-
written ever to appear in VD. Fantastic settings and characters were created with
remarkably masterful prose, and a whole alternate path of RIGELipn reality was born
for players and readers to follow. Kleiman 1 s claim to fame was his knee-slapping
"Jeopardy" series, a marvelous way of insulting his opponents while keeping a lot of
people entertained. Reilly' s classic "It was late in the evening..." press in VD #86
was jolly, delightful, and loads of fun to parodize, as would later be proven by
others.

The culmination of the RIGEL Press War appeared in Voice of Doom #93* featuring
most of the players at their very best. Unbeknownst to most of the readers, I had
bribed the players with free issues (the long-standing unit of currency here) to write

at least three pages apiece, and the net result was over JZ pages of press, most of

it very good. I am prepared to state categorically that this, the Spring 1905 seson

in the RIGEL game, produced the best press ever in the hobby's history for a single



season of a game. Bob Sweeney chipped in with the continuing saga of his confinement
aboard a Russian pirate ship in the Norwegian Sea. Dave Kleiman contributed a clever

parody of Rich Re illy' s "late in the evening"
press, and I did the same , thus adding fuel
to the rumors that Rich was indeed writing
all of the game's press. Rich himself,
breaking new ground for future press tales,

related the story of how he kidnapped Dave
Kleiman 9 s cat Whiskers, and added a sequel
to the adventures of the mad Sultan and his
poor, doggedly loyal, beset-upon aide. Greg
Ellis told of the prolonged ordeal of the

Italian Prime Minister and his family held
captive in Venice. Ty Hare sent in the story
of a sleazy whore, Lorique, and her mystical
tactical powers which guided the French war
effort in Europe. Nelson Heintzman contributed
the best of his "Black Forest" press releases,
relating the perfidy of the German Kaiser's
wizard dwarf Rasputmann, and his replacement
as the chief advisor to the Kaiser by the

Nubian enchantress Tiara. But the press
release that drew the most comment in VD and elsewhere was Steve Knight's spectacular
"Press Wars", a marvelous takeoff on Star Wars in which the seven RIGEL players
battled for independence against the Empire and its dreaded "Doom Star", governed by
the evil Darth Linsey. This story ran 11 pages and will certainly be remembered for
years to come, though sadly, an eagerly-anticipated sequel never materialized.

The RIGEL press was certainly the high point of issue #93$ and was a dominant
factor throughout its entire fifth year, but there was much more cooking in the VD
kitchen as well. This was a time of enormous issues. Discounting the fourth and
fifth anniversary issues, there were seven that hit the forty-page mark or better,
including efforts of 64, 70, and 80 pages. Creativity remained high toot VD #88
featured my play "Roll Over Bee thovenCon" , a satire of Larry Peery's proposed diptax.
A few people felt that this should have been shortened, and Jim Finley cancelled his
subscription because he thought it was too vindictive, but Mark Berch seemed to speak
the majority opinion when he called it "fantastic, a classic of hobby satire and
humor, one of the cleverest things you've ever done." Indeed, I regard "Roll Over
BeethovenCon" as the best single piece of writing I've ever produced. Over 20 Beatles
songs were adapted for the occasion, most of them lending themselves to the script
quite smoothly. I had had no other experience at writing plays, and the success of
this one left me afraid to try again for fear that any further efforts would pale by
comparison.

The Diplomacy Central openings announced in the fourth annish developed into a
hoax which I gleefully called the "SIRIUS" game, since my alphabetical labeling had
brought me up to the letter "S". I wrote out a script which involved having the

Austrian player NMR in Spring 1901, thereby necessitating the use of neutral orders
per the VD houserules. These orders included F Tri-Alb, so I brazenly declared the

houserules to have won the gaume, a result which certain cynical ex-Doomies might find
consistent with several other games in the zine's history anyway. The "decision" was
then "appealed" by the unfortunate Austrian — Steve Knight, as it worked out — and
led to a hilarious fake ruling by Mark Berch, who had been designated to play the role

of ombusman for the scam. All in all, the SIRIUS hoax was a barrel of fun, although
the fact that it took several issues to unfold ultimately seemed to minimize response

to it.

Voice of Doom #87 was a free Christmas issue, the second I'd sent out. The issue

contained the famous "Shep Rose" letter, a widely-distributed response to Mark Berch'

s
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story in Diplomacy World about Shep Rosei the sleaziest Diplomacy player of all time.

Sadly, this letter did not receive the acclaim it deserved, as many hobbyists seemed
to be either offended by its contents or jealous of the fact that they weren't in on

Shep's secret identity. I personally felt
that the letter was a marveldusly entertaining
bit of writing, and was disappointed at the

lukewarm reception given it by the hobby at
large.

VP #87 was mostly notorious, though,
because it featured an article on how to win
Diplomacy games by picking your nose, a
humorous if disgusting reprise to the serious
strategy articles of my fourth annish. One
of my readers was later to comment anonymously
that the article was "the funniest I've ever
read", but most of the readers just ignored
it.

Voice of Doom #90 was a high point of
the era in terms of creativity. "Elements
of Persuasion" was a semi-serious look at
the components of negotiations, and set forth
a strong analogy between that and the
chemistry of matter. The article intrigued

the more scientifically— minded readers and baffled some of the others, but was
indisputably off the beaten path. Almost as unusual was my "Two Thousand Pages of
Juicy Quotes" contest, celebrating the 2000th page of VD. Next to the Sherlock Holmes
mystery in #57 f this was my best contest ever. Quotes from 98 Doomies were drawn
from all the previous issues of VD and listed, plus one of my own was thrown in (from
issue #1, it turned out), plus a totally bogus quote was added just to spice things
up further. The reader's task was to match up the quotes against the list of names
of all the people quoted. For whatever reason, this contest was extremely popular;
even people who didn't enter it told me that they really enjoyed it and couldn't wait
to see the solution. Gary Goughlan paid me the ultimate compliment (considering the
source) when he told me that "I wish I had your energy!", and Jake Halverstadt told
me that he thought the whole thing was a great idea f even though neither of them
participated. An added benefit of the contest was that it helped me to sell off some
of the old back issues I had had in stock.

Also in VD #90 were the results of the 1983 Doomie of the Year contest, with
the winning essay being Kathy Byrne's nomination of Mark Berch. Notable as well
were Samantha Corbin's nomination of Joan (submitted in handwriting suspiciously
similar to that in Trouble's old issues of Bark of Doom ), and Alex's cheerfully
insouciant essay about Mike Barno, written partly in thanks for all Mike had done for
Alex and me, and partly because Alex's final column had been an unhappy one, and she
wanted to leave the zine on a more lighthearted note. Following the contest results,
I celebrated Mark's selection by reprinting his delightful bit of -fiction, "The
Guess", from an old issue of Diplomacy Digest. Indeed, it is worthwhile to note that
all of the first four Doomies of the Year are possessed of extraordinary writing
talent, a fact that can only bode well for this year's winner* Samantha Corbin.

The "Pilgrim and Dipimaster" series continued in VD #91 with my own installment,
though this wasn't quite on a par with Olsen's and Berch' s earlier pieces. Joan
Extrom called it "wonderful", but Mark Berch was in my opinion closer to the mark when
he remarked that "I don't think (it) really clicked."

The round-table discussions had become one of the most popular features of VD,

and during this era the zine offered two of them; one on GM Interference and one on
Player Ethics. Although some of the questions in the latter one seemed a bit contrived
to me and some of the participants, there was still a broad variety of response to

both topics. In fact, the GM Interference discussion formed a substantial portion of



the 80-page issue #96, the third largest in the zine's history.

Yet another old feature to continue on throughout this period was the psychologically-

oriented strategy articles I had come to enjoy writing. "Picking Your Nose" notwith-

standing, the zine contained several serious essays on the topic of negotiating. The

test of these was "Gaining an Ally" in YD #93 f and issue #92 contained advice on how

to coat your moves with "warm fuzzies" so that marginally hostile moves might be made

more palatable to an opponent, whether or not he is about to feel your knife.

Old blended with new, however, as several fresh ideas for the zine popped into my
head. VPs #94 and 95 each contained Diplomacy crossword puzzles, something I'd never
attempted with any success before. Not that these were overwhelming successes
themselves — Steve Hutton said of #94' s that "This is the worst puzzle I have ever
seen!!!!" — but still they were fun to devise, and several readers enjoyed solving
each of them.

Another new feature of the time was my "Hobbytalk" column, devoted to brief
comments about zines received and other goings-on in the hobby. These took the form
either of quickie editorials or objective reporting, depending on my mood. The

feature proved extremely popular with much
of the readership, and was far superior to

my old practice of devoting an occasional
page, half-page, or bottom-of-a-page to the

coverage of hobby news.
One of the most embarrassing incidents

in the zine's history occurred when I

brazenly announced on page 1 of issue #95
that I had a cricket plaguing me in my
apartment, only to have Dave Lincoln come

to visit a couple of weeks later and
discover that the "chirping" was coming from
my smoke detector, which needed a new
battery. For some reason, Doomies everywhere
cackled with sadistic delight at this as my
face turned postally crimson, and I became
known as the hobby's intrepid cricket hunter.

This was the era of VP's greatest
popularity, with circulation reaching an all-
time peak of 132 in issue #8?. The letter

column had reached a level of volume and variety unprecedented in the hobby, and I

was usually able to print all letters on a timely basis. VD finished twelfth in the

1984 Rune stone Poll, amazingly high considering that there were a high number of
grudge votes.

I also decided early in 1984 that my position on the matter of hobby services
qualified me as somewhat of a hobby anarchist. By and large, I don't see why the

Boardman Numbers are so important, e.g., and I said so publicly. Unfortunately, some

of my readers had difficulty accepting the fact that I felt this way for other than
selfish reasons, and even most of those who did understand my views did not agree
with them. (Then again, if the viewpoint were a popular one, the case for labeling
it "anarchy" would have been severely weakened.)

A bit of comic controversy erupted also when I butchered a letter from Ed Wrobel,
retaliating for a similar but more obvious stunt on his part in Polite sse . Ed
overreacted grossly to this, sending an open letter to everyone on the VD sub list
and precipitating a great deal of mirth here. The general consensus after the whole
mess was sorted out was that my "editing" fell somewhat short of being humorous, and

retrospect, I agree. The incident did lead to a follow-up article entitled "Why
I'm Not Feuding with Ed Wrobel", which included a marvelous little parody of Edgar
Allan Poe's "The Raven".

More controversy erupted in VD #99 when Ty Hare, who seems to share my love for



threading the little needles of the houserules, submitted a set of bogus Russian

orders for the RIGEL game on a sheet of paper which had been a letter from Dave

Kleiman, and contained his signature. General suspicion ran high that I had allowed
these orders only for the sake of providing a bit more lighthearted debate for the

Gossip Column. Indeed, general suspicion has been my nearly-constant companion from
• the day TO began, so I see no need to squelch it at this late date. Voice of Doom #99
also contained a healthy dose of sand from KaneKon II, some of which ended tip in Bob
Howerton f s breakfast.

Although I told several people well ahead of time that #100 would be my final
issue, I basically stuck to my initial
resolution to keep the matter a secret up
till the very end. In retrospect, I'm glad
I told Joan Extrom and Steve Knight about it
several months in advance, since it happened
that the storms of East Coast Cliquian
controversy unleashed their fury once again
over Castle Doom in its last couple of
months. But I had already determined that
my last issue, the fifth annish, would be

my grand finale, and I wasn't about to let
anyone spoil it, just as my enemies will
never be able to spoil my future hobby
enjoyment. And with that in mind, I started
actively collecting material for the issue
four months in advance, and made an early
decision to throw in Randolph Smyth's old
articles as well. The result is the issue
you are reading now.

And thus, Voice of Doom's history comes
to a close. I wonder whether any other hobby editor has ever presented a compre-
hensive history of his zine like this upon folding. There was one decision I made
at the outseti that whenever I eventually folded VD, I would do so cleanly and
proudly. Just as there are good and bad ways to GM, to edit letters, and to play
games; so there are good and bad ways to fold a zine. I am very proud to end the

zine cleanly, with sub refunds to all subscribers, and with a bang worthy of its
explosive and eventful life.

161

Epilogue

In a very real sense, I cannot write the epilogue to the history of The Voice of
Doom . This will be done in time by the hobby, especially those people whose lives
it touched. At this point I can only speculate a little on how hobby history will
treat this zine, and ask questions which have no certain answers,

Will Voice of Doom be remembered three years after its demise , as is the Brutus
Bulletin , or will it be forgotten a year from now? If it is remembered, will the
hobby recall it fondly, or will the ugly feuds that periodically 'marred its pages
stand out? Will VD be remembered by its players as the zine that was never late, or
will the GMing controversies, few in number but spectacular in nature, be remembered
more? Will its readers remember it for its articles and contests most of all, or
will the Gossip Column come to mind first when the zine's name comes up? Will VD
go down in history as the zine which brought respectability to the word "houserules",
or notoriety thereto? I wish that I could see the future and know the answers to all

of these questions. I suppose that in time I shall learn them.
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And. so m close.. The Voice of Doom has reached its end* I l.iail leave you with

but a few "brief, final though l6«T~
We produced a successful sin8 g you and I? you 9

- the readers the writers*, the

player*^ I ? the editor* Aa a team* we published a sine «*hose purpose was to provide
entertainment* fi^v laughter. As a team, w© shared much fun and lau&hier* I am
proud to have been pa:;t of the team that produced this Bine. We Dooi&ies are a winning
teai.-n fill the way,:

Frcm a more perse rial standpoint, I am vexy grateful to tl-e postal Diplomacy hobby
in general, and in particular to those of you who are 'my friends* Those past five
years esem now like one big party i and I've tried to' single out some of you whose
ludivlci&l contributions rere greatest and thank each of you by name ins5.de this
issue* A quick word to my brand new subbersa James Earlly s i-taphen Dyeus (who just
carae or. board four days Idsfore this issue hits the malls; , Itonaid- Spltaert .

Jto^.^Galicia,
anc. Victor ftelucci (who ia an old ex-Boomis just- re turned) B X

sm sorry tj^'^he timing
such thp.t you -five didn * t get to have a longer duration as Doamies. But there are

maviy other fine sines out there* go get "em* To ail of you news -this is a wonderful
hobby, and X-hopa you all keep right on enjoying it along with me,, I hope our paths
e.r-ntJjvre to cross in the future » sure in many caaes that they will*

I cko you* the people of the hobby , a large debt of gratitude for making postal
I^Ticmscy so much fun for me, Bless you ail, and happy diploming* The VbIce of Docis

birfji-. yc u a fond P darci^onorious farewell*

s

Bruce 1 L&sey

?3 A shir?lot St, , Apt
Dalton, MA 01226

All subs rare now expired-


